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STUDIES IN CHURCH HISTORY.

CHAPTEE I.

The Middle Ages.

So wide-spread is the notion that the Middle Ages furnish

no material for admiration, that their very name appears

to be synonymous with all that is dark, cruel, and contempt

ible. The ninteenth century is pre-eminently well pleased

with itself ; the eighteenth—that is, the philosophasters who

gave it its tone—vaunted that period as the bright one ; the

seventeenth and sixteenth complacently smiled at the pros

pect of an era of prosperity, universal and nearly unalloyed,

finally opening to humanity. There were, undoubtedly,

many and crying evils in the Middle Ages, especially in

their first period—the Church had not yet entirely subdued

our barbarian ancestors, and thoroughly assimilated them

to her civilization. During the Golden Age of L^o X., men

certainly had some reason for complacency with their time,

and then, says Cantu, " came the Reformation, to increase

the contempt for the Middle Ages. ... all their institutions

were regarded as so much ignorance and superstition

Then came the philosophy of the last century, proposing to

itself the demolition of the civil and religious hierarchies.

.... Both of these had been cradled and nourished by the

Middle Ages ; hence to combat that period appeared to be

liberty, and to show one's self an open enemy, not only to

Catholicism, but to Christianity, was regarded as free-

thinking" (1). Even among Catholics, we find many who

look with distrust upon this eminently Catholic period, for

the poison distilled by the Reformers, and by the infidel or

(1) Cantc ; Untrerml HMory, ftth Ital. ed., Turin. l*)J., B. S, Prcliminary Dlnnmrm.
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semi-infidel historians of the last century, has been eagerly

imbibed by many who are deceived by the speciousness of

its disguise, and by the ignorant, who know not of the

existence of an antidote. There is a certain charm, for

many, about Voltaire, even when he says that an inquiry

into the Middle Ages produces contempt (1) ; about Gibbon,

when, overcome by his admiration for Pagan Rome, he feigns

to lament the corruption of the ensuing centuries (2) ; about

Montesquieu, when he calls "nearly all the medieval laws

barbarous" (3); about Botta, finding fault with that miser

able time, when society "was regulated by the threats and

promises of a future life." We are not at all disgusted with

the nineteenth century, nor do we consider the Middle

Ages in every respect enviable. "Far from us the wish to pine

away in useless regret, and to wear out our eyes weeping over

the tomb of nations whose inheritors we are. Far from us

the thought of bringing back times which have forever fled.

We know that the Son of God died upon the cross to save

mankind, not during five or six centuries, but for the world's

entire duration We regret not, therefore, however we

may admire, any human institutions which have flourished,

according to the lot of everything that is human ; but we

bitterly regret the soul, the divine spirit, which animated

them, and which is no longer to be found in the institutions

that have replaced them." (4).

The remark of De Maistre, that for the last three centuries,

history has been a permanent conspiracy against truth, is

now not quite so true as when he made it. That deliberate

conspiracy of the enemies of Catholicism has no longer any

effect, unless on the minds of the ignorant or the superfi

cially informed. The labors of the Protestants, Banke,

Voigt, and Hurter, have changed, to some extent, the current

of Protestant thought, wherever it has been unallied with

ignorance or wilful blindness. What Ranke, in spite of

himself (5), succeeded in partially doing for the Papacy of

(1) Kssni/ nn the Morate and. Spirit of Ndtinns. c. 33.

(2) Decline and Fall of the Unman Kmvirc, passim. (3) Spirit of Laws.

(!) Moxtai.kmbkrt, Life (d St. Kli(ah(th of Htnujarw, in 1ntrndvvlinn.

(5) Saint-Cheron, in his preface to his second Fiench edition of Ranke's work, says that

the German author was not a little disappointed on seeing the preference accorded to his

book by the Catholic public, and " ut its hnviniT become au active organ of a propaganda in
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the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Voigt did more

fully for the Popes of the eleventh, and Hurter almost

entirely did for the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The

shelves of Catholic libraries had been always loaded with

triumphant refutations of Protestant and infidel calumnies

against the ages of faith ; every Catholic scholar had been

well conversant with such works ; but the great mass of

those outside the fold were in Cimmerian darkness as to

the true significance of those ages. We could not have

expected the prejudices of our dissenting friends to permit

of their studying the pages of authors like Cantu, Chris-

tophe, Semichon ; but Providence ordained that they should

be somewhat enlightened by some of their own brethren.

However, the impression remains among the masses, to

some extent among Catholics as well as among Protestants

and infidels, that there is but little for men to learn from

the Middle Ages ; that they were, pre-eminently, ages of

barbarism, of ignorance, and of superstition.

There are two kinds of barbarism, remarks Condillac:

one which precedes enlightened periods, and another which

follows them. And, well adds Benjamin Constant, the first,

if compared with the second, is a desirable condition.

Deeply hostile to the ages of Catholic unity, to that period

to which they would fain ascribe the adulteration of prim

itive Christianity, heterodox polemics have not adverted to

the ungraciousness of an accusation of barbarism formu

lated against the Middle Ages by men who regard as

enlightened the times which produced Henry VIII., Eliza

beth, Cromwell, in England ; which tolerated the civil wars

of the sixteenth century in France ; which have witnessed

the modern wars of succession, and more than one Reign of

Terror. And whence came the quota of cruelty, destruc-

tiveness, and injustice, which many complacent moderns

regard as characteristic of the Middle Ages? From the

Catholic clergy, reply the ignorant and malignant, who

ignore the innate barbarism of the Northern hordes and

the posterior civilization of these by the same Catholic

favor of the misunderstood authority of the heads of our holy Cburch ... in spite of him, the

divine face, which he tried to leave in shadow, bus been illumined by the splendor of truth."
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clergy. The fact is also ignored that, while nearly every

ruin on European soil was made such by the Pagan invaders,

or by the heretics of the sixteenth century, or by the

impious of the eighteenth; nearly all the miracles of archi

tectural skill and beauty now admired in Europe are the

work of the Middle Ages, conceptions of Catholic minds,

and results of Catholic generosity. We are frequently told

that the Middle Ages were distinguished for oppres.-ion of

the individual ; but in those days originated the political

constitutions of modern nations (1).

As for the barbarism so justly lamented when and where

it did exist, blind injustice alone can ascribe it to the

Catholic clergy, for they were always the first victims of

the barbarians ; their churches, libraries, and monasteries

were sacked and burnt, the priests and monks often ruth

lessly massacred. And how ungrateful is this charge, since

it was this same Catholic clergy who transformed the

devastating beasts into men and Christians, who repaired

the damage inflicted, and preserved all of civilization that

they themselves had not created.

(1) " I say nothing about the Canon Law, which was an immense advance in mercy and

equity, and in which brute force was first opposed by discussion, bsronial caprice by written

law ; in which, for the first time, all were declared equal before the law. But how great as

legisiators were Charlemagne. Alfred of England, St. Stephen of Hungary, St. Louis of

France, and a few of the German emperors? Then England wrote her Charta, imperfect,

yes, but not yet excelled or equalled, and which, aithough founded on feudalism, so well

guarantees personal and real liberty. Then the commercial republics of Italy compiled a

maritime code which is still in force. Then the various Communes provided themselves

with statutes, which appear curious only to those who know nothing of those times and

places. Then the republics of Germany, of Switzerland, and of Italy experimented with

every kind of political regime, trying constitutions not at all academical—constitutions

adopted, not because they were English or Spanish, but because they were opportune,

peculiar, historical. Then the middie class, showing the best indication of strength—

growth, caused by resistance—penetrated into the monarcby, giving to it life, force, and

glory; and aithough the present and future importance of this class was not understood, it

became the people, the nation, the sovereign. Observe the Congress of Pontlda, or the

Peace of Constance, or the nocturnal meetings under tlie oak of Tnms or in the meadows

of RDM, where simple-minded men swear, in the name of that God who created both serf

and noble, to maintain their customs and their country's freedom I Observe those Synods,

in which religion makes herself guardian of the rights of man. Observe the people at the

witcna-aemut of England, at the French C/m/ujw de Mai, at the diets of Iioncaglia, or at

that of Lamego, where a new nation draws up the constitution of Portugal—more liberal

than many modern ones—with a throne surrounded ity a nobility not derived from conquest,

not founded on possessions or hought with money, but conferred on those who have been

loyal to Cburch and country, valorous in freeing the Istter from the foreigner. And these

laws were confirmed becuuse they were tiintd and jift, conditions ignored by the ancient

jurists, and forgotten by many modern ones." Ca.ntf : for. ril.—W'e learn from Tacitus

(diatoms o/ the Hermans) that the ancient Germans met in parliament on certain days,

in the open flelds. Fredegarlus (;/• 77li) informs us that (he Franks continued the custom in

the assemblies called of the Campi Murtii, and afterwards of the ("rimpi Mali. Landolph

the Younger (c. 9 and Si) says that the archbishops of Milan met their vassais in similar

diets. For such assemblies the Holy Roman emperors, as kings of Italy, chose the plains

of Iioncaglia, between the Po and theNura, about three miles from Placenza. According

to Aruolpbus {H. R. Empire, v. IV., b. 3, c. 4.) Heory II. met the first diet in 1047. The

Acts of the parliament held at Roncaorlia under Barborossa are found in Pertz's Hfsf.

Monuments o/ Germany, v. II.; Hanover, iS37.—Tosti ; HMuryof the Lombard League,

b. II., note A ; Montecassino, 1S4S.
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Until comparatively late days, few historians seem to

have regarded the Middle Ages as worthy of serious inves

tigation. According to many of these—generally successful

—formers of public opinion, even the land of Dante and

Petrarch was buried in ignorance the most dense, until the

fall of Constantinople caused Grecian scholars to claim her

hospitality ; " not a painter had flourished before Cimabue,

and no artist merited notice until the favor of some prince

created Michael Augelo and Raphael ; the Italians had lost

even the remembrance of their ancient laws, until, during

some devastation, a copy i if the Pandects was unearthed ;

only a capricious jargon was written and spoken until the

present Italian language was improvised, and—like armed

Minerva from the brain of Jove—issued forth, wonderful

virgin, to influence the entire universe." (1). But with

the indefatigable labors of cardinal Baronio, who, from the

monuments of the Vatican, methodically and lucidly ex

tended the Annals of the Church (and precisely therefore, of

what was then the civilized world), new light was shed upon

the intellectual condition of the Middle Ages (2). Much

more knowledge was contributed by Muratori (3), a dili

gent and critical annalist to whom, more than to all other

(1) Canto; loc.cit—

—Hallam, aithough not addicted to criticism or to investigation of original sources of

history, because he regarded such labors as " not incumbent on a compiler." (View of the

State of Europe durinuthe Middie Aiss. chap. i.. note 1), nevertheless hit upon truth

when be said : italy supplied the lire from which other nations. in this first, as afterwards

in the second era of the revival of letters, lighted their own torches. Lanfranc, Ausehu

Peter Lomhard, the founder of systematic theology in the twelfth century, Irnerius, the

restorer of jurisprudence, Gratlan, the author of the first compilation of Canon Law' the

School of Salerno, ihai guided medical art in all countries, the first dictionaries of the Latin

tongue, the first treatise on Aigebra, the first great work that makes au epoch in Anatomy,

are as truly and exclusively the boast of Italy, as the restoration of Greek literature and of

classical taste Id the fifteenth century-"—Introduction to the Literature of tluroiie in the

15//i, 16tft, and 17tft Ceidories. vol. I., c. 2.

12) Annaln of the Cburch, from tuc Birth of Christ to the near 110S. Rome, 15SS—160"

12 vois. in fol. These An nals have been continued by, 1st, the Polish Dondnican Bzovius

(Rome, itSHi), and augmented (Cologne 1621—1640), down to 1572 ; 2d. by Spondanus

bishop of Pamiers (Paris. 101))) ; 3d, by Odcrleo 1tlnaldi, Oratorlan, 7 vois. fol. (Rome «;io

—1663), from 1HIS, where Baromo ended, down to 15(H) : 4th. by Laderehius, 3 vois, fol

(Rome. 172S—1737); 5th, by Augustine Theiner. Oratorlan, prefect of the Vatican Archives

3 vois. fol. (Rome, 1S50), from 1572 to our days. Ruronio does not always distinguish

apocryphal from authentic documents, and he not seldom uses Greek versions of dubious

sincerity—fauits rather of his age than his own ; but with the aid of the corrections by the

Franciscan. Pagi, by Mansi (Cong. Mother of Godi, and by the Protestaut Cusaubnn. bis

work is invaluable.

(3) Annais of Vain, from the birth of Christ to 1750, Milan, 1R vois, Svo, 1753-56 —

Writers oh Italian Matters, from 500 to 1500, 2S vois, fol., Milan, 1723-51. The expense

of this publication was defrayed by sixteen Italian gentlemen, who each contributed Joii (

scudi.—Italian AntUiuilies of the Middie Aae.trom the fall of the Roman Empire until

1500, Milan, 6 vois. fol. 173U—VH.—Estensian Antiquities, Modena, 1717-40, 2 vois. fol.

When it is remembered that Muratori edited over fifty folio volumes, nearly fifty quartos]

and innumerable octavos and duodecimos, it seems strange that more inexactnesses do not

occur.
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writers, modern historians must refer. Tiraboschi (1),

Scipio Maffei (2), Du Cange (3), Tillemont (4), Pertz (5), Leo

(6), J. Moeller (7), may be consulted with profit. As for

English historians of the Middle Ages, several are preten

tious, few recommendable. Robertson (8) is carried away

by his contempt for this period, and, to use the words of

Cantu, " infatuated with the present liberties of his country,

he calumniates the time when the edifice was not complete,

forgetting that just then its foundation was laid, and its

grandeur prepared." " Hume," says the same judicious and

impartial critic, " in order to flatter the Encyclopedists,

then the dispensers of fame, too often adopts the weapons

of contempt and ridicule, capital enemies of reflection; and,

sceptical of generosity, understands liberty only under

certain appearances. Endowed with reason, but with no

imagination ; a sceptic in history as in philosophy ; evi

dently and unfortunately partial ; he entirely misunderstands

the Anglo-Saxon period, regarding the English constitu

tion as already formed at the birth of the nation. Of what

assistance can he be, therefore, in an endeavor to become

acquainted with foreign peoples"? Hallam has eyes for

governments, never for peoples ; hence, while he follows the

development of a constitution, he disconnects it from the

sources of its origin. Gibbon, most renowned of English

historians, " regarded," says Cantu, " with veneration by

his school, and respected even by his opponents, is vastly

erudite, shows great sagacity in discovering new sources,

artfully groups facts and interprets intentions. What book,

therefore, can flatter to a greater extent the convenient

propensity to agree with an author ? But reflecting readers

perceive in his writings a continuous diatribe, inspired by

the simultaneous prejudices of a Jew, a heretic, and a

' philosopher '—a diatribe permeated by two ideas, admira-

(li History of Italian Literature- (2) History of Verona,

(3) In his Glossary, and especially in his Notes to the text of Anna Comnena in the

Writers of Byzantine History (Puris, iti40—5O), printed at the Louvre by order of Louis

XIV.

(4) History of the Emperors-

(5) Historical Monuments of Germany, from 500 to 1500, Hanover, 1S26.

(6) History of the Mtddie Aye(WSO).

(7) Manual of Vie History of the Middie Age, from the Fall of the Western Empire

until the Death of Charlemagne (Paris, 1S37).

(S) lntrmluction to the Life of Charles V.
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tion of Roman greatness and hatred for all religion." (1).

It is false that the Middle Ages were pre-eminently times

of ignorance ; that, as some have not hesitated to say, men

had lost the faculty of reasoning. In this epoch nourished

Abelard, Dante, Albert the Great, Thomas of Aquin. It is

true that the hunting and soldiering barbarians at first dis

dained the peaceful triumphs of letters, and regarded the

fine arts as a disgraceful inheritance of the people they had

conquered ; that, for a time, even the olden subjects—of

the secular order—of Rome lost taste for the sublime and

the beautiful. But then science found a friend in the sanc

tuary and in the cloister: and the clergy preserved, as a

sacred deposit, the traditions of literature and art. As for

moral science, have modern times surpassed SS. Anselm,

Lanfranc, Peter Damian, Peter Lombard ? As for practical

science, do we know much more than did our medieval

ancestors ? We will mention a few of the improvements

and inventions which we owe to these compassionated men.

I. The paper on which we write (linen) is, according to

Hallam, an invention of the year 1100 (2) ; cotton paper

was certainly used in Italy in the tenth century. II. The

art of printing, or rather the press, was invented in 1436,

either by Lawrence Coster, a chaplain in the Cathedral of

Harlem, and a xylograph printer, or by the artisan Gens-

fleisch, called Guttenberg (3) ; but printing by Land was

done in the tenth century, in. That music may be now

called a science is due to Guido of Arezzo, an Italian monk,

who, in 1124, determined the scale, hitherto uncertain.

(1) Abp. Martin Spalding, in his valuable Lecture on Literature and the Arts in the

Middle Ages, regards Hallam and Maitland as superior to all other English writers on

this period, but he well remarks that, compared with the labors of Muratorl and Tiraboschi,

" their worts, learned and excellent as they are in many respects, are but pigmies."

MisceUanea, vol. 1.,c. 4.

(2) Casiri, drawing up a Catalogue of the Escurlal Library, says that most of Its Mss.

are of rag-paper, calling them charlaceo*. in contradistinction to the membranous and

cotton ones. At No. 7S7. he cites the A nhorismn of Hippocrates, Codex an. Chr. 1 100,

chartaceus, and does not deem it remarkable. Peter ot Cluny, in a treatise against the

Jews, speaks of books made from the shreds of old cloths.

(3) The Abbe" Le Noir, in his adaptation of lierglers Dictionary, analyzes the known facts

concerning this invention, and tbus concludes : " Coster, we believe. invented and flrst

employed movable types. Gultenherg came across Coster's plans, perfected them, and

with invincible patience endeavored to execute them on a grand scale. But, constantly

needing funds, he was compelled to put himself in the hands of an adroit hanker, Faust,

who played upon him the trick he himself had practised on Coster, appropriated the inven

tion, and gathered the proflts."—The Chronicles of Fcitre say that Panfllo Castaldi, a

bumanist of that city, taught his disciple Faust, in 1436. the use of movable types. Stere

otyping, now the perfection of printing, was known and practised by Coster, though he

knew not, of course, any way of casting the plates.
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His -lolmisation, or the use of the ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la9 was

siguified by means of the words of the first verses of the

Vesper Hymn for the feast of the Baptist (1). Ughelli, in

his Sacred Italy, proves that, in the ninth century, the

Italians used pneumatic organs, iv. In the twelfth cen

tury, the mariners of Amain first applied the knowledge

'of the loadstone to navigation, inventing the mariner's

compass, thus enabling subsequent Italian navigators to

prosecute geographical discovery, v. It is amusing to

learn that in those days of alleged ignorance, and hence

carelessness of study, one of the most important aids to

study should have been invented. To enable persons of

defective eyesight to read, the ancients used a sphere filled

with water, but about 1285 a Pisan monk, named Salvino

d'Armato, invented spectacles. In a sermon preached in

Florence, Feb. 23, 1305, the famous friar Giordano di

Rivalta said : " Only twenty years ago were spectacles

invented ; I knew and conversed with the inventor." vi.

By a people's language we can surely judge of their refine

ment and their intellectual calibre. Now it was in these

despised Middle Ages that were formed and perfected the

languages of modern Europe. Humboldt may have erred

when he judged that grammatical forms are not the fruit of

the progress made by a nation in analysis of thought, but

he rightly admitted that these forms " are results of the

manner in which a nation considers and treats its lan

guage." (2). And we are asked to believe that the densest

ignorance and the grossest sentiments were the portion of

the times which produced the sweet and philosophic

Italian, the majestic Spanish, the graceful French, and the

forcible English and German tongues (3). vn. Have

modern times rivalled the Middle Ages in architectural

(1) U1 queant laxis. ficsonare flbrts, Alira gestorum. Famuli tuorum, Solve polluti,

.Labil reatum, Saucte Joannes !

(2) Lrtters on the Nature of Grammatical Forms- Paris. 1S27, p. 15.

(3) " Tbe Latin language began to decline even in the first century of our era. and its

decay corresponded to that of the Roman empire and of Roman civilization. With the

irruption of the harharians, the corruption became so exteusive that the old organism

perished, and the relics could not be termed a new language. Christianity took hold of

this raw material, placed therein the embryonic principles of new organizations, and fecun

dated them with the hieratic word, performing the two duties symbolized by the oriental

myths of the cosmic egg and androgynism. Tbus the modern Idioms were born from the

material of the old. informed and organized by the religious idea and by the sacer-
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rjkill ami taste? With the exception of St. Peter's at Rome

—itself a result of the spirit of that despised period— -all

the most magnificent structures of Europe, all the real

triumphs of architecture, are of medieval conception and

execution. Glass windows, too, introduced only in the

fourth century, commenced to present beautiful colors in

the early Middle Age ; and in the twelfth century the

Church began, by means of those wonderful window-

pictures, to reach the hearts and intellects of such of her

children as, perchance, were not penetrated by the words

of her preachers, vin. The .system of banking, with its

convenient bills of exchange, was originated by the Italians

in the twelfth century, ix. In the year 650, wind-mills were

invented ; in 657, organs ; the Greek fire in 670 ; carpet-

weaving in 720 ; clocks in 760 ; in 790, the Arabic numerals

were introduced ; in 1130, the silk-worm was first cultivated

in Europe ; in 1278, gunpowder was invented ; engraving

in 1410 ; oil-painting in 1415. (1).

dotal word. At first each of these Idioms was a mere dialect, that is, a vuigar speech, rude,

ignoble, private, unfit for public use and for writing, not yet possessed of a life of its own,

independent of the ancient mother's. And just as the fetus becomes a man, the buman

animal an infant, coming out into the light and entirely separating from the maternal

bodv, so a dialect is transformed into an illustrious language, nt to signify ideal things,

through the work of noble writers who divert it from popular usage, and introduce it

into the forum, the temple, the schoois, and into the conversation of the learned—who

develop its scientific and aesthetic powers, and who give it a being entirely distinct from its

progenitrix. The first or modern dialects to run this course was the Tuscan, or, to speak

correctly, the Florentine, which afterwards became the noble language of Italy, just as the

Castlllan and the Picard became the national idioms of Spain andof France. " The Tuscan

was aiready conceived before 12KI, when Foleacchiero and Clullo d'Aicamo dictated their

rude sonnets; it was born with Dante, who tirst initiated the speech of the Arno into the

put lie hfe of civilization and of learning, and rendered it, so far as literature is concerned,

not only Ita'.lan, but European-" giohkrti : Civil ami Moral Primacy of the Italians,

(.'apolago, VMti, vol. II.. p. £73.

(1). As an evidence of the intellectual decadence of the Middie Ages, it is alleged that

then the science of cr.ticism was unknown. To this Cantu replies : "I do not hesitate to

assert that, of all the questions agiU(ted since that time, Jiei haps not one was not raised

during that period- Aithough the ng- of Leo X. believed Annius of Viterbo (a Ohatteilon

of the 15th century) and that of the Encyclopedia in Ossian, the eleventh century ques

tioned the authenticity of the Fab(e Decretals (of Isidore Mercator). King Liutprand and

Bishop Agohard condemned triais by combst and tin? ordeais by llre and water, although

these were upheld by prejudice, custom, and law : iheyaisn ridiculed the belief that witches

produced tempests. The monk Virgilius (Ferghil/ and John of Salisbnn tanirht the correct

mundane system and the existence of antipodes. Even in those days, both the spiritual and

temporal rule of the Pope were attacked and defended : then war was made, by argument

and by ridicule, on the abuses of monachism and on faise piety ; then were weighed the

prerogatives of kings, andtheu titles to power: then were laid the foundations of civil

order in such a manner as to produce the only constitutions which have long endured.

Every system, dogma, and rite, found champions and opponents: and the political heresies

of Arnold of Brescia and of Friar Doicino, the philosophical ones of Origen and of Ahelard.

the religious ones of Photlus and of the AlhUenses. left nothing new for Luther and

Socinus to pronounce. And what if we reflect that these rude nncestors of ours civil

izet half the world : that, by the transiation of the Bible, modern languages were formed :

that bymns were composed which have been sung by the most rellned centuries ; that

entire nations were withdrawn from licentious and ferocious superstition? Undoubted

ly, much was wanting: but deny. if you can. to Alexander the title of consummate

general, because he would not have been able to conquer at Leipsic or to reduce Antwerp,

or the title of poet to Homer because he was ignorant of geograpby and astronomy." (toc

cit.).
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A very efficient reason for that aversion to the M iddle

Ages, which we may observe in most heterodox writers and

in all devotees of materialism, is the fact that those days

formed the golden period of monasticism—a system which

is as much a part of the history of the human mind, as it

is of ecclesiastical history, and which must necessarily find

an enemy in the spirit of the world. Of eastern birth, and

at first unacceptable to the westerns, the influence of St.

Athanasius—who had studied its spirit during his exile—

introduced it to Rome, and in less than two centuries it was

spread throughout the empire. With the sixth century

came the great monastic legislators, SS. Benedict and Col-

umbauus ; and new rules, providing every constituent of

wise government, enabled the monks to survive the influence

of barbarism, to become the refuge of virtue and enlighten

ment. With the twelfth century, the world beheld an alli

ance hitherto deemed impossible—that of the religions state

with the military profession. The genius of the age en

abled the soldier to sanctify his valor, directing it against

the enemies of the faith, and observing the monastic vows

amid the duties and hardships of the field. The knights of

St. John— afterwards styled of Rhodes, and finally of Malta ;

the Templars—in time degraded, but for a long period a

glory of Christendom ; the Teutonic Order—at first devoted

to the care of the sick poor, but soon taking arms for the

defence of Palestine and for the civilization of Northern

Germany (1) ; the knights of St. Lazarus, of Calatrava, of

(1). During the pontiticate of Innocent III. (119S—1816), Christian, a Cistercian monk,

had introduced Christianity into Prussia, and was made bishop of that region, on his visit

to the Holy See, in 1214. Returning, he found his converts relapsed into Idolatry, and at

war with the Christians of Cuim, having already destroyed over two bundred and fifty

cburches. Christian preached a crusade, and erected the citadel of Cuim, finally compelling

the Prussians to ahandon idolatry. A new revoit of the harharians prompted the bishop to

institute the Military Order of Christ ; but in 1284 the knights, five only excepted, were

killed in hattle. Christian then persuaded Coorad, duke of Mazovia. to implore the uid of

the Teutonic knights ; this prince ceded to the Order all the lands it could subdue. In litty

years Prussia, Litbuania, and Pomerauia were conquered. "The vow of obedience ob

served by these soldier-friars." says Cantit. "produced in them a discipline unknown to

other governments, their wilis Iieing bound by honor and by religion. Into this sovereign

Order the reigning families of Germany proudiy eorolled their sons ; in Prussia kings and

princes served an apprenticeship to arms ; respect gave strength to the Order, which soon

reached the height of power, but afterwards fell into dehauchery and tyranny." The last

grand-master of the Teutonic knights, Albert of Brandenburg, yielded to the temptation of

Luther to convert his power iuto a secular principality—a temptation which another All*rt

of Brandenburg, his kinsman and unhbishop of Malntzami Magdeburg, had resisted (Hptst-

Luth. in Cochiaeus, y. 158r1). He appropriated nearly ull the property of the Order, united

himself to the Princess Dorotby of Hoisteln, and divided Prussia with Poland, becoming

tributary to the latter for the portion reserved to himself - tbus founding the present king

dom of Prussia. Protestant writers find fauit with the means taken by the Teutonic knight*
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St. James, of Alcantara, and many other associations, were

probably the most efficient of all the human means used by

the Roman Pontiffs in their struggle to preserve European

civilization. With the thirteenth century came the Men

dicant Orders, devoted to the combat against the errors and

vices of the Albigenses and other innovators of the period.

Since wealth had caused the discredit of many of the olden

religious, SS. Francis and Dominick prohibited every kind

of property, even in common, to their disciples ; and al

though this severity lasted but a short time, these friars

obtained and preserved, by their general virtue and zeal,

the esteem of Church and State. What service did these

religious render society? In the first place, agriculture,

which m*y be styled the first of arts and the source of all

real wealth, grew to be respected by our ancestors, because

of the example of the monks. Fleury, speaking of the

work of the monks in Germany, says : " They were useful

in the temporal order, owing to the labor of their hands.

Thev levelled the vast forests which covered the land. By

their industry and their wise management the earth was

cultivated ; the inhabitants multiplied ; the monasteries

produced great cities, and their dependencies became con

siderable provinces. What were once the new Corbie and

Bremen, now two great towns ? What were Fritzlar, Herfeld,

cities of Thuringia ? Before the monks, what were Saltz-

burg, Frisengen, Echstadt, episcopal cities of Bavaria ?

Where were St. Gall and Kempten in Switzerland ? Where

so many other cities of Germany?" (1). Secondly, the

monks aided the poor and the oppressed. •' For a long

time," says Voltaire (2), " it was a consolation for the hu

to convert the idolatrous Prussians. Berber tbus replies : "Ilis falsely supposed that.the

crusades and military operations of the kmghts were primarily designed for the conversion

of the infidels. Their object was to defend Christians against the attacks insuits, and

violence of idolaters ; to prevent the irruptions of these, and to repress their brigandage.

Where was the crime ? Christianity and the na'nral law both prohibit private violence, but

they do not prohibit nations from opposing force with force. Whether the warriors be

knights or soldiers, volunteers or mercenaries, religious or seculars, the u nestlon is whether

-w not Christianity condemns the use of arms in every case- The knights never became

preachers, and the missionaries were never armed. The bsrharians were ferocious beasts,

who by force were first to he maile men. before any thought could be entertained of Chris

tianizing them : the former task was for the knights, the latter for the missionaries. It is

said that these means were caiculated rather to disgust than to convert the harharians, but

the fact is that they were converted, and that the entire North became and is Christian —

. It is one thing to patiently suffer persecution at the hands of one's government, another

to allow one's self to be killed by foreign harharians, practising brigandage against the

law of nations.

(1) Discourse «i., no. 28. (2) Spirit and Customs of Nations, v. ill.
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man race that these refuges were open to those who wished

to escape Gothic and Vandal tyranny.'' Thirdly, the monks

cultivated letters. Outside the monasteries few persons, in

the early Middle Age, knew how to write ; but within these

walls patient laborers were constantly at work transcribing .

and perpetuating such monuments of intellect as the bar

barians had spared. " I declare," wrote Cassiodorus to his

monks of Viviers, " that of all bodily labors, the copying

of books is the most to my taste." Without this labor, and

without that jealous love of their libraries which caused

the monks to say that '' a cloister without a library is like

a citadel without weapons," we would to-day possess not

one monument of ancient lore. And what praise is not due

to the schools of the monasteries ? In these schools were

taught, generally gratuitously, not only sacred science, but

rhetoric, dialectics, astronomy, grammar, and music. His

tory, especially, owes everything to the monks, who not only

preserved all records of the far past, but minutely recorded

the events of their own day. In all the great monasteries, an

exact and able writer was appointed to keep this record, and

after mature examination, the Chronicle was handed down

to posterity. Italy owes all knowledge of her history to

her innumerable cowled chroniclers ; France is a sirailiar

debtor to Ado of Vienne, William of St. Germer, Odoric of

St. Evroul, both Aimoins, and Hugh of Flavigny ; England

to Bede, Ingulph, William of Malmesbury, and the two

Matthews of Westminster and Paris ; Germany toRhegino

abbot of Prom, Witikind, I.ambert of Aschaffenburg. Ditmar,

and Hermann Contractus (1). In fine, so assiduously did

(1) "The sclemeuermed historical have a character very different from that of the

scicnces regarded a* pre-eminently exact. The art of materially arranging facts is, for

them, only a prciwrution ; these facts, independent of their moral signilication. nre nothing

of themselves The documents which ptcserve the souvenirs of bumanity have a

tendency to disappear, because they refer to events not identically renewed, as are the con

stant works of nature. This infinite diversity engenders immense difficuities of lahor : to

render history Iruitful. there must foe a unity of action in the grouping of facts, and a

unity of opinion in the judgment formed. Subordination of agents in a common direction,

division of the one task among many workmen—a division proportioned to the extent of

the work, are primary conditions for every great historical undertaking. All such enter

prises as are very exact and very extensive have been the work of religious oodies. in

these bodies alone have been found men with a spirit of self-denial sufficient to renounce

the joys of personal fame Here facts 'tte"k more eloquently than argument; the

Revolution, by destroying the Benedictine Order, put an end to the great records of our

history. Of these works, some, such as t'hrMtan Haul and the A(uhiin of the Order of

(Sf . Benedict, the Letters of ttf Poyic.•. have not been resumed (they have, since the time

of Lenormanti ; others have been continued by the 1nstitute, but siowly and imperfectly.

In conlldiug to the Institute the prosecution of the work of the Benedictines, and providing
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the monks of the Middle Ages cultivate letters and every

branch of science, that the slow progress of these, during

the early portion of that period, can be ascribed only to the

then existirg political situation of Christendom. Intellect

ual culture depends, for brilliant results, on the lot of

states ; only when government is somewhat settled, do men

turn to the Muses. Nevertheless, very many of the medieval

monks would have honored the reigns of Augustus or Pope

Leo X. Science can show no more devoted or brilliant dis

ciples than Gerbert (Pope Sylvester II.), Albert the Great,

or Roger Bacon. Of the first, the inventor of the wheel and

weight clock, and the projector of the telescope, D'Alembert

well said that he who first used the wheels and weights,

would have invented watches in another age ; and if Ger

bert had lived in the time of Archimedes, perhaps he would

have equalled that mechanician (1).

Even the early Middle Age could not have been so igno

rant as we are asked to believe, since every cathedral, as

well as nearly every monastery, had its school and library,

in accordance with canonical enactments. Hallam admits

generousiy for its expenses, the State believed all had been done ; despite the fixity of the

academies, despite the often admirable zeal of the members, no equivalent has been found

for the continuous, persevering, and muitiple action of the monks. An equitable discern

ment has not guided the choice of editors ; political considerations and momentary interest

have entered into the task ; and the consequence has been an unequal mass, an incoherent

agglomeration of excellent and inferior volumes—and yet, there was a question merely of

printing manuscripts. What would neve been the resuit, if the institute had undertaken the

composition of great works like those of the Benedictines '/ I show only the exterior in

conveniences of the actual organization of science: I do not push the lantern into its

innermost recesses. I could have traced a deplorable tableau of the comhats of vanity or

of want agalnstithe counciis of duty When 1 see the governing powers occupying

themselves with the secret vices which attack the intellectual calibre of the country ; when

I behold an attempt at a new organization, at the bsse of which there is a little honor, and

much security for those who devote themselves to science, then I will admit that great

historical works can bo produced bv alay society." Lknokmant, Relinimut As*ociatum in

Christian Societ)), Paris. 1RI4, 8 xix. The Benedictines to whose labors Lenormant

alludes were indeed posterior to the Middie Ages, but the judgments of the author are

strictly applicable to their medieval predecessors.

(1} MM. Ivei Guyot and Sigismond Lacroix, in their fftsforj/ of the PrnUtaires, one of the

most bitterly anti christian works of our day, are constrained to speak as follows, concern

ing the works of the Middie Ages : " A Benedictine monastery was a harrack for work

andforpniyer- But the time devoted to labor shows the special characteristic of the

wesiern monasteries. A monastery ms an insurance company, and aiso an industrial and

agricuitural association. Certain works required great enterprise and a great cohesion of

forces. At that time (the Merovingian period), credit did not exist; shares and stocks

were unknown But the monks established something similar. There was plenty of land,

and the elements for its utilization were at hand ; but men feared the desert, the swamp,

and the forest, for the redemption of these was apparently above buman strength. Then

the monks came, like the American pioneers of our day. They selected a valley, or some

propitious spot ; they set to work, levelling the trees, draining the swamps, and founded

an agricuitural colonv. All this the monks did by association They formed veritable

industrial societies Among the most celebrated were the Bridge-building Friars

(Fratres Pontiftces). who daringly threw bridges over the torrents throughout Southern

France. These constructed the Salnt-F,sprit bridge across the Rhone" Messrs. Guyot and

Lacrotx describe the vast possessions of the abbey of ft. Germaln-des-Pres, which had a

radius of forty leagues around Paris (at the time of Louis le Deoonnaire), and every foot of

which the monks had reclaimed from the desert.
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that " the praise of Laving originally established schools

belongs to some bishops and abbots of the sixth century ; "

but—at least, so far as Ireland is concerned—it is certain

that her schools were celebrated throughout Europe in the

fifth century. As to the continent, we find the Council of

Vaison recommending, in 529, the institution of free par

ochial schools. To cite only a few of similar decrees, there

is a canon of the 3d General Council of Constantinople, 680,

commanding priests to have free schools in all country

places ; one of a Synod of Orleans, 800, ordering the par

ochial clergy " to teach little children with the greatest

charity, receiving no compensation, unless voluntarily

offered by the parents ; " one of Mentz, 813, commanding

parents to send their children " to the schools in the mon

asteries, or in the houses of the parish clergy ; " one of

Rome, under Eugenius II., 826, prescribing schools in every

suitable place. As to higher education, not only was it not

neglected, but the most celebrated universities were founded

and perfected in the " dark " ages. Most renowned were the

Irish school of Bangor (Benchor)—with its thousands of

scholars ; and the other Irish schools founded at Lindis-

farne in England : Bobbio in Italy ; Verdun in France ;

Wiirzburg, Ratisbon, Erfurt, Cologne, and Vienna, in

Germany. The great University of Bologna, an outgrowth

of the law-school there established by Theodosius II.,

became so celebrated under Irnerius (d. 1140), that of

foreigners alone more than ten thousand thronged its halls

(1) ; The University of Padua frequently numbered eighteen

thousand students. Famous also were the Universities of

Rome, Pavia, Naples, and Perugia ; of Paris ; of Alcala,

Salamanca, and Valladolid ; of Oxford and Cambridge ; of

Vienna, Cologne, Erfurt, and Heidelberg (2). And it must

(i). The University of Bologna was a corporation of scholars, who were divided into two

great "nations." i 'ismoutanes (1tahans) and Uitramontanes (foreigners), each having its

own rector, who must have taught law for live years, and Have been a student of the Uni

versity, and could not tie a monk. The students elected this rector, and none of the

ptofessors had any voice in the assembly, unless they had previousiy been rectors. In the

facuity of theology, however, the professors governed. Popes Gregory IX., Boniface VIII..

Clement V.. John XXII-. addressed their Decretais " to the doctors and scholars of Bologna."

(2). The thirteenth century was an unfortunate one for letters in (iermany. Leibnitz

says that the tenth was golden, compared with the thirteenth ; Heerencalis it most unfruit

ful ; Meiners constantly deplores it: Eichorn designates it as " wisdom degenerated into

harharism." But with the fourteenth century came a change. The University of Vienna

was founded in 1364 ; that of Heidelberg in 13H0 ; of Erfurt. 1392 ; of Leipsic, 1409 ; Wftrz-
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be borne in mind that in most of these establishments in

struction was gratuitous ; the zeal of Popes, bishops,

emperors, kings, and other great ones of those times, found

no more natural outlet than the endowment of these institu

tions. The celibacy of the clergy, well remarks Archbishop

Martin Spalding, did more, perhaps, for this free tuition

than anything else : " Clergymen whose income exceeded

their expenses felt bound by the spirit, if not by the letter

of the Canon Law, to appropriate the surplus to charitable

purposes, among which the principal was the founding of

hospitals and schools. The forty-four colleges attached to

the University of Paris were most of them founded by

clergymen." (1).

But we constantly hear that, in the Middle Ages, the

clergy systematically kept the laity in ignorance ; that even

the nobility were so uncultivated, that in the public acts of

those times it is quite common to meet the clause : " and

the said lord declares that, because of his condition of gentle

man, he knows not how to sign (his name)." Charlemagne

himself, it is said, knew not how to write. But are these

allegations true ? In the early period of the middle ages,

undoubtedly, ignorance was the lot of the warriors who

became the progenitors of most of the European nobles ;

but when these barbarians had become Christians and

members of civilized society, is it true that they generally

remained in that ignorance ? The learned Benedictine,

Cardinal Pitra (2), has proved that in nearly all monas

teries there were two kinds of schools— the internal, for the

youth who wished to become religious ; and the external,

for the children of the nobility. And do we not know how

burg, 1410: Rostock, 1419: Louvaln, 14-25 : Dola. 1420 : Treves. 1454 : Freiburg, 1456; Basel,

1459: Ingoistadl. 1472: Tflbinften and Metz, 1477; Cologne, 14SH. " Gerard Groot, '' aays

Cantu, " a student of Paris, founded. in 1370. at Deventer. his native place, an order every

member of which was bound to help the poor. either nv his manual labor or by teaehtm'

gratuitousiy. Veiy soon the order, associating tbus the two passions of that day, piety and
studv. taught trades and writing in the monasteries which were called of St. Jerome, oror

the (iooil Brethren, or of the Common Lite ; ami in other places it kept schoois of writing

and of mechanics for poor children. To others it taught Latin. Greek. Mathematics. Fine

Arts, aml even Hebrew, in 1133, it had forty-five houses, three times that numher in

14i.0; and in 1474 it established a printinir-house in Brusseis. Thomas a Kempis trans

ported the system to St. Agnes, near Zwoll. where were formed the apostles of classic

literature in Germany—Maurice, count of Sptcirelberg. and Rudolph Langius, afterwards

prelates: Anthonv Liber, Louis Drlngeuberg, Alexander Heiruis, and Rudolph Agricola."

Univ. Hist., b. xill.. c. W.

(1), ljoc. c(t., art. Schonls aad Univcrsitics in the "Dark Ages."

i2). In his History of St. Leaer.
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Abelard's retreat was filled with hundreds of young uobles

zealous for knowledge ? Vincent of Beauvais (y. 1250)

writes that " the children of the nobility need to acquire

expensive learning," and Giles of Romme says that " the

sons of kings and of great lords must have masters to teach

them all science, and especially the knowledge of Latin.'

The nobles could not have despised learning as much as

they are said to have despised it, when they were so zealous

in founding schools of learning. At Paris alone, six col

leges were founded by noble laymen ; that of Laon, in 1313,

by Guy of I.aon and Raoul de Presles ; that of Presles, in

1313, by Raoul de Presles ; that of Boncourt, in 1357, by

Peter de Flechinel ; that of La Marche, in 1362, by William

de la Marche and Beuve de Winville ; that of the Grassins,

by Peter d'Ablon, in 1569 ; and that of the Ave Maria, in

1336, by John of Hubant. The following remarks of a judi

cious critic (1), concerning the too general opinion as to the

ignorance of the medieval laity, are worthy of attention :

" The researches of M. de Beaurepaire concerning public

instruction in the diocese of Rouen, the History of the

Schools of Afontauban from the tenth to the sixteenth cen

tury, and several other local monographs, not to speak of du

Boulay and de Crevier, show what this assertion is worth.

If the middle class and the peasants knew nothing, it was

because they wished not to learn, for the olden France had

no less than 60,000 schools ; each town had its groupes

scolaires, as they say in Paris ; each rural parish had its ped

agogue, its magister, as they style him in the North. In the

thirteenth century, all the peasants of Normandy could

read and write, carried writing materials at their girdles,

and many of them were no strangers to Latin. The nobles

were no more hostile to letters than were the peasants ;

they were associated in the poetical movement of the South

—as Bertrand de Born, William of Aquitaine, and Bernard

of Ventadour bear witness. The first chroniclers who wrote

in French were nobles (and laymen)—Villehardouin and

Joinville. In 1337, the scions of the first families followed

(1). M. Louandre, in the Rei'u« des Deux Mondes for Jan. 15, 1S77, p. 452.
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the courses of the university of Orleans. As to the docu

ments which they are said to have been unable to sign,

' because of their condition of gentlemen,' such papers do

not exist, and we defy the paleographers to produce one

containing the alleged formula. As to another proof of

mediaeval ignorance, recourse is had to the crosses traced at

the foot of documents of the eleventh and twelfth centuries,

and to the absence of signatures in those of the thirteenth ;

but this pretended proof cannot stand the tests of diplomatic

science. In those days, acts were not authenticated by

written names, but by crosses and seals. The most ancient

royal signatures are of no earlier date than that of Charles

V. (d. 1380).'"

As to the pretended ignorance of Charlemagne, we pre

fer more ancient authority than that of Voltaire (1), the

author of this assertion. Now, in the Acts of the Council of

Fisme, held in 881, we read that the bishops exhorted Louis

III. to imitate '- Charlemagne, who used to place tablets

under his pillow, that he might take note of whatever came

to his mind during the night, which would profit the

Church or conduce to the prosperity of his kingdom." It

was the celebrated Hincmar who, in the name of the Coun

cil, drew up these Acts of Fisme, and he certainly is good

authority in this matter, for he had passed much of his life

in the society of Louis the Compliant, a son of Charlemagne.

But is not the testimony of Eginhard, son-in-law of Charle

magne, to be preferred to that of the prelates of Fisme ?

Sismondi, who admits the extraordinary learning of the

great emperor, is so impressed by the words of Eginhard,

that he concludes that this prince acquired his knowledge

by oral teaching (2), as indeed, owing to the cost of books

at that time, nearly all students acquired an education.

We would prefer the authority of the bishops of France,

headed by Hincmar, to that of Eginhard ; but the two

testimonies do not conflict. Eginhard writes : " He tried to

write, and used to keep tablets under the pillows of his

bed, so that, when time permitted, he could accustom his

(1) Emmy on Customs in introduction: Annuis of the Umpire.

12) History of the French, vol. 1., p. 31S. Paris. 1H21.
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hand to the forming of letters ; but he had little success in

a task, difficult in itself, and assumed so late in life."

Eginhard admits, then, that Charlemagne had some success

in his endeavors, and we know that he could form his

monogram ; that, with his own hand, he transcribed the

songs which recounted the exploits of ancient kings. We

are therefore led to accept the interpretation of Eginhard's

remark as given by the erudite Lambecius, and since that

author's time, by the best commentators, that therein there

is no question of writing in general, but merely of a run

ning hand. In fine, Charlemagne could write by means of

what we style square or printed letters, and few of the

olden Mss. are written in any other ; he found it difficult

to write the running hand, and " kept tablets under his pil

low, that he might practise," tliat style of writing ; he could

write, but he was not a caligrapher. Such is the opinion of

Michelet (1), of Henri Martin (2), of Guizot (3). Since

Eginhard is adduced to prove the ignorance of Charle

magne, it is well to note what this chronicler, in the same

chapter, tells us about the emperor's learning. Charle

magne spoke Latin fluently and with elegance ; Greek wan

just as familiar to him, but his pronunciation of it was

defective. He was passionately fond of the fine arts. He

assembled at his court the wisest men of the day, and very

soon he equalled his masters in their respective branches.

He began the composition of a grammar ; he undertook a

version of the Gospel, based on the Greek and Syriac

texts (4). He perfectly understood the intricacies of lit

urgy, psalmody, the Gregorian Chant, etc. During his

meals, he listened to the reading of histories ; he was

especially fond of St. Augustine's City of God. He pre

ferred to attend the schools he had founded, rather than

any kind of amusement. He compelled his daughters, as

well as his sous, to cultivate the fine arts (5).

(1) History of Franc*, edit. 1S35, vol. i.. p. 3'«.

(2) History of Frame, edit. ISftft, vol 11., p- 292.

(31 History of F(ance, naerated to mi) Grandchildren, 1R72. vol. 1., p. 22H.

(4) Lambecius, in his Commentaries on the Imuerial Uhrary at Vien na, (10B5), b- 11..

c. ft, speaks of a Ms., explaining the Epistle to the Romans, corrected by thc hand of

Charlemagne.

(ftl Tub m(nk of St. Oallo. in his Cnra Kccl , narrates that one day Charlemagne said

to Aiculn : " How haDpv 1 would he. if I had twel ve ecclesiastics as learned as ss. Jerome

and Augustine '. " Aicuin replied : " Hod made only two such, and you want twelve 1 "
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But were not the Middle Ages excessively superstitious?

To the mind of the average Protestant, who regards the

Catholic religion as composed—-to a great extent— of doc

trines and practices not revealed and authorized by God,

the Middle Ages must appear superstitious. In those days,

says Montalembert, " when love had embraced heaven and

its Queen, and all its blessed inhabitants, it descended

again to the earth to people it in its turn. The earth

which had been assigned for the dwelling of men— the

earth, that beautiful creation of God—became also the

object of their fertile solicitude, of their ingenuous affec

tion. Men who were then called learned, and perhaps

justly, studied nature with the scrupulous care wherewith

Christians ought to study the works of God ; but they

could not think of regarding it as a body without superior

life ; they ever sought in it mysterious relations with the

duties and religious belief of man ransomed by his God ;

they saw in the habits of animals, in the phenomena of

plants, in the singing of birds, in the virtues of precious

stones, so many symbols of truth consecrated by faith (1).

Pedantic nomenclatures had not yet invaded and pro

faned the world which Christianity had regained for the

true God. When, at night, the poor man raised his eyes to

the blue dome above, he saw there, instead of the Milky

Way of Juno, the road which conducted his brethren on the

pilgrimage of Compostella, or that by which the blessed

went to heaven. Flowers, especially, presented a world

peopled with the most charming images, and a mute lang

uage which expressed the liveliest and most tender senti

ments. The people joined the learned in giving to these

sweet objects of their daily attention the names of those

whom they loved the most, the names of the Apostles, of

favorite Saints, or of Saints whose innocence and purity

seemed reflected in the spotless beauty of the flowers (2).

.... The birds, the plants, all that man met on his way,

all that had life, had been marked by him with his faith

(1) See the Natural Mirror of Vincent of Beauvats.

{2) The spirit of our day has seen fit to replace the sweet memory of Mary, as cuitivated

in the language of flowers, by that of Venus. Amonir many instances may bo cited the

modern Oupripedium Caleetilus, which used to be called the " Virgin's Shoe."
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and his life. This earth was one vast kingdom of love

and also of science ; for all had its reason, and its reason in

faith. Like those burning rays which shot from the wounds

of Christ, and impressed the sacred stigma on the limbs of

Francis of Assisi, even so did the beams from the heart of

the Christian race, of simple and faithful man, stamp on

every particle of nature the remembrance of heaven, the

imprint of Christ, the seal of love " (1). There were assured

ly many instances of puerility, many acts of credulity, in the

piety of the Middle Ages, and the Church took cognizance

of and condemned them ; but none of these abuses of faith

are to be compared to the abuses of the " philosophy" of

modern times.

Sismondi, Michelet, and even Henri Martin, following in

the traces of more serious but mistaken historians (2), have

found a proof of the superstition of the Middle Ages in the

terror which is presumed to have seized upon Christen

dom, at the approach of the year 1000,—the date then

generally assigned, say these writers, for the end of the

world. Since most men believe that this world is to come,

at some time, to an end, we might ask whether the term

superstition can rightly be applied to any terror expe

rienced at the expected consummation. But is it true, as

Sismondi says, that at this period, " all humanity was in

the situation of a criminal who has received his sentence ;

all bodily or mental labor ceased, for want of an object " (3),

and as Michelet says, " The prisoner in his dungeon, the

serf in his hut, the monk amid the mortifications of the

cloister, entertained the terrible hope of the last judg

ment " ? (4). Not one of the old chroniclers speaks of such

a state of mind ; nay, one of them, Thietmar of Merseburg,

speaks of the year 1000 as one of enlightenment and glory (5).

Let Hermann Contractus (1054), Lambert of Aschaffeu-

burg (1077), Sigebert of Gembloux (1119), Vincent of

(1) MOntalkmBkrt ; (OC. evt.

ft) Baronio, Annais, j. 1001, no. 1;—The Benedictine Literary History of France,

vol. vi,, in preface—Lo.V'OukVal, Htetoru of the French Cburch, vol. vii.—t'almoxt,

Archaeolinill-~Amperk, Lit. J/M. of France, vol. 111. —Beroier, art. World.

(3) Fall of the Roman Empire, vol. 111., p. 397 ; Paris, lh35.

t4) HMory of France, vol. li., p. 1:W : Paris, 1S-J5.

i0) Annais of hie time, in Pcrtz, vol. v.
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Beauvais (1250), Rollevinck (1480), be consulted, and no

indication of the supposed terrors will be found. Trithe-

mius, who flourished in the sixteenth century, is the first

chronicler to mention them (1). Certainly, Michelet ad

duces the testimony of the Council of Trosly, in 909 ; but

to say nothing of this Council having been held ninety

years before the supposed panic, we will let the reader

judge if the fathers spoke as though they feared a near end

of the world. " For us who bear the title of bishops, the

burden of the pastoral charge becomes insupportable, as

the moment approaches when we must render an account

of the mission confided to us, and of the profit we have

amassed. Soon will arrive the terrible day when all the

pastors will, with their flocks, appear before the Supreme

Pastor " (2). But it is said that the public documents of

that time are filled with such expressions as " the terrible

day is at hand," and " the end of the world approaches."

To this objection, a modern critic (3) replies : "The erudi

tion of those (4) who thus object, is a little at fault. If

they had consulted special works on diplomatic science (5),

they would have learned that these expressions were not

invented in the tenth century ; they were used in the

seventh century, and hence have no connection with the

terrors of the year 1000." Certainly, remarks Barthelemy

(6), a merely cursory view of the religious, political, and

artistic state of the world at the end of the tenth century,

would show that neither sovereigns, nor clergy, nor nobles,

nor people, were buried in torpor. In March, 999, Pope

Gregory V. died, but no anticipation of the imminent end

of the world prevented the election of a new Pontiff. In

this same year, the emperor Otho III. so little thought of

the coming ruin of earthly things, that he created the king

dom of Poland. Then also, king Stephen of Hungary

organized his provinces, and founded bishoprics and mon-

(1) Annais, vol. 1-, y. 1000.

(2) Council of Trashy, y. 909, in Labbe and Mansi.

(3) The Benedictine, Fr. Plalne, in vol. xiII. of the Review of Historical Questions,

1S73. p. 147.

(4) Michacd ; Crusades, vol 1.—Escalopier ; Preface on the Work of Theophilus.

(5) Waili.Y; Elements of I'alammnhy, vol. i. p. 204.

(61 Historical Eerors, vol. xiv., p. 200, Paris, ISM.
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asteries ; while Adalbert of Prague was civilizing the

hordes along the Vistula and the Niemen. In Spain, the

patriotic Christians were trying, as of old, to reclaim their

country from the Saracens, with no idea that soon any

country would be only a name. At Constantinople, no

thought of a coming annihilation of all earthly grandeur

caused any cessation of the usual usurpations of the

Byzantine throne. Finally, the numerous Councils held

during the last ten years of the tenth century show that

churchmen gave no heed to the few visionaries who then,

as in our day, proclaimed that the career of the Church

militant was about to close. We may well conclude, there

fore, that the silence of contemporary authors on a fact of

such importance as the panic of the year 1000, the weak

ness of the arguments used to uphold it, the tenor of the

documents of that period, and all the general ideas we can

form concerning the state of the world at that time, furnish

so many reasons for believing the terrors of the year 1000

to be a myth.

The Middle Ages cannot be regarded as a starless night;

and even though they furnish nothing worthy of our imita

tion, there is much in them for us to learn. Then it was

that were prepared those ameliorations which render mod

ern society, in some respects, preferable to the ancient ;

" that period, says Cantu," '' was one of gestation—incon

venient, certainly, but necessary, and it must be judged by

its effects." The Middle Ages commenced in barbarism ;

they ended in modern civilization, which, as Guizot re

marks, is merely a mixture of three elements—Barbarism,

old Rome, and the Gospel. But, as Guizot did not ob

serve, the part played by Barbarism and old Rome was

comparatively small; they were obstacles rather than aids

to the development of the modern Christian principle.

The feudal system was barbarian ; the debasement of the

lower classes was a legacy from old Rome and old Germany ;

but to Christianity the Middle Ages owed the fusion of

races, the abolition of personal slavery, the emancipation

of women, chivalry, and the sacerdotal influence which

protected the poor. The statistical researches of Dureau—
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Delamalle, of Guerard, and especially of Count L. Cibrario

prove that the Middle Ages formed an epoch of immense

progress in public prosperity. It was then that industry

and commerce founded the Communes ; and so influential

did the industrial and commercial classes become, that

even in the thirteenth century their representatives sat in

the States General of every eountry in Western and South

ern Europe. Even then, the workingmen of Florence (i7

popolo minuto) claimed a share in the sovereignty snatched

from the nobles by the wealthy bankers and manufacturers

(il popolo gras8o). The weavers and artisans of Ghent and

Bruges could claim their privileges from the burgeois with

a firmness equal to that they showed in resisting the en

croachments of the courts of Flanders. Industry certaiidy

held a secondary place in a pre-eminently religious period,

but, " though labor must be respected, devotion is a virtue.

The soldier who gives his blood, and the priest who gives

his entire self, occupy a more elevated plane than that of

a man who hires out his muscle, and a far more elevated

one than that of the manufacturer who seeks his fortune."

(1).

CHAPTER II.

The Revival of the Western Empire under Charlemagne.

At the death of Constantine, in the year 341, the empire

of the West fell to Constantine the Younger and Constans ;

that of the East to Constantius. In 353, Constantius suc

ceeded to the united empires. Julian followed Constan

tius, and then came Jovian. Valentinian, the next emperor,

ceded the East to his brother Valens in 368, and until 476

the empire remained divided. In 476, Augustulus was de

posed by the Herulan king Odoacer, the entire West was

overpowered by barbarians, and the Roman empire sur

vived only in the East. However, the valor of Belisarius

and Narses enabled the Byzantine rulers to revive the

Western empire, and in 556 Justinian's sceptre swayed

(ll FkCgCkEiv : Js Christianity Hostile to Industry ! Paris, 1S44.
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over both sections. The Constantinopolitan sovereigns

now exercised jurisdiction over the West until the eighth

century, when their own lethargy, cowardice, and general

corruption reduced their power iu those parts to a mere

name. We have already noticed the gradual formation of

the temporal dominion of the Roman Pontiffs. (1). In the

year 800, on Christmas day (2), Pope Leo III. put an eud to

even the nominal authority of Byzantium over the West,

by placing the crown of a new Western empire upon the

brow of the Frankish king Charles, now called the Great ;

"thus consummating," writes Ca?sar Balbo, "the greatest

event recorded in European history during more than a

thousand years ; an event which dominated history, at first

in fact, and to our own days, at least in name." It is not

our province to inquire whether Pope Leo III. had a "di

vine right" to transfer the empire of the West from the

Byzantines to the Franks ; whether, that is, from the fact

that the Roman Pontiff, as supreme pastor of the Univer

sal Church, is spiritual ruler over Christians of sovereign

as well as of private rank, it follows that, when the interests

of Christendon demand it, he can and ought to dispose

of kingdoms and empires. It is sufficient for us to

know that in the time of Leo III. this principle was recog

nized by Christendom. And no one will deny that the

public weal required the change then made, even though

that change had to be inaugurated at the expense of ancient

and respected institutions. To say nothing of the miseries

caused to Christendom by the Arians and Iconoclasts, the

other evils which the Pontiffs and their subjects, both tem

poral and spiritual, were forced to endure, owing to the

decline of the imperial power, rendered necessary a restora

tion of that power in the person of one who would use it

with strength and wisdom. For nearly four centuries Italy

had been the bleeding prey, not only of barbarians, but of

her Byzantine suzerains ; the Eternal City had been sacked

repeatedly by the foreigner, and her streets had flowed

with citizen blood, the shedding of which could have been

(1) Vol. i., chap. 40.

(2) At that time the year was caiculated from Christmas day : but according to the pres

ent method of computation, the coronation of Charlemagne occurred in the year 799.
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prevented by a strong and willing hand. A few months

before Leo III. proclaimed king Charles the Defender of

the Holy See, armed rebels had attacked the holy Pontiff

during a solemn religious function, and after trying to

pluck out his eyes and tongue, had left him for dead. For

centuries the Byzantine emperors had trifled with the Holy

See ; some had even undertaken the assassination of its in

cumbent. The Lombards had indeed been defeated, but

they waited for the Franks to recross the Alps, and then

again they would pounce on their wonted prey. Any one

of these reasons was sufficient to justify Pope Leo III. in

trying the experiment of a new empire.

As to the ultimate utility of Pope Leo's action, even

Catholic publicists differ. Whether or not the weary and

soul-absorbing contest between the Papacy and the empire

would have ensued, in some form or another, even though

the Holv Roman Empire had never been excogitated, is

doubtful ; but it is certain that the struggle commenced

almost with the blessing of Charlemagne's crown, and

ended only in 1806, with the dissolution of the empire.

That the institution was of benefit to the then nascent

modern Europe, is certain. But Italy suffered much from

the persistent, and too often criminal, interference of the

new emperors, who were, as Cantu aptly describes them,

" a heterogeneous element, which often impeded the prog

ress of Italy, and finally degraded her" (1). Hence it is

that many Italian publicists show themselves hostile to

the Holy Roman Empire, in its very inception, and are

disposed to blame Leo III. for want of foresight. Even the

modern Neo-Guelph school, of which Cantu may be re

garded, in historical matters, as the chief, frequently shows

very plainly that its heart is not enlisted when it assumes

the defence of Pope Leo's action. Cantu seems to regard

Italy as having been " the necessary victim for European

prosperity," and he calls on his countrymen to " bear the

misfortune with decorum, and let those who profited by it

not insult us" (2). And the great historian finds consola

tion in the fact that " the coming of the Northerners to this

(1) Vnir. Hint.. 1i. ix.. c. 10- (2i VM.
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shrine of knowledge and of civil order helped to refine

them." The learned Benedictine, Tosti, laments the coro

nation of Charlemagne by the authority of God, as Pope

Leo phrased it. The Pontiff, thinks Tosti, should hive

said, " crowned by me," and then he would not have " made

the imperial power depend on God," and his successors

would not have discovered " how much exertion and how

much blood it costs to make an emperor feel that between

God and him there is a Pope." (1)

As to the nature of the transfer of the Western empire

to the Franks, political and national predilections, as well

as religious ones, have produced many and various theories.

The question is very important ; for upon the point of view

from which we regard this transfer, will depend, almost

entirely, the judgments we will form concerning the many

intricate and tantalizing questions which will arise when we

come to investigate the long and persistent struggle be

tween the Church and the empire. In every couriict between

the Roman Pontiff and the Holy Roman, or, as he came to

(1) HMory of the Lombard Leayue, Montecassino, 1RIs.—" When Rome and Italy lest

the imperial presence, the Idea of the empire weakened in minds which saw no escape

from misery, no civil power to quell disorder. Oppressed by the harbsrians, unprotected

bv public authority, the Romans turned to the Pope and to the Cburch, from whom alone

came any comfort or aid, and all wen' persuaded that the right of the Roman empire—Im-

polcntly exercised by the Byzantine sovereigns.— now resided in the theocratic empire of

the Pontiffs In the necessity of having some one who would actuate this power,

not only the Romans, but all the tH'oples, assent**! to the Papal disposal of the imperial

dignity. The Pope was the sole magistrate in Rome who was n Roman ; the clergy, patri

cians, and people concurred in his election. Therefore, the candidaU's for the empire

were to bow before him, the only representative of Rome When his Pontifical per

son had been brutally profuned, Leo III. fell that. in such times, the liberty and dignity of

his office required a continuous protection by the civil power. Hence he recalled Charles

to 1taly, and crowned him emperor. Fatal coronation l ' Life and victory,' cried the

Pontiff, ' to the most pious and august Charles, crowned by God great and pacific emperor !'

And with those words began the story of Italian misfortunes- With his right hand, Leo

placed a golden crown on the head of that foreigner, and aithough unwittingly, with his

left he laid one of thorns on the brows of unfortunate Italy. Better the harharians than

an emperor l The former desolated. indeed, but they did not kill the germ of regenera

tion ; the latter gnawed into the marrow of Italian worth, and prostrated its strength.

Amid the tribulations of anarcby, I*o hoped for a refuge in the new empire ; his succes

sors found it a tyranny. Would that he had said : ' Clowned by me'I But he preferred :

* Crowned by God ', and tbus made the imperial power depend from God : and his succes

sors discovered, etc Leo fancied that in the shadow of the empire he would repose

as in the bosom of God ; he fancied that this supreme civil power would aid the Pontiffs in

their task of regenerating the world with the Gospel ; he fancied that the emperors would

always bow before the Papal power from which alone they held their crown, and that they

would ever be docile children of Holv Cburch. Perhaps, when Charlemagne first feit the

pressure of the diadem, he responded heartily to the Papal intentions. But that a man,

crowned in such a beatitude of thirsty ambition, could long think of Pope, of Gospel, or of

God, let him believe it who can ! I do not think that Charlemagne ever dreamed of

subjecting the Pontiff to himself, of destroying the liberty of the Cburch. He was a good

Christian, if we sbut our eyes to certain domestic and Adamitic fauits. And some of his

fauits were not malicious ; for instance, when he deputed abbot Angelbert to admonish

Pope Leo * concerning the integrity of his life, the observance of the canons, and the good

government of the Holy Cburch of (iod' , he was simply piousiy impudent That

which the Ponllff imposed upon Charlemagne as a law. he and his successors termed a

right; and every one knows what kind of a protector he is who forces you to accept his

aid. The emperor. in order to protect the Cburch, had an opportunity to meddie in her

affairs." Ldc. cif.. B. I-
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be erroneously styled, tb.9 German emperor, just so surely as

justice was nearly always on the side of the Holy See, so

surely the emperor's pretensions were founded on a false

assumption as to the nature of the transfer made to

Charles by Pope Leo III. The root of every controversy

between the Papacy and the empire was the imperial idea,

more or less veiled, that the Pontiff was a subject of the

emperor ; that Pope Leo III., in his own name and that of

his successors.voluntarily abdicated his temporal crown, or

at least sank his position as an independent sovereign into

that of a mere vassal to a diadem of his own creation. A

few emperors, indeed, enunciated this theory in as many

words. Now this extravagant supposition could be sus

tained only by another, equally unfounded ; that is, that

when Leo III. placed the imperial crown on the head of the

Frankish king Charles, he conferred on that prince merely

the imperial title, and nothing else which said Charles did

not already possess—that, in fine, the Roman Pontiff was

not the source of the imperial right. Hence it is that, con

cerning this historical question, a unity of thought pre

vails among Gallican, courtier-theological, Protestant, and

rationalistic writers. The publicists of the old Gallican

school, albeit generally men of great sanctity, were exces

sively devoted to their monarchy, and therefore they readily

espoused any theory, not radically heretical, which tended

to restrain the " encroachments " of Rome. The courtier-

theologians, or aulici (as they are styled in the schools),

either from a mistaken patriotism, or for the crumbs from

the imperial table, were over prompt in so shaping both

religious and historical doctrine as to countenance almost

any pretension of the crown. Protestants and free-thinkers

naturally advocate any theory that will lessen the power or

diminish the prestige of the Holy See. Chief among the

apologists of imperial autocracy, and more or less followed

by all of that ilk in modern times, is Mathias Vlacich,

generally known as Placcius Illyricus (1), against whom

(1) This author was 'bom (1520) in Istrla, and hence his surname of Illyricus. He became

a professor of theology at Jena, but is best known as the originator, and one of the four

principal authors of the famous Proit?stant work, the Centuries of Magdelmrg. The other

'Centuriators" were Lejeudin, Fabert, and Wigand, but all worked under the supervision

of Flaccius.
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Bellarmine wrote his valuable dissertation on the Transfer

of the Empirefrom the Greeks to the Franks. Among Catholic

writers who, with some modifications, agree with the

Illyrian in this matter, are Thomassin (1), Francis Feu (2),

Bossuet, and Alexandre. Bossuet admits that Charlemagne

received the empire in the year 800, but contends that he

derived his right from an election by the Roman people.

Alexandre is careful to concede that " Charlemagne did

not receive from Leo III. merely an empty title. He re

ceived a most ample dignity, corresponding to the sublimity

of that title." We shall take Bellarmine as our guide in

refuting the theory advanced by these authors ; and in

order to show that it was solely by the authority of the

Roman Pontiff that the empire was transferred from the

Greeks to the Franks, we shall first adduce the testimony

of competent historians, and that of Pontiffs and princes

who were well acquainted with their own rights.

Paul the Deacon, a friend of Charlemagne, after a nar

ration of that prince's subjugation of the conspirators

Paschal and Campahxs, adds : "As a reward to Charles, Pope

Leo crowned him emperor in the church of St. Peter" (3).

Cedrenus (y. 1070)), a Greek historian, says : " Legates

came from Charles to Irene, demanding her hand, after

Pope Leo had crowned him at Rome" (4). Zonaras, an

other Greek author (y. 1118), says : Charles having been

crowned by Leo, and acclaimed as emperor of the Romans,

the Franks became all-powerful in Rome (5). These

authors make no mention of the Roman senate or people as

having been instrumental in the advancement of Charles.

Eginhard, son-in-law and chancellor of Charlemagne, speaks

still more plainly : " Charles was so averse, at first, to the

title of Augustus, that he declared that, although the day

was one of festival, he would not have entered the church,

if he had been aware of the Pontiffs intention " (6). The

Annals of the Franks say : " Pope Leo placed a crown upon

the head of Charles, and the Romans cried : ' Life and

victory to Charles, crowned by God great and pacific em-

(1) IHscinline, pt. Ill, b. 3, c. 39. (4) Life of Constantinc and Irene.

(2i Lawn. q. 4, art. 4. (51 Ibtd.

(3) Roman Affairs, b. 23. (9) Life of (liarlemagne.
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peror of the Romans ! ' " (1). The reader will observe that

the Romans acclaimed Charles as crowned by God, and that

they did not call him emperor until after the coronation

(2). Witikind of Corbie, writing in the beginning of the

tenth century, says of Otho II., who was crowned in 969 :

" Although he was already anointed asking, and designated

as emperor by the blessed Apostolic (Pope) ". Here Witi

kind indicates the essential difference between the Holy

Roman Empire and the kingdom of the Germans, or of the

Franks, as the case might be. A confusion of these insti

tutions is too often made, and while one may pardon it in a

tyro in historical matters, it is inexcusable in a professed

publicist. To name and instal the king of the Franks or

the king of the Germans, was an affair of the Frankish or

German electors ; to name, or at least to confirm and crown

the emperor of the Romans, was the right of the Roman

Pontiff. This distinction is enunciated by Liutprand writ

ing in the days of Otho I. (962-973) ; by Hermann Contractus,

a contemporary of St. Henry (1014-1024) ; by Duodechin

(1200), continuator of Marianus Scotus ; by Lambert of

Aschaffenburg (1070). Otho of Frisiugen (1146) must have

had every opportunity to learn the nature of the imperial

tenure, for he was related in the second or third degree to

the fourth and fifth Henry, to Conrad, and to Frederick I.

Now this author never gives the title of emperor to his

grandfather, king Henry IV., until after his nomination by

the anti-Pope Guibert, and then he declares that Henry

-' was forcibly, rather than lawfully, elevated " (3). Accord

ing to bishop Otho, therefore, ardent imperialist though

he was, only a legitimate Pope could make a legitimate

emperor. Lupold of Bamberg (4), .ZEneas Sylvius (5),

Platina (6). Trithemius (7), and a host of other writers,

prove the strength of our position.

But what was the opinion of the early emperors on this

matter ? When Charles the Bald contended with his broth

er Louis, king of the Germans, for the empire, he rushed

(1) V. S01.

(2) Nothing but the acclamation of the aiready crowned emperor is attributed to the

Romans bv Aimon (S201, Addo of Vlenne (H00i, or Rhegluo (90S).

(8) B. vii., c. 11. (6) Life of Leo. III.

(4) Preface to Rifihtx of the Umpire. u) Catalogue of Witters.

(5( Compendium of Blondws.
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toward Rome, to receive the crown from Pope John VIII.

According to Cuspinian, Rhegino, and Marianus Scotus,

Louis endeavored to prevent this journey, even sending an

army to intercept Charles, and when the latter had beaten

this army and had gone on to Rome, Louis took his re

venge by devastating the French border. Now if Charles

and Louis had regarded the Papal action as a mere cere

mony, why did the one so strenuously labor to prevent it,

and why did the other take such pains, spend so much

treasure, and run such risks for himself and dominions,

to secure it ? The emperor Albert (1298) most earnestly,

but vainly, besought Pope Boniface VIII. to declare the

empire hereditary in his family (1). Henry VII. (1308),

formerly count of Luxemburg, begged Pope Clement V. lo

confirm his election. (2). Louis IV, excommunicated and

deposed by Pope John XXII., (1324), constantly endeavored

to secure the good graces of that Pontiff and of his succes

sor, Benedict XII. Frederick I. (1154), speaking by the

mouth of the bishop of Bamberg, begged of Pope Adrian

IV. " to be promoted by him to the height of empire."

The following passage of Albert Krantz (3), who wrote

shortly before the Lutheran movement, illustrates the

mind of the Redbeard on this subject : " The Pontiff tried,

by condescension, to mollify the' insolence of the Germans ;

he came to the royal camp with a retinue worthy of a Su

preme Pastor. The king hastened to meet him, and is said

to have held the stirrup, as the Pope dismounted, and

taking him reverently by the hand, to have conducted him

to the royal tent. The bishop of Bamberg then delivered

these words of the king : ' Apostolic Pontiff, as we have

long ardently desired an interview with your Holiness, so

we now joyfully enter upon it, giving thanks to God, the

giver of all good things, who has led us to this place, and

made us worthy for your most holy visit. We wish you to

know, reverend father, that the entire Church, collected

from all parts for the honor of the kingdom, has led her

prince to your Blessedness, to be promoted by you to the

(1) Chronicle of Albert of Strasburg. (2) Conrad Vercer's Life of Henry VII.

(H) Snxon liistmu, b. vi., e. it; and 17
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height of empire. He deserves this by his nobility, pru

dence, and fortitude ; by his fear of God, by the love of

Catholic peace which reigns in his heart, and by a not or

dinary devotion to the Holy Roman Church. You witness

his reverent reception of your person ; how he has prostra

ted himself before your most holy footsteps. Therefore,

venerable father, so act toward him, that what is now

wanting in him of the fulness of imperial power, may be

supplied by the munificence of your Blessedness'. ........

When they had sat down, the Pope said : ' When the prin

ces of the oldeu time came to ask for the crown, they were

wont to allege some great deed to call for the good will of the

Church thus Charles, by crushing the Lombards ;

Otho, by repressing Berengarius ; the last Lothaire, by

restraining the Normans ; merited to receive the imperial

crown. Similarly, then, let the most serene king restore to

us and to the Church that province which is now usurped

by the Normans; we, then, will readily perform our part.'

The princes then answered that, because of the great

distance and the present weak condition of his troops, the

king could not invade a great province. 'Let the Pontiff

bless the king ; he shall not repent of being the first to

confer a favor; for when the princes shall have returned to

their own dominions, they will return with their king at the

head of more powerful forces, and will perform the Church's

wishes.' The Pope then yielded, promising to grant their

3-equest." But even the Byzantine sovereigns recognized

the Roman Pontiffs as the authors of the modern Western

empire. When Michael Curopalates made peace and alli

ance with Charlemagne, he took care to have the treaty

ratified by Pope Leo III. (1) When Emmanuel Comnenus

heard of Barbarossa's contest with the Holy See, he twice

offered Pope Alexander III. an immense sum of money, a

large army, and even a union of the schismatic Greek

Church with that of Rome, providing that the Pontiff would

confer the Western empire upon him and his successors of

Constantinople. (2). When the empire became vacant by

the death of Albert, Philip the Fair of France resolved

(1) Ado of Vienne. at year S12. (2) Blondus, Platina, and Nauclkr.
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upon urging Pope Clement V. to restore the Holy Roman

empire to the French monarchs. Hearing of this, and

wishing not to offend Philip, the Pontiff wrote to the elec

tors, pressing them to hasten their choice, and, if possibly

to elect Henry of Luxemburg. (1). Philip and the electors,

therefore, were of the opinion that the Holy See could

transfer the empire from the Germans to the French, just

as it had been previously transferred from the Greeks to

the French, and from these latter to the Germans.

That the Roman Pontiff was the source of imperial au

thority, is also shown by the actions and sayings of the

Pontiffs. When the sons of the emperor Louis had deposed

their father, and had taken his wife Judith from him, Pope

Gregory IV. ordered the restitution of both throne and

spouse (2). This he would not have done, had he not held

that the. empire was a dependency of the Holy See. When

Charles the Bald endeavored to depose the emperor Louis

the Younger, Pope Adrian II. threatened him with excom

munication ; Charles was much vexed, but he obeyed the

Pontifical mandates (?.). Pope Adrian IV., writing to the

bishops of Germany, says : " The empire was so transferred

from the Greeks to the Germans, that the king of the Ger

mans cannot be called emperor and Augustus until he is

consecrated by the Roman Pontiff, who promoted Charles,

and gave him the great name of emperor." (4). When the

Greek ambassador urged Pope Alexander III. to unite the

two empires, the Pontiff replied (5) that he would not

reunite what his predecessors had purposely separated.

Innocent III., writing to the duke of Thuringia, says : " We

recognize, as we ought, the right and power of electing a

king, to be afterwards promoted to the empire, in those

princes to whom we know, from law and ancient custom,

that the right belongs ; especially since that right and

power were given by the Apostolic See. which, in the person

of "the magnificent Charles, transferred the Roman empire

(1) VerCfr.

(2) This is proved by Paul jEmlllus, Marlanus Scolus, Rheglno, and Aimoin. Faisely,

therefore, Sigebert asserts that Gregory IV. conspired with the sons of Louis against that

emperor.

(3) 1. 1 iini \ ; b. v. 24 and 27.

Hi A vkntink .1 miuie of the Bamrians, b. Iv.

(51 Pi.attna: Life of Ahxandc- III.
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from the Greeks to the Franks." Clement V., in the Fif

teenth Gen. Council (1311), issued a decree concerning the

oath taken by the emperors to the Pontiffs, which commen

ces as follows : " The Roman princes, professing the

orthodox faith, and venerating with prompt devotion the

Holy Roman Church, whose head is Clmst our Redeemer,

and the Roman Pontiff, the vicar of the same Redeemer,

have not deemed it unworthy to bow their heads to the

same Rom in Pontiff, from whom proceeds the approbation

of the person who is to be located on the height of impe

rial power; (nor did they deem it unworthy) to bind them

selves to him, and to that same Church which transferred

the empire from the Greeks to the Germans, and from

which Church was derived, by certain of their princes, the

right and power of electing a king, to be afterwards made

emperor : as is all shown by ancient custom, renewed in

latter times, and by the form of oath inserted in the sacred

canons." Pius II. (1460), writing to the sultan Mohammed

II. (1), and exhorting him to become a Christian, promises

him a just title to his dominions in the East : " We will

call you emperor of the Greeks and of the East, and you

will rightly possess that which you now occupy by force,

and retain injuriously as our predecessors, Stephen,

Adrian, and Leo, incited Pepin and Charlemagne against

the Lombard kings, Astolphus and Desiderius, and having

freed the empire from tyranny, transferred it from the

Greeks to the liberators, so we will use your aid in the

needs of the Church, and will return a favor received."

.Alexandre relies greatly upon the fact tha-t in the creation

of the new Western Empire the Greek sovereigns were de

spoiled of no provinces ; that, in fine, the Pontiff gave to

Charles no dominions which he had not already in his

power. This assertion is true, to some extent, (1) but the

conclusion that Alexandre draws, namely that the Pontiff

*

(i) Ep/rt. una.

(1) We say that Alexandre's assertion is true, only to some extent. While Charlemagne,

before his coronation, was lord of Gaul, Germany, Pannnnla, and a small part of ituly. he

did not possess Hpaln, the Apulia, Calabria. Sicily, lllyria, Africa, m(d oiher provinces of

the Western Empire We say nothing of Britain, for that province had been long indepen

dent, and as for his real ^(ssessions, none of them were his by f(esurean right; some

belonged to him by royal, others obeyed him only by patrician right By the transia inn of

the empire, however, Charlemagne obtained over his old dominions the right of emperor
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diil not, "properly speaking, transfer " the empire from the

Greeks, is incorrect. Until Pope Leo III. saluted Charles

as emperor, the claims of the Greek sovereigns to their an

cient Western dominions were, at least, in abeyance ; the

foreign conquests of the Frankish king were held only by

tiie armed hand. But when the Frankish monarch was

proclaimed emperor of the West, those claims were con

signed forever to the realm of historjr, and public law re

garded Charles as their inheritor. Flaccius especially

insists that "by right and by force Charles had seized the

Western empire, before Leo crowned him it is cer

tain that Charles held the Western empire for more than

twenty years before that Leonine—I had almost said, vul

pine—coronation." But why, for twenty years, did Charles

not don the imperial crown ? Why do all historians date

his empire from that Chri-tmas day, wheu Leo III. and his

subjects saluted him ' Emperor of the Unmans " ? Simply

because, down to that day, the empire lay with the sovereign

of Constantinople. Some of the arguments adduced by the

Ulyrian apologist of German imperial autocracy are amus

ing. Thus, relying upon a passage of Lucius Florus, who

wrote under Trajan, and who states that the Pharsalian

victory of Ca;sar was due to certain German cohorts, he

asserts that the Roman empire of the Germans commenced

rather at that time than with the coronation of Charles :

"You iray truly say that the empire was not acquired by

German valor merely in the time of Charlemagne, for no

one doubts that the Roman empire was born and founded

at the battle of Pharsaba, fought by Julius Caesar against

Pompey. For there, says I.ucius Florus. six German co

horts snddenly sent rhe numerous cavalry of Pompey fly

ing to the mountains, destroyed many of the archers and

light troops, and finally routed the veteran Pompeiau

legions, thus being, as all historians testify, the beginning

•

and Augustus, and acquired, besides, a right to ull the other lorritorlesof the old empire

wh ch h(.d leen usurped tiv others. And, what was of n i small moment in those days, up

on the emperor devolve. I nil i ne titles, honors, aml prerogatives of the old Ctesars, so that,

as emtsror, he took precedence of nil other sovereigns, even though, as often happened,

thev weie more powerful and fi.r richer ihan himself. Again, we must remember ihat the

fmperutl power was founded much more on opinion than on the incumbent's jw(ssessions.

As Cuntil remarks. Barbsrossa. with a very limited pairlmony, became very po(veiful,

while hniucis II.. with an extensive inheritance, could not gain the empire.
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and front of this victory." In this unmitigated nonsense,

one cannot tell which to admire the most, the logic or the

falsehood. The logic is as sound as would be that of a

Frenchman who would claim a French empire over these

United States because very many French regiments (not a

few cohorts), fought for our independence. The assertion

is false, for Appianus of Alexandria (1) and Dion Cassius

(2) carefully enumerate the peoples represented in Caesar's

army at Pharsalia, and while mentioning Italians, Gauls,

and Spaniards, say nothing of Germans. Appianus says

that Caesar placed his great reliance upon the Italian

troops, and Caesar testifies (3) that he relied upon certain

three cohorts, and had foreseen their value in the battle ;

comparing, therefore, Appianus and Caesar, we would con-

elude that the decisive stroke at Pharsalia was made by

Italian valor. Again, Caesar, the abbreviator of Livy,

Plutarch, Paterculus, Lucan, Tranquillus, Eutropius, Oro-

si us, and many other ancient writers, who carefully treat of

the celebrated campaign against Pompey, make no mention

of the lllvriau's Germans (4). We only introduce this ridic

ulous item that the reader may conceive some fair idea of

the calibre of this chief of the Ce.turiators of Magdeburg.

With the same purpose we quote the brilliant argument

with which he would ascri: e the foundation of the German

empire to Arminius : '- Under Augustus, the Germans cap

tured two eagles from the Romans, in a most just war.

Among other historians, the same Lucius Floru3 says :

' The army being destroyed, the Germans took two eagles

from the Romans, and yet retain them.' These insignia,

obtained by valor and by right of war, the German empire

yet uses in protestation and defense of its right against all

adversaries When, therefore, the Roman priest

and other rivals of the empire wish to know its origin and

right, let them contemplate that glorious ensign of the

double-headed eagle." Bellarmine has the patience to ex

amine this effusion at some length, but we will simply ob

serve that Flaccius himself, in another place, (5) ascribes

(1) Ova War. b. 11. (3) Civil War, b. ill.

(2) Histories, b. xiv. (41 Bellarmine, too. ctt.

(5) Cent, ix., c. 16.
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the origin of the double-headed eagle to the empire having

been divided into the Eastern and Western.

Alexandre asserts that, long before the coronation of

Charles, the .Romans hud sworn allegiance to him. That

the Romans promised fidelity to Charles in his capacity of

Roman Patrician or Defender of the Roman Church, just

as Stephen V. caused them to swear fidelity to Louis- the

Pious, is true. But it is false that by this oath the Romans

recognized Charles as their sovereign. From the year 754,

as we have seen, when treating of the origin of the Pontiffs'

temporal dominion, the Popes were de jure, as tluy had

long been de facto, kings of Rome and its territories. In

the treaty or jxictionis foedus made by Pepin with Pope

Stephen III. at Quiercy, that monarch acknowledged the

high dominion of the Holy See over the Papal States '- ho

-poioer beimj reserved, within the same limits, to us anil to our

successors, unless only that we may gain prayers and. the r- [sise

of our soul, and that by you and your p-ople we lie styled Pathi-

CIAN OF THE ROMANS." This Patriciate, which was afterwards

accorded to Charles, constituted the titular a defender of

the Roman Church, but implied no supreme authority in

the dominions of the Pontiff. Mabillou (1) gives us the

formula according to which princes were accustome.l to

create Patricians : '• We give thee this honor that thou

mayest render justice to the churches of God and to the

poor, and give an account thereof to the Most High Judge."

Then, says the formula, the emperor (or other sovereign)

puts a mantle upon the elect, and places a ring on his right

fore-finger, and a golden circlet on Lis brow, and dismisses

him. This formula certainly indicates no other power than

that of Defender. That the Patriciate implied no other

power, and that the oath taken by the Romans to Charle

magne regarded fidelity to him in his capacity of Defender,

and did not imply in him any authority superior to that of

the Pontiff, may be also gathered from the epistle" sent tc

Leo III. by Charles, after the deatii of Adrian I., and from

the course afterwards pursued by Leo. Sending An^ilbert

to Rome, Charles writes to the Pope that he had communi-

(1) Bcnal. Ann.,h. xili., n. 2.
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cated to that ambassador " all that will seem necessary to

you or to us, in order that, after consultation, you may

determine what will be best for the exaltation of the holy

Church of God, or for the stability of your honor, or for

the firmness of our Patriciate. For. just as I made a com

pact with the predecessor of your Paternity, so I wish to

establish with your Blessedness an inviolable agreement of

the same faith and charity, so that the apostolic benediction

of the holy advocates of your Apostolic See, God's grace

giving it, may everywhere follow me, and that the most holy

Roman See, God granting, may be ever defended by our

devotion. It is for us, with the aid of the divine piety, to

everywhere protect the Holy Church of Christ from Pagan

incursions, and to defend it with arms from the devastation

of infidels." Egiuhard tells us, in his Annals, that -then

" through his legates Leo sent to the king the keys of the

Confession of St. Peter (1) and the banner of the Roman

city, with other gifts, and he asked him to send one of his

chief nobles to Rome, who would bind the Roman people

by oath to fidelity and subjection to him. For this purpose,

was sent Angilbert, abbot of the monastery of St. Richer-

ius." Speaking of this correspondence, Pagi justly ob

serves : " Charles obtained what he wanted from the Pontiff,

namely, the confirmation of his Patriciate, and the title of

Defender of the Roman Church ; not, however, the dominion

of the city, which he did not seek, and about which there

had been no question in the agreements with Adrian." (2)

With reference to the oath of fidelity to king Charles,

Flaceius says : " All historians, even the most favorable to

the Popes, testify that Leo, immediately after his election,

Bent to Charles a legation with the keys of St. Peter, which

are the Papal insignia, and the banners of the city, with

eagles ; and that he requested, according to the Synod of

Adrian, his own confirmation, and that some one should be

sent to bind the Romans to Charles by oath. This was a

sign of extreme subjection. And when a dissension arose

(1) Tbe meaning «* this is that thekevs had been laid upon the tomb of the Apostles.

On several occasion- of emergency, the Popes performed this ceremony, whep praying for

assistance to the irri•-U ones of the earth. Epint. Grcj., b. vi., n. 23.

(2) See Genilli's Orfi/uM(/ the Patricians, and Blanchi's Power aad Policu of the

Church.
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between the Pope and the Romans, the Pope fled to Caesar

as to his superior ; then also the Romans sent their accus

ers, so that both parties testified that he was their

legitimate judge and lord. How despicable therefore is the

vanity ot these Papists who pretend that the slaves and

chattels of Charles transferred the Roman empire to the

sau(e Charles, and that they feudally bound him as a vassal

to themselves, so that now they compel the Caesars to fealty,

and even force them to most foul kisses of their feet." In

another place (1), however, the same polite Illyrian says

that Leo asked Charles to send some one to Rome to bind

the Romans to allegiance, not to Charles, but to I.eo kimaeJf.

Then it was that, without the knowledge of the Senate, Leo

sent to Charles the keys (the Papal insignia) and the eagle

(the Roman imperial insignia), and when afterwards

Angilbert came to Rome, he compelled the Romans to

swear fidelity to Leo. (2) There was every reason why

the Romans should promise allegiance to their Pontiff;

there was none for such a promise to Charles. How could

the Frank king exact or receive such an oath, unless he was

prepared to violate the pact of Quiercy, whereby Pepin

swore, for himself and successors, to claim no jurisdiction

in the Papal dominions, but to be more than content with

the style of Patrician ? But, says the ingenious and in

genuous Flaccius, " A dissension having arisen between

the Pope and the Romans, both appealed to Charles as

their lord and judge." These two terms are found in no

Annals of the time, as applied, even implicitly, by the Pope

to Charles ; but the royal Chronicler, Otho of Frisingeu, (3)

who was well versed in the history and spirit of the empire,

says that Charles came to Rome, after the teirible con

spiracy of 799, not to judge Leo, but to punish the male

factors ; that Leo was judged by no one, but purged of

imputed crime by his own oath.

We will not attempt to prove that Charlemagne did not

receive the empire directly from God, or by hereditary

right, or by donation from the Greeks ; the curious reader

may consult Bellarmine. who spends much time in evincing

(1) Cent. vil1.,c. 10. (•-') Annol(nf the Franhs. 1H) It. v., c. 30.
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eachof these points. But we will proceed to consider tlie

theory of Bossuet, according to which the Holy Roman

empire owed its origin to the Senate and People of Rome.

Sigebert, Blondus, Lupold, iEneas, Vinceut of Beauvais,

and Onofrio Panvini, are adduced in support of this asser

tion. Sigebert lived three hundred years, the other cited

authors from five to seven hundred years, after Charle

magne ; their testimony, therefore, is not so conclusive as

that of the contemporary writers whom we have already

quoted in defense of our own position. But these six

authors prove nothing against us. Sigebert and his fol

lower, Vincent of Beauvais, attribute to the Roman people

no other part than that of applause, in the coronation of

Charles. Blondus merely asserts that the Romans prayed

Leo to mtke Charles emperor. Lupold simply repeats the

words of Vincent and Sigebert, but he also says : " Pope

Leo, having considered all the good and worthy reasons for

the transfer of the empire from the Constautinopolitan em

perors to the Prankish kings the Romans acclaiming

and requesting, anointed and crowned Charles as emperor

and Augustus, by which anointing and coronation the said

transfer was made." (1) And Lupold denies what he is

alleged to believe, for, speaking of the opinion of some

who said that the Roman people could make laws for the

empire, and even transfer it, he says (2): "This answer,

saving a better judgment, does not please me. For at the

time of the said transfer, and even for a long period before

it, the empire was not with the Romans, but rather with

the Greeks ; nor is it to-day with the Romans, but with the

Germans. There is no reason, therefore, why the Roman

people, at the time of the transfer, should have had, cr

why they should now have, a greater right to transfer the

empire than any other people possess." As for iEneas

Sylvius, we have already seen, in the epistle which he

wrote, as Pope Pius II., to the Sultan Mohammed II., that

he held that his predecessors had transferred the empire

to the Franks. Onofrio alone then, who lived seven hun

dred years alter Charlemagne, can be adduced in support

(1) Rigfii* «f the Empire, e. (. (8) Ibid., c. 12.
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of the theory that the Roman Senate and people transferee!

the empire to the Franks. But, as Roncaglia, after Bellar-

mine, well observes, the Roman Senate and People very

seldom indeed conferred the imperial dignity ; the Caesars

nearly always were elevated, either by succession, by the

reigning emperor, or by the soldiery. It is not likely that,

at a time when the S. P. Q. R. were less than a shadow,

they would have dared to elect an emperor, or that the

world would have more than smiled at the puerility (1).

The following passage from a letter (2), written by Louis

II., great-grandson of Charlemagne, to Basil the Macedo-

ian, who had complained because Louis was styled emperor,

not of the Franks, but of the Romans, will farther illus

trate our subject : " Your Fraternity is surprised because

we are called emperor of the Romans, and not of the

Franks. But you ought to know that, unless we were em

peror of the Romans, we could not be emperor of the

Franks. We received this title and dignity from the

Romans, for the Frankish princes were at first kings, and

afterward these only were styled emperors who had been

anointed with the holy oil, by the Roman Pontiff, to that

end ... .If you blame the Pope for his action, you must

also blame Samuel, who rejected Saul, whom he had

anointed, and hesitated not to consecrate David as king."

CHAPTER III.

THE FABLE OF THE FOPESS JOAN.

The story of the female Pope constitutes one of the most

delicious morsels ever offered for the delectation of the

credulous children of Protestantism. The Centuriators of

(ll Onofrlo names only three emperors as chosen by the senate, viz., Nervn. Maximus

with Balblnus, and Tacitus. As to Nerva. Onofrlo cites Dion Cassius In proof, but Dion

says no such thing. Aureliua Victor, in some of his codices, suys that Nerva was pro

claimed by the army, and Eutroplus ascribes his elevation to the prefect of the prtetorlum.

As for M ixhnus and Balhinus. elected indeed by the senate, against the will of the troops,

the soldiers derisively called them "senatorial emiverors.'' says Herodian. h. K, and put

them to death. Tacitus was chosen by the senate, but because the soldiers called for him.

8o necessary was it. in fact, for the election of an emperor to 1* acceptable to the armv,

that St. Jerome, in his epieL S5 to Evagrim, says that the troops made the sovereign.

BkllarmInk. loc. cit.

(2) baronio; year 871.
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Magdeburg thought that such a disgraceful episode ought

to convince the world that God wished to show that Rome

had forfeited her rights (1) ; that, in the words of Calvin

(2), the Pope was no longer a bishop. Among other notable

Protestant authors who insist that the Popess was a reality,

we may mention Spauheim, Lenfant, and Desvignolles. (3).

But many Protestants of celebrity advise the rejection of

the fable ; e. g., Blondel (4), Leibnitz, Bayle. Casaubon,

Jurieu, Bisnage, Burnet, and Cave. .SSueas Sylvius (5)

seems to have been the first Catholic polemic to undertake

a refutation of this story. The task was also assumed by

Florimond de Rsinond (6). Ouofrio Panvini (7), Papire

Masson (8), Bini (9), A.uhert Miraeus (10). Leo Allatius (11),

Labbe (12), Bellarmiue (13) Baronio (14,i, Parsons (15), Alex

andre (16), and many others cited by Labbe (17).

Who was the first to publish to the world the story of

the female Pope? Anastasius the Librarian, triumphantly

reply the friends of the fable—Anastasius, an officer of the

Papal court, and a contemporary of the Popess. But it is

very strange that this contemporary, a resident of the

Papal palace, should introduce so extraordinary a narrative

with an ore dit ; we would suppose that such a witness

would be able to speak of what he himself had seen and

heard. But the fact is, Anastasius does not speak of the

female* pope. The Protestant Bayle thus deals with this

alleged testimony : " If we were to find that one and the

same manuscript informed us that the emperor Ferdinand

II. died in 1637, and that he was immediately succeeded by

(1) Cent. IX.c,20.

(2i Instl'., b. iv.,c. 7, fi 83.

(3) Moshelm does not defend tho truth of the story, but he asserts that "during five

centuries there are six bundred testimonies to this extraordinary event : and until the

Lutheran Reformation, no one deemed the story incredible, or ignominious for the Cburch "

Cent. IX., p. 2, c. 2.

(4) Investigation of the question whether a woman sot on the Papal throne betwcen

thereignsof Leo I V. and Benedict 111. (Amsterdam, U!4».)

(5) ftpiat. 1 ;0. to Cardinal Carvajal, dated Aug. 2, 1451.

(ID Refutation of the Popular Krror concerning the Popess Joan, c. 111., no. 4,

(7) Notrs to Platlna's Lives of the Pontiffs.

(S) liishopa of the i'ityof Home.

i»i Notes to Counciis.—Lives of Leo IV. and Benedict III,

(10) A"ot«8 to Sigeberl.

(I1) Refutation of the Fable of the Popess Joan-

(12) Cenotaph, etc.

(l3) Rom. /'on., b. ill., c. 24.

(14) Annais, y. sft3.

(15) Thrce Conversions of England, p. 11. c- 5.

(18) Cent. IX., fiiss. 3.

(17) Kcel. Writers, vol. 1., p. S37 (Paris, 1664).
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Ferdinand III.', but that, nevertheless, Charles VI. succeeded

Ferdinand II., and reigned for more than two years, after

which Ferdinand III. was chosen emperor, we would insist

that one and the same writer could not have penned all this

—that copyists must have injudiciously joined things

written by different persons. Only a crazy or a drunken

man would tell us that on the death of Innocent X. he was

at once succeeded by Alexander VII., and that Innocent XI.

became. Pope immediately after Innocent X., reigning more

than two years, and being succeeded by Alexander VII.

Yet such is the absurdity of which Anastasius the Libra

rian would have been guilty, had he written what is found

concerning the Popess in some of the MSS. of his work.

We must conclude, therefore, that another hand than his

added the passages concerning this woman " (1).

The Centuriators of Magdeburg adduce Mariauus Scotus

(d. 1086) as an authority for the story of Joan. At the

year 853, they assert, this author says : " Pope Leo died

on the Calends of August, and he was succeeded by the

woman Joan, who reigned during two years, five months,

and four days." But, we ask. did Mariauus really make

this assertion ? If he made it, is his authority of sufficient

force to nullify the arguments which, as we shall see, mili

tate against the fable ? It is by no means certain that the

quoted testimony is from the pen of Mariauus Scotus.

According to the editor of Krautz's MelropoliN (Cologne,

1574), the best codices of Mariauus do not contain this

passage (2) ; and the learned Benedict XIV. advances most

stringent reasons for his belief that the passage is an

interpolation (3). Again, it is very curious, if not sus

picious, that only the modern propagators of this tale

adduce the authority of the Irish chrouologist ; indeed,

down to Martin the Pole, who wrote two centuries after

Mariauus, all historians make Benedict III. the immediate

(1) CHctUmary, art. ro(Mxs Joan.

(2) Leo Alhums observe thai, the Frankfort printers carefully omitted this note of the

editor ;—Florimond de lif'mond (d. MO^), writing on the suppoied testimony of Mariauus.

says: "Chronologies are special victims of the marginal notes of their readers; since

there are in them, quite freourmly. bundreds of omissions, these are supplied by the first

comer, and often henu(kes irrcar blunders. Do not we ourselves comment, again and

again, on the Chronologies of the learned Pontac and Genehrard. because of their omissions

or fancied defects ? If one of these annotated Mss. should fall into the hands of a printer,

bow easily he would accredit the work of the glossarist to the author."—Loc. ell., c- 6, no. 3.

(3) Canonization, b. 11i., c. 10, no. 3.
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successor of Leo. IV., thus leaving no room for the female

who is said to have reigned " two years, five months, and

four days ; " which certainly shows that they were unac

quainted with the passage of Marianus. But of what

authority is Marianus? His frequent blunders should

cause us to hesitate in accepting lds unsupported assertions ;

still more care should we exercise ere we receive as true

such things as become dubious under light from other

sources. Alexandre gives many instances of anachronisms

on the part of Marianus, but we shall notice only one, which

is in connection with the present question. In the year 854,

which, according to the quoted passage, ought to be the

second of the Popess. Leo IV. founded the city of Leopolis,

twelve miles from Centum Cell®. In the following year,

the emperor Louis visited Pope Leo IV. at Rome, and the

Pope died soon after, on the 16th Calends of August.

The entire period, therefore, which Marianus is said to

assign for the Pontificate of Joan, was spent by Leo IV. in

the Papal chair (1). The third argument in favor of the

existence of the Popess is taken from Martin the Pole,

penitentiary to Pope Nicholas III. This author died in

1270, that is, a hundred and eighty-four years after the

death of Marianus, and four hundred and twenty-five years

after the election of Benedict III. He is said to tell us

that Joan was English by birth, but of German origin ; that,

during a solemn procession, she gave birth, when mid-way

between St. Clement's and the Colosseum, to a child ; that

ever after the Pontiffs always wen}; to the Lateran by

another street, because of this hideous memory. St. Anto-

nine, archbishop of 'Florence, praises the Chronicle of

Martin, and says (2) : " After this Leo, Martin put in his

Chronicle Joan, by birth an Englishman, who sat in the

chair of Peter two years, five months, and six days, and at

his death, the Papacy was vacant for one month. This

Pontiff, says Martin, is reported to have been a woman,

who, when yet a young girl, was taken to Athens in male

attire, by her lover; there she made such progress in learn

ing, that her equal was not to be found, and when she

n ( A.n astaSirs the Librarian, Life o/ Leo IV-

ri) ( hvnnit'les. p. (i.. 'tf. tP, e• 1. $ 0.
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afterwards lectured at Rome, she had great professors

among her disciples. Being of great repute in the city, for

both science and integrity, she was made Pope after Leo,

but became pregnant by a servant. Ignoring the time of

her delivery, she was one day going from St. Peter's to the

Laterau, when she was taken in labor between St. Clement's

and the Colosseum, and was delivered in the street. Dying

in the child-birth, she is said to have been buried on the

spot. As the Pope, in going to the Lateran, always avoids

this street, many say that it is because of this detestable

thing. (This Pontiff) is not put in the Catalogue, on account

of the sex."

So far as St. Antonine is concerned, he shows that

he places no confidence in the story, for he says : " If

the report is true, we may cry out with Paul, ' O the

depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God ;

how incomprehensible are his judgments ! ' It is said that a

monumental sculpture was erected in the street where this

took place, but Vincent, in his Historical Mirror, and John

Colonna, say nothing about it." As for the testimony of

Martin the Pole, we must observe, first, that he merely

gives a rumor, and that he writes four centuries after the

supposed event. Again, is it certain that Martin was the

author of the alleged testimony? Suffiid, who caused Mar

tin's Chronicle to be printed, at Antwerp, in 1584, observed

that it had been greatly interpolated, and he also noted

that the various codices greatly differed, and that in the

Tongerloensian MS. the narration about Joan is put in an

appendix, not in the body of the work. But the very words

of the story, as said to have been written by Martin the

Pole, betray the hand of an interpolator, and manifest an

ignorance which renders the whole narration unreliable as

evidence. Joan is said to have been taken, when yet a girl,

to the schools of Athens, and to have there acquired a

great reputation. Now, where were the famous schools of

Athens, in the ninth century ? What was the condition of

Athens ? As far back as the year 420, Synesius of Ptole-

maide wrote (1) : " There is now nothing splendid in

(1) EpiMe&J.
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Athens but the celebrated names of places, just as, after a

sacrifice, nothing remains of the victim but its skin.

Wandering around, you may gaze upon the Academy and

the Lyceum, and the Portico which gave name to the sect

of Clirysippus. The proconsuls have taken away the artis

tic productions of Thasius. In our day, Egypt teaches, she

who received the seeds of wisdom from Hypatia. Athens

was once a city, the home of learned men ; now it is occu

pied only by apiarists. The schools of Athens were

afterwards, to some extent, revived, but not during the

supposed student-life of Joan. Cedreuus and Zonaras

inform us that the emperor Michael III., after he had re

moved his mother Theodora from the government, allowed

the C«esar Bardas to restore the Athenian gymnasia, but

Theodora was not relegated to private life until 856, while

Joan is said to have died in that year. Equally absurd is

the statement that Joan's talents caused her, a stranger, to

be chosen Pontiff. It is certain that for many centuries the

custom had obtained of raising to the papacy only a priest

or deacon of the Roman Church, one trained, as it were, in

view of such a contingency. A departure from this rule

would scarcely have been made without grave reasons, and

none such could be conjectured as subsisting in the case

of Joan. Ridiculous indeed is the assertion that the sup

posed Pontiff gave birth to a child during a solemn relig

ious function. If it can be believed that stupidity was so

rampant, so universal, in the Roman court, that the sex and

condition of this person could so long remain hidden,

exposed, as every Pontiff must necessarily be, to the scru

tiny of prelates, ministers, courtiers, physicians, chamber

lains, and servants, we cannot believe that so successful an

impostor, and so arrant a knave, would have possessed so

much asininity of mind as to subject herself, at such a time,

to the risks of a processional walk from the Vatican to the

Lateran. Again, in this very mention of the procession to

the Lateran, the interpolator of Martin's Chronicle betrays

himself. He says that the Pontiffs avoid the street that was

fatal to Joan, when they proceed to the Lateran. It is cer

tain that the Popes did not commence to inhabit the Vati
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can before the reign of Boniface IX., who mounted the

throne in 1389. (1)

The frieuds of this fable also adduce the testimony of

Baptist Pi;itina (d. 1481 >, who, having given the story al

most in the supposed words of Martin, whom he cites, says

that "there are those who say that, to avoid a similar

error," the junior deacon investigates the sex of the newly

elected Pontiff (2). Platiua also speaks of a ceremony in

which the new Pontiff is seated in a chair, "according to

some," for this purpose, but says that it is his belief, how

ever, "that the seat is prepared, that he who is raised to

so eminent a position may know that he is not God, but

a man, and subject to the necessities of nature ; whence

the name of akroraria is given to the seat." To this argu

ment, we may allow Platiua himse.f to reply : " What I have

written is commonly rumored, but the authors are uncertain

and obscure ; I have given the reports briefly and simply,

lest I might seem to obstinately omit that which nearly all

affirm. Let us then, iu this matter, err with the crowd."

These words do not imply any great faith in the story of

Joan. As for the chair, which some think so eloquent, Bel-

larmine (3) thus explains the matter : " We know from the

Sacred Ceremonies, b. i., sect. 2, that in the Lateran Basilica

there were three stone seats on which the new Pontiff was

placed at his coronation. The first *vas in front of the en

trance to the Church, and was common and miserable : in

this the Pontiff was seated a short time, to signify that he

was about to leave a humble for an exalted station, and

then was sung from Kings, B. I., c. 2 : ' He raiseth up the

needy from the dust, and lifteth up the poor from the

dunghill ; that he may sit with princes, and hold the

throne of glory.' And for this reason that seat is called

stercoraria. The secoud seat was of prophecy, and was in

the palace itself, and the Pontiff was placed thereon, in

sign of his taking possession ; there he received the keys

of the Lateran palace. The third seat was not far from

(1) OxofuioPanvini, The Seven Cburches.

(2) " 1'untlHecm ii sum dum primo in Sedc Petri coUoeatw, ad earn rem per

forata, geuitutin ah uitimo diacono attrcctari.

(3) Human Pontiff, b. ill., c. 34.
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the second, and was similar to it ; when he was seated

here, he returned the keys to the giver, probably that, by

such ceremony, he might be reminded of death, which

would soon give his power to another. Of a seat for the

investigation of sex, there is no mention whatever." (1)

Sigebert of Gemblours (2) furnishes another argument

to the propagators of this tale. In his Chronicle ho is said

to assert : " It is reported that this John was a woman,

that she was known by one alone of her servants, and that,

having conceived by him during her Pontificate, she was

delivered. Some, therefore, do not number her among

the Pontiffs." Again we are treated to a " report," but

even this shadow of an argument is of doubtful authentici

ty. In the MS. of Gemblours, edited by Mirams, the

quoted passage is wanting. Vincent of Beauvais (3), who,

in treating of this period, transcribes Sigebert'a text, word

/or word, does not give the slightest reference to any

female Pontiff. Again, the quoted words do not tally with

the following statement of Sigebert : ' Benedict (III.) was

the 102d Pontiff of the Roman Church. Being dethroned

by a conspiracy of the wicked, the Papacy was invaded by

Anastasius ; but Anastasius was deposed by the legates of

the emperor Lothair, and put in prison, while Benedict

was honorably restored." We shall prove that Benedict

III. succeeded Leo IV. in 855, in a few days after the lat

ter S death. According to Sigebert therefore, as our

adversaries would understand him, either Joan was Pope

at the same time as Benedict III., or her reign must be

accounted for by deducting more than two years from

that of Leo IV. Sigebert, however, assigns eight years to

Leo IV (4).

(1) Blondelsays that this ceremony was abolished at the aciession of Innocent VI1I.

(2) Sigebert. a monk ol liemblours, was a contemporary of 'Gregory VII., and died in 1112.

He was a bitter enemy of this Pontiff, and hesitates not to lie. whenever bis zeal for the

1mperial interests is excited. His Clmmiele extends to nil. and was continued by Robenns

de Monte down to 1210. Among his writings are two books on Uhuitriow Men, in which

company he ranks himself, and gives a detailed account of his works.

(31 Vincent, bishop of Beauvais, a Dominican frh(r, died in 1250. His Historical Mieror

treats of events down to 1244. It was continued by nn unknown author down to 1404.

(4) Alanus Copus telis us that Molanus assured him that he had read the Ms. of Gemblours,

and that it contained nothing concerning the Popess. He was certain, he added, that, if

this Ma. was not the original of sigebert s work. it was at least a copy of that original.

Diofom'(w, I, c. H. (Antwerp, 1573i. —The Protestant Spanhelm admits tha' the passage of

Sigebert, as found in the Paris edition of 1513. is a parenthesis which can ne cut out with

out entailing any Injury on the narrative or the author's chronological caiculations.

He aiso avows that the questioned passage does not occur in the Ms. of Leyden, which

bears the date of 4 154. 'lhc Female Pupe, p. 52. ,
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Proof for the existence of the Popess is also sought in a

certain statue, representing a woman and infant, which was

erected in memory of this fatal event, say our credulous

adversaries, and was finally thrown by some Pontiff into

the Tiber. Is it likely that the Popes would have allowed

the erection of a memorial, to perpetuate the remembrance

of so disgraceful an event? Bat the fact is, there was once

a marble group, of evident antiquity, in the very street

leading to the Lateran, and it was removed by Sixtus V.

-(1585 90) when that street, like many others, was widened

and straightened. But in that group the most vivid imag

ination could find no indication of a design to represent

the female Pontiff. It represented two persons indeed, but

not a woman and infant; ons figure whs that of a man,

thought by antiquaries to be of a Pagan priest, preceded

by a well-grown boy, probably his attendant minister. (1).,

But there was once a statue of the Popess in a church at

Sienna, and it was removed by order of Pope Clement

Mil. (1592-1C05), us we are informed by Baronio (2), who

was the intermediary between the Pontiff and the Grand

Duke on the occasion. The existence, of this statue may

show the prejudices or ignorance of the Siennese, but as a

positive argument it is valueless in the face of the many

contrary and more weighty reasons which militate against

the fabie.

Having examined the arguments adduced by the propa

gators of this story, we now proceed to show, by the testi

mony of contemporary and closely following authors, that

Pope Benedict III. immediately succeeded to Leo IV., and

that hence the two years and more of Pontificate, on the

part of Joan, are an impossibility. Lupus, abbot of Ferra-

ra, writting to Benedict III (3) praises the virtues of his

predecessor Leo, and hopes that they will be imitated by

(1) tn his Tahie Talk, Luther s(ys : " In a great street, that which leads to St. Peter's, I

have seen with my own eves the sfe(tue of n woman, clothed with the Papal insignia, and

holding a child in her arms. The Pope never goes by i hat way Itisofihat Agnes,

horn at Mayence. sent to England as cardinal thereafter recalled to Rome, crowned Pope,

as s (ccessor to Leo IV., In f57, and delivered of a child in the street in which her image is

ere"ted Truly, 1 am astonished that the Popes allow it to remain ; but it is thee as

a miracleof God, who strikes them with blindness."

(2) EpMle to Florimond de lii-mond, given by this author in his Fable of the Topcss

Joan, c. t-l.

(s) Epistle 108. ,
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the new Pontiff. Here there is no suspicion of an inter

vening Popess. Ado of Vienna (d. 875) writes of the em

peror Lothair: (1) " Resigning his temporal kingdom, he

entered the monastery of Prumia ; having taken the ton

sure, and become a monk, he died in the year of our Lord

855, and the thirty-third of Lis empire, being there rever

ently buried by the brethren .... The Roman Pontiff

Gregory died, and Sergius was ordained his successor ; he

having departed, Leo succeeded ; this Pope dying, Bene

dict was placed in the Apostolic See, Lothair being already

dead Pope Nicholas, a most religious man, died,

and was buried in the vestibule of St Peter's, not far from

the remains of Benedict. Now Adrian succeeded in the

order of bishops." Thus we learn from Ado that Leo IV.

was succeeded by Benedict III., just after the death of

Lothair, and we know that this death occurred on Septem

ber 28, 855 To Benedict succeeded Nicholas, to Nicholas

Adrian ; where then was there room for Joan ? Anastasius

the Librarian informs us that Leo IV'. died on July 17, 855,

and that Benedict III. was installed on Sept. 29th of the

same year. Where then are the two years of Joan ? Hinc-

mar of Rheims tells us (2) that he had sent messengers to

Pope Leo IV., to beg for a certain privilege, and that, while

on the way, they heard of that Pontiffs death, but never

theless proceeded to Rome, and obtained the boon from the

new Pope, Benedict III. Here again we nnd no interval for

Joan's two years of Pontificate. Before the news of Lothair's

death reached Rome, as we gather from the document itself,

Pope Benedict III. issued a Diploma granting certain priv

ileges to the monastery of Corbie. (3). As Lothair had died

two months and twelve days after Leo IV., and this docu

ment speaks of him as yet living, it follows that Benedict

succeeded Leo, at the furthest, in three months from the

Litter's death. Joan's two years of reign are again, missing.

Pope Nicholas I., immediate successor of Benedict III.,

(1) Chronicle, y- S55.
Cr) KjMle'X.

(3) This Diploma beirlns : " Benedict, Bishop, Servant of the Servants of God, etc. Writ

ten by the hand of Theodore. Notary and Archivist of Holy Roman cburch, in the month

of October. Jth 1ndictlon. Perfected on the Nones of Octoher. by the hand of Theopbylactus,

seal-bearer of the Apostolic See, in the reign of Lothair. etc "
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writes : (1) "Leo, Pontiff of the Apostolic See, who knew

the desire of Hincmar, was taken from this life ; and when

that Apostolic man, Benedict, of holy memory, had suc

ceeded him in the Pontificate, the reverend Hincmar again

prepared his arms, etc." There was therefore no Popess

between Leo and Benedict. Photius, the father of the

Greek Schism, a most bitter enemy of the Roman See, and

yet a most learned man, would not have omitted to make

capital out of the career of the Popess Joan, winding up,

as it is asserted to have done, with so extraordinary a

termination, had he known of it. Such an event could not

have escaped his knowledge, for at the time it is said to

have happened. Photius was secretary of state to the em

peror Michael III. Now this learned, cunning, and vindic

tive schismatic, in a book written by him when his bitterness

against Bome Was fully developed, (2) distinctly enumerates

the successors of Leo IV., down to that day, Benedict,

Nicholas, John, and Adrian, without a hint of so acceptable

an interregnum as that of a Joan would have been to his

rebellious heart. Metrophanes of Smyrna, scarcely less

bitter than Photius in his hatred of Bome, bears the same

testimony. (3). The same is given by Stylianus. bishop of

the Euphratesian Neo-Caesarea, in the Epistle sent to Pope

Stephen VI. by him and the confederated Catholic bishops

of the East. In the first year of the Pontificate of Pope

Formosus (891), Photius having been finally deposed, and

peace been restored, for a time, to the Eastern Church,

there was affixed to the main entrance of St. Sophia's ba

silica a Breviary or Synopsis of the Eighth General Council,

in which the following passage occurs : " Down to this day,

Photius has been openly condemned for forty-five years,

by Pope Leo (and all the Popes) down to Formosus. For

eleven years he was anathematized, while a secular and a

layman, because he communicated with the excommunicated

Gregory of Syracuse ; for other thirty-four years, after he

had received holy orders, he was also anathematized. Popes

i1) EpMle 46.

(2) Onthe PrnccMlnnaf the 1lnly Ghost, aoainst the Latins, tt. 1. When Photius wrote

this treitise, he bud bwn many years an intruder in the patriarchal throne of Constantino

ple, and was fully and dually enm(nated to the Schism.

0) Div(nity and l'rucaxum of the Holy HhosL
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Leo, Benedict, and Nicholas had condemned Gregory for

various reasons. Both because - of his other crimes, and

because he had received orders from Gregory, Photius was

anathematized by nine Roman Pontiffs, Leo, Benedict,

Nicholas, Adrian, John, Marinas, the other Adrian, Stephen,

and Formosus." Here we rind the Church of Constantino

ple dividing the forty-five years which elapsed between the

beginning of Leo's reign and that of Formosus among nine

Pontiffs, whose names are given. Where will the patrons

of the fable locate the two years and more of Joan ? (1).

Pope Leo IX. (1049—1054). writing to Michael, patriarch

of Constantinople, reproached that diocese in a manner

which he would not have adopted, had he known that his

own Pontifical chair had been contaminated as some Protes

tants would have us believe. His reproach is no other than

that the clergy of Constantinople had raised a woman to

the patriarchate : (2) " We would not wish to believe what

public rumor hesitates not to assert, that the Constantino-

politan church, ignoring the First Chapter of the Council of

Nice, has promoted eunuchs to her Patriarchal chair, and

that once she even placed a woman in it. Even though

the horror excited by so abominable a crime, so detestable

a wickedness, did not prevent us, fraternal benevolence

would cause us to doubt it. Nevertheless, when we consid

er your indifference to Canonical censures, in promoting

eunuchs and mutilated persons, not only to the clerical

state, but even to the episcopacy, we are of opinion that

this may have happened."

(1) We may add the following testimonies as to the immediate succession of Benedict III.

to Leo IV. The Synod of Tull-, y. S.V.r, writing to the bishops of Brittany. The Roman

Council of S63 (in Muratori, Italian Writers, vol. 11-, pt. 2). Two contemporary catalogues

of the Roman Pontiffs (in the Prolenom. to the Lives of Anastasius. vol. II.. pts. It) and 20,

edit Vat.). The Annais of Weingarten (in the Historical Monum(nts of Germany, vol. i.).

The Annais of Wurzh(irg (ibid., vol. II). A Catalogue of the Pontiffs compiled .n 104S (in

Kccard, Corp. Hist. Mid- Age, vol. 11. I. The Annais of Einsiaicln (in Pertz, Momim. Germ.

Hint-, vol. v). The Chronicle of Hermann Contractus (in Pistorius, German Writers, vol.

I.i. The Catalogue of Pontiffs to the reign of Honorlus II. (in Muratori, loc.cit.). A Chron

icle of St. Denis (in Bouquet, Collection o( K(rlorriavs of the Gauis and of France.

vol. vIIl. Not one of these works furnishes posterity with any trace of the alleged Popess.

(-J) Bellarmine thinks that perhaps this remark of Leo IX. g(ve rise to the fable of Joan.

" As there was a rumor that a certain woman had been made patriarch of Constantinople,

after a while the name of the place was ondtted, and people talked of a female "oecumeni

cal" patriarch: then some nersons, who hated Rome, asserted that the woman had been the

Pope of Rome; prohably the report (in its new dress) arose about the time of Martin the
Pole." Roman lJont if, h. *, c. 24. This idea is not incredible, for. as Bellarmine says.

" the Centurlators of Magdeburg insert more incredible things. Martin only said that this

woman was an Englishwoman, of Mentz origin, and the Centurlators tell us her name was

Gllberta ; they say her father was an English priest, and that she was raised as a jnonk

at Fulda, and wrote books on magic." Whence this information ?
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Summing up what has been observed in this matter, we

have shown, firstly, that Marianus Scotus, who is, according

to the propagators of the fable of Joan, the first recorder of

the tale, is not undoubtedly in its favor ; that there is

good reason to suppose that his works have been interpo

lated ; that, granting that he did narrate the story, his

authority is not great enough to justify us in rejecting, in his

favor, the, many positive arguments which militate against

the truth of $he tale. Secondly, we have seen that the

Chronicles of Martin the Pole and of Sigebert have been

certainly vitiated : that St. Antonine and Platina are unfa

vorable to the story, and that they simply record it as said

to have been told by Martin. Thirdly, we have proved

that the fable cannot be incorporated into history because

of any reasons deduced from the examination theory, or

from the existence of certain statues said to have com

memorated the disgraceful death of Joan. Fourthly, we

have shown that the story bears intrinsic marks of its own

falsity. Fifthly, we have adduced the testimony of contem

porary and closely following authorities, who all agree

that the Pontificate of Benedict III. immediately suc

ceeded that of Leo IV., and that therefore, after Leo, there

could not have been, on the part of Joan, " a reign of two

years, five months, and four days." But it may naturally

be asked, what could have given rise to this tale of a female

Pontiff? Erudite men have been able only to conjecture.

Mosheim, as we have said, admits, in an affectation of im

partiality, that the story is certainly not well founded. But

he sajs it must have owed its origin to some extraordinary

event which happened about that time , that it is incredible

that for five succeeding centuries, a number of historians

should narrate the affair, in almost the same language, if it

was entirely destitute of foundation. We have seen that

what he regards as incredible has not occurred. As for this

"some extraordinary event "which must have happened, ac

cording to Mosheim, the reader may rest assured that there

happened, in the Middle Ages, few, if any such, that were not

recorded by the indefatigable, though often injudicious,

chroniclers of the time. The science of criticism was not
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well developed in those days, and the chronicler was

generally so ambitious for material, that he put into his

annals whatever he read or heard, historical facts or monas

tic gossip. No event, sufficiently " extraordinary" to give'

origin to such a story as that of Joan, would have been

unacceptable or too prurient for insertion, as experience

will show the reader, if he gives some time to the perusal

of these monuments. (1). John Aventinus, (2) derives the

story of Joan from the career of John IX. (898—900). The

odora, mother-in-law of Albert, prince of Etruria, who then

was powerful in Rome, procured the election of this Pontiff,

and as she always exercised much influence over him, the

story went around, says Aventinus, that a woman was Pope

of Rome. Onofrio Panvini (3) thinks that the fable origin

ated among the Romans, who detested the vices of John

XII. (956—964), and who styled his mistress Joan the real

Pontiff of Rome. The opinion of Bellarmine we have

already given. Baronio (4) deems the easy-going course

of John VIII. in the matter of Photius the origin of the

story. Leo Allatius finds its source in the Annals of the

Franks and the Chronicle of Sigebert, where is described the

condemnation, in the time of Leo IV., of a certain Thiota

of Mentz. a pretending prophetess, etc. (5)

We will close this chapter by citing the opinions of two

celebrated Protestant polemics, than whom modern heresy

has produced no more able, or more bitter, foes of the

Roman Church — Jurieu and Blondel. The former says :

" I do not think that we are very much interested in. evincing

the truth of this story of the Popess Joan. Even though

the Papal See had been surprised into accepting for its

head a woman, believing her to be a man, it would not, in

(1) "But this is a foible of Protestants: when there is question of a fact favorable to the

Roman Cburch, the most convincing proofs will scarcely persuade them; but if them

comes upan event which is injurious to Catholicism, the weakest prohabilities will engen

der theirconfldence in it ; if they dare not nllirm it, they must have the consolation of being

doubtful about it. This disease is common to all inciedulists."—BkrO1kr, art. J'hikikJ(su(-

{2) Atutaiti of Itavorin. b. 4.

(3) Notes to Platina.

(4) Annais, y. W».

(5) In the year 1S45 Bianchi-(iiovini published a Critical Examination of the Arts and

Documents relating tathc Fahie of the PopessJoan, in which b(king up the story from its

first appearance, he carefully weighed all the authorities for ami against its truth. Good

critics opine that he so exhausted the subject, and so evidently manifested the absurdity

of the tale, that no one will ever again presume to seriousiy adduce it The reader will

find much information concerning this question in the Notes of Gennarelli to theedition of

the Diaru of Bute hanit, published at Florence, in ls."J. Pee the part on Innocent VIII.,

p. H2. note i-
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my opinion, have suffered much. The advantage we might

draw from such a fact would not compensate us for the

great trouble we would have to prove it. In fact, I find,

from the manner in which the tale is narrated, that it gives

more honor to the Roman See than that See merits. It is

asserted that this Popess had made excellent studies ; that

she was learned, able, and eloquent ; that her many gifts

won for her the admiration of Rome ; that her election was

unanimous, although she had appeared among the Romans

an unknown foreigner, without any friends, or any other

support than her own merit. I contend that much honor

is given to the Roman See by the supposition that it pro

moted an unknown young person, merely because of person

al worth." (1) Blondel remarks: "Many have tried to

redeem the romance of Marianus from the suspicion accru

ing to it from the silence of all authors of the two following

centuries, by supposing that the writers who lived during

the period from 855 to 1050 refrained from narrating the

story, because of the shame it heaped upon them. They

preferred, it is contended, to change the records of the

Papal succession by an affected silence, rather than to con

tribute, by noting an odious truth, to preserve the execrable

memory of a woman who had dishonored the Holy See.

But those authors who lived at Rome, such as Nicholas I.

and Anastasius the Librarian, would have been foolish in

deed, if they had deemed it possible, by their silence, to

bury a disgrace which is supposed to have so astonished,

scandalized, and angered the Romans, that they could be

appeased only by perpetuating their just indignation with

the erection of a commemorative statue, with an appropriate

arrangement of their processions, and with the use of hither

to unknown, and very indelicate, ceremonies." (2)

(1) Aiwlatm for the Reformation, vol u., Jurieu npTees Wilh FlorimonU de Remond,

when this author savs (lor. oil., e. zl.. no. 5) that " even though this ndsfortune had befallen

the Cburch, since li(e woman wus elevated by deceit, and by so imruding an apparently

holy life as to blind everybody, the crime was hers and not of the electors, who were in

good faith, and caunni be cburned with any part in the fraud."

(2) Loc. eit., p. 7S.
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CHAPTER IV.

The Greek Schism : Its First Stage under Photius, and

the Eighth General Council.

At the death of the emperor Theophilus, in 841, the By

zantine throne was occupied by the empress Theodora as

regent for, and, according to the will of Theophilus, co-

sovereign with, their son Michael III., then only six years

of age. Theodora immediately restored the images to the

churches and ejected the Iconoclast John from the patriar

chate. To her sou Michael she assigned as tutors two

worthy p. tricians. Manuel and Theoctistus, whose aid

she also used in the administration of the government.

During the fourteen years of her reign the empire pros

pered greatly, but in the year 855 the intrigues of her

brother Bardas deprived her of power and started the series

of events which were destined to ultimately prove the ruin

of the empire, as well as a serious injury to Chris' endom.

Bardas may rightly be called the father of the Greek schism.

A difference having arisen between Manuel and Tneoctis-

tus, Bardas profited by it to secure his own advancement.

Manuel foresaw the storm, and retired from the court.

Theoctistus was not so fortunate. Having rebuked Bardas

for many crimes, among which was that of incest with his

daughter-in-law, his death was the consequence of his zeal.

Bardas soon became all-powerful with the emperor, and as

Theodora's severe piety and inflexible justice were too great

a check upon the passions of the youthful prince, he gave

a ready ear to Bardas' suggestion that she should be rele

gated to private life. Fearing even worse than deppsition,

Theodora convoked the Senate, rendered an account of the

financial state of the empire, lest her administration should

be calumniated, and abdicated the throne. Not satisfied

with this. Bardas persuaded Michael to force his mother to

take the veil, saying that she might otherwise marry again

and raise a progeny which would some day claim the sceptre.

The aid of Ignatius, who had succeeded Methodius in the
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patriarchate, was besought in vain ; but Petrouas, another

brother of the empress, was amenable to Bardas' scheme,

and he found some wretched ecclesiastic who cut the hair

of Theodora and her daughters, and invested them all with

the monastic habit. Bardas was now made Curorates, and

soon afterwards Caesar. (1). Henceforth he was real master

of the Byzantine empire, the nominal sovereign passing his

time in debauchery, spending the immense sums which

the prudence and economy of Theodora had accumulated. (2)

Ignatius, who at this time was patriarch of Constanti

nople, was a son of the emperor Michael Rangabes (811-

813). Made a eunuch by order of Leo the Armenian

(813 -820), and confined in a monastery, lest he should claim

the throne, he voluntarily became a monk, and in time an

abbot. Celebrated for his virtues, he attracted the attention

of Theodora, and on the death of Methodius, in 847, was

by her influence raised to the patriarchal chair. Under

his administration everything prospered, and it was plain

that the holy Methodius was worthily replaced. But his

zeal soon made Ignatius obnoxious to Bardas. Enraged

at the episcopal rebuke for his incest, and convinced, by

the refusal to violate the canons in the case of Theodora's

monastic investiture, that Ignatius would never be a mere

courtier-prelate, the Curopalates compassed his downfall.

About this time a certain crazy adventurer, named Gebo,

advanced a claim to the throne, asserting that he was a son

of Theodora, and quite a number were found to adhere to

him. When he was captured and deprived of eyes, hands,

and feet, his followers soon disbanded. Bardas now came

forward, accusing Ignatius of having been an instigator of

the conspiracy. The credulous Michael was easily influ

enced, %and the patriarch was banished to the isle of

Terebinthus. Here he was waited upon by several of

Bardas' episcopal and patrician friends, and vainly urged

to resign his see. (3). Several unworthy prelates, under the

(1) The dignity of Curopalates corresponded to that of " Master of the Palace " in the

West, aithough in the Byzantine court it never was associated with the real power which

often accrued to the possessors of that title under the Merovingian kinirs. The title of

Ofsir gave the bearer a rank second only to that of the sovereign, and was generally as

sociated with so much of real power, that the C(esar was regarded as a kind of lieutenant

of the emperor.

(21 Nicktas, Ckdrknus, and Anastasics the Librarian.

(3) Idem.
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leadership of Gregory of Syracuse (1), now held a species

of synod, pretended to depose Ignatius, and elected as

patriarch a layman, named Photius, then first secretary of

state to the emperor. Photius was of a patrician family, a

grandson of St. Tharasius, and, besides his secretaryship,

held the post of first Sword-bearer. He was wealthy,

learned, ambitious, and unscrupulous ; in fine, a ready-made

instrument for the use of Bardas. In six days the new

patriarch received the monk's tonsure, the Lectorate, the

Subdiaconate, Diaconate, Priesthood, and Episcopate.

These events occurred in the year 857. That most of the

bishops who voted for Photius were influenced by fear, is

evident from the words of his friend, Metrophanes of

Smyrna, who, writing to the patrician Manuel, said : " All

the bishops of the province of Constantinople met together

and anathematized Photius, declaring him deposed in the

name of the Father, Sou, and Holy Ghost, and conspiring

together, they devoted themselves to eternal pains if they

ever recognized Photius as patriarch." So long as Ignatius

lived, Photius was uneasy. Hence he persuaded the

emperor that the unfortunate patriarch was conspiring

against the throne, and new persecutions were set afoot, not

only against Ignatius, but against all who refused to com

municate with the intruder. (2). A synod was also held in

859, in the imperial church of the Blachernal, and the de

position of Ignatius was confirmed. A few bishops, not

lost to all sense of religion, met, in answer to this conclave,

in the church of St. Irene, and declared Photius an

intrnder, asserting, furthermore, that he had promised,

when nominated patriarch, to always regard Ignatius as

the legitimate incumbent, and himself only as a vicar.

Photius now came to the conclusion that he would never

(1I Gregory had been tried and convicted for sedition, schism, nnd other crimes, and

deposed from ins see of Syracuse, by Ignatius, who, as patriarch of Constantinople, was

his superior, Sicily being at that time in the obedience of the Eastern empire. Ignatius,

however, requested of Pope I.eo IV. a ratitication of the procedure, which the Pontiff

postponed, to give time to Gregory to make a defense. Ignatius afterwards seut to Rome a

copy of the papers in the case, and Pope Benedict III. confirmed the sentence. In spite of

all this. Gregory retained the insignia of ins office, thanks to the protection of Bardas.

i2) Among other torments to which Ignatius was subjected, was his confinement in the

sepuichre of Copronvmus, where he would have died from the stench and from starvation,

had not a faithful adherent bribed the guards to open the doors. He was often beaten

nearly to death, and his teeth were knocked from his jaws. Basil, who had been Prefect

of the Archives under 1gnatius, had his tongue cut out. because he used ft in defence of his

patron.
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enjoy his new dignity in comfort, unless he could obtain

the sanction of the Roman Pontiff. Accordingly, he sent

to Home a legation composed of two bishops, and Arzabir,

the imperial Sword-bearer. Most cunningly did these

gentlemen fulfil their commission. Having presented to

Pope Nicholas some very costly gifts in token of homage

from Michael and Photius, they put on the veil of piety,

and begged the Pontiff to send legates to Constantinople,

' in order that, by the authority of the Holy See, ecclesias

tical discipline might be strengthened, and a final blow be

given to Iconoclastism, then threatening to again raise its

head. In the letters of Photius, the Pope was told that

Ignatius, worn out with age and disease, had resigned his

see, and was now residing in a monastery, loved and

venerated by all, from the emperor down; that he (Pho

tius) had been chosen patriarch by the unanimous voice of

the bishops, and that he had been compelled by the emperor

to assume the dignity. (1). Pope Nicholas I.. then sent

as legates to Constantinople the bishops Rodoald of Porto

and Zachary of Anagni, who were charged with the enforce

ment of the decrees of the Seventh Council on the image

question, and instructed " to investigate the cause of the

patriarch Ignatius, and to refer it to the true and thorough

judgment of the Apostolic See." The legates -were ordered

to communicate with Photius, ".as with a layman," as we

learn from the intruder himself. (2). The Pontiff sent let

ters to the emperor and to Photius. Writing to Michael, he

disapproved of the deposition of Ignatius, as done " with

out the advice of the Roman Pontiff ; " he condemned the

elevation of Photius, as a violation of the Canons of Sardica

and of the decrees of Popes Celestiue I , I.eo I., Gelasius,

and Adrian I. ; he ordered that Ignatius should be brought

before the Papal legates in full Synod, that an investigation

might be held as to the causes of his deposition ; he insisted

upon due honor to images ; he ordered the restoration of

the patrimonies of the Roman Church in Sicily, which had

(1) Nicetas, Life of Ignatius ; Puotics, Epistle to Nicholas I.. in Baronio, y. S59 ;

Anastasius, Preface to?ith Council; StYi.ianrs, Epistle to Stephen VI. : Metuophanks

of Smyrna , Epistle to Manuel.

(2) Epistle I., tn nil Catholics.
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been alienated by Leo the Isaurian. This epistle bears

date of Sept. 25. 859. In his letter to Photius, Pope

Nicholas refuses to recognize that prelate's uncanonical

elevation.

Upon their arrival at Constantinople, the Papal legates

were confined to their quarters for a hundred days, being

allowed to communicate with no one unprovided with an im

perial permission ; threats of starvation, exile, etc., were

also made, if they did not recognize the legitimacy of

Photius' installation. History shows us that, as a general

thing, Pontifical ambassadors have exhibited a courage and

fidelity worthy of their high position, but Rodoald and

Zachary were of the few who, at various times, have igno-

miniously betrayed their trust. Yielding to the combined

influence of fear and bribery, they promised to favor the

cause of Photius, and in 861 a numerous Synod was held,

at which, although the legates were present, the emperor

really presided. The intruding patriarch caused a muti

lated version of the letters of Pope Nicholas to be read,

and then, in the name of the legates, Ignatius was ordered

to appear before the Synod. The holy patriarch was on his

way, dressed in the robes appropriate to his dignity, when

he was threatened with death if he appeared before the

prelates in any other guise than that of a monk. Thus he

accordingly presented himself, and was immediately as

sailed by the emperor with a torrent of invectives. Seated

upon a wooden bench, he was allowed to speak with the

legates. Asking them if they had no letters to him from

the Poutiff, he was informed that " there were none ; they

had been sent, not to a patriarch, but to one who had been

condemned by the Synod of his own province, and that

they were prepared to settle all things according to the

Canons." To this Ignatius retorted : " Then first remove

the adulterous one ; if you cannot do so, you are no judges."

The legates pointed to Michael, and replied : " He orders

us." The unfortunate patriarch was then besieged by the

officers of the palace, who vainly urged him to yield up his

claims. Cited before the Synod, he refused ft) acknowledge

it as his judge, an:l appealed to the Pope, saying : " I do not
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acknowledge such judges ; I appeal to the Pope, and will

willingly bow to his decision." He then desired the bish

ops to read the Decree of Pope Innocent I. in the case of

St. Chrysostom, in which that holy doctor's restoration to

his diocese was ordered as a preliminary to any judgment ;

he also quoted the 4th Canon of Sardica, " If any bishop be

deposed, and he declares that he has a defense, let no one

be substituted in his place, until the Pontiff of the Roman

Church shall have decided in the matter.'" Urged again

and again to appear before the Synod, aud being told that

there were many witnesses who would swear that his elec

tion had been uncanonical, Ignatius answered : " If I am

not archbishop, thou art not emperor, nor are these bish

ops ; for you were all consecrated by my unworthy hands

and prayers." Seventy-two witnesses now came forward

and swore that Ignatius had been thrust into the patriarchal

chair by the secular power ; only one bishop, Theodulus of

Ancyra, tried to defend the victim, but he was stopped by a

blow which caused his blood to How. Then was read the

Apostolic Canon which declares that, " if any bishop obtains

a church through use of the secular power, let him be

deposed," aud a decree of condemnation was passed against

Ignatius. The ceremony of degradation was then per

formed, the pallium and many other patriarchal ornaments

being placed upon, and then taken from, the unfortunate by

one Procopius, a subdeacon whose vices had caused his

suspension. As this minister of injustice pronounced the

word "'unworthy" at each removal of insignia, the treach

erous legates and all the episcopal sycophants echoed the

opprobrious term, and Photius had triumphed. But the

hatred of Bardas was not yet appeased, and if Photius could

not compass the death of the patriarch, he was bound to

have, at least, his resignation. Ignatius was conveyed to

the tomb of Copronymus and there subjected to torture.

After two weeks of racking, whipping, and starvation, an

attack of dysentery nearly ended his life. As he lay inani

mate upon the stones, a certain Theodore, a creature of

Photius, tracetl a cross with the patriarch's hand upon a

clean sheet of parchment, and took the sheet to his master.
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Photius then wrote above the mark : " I, the unworthy

Ignatius of Constantinople, confess that I have usurped

the throne of this church, not having been legally chosen,

and that I have acted the tyrant." But this document gave

no security for the future ; accordingly, the two conspirators

resolved to adopt that plan of mutilation so commonly used

by the Byzantine rulers toward all from whom they antici

pated danger. Orders were given to pluck out the eyes

and cut off the hands of their victim, but when the execu

tioners entered his mother's apartments, to which he had

been taken, they found them empty. Ignatius now fled

from place to place, pursued by the imperial emissaries, who

had orders to kill him on sight as a disturber of the empire.

But God protected him, and when a forty days' earthquake

had thoroughly convinced the Byzantines of the divine

displeasure, a pardon was proclaimed for Ignatius, and

permission accorded him to live in his old monastery (1).

In the meantime there had arrived in Rome a faithful

friend of Ignatius, the archimandrite Theognostus, who pre

sented to Pope Nicholas, in the name of the patriarch, a

full account of his own and his church's calamities. This

document commences : " Ignatius, oppressed by tyranny,

etc., to Our Most Holy Lord and Most Blessed Ruler, the

Patriarch of all the Sees, the Successor of St. Peter,

Prince of the Apostles, the Universal Pope Nicholas, and

to all his Most Holy Bishops, and to the entire Most Wise

Roman Church." And it finishes with this appeal: "Do

thou, Most Holy Lord, show to me the bowels of thy

mercy, and say with the great Apostle : ' Who is weak, and I

am not weak ? ' Look upon thy predecessors, the patri

archs Fabian, Julius, Innocent, Leo, and, in fine, all who

have manfully fought for the faith and for truth ; imitate

them, and arise in vindication of us who have suffered these

things." The legates Rodoald and Zachary now returned

to Rome, but merely reported that Ignatius had been

deposed and Photius confirmed. There came also to the

Pontiff an ambassador from the emperor Michael, in the

(1) These facts are recorded by Nicetas; by Theognostus, in the nook inscribed to Pope

Nicholas I. and all the bishops of the West ; in the kpinlhs of Nicholas 1.. nos. 7. S, and 9 :

and by Anaslasius, in Preface to Sth Council.
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person of his secretary Leo, charged with the task of de

livering to his Holiness an account of the proceedings of

the Photian Synod, and of obtainiug its confirmation.

The Pontiff soon discovered the prevarication of his

legates, and having called a Synod, he declared, in the

presence of the imperial secretary, that he had never, and

never would, consent to the deposition of Ignatius ; as for

the legate Zachary, he was deposed from the priesthood,

while Fiodoald, then absent in France, would be tried at a

future time. Leo was then dismissed with letters of the

same tenor to Michael and Photius. In his letter to

Photius, the Pontiff is careful to address him as though he

were a layman, for, although his consecration was valid, it

was illicit. He inscribes the document "To the most pru

dent man, Photius," and after descanting upon the author

ity and primacy of the Holy See, which Photius himself

then acknowledged, he refutes the arguments adduced by

the intruder in justification of his uncanonical election, and

declares that Ignatius is the legitimate patriarch of Con

stantinople. This epistle is dated March 18. 862, and on

the same day the Pontiff issued a letter to all the patriarchs

and bishops of the East, prohibiting any recognition of

Photius as patriarch. These letters of Pope Nicholas in

furiated the emperor, and he dispatched to Pome his

Sword-bearer, with a very disrespectful epistle to the Pon

tiff, urging more strongly than ever the recognition of the

usurper. The result of this embassy was the appearance

of a Papal letter, still more exhaustive in its arguments

against Photius. Nevertheless, the intruder prospered

under the protection of Michael, and when his great

patron, Bardas, had been put to death for supposed con

spiracy, he was sufficiently wily to make the emperor

believe in his fidelity, and to render that protection more

solid than ever. In the year 866 the madness of Photius

culminated in an " excommunication " of the Roman Pon

tiff ; and in an Encyclical to all the patriarchs of the East,

he adduced, in justification of his rebellious attitude, the

following accusations against the Latins. They fasted on

Saturdays. They observed the first week of Lent in a glut
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tonous manner, namely, drinking milk, eating cheese, etc.

They imposed the yoke of celibacy upon their priests.

They denied to priests the right of administering Confirma

tion. They taught that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the

Father and the Son. In the year 867, Photius held another

Pseudo-Synod, composed of the bishops of his faction and

of impostors who called themselves legates of the other

patriarchs. He repeated his anathema against Pope Nicho

las I. and sent the Acts to the emperor I.ouis II., promising

him the Byzantine throne, if he would procure the deposi

tion of the Pontiff. But Photius now experienced a great

reverse of fortune.

In the year 867, the emperor Michael associated his

quondam chamberlain, Basil, with himself in the govern

ment. This prince, however, soon excited his monarch's

displeasure, and his tenure of life became uncertain.

Therefore he seized the opportunity afforded by an imperial

debauch, and assassinated Michael. (1). The day following,

he ordered the removal of Photius from the patriarchal

palace, and his seclusion in a monastery. (2). Ignatius was

then, after nine years of persecution, restored to the patriar

chate. Basil immediately informed Pope Nicholas of his

exertions for the well-being and liberty of the Church, and

that his impartiality might be evident, he sent to Rome

not only the metropolitan John of Syleum, on the part of

Ignatius, but also the metropolitan Peter of Sardia, to

defend the cause of Photius. He also begged the Pontiff

to send legates to Constantinople, that an end might be put

to all ecclesiastical turmoils. Ignatius also wrote to the

Pope, consulting him as to the course to be pursued with

reference to those who had become schismatics under

Photius. In this letter, Ignatius gives the following mag-

(li According to Llutprand, b. I., c. 1, a celestial vision induced Basil to perform great

penance for this crime

(2) A mong the effects of Photius, the imperial officers found two elegantly bound Mss.

One contained the Acts of the Pseudo-Synod held against Ignatius, and seven pictures,

illustrating the same, painted by Gregory of Syracuse The first represented the holy con

fessor receiving a beating, and was Inscribed "The Devil." In the second he was seen

covered with spittle, and styled "The Beginning of Sin." The third showed him de

throned, with the epigraph Son of Perdition." In the fourth he was depicied in chains

and condemned to exile, with the motto "Avarice of Simon Magus." The fifth calumni

ated him as " He who extois himself above all that iscalled or worshipped as God." In

the sixth he was condemned to death as " The Abomination of Desolation.' The seventh

pictured him being dragged to the scaffold under the name of 'Anti-Christ.' The second

Ms. was a copy of the documents sent to the emperor Louis II.
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nificent testimony to the reverence of the Greek Church

of his time for the See of Peter : " For the cure of the

wounds and ills of the human body, the medical art fur

nishes us with a great number of physicians ; but for the

members of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of our

God the Saviour, there is only one chosen and universal

physician, namely, your Fraternal and Paternal Holiness,

constituted by the Supreme and Most Powerful Word of

God, when He said to Peter, the supreme and most holy

Prince of the Apostles : ' Thou art Peter, etc.' And these

blessed words were not addressed to the Prince of the

Apostles, simply as conferring a private privilege, but

through him they were directed to all the Pontiffs of the

Roman See, his successors. Wherefore, in the past, when

ever heresies and corruptions came into existence, the sue.

cessors in your Apostolic See always extirpated such tares

and noxious growth ; and now, your Blessedness, worthily

using the power received from Christ, crushes the enemies of

truth, and him who, like a robber, enters the fold of Christ

by the window .... With the physician's hand of holy and

Apostolic authority, you cut him off from the body of the

Church ; and pronouncing us innocent, who have been so

oppressed by his wickedness you have, like a most loving

brother, restored us to our church." When the legates of

Basil arrived in Rome, they found that Pope Adrian II. had

mounted the throne. Having presented their letters, they

witnessed, in a Roman Synod, the confirmation of the

deposition of Photius and of Ignatius' restoration.

To remedy the evils produced in the East by the schism

of Photius, Pope Adrian II. convoked the Eighth General

Council, which met at Constantinople, Oct. 5, 8(59. Before,

however, we treat of this subject, it is better to finish our

historical sketch of the career of Photius. During ten years

of exile, this wretched man was able to do little more, in

the way of furthering his ambition, than meditate and plot.

Ignatius was restored by a sentence of an (Ecumenical Coun

cil, was protected by the Roman Pontiff, and enjoyed Uie

favor of his sovereign. The cunning of the schemer, how-

-ever, was great, and by means of friends at court he was
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constantly informed of everything which might be turned to

his advantage. Having learned that Basil was exceedingly

sensitive on the subject of his lowly origin, he excogitated a

means of gratifying the imperial vanity, trusting to thereby

mount in time to the point of his ambition. He invented a

genealogical table, by which it was shown that Basil was

descended from Tyridates, a famous king of Armenia.

(1). The hospitality of the palace was now extended to

Photius, and he was appointed governor of the imperial

princes. But his influence over Basil was not strong enough

to bring about the deposition of Ignatius. He therefore

simulated repentance for the past, and earnestly besought

the patriarch to restore him to the active priesthood. Ig

natius, however, would not yield, and then the daring of

Photius and the weakness of the emperor became manifest.

Photius put on the patriarchal insignia, and he presumed to

hold ordinations in the imperial chapel. The death of Ig

natius now occurred (878), and the usurper again seized

the patriarchal throne. Many of the suffragan bishops

were already of his faction ; some others he won by promo

tion or by money, while the few who refused to recognize

his jurisdiction were turned over to the mercies of Leo Oata-

calus, the prefect of the guards. He pretended that the

ordinations of Ignatius were null and void, and as such, he

repeated ttiem ; he restored to their sees all the bishops

whom Ignatius had suspended. (2). At this time, the Apos

tolic legation at Constantinople was held by the bishops

Paul of Ancona and Eugene of Ostia. Faithful to their trust,

they refused even to admit Photius to communion : hence the

infatuated Basil sent legates to Rome to try the constancy

of Pope Johu VIII., then in the sixth year of his Pontificate.

Photius also sent to Rome his creature, Theodore Santaba-

renus, whom he had made metropolitan of Patras, as bear

er of a letter in which it was declared that Photius had

(I) By the connivance of Theophanes, ono of the Imperial chaplain•, this ruble, adorned

with manv prophetic dcscrlotions, was placed in the Palatine Library. Theophanes then

pretended to discover i', and tellinv' Basil that it greatly interested the imperial familv. he

derNred tb't only one man in the empire was sufficiently erudite to interpret :r. That

man was Puotins and he was immediately summoned to the palace. Here ins u(triirnes

were irreuly aided by Theodore Santaharenus, a monk addicted to necromancy, iiut re

puted a saint by Basil.
. ri rhwe f •i•- . are mthered from Nlcetas' Life of .<.'. ';/o(( itH, and from the K/(iMle "f

Stului.n; to Pope Stephen V.
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been forced by the bishops and by the emperor to accept

the patriarchal dignity. This letter bore the signatures

and seals of all the metropolitans, those of the faithful

prelates having been procured by Peter, the imperial sec

retary, under pretext that the document was connected with

the purchase of some ground for the patriarchate. (1). The

result of this mission to Pope John VIII. was the restora

tion of Photius, to be effoted. however, under certain condi

tions. In speaking of this action of Pope John VIII.

Alexandre does not hesitate to say that by it " was rescinded

the resolution of the Eighth Council never to receive Pho

tius, to which resolution John himself, then archdeacon

had subscribed, before the universal Church," and that by

it •'John now gave up his name to everlasting reproach."

That this harsh judgment is also unjust, a calm considera

tion of the facts in the case will conclusively show. Basil

asserted that Photius was repentant ; that his confirmation

would give peace to the church of Constantinople ; that

such confirmation was desired even by those who had been

ordained by Ignatius and Methodius. These assertions

were apparently corroborated by the forged signatures to

Photius' letter. Again, the general conduct of Basil had

caused Rome to regard him as meriting well of the Church ;

hence if he could be gratified in justice and with honor, pru

dence suggested a compliance with his wishes. Finally,

Ignatius was now dead, and no one claimed the see in

opposition to Photius. (2). In his answer to Basil, Epist.

199, the Pontiff says that he hearkens to the emperor's

prayers, " without any prejudice to the Apostolic statutes,

or any relaxation of the rules of the fathers; yea, rather

resting " upon their authority ; " and after quoting instances

of prudent yielding to circumstances, on the part of his

(1) NICktaS, itlM.

(2) Nor should it he forgotten that Pope John relied upon the Greek fleets to protect the

coasts of the Campagna and Tuscany from the Saracens- It is remarkable that while even

Baronio blames Pope John VII1 for his restoration of Photius, the furious Galilean lie

Marca (Prieathnnd ami Kmpire, h. ill., c. 14 ) tbus excuses him : " Ignatius having died,

the often condemned Photius recovered his see through the voles of the Eastern bishops

and the good will of the emiieror Basil ; but that restoration could not have been com

plete without the approval of the Apostolic Chair. Wherefore John VIII.. besought by the

emperor to consuit the tieace of the cburch, ceded to necessity, and. influenced by the

example of l,eo, (ielasius, Felix, and at) African Council, who all thought that in some

emergencies rules might be moditied. he freed Photius from anathema with the consent of

the other patriarchs, and allowed I lm to retain the patriarchal throne, on condition that he

would beg pardon before :he coming Council The agreement of the emperor, the

other patriarchs, and a ddl Eastern Synod, frees John from blame."
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predecessors and certain Synods, he grants the request of

the patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, of all

the metropolitans, bishops, priests, and of all the clergy of

Constantinople, who remain of the ordination of Methodius

.and Ignatius ; and receives as co-minister in the episcopal

office the same Photius, if, according to custom, he begs mercy

in a Synod We, upon whom, according to the Apos

tle, rests the care of all the churches, not wishing that there

should any longer remain cause of dispute in the Church of

God, absolve this same patriarch from all ecclesiastical

censure ; and with him, all the bishops, priests, clerics, and

laymen against whom the censures of the divine judgment

have been pronounced ; and we decree that he receive the

Constantinopolitan see principally because, by this

act, all will witness an instance of Apostolic mercy." When

the imperial ambassadors departed from Rome, they were

accompanied by the legate Peter, cardinal of the title of St.

Chrysogonus, with instructions to arrange, in union with

two other legates already at Constantinople, but in accord

ance with what had been decreed at Rome, the affairs of

the distracted patriarchate. Peter arrived at his post in

November, 879, and in an interview with Photius handed

him the Papal letters of instruction. The schemer then re

quested permission to retain the documents for a short time,

that he might have them translated into Greek, for the use

of the coming Synod. The legates assented, and it was

afterwards found that the imprudent concession had fur

nished an opportunity for an interested mutilation and inter

polation of the Papal instructions. Among other alterations,

Photius erased the clause in which he was ordered to throw

himself on the mercy of the Synod. He also inserted a

condemnation of the Eighth Council, held ten years before

against his schism, and an abrogation of all the decrees is

sued against himself by the Pontiffs Nicholas I. and Adrian

II. Armed with this new weapon, Photius now held that

famous Synod which the schismatics afterwards styled the

Eighth Oecumenical. The conclave met in the church of

St. Sophia, and was attended by 380 prelates, and by the

whole imperial family. The Papal legates were also on
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hand, but, like their unfortunate predecessors in the time of

Pope Nicholas, they had been corrupted. Photius, there

fore, had things his own way. Although his own cause was

in question, be was allowed to preside, the legates assent

ing to everything proposed by the usurper, and saying

nothing of the Pontifical mandates. After a solemn restora

tion of Photius to the patriarchate, and an excommunica

tion of nil who would not communicate with him, the Pseudo-

Synod issued a number of canons, to give the affair more of

a conciliary appearance. Photius wished much to have the

'• Latin doctrine," as he called it, of the Fihoque, condem

ned, but fearing lest the Papal legates would be incited to

something like a resemblance of their duty, and thus ren

der null all of his proceedings, he deferred his overt act of

heresy to a more propitious time. (1)

The three Papal legates returned to Rome immediately

after the Photian " Eighth Synod," "and simply reported that

peace was restored to the Constantinopolitan church, and

that the emperor would send a powerful fleet to protect the

Italian coasts from the Saracens. But the letter of Photius.

admitting that he had not asked pardon of the Synod,

caused Pope John VIII. to suspect that his commands had

been evaded in more ways than one. Hence he commis

sioned the cardinal Marinus, who was destined to succeed

him in the Papacy, and who had been one of the presidents

of the Eighth Council, to return to Constantinople for the

purpose of investigation, instructing him to rescind all

which he might discover to have been unjustly or illegally

done by the former legates. Marinus did his duty. The

frauds of Photius were made manifest, and therefore his

old condemnation by the Eighth Council was revived. The

olden zeal of Basil for the good of the Church had been

greatly modified by his intimacy with Photius, and he was

made furious by the apostolic intrepidity of Marinus. He

forgot the respect which all rulers owe to the law of na

tions, and even that which every Christian should show to

the representative of Christ's vicar. The legate was thrown

(1) Six ffecks after the Pseudo-Synod, while at nn assembly of hishops in the Triclinium

of the Blachernal palace, the emperor asked Photius fur a Profession of Faith, and received

one made up of the demotions of the first seven Counciis, with a declaration that nothing

should he inhlwl to them.
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into prison, and for thirty days his constancy was tried, but

the only result was an exhibition of firmness which was a

glorious offset to the scandal caused among tho vacillating

Greeks by the weakness of his predecessors. When Pope

John VIII. was informed of the treachery of his legates,

and of Photius' usurpation, he immediately confirmed the

condemnatory sentences of Nicholas I. and Adrian II., and

added his own anathema. Pope Marinus, who succeeded

John VIII. in the year 882, confirmed the acts of his prede

cessor in reference to Constautinopolitan affairs, and the in

fatuated Basil dared to retort by asserting that Marinus was

not a legitimate Pope, since he had been bishop of another

see, and could not abandon it. It was during the reign of

Marinus that Photius wrote to the schismatic patriarch of

Aquileia his famous Epistle attacking the Catholic dogma

on the Procession of the Holy Ghost. (1). During the Pon

tificate of Adrian III. (884 — 85). Basil again vainly sought

from Rome the recognition of Photius. In the year 889,

Leo, surnamed " the philosopher " on account of his erudi

tion, succeeded his father Basil on the imperial throne of

Byzantium, and with his advent came an end to the first

stage of the Greek Schism. The Papal Chair was then

occupied by Stephen VI. (885—91), one of whose first acts

had been a brilliant and solid defence of the actions of his

predecessors in the Photian matter, against the insolent

attacks of Basil. The letters of Stephen produced a deep

impression on the mind of Leo, and he immediately eject

ed Photius from the patriarchal palace, appointing in

stead his own brother Stephen. Having recalled from

exile all the bishops and priests who had been the victims

of Photius, Leo addressed them : " Having sought the truth,

our authority, which is from God, has ejected that

wicked man Photius from the patriarchal chair and

has stopped your persecution. Nor shall we compel you,

in any way, to unwillingly communicate with him ; we

rather request of your piety that you communicate with

our brother, that there may be but one fold. If. however.

you do not wish to communicate with my brother, without

(1) Baronio. year 8S3.
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first consulting Rome, which has condemned Photius, and

because my brother was ordained deacon by him, let us

together write to the Pontiff that he may give absolution

from the anathema pronounced against those ordained by

Photius." Letters were accordingly sent to Pope Stephen

VI. by Leo and by Stylianus of Neo-Caesarea, in the name

of the Greek bishops, begging the Pontiff to remove the

censure from all who were worthy of pardon. After due

consideration, the Holy See sent legates to Constantinople,

in 891, with instructions to recognize the patriarch Stephen

and to remove all censures from such as they would deem

worthy of lenient treatment. From this time history is

silent with regard to Photius. Manuel Calecas (1) contends

that he died in the communion of Rome. Certain Greek

schismatic writers (2) have asserted that ho. re-communicat

ed with the Latins, when these "had recanted their errors."

But these authors are sufficiently refuted by the Breviary

or Synopsis of the Eighth Council, affixed in 891 to the doors

of St. Sophias' Basilica, and quoted by us in the last

chapter.

The Eighth General Council now demands our attention.

That this assembly possessed the first requisite of cecumen-

icity, namely, convocation by the Supreme Pontiff, is

proved by the Epistle of Pope Adrian II. to the emperor

Basil, read in the first Session : " We desire that a numerous

Council be celebrated at Constantinople through the

industry of your Piety ; at which Council our legates will

preside, and having examined into the causes of men and

their crimes, they will give to the flames all the copies of

the impious Pseudo-Synod (the Photian Eighth) which

must be surrendered bj7 all who have them." And in the

Preface of the Eighth Synod, sent to Adrian II., we read :

" Having sent, with your Apostolic authority, your vicar

and epistolary decretals, you commanded a Synod to be

held at Constantinople, etc." That the Papal legates,

namely, Donatus, bishop of Ostia, Stephen, the bishop of

(1) Calecas was a Greek orthodox author of the fourteenth century. His principal work,

directed against "The Krrors of the Greeks," was transiated into Latin by order of Martin

V.

(2) Michael Anchiai.is, Diahmne with Emmanuel Camnanu ; Maximcs Margcin,

Dialnutw of a Grcek with a Lai in . See the work of Leo Allatius on the Perpetual Agrce

ment of the Eastern and Western Cburches, h. II., r. Ii.
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Nepi. and Marinus, the deacon, presided over the Council,

is evident from the Acts. The first Session commences .

"Being assembled, Donatus and Stephen, bishops, and Ma

rinus, the deacon, holding the place of Adrian, archbishop

of the senior Rome, and Ignatius, archbishop of Constanti

nople, the younger Rome ; and the Vicar of the Orient,

Thomas, metropolitan of Tyre, holding the place of the see

of Antioch, etc The most holy vicars of the senior

Rome said : ' Therefore let us put all hesitation out of

your hearts, and let us certify to you by word and by deed

that we shall dispose all things as has been commanded

unto us. We have, then, letters to the emperor and to the

patriarch, and if you order, let them be read.'" Again,

the Papal legates are first named, speak before all others,

and are the first to subscribe to the decrees.

The Eighth General Council, also styled the Fourth of

Constantinople, was opened on Wednesday, the 5th of

October, 869, in the second year of Pope Adrian II., and

third of the emperor Basil, and its sessions were held in

the basilica of St. Sophia. In the First Session, thePapal

legates were asked to manifest the nature of their commis

sion, and as they deemed the question rather insolent, they

hesitated to answer. Then the Patrician Bahanes informed

the legates that no contempt of the Apostolic See was meant

by this request, but rather a precaution, on account of the

prevarication of Rodoald and Zachary, the legates of

Nicholas I. The legates therefore replied : " We have in

our hands a letter sent to the emperor by the most holy

Pope Adrian, who has also given us power to so order all

things according to what the blessed Pope Nicholas estab

lished for the holy church of Constantinople, that we may

so arrange and strengthen them, that no one will be able to

combat them, and that we may confirm what the most holy

Adrian has commanded. For he has inherited the labors

of him to whose honors he has succeeded ; for this, God

placed him in His Church. Behold the letter of the holy

Pope Adrian. If you wish, let it be read." After the

reading of the Pontifical letter, the legates ordered a read

ing of a Papal document, to which all who wished the com
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munion of Rome were obliged to subscribe. It contained a

condemnation of all heresies, and an anathema against

Photius ; also a declaration that the subscriber accepted all

that Pope .Nicholas I. and Adrian II. had done in the cause

of Ignatius and Photius. In this document, which was

signed by the entire Council, the following passages are

noteworthy: "For we must not forget the words of our

Lord Jesus Christ : ' Thou art Peter, etc.' This saying has

been proved by events, because in the Apostolic Cha.r the

Catholic Religion has been preserved immaculate, and holy

doctrine ever held. Therefore, not wishing to be separated

from the faith and doctrine of this See, and following the

Constitutions of the rulers of this holy Apostolic See, we

anathematize the Iconoclasts and all heresies ; we ana

thematize also Photius, etc."

The Second Session was held on the 9th of October. It

being announced to the fathers that certain bishops were

waiting without, who, having been ordained by Methodius

or by Ignatius, had joined the Photian ranks, they were told

to enter the Synod. Having begged pardon for their trans

gressions, they were addressed by the legates : " We receive

you, according to the command of our most holy Pope

Adrian, on account of your avowal of repentance." They

then replied : " And we reverence you, and acknowledge

you as our judges, and we will accept your judgment as from

the Person of the Son of God." Having then subscribed

to the document issued by Rome, and read in the first Ses

sion, the penitents were admitted to seats in the Synod, but

were ordered not to exercise their functions until the follow

ing Christmas, the intervening period to be spent in penance.

The Third Session was held on the 5th of the Ides of

October. The fathers invited Theodolus of Ancyra and

Nicephorus of Nice to subscribe to the Roman Definition,

but they refused. It having been discovered that Theodore

of Caria, one of those lately forgiven, had been one of

Photius' accomplices in anathematizing Pope Nicholas I.,

his case was reserved to the Pontiff. The epistle of Pope

Adrian to Ignatius was read, and declared " canonically

written and full of justice."
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The fourth Session was held on the 3d of the Ides of

October. The bishops Zachary and Theophilus, of the

Photian faction, were presented by certain patricians, but

when urged to sign the Pontifical Definition, they declared

that both they and Photius had been received by Pope

Nicholas I. on the occasion of a mission which they had

undertaken for the usurper to that Pontiff. The legates

therefore caused several epistles of Nicholas to be read,

and then it was demonstrated that these schismatics lied.

Urged again to subscribe to the Definition, they replied :

" We wish to hear nothing about it." By order of the Je-

gates, they were shut out of the Synod.

The Fifth Session was held on the 13th of the Calends of

November. Photius was summoned by means of laics to

the Council, but when he was introduced, and asked

whether he would receive the decrees of Nicholas I. and of

Adrian II., he remained silent. Urged to reply, he an

swered : "God hears me, even when I am silent." Pressed

again, he replied : " Jesus also was condemned when silent."

Elias, vicar for the patriarch of Jerusalem, then ascended

the pulpit and energetically contended that his church had

never recognized Photius, concluding by exhorting him to

repentance. The legates also urged the unfortunate man to

repentance, that he might merit lay-communion. Pressed al

so by the patrician Bahanes, he answered : " My justifica

tion is not in this world," and then sank again into an obsti

nate silence. He was therefore dismissed from the Council.

The Sixth Session was held on the 8th Calends of Novem

ber. The emperor Basil asked the bishops who yet adhered

to Photius if they would at last yield to the decision of

the Church, but they impudently answered that the judg

ments against their leader were null and void. Zachary of

Chalcedon now arose, and in a discourse which was a tissue

of sophisms where it was not mere baseless assertion, en

deavored to sustain the cause of the baffled intruder.

Metrophanes of Smyrna then dissected the remarks of

Zachary, and refuted them, point by point. After an ex

hortation to penitence addressed to the recalcitrants by

Basil, seven days of delay were granted them.
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The Seventh Session was held on the 4th Calends of

November. Photius and Gregory of Syracuse were brought

to the Synod and questioned as to their willingness to

accept the Papal Definition. The only reply of Photius

was : " May the Lord preserve our holy emperor many

years ! " Urged again by the legates, he answered that they

had more need of repentance than he had. Finally, the

Synod pronounced anathema on Photius, " the courtier and

invader ; the secular, neophyte, and tyrant ; the condemned

schismatic, adulterer, and parricide ; the inventor of lies

and perverse dogmas: the now Judas and new Dioscorus;

anathema on all his followers and sympathizers, etc."

The Eighth Session was held on the Nones of November.

All the writings of Photius against the Pontiffs, and the

Ads of his Pseudo-Synods, were thrown to the flames.

Basil of Jerusalem and Leontius of Alexandria, whose

names Photius had inserted among the subscriptions to his

Pseudo-Synod, as legates of their respective patriarchs,

then anathematized the writings against Pope Nicholas.

Many metropolitans were then asked if they had signed the

decrees of the Photian Synod, and they answered that the

signatures, which purported to be their own, were forgeries.

Several Iconoclasts were then reconciled to the Church, the

emperor kissing them after their abjuration.

The Ninth Session was held on the day before the Ides

of February of the new year. Joseph, archdeacon of Al

exandria and legate of Michael, the patriarch of that see,

then explained that his bishop was prevented by the Sar

acenic domination from travelling ; that he had obtained

for Joseph an appointment as commissioner of exchange

of captives, in order that he might attend the Council in

his name. Michael was so isolated that he knew nothing of

the merits or demerits of Photius. but he suggested that

he and Ignatius might rule the diocese of Constantinople

in common. The Alexandrian legate, having read the Acts

of the previous sessions, solemnly accepted them in the

name of his patriarch. There were then introduced certain

perjurers, among them the consul Leo, who, compelled by

Photius and the emperor Michael, had sworn falsely against
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Ignatius on the occasion of his mock trial. They confessed

their crime, anathematized Photius, and received a canonical

penauce.

In the Tenth Session, held the day before the Calends of

March, there were edited 27 canons, of which the following

are the principal. The 1st decrees that all canons of the

Church are to be observed as " Second utterances of God."

The 2d orders the observance of the decrees of the Pontiffs

in the Photian matter. The 3d accords to the images of

Christ, of His Mother, and of the saints, the same honor as

is given to the Book of the Gospels. The 5th puts a check

on the growth of the pestilent crop of courtier-bishops,

by ordering that no one shall be made a bishop unless he

has been ten years a cleric, and allows no dispensation to

be ever given in the case of a courtier candidate. The 6th

segregates Photius even from lay-communion, on account

of his forgeries of episcopal signatures. The 11th anathem

atizes the doctrine of a dual soul in man, taught by Photius.

The 12th condemns all undue interference of the secular

power with ecclesiastical preferments. The 13th prohibits

the elevation to high ecclesiastical dignity in the church of

Constantinople of any one not belonging to the clergy of

that see, and excludes from that body the domestic clerics

of princes and nobles, thus putting another check on the

courtier-clergy and giving a safeguard to the integrity of

the patriarchal chair. The 14th rebukes the want of re

spect for their office shown by those bishops who are ever

ready to pay court to the rich and powerful, especially to

princes ; condemns their dismounting from horseback, etc.,

in order to salute theg reat ones ; and their practice of

standing among the gentlemen-in-waiting, while the grandees

are eating. The bishop who thus forgets his dignity is sus

pended from communion for one year ; the prince who

permits such fulsome obsequiousness suffers for two years.

The 15th prohibits any alienation or mortgaging of ecclesias

tical property, and declares it null. A monastery erected

by the funds of a diocese belongs to that diocese. The

16th anathematizes those who ridicule the sacred offices or

officers. The occasion of this canon was the conduct of
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the emperor Michael, who permitted his Protospatarius,

Theophilus, to mimic the patriarch for the amusement of

the court, saying : " Theophilus is my patriarch, the Caesar

Bardas has Photius, and the Christians have Ignatius."

The 19th condemns those metropolitans who go about

among their suffragans, living at their expense, under pre

text of visitation. The 25th condemns all the bishops,

priests, etc., who pertinaciously adhere to Photius, and de

prives them of all hope of restoration. After the promulga

tion of the canons, the Council issued a Definition of Faith,

anathematizing all heresies, and condemning Photius and

his followers. In subscribing to the conciliary decrees,

the Papal legates came first, and wrote : "I . . . . , holding

the place of my Lord Adrian, Supreme Pontiff and Universal

Pope, and presiding over this Holy and Universal Synod,

have promulgated, subject to the will of the same illustrious

Ruler, everything above recited, and have subscribed with

my own hand." The vicars of the patriarchs write : " I,

receiving this Holy and Universal Synod, and

agreeing with, and defining, all that has been decided and

written, have subscribed." The emperor Basil and his

sons do not define, but consent and venerate : " Basil, Con-

stantine, and Leo, ever August, in the Christ of God faithful

princes of the Romans and great Emperors, receiving this

Holy and Universal Synod, and agreeing with all it has de

fined and written, have subscribed." When all the bishops

had subscribed, the Council issued a Synodical Epistle to

all the bishops and faithful of the Church, giving an ac

count of the crimes of Photius and of all proceedings against

him. An Epistle was then addressed to Pope Adrian II.,

begging a confirmation of the Council, which was immedi

ately granted, as is shown by the Pontiff's letter to Basil,

which was read at the end of the Acts.

We now again approach a question which we have fre

quently had occasion to encounter, that of the amenability

of a Pontifical judgment to a conciliary juridical examina

tion. The author of the Defence of the Declaration, etc., and

with him, Alexandre (1), contends that the actions of the

(1) Cent. xv.. ffi>s*. 4. n. **fi.
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Eighth Council plainly prove that the prelates deemed the

conciliary authority superior to that of the Pontiff. They

cite the 21st canon, " If a General Council is in session,

ami there is any doubt or controversy, even about the holy

Roman Church, an investigation and a solution of the ques

tion should be had with due reverence ; audaciously, how

ever, seutenee should not be passed against the ■Supreme

Pontiffs of the Senior Rome." Again, the bishops were

asked whether they would receive the letters of Popes

Nicholas and Adrian. But it can be easily shown that the

fathers of the Eighth Council, far from critically examining

the Papal definitions, willingly and at once obeyed the

injunctions of the Holy See ; that, in fine, all that was ef

fected in that Council was done because Rome commanded

it to be done. In the 3d Session was read the letter sent

by Basit to Pope Nicholas I., in which the emperor prays

the Pontiff to predefine what was to be done in the Synod

soon to be held, and after saying that some of the schismat

ics had fallen through fear, and others through simplicity,

he adds : " We have asked, and now beg, your Paternal

Holiness, to send a judgment and decree in regard to these

persons. Thus, O Spiritual Father, aDd divinely to be

honored Supreme Pontiff, hasten to the correction of our

church, and give us an abundance of strength against in

justice and for the attainment of truth, that is, a clean

unity, a spiritual structure free from all strife and schism, a

church one in Christ, and a fold obedient to one shepherd."

These sentiments certainly indicate a belief in the irreform-

ability of Papal decisions, and if it be thought that Basil's

judgment proves little, we turn to the letter sent to Nicholas

by Ignatius, and already quoted by us, in which the patri

arch asserts that the Roman Pontiff is the divinely ap

pointed physician for the diseases of Christ's members.

In answer to this letter, Pope Adrian II., the successor of

Nicholas I., says : "Your Fraternity must take care that

the signatures of all of your bishops, united in Synod, be

put to those chapters which were synodically promulgated

by us in that Church of God where rests the holy body of

Peter, Prince of the Apostles : promulgated for the aboli
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tion of the profane Synods held in Constantinople by

Photius. . . . and let them be carefully deposited in the

archives of each diocese."

Could Pope Adrian have used this language, if he. at

least, did not hold that the Pontiff was superior to a

Council ? But let us see what the conciliary Acts evince.

When, in the 1st Session, the patrician Bahanes requested

the Papal legates to show their mandatory letters, they at

first resisted, saying that " until now they had never heard

that the vicars of the elder Rome were questioned by any

body," which elevated language does not imply much of

subjection toward the Synod. In the same Session was read

the Papal Definition sent by Adrian, and which all were

obliged to sign as a preliminary to any recognition. In that

document was written : " For we must not forget the words

of our Lord Jesus Christ : ' Thou art Peter,' etc. This

saying has been proved by events, because in the Apostolic

Chair the Catholic Religion has been preserved immaculate,

and holy doctrine ever held. Therefore, not wishing to be

separated from the faith and doctrine of this See, and follow

ing the constitutions of the rulers of this Apostolic See, we

anathematize the Iconoclasts and all heresies ; we also an

athematize Photius, etc." In these words the infallibility

of the Pope is clearly enunciated, for heresy is condemned

principally because of the Constitutions of Rome. In this

same Definition, signed by the entire Synod, the subscriber

promises to observe " all which is herein established ; we

will observe it according to the ordinance of your decree,

receiving that which it receives, and condemning what it

condemns, especially the aforesaid Photius .... With re

gard to our most venerable patriarch Ignatius and his

followers, we follow, with our whole heart, what the au

thority of your Apostolic See has decreed, and venerate it

with religious devotion .... because, as we have said,

following the Apostolic See in all things, and observing all

its Constitutions, we hope to merit to be in the one communion

which that Apostolic See offers, and which is the true and

complete solidity of the Christian religion." When *uch are

the sentiments of this Definition, it is plain that the fathers of
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the Eighth Council did not deem their body superior to the

Pontiff, when they used the phrase cited by our adversaries.

" The book presented by the holy Roman Church has been

read, and pleases all." The examination, that is, like all of

those of which we have treated in the cases of the Dogma

tic Definitions read in other Councils, was not juridical, but

informatory. In the 2d Session, when there arose a ques

tion as to the treatment of the schismatics, the Papal

legates declared that Pope Adrian had ordered that they

should not be received to penance until they subscribed to

the Pontifical Definition, and they asked the delinquents :

" Are you willing to obey the orders of the most holy Pope

Adrian ? " And when, in the 3d Session, the archbishops of

Ancyra and Nice refused their signatures, pardon was

denied them. The conduct of the legates would have been

arrogaut in the extreme, and the Eastern bishops would

have resisted them, had the mind of the Synod been such as

our adversaries would have us believe. In the 4th Session,

two of Photius' faction, who had been his legates to Pope

Nicholas, asked admission to the Council. The Papal re

presentatives at first opposed their entrance, saying : '' We

canuot rescind the decision of the holy Roman Pontiff?; ;

that is contrary to the canons." And when they were

admitted, it was only that " the just judgment of the holy

Roman Church might be more manifest." The fathers said :

" Let the legates enter, but we do not call them to a dispute,

but only that they may hear the epistle of the most blessed

Pope Nicholas." In the 5th Session Photius was asked

"whether he received the judgment of the holy Roman

Pontiffs ;" and in the 6th, the legates told the emperor that

he should not speak to Zachary of Chalcedon, because he

had been condemned by Rome. In the 7th Session, when

Photius entered with the pastoral crozier, the legates took

it from him, because he had no jurisdiction. In fine,

throughout the Council, everything was done because of

the previous decision of Rome.

The 21st canon does not favor the theory of conciliar

superiority. At first sight, indeed, it would seem that only

audacious examinations into Papal decisions are discouraged.
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But how is it that the Papal legates made no opposition to

this canon, if, as is asserted, it allowed a conciliar dis

cussion of Pontifical judgments ? They well knew that such

procedure was foreign to the ideas of the Holy See ; they

knew that, a short time before the Council, Pope Nicholas I.

had declared that the value of a Council depended upon its

approbation by Romo ; they knew that the first See claimed

the right to judge all others, and the prerogative of being

judged by none ; they knew that this very Eighth Council

had not objected to Pope Adrian's assertion, read in the 7th

Ses#ian, that the Pontiff was subject to no judgment, unless

for heresy, and then only with his own consent. And yet they

did not oppose the canon. But let us hear the words of

Popes Nicholas and Adrian. Rebuking the arrogance of

the emperor Michael, Pope Nicholas says that " The Roman

Church confirms the Councils by her authority, and guards

them by her moderation. Hence, certain of these have lost

their value, because they had not the approbation of the

Roman Pontiff." And he adduces instances, such as the

" Robber-Synod " of Ephesus, (431) where bishops and

patriarchs could not constitute a legitimate Council because

of the opposition of the great Leo, and then continues :

" Since, according to the canons, the decisions of inferiors

are to be referred to greater authority, to be confirmed or

annulled, it is plain that the judgment of the Apostolic See.

the authority of which is the highest, cannot be revised by

any one, nor can any one pass judgment on its decision.

For the canons have willed that from every part of the

world appeals should be made to Rome, but from her no

one can appeal." And Pope Adrian II.. in his 2d AVoadion

to the Council, declares : " We read of the Roman Pontiff

judging the bishops of all churches, but we read of no one

ever judging him. For although the Orientals pronounced

anathema upon Honorius after his death, it is to be ob

served that he had been accused of heresy, for which alone

one may resist one's superior, or reject his depraved uttter-

ances ; but even in this case, the patriarchs and bishops

cannot pronounce sentence, unless the authority of the

Pontiff of the first See has been obtained." Considering,
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then, these declarations of the Holy See, and the consent of

the legates to the 21st canon, we must suppose that the

meaning of the ordinance was that, in case of a question

about the Roman See, a Council should reverently consult

the Pontiff, but "not audaciously pronounce sentence."

CHAPTEP V.

The Addition of the Clause " and from the Son " to

the Creed.

In the General Council of Ephesus, one Charisius, a Phila-

delphian priest, having brought to the fathers a Profession of

Faith which was redolent of Nestorianism, the following de

cree was issued : " No one is allowed to offer, write, or com

pose any other Faith than that which was denned by the holy

fathers congregated at Nice in the Holy Ghost. And whoever

shall dare to compose another Faith, or to present it to con

verts to the truth from paganism, Judaism, or any heresy,

shall be deprived of their sees if they are bishops, of their

standing if they are clerics, and if they are laymen, they

shall be subject to anathema." The same decree was re

peated by the Council of Chalcedon in its Definition of

Faith. Among the excuses given by Photius for his schism,

and repeated by Michael Cerularius when he re-inaugurated

a separation of the Eastern and Western Churches, was

the assertion that the Latins had violated this prohibition

by adding the words "and from the Son " (Filioque) to the

clause of the Constantinopolitan Creed which expresses the

Procession of the Holy Ghost. Traces of this dispute be

tween the Latins and Greeks are found as far back as the

Synod of Gentilly, held in 767. It was agitated in the

Synod held at Aix-la-Chapelle, under Charlemagne, in 809,

and has been renewed at every effort made for a healing of

the schism, notably in the Fourth Council of the Lateran

(1215), in the Second of Lyons (1274), and in that of Flo

rence (1439). In theological language, when we speak of the

origin of the Divine Persons, we say that the Son comes
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from the Father by " generation," and that the Holy Ghost

comes from both by " procession " (1). In the Symbol drawn

up by the Second General Council, the First of Constanti

nople (381), it was simply stated that the Holy Ghost pro

ceeds from the Father. But the faith of the Church being

that the Son also is a source of origin to the Spirit, the

clause " and from the Son " came to be added in the Defi

nitions of Faith, and often in the Symbol or Creed. We kuow

that the Sixteenth General Council (Florence) finally and

definitively approved of the addition, as a necessary test

of orthodoxy ; but we cannot lay the finger on the date,

place, or circumstances of the first use of the questioned

clause. It occurs in the Creed recited by king Ricardo in

the Third Council of Toledo, in 589 ; in the Exposition of

Faith of the Fourth of Toledo, 633 ; in the Creed recited in

the Eighth of Toledo, in 653, and that Synod tells us that

this Creed, was then read at Mass throughout Spain. In the

Twelfth, Thirteenth, and Fifteenth Councils, held at Toledo,

in the years 681, 683, and 688, the addition occurs in the

Creeii. It was also read in the Synod of Forli, held in 791,

by Paulinus, patriarch of Aquileia. In the year 809 the

ambassadors of Charlemagne conferred with Pope Leo III.

about the clause.

The Greek schismatics have always fallen back for de

fense upon the prohibitory canon of Ephesus, and that their

interpretation of it is correct, they try to prove by various

ancient testimonies. Thus they adduce St. Cyril of Alex

andria (2), saying : " We in no way permit any one to attack

that Faith, or Symbol of Fqith, which was issued by the

holy Nicene fathers. For it is not allowable to us, or to

any one else, to change even one word there placed, nor do

we allow one syllable to be passed over, mindful of the

saying: ' Do not cross the limits placed by the fathers."

For they did not speak of themselves, but of the very

Spirit of God the Father, who proceeds indeed from Him :

(1) Both generation nnd procession are. in the Trinity, eternal, for the Son and the Holy

(inosi, are co-eternal with the Father. Be (t h are necessary, not contingent, lor necessity

of being isun Mtribnleof the Divinity. Uoih the Hon and the Holy (i host are inseparably

nnhed 1 r the Father, though really distinct from Him ; hence. In the Trinity, both genera-

tion and procession have nothing in common with the philosophic conception of " emana

tion " of spirits.
(•2) K),Mh- of John of Antioch.
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the Spirit, however is not foreign to the Son, for so com

mands the nature of the Essence." They also cite the

commands of the Council of Chalcedon, as declaring that

the Creeds of Nice and Constantinople are sufficient, and

prohibiting any additions to these. And lest they should

be told that here only such addition is meant as would in

volve an alteration of meaning, the schismatics quote the

following words, pronounced when, in the Second Session,

the fathers of Clmlcedon had been asked for a Professsion of

Faith plainly agreeing with, but verbally differing from, the

Symbols of Nice and Constantinople : " No one makes an

other Exposition. We do not try, nor do we dare, to present

one. For the fathers have taught, and their teachings are

preserved in writing, and we can say nothing further. . . .

this we all say, that what has been explained is sufficient ;

it is permitted to make no other Exposition. . . .Let the say

ings of the fathers be held.' And, further, contended the

Greeks, even Pope Vigilius (1) anathematized those " who

presume to teach or explain, or to give to the saints of the

Church of God, any other Symbol " than the Constantino-

politan. And Pope Agatho, in an Epistle to the emperor,

read in the Sixth General Council, declares : " We preserve

those doctrines of the delivered Faith which have been reg

ularly defined by our holy Apostolic predecessors, and

by the five venerable Councils ; desiring, and being stu

dious of one principal good, namely, that in what has been

regularly defined nothing be withdrawn, 'changed, or added,

but that it be preserved the same in meaning and in word."

Finally, the Seventh General Council, after its Definition

of Faith, exclaimed : " We preserve the laws of the fathers ;

we anathematize those who add or withdraw anything."

Such were the arguments adduced in the Council of Florence

by the famous Mark of Ephesus, to whom, more than to any

other one man, is due the perpetuation of the Greek schism.

In defending the propriety, nay, the necessity of the use

of Filiuque, better arguments cannot be used than those

adopted by Audrew, archbishop of Rhodes (2), who, in

1) Epist'ctn Euturhius tif Cinistantiiu)f)le.

r2) Sometimes styled "archbishop of Colossus," to distinguish him from the Greek

metropolitan of the isiand.
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the 6th Session of the Florentine Council, thus pressed

his adversary. The insertion of the clause " and from

the Son " in the Creed is not, properly speaking, an ad

dition, but an explanation. The phrase " and from the

Son " was already implicitly contained in the " from the

Father." If every explanation constitutes an addition, then

there have been many additions made to the Scriptures, for

the Nicene fathers inserted the word " Consubstantial " in

their exposition of the Scriptures, and nevertheless Gregory

of Nazianzen, writing to Cledonius, denies that any addition

was made (1). The fathers of Constantinople added to, or

explained, what those of Nice had writteu ; these latter had

not said " of all things visible and invisible, " nor had they

used the phrase " true God of true God, " nor that styling

" the Holy Ghost the Lord and Life-giver." Notwithstand

ing these explanations, the fathers of Constantinople did

not think they had made any " additions " to the Creed of

Nice. Again, where the Nicene Council said, " Born of the

Father, " that of Chalcedou said, " Consubstantial to the

Father, according to the Deity, and Consubstantial to us,

according to the Humanity, " for such explanation was

made necessary by the Eutychian heresy. And even Mark

of Ephesus, when he was asked why the Ephesine prelates

made mention only of the Nicene Creed, ignoring apparently

the Constantinopolitan, gave as a reason that "they are

one and the same " ; therefore, even according to this

schismatic leader, an insertion made in the Creed for the

sake of explanation is not, properly speaking, an addition.

Now, that the clause " And from the Son " is simply an

explanation of that " from the Father, " Andrew of Rhodes

proved by many testimonies of Greek fathers. Again, the

authority of the Church is and will be always the same as

it was in the beginning, and if it was ever permitted to the

Church to add new words and phrases to the Creed, for the

sake of more efficaciously contradicting new heresies as

they arose, that is allowable now, and ever will be. In the

(1I "We have not added, and we could not add. anything to the Faith which the holy

fathers of Nice put forth in condemnation of the Allan heresy ; but we hold and will hold

that same, more clearly explaining what was less fully declared concerning the Holy

(ihost. For as yet that question had not been moved."
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7th Session, the archbishop observed that, as everything be

longing to any science is implicitly contained in the principles

of that science, so, though not explicitly, the Creed implicitly

contains the entire doctrine of Christianity. No heresy has

yet been born, or can be excogitated, which is not implicitly

condemned in the Creed. As the Nicene Council issued its

Creed as a basis of Faith, it was necessary that it should be

affected by no change ; in sciences, conclusions may be

affected, principles never. But the Gospel contains the

perfect doctrine, and yet both the Greek and Latin fathers

have explained it. The Council of Chalcedon implied a

future necessity of explanatory additions to the Creed when

it said that " for a full knowledge and confirmation of

religion, it might suffice, etc." It did not say " it suffices,''

for the advent of new heresies renders it incumbent upon

the Church to make new explanations.

The great Bessarion, then archbishop of Nice, having

forcibly opposed the use of the disputed clause, though he

did not deny the doctrine, was refuted in the 10th Session by

John, bishop of Forli. There are three kinds of addition

to the Creed, said this prelate ; the first adds what is con

trary, the second what is diffeient, the third what agrees

with the subject treated. The first is the addition of error,

e. (j., if one were to say that the Holy Ghost proceeds from

no one. The second is an addition made by the rash, who

are fond of modes of expression unknown to the Church, e.

g., if one were to style the Father a geometer, the Son an

astronomer, the Holy Ghost an arithmetician. The third

is the addition of Catholics, e. g., as when they say that the

omnipotent Father is eternal, the consubstantial Son is

co-eternal, the proceeding Holy Ghost is breathed forth.

The clause " and from the Son " is not contrary to the one

" from the Father, " nor does it import any different idea ;

it agrees with it. Hence, as the Apoitles Creed was not

violated at Nice by the insertion of the clause declaring

the procession from the Father, so the Nicene Creed was

not violated in after time when the Church indicated by ex

press words her faith in the procession also from the Son.

An ecclesiastical ordinance, concluded the bishop of Forli,
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must be understood according to the mind of its promulga

tors, and the 1st Session of the Ephesine Council shows us

that the fathers designed merely to prohibit any addition to

the Symbol which would be contrary to the Nicene doctrines.

The bishops said : " Let the Exposition of thc: Nicene fathers

be read, that we may compare the discourses on faith with

it ; let those be received which agree with it, and let those

be rejected which differ from it." Then the Nicene Creed

was read, and afterwards the epistle of St. Cyril to Nes-

torius ; the fathers found them concordant. Then the

epistle of Nestorius to St. Cyril was read, and the Council

pronounced it contrary to the Symbol of Nice. It is evident,

therefore, that the Synod of Ephesus did not intend to

command the rejection of any and every other exposition of

faith, but only such as were contrary to received doctrine.

In the Eleventh Session of the Council of Florence car

dinal Julian Cesarini illustrated this subject by an account

of the circumstances in which the objected decree of Ephe

sus was issued. Charisius, a priest of Philadelphia, had

complained that one James, a Nestorian emissary, had

attacked his doctrine ; and the Profession of Faith of Chari

sius and that of James, which had been written by Anasta-

sius and Photius, two disciples of Nestorius, were both read

to the Council. That of Charisius was found to be accord

ing to neither the Symbol of Nice nor that of Constantinople

(1), and yet, after the passing of the decree of prohibition,

when the Council condemned the Nestorian document, no

mention whatever was made of the Profession of Charisius.

The Council did not intend, therefore, to condemn a different

Exposition, providing it agreed with the Symbol of Nice.

The same Cesarini also drew the attention of the Greek

synodals at Florence to the conduct of the Council of

Chalcedon in reference to the decree of Ephesus. The

reader will remember that after the condemnation of Euty-

ches, in 448, by a Constantinopolitan Synod held under

Flavian, the heresiarch appealed to Pope St. Leo the Great ;

(1) In the Exposition of Charisius were wanting the words " those who say : ' there was

a time when He was not,' " which are found in the Nicene Symbol. But it contained the

clause "And in the Holy Ghost, consubstantlal to the Father and to the Son," which is

wanting in both the Nicene and Constantinopolitan Crced*.
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but knowing that he could expect no support from the Holy

See, he prevailed upon Tbeodosius to convoke the " Robber-

Synod " of Ephesus, in 449, in which, in defiance of the

remonstrances of the Papal legates, he was declaimed ortho

dox. In this assembly, Eutyches professed the Nicene Creed

and, as we read in the Acts, he said : " This is the faith of

the fathers, and in it I wish to live and die." But, as the

Nicene Faith was confirmed by the Council of Ephesus, and

this latter prohibited the profession of any other Faith than

that of the former Council, decreeing that nothing should

be added or withdrawn, he therefore said : " I hold the

right faith ; Flavian, however, does not hold it, since he

asserts that Christ is in and from two natures, while the

Nicene Symbol does not say this." After this declaration of

Eutyches in the "Robber-Synod," Eusebius of Doryheum

cried out in reference to the allegation of the Ephesine

decree, " He lies ; there is no such canon." The usurping

president, Dioscorus, replied : " Why do you say there is

no such canon ? We have two codices, in both of which is

read that it is not permissible to add anything to the Nicene

Symbol." Then Dioscorus passed sentence of deposition

against Flavian and Eusebius for their ' violation of the

Ephesine decree." Now, said cardinal Julian, when these

transactions were narrated in the Council of Chalcedon, the

fathers exclaimed : " Anathema to Dioscorus, who wickedly

judged ; let him this hour be condemned." Then the Coun

cil rescinded all the acts of the " Robber-Synod," declaring

that Flavian had not violated the Ephesine canon, because,

although the clause " from two, and in two Natures " is not

explicitly contained in the Nicene Creed, yet it is not con

trary to that Symbol. Therefore, concluded Cesarini, the

Latins are not to be condemned for inserting the clause

" and from the Son " in the Symbol, as it implies nothing

contrary to the Definitions of Nice or of any other Councils.

The schismatic portion of the Greek Church has always

contended that no addition to the Creed should be under

taken without its consent. But, as the same schismatics

avowed in the Council of Florence, the Roman Pontiff is

the Pastor and Doctor of the whole Church ; therefore he
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may define what is of faith. But even though the Pope

could not define doctrines of faith without a Council, it does

not follow, according to the Greeks' own principles, that

they should be consulted before every addition to the

Symbol. They admitted, in the olden days of unity, that a

small number of bishops, if convoked in Council and con

firmed by the Pontiff, was sufficient to pronounce in matters

of faith. They used to hold that the value of a Council did

not arise from the multitude or diverse nationality of its

members, but rather from their connection with the Chair

of Peter. The Council of Rimini was composed of 600

bishops, Greeks and Latins, or rather Easterns and Wes

terns, and simply because it was rejected bv- Rome, both

East and West condemned it. The second Council, first of

Constantinople, was com nosed of only 150 bishops, and all

of them Easterns, and yet, because it was confirmed by

Pope Damasus, it was received as (Ecumenical. Again,

even though the Pontiff were not the " bishop of the first

see," but a mere patriarch, like him of Alexandria or him of

Constantinople, the Greeks should not have complained of

the addition of the Filiis/uc. If the question is merely rit

ualistic, certainly the introduction of a simple rite ought

not to cause a schism. If the question, however, is one of

faith, we answer that it is not certain that they were not

consulted ; just as we do not know how or when the addi

tion was first made, so we do not know whether or not the

Greeks had anything to do with it. But even though thev

were not consulted, could they not remember the many in

stances of condemnation of heresy by particular Synods,

which were nevertheless not followed by schism on the part

of those who were not called? Paul of Samosata was con

demned by the little Council of Antioch ; Macedonius was

condemned by the Second Council, in which there was not

one Latin bishop ; Pelagius was condemned by provincial

Synods ; Nestorius was condemned at Ephesus before the

arrival of the Latins. And finally, the Greeks were called

again and again in Council, and the question was proposed

and discussed in their presence. If they were not called

in the beginning, we may say with St. Augustine, who thus
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answered the Pelagians who demanded a General Council,

that every heresy ought not necessarily to trouble all the

iountries of the earth. And if General Councils were

afterwards called, it was to satisfy the Greeks, not because

said assemblies were necessary. St. Bonaventure assigns

as another reason the small number of learned men among

the Greeks of those days.

Protestant authors quite naturally blame the Holy See

for its course throughout this controversy, but it is easy to

show that no blame can with justice be laid at the doors of

Rome. Whenever the question of reunion between the

East and West has been agitated, the principal stress of

argument has been laid upon the doctrine of the Proces

sion of the Holy Ghost. Pope Benedict XIV. (1) says the

whole question may be reduced to three points : " Firstly,

whether it is a dogma of faith that the Holy Ghost pro

ceeds from the Father and the Son .... Secondly, whether,

granted that it is a dogma, it was allowable to add

to the Creed the clause obnoxious to the Greeks ....

Thirdly, whether, granting these two points, it could be

allowed to the Orientals to recite, during the Mass, the

ancient Constantinopolitan Creed, that is, without any intro

duction of the disputed words." As for the first point, the

Holy See has always taught that it is a dogma of Catholic

faith that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father and

the Son, and that hence no one can be regarded as a Catho

lic who does not accept that doctrine. The second point is

equally sure. As for the third, Pope Benedict shows by

many examples that the Holy See has varied its instruc

tions according to circumstances : " At times the Apostolic

See has permitted the Orientals and Greeks to recite the

Creed without the Filioque, that is, when it was sure that

they received the first two points, or articles, and when it

knew for certain that a denial of this greatly-desired favor

would prove an obstacle to union. Sometimes, however,

the clause was made obligatory, because it was asserted

that the Holy Ghost did not proceed al;-o from the Son, 01

because it was denied that the Church had the right tc

(1) Bidiarium, to!. Iv-, Const. 47, n. 30.
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introduce the Filioque." Permission to abstain from the

use of the clause was accorded to the Greeks by Gregory

X., in the Council of Lyons ; by Eugene IV., in the Council

of Florence ; by Clement VIII. (1); and by Benedict XIV. (2).

These two last Pontiffs decreed that the permission should

not be used if there were danger of scandal, or if '• in any

particular place, the custom of reciting the Filioque had

been already introduced, or if it were deemed necessary to

recite it as a test of right faith." In the year 1278, Pope

Nicholas III., having learned that the Greeks had forgotten

their promises to Gregory X., onlered that the recitation of

the clause should be exacted. Martin IV. and Nicholas IV.,

having doubted whether certain Oriental peoples held the

orthodox doctrine on the Procession, also commanded as a

test that they should recite the Filioque. Benedict XIV.

tells us (3) that " when Pope Calixtus III. sent the Domini

can friar, Simon, as inquisitor into Crete, into which island

many Greek refugees had come, owing to the Turkish con

quest of two years before, he ordered him to be careful

that said Greeks recited the Symbol with the addition of

Filioque, probably suspecting that they, being fresh from

Constantinople, were careless as to that dogma of faith."

CHAPTER VI.

The False Decretals of Isidore Mercator.

Towards the close of the ninth century there appeared,

under the name of Isidore Mercator (4), a Collection of Can

ons which for several centuries undeservedly enjoyed a

reputation for authenticity, not only in the West, but also

in the East. (5). After the Preface, this Collection gives

the order for celebrating a Council, then the first 50 Apos-

(1) 1iuUwium, vol. ill., Const. 34, ( 0.

«) His Bulitirium ; Court. " Aitlunujh Pastoral," not. t., 61.

(3i lbUi.

(x) De Marca (Concord, h. 3, c. ."ii insists thai the best codices present the name as

Pececitor. Cut Zuecaria (Anti-Fcb., diss. 3, e. 3) relylng npun the Vatican codex. No.

'iHO ; that of Paris, mentioned by Hardouin ; the Modeuese ; and the authority of Ivo ; reads

it Mercator.

(5) Nleephorus (Kcel. HM.,h. 4, c 59) cites the letters of Antherus and Calixtus, al

though he mistakes Coelestlne for Calixtus.
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tolic Canons, then the Epistles of the Pontiffs from St.

Clement down to Sylvester, then the Decrees of Nice, then

those of other Councils, and finally the Decretals of other

Pontiffs, down to St. Gregory the Great. In this Collection,

four classes of monuments are to be distinguished : First,

the Genuine, namely, the Decretals taken from the Diouys-

ian Codex. Second, the Supposititious, composed by the

Mercator, whoever he was ; that is, nearly all the Epistles

of the Pontiffs down to Siricius, and many of those from

Siricius down to St. Gregory the Great ; the Acts of a

Roman Synod under Julius ; and the Acts of the 5th and

6th Roman Synods under Symmachus. Third, the Apo

cryphal, which, though forged long before his time, this

enterprising canonist placed in his Collection ; Fourth, the

Interpolated, or those which are corrupted by Isidore's ad

ditions. Thus, among the Interpolated, are to be classed

the two last chapters ol the Epistle of Pope Vigilius to

Profuturus (by error of the copyist, written " Euterius ").

In the twelfth century Peter Comestor, a canon of Paris,

seems to have doubted the value of the Isidorian Collection,

but the first writer to render its position insecure was the

Cardinal De Cusa, in the fifteenth century. (1). The great

Erasmus also had his doubts of its authenticity. The Cen-

turiators of Magdeburg having spent much labor in attack

ing the dogmatic value of the Collection, Francis Turriano,

S. J., published at Florence, in 1572, a defence of the Apos

tolic Canons and of the Pontifical Decretals : but his work

did not help the Collection to hold the esteem of Baronio,

Bellarmine, Du Perron, Sirmond, and other learned men.

Anthony Augustinus, archbishop of Tarascon, proved that

many passages were taken from the Theodosian Codex,

which was written two or three centuries after the time of

the Pontiffs to whom said passages were ascribed. In the

year 1627, the celebrated Calvinist, David Blondel, published

a defence of the Centuriators of Magdeburg (2), in which he

displayed as much critical acumen in his arguments, as he

did temerity in claiming to be the first exposer of the for

( 1 ) Catholic Concordance. t). 3, c. 2.

r2) The Faise teidorc and Turriano Chastised.
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gery. The cudgels were then taken up for the Mercator by

the Franciscan theologian, Malvasia, in a book published at

Rome, in 1635, (1) and by the Cardinal Aguirre. (2). But

soon there were few left to defend a cause opposed by such

critics as De Marca, Lupus, Baluz, Noris, Schelestrate,

Labbe, Papebroeh, the two Pagi, Alexandre, Coustant, Bor-

toli, and the Ballerinis. In this agreement of great critics,

however, justly observes Zaccaria, we should not despise

the following gentle, but wise, remark of the Franciscan

writer, Bianchi (3) : " I know that Turriano, having well

defended these ancient Epistles from a dogmatic point of

view, from which they were attacked by the Centuriators,

and accused of errors against faith and sound doctrine, has,

on the other hand, left them exposed to the censure of

sharper critics. These have noticed the puerile solecisms,

the forbidden barbarisms, and the gross anachronisms,

which are constantly met in these Epistles. ... I know

also that Severino Binio vainly tried to cleanse them of

these stains, that they might appear to belong to the

authors to whom they are ascribed. However, if we wish

to judge correctly in this matter, we must observe several

things. . . . Although these Epistles, as they have come

to us through the Collection of Isidore, are not to be as

cribed to the reputed authors by any judicious person,

both because of the adduced reasons and for others, nev

ertheless, their indelible stains do not prove that they

were all invented in later times, and that the subjects

treated were not treated by those venerable Pontiffs. It is

merely shown that some impostor has interpolated them." (4).

To this day critics dispute as to the author of the false

Decretals. Some say that under the name of Isidore Mer

cator or Peecator is hidden the identity of St. Isidore of

Seville; others think that another Spanish Isidore was the

author ; some ascribe the Collection to Otgar, archbishop

of Mentz ; others again opine that it was compiled by

(1) Messenger of Truth to Blomlel.

(2) Collection of Spanish Counciis.

(3) Kxlernal Policu of the Cburch, b. it., c. 3. S 5, no. ..

(4) See the erudite work of the Bai.lkrims on the Collections of Canons, j). 3. c. 6, S 3, in

which ull the documents of the Isidoriun Codex, whether genuine, spurious, or interpolated,

are accurately examined. Aiso. Marcuetti's Commentary on the History of Flenry, und

WasskrSChlkren's False Decretals of Isulore.
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Ebron, archbishop of Rheims, assisted by Rotharius of

Soisson, and the canon Wulfad ; others finally deem it the

work of a certain Benedict the Levite, a clerk of Mentz, who

wrote some false Capitulars in the ninth century. Certainly,

the Collection did not issue from Rome, as Febronius

malignantly contended. While Charlemagne was besieging

Pavia, Pope Adrian I. gave him the famous Collection of

Canons, commonly -called the Adrian, and this was simply

the Collection of Dionysius the Little, with a few additions

at the end. Even during the reign of Leo IV., 847-858, the

Isidoriau Collection was unknown, for this Pontiff, in a

letter to the Britons (1), describing the Collection used in

Rome, speaks only of the Dionysian. Had Isidore con

sulted the Romans, says Coustant, (2), they would willingly

have given him access to their archives, where he would

have found genuine monuments with which to enrich his

Collection. Febronius quotes Barthel, chancellor of the

university of Wittemberg (1762), as saying that the Isidoriau

Codex was foisted upon the Church by Pope Nicholas I.

and was brought into Germany by Reginulph, archbishop

of Mentz. Now Reginulph died in 814, thirty-two years

before the Isidoriau Collection saw the light. As for Pope

Nicholas I , when, in 858, he had occasion to cite certain

Decretals in the cause of Photius, he did not quote those of

Evarist, Alexander, Sixtus, etc., (in the Isidoriau,) although

he did quote other apocryphal documents, such as the

Synod of Sjdvester, the Sinuessan, etc., from other Collec

tions. Had he known of these reputed Decretals, and

deemed them of value, he would not have failed to use them.

And in ' his letter to Hincmar, confirming the Synod of

Soissons, he shows that as yet he knew nothing of the

Isidorian Codex. For, assigning the sources from which

the Roman Church drew its discipline, he mentions only the

Councils and Epistles found in the Collection of Dionysius.

(3). However, Pops Nicholas I. was made acquainted with

the Collection of Isidore, and it was through the French

bishops that he learned of its existence, they having cited

(1) la Gratian, iHsf. 20. c. 1. (8) Preface to Epint. Rom Punt., n. 156.

(3) Epist. 3S, in Banmiu, year S63.
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it when it suited their convenience. " It is probable. " says

Zaccaria, (1), '' that he (Nicholas) had a copy brought from

France, and that he cited it against the bishops who alleged

its authority. But he found that they rejected it when

they found it favorable to the Apostolic See ; and he reason

ably complains of this inconsistency. (2). And as they, in

rejecting it, fell back upon the Adrian Codex, in which were

wanting the authorities, he undertakes, I say with Noel

Alexandre, to refute this weak reasoning, and argues with

them ad homincm, that nevertheless they received the letters

of St. Gregory and others, which were not in the Codex of

Adrian. Here we must observe that this letter of Nicholas

was sent to France in 865, the same year that he sent the

eighth letter to the emperor Michael. And although in that

letter he proves at length the prerogatives of his See against

the wicked Photius, he adduces none of the Isidorian

Decretals, but principally relies upon the undoubted epistles

of Pope Gelasius. Why this difference in two letters of the

same year? He mistrusted the authority of the Isidorian

Collection, but used it against the French prelates, because

they had cited it. . . . This is all that Nicholas did for the

Decretals of Isidore. ... In the language of Barthel and

Febronius, this is forcing the world to accept the Decre

tals." (3).

With regard to the Collection of Isidore, the following

things are to be remembered. First, there is nothing in it

contrary to faith or morals ; otherwise, it would not have

been received by the whole Church for nearly seven cen

turies. Second, as we have already observed, it was issued

without any consent or connivance of the Roman Pontiffs.

Third, the privileges of the Holy See are not founded, as

modern heretics have asserted, upon it. Fourth, there is no

reason for the complaint made by De Marca, Basnage, Fleu-

ry, and others, that by the introduction of this Collection

the ancient discipline of the Church was abrogated, and an

entirely new one adopted ; for many of Isidore's monu

ments are extracted from Conoiliary Canons, genuine Pon-

(1) Antl-Frh., dins. 3, c 3, no. 5.

(2) Kpist 47, to the Bis/io/is of France.

(31 Tm* reader who is anxious for more information on this point will be abundantly

grutilled in Zaea(rla's valuable work, lot. cit.
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tifical Constitutions, and opinions of the Fathers, while the

rest show the discipline obtaining before the time of Isi

dore. As the Ballerini brothers remark, the impostor

would have been a fool if he expected his Collection to be

received by men among whom he was introducing, as our

adversaries assert, a new and abhorrent discipline. But no

clamor was raised, no murmurs heard, because of these

apociTphal Decretals, unless on account of those pertaining

to the causes and judgments of bishops, of which we read

something in Hincmar and in the Epistles of Nicholas I.

And that which is given by Isidore with regard to these

very causes and judgments is not entirely new. The

canonist, therefore, did not intend to introduce a new

discipline, but to establish one generally received. (1).

Fifth, the discipline inculcated by this Collection did uot

obtain the force of law by virtue of itsslf, but by virtue of

preceding and subsequent Constitutions; and by force of

custom, which is quite powerful in disciplinary matters.

Protestant critics willingly admit that the Decretals of

the Pontiffs contained in the Isidorian Collection, down to

Siricius, are supposititious ; they would gladly say the same

of all the others. Centuries have passed since a Catholic

author of note has defended their authenticity. Neverthe

less, a brief rehearsal of the arguments by which the

supposititiousness of these documents is evinced will not be

out of place. The student will bear in mind that there is

no question of the Epistles of St. Cornelius, which are

found among the works of St. Cyprian. Nor is there any

doubt about the Epistles of Julius I., which are given by

St. Athanasius, in his Second Apology. Authenticity is vain

ly claimed for such Epistles as are found in the Fragments

of St. Hilary (2) ; but the Epistles of Damasus to the

Illyrian Bishops, which Theodoret records, and also the

other Epistles of Damasus giren by St. Jerome, are

authentic. The mark of spuriousness is affixed to the

five Epistles ascribed to St. Clement, to three of Anacletus,

two of Evarist, three of Alexander, two of Sixtus I., one of

Telesphorus, two of Hyginus, four of Pius I., one of Anice-

(1) Dcellinoer; Eccl. Hint., ep. ill., c. 4. (8) See our Chapter on Llberlus, vol. 1., p. 224.
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tus, two of Soter, one of Eleutherius, four of Victor, two of

Zephyrinus, two of Calixtus I., one of Urban I., two of

Pontian, one of Anterus, three of Fabian, three of Corne

lius, one of Lucius, two of Stephen I., two of Sixtus II., two

of Dionysius, three of Felix I., two of Eutychian, one of

Caius, two of Marcellinus, two of Marcellus I., three of

Eusebius, one of Melchiades, one of Sylvester, one of Mark

(supposed to be to Athanasius), two of Julius I., two of

Liberius, two of Felix II.. and several of Damasus. That

all of these Isidorian documents are supposititious, the best

critics have decided, impelled by the following reasons ;

First, the Pontiffs who preceded Siricius could have had no

knowledge of St. Jerome's Arulgate, and these letters as

cribed to those Popes frequently quote the Scriptures ac

cording to that version. (1). Second, during the first eight

centuries, these documents are cited by no Council, by no

Pontiff, by no ecclesiastical writer. Had they been genuine,

they would not have been ignored by such writers as St.

Jerome and Photius, or by such Pontiffs as SS. Innocent I.

and Leo I. Third, these Epistles are silent as to the here

sies of the first centuries, as to the persecutions, etc. ; it is

incredible that genuine works of those days would not even

touch upon such topics. Very different is the tenor of the

undoubted documents of that period. Fourth, these Isi

dorian documents are evidently compiled from epistles,

decrees, and writings of Pontiffs, Councils, and Fathers of a

later date than those assigned to them. Those who favored

the False Decretals answered this argument with the

assertion that these posterior Pontiffs, Councils, and

writers were acquainted with the documents in question

and cited them. But the reply is futile, for if these Pon

tiffs, etc., had used these documents, they would certainly

have made good use of the authority of the great names

they bear, and would not have kept silence, contrary to

their custom, in regard to so powerful an argument in their

own favor. Fifth, in the Isidorian monuments there is fre-

(1) Siricius mounted the Papal throne in 3S1. St. Jerome finished his version of the New

Testament in 3S3. Of the Old Tegument, Job, Paralliiomewm, Kcclatiaates, Proverbs,

and the Canticle, were not transiated by him until 3S0; the Pmlter and Prophets ap

peared in 392: the work was completed in 404. See Ubald''" Introduction to Sacred

Seripture, sect, II., chap. 3, 8 3.
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quently a sublyne contempt for dates, especially as to the

Consular periods, which is a strong argument against their

authenticity. Sixth, there is a wonderful similarity of

style in these documents, which would not be observed in

the works of so many different men of different countries

and periods. Seventh, the Itoman Pontiffs have always

been men of more than ordinary education, to say the least,

but the Epistles of this Collection are not only full of bar

barisms, but are couched in a style, to use the words oi

Alexandre. " only fit for cooks and hostlers."

It has been objected that the Church of Rome gave her

formal approbation to the False Decretals, by receiving the

celebrated Decree of Gratian, which, to use the words of

Zaccaria (1), " is altogether made up of Isidorian merchan

dise." But it is incorrect to say that the Church absolute

ly follows the Decree of Gratian. This Collection of Canons

was formed, about 1150, by no public authority, but on the

private responsibility and according to the individual

judgment of the great Benedictine whose name it bears.

But did it receive the approbation of the Church ? Some

authors hold the affirmative, because it has been generally

used in the schools, and because, they say, Pope Eugene

III. and Gregory XIII. approved of it. Others, however,

hold the negative, saying that the Decree is full of errors,

and denying the approbation of the aforesaid Pontiffs. Of

the approbation by Eugene III., Trithemius is the sole

witness, and gives no authentic proof of his assertion;

if that approbation had been given, it would have been

prefixed to some exemplar ot Gratian. As for Gregory XIII.,

in his letters of July 2, 1582. he declares that he took care

that the Decree should be revised and corrected, but he

does not even imply any approbation. The Roman Ruota

{Cor. Pegnd, dec. 480), cited by Vecchiotti (2), says "Nor

did Gregory XIII. approve as legal the book of Gratian, for

he only ordered it to be corrected, and to be observed."

And Pope Benedict XIV. says (3) : "Although it has been

often corrected by the care of the Roman Pontiffs, the

(1) Anti-Feb., difm. 111., c. 3. no. 7.

(2) Inatitulioiw of Canon Lmw, 1i- 1., c. 4, 8 64.

(3) Dtocemn Synod, b. vil. c. 15.no. 6.
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Decree of Gratian does not possess the strength and force of

law ; rather do all agree that whatever it contains has jirst

so much of authority as it would have had if it had never

been inserted in the Collection of Gratian." It is plain,

then, that the Roman Church did not become responsible

for the False Decretals by their admission into the Decree

of Gratian. The Holy See often felt the necessity of re

vising the famous Decree, and the learned corrector employed

by Pope Gregory XIII., Anthony Augustinus, archbishop

of Tarascon, in his work entitled Gratian Currected, gives

many instances where his labor was sadly needed. (1).

Speaking of Isidore's interpolations, Bianchi says that

they are indicated by " a constant and ever-same inequality

and incoherentness of style, met with in every case, and

causing each document to appear different from itself :

which certainly excites a belief tnat these letters were not

entirely manufactured, but that, already existing, they re

ceived a new dress, according to the depraved taste of the

artificer." Commenting upon this idea, Zaccaria makes the

following judicious remarks : " To tell the truth, I am in

clined to agree, at least in part, with this erudite writer ....

I do not understand how, in the part of his Collection which

is given to the Councils, the false Isidore is so religiously

careful as to give us, saving only some interpolation, merely

genuine Councils (of which we are sure, from other sources) ;

only in regard to the Epistles of the Roman Pontiffs does he

assume the most impudent liberty of lying .... There is

no doubt that many monuments were in existence at the

time of our Isidore, which are now lost. In his Collection

is found the genuine letter of St. Damasus to Paulinus,

divided into three, and mixed up with two other apocryphal

ones. Why did he do this ? We must suppose that he

found it so divided in the Codex of the Spanish Collection,

of which he availed himself. And who does not know how

many Papal Bulls and imperial privileges were preserved in

the particular churches to which they were given, but which

now would be vainly sought in the Roman or imperial ar

chives? To give an instance well suiting our argument, if

(1) Tbus the very words or rertain Imperial Laws in the Theodosian Code are represented

as proceeding from Pontiffs who lived three centuries before the Code was issued.
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Agnello had not preserved, in his History of the Ravenna

Bishops, a certaiu epistle of Pope Felix IV., it would have

been lost. What we have already said, is confirmed by

another example. Labbe and others accuse Isidore of forg

ing the letters of St. Damasus, St. Leo, and John III., about

the vice-bishops. (1). Remember, however, that I do not

deny their spuriousness. I only say that Isidore did not

forge them, because not a few years before him, Pope Leo

III. mentioned them, writing to the French bishops. An

other example is the letter of St. Gregory the Great to

Secundinus. In the MSS. it is very much altered, and is full

of additions tacked on. by another hand, to the original

text of the holy Pontiff. Isidore is accused of these inter

polations, but wrongfully, because the same text is given

by Paul the Deacon, who died in 801, long before the pub

lication of the Isidorian Collection. From all this I think

that we may plausibly assume that many of the monuments

attributed to Isidore were forged or adulterated before his

time .... I would wish that Isidore should not be charged

with all these impostures, and principally do I desire that

the learned would more accurately consider the compilation

of Isidore, and take courage to separate what is more an

cient, and perhaps authentic, from that which is his own,

or certainly false.''

Who was the author of the False Decretals ? No author

of repute any longer ascribes them to St. Isidore of Seville.

As Alexandre, after the Ballerinis, observes, that holy

doctor could not have been the impostor, for the Collec

tion gives Councils of Toledo (6th to the 13th), and one of

Braga, which were held after his death. That St. Isidore

died in 636, the 26th year of Heraclius, we learn from his

I.ife, written by his deacon, Redemptus : from Braulio of

Saragos8a (2) ; from Luke of Tay (3), and from Mariana (4).

The Collection also gives the Acts of the Sixth General

Council, which was celebrated in 681, or forty-four years

after St. Isidore's death. We also read in it epistles of

Popes Gregory II. and III., and of Pope Zachary, who lived

(1 ) Chorepixopk f3) Bnnh iU.

(2) Catalogue of the Works of Isidore. (4) Book vi., e. 7.
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in the eighth century. Therefore Hincmar of Rheims was

deceived when he asserted that " Isidore, bishop of Seville,

collected the Epistles of the Roman Pontiffs from St.

Clement down to St. Gregory." (1). Cardinals Bona and

Cenni incline to the belief that St. Isidore was the author

in question, but they base their opinion only on the testi

mony of Hincmar. Some critics have ascribed our Collec

tion to some unknown Isidore, also a Spanish bishop. But

it is incredible that an impostor, such as this writer must

have been, would have missed the opportunity of glorify

ing the importance of his own church and country. Now

in the Collection there are only one or two Epistles ad

dressed to Spanish bishops. Again, down to the time of

Innocent III (1198—1216) this Collection was unknown in

Spain, and all of the 9th century MSS. which contain it

were written in France or Germany, as is shown by the

characters and other signs. The barbarisms of style also

indicate that the author was a Franco-German, for impurity

of diction was as common in the Rhine countries at that

time as it was rare in Spain. Blondel accepts these two

last reasons for believing the impostor to have been a

Franco-German, a subject of Charlemagne, and adds an

other excellent argument. It is improbable that any resi

dent of Spain, then groaning under the terrible oppression

of the Saracens, would have been inclined, or have found

the opportunity, to digest and arrange this mass of docu

ments. Finally, there are many things in the Collection

which were evidently extracted from the letters of St.

Boniface, which is r.o slight indication that it was prepared

in that part of Germany which was numbered among the

Gauls. Many critics, and among them the acute Zaccaria,

believe that the Collection must be ascribed to a church

man of Mentz, called Benedict the Levite, who, about the

year 845, compiled three books of Capitularies of Charle

magne and Louis the Compliant (2).

With regard to the time when the False Decretals were

given to the world, Febronius insisted that it was about

(t) Epl-t. 7. f. 12.

(2I See Kaicaria, /'"'. cit. Aiso, Dknzigkr's Optntonmif Hecenl Critits un the Fall*

Deeretais of Isidore* - ... ....
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744 that Reginnlph of Mentz published them, though they

must have been written, he said, some time previous. But

Isidore furnishes us with some Decretals of Popes Urban

I. and John III., in which are found, word for word, certain

sentences of the Council of Paris of 829. And Blondel

observes that the impostor borrowed, here and there, many

formulas and phrases from the letter of Jonas of Orleans

to Charles the Bald. Since, then, this prince ascended the

throne in 839, the Collection must be of a posterior date.

In 841 Rabanus dedicated his Penitential to Otgar of Mentz,

but he makes no allusion to the Isidorian Decretals. For

these, and other excellent reasons, Zaccaria concludes that

Benedict the Levite, under the auspices of Otgar of Mentz,

(d. 847) published the Decretals about the year 846.

The innovators of modern times, whether of the Re

formed, or courtier schools, have always laid greab stress

on the falsity of the Isidorian Decretals, and have contended

that it was by their means that the power of the Holy See

was greatly increased, to the detriment of, and in defiance

of, the ancient discipline of the Church. To mention only

a few of the leading minds by whom Protestants and other

innovators are guided in their opinions on this matter, such

was the theory of Wycliffe, Febronius, the Gallican Fleury,

the Jansenist Egidius Witte, John Francis Budde, Mosheim,

Tambnrini, Villus, and Potter. Among the many authors

who have triumphantly refuted this assertion, and success

fully proved that all the present prerogatives of the Roman

See belong to it of divine right, and were always recognized

by the Universal Church, we may mention as especially

worthy of consultation, besides the already cited works of

the Ballerinis, Alexandre, Bianchi, Zaccaria. and Marchetti,

the valuable book of Peter Ballermi entitled Defense of the

Pontifical Authority against the Work of Justin Febronius ;

the Commentary of Blascus on this subject ; the Disquisitions

on the Collections of Canons, by Theiner ; Schulte's Manual of

Canon I.aw; Pal ma's I."ctures : Vecchiotti's Institutions of

Canon I.aw. Febronius (1) asserts that " with the help of

Isidore and Gratian, the Roman court succeeded in chang

ru Chap. S, i 3 and 4.
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ing its primatial and patriarchal rights into a kind of

ecclesiastical monarchy," and that ' the Roman Church

gained great advantages from the supposed Decretals."

Fleury (1) says: 'Of all these false documents, the most

pernicious were the Decretals attributed to the Popes of the

first four centuries, which inflicted an irreparable wound

on the discipline of the Church, by the new maxims which

they introduced regarding the judgments of bishops and

the authority of the Pope." The Jansenist Witte (2)

informs us that " Nicholas I., an active man, and very con

fident in his combat for a bad cause, defended with his

whole soul the fictitious and adulterated Epistles, in which

it was asserted that all ecclesiastical affairs were subject

to the Supreme Pontiff, and he himself to no one ; hence a

man of nice discernment can perceive that this adulter

ated merchandise was exposed in the public forum of the

Church, not without the consent of the Roman court, even

though we do not call it their parent and author. After the

days of Nicholas, these deplorable Decretals obtained force

by degrees, because of the ignorance of those times in

matters of ecclesiastical history."

The Protestant professor, John Francis Budde (d. 1729)

asserts (3) : " The Roman Pontiff Nicholas I., who, as the

abbot llhegino says, ' commanded kings and tyrants, as

though he were the lord of the earth,' as he never lost any

occasion of augmenting his power, so he took these fictitious

Epistles, so to say, in both hands, and approved of them,

and tried to force them upon others, especially in France."

Mosheim (4) says: "In order that this new code of the

Church, very different from the old one, might be more

favorably received, there was need of ancient documents and

records to establish it, and to defend it against hostile

attack. Hence the Roman Pontiffs took care to falsify

compacts, Councils, epistles, and other documents, by means

of faithful agents, so that it would be believed that in the

early days of Christianity the Pontiffs enjoyed the same

(1) Disrtntrsr- 1ff. m( Ecchsutslical llintory.

(2) Aufiusthie of Ypres Viadie(lU•i, p. 2, iv$.

(3) Hish(ric((-'li(a(h(ni(ul Juhwhtrtinll.
(4) HWory. rent, ix., p. 2, e •i, 87.
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power and majesty that they then arrogated to themselves.

Among these fraudulent supports of the Roman power, al

most the first place is held by the Decretals, as they call

the Epistles of the Pontiffs of the first centuries, which a

certain obscure person—Isidore Merealm', or Peccator—in

vented." To all these assertions we reply with Baronio (1)

that "even though these .Decretals be proved false, the

Roman Church loses none of her rights and privileges, since,

even if these documents were wanting, those rights would

be abundantly sustained by other undoubtedly genuine

Decretals." The Calvinist Blondel admits that these De

cretals are made up fiom words and passages which occur

in Canons, laws, and other writings of the fourth and fifth

centuries ; he grants therefore that these documents illus

trate a discipline which obtained at least at that time.

This admission of Blondel is noticed by De Marca, who,

although saturated with Gallicanism, remarks (2), '' I cannot

agree with him in so atrociously attacking these Epistles,

which were certainly composed from words and passages of

ancient laws and canons, and of the holy Fathers who flour

ished in the fourth and fifth centuries.

The Ballerini brothers (3) call our attention to the end

which Isidore had in view when he issued these Decretals.

It was to provide for the greater security of bishops, that

is, to prevent their being frequently cited in judgment by

the importunate, as he himself explains in the Preface.

If. therefore, he exalts the Apostolic See, he does so out of

consideration to the bishops, who would find there a refuge

from the oppressor. But, retorts Febronius, Isidore does

glorify the Chair of Peter for this end. We must therefore

show that this glorification was not unfounded, that it was

not invented by Isidore. It is not our province, but that of

the dogmatic theologian, to show that all the prerogatives

claimed for Rome by these Decretals belong to her by

divine right, but it is within our sphere to prove that the

Pontiffs exercised them long before the time of Isidore, and

that they did so in the face of a willingly obedient Chris

tendom. If these Epistles produced an innovation in

(1) A nnals. ymrKa. (8) Omcord. 11i., b. 3, c. 5, no. 1.

(3) H'orta o/ St. Leo, ml. ill.
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discipline, why are there no traces of resistance, why no

clamorings in defense of the ancient system ? The following,

a few only of the many proofs which can be adduced, will

show that Isidore introduced no new discipline when he

inculcated the supreme jurisdiction of the Roman Pontiff.

From the first ages of Christianity the Holy See has been

accustomed to consider the "greater causes," sent to it from

all parts of the earth. An instance of this is found in the

very first century, in the recourse of the Corinthians, be

cause of their dissensions, to Pope St. Clement I. St.

Cyprian (254) is judged by Pope St. Cornelius in the matter

of reconciling the " fallen." The Council of Sardica (341)

writes to Pope Julius : " It will be regarded as most proper,

if the priests refer the affairs of each and every province to

the Head, that is, to the See of Peter." Celebrated indeed

is the case of the African Appeals, of. which we have fully

treated. In 378, Peter of Alexandria appealed to Pope

Damasus, when expelled from his see by Euzoius and the

emperor Valens. It was in allusion to this case that

Eutherius and Elladius of Tarsus wrote to Pope Sixtus III.

(432) : " When of old the tares of heresy arose in Alexan

dria, your Apostolic See sufficed to give it the lie for all

time, and to repress its impiety ; to correct what needed

correction, and to strengthen the world for the glory of

Ghrist, in the time of the thrice-blessed Damasus, who is

among the saints, and also in tlie time of other Pontiffs."

In 381, Istanzius, Salvianus, and Priscillianus, condemned

by a Synod of Saragossa, appeal to Rome. (1). Famous also

is the appeal of St. John Chrysostom to Pope Innocent I.,

of which we have already treated. In 422, Perrevius,

oppressed by the bishops of his province, appealed to Pope

Boniface, and that Pontiff appointed his vicar, Rufus, to

judge the case (2). In 430, Pope Coelestine hears the cause

of St. Cyril of Alexandria against Ne.storius : " The ancient

custom of the churches," writes the Alexandrian patriarch.

" instructs us to refer such a cause to your Holiness." In

437, Iddua, bishop of Smyrna, condemned (accbrding to

(1) sulpicirs skvfrcs. Ilistory, h. II-, c. 4S.

(2) Epiat. Hum. Pant., no/, i.. in. 13.
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Holstein, who first edited his letter) by Proclus of Con

stantinople, or, (as I.upus (1) thinks), by his primate, Basil,

appealed to Pope Sixtus. In 445 occurred the celebrated

appeal of Chelidonius, a bishop of the province of Vienne,

to Pope St. Leo the Great. Deprived of his see in a Synod

presided over by St. Hilary of Arles, because he was said

to have married a widow before he became bishop, and be

cause, while yet a magistrate, he had condemned a criminal

to death, he proved his innocence before the Pontiff and

was restored to his diocege. We have already treated of the

appeal of Flavian of Constantinople to this Pontiff. In 446,

Lupicinus, a bishop of Mauritania, being deposed by a

Synod, appealed to Rome, and was restored. (2). In 483,

John Talaja, patriarch of Alexandria, persecuted by the

ambitious Acacius of Constantinople, appealed to Pope

Simplicius. In 488, the priest Solomon, unjustly degraded

by Acacius, appealed to Pope Felix III. and received

justice. In 531, Stephen of Larissa, metropolitan of Thes-

saly, degraded by Epiphanius of Constantinople, appealed

to Pope Boniface II. In 535, the bishops Sagittarius and

Salonius, deposed in a Synod of Lyons, went to Rome with

permission of king Guntran, and appealed to Pope John

III. In 590, the archbishop of Salona, Natalis. tried to

disembarrass himself of his archdeacon Honoratus, who

would not connive at the prelate's convivial habits and his

using the ecclesiastical revenues to support his relatives.

He compelled the deacon to receive the priesthood, so that

he might have a pretext for appointing another archdeacon,

the discipline of that day not allowing a priest to fill that

office. Honoratus appealed to Pope Pelagius II., and the

disputants were summoned to Rome. Natalis delayed, and

when St. Gregory ascended. the throne, he restored Hon

oratus to his archdiaconate. In this same year we find a

case of African clerics appealing in the " first instance," not

to a Synod, but to the Roman Pontiff. The Donatists had

bribed the bishop Argentius to promote certain ones of

their sect over the heads of orthodox clerics ; Vincent and

(1) Appeais, diti. 1., c. 34.

(2) Epistles of St. Leo the Great, edit, by Dalberini. c)i. 12.
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Felicissimus, deacons, appealed to St. Gregory, and the

Pontiff appointed the mouk Hilarus as legate to settle the

affair. (1). The Pontificate of St. Gregory the Great is filled

with instances of appeals. (2). We abstain from adding to

the list, for we have adduced enough of examples to show

that, long before the appearance of the Isidoriau Collection,

the right of the Eoman See to receive appeals, and there

fore its supreme jurisdiction, was acknowledged by Chris

tendom. Theodoret, bishop of Cyria, writing to St. Leo

the Great (3), rightly speaks of the Holy See having

received appeals in the days of St. Peter, for the Apostle

Paul, he says, " betook himself to the great Peter for a

resolution of the doubts which had arisen at Antioch about

the legal conversation." St. Jerome (4) writes : " When I

was assisting Damasus, bishop of the Roman city, in his

ecclesiastical correspondence, and used to answer the

synodical consultations of the East and the West, etc." (5).

The Jansenist abbe, Eacine, (6) says that " To realize

the extent of the evil produced by the False Decretals, one

must reflect that they established new maxims, and caused

them to be regarded as of the highest antiquity ; that they

enfeebled the greater portion of the Canons, and enervated

all vigor of discipline. The forger, used by the demon to

inflict so terrible a wound on the Church, knew that it

would be too revolting if he brought forth Canons directly

contrary to those universally received by the Church ; he

was contented, therefore, with forging those which only

sweetened and enfeebled the ancient ones. But that he

might succeed in his design of entirely changing the dis

cipline, he made a flank movement, which was an infinite

extension of the appeals to the Pope." In commenting

upon this assertion, which is also made by Fleury and

Febronius, Zaccaria (7) observes that Isidore could not

have been such a simpleton as to fail to perceive that the

(1) Epistles of St. Gregory, b. 1, ep. S8.

(2) See Zit'Caria s Anti-Eeb., p. 2. h 3, c. 6.

(3) Epistle* of St. Leo. vol. I., cp. 52.

(4) Episi. 123, to Aucruchia.

(5) Sen Rellarmink, Hum. Pont., b.2,c. 24; Cappello's African Appeali, to the

Roman Cburch ; Bolgkni's Episcopacy, b. 4, c.3.

(0) Reflections on the Slate of the Cburch.

(7) Anli-Feb., dies, ill., c. 5, no. 3.
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introduction of a new discipline would injure his design of

sustaining the episcopal dignity against its oppressors.

Innovations generally give rise to tumult : and how great a

disturbance was to be feared, if he undertook to substitute

a new discipline for one established by well-known laws,

and confirmed by the use of centuries and the consent of

the whole Church ? But there was no disturbance, no

resistance against this "new discipline;" Hincraar and his

partisans made some clamor, but they opposed only what

pertained to the causes and judgments of bishops. And

here we would notice the remark of Papebroch (1), that

the doctrine contained in the False Decretals was sound,

and precisely therefore the forgery was undiscovered. " In

those days," says Zaccaria, " there was a lack of that criti

cal tact which could distinguish the styles of various

authors, examine dates, and compare texts ; but there was

(which only a heretic will deny) the discernment necessary

to judge of doctrine. -Therefore the easy reception of the

Isidorian Collection is an invincible proof that its doctrine

was not contrary to the ancient Canons." We need not

sympathize therefore, with the tears of Fleury when he

laments the halcyon days of the ancient Church. Erasmus

was well satisfied with the discipline of the Church of his

day, in spite of the False Decretals ; so much so, indeed,

that he must have disappointed those who were hoping

that he would join the " lieformers," when he said that " if

St. Paul were living to-day, he would not disapprove of the

present state of the Church." (2)

CHAPTER VII.

. The Eucharistic Doctrine in the Tenth Century.

Protestant authors have not hesitated to assert that it

was only in the tenth century that the Eucharistic belief

took the form in which it is now presented by the Catholic

Church. The invention of Transubstantiation is attrib-

(1) Preface in I'unat Catal. Pont., n. 14.

(2) Letter written in 1 '--».t (uMinst the Mi1*c KrmwelisUi.
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uted by Claude, La Roque, Mosheim, and a host of modem

imitators, to Paschasius Radbertus, a Benedictine monk of

Corbie, who died in the year 860. The innovating doc

trines of Paschasius, contend these polemics, were energeti

cally combated by Ratramn (Bertram), Rabanus Maurus,

Amalarius, Scotus Erigena, Heriger, and other defenders of

the primitive purity ol Christian dogma; but, nevertheless,

the new opinions spread during the fearful darkness of the

ninth and tenth centuries, and finally were adopted by the

magistracy of the Church.

It is not our purpose to enter into any details in order to

show that the Eucharistic doctrine underwent no change in

the tenth century; that Ratramn, Rabanus, etc., did not

combat the doctrine of Transubstantiation ; that there was,

between these writers and Paschasius, no difference of be

lief as to the Real Presence, but merely a difference as to

the way of explaining that Presence. Catholic polemics

have clearly proved that Ratramn and all the other cited

authors, with the sole possible exception of Scotus Erigena.

(1) were as firm in their recognition of the Real Presence as

was Paschasius himself (2) ; and in our remarks on the

faith of the early Irish and Saxon churches we have had

occasion to cite many testimonies of dates greatly anterior

to the period of Paschasius, which plainly show the falsity

of the assumption that this writer was the inventor of the

theory of Transubstantiation. Nor is it our province to

further develop this point. Nevertheless, we venture upon

a few reflections. Paschasius tells the king that his book

on the Body and Blood of the I.ord was written for the in

struction of the newly converted Saxon youth, and through

out the work there is preserved that even and assured tone

of possession which naturally pervades a treatise, the ar

guments of which are contradicted by none. There is

(1) John, called Scotus Krigena, or the 1rishman, seems to have been a layman ; for no

contemporary speaks of him as beinfr in orders or in any retl(rious community. He enjoyed

the favor of Charles the Bald, but his wild and damferous. and eveu heretical, opinions

caused Pope Nicholas I. to request that monarch to remove him from the imtterlal court-

Hit* book on Predenth(atitHt was condemned by the third Synod of Valence. that assemble

styling it a collection of "silly little questions and old women's fables—an Irish stirabout—

Scotmiim tAllies." His work on The Xatures was condemned by Pope Honorlus 111.

The book on the Eucharist, which was proscribed at Vercelli. and is attributed to Krigena.

was undoubtediy heretical, but it is not certain that he was its author. Hiucmar telis us,

in his I'reiieHlinatitm. c- 31. that in this book it was asserted that "the Sacrament of

the Aitar is not the trim Body and Blood of our Lord, but only a memorial.

(2) Alkxandrk. cent.. IX., X.. diss. 13.
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nothing of that apodictical style, of that aggressiveness,

which generally accompanies controversy, even when un

dertaken by the meekest of men. Would such have been

his tone, if Paschasius had started with the idea of uproot

ing a settled belief of Christendom ? And how is it that

this presumed innovator, and so startling a one, was so

universally respected by his contemporaries ? A Council

of Paris, in 846, was loud in his praises. Kings Louis, Lo-

thaire, and Charles loaded him with favors. Engelmod,

bishop of Soissons, wrote a poem in his honor, and styled

him " the prop of the Church, the crest of Religion, and the

buckler of Faith, " saying also of him that he was " not dis

graced by a lying simulation of faith, but adorned with a

strength that was conscious of rectitude." Lupus, abbot

of Ferrieres, calls him " most beloved, and to be embraced

by all good men." St. Odo, abbot of Cluny, says of his

book on the Eucharist that he had collected " from the

sayings of the Fathers many arguments to inculcate rever

ence for the Mystery, and to demonstrate its majesty ;

which, if read by even a learned man, will give him so

much knowledge, that he will think that until now he has

known little indeed of this Mystery." Would this esteem

have been felt for an innovator ? Are not Protestants fond

of describing the miserable position at once secured for

himself by any Catholic who presumes to leave the beaten

track, and to follow the path of his own discovery ? Again,

if at the time that the young monk of Corbie commenced to

write, the Christian world believed that the Eucharist was

merely an image of the Body and Blood of the Lord, how

can the silence of the Christian bishops and doctors of the

time be explained ? Paschasius himself tells us that no

one openly contradicted him ; only a few murmured, be

cause, as they said, he attributed to the words of Christ

more than truth warranted. In his old age Paschasius

wrote to Frudegard on the Real Presence : " It is wicked to

pray with all, and not to believe what is attested by truih

itself, and universally received as truth .... And hence,

although some have erred through ignorance, no one has

as yet openly contradicted this, which the whole world be
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lieves and avows.'' Let us picture to ourselves a young

ecclesiastic of our own day endeavoring to force upon the

Catholic world a belief that the images of our holy Father,

Pope Leo XIII , are not mere representations, but really

and substantially the Pontiff himself. Is it likely that be

would be esteemed for his learning and sanctity ? But we

would dwell a moment upon the absurdities of the theory

advanced by our opponents.

We are asked to believe that during the ninth and tenth

centuries the faith of the Church underwent a tremendous

change, and that the ecclesiastical and literary world was so

supine that it took no notice of the matter. Such indeed

is the assertion made by Protestant polemics ; and from

among the scores of noted writers of the lethargic period,

they bring forth only five who, they say, were awake ; and

of thesi five not one speaks of the doctrine in question

as a new one, and only one of them attacks it. At other

times, when innovations were made in a doctrine, all

earth was moved against the heretic ; the science of theolo

gians, the prayers of the faithful, and, when it could be

obtained, the aid of the secular power, were brought to

bear against him. And here, we are told, is a new doctrine,

calling on men to discredit the evidence of their senses ; to

regard their philosophy as a mere cobweb of flimsiness ; and

it triumphs! Dark indeed would be those days in which

such a thing could be possible, unless, perchance, they

were sufficiently illuminated by the preternatural effulgence

of the genius who could excogitate and actuate such a de

sign. However, it is in this very darkness, intellectual and

moral—which, our adversaries insist, was a characteristic of

the tenth century,—that we are told to find the key of the

problem. Well, to convince us of the possibility of so

stupendous an event, it would be necessary to show that the

tenth century was darker than any nineteenth-century wor

shipper has ventured to depict it. We do not regard the

tenth as remarkably lustrous among the Christian centuries ;

and before us now is a passage even of Baronio, wherein

the great annalist presents it as " iron in its harshness,

and barren of good ; leaden in the deformity of its evils ;
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obscure by reason of its dearth of authors." (1). And Bel-

larmine admitf* that " no century has been more illiterate

or unhappy ; he who paid attention to mathematics or phi

losophy, was regarded as a magician by the common people."

(2). But we can show that these remarks are to be taken in

a comparative sense ; that the tenth century was not so de

ficient in sanctity and learning as to render at all probable

our opponents' way of accounting for the progress of the

tremendous error which, according to them, was propagated

at that period. Since the days of Bellarmine (ob. 1621), the

labors of many erudite and patient investigators, especially

of Muratori and Tiraboschi, have shed more light upon the

condition of the Middle Ages than he enjoyed during his

valuable studies. Speaking of the tenth century, Pagi says :

" This century was not inferior to its successors in learning.

If compared with the centuries immediately preceding and

following it, it can be styled a period of ignorance only be

cause of the relatively small number of authors it produced.

But he who examines the catalogues of ecclesiastical writers

will find that there flourished then many more authors than

were known of in Bellarmine's time."

The tenth century produced Nilus, Romuald, Amimicus,

Guido, Firmanus, and many others, "over whose venerable

bodies," said St. Peter Damian, " ecclesiastical authority

has caused the erection of holy altars." From the school

of St. Romuald issued St. Boniface, martyr, apostle of the

Russians. At this time the Germanic regions were en

lightened by the labors of Udalric : Adalbert of Magdeburg ;

Bruno, Heribert, and Anno, of Cologne ; Wolfgang of Bat-

isbon ; Bernard and Gothard of Hildesheim ; Harduit of

Salzburg. Hungary can boast of St. Adalbert of Prague,

apostle of her people and of the I.ithuanians, and can also

glory in her great king, St. Stephen. Norway points to her

royal martyr, Olav. England had her Odo, Dunstan, Os

wald, Ethelwald ; her saintly monarchs Alfred, the two

Edwards, Athelstane, Edmund, and Edgar. Spain, although

groaning under the Saracenic yoke, produced SS. Gennadius

of Zamora, Attilan of Asturia, Budisind of Gompostella,

(1) Annate, year 900. (2) Rom. Ponl,. b. Iv, c. 18.
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and the pious kings, Alphonsus the Great, Ramir II., and

Weremond. France was taught by Heriveus, Adalberon,

Radbod, and Gerald ; by Berno, Odo, Aimard, and Odilo,

abbots of Cluny ; by Abbo of Fleury ; and she was edified

by her devout king Robert.

Italy, which suffered more from the storms of the tenth

century than any other country, produced a great many

literary men and cultivators of the fine arts and of science.

(1). Ratherius of Verona tells us that in his episcopal see

the many schools of science were frequented by throngs,

and that the schools of Rome were in a flourishing condi

tion. Atto of Vercelli took care that instruction should be

given gratuitously to all, in every town and hamlet of his

diocese. A Bull of Benedict IV., promulgated in 903,

shows that at Pisa the schools of theology and of law were

in full force. At Ravenna. Vilgard presided over a flourish

ing academy. When the emperor Otho I. wished to im

prove the schools of Germany, he brought from Novara the

famous Deacon Gouzo. And were the monks doing noth

ing for science and literature during this tenth century?

The labors of the cowled students of Bobbio alone would

have sufficed to remove the reproach of sloth and ignorance

from a whole nation. (2).

Certainly there was in the tenth century sufficient intel

lectual vigor, as well as sufficient zeal for the things of Gcd,

to preserve and transmit to posterity the treasures of faith

and of science, where other matters were concerned. We

cannot suppose, therefore, that in this one matter of the Eu-

charistic belief—one of so tremendous a nature—the clerks

of that period were delinquent. These students and scribes

were most diligent in their details of events. The modern

critic often smiles, and sometimes he fumes, because of the

indiscriminate zeal they often manifest in their greed of

materials for their chronicles,—a zeal which causes no little

trouble to the modern investigator. Can we suppose that

these chroniclers, who apparently claimed everything and

anything as grist for their mill, would have overlooked the

(1) See Mcratoui, Annais of Italy, y( 900; and Tiraboschi, Italian Literature,

• vol. iu., b 3, r. 1.

(2) Seethe Cataloguoof Bobbio, in Mcratori's Antiquities.
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abundant harvest which Protestant polemics declare to have

been at their disposal ? Here are the " Lives " of SS. Rad-

bod, Dunstan, Ethelwald, Bernard of Hildesheim, Remach-

us, Maurus of Cesena, Odilon, Romuald ; other " Lives " of

celebrated ecclesiastics of the tenth century ; and through

out all of them you will search in vain for any hint at a late

change in the Eucharistic doctrine. Here are the " Chron

icle of Flodoard," found in his " History of the Church of

Bheims," which gives an account of the events that hap

pened from 919 to 966 : the " Chronicle cf Odoran," running

from 675 to 1032 ; the " Annals" by Hepidan of St. Gallo,

embracing the period from 709 to 1044 , the " Clrronicle of

Hildesheim," reaching from 714 to 1138 ; the " History of

the Tenth Century," by Glabrus Rudolphus, who died

towards its end ; the " Chronicle " of Hermann Contractus,

extending to 1054 ; that of Marianus Scotus, terminating at

1083 ; and in all of them we find complete ignorance of any

change in the Eucharistic belief of the Catholic Church,

although they were all written, if not at the time, certainly

shortly after, the momentous change is asserted to have

been made.

If the ancient doctrine of the Church concerning the

Sacrament of the Altar had been contrary to that taught bv

Paschasius ; if he started that transformation of belief

which is said to have been consummated during the tenth

century ; why did not Bereugarius, the sacramentarian

leader of the eleventh century, seize upon this fact as an

invincible argument in favor of his own denial of the Real

Presence ? When, from the rising to the setting of the

sun, all Christendom anathematized him as an opponent of

the universally received belief of God's Church, why did he

not reply that down to the tenth century the Church had

ignored the doctrine of the Beal Presence? Not once does

he assert that he derived his theory from those who had

taught him in his youth ; not once does he even hint at the

wonderful revolution discovered by Claude, La Roque,

Albertiu, Mosheim, and their modern imitators. All that

he attempts to adduce by way of authority is comprised in

some few misinterpreted passages of St. Augustine, and a
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book attributed to Scotus Erigena. This significant silence

would have been broken, had such a thing been possible.

When, in the year 1045, Berengarius broached his heresy,

there were living many whose teachers had seen the

commencement of the tenth century, and who could not

have been ignorant of the faith professed by Catholics at

that time. Fulbert, bishop of Chartres, whose instructions

Berei.garius had often heard during his youth ; Adelman,

a companion of the future heresiarch in the school of Ful

bert ; Hugo of Langres and Deoduin of Liege, his friends ;

Gozechin of Mentz, Duraud of Troars, Lanfranc of Canter

bury, Guitmuud of Aversa— all upbraid Berengarius as an

innovator on the primitive and universally received faith of

Christendom ; not once do he and his answer that the tenth

century saw the birth of what the Catholic polemics present

as the ancient doctrine of the Church.

CHAPTER. VIII.

The Pretended Deposition of Pope John XII.

In the year 931, Hugh of Provence, who, a few years pre

viously, had been proclaimed king of Italy and had been

recognized as such by nearly all the northern Italians, made

matrimonial overtures to Marozia, widow of Guido of Tus

cany, who had usurped the sovereignty of Rome. Marozia

bestowed her hand and usurped territories upon the new

king, but his arrogance soon disgusted the Romans, and

led by Alberic. a son of Marozia by her first marriage

with Alberic of Spoleto, they attacked the mausoleum of

Adrian (1) and the Provencal barely escaped with his life.

Marozia was thrust into prison, and Alberic was hailed as

patrician and consul by the Romans. With this dignity

he assumed the. sovereign rule of the city and duchv of

Rome, the Exarchate and the Pentapolis having fallen into

the hands of the king of Italy, Berengarius II. During the

Pontificates of John XI. (a brother of Alberic), of Leo "VTI ,

(1) Castle ( f st. Angelo.
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Stephen IX., Marinus II., and Agapetus II., the usurper was

master of Rome. On the death of Alberic, in 956, his son

Octavian, a boy of oighteen years, succeeded to his posses

sions, and the Papacy becoming vacant by the death of

Agapetus II., he procured his own election to the chair.

Fear of schism caused the Roman clergy to acquiesce, and

the new Pontiff., John XII. (1), was therefore certainly

legitimate. In the year 962, he conferred the crown of the

Holy Roman Empire on Otho of Germany, thus reviving,

after a vacancy of many years, the imperial dignity, which

was destined to abide with the Germans until its final dis

appearance. One of the first acts of the new emperor was

the restoration of the Pontifical authority in the Duchy of

Rome, and the restitution of the Pentapolis and the Exar

chate of Ravenna. In the midst of the festivities attending

the elevation of Otho, no one seems to have spoken to the

emperor of the scandals of the Roman court ; but when he

had begun to prosecute the siege of the fortress of St. Leo,

in which Bereugarius II. had shut himself, deputies came

from Rome to inform Otho that the young Pontiffs life was

a scandal to Christendom, and to beseech his interference.

Believing the accusation to be a calumny, the emperor sent

some confidential servants to the Eternal City to investigate

the matter. The report proved true, and Otho remarked :

" Pope John is a mere boy, and the example of good men

will easily change him. I trust that a discreet admonition

and some good advice will draw him from his evil ways,

and then we may say with the Prophet, ' This change is

from the right hand of the Most High.' We must first de

feat Berengarius ; then we shall paternally admonish our

lord the Pope." (2). When the Pontiff found that Otho was

disposed to become his rigid patron rather than an obsequi

ous friend, he repented of having conferred upon him the

imperial crown, and resolved to break his power, at least in

Italy. He called to Rome the fugitive Adalbert, son of

Berengarius, and openly espoused the cause of that de

throned monarch. Learning, in 963, that the Pope was

influencing the princes of Benevento, Capua, and Salerno,

(1) This is the first instance of a change of name on the part of a newly elected Pope.

(?) Continuation of Llutpraml. b. vi., c. 0.
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to draw the sword for Berengarius, Otho left sufficient

troops before St. Leo to maintain the siege, and marched on

Rome with a large army. The Pontiff and Adalbert were

not prepared for this sudden move, and fled from the city.

The Romans opened the gates to Otho, and three days

afterwards he assembled a Synod in St. Peter's, composed

of many of the Roman clergy and several Italian bishops,

to consider the cause of Pope John. Peter, a cardinal

priest, testified that he had seen the Pontiff celebrate mass

without communicating. John, a cardinal deacon, and

John, bishop of Marni, swore they had seen him ordain a

deacon in a stable. Many of the clergy declared that he

had consecrated as bishop a boy of ten years, and that he

frequently conferred the episcopacy for money. Fornica

tion and incest were also proved against him. He was

addicted to hunting. He had deprived of eyesight and put

to death Benedict, his " spiritual father ; " he had caused

the mutilation of a cardinal deacon. He went abroad in full

armor, and girt with a sword. When playing at dice, he

invoked the aid of Jupiter, Venus, etc. He never said the

Office. Otho quite naturally suspected that many of these

accusations were false, and he conjured the prelates and

clergy, by the Virgin Mother of God and the body of St.

Peter, to not ealumniata their Pontiff'. The whole assembly

arose, and unanimously protested that of all that had been

alleged, "and of more wicked things,"' Pope John was

guilty. The Pontiff was then summoned to answer the

charges, but he refused to appear, and threatened the

members of the court with excommunication. Two cardi

nals were theu sent to summon him for the second time, but

they returned without having been able to serve the citation.

The court then declared John XII. deposed from the Ponti

fical throne, and in his place was chosen Leo, archivist of

the Roman Church, and at that time a layman. Ordained

and consecrated, he exercised the Papal functions as Leo

VIII. After the installation of Leo VIII., the emperor

remained a short time in Rome, and as everything seemed

tranquil, he sent a large part of his army to join the

besiegers of St. Leo. When Pope John heard of this dim
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inutibn of the imperial forces, he dispatched agents to Rome,

who soon fomented an insurrection in his favor. At the

head of his troops, Otho fought for his life, and succeeded

in quelling the outbreak. He then departed for St. Leo.

(1). Pope John now returned to Rome and took terrible

vengeance for his expulsion. But in May. 964, he died,

probably assassinated, and was succeeded by Benedict V.,

hitherto a deacon of the Roman Church. Otho was furious

at this action of the Roman clergy, whereby his intruding

Leo was rejected, and the oath taken by them in 963

ignored. He immediately besieged the city, and soon re

ducing it, he recalled Leo. A pseudo-Synod was then held,

in which Pope Benedict was declared relegated to the rank

of deacon (2) ; after which Otho exiled him to Germany,

where he soon died. Leo, however, reigned only until 965,

when his death enabled the Roman clergy to elect John,

bishop of Narni, who ascended the Pontifical throne as

John XIII.

That the life of Pope John XII. was abominable, seems

certain from the concordant testimony of the olden writers,

such as the Gontinuator of Liutprand, Sigebert, and the

Acts of the Roman Synod held in his regard. Baronio ad

mits that he was " most impure, and rightly detested by

all good men," and speaking of his death, which the Con-

linuator ascribes to a direct intervention of Satan, the

learned Oratorian says, " although he was warned by God

with so many and so great vexations, he would not abstain

from his wonted sins, and justly merited to be at length

punished by God " (3). We must remember, however, that

the Continuator, upon whom we principally rely for infor

mation, was thoroughly devoted to the emperor Otho and

(1) This fortress soon yielded, and Berengarlus was sent a prisoner into Germany. The

suzerain authority of Otho was soon recognized by the Lomhard princes of Benevento,

Capua, and Salerno, and by the year 969 he was master of 1taly, save in such territories of

the Ducby of Naples, the Puglla, Calabria, and Sicily, as were disputed by the Greeks and

Saracens. In 96.1, he had exacted from the Romans an oath of fidelity and a promise to

elect no Pontiff without his or his successors' consent.
(•3) (rratian, in Iiist. 63, chap. Sumsl, irives a Constitution of this pseudo-synod in which

is conceded to Otho and his successors the privilege of choosing the Roman Pontiff, and

that of granting the " investiture " to bishops. Baronio proves that this Constitution is

supposititious. 1st, from the faisity of a singular concession here asserted as made by

Adrian I. to Charlemagne 'see Alexandre's Synopsis of Cent. Til I. chap. Rom. 7'onf.) :

2d, because it is not to be supposed that Otho. aiready emperor, would have been cre

ated patrician and king, as this document states : 3d, because the violators of the con

stitution are not only excommunicated, but consigned to eternal flames, which style of

l;(ngu"ure Leo, an archivist of the Holy See, knew well to be foreign to the usage of Rome.

(3) Antud". (/ear 963. no. 25.
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to the intruder Leo. His testimony, therefore, is not above

suspicion. Sigebert wrote more than a century after the

death of John XII., and probably derived much of his

knowledge from the Chronicle of Liutprand and its Appen

dix. But we do not intend to write an apology for Pope

John XII. ; we grant that he was one of the very few

wicked men who have sat in the Chair of St. Peter. Our

Lord reminded us that the leaders in Israel are not per

sonally impeccable : " The Scribes and the Pharisees have

sitten on the chair of Moses. All things therefore, whatso

ever they shall say to you, observe and do ; but according

to their works, do ye not." Having succinctly narrated the

events of his Pontificate, we merely propose to show that

the deposition of Pope John XII. was null and void, and

that therefore the intruder, known as Leo VIII., must be

relegated to the list of Anti-Popes.

Many of the olden authors, especially the Germans, who

were most favorable to Otho I., seem to regard Leo VIII.

as legitimate. Among these are the Contimiator of Liut

prand, Sigebert, Platina, Trithemius, and Papyrius Masson.

Among the eccentricities of the famous Launoy was an

endeavor to uphold the legitimacy of Leo, and it is against

his arguments that Alexandre principally contends in his

apposite dissertation on this subject. (1). Speaking of the

pseudo-Synod which pretended to depose Pope John XII.,

Baronio says that he " had never read of any Synod in

which ecclesiastical law was more disregarded, the Canons

more violated, tradition more despised, and justice more

outraged." Very different from this was the impression

produced by the imperial Synod on the mind of the German

professor Neller (1766), whose courtier sensitiveness could

perceive only the promptings and effects of religious zeal

in its proceedings. However, his fellow professor in the

university of Treves, Martin Bender, S J., well refuted his

arguments, as the reader may perceive by consulting Mar-

chetti's Critical Commentary on the Ecclesiastical History of

Fleury. (2). Baronio proves the nullity of the deposition

of Pope John XII., 1st, from the fact that there was not a

(11 Cent. X., dte. 16. (2) Art. 2, cbap- 111., no. 99.
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sufficient number of witnesses brought against him (1) .

2d, the decree was issued after only two citations of the

accused, while the Canons require three, nor were there

granted any delays; 3d, the Synodals demanded of the

emperor what a layman could not effect, that is, the depo

sition of a Pontiff and the election of another ; 4th,

sentence, properly speaking, was not pronounced ; a short

speech of the emperor pretended to settle so important a

matter ; 5th, an assembly of bishops convoked by an em

peror, without the consent of the Roman Pontiff, is not a

Synod, but a mere convention possessed of no authority.

As we have seen, when treating of the cause of Pope Sym-

machus, the Roman Synod declared that, even in the

Pope's own cause, no Synod could be held unless by his

consent and convocation. "The aforesaid bishops," say

the Acts, " suggested that he who is said to be accused

should himself convoke the Synod, for they knew that a

peculiar power over the churches had been given to his

See, firstly, by the merit and principality of the Apostle

Peter, and afterwards, according to the Lord's command,

by the authority of the venerable Councils." But the chief

argument against the legitimacy of the Othonian decree is

found in the principle that a superior cannot be judged by

an inferior. The bishops of the Roman Synod just quoted

declared that " the bishop of the Apostolic See has never

been subject to the judgment of his inferiors." And in the

Apaloyy which Eunodius wrote for this Polmaris Synod, and

which the fathers stamped as possessing Synodical author

ity, we read : " God has wished men to decide the causes of

other men, but He has reserved the rulers of that See to

his own tribunal, without question. He has wished the

successors of the Blessed Apostle Peter to answer for their

innocence to Heaven alone."

In the letter which Avitus of Vienne, in the name of the

bishops of France, sent to the Roman Senators, complain

ing of the Synodal action in the case of Pope Symmachus,

they not knowing that the Pontiff had consented to the

(1) Alexandre thinks thai Bamnio is wrong in his argument (deduced from the supposiil-

tlous Synod of Sinuessa. in the cause of Pope Murcelllnus) that 72 wituesses were necessary.

There were really, says Alexandre, no leiritimale wituesses; accusei-s -md witnesses were

the same, and no single crime was attested by more than one.
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holding of the Synod, we read : " While we were anxious

and fearful for the cause of the Roman Church, feeling that

our State tottered when its head was attacked, .... there

was brought to us a copy of a sacerdotal decree, which the

bishops of Italy, assembled in the City, had issued concern

ing Pope Symmachus. Although the assent of a large and

reverend Synod rendered this Constitution worthy of obser

vation, we nevertheless knew that Pope Symmachus, if he

had been accused in the world, ought to have received

consolation from his fellow-priests, rather than judgment

we cannot easily understand with what reason or

law a superior is judged by his inferiors the same

venerable Synod reserved for Divine examination the cause

which, saving the reverence due to it, it had rashly under

taken Which being shown, as myself a Roman

senator and a Christian bishop, I solemnly call upon you

that you do not less respect the See of Peter in your

Church, than you do the height of power in the City

If anything weakens in other priests, it may be strengthened,

but if the Pope of Rome is called into question, not merely

a bishop, but the episcopate, seems to totter. . . . He who

governs the fold of the Lord will give an account of his

care of the lambs entrusted to him ; again, it is the prov

ince of the Judge, not of the flock, to correct the shep

herd.

It was in accordance with the principle that a superior

should not be judged by an inferior, that St. Cyril, patri

arch of Alexandria, complained, in the Fourth Action of the

Ephesine Council, of the decree of deposition issued

against him by John, the inferior patriarch of Antioch ; and

the fathers did him justice. And because of the same

principle, not on account of faith, said Anatolius of Con

stantinople, Dioscorus, who had pretended to excommunicate

Pope St. Leo, was condemned by the fathers of Chalcedon.

Since, therefore, this principle was ever held holy by the

Church, a sentence of deposition pronounced against a

Roman Pontiff by a handful of prelates at the bidding of a

lay autocrat must be regarded as null and void. When

Pope Leo III. willingly appeared before a Roman Synod,
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in the presence of Charlemagne, to answer certain accusa

tions, the bishops exclaimed : " We dare not judge the See

of the Apostles, which is the head of all the Churches of

God. By her and by her Vicar we are all judged ; she is

judged by no one—such is the ancieDt custom. As the

Roman Pontiff discerns, we canonically obey." (1). Launoy

contends that the Roman Synod held by Pope John XII.

after his restoration, and in which the Anti-Pope Leo was

condemned, is supposititious ; but he adduces only the

negative argument, that the Continuator of Liutprand,

Flodoard, Sigebert (in the Gemblours codex), Martin the

Pole, Trithemius, Platina, and a few others, do not speak of

it. But the ancient Vatican codex used by Baronio in edit

ing the Jets of this Synod is beyond suspicion, as is evinced

by the fact that the Centuriators of Magdeburg do not

question its antiquity. Launoy also argues for the legiti

macy of Leo from the fact that the St. Leo who reigned

from 1049 to 1054 is styled in the Roman Martyrology Pope

Leo IX., whereas, if the Leo substituted for John XII. was

an Anti-Pope, the saint of the eleventh century should be

called Pope Leo VIII. Launoy has reason on his side, in

asmuch as the St Leo in question was, strictly speaking,

Leo VIII. But although this error has crept into the

Martyrology, and the usage of centuries has sanctioned the

enumeration of the Pontiffs now in vogue, the consequence

which Launoy would fain derive from the custom is not a

necessary one. Pope Felix (526-530 1, the ancestor of St.

Gregory the Great, is generally styled Felix IV, as the

Felix who mounted the throne in 483 is called Felix III.,

although it is certain that the Felix denominated Second,

who was illegally substituted for Liberius (355), should be

expunged from the catalogue of Pontiffs. Again, if the

archivist Leo was not an Anti-Pope, then Benedict V.,

whom the Roman clergy elected on the death of John XII.,

certainly was one, for Leo was yet living and claiming the

Chair of Peter when Benedict was chosen. It would follow

then that the nomenclature of all the Popes named Bene-

(1) AnaStaSirs, Life of Leo III.
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diet, since that time, is incorrect. Since then, both in the

hypothesis of Launoy and in our own, an error in the

Martyroloyy is manifest, it cannot be adduced as a proof

that its compilers regarded as legitimate the chosen of the

Othonian Synod.

Matthew Flaccius, when endeavoring to prove that the

Holy Roman empire was transferred from the Franks to

the Germans, without the authority of the Holy See, asserts

that Otho deposed Pope John XII., and that he did so in

the exercise of his imperial prerogative, which was the

castigation of unworthy Pontiffs. The following are his

words : " As for the letter of the cardinals to Otho, it was

nothing else than an accusation against John XII., a most

impure man, and a petition that, having deposed him, the

emperor would substitute another and better bishop or

Pope in his place ; which, indeed, Otho I. energetically

effected, for then, as in all antiquity, the Ctesars possessed

the authority to chastise impure Popes. The history of

this fact is fully given by Liutprand, a writer most worthy

of confidence." It is absolutely false that Otho deposed

Pope John XII., and that of old it was regarded as part of

the imperial duty to punish wicked Pontiffs. The Pagan

emperors, indeed, put many of the Pontiffs to death ; heret

ical and schismatic emperors, Christian only by baptism,

often imprisoned, exiled, and tortured the sucessors of St.

Peter, on account of their apostolic firmness, but the truly

Catholic sovereigns always treated the Popes with venera

tion and submission. While innumerable testimonies can

be produced to show that the first duty of the emperor was

to defend the Holy See, that, indeed, such was the prime

reason of his dignity, and its only reason of being, neither

Flaccius nor any one of his modern imitators have produced

one proof that, in the constitution of the Holy Roman em

pire, the emperor possessed the right to judge the Roman

Pontiff, either as Pope, as- king, or as man. Flaccius praises

Liutprand as a reliable historian, and refers us to his

chronicle iu proof of many insolent assertions. But this

author (1), and what is more, Flaccius himself (2), testify

(1I B. vi., c. 0 aad 7. (2) Cci(f urfoifors nf Mairdebunr ; cent. 10, c. 9.
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that, guilty as Pope John seemed to be, Otho did not him

self enter upon a judgment or even a trial, but called an

episcopal convention at Rome, and to it submitted the

cause of the Pontiff. Otho declared, says Liutprand, " let

the Synod declare its judgment in this matter," and in the

epistle of Otho to the Pope, given by the same historian,

the emperor does not command, but respe'ctfully entreats

him to come to the Synod : " To the lord John, supreme

Pontiff and universal Pope. Otho, by the divine clemency,

August Emperor, together with the archbishops of Liguria,

Tuscany, Saxony, and France, send greeting in the Lord.

Coming to Rome for the service of God, when we questioned

your sons, the Roman cardinals, bishops, priests, and

deacons, and the whole people, as to your absence, and

why you wished not to see us, the Defender of your Church

and of yourself, they alleged against you such obscenities,

as would be shameful, even if charged to play actors. And

lest these accusations should be unknown to your Greatness,

we will briefly describe some of them Therefore we

earnestly entreat your Paternity to come, and not to hesi

tate in proving your innocence of these charges."

CHAPTER IX.

The Greek Schism : Its Revival by Michael Cerularius,

and its Present Condition.

From the first deposition of Photius by the emperor

Leo the Philosopher (y. 886), down to the reign of Constan-

tine Monomachus—that is, for nearly a century and a half

—the union of the Greeks with the centre of unity remained

unbroken. Once, indeed, (y. 998), it had been endangered,

when the patriarch Sergius, of the same family as Photius,

assembled a Synod, and, having renewed all the calumnies

of that schismatic against the Holy See, endeavored in vain

to induce the other patriarchs to revolt (1) ; and the suc

f1) Maimbourir asserts that Surglus erased the name of the Roman Pontiff from the dip-

ivchs (Schhtm of the Crceks, h. III.l, but Peter of Antioeh writes to Michael Cerularius

(in A 1.1.atI (ts, Cnwwnt. h. 8, c. 1.) that the accusation is faise, and that ne does not know

who efft cted the erasure. The patriarch Vercus, Oral. II., confirms the declaration of the

Antlochiun patriarch.
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cessor of Sergius, though he persistently tried to obtain

from Pope John XIX. the title of (Ecumenical (1), did not

revenge his disappointment by rebellion. Under seventeen

successive patriarchs, after the extinction of the Photian

schism (2), the Greeks continued to recognize the supremacy

of the Roman See, until the patriarchate of Michael Ceru-

larius, in the year 1053. At this period, the Byzantine

throne was occupied by Constantine Monomachus, whom

the empress Zoe, a worthy compeer of the many murderous

and adulterous sovereigns who, for centuries, defiled the

throne of the great Constantine, had married in 1013.

During the reign of Michael of Paphlagonia, Zoe's second

husband, the relations of Monomachus with the imperial

adulteress had caused his exile to Lesbos, but after

Michael's death the sexagenarian princess recalled her

paramour, and placed him on the throne. The reign of

Monomachus was rendered infamous by his shameless de

bauchery, and under his supine administration the empire

lost Illyria to the Servians, the Puglia and Calabria to the

Normans, while nearly all its Asiatic possessions were rav

aged by the Turkish conquerors of Persia. Among the

favorites of the imperial debauchee was Michael Cerula-

rius, an ambitious nobleman, who, having conspired against

the Paphlagonian, had been confined in a monastery, where,

although he took the monastic habit, in 6rder to avoid

further punishment, he remained a layman, that he might

be in position to profit by future contingencies. The sim

ilarity of their fortunes drew Cerularius and Monomachus

together, and when, eight months after the coronation of

the latter, the Constantinopolitan patriarchate became

vacant, it was given to the former.

For ten years Cerularius gave no sign of hostility to the

Holy See ; but in 1053, haviug gained great influence over

Leo, metropolitan of Acridia, and Nicetas (Pectoratus), a

monk of the great monastery of Studius, and one of the

most learned men in the empire, he made his first move

ment toward a revival of the schism of Photius. He caused

(1) F.ustathlus begged that, as the Roman Pontiff was (Ecumenical for the whole world,

so the Constantiunpolitan patriarch might tte styled the same for the East.

(2) Manual Calecas; Against the (ireehr. h. tv.
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Nicetas to write a pamphlet against many of the customs

of the Latins, and especially against the use of unleavened

bread in the Holy Sacrifice—a usage, we may remark,

which even the virulent Photius had not thought of con

demning. This document was circulated throughout the

Greek empire, and as some of the dioceses of the Puglia

were still in the Byzantine obedience, a copy was sent to

John, bishop of Trani. with an order from Ceruhirius to

publish it throughout the West. The bishop of Trani

handed the diatribe to cardinal Humbert, who was then

visitiug Trani, and his Eminence translated it into Latin

and laid it before Pope Leo IX., then a prisoner to the

Normans in Benevento. The following are the terrible

accusations against the Roman, and therefore against all

the Latin churches, which the profundity and sincerity of

Ceruhirius put forth as a justification of revolt against the

See of Peter, i. By the use of unleavened bread for the

Sacrifice of the Mass, the Latins communicate with the

Jews, and, furthermore, adopt an invalid matter for said

Sacrifice. II. The Latins eat the flesh of suffocated animals,

in. They shave their faces. iv. They fast on Saturday.

v. They eat the flesh of unclean animals, vi. They allow

their monks to eat meat. vn. They violate the Lenten fast,

by permitting the use of flesh on Quiuquagesima and in

the first week of Lent. vin. They have added the clause

" And from the Son " to the Creed, and they err in the

doctrine as to the Holy Ghost. IX. They loudly proclaim,

in their liturgy : " Our H0l3- Lord Jesus Christ, in the

glory of God the Father, through the Holy Ghost." X.

They allow two brothers to marry two sisters. XI. At the

time of Communion, the officiating and other clergy give

each other the kiss of peace, xn. Their bishops wear

rings, as though espoused to their churches, xm. Their

bishops go to war, and soil their hands with human blood.

XIV. They immerse the subject, in Baptism, one only time.

xv. They put salt into the mouth of the candidate for

Baptism, xvi. They do not venerate the relics or the

images of the saints, xvn. They do not sing the Alleluia

during Lent. Pope St. Leo IX. read this curious mixture
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of puerilities, absurdities, and lies, a few days after he had

received from Peter, the newly-elected patriarch of Antioch,

a most submissive letter, begging for the confirmation of

that prelate's new dignity. The holy Pontiff immediately

wrote to the Constantinopolitan patriarch a lengthy and

admirable reply, in which he strenuously insisted upon the

God-given prerogatives of the See of Rome, and pointed

out to the arrogant Cerularius the unreasonableness of

some, and the absurdity of others, of his allegations against

that See ; he also showed how a diversity of customs may

subsist, and yet the unity and essence of faith and of

doctrine be not affected ; drawing his attention also to the

fact that, even in Rome, the Greeks were allowed—nay,

•even commanded—to observe their own peculiar rites and

usages, since only a difference in faith, or a disobedience to

the head of the Church, can rupture communion. When

Cerularius had read this letter, he did not act as might

have been expected, from the tone of his celebrated dia

tribe ; perhaps he had been ordered to temporize by

Monomachus, who was begging the aid of the Pontiff

against the Normans ; perhaps he had found too much

opposition among the Greeks to his schismatic designs.

Whatever may have been his reason, he addressed a con

ciliatory letter to the Pontiff, and St. Leo IX., anxious for

the unity of the Church, sent as legates to Constantinople

the cardinal Humbert, the cardinal-chancellor, Frederick,

and the archbishop of Atnalfi. These prelates were mag

nificently received by the Greek emperor, and during the

following conferences, which lasted several days, the cardinal

Humbert refuted the charges made by Cerularius. The

monk Nicetas was convinced by the arguments of the

cardinal, and having made a solemn retractation of the

sentiments contained in his diatribe, was received into

communion by the legates. The patriarch, however, now

refused to submit, and after many efforts to overcome his

obstinacy, the legates proceeded to the great basilica of

St. Sophia, (Aug. 16, 1054), and there, before an immense

congregation, they declared Cerularius and his followers

excommunicated, and having laid the sentence upon the
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high altar, they shook the dust from their shoes, and left

the church, crying, "Be God our Judge! " Charged with

valuable presents from Monomachus for the churches of

St. Peter and of St. Benedict at Montecassino, they then

departed from Constantinople. Cerularius now spread a

report that the excommunication applied to the entire Greek

nation, and when the mob had become sufficiently excited

to warrant his supposing that the legates would be killed if

an opportunity were afforded, he signified to the emperor

that he was now willing to confer with them, if they would

return to the city. Monomachus, however, suspected the

design of the patriarch, and hurried the legates on their

journey ; indeed, fond of Cerularius as he had shown himself,

and though he was too apt to yield to him on all occasions,

this emperor did not directly abet the schism. But in a

few months after the departure of the legates, Monomachus

died, leaving the crown to Theodora, sister of the empress

Zoe (who had died a short time before), and Cerularius be

came all-powerful ; the efforts of the schismatics were also

aided by a year's vacancy of the Holy See. The patriarchs

of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem did not at once join

the party of Cerularius ; indeed, Peter of Antioch ridiculed

most of the charges made against the Westerns by the

Constantinopolitau ; but he could not endure the one im

mersion at Baptism, and the addition of " And from the

Son " to the Creed ; hence, in time, he joined the other

patriarchs in anathematizing the Latins, and in erasing the

name of the Pontiff from the diptychs. The schism thus

inaugurated has endured, saving short periods of nominal

and interested union, until our own day. (1).

In many minds the Russian, or, as it styles itself, the

" orthodox " Church, is synonymous with the schismatic

Greek Church ; but it is not schismatic Greek in origin,

nor is it Greek in language, polity, or government. The

schismatic Greek Church is composed of those Christians

who recognize the spiritual jurisdiction of the Greek pa

triarch of Constantinople, and is confined to the territories

once embraced in the Byzantine (now known as the Otto-

(1) The remainder of this chapter appeared as an article in the Ave Maria, vol. xilv.,

nos. 23 and 21.
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man) empire (1) with its vassal (now only quasi vassal)

states -Egypt, Nubia, etc. The Russian Church commu

nicates with the schismatic Greek, and. in spite of its own

liturgy, which stoutly asserts the primacy of the Roman

See, (2) agrees with the schismatic Greeks in rejecting the

authority of the Roman Pontiff; but it is, in every respect,

a national church. (3)

The language of the Russian Church is not the Greek,

but the Slavonic ; and not the vernacular, but the Old

Slavonic, with which the people are not familiar. Protes

tants are much mistaken when, reading that the Greeks,

Syrians, Copts, etc., celebrate their services in Greek,

Syrian, Coptic, etc., they imagine they discover an example

for their own use of the vernacular. The languages used in

the rituals of these peoples are very different from those in

daily use. (4). Nor do the Russians owe their conversion to

the Greek schismatic church. This conversion was effected

by the Roman Catholic Apostolic Church ; for whether, as

we learn from Coustantine Porphyrogenitus, the first mission

aries to Russia were sent by the Catholic Patriarch Ignatius

(867), or, as Nestor asserts, they were- sent by the schis

matic Photius (866), it is certain that no real impression

was made- upon the Russian masses until toward the end

of the tenth century, (5) when the Grand Duke Vladimir,

called " the Apostolic," embraced Christianity ; and at the

(II Iu ls.« the hicrarchy of the new kingdom of Greece declareil its iudependenoe of the

patriarch, and in lw» that prelate recognized its autonomy.

t2! The Russian liturgical books, written in Old Slavonic, are full of such testimonies.

Tbus, Pope St. Sylvester is called "the divine head of the holy hishi(ps." Pope St. Leo

I. is styled " the successor of Si. Peter on the highest throne, I he heir of the impregnable

rock." To Pone St. Martin is said : "' Thou didst adorn the divine throne of Peter, and.

holding the cburch upright im this rock, which cannot he shaken, thou didst honor thy

name." Pope St. Leo II1. is tbus addresseet : "Chief Pastor of the cburch. Oil the place
or Jesus Christ.'r St. Peter is called the sovereign pastor of all ihe Apostles—"jsisfr/r

rlaflutchityi rs(cft Aiiostolor."

(3) It recognizes no earthiy authority over itself but that of the " Holy Synod," a body

entirely dependent on the Czar Originally, the metropolitan of Russia was nominated by

the sovereign, and consecra'ed by the Constantlnopolitan patriarch: but after the schism

the czars negan to act, more and more, as heads of the cburch. In 15H9 the patriarch

Jeremiab 11. recognized Job. metropolitan of Moscow, as patriarch of Russia, and as next

in rank to him of Alexandria. In the reign of Ale•is Michaelnvitch, father of Peter the

(ireat. Nikon of Moscow rejected the authority of Constantinople; and in itifiT, Nikon hav

ing offended Alexis, he was deposed, and the fstwer of his successors became nominal.

Peter the Great finally, in 1721, placed the government of the Russian cburch in a " Holy

Synod," every member of which swears obedience to the Czar as "supreme judge in this

spiritual assembly."

(•I( Assemani: "Oriental Lihrary" vol. iv.. c. 7, S 22.

(•"i) About the year Or(Olha. Oiga, or Kiga, widow of a grand duke (or king) of Russia,

made a journey to Constantinople, and was there bsptized. Returning to Russia, she

vainly endeavored to convert her countrymen. But her grandson. Vladimir, having

marricd Anna, sister of the Greek Empen(r Basil 11.. was haptized in UHH. and in n few

years nearly all the Russians rece'ved the Faith. Those authors who assign the conversion

of Ru'sia to the ninth century, remarks Bergler, confuse inn ruign of Basil II. with that of

Basil the Macedonian.
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time the Greeks were in communion with Rome. The

revival of the schism, by Michael Cerularius, did not much

affect the Russians. Not until the twelfth century were

they entirely seduced from the Roman obedience. Then,

with the exception of the Church of Galicia, (1) most of the

Russians ceased to be Catholics. However, at the time of

the Coancil of Florence (1439) there were as many Catholics

as schismatics in Russia. (Bollmviists : "September" v. 41.)

About the middle of the fifteenth century, a second Photius,

archbishop of Kiev, extended the schism throughout the

land. (2)

The following remarks of the Russian Jesuit, Ivan Gagarin,

than whom the reader will find no better authority on

matters concerning the Russian Church, are worthy of at

tention : " It was only in a very indirect manner that the

Russian Church was drawn into schism. The metropolitans

of Kiev depended, in the hierarchical order, upon Con

stantinople. When the rupture between Rome and By

zantium took place, Kiev found itself separated from the

centre of unity ; but for a long time the Russians did not

share the passions of the Greeks, and it may be said that,

for a long peiiod. merely a material schism subsisted be

tween Rome and the Russian Church. But the clergy of

Constantinople endeavored to imbue the Russians with

their own prejudices and with their hatred of the Latins.

They succeeded, and when the princes of Moscow manifested

a, design of attacking the independence of the Russian

church, this body could rely on itself alone.

" As yet no one has written the sad and touching history

of the struggle which this church, isolated from the West

1) Galicla, or Red Russia, returned to the fold of unity under Pope Honorins III.

(1 2 16-J7j The two millions of Ru henums, us they ure called, use the Slavonic liturgy, and

tfceir secular elergv may marry before receiving lioly Orders.

eh Some ahU(ors ophie ihat the schism of Ceruinrius did not affect the entire Greek em

pire in the llth century. Certainly. Pope Alexander II. sent Peter, bishop of Am(irnl. as

Atsterini'ii ins laizenl. not leirulei to the emperor Mirh'tel IH(ras in '071. and he continued

nn such for a whole year. When, in 107m. St. Gregory VII. excommunicated Nicephorus

Botoniates. it was oniv becnusc that prince dethroned ltuciis, who was in communion with

the Holy See. Pope Paschal II. sent Chrysolanus tor. as some write the name, (irosolanus,

or Proc'ulanus) as legate to Alexis Comnenus. Alexandre and Mansi hold that there was

eommunlon between the West and E tst for some time after the excommunication of Ceru-

lariusaud his pretended retaliation of the same. It is notewortby that EutbymusZygnbenus,

who. by order of Alexis Comnenus collected the sayinirs of the Fathers against each and

every heresy, makes no mention of the Latins as heretics. Even in the twelfth century

there were many Greeks in communion with Rome, as we learn from the many narratives

of the crusades, from the .W(.rfasof Anna Comnena, from the Life of Manuel by Nicerns

Chonlates. and from the letters ib. iv., nos. 3it. 4 I of the Venerable Peter of cluny to the

emperor John Comneuim and to the patriarch of Constantinople.
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and betrayed by the East, sustained against the growing

iambition of the granddukes and czars of Moscow. And,

^nevertheless, that history has some beautiful pages. If the

.Russian Church succumbed, it was not without combat or

without glory. Ivau III., if not from conviction, at least

Ostensibly, belonged to a sect which designed to substitute

Judaism for Christianity. The metropolitan of Moscow

(had been seduced, but the Russian Church preserved suffi-

•Cient strength and independence to condemn the impure

doctrines. When Ivan IV., who much resembled Henry

VIII. of England, shed the blood of his subjects in tor-

Tents, and trampled on ecclesiastical authority to gratify

his passions, Philip, metropolitan of Moscow, spoke to him

with apostolic liberty, and sealed his remonstrances with

-his blood. But the church continued to lose ground, and

-when Boris Godounov transformed the metropolitan of

Moscow into a patriarch (1588), that elevation was in his

mind, for the purpose of furnishing the czar with a willing

•tool." (1)

-'Although the "orthodox" Russians and schismatic

-Greeks, like the Nestorians and Jacobites, are witnesses to

the antiquity of many dogmas which Protestants regard as

modern human innovations, Protestant polemics ever show

much sympathy for the aversion cherished by these

schismatics toward the Holy See. The children of the

Reformation have often endeavored to enter into com

munion with these separatists, but their efforts resulted,

each time, only in a formal condemnation of Protestant

'tenets by the progeny of Photius and Cerulavius. Two of

these attempts at union between the Eastern and Western

opponents of Rome merit attention.

In 1574 Stephen Gerlacb, a Lutheran, and preacher to

the imperial embassy at Constantinople, was urged by

many of his co-religionists to obtain from Jeremiah II.,

patriarch of Constantinople, an endorsement of the '- Con

fession of Augsburg " as consonant with the faith of the

schismatics. But Jeremiah combated the " Confession "

as heretical, with tongue and pen. In 1672 Dositheus,

(1) Will Russia become Calbuliei Paris, 1S56.
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schismatic patriarch of Jerusalem, convoked a Synod to

consider the doctrines of Calvin, and the Synodals said of

the Lutheran overtures to Jeremiah : '• Martin Crugius, and

others well versed in the new doctrines of Luther, sent the

articles of their ' Confession ' to him who then sat on the

throne of the Catholic Constantinopolitan Church, that

they might learn whether they agreed in doctrine with the

Oriental churches. But that great patriarch wrote to them

—yea, against them—three learned discourses, or replies,

wherein he theologically and Catholiely refuted their entire

heresy, and taught them the orthodox doctrines which tlje

Oriental Church received from the beginning. However,

they paid no attention ; for they had bidden farewell to all

piety. The patriarch's book was issued, in Greek and Latin,

at Wittemberg in Germany, in the year of salvation 1584 ;

but before the time of Jeremiah, the entire doctrine of the

Oriental Church had been more fully set forth by the priest

John Nathaniel, procurator of Constantinople, in his ' Treat

ise on the Sacred Liturgy ' ; and afcer the said Jeremiah,

this was also done by Gabriel Severus Moreanus, arch

bishop of our brethren of Crete, in his book on ' The Seven

Sacraments of the Catholic Church.' " (1)

Another and more celebrated attempt to unite the Wes

tern innovators and the Eastern schismatics was made in the

seventeenth century. Gyn\ Lucar, a Candiot, was sent to

the University of Padua when a youth, where he studied

under the famous Margunius, bishop of Cythera. After

his graduation he traveled in Germany, and became infected

with the new doctrines. Nevertheless, on his return to the

Greeks he received the priesthood, and in time became

patriarch of Alexandria. In 1621, having bribed the Grand

Vizier with money furnished by the Calvinists of Holland,

he was appointed patriarch of Constantinople. He began

immediately to teach Calvinism ; the clergy revolted ; Cyi*il

was exiled to Rhodes, and Anthimius of Alexandria was

placed on the patriarchal throne. However, the intrigues

of the English ambassador caused the Porte to recall Cyril,

and he soon published a Confession of Faith of the most

(1) We have followed the Latin version of this Synod of Jerusalem (or of Bethiehem),

made by an anonymous Benedictine of St. Maur. and flrst published ax Paris, in 1676.
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Oalvinistic type. In 1636 the indignation of the Greeks

compelled the Porte to again bauish the innovator, but

after three months he was once more recalled—only to be

bow-stringed, by order of the Porte, in 1638. Lucar's

Confession appeared in Holland in 1645, and was gladly

welcomed by Protestants as a harbinger of their recognition

by the historically venenerable churches of the East; but

the consequent publication of the justly celebrated Per

petuity of the Faith of the Catholic Church, concerning the

Eucharist demonstrated the fallaciousness of their hopes (1).

They soon found that the Greeks admitted their agreement

with Rome concerning most of the Catholic dogmas.

Indeed, as soon as Lucar's Confession appeared in Constan

tinople, the author was synodically deposed, and Cyril of

Berea was made patriarch. This prelate convoked a Synod,

in 1638, and a condemnation of Lucar was signed by the

three schismatic patriarchs of Constantinople, Alexandria,

and Jerusalem, and by twenty-three bishops. Soon after,

bribery and intrigue procured the patriarchal chair for

Parthenius of Adrianople, who in 1642 held another Synod,

which agaiu reprobated Lucar's teachings. In 1672 Dosi-

theus of Jerusalem celebrated the Synod already mentioned,

which confirmed the decisions of the other assemblies.

In the Acts of this assembly we read that the Greek

schismatics accused the Calvinists (whom they styled " liars,

innovators, heretics, mendacious architects, apostates, who,

like all heretics, are artificial explainers of Scripture and of

the Fathers,") of calumniating the Orientals by the asser

tion that the said Orientals held Calvinstic doctrine. And

this assertion was made, say the bishops, in spite of so

many declarations of Greek patriarchs ; in spite of the

publication of the " orthodox " belief ; in spite of the lucid

(1) In the five quarto volumes of which this work consists, are collected test'monles of all

the Greek ecclesiastical authors who wrote after the schism of Pholius ; the professions of

faith of many patriarchs and bishops : declarations of many Synods ; the liturgies, etc.. of

the East. It is proved that in all ages. just as to-day, the Orientais admitted seven sacra

ments, and held that these produce grace ; thai, as now, they believed in transubstantlation ;

that, as now, they prayed to the saints, prayed for the dead. It is aiso shown that Lucar

manifested, not the sentiments of his co-religionists, but his own opinions- a fact proved by

himself when he proposed his doctrine as one he would like to introduce among the Greeks.

In the last two volumes of the Perpetuitu, the doctrine of the Catholic and schismatic Greek

Cburches is compared with that of the Nestorlans, who were separated from Rome in the

fifth centuiy, and with that of the Eutychians, or Jacobites, who became schismatics in the

sixth. Then follows an exposition of the belief and of the discipline of the Ethiopians.

Egyptian Copts, Maronites, and of the Nestorians scattered throughout Persia and India.
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treatises of many Greek doctors. Then follow eighteen

chapters, in which the synodals declare that man's iree-will

was not destroyed by the fall of Adam ; that faith alone

will not justify ; that there are seven Sacraments ; that

Baptism cleanses from original sin ; that in the Eucharist

the substance of the bread and wine is really changed into

the substance of the Body and Blood of Christ ; that the

saints are to be invoked as friends of God ; that their

images are to be venerated ; that we must receive all tra

ditions given us by the Church, which, being taught by the

Holy Ghost, cannot err.

Disappointed in their hopes of union with some ecclesias

tical body of comparative antiquity, the Calvinists ac

counted for the adverse action of the schismatic Synods by

the supposition of Latin bribery. Thus, in 1722, appeared

the book of Cowell, an Englishman, who tried to prove that

fraud was behind the apparent agreement of the Roman

and schismatic doctrines. Mosheim affects to discover, in

the history of the Lucar affair, that Catholic polemics do

not scruple at dishonesty when disputing with heretics.

Now it is false that the Greek bishops who condemn the

Western " reformers " were partial to the Latins. Cyril of

Berea, like many other schismatic prelates and priests of

his time, may have died, as Mosheim asserts, in the Roman

communion, but the dominant spirits of the Synods in

question would have rivalled a Scotch covenanter in hatred

of Rome. Nectarius, an ex-patriarch of Jerusalem, com

posed an energetic diatribe Against the Primacy of the Pope;

Dositheus, the president of the Synod of Jerusalem, pub

lished, in 1683, many works of Simeon of Thessalonica, in

which this writer severely upbraids the Latins. Again, if

these Greek adversaries of the " Reformation " were act

uated by a desire of pleasing Rome, why did they, in these

very Synods, so strenuously assert their peculiar dogma

concerning the Procession of the Holy Ghost? Finally,

how is it that the Greeks, so bitter against the Holy See,

so tenacious of their own distinctive doctrines, did not de

pose Dositheus, Nectarius, Parthenius, etc. ?

From the day of her separation from Rome, the Greek
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Church, once so active, has been in a state of lethargy, dis

playing none of that fecundity which Christ promised to

His own spouse. ; "The prodigious ignorance and stupid

Superstition," says Feller, " in which the priests and people

of this isolated church are involved, necessarily entail the

great abuses and enormous disorders with which they are

reproached. For centuries the Greeks can show no cele

brated doctor, no council worthy of attention. Their latest

sages—Bessariou, Allatius, Arcudius, etc.,—all belonged to

the Church of Rome."

Again we call the reader's attention to some reflections

by Gagarin :

" Byzantism pretended to have for its object the exalta

tion and triumph of the Greek Church, empire, and nation

ality. It sacrificed the unity and independence of the

Church to that object, and what has been the result of the

conflict which it provoked? The ruin of the Greek Church,

and consequently of the Greek empire and nationality.

But God did not wish that this ancient and glorious church

should perish. He raised up a new people, who seem to

have the mission of reestablishing her in her pristine

splendor. That people is the Slavic, and three-fourths of

them belong to the Oriental rite, with this difference, that

their liturgical language is the (Old) Slavonic. One can

not avoid being struck by the contrast between the Slavonic

and Greek branches of the Oriental rite. The former

possesses numbers, force, vigor, while the latter exhibits

only feebleness and decrepitude. Laying aside every other

argument, the figures will make this difference palpable.

It is estimated that all the Oriental Christians—hlavs,

Greeks, Moldo-Wallachians or Houmanians, Georgians,

etc.,—number about seventy million souls, of whom nearly

sixty millions are Slavs. If from the ten or twelve remain

ing millions we deduct those who are not Greeks, we see to

how small a number the Greeks are reduced. (1). Now the

Slavs of the Oriental rite are nearly all subjects of the

Russian Empire."

(I! By th« levin ' (((n-k." liamuu( (Ikhs nm here indicate merely the subjects of the

BKslwn kin(fduin. Imt nil "f flu- itlil llyz(uulne PHtlnnnlity.
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And now a few words as to the probability of a submis-'

don of the Russian " orthodox " church to the Roman;

jurisdiction. The czar may devoutly wish for union with.

Rome. If he is a statesman, he must realize that the-

activity and zeal of a Papal clergy would be a great check;

to the growth of Nihilism. The more learned and more

pious of the " orthodox " clergy—too few, alas ! in number

"-may yearn for unity. But there is one obstacle, which^

apparently, neither the once powerful inclinations of a czar

nor the fast-decreasing influence of a corrupt clergy capi

overcome. When England shall have learned the wisdom,

of doing justice to Ireland, there may be hope that Russia;

will commence to doubt the wisdom of her policy toward

her Ireland—unfortunate, noble, and exhausted Poland-:

But as yet, to the average Russian mind, Poland is a sub-;

ject only for the iron heel ; and Catholicism, to this mini,;

means Latinism,—i. e.,. Polonium. The Russian " patriot,'^

therefore, regards any progress of Catholicism in " Holy

Russia" as a progress of Polish nationality.

Again, the Russian clergy have always systematically

inculcated the idea that a reunion with Rome means the

abolition of several institutions dear to the Russian heart-r^

viz, Communion under both species, the use of fermented

bread in the Sacrifice of the. Mass, the Old Slavonic liturgy,

and the marriage of the secular clergy. And here we must

note that nothing can be more false than the idea enter

tained by most of the Eastern schismatics, that, whenever,

there has been a question of reunion with Rome, the Holy

See has designed to force them to adopt the Latin rite and

discipline. In refutation of this idea. Pope Benedict XIV.,

in his Bull AUatce sunt, quotes the words of Pope Innocent

IV., who cited two Constitutions of Popes Leo X. and,

Clement VII., in which these Pontiffs vehemently reproved

those Latins who blamed the Greeks for their observance

of certain customs approved by the Council of Florence !

The same Benedict XIV., speaking of those who were

laboring for reunion, resumes their obligations as follows :

They should disabuse the schismatics of those errors'

which their ancestors introduced, in order that thev might
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have a pretext for withdrawing from the obedience of the

Sovereign Pontiff. As an easier method of converting said

schismatics, the greatest stress should be laid npon the

writings of the early Fathers of the Greek Church, who are

in perfect accord with the Latin Fathers. To bring the

Eastern schismatics into the fold of the true Church, it is

not necessary to attack their rites. On the contrary, as the

Apostolic See has always insisted, they must not l(e urged

to follow the Latin rite. And in our own day Pope Pius

IX., in an Encyclical addressed to the Orientals, under date

of Jan. 6, 1848, uttered the same sentiments. Nevertheless,

the idea is firmly fixed in most Russian minds that union

with Rome means the loss cf their loved rite. This, added

to the present sentiments of these minds regarding the

burning question of Poland, would seem to indicate that

there is little probability of a speedy submission of the

Russian Church to the Holy See. (1)

CHAPTER IX.

St. Leo IX. and Pius IX. — Civitella and Castelfidaedo. *

In the year 1048, while the emperor Henry III. was re

siding at Frisingen, deputies came to him from Rome, in

forming him of the death of Pope Damasus II., and asking

(1) In reply to the assertion that, in spite of the declarations of many Roman Pontiffs,

the Catho.ic missionaries have always tried to bring their converts of the Oriental rite into

the Latin rite, Gag.(rin, fnr. cit.. says: "II is true that in the Ottoman Kmpire nil the

Catholic Greeks, excepting the Meichites of Syria, have passed over to the Latin rite. It is

aiso true that in Poland the Latin rite has ( eon adopted hi many Catholic familics who

once belonged to the Greek rite. These are fads which we do not dispute. But we insist

that they prove n( thing against us, and that ihey are sufficiently explained by causes com

pletely foretell to the actions of the Holy See and of its missionaries. In Turkey, until ihe

naiti-hmimaunum of Feb. is, lS-Vi, all the Christians of ihe Greek rite were placed under

the (civil) a t(t hority of the patriarch of Constantinople; and when one of them renounced

that prelate's communion to enter that of the Pope, it Js evident that he was exposed to

vexation by that personage, who. though no longer his splntual. wasstillhis temporal

ruler. He had only one wav of escaping persecution, and that was a withdrawal from the

patriarch's civil jurisdiction when he left the schismatic communion. To effect this

withdrawal, he had to join the Latin rile. These few words ought to explain how, in

Greece and the Archipelago, all the Catholic Greeks have been led to ahandon ihe Greek rite.

The concession made bv the Suitan Annul Mljid, on Feb. 1S, Is.'*, deprived the patriarch

of his civil authority over the co-naiionais ; but it has not yet heen shown that the Greeks

who were desirous of joining the Roman communion, and who still preferred to cling to

their old rite, could do so with impunity Let us judge, then, whether they could have

done so a century or two ago. In Poland the circumstances weie different, but the

United Russians passed to the Latin rite because of similar inthicnces. In the Republic,

of Poland there vvere two rites, two languages, and two nationalities. The superiority

was with the Poles ; and when the convert adopted the Ij(tin rite, he assumed Polish

nationality and entered the ranks of the dominant people. Does not this state of thingst

ex iit;( (n the facts opposed to us?"

* This chapter apiieared in the ^Irc Maria, vol. xxv.. no. 22.
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him to give the Church a new Pontiff (1). Henry did not

hesitate to arrogate this office to himself, but nevertheless

he convoked the bishops and other grandees of the empire

to consult concerning an election. The assembly was held

at Worms, and its unanimous choice was Bruno, bishop of

Toul, a cousin of the emperor Conrad, and an Alsatian.

Undoubtedly Henry would have named a German, had he

not feared to irritate the Romans.

The writers of the time differ as to the conduct of Bruno

when he was notified of his nomination. According to

Otho of Frisingen (2), Bruno proceeded to Cluny, clothed

in the Pontifical purple, and the prior Hildebrand—after

wards Gregory VII.—" immediately rebuked him, saying

that it was illicit for any one to receive the Pontificate from

lav hands." And Platina says that Bruno afterwards re

proached himself " because he had obeyed the emperor

rather than God." But Wibert, who was Bruno's arch

deacon at Toul, tells us that his lord declared to the as

sembly at Worms : " I shall proceed to Rome, and if the

Roman clergy and people freely choose me as Pontiff, I will

comply with your wish ; " and the same is attested by St.

Bruno, bishop of Segni, author of another I.ife of St. I.eo

IX. (3). At any rate, Bruno, accompanied by Hildebrand,

whom the future Pontiff had providentially withdrawn

from the solitude of Cluuy, presented himself to the Romans

in plain attire and barefooted, saying, " The choice of the

clergy and people, as well as the authority of the Canons,

is superior to any other nomination ; if you do not elect

me, I am ready to return to my own country." Then, ob

serves Otho of Frisingen, " by the advice of Hildebrand,

all ancient usages were followed ; Bruno was elected Pope,

and was enthroned Feb. 12, 1049. In his first Synod the

new Pontiff made Hildebrand cardinal deacon.

The attention of the new Pope was soon drawn to the

miserable state of affairs in Southern Italy, where an enemy,

scarcely less barbarous and ferocious than the Moham

medan hordes who were infesting the Greek Empire, had

introduced a reign of rapine, sacrilege, and murder. The

(l) Lambert OF Ascuaffenburo ; veur 10t9. (2) B. vi., c. 33.

(3) see aiso Leo of Ostia, B. II., no. si.
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first establishments of the Normans in Italy had been very

feeble, but by degrees they had extended their domination

over Italian barons, Greek lieutenants, and Saracen in

truders. At the time of which we write, Robert Guiscard

had proclaimed himself duke of the Puglia and of Calabria ;

and, having turned his terrible arms against the Campagna"

—attracted more by lust of wealth than by desire of con

quest,—he had spread devastation over a hitherto fertile

and opulent province, and had usurped the Papal duchy of

Benevento.

Moved with pity for the oppressed populations, who, to

avoid the flames which destroyed their less fortified towns,

had sought refuse in the mountain fastnesses, and fearful

also lest Rome itself should fall a prey to a modern Alaric,

Pope Leo remembered that he was a king as well as a Pon

tiff, and that his sceptre was meant to protect as well as to

rule his people. He called upon his own subjects and the

other Italians for volunteers. The inhabitants of Ancona,

of the Puglia, and of the Campagna sent their quotas to his

standard ; but Leo well understood that their devotion

would avail little against the disciplined forces of the Nor

man. Therefore he requested the Byzantine emperor,

whose own interests were involved, to send him some veter

an troops. In his letter to the sovereign, his Holiness says :

" As we are told in Wisdom, no one can change him whom

God rejects, and the fool is not corrected by words. So

it is with the malice of this people : every day they grow

worse. Therefore, not only wishing to use my 'temporal

resources for the liberation of the flock of Christ but also

desiring to devote myself to that work, I have thought

that nothing will more manifest the wickedness of these

men, or more quickly repress their obstinacy, than the use

of human weapons. For I learn from the Apostle that

princes do not hold the sword without reason, and that

they are the ministers of the anger of God, punishers of

those who work evil." (1)

The Greek emperor answered with fair words, but no

aid arrived. Then Leo journeyed into the wilds of Vau-i

(J) MIgnK's l'lltrttlngU( vol. t«.. p. J49.
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nonia, where Henry III. was at the head of an army. and

he besought that emperor's assistance. He obtained on]y

live hundred veterans, but with this small reinforcement hd

led his army—otherwise composed of Pontifical infantry

and Lombard pikemeu—into the Capitanata, in June, 1053;

On the approach of Leo, the Normans sent hiin an embassy;

offering to become tributary to the Holv See ; but the Pom

tiff would accept of no conditions short of their entire

evacuation of Italy. (1) Then occurred the battle of Ci-

viteda, called by some Dragonara. The Pontifical army was

nearly destroyed, and the Pope, who had watched the

combat at a little distance, was captured by the. victors.

Then Vas witnessed an extraordinary event— conquerors

kneeling at the feet of the conquered. As Hie Pontiff, pre

ceded by the cross, came forward to meet his captors, they

prostrated themselves before him, imploring lns mercy. (2)„

Then they conducted their prisoner to Benevento, where

for the space of nine months he was honorably entertained

by count Hunfrid. Profoundly afflicted at the loss of his.

faithful soldiers, many of whom were his own relatives and

friends, Leo did not retire to his couch during the whole

time of his captivity, but took his necessary sleep on the

stone pavement of his chamber ; he fasted beyond measure,

and completely despoiled himself for the sake of the poor.

The Normans were soon glad to withdraw from their

anomalous position, especially as they were surrounded by

enemies—Italians, Greeks, Germans, and Saracens. Re

flecting on the great advantages they would derive from the

favor of the Roman Pontiff's, they not only offered peace

and liberty to their venerable prisoner, but implored him

to receive them as vassals to the Holy See, swearing to

defend it against all enemies, in return for the Papal inves

titure of their conquest in the two Sicilies. St. Leo IX.

readily accepted the offer, and on March 12, 1054, ha

departed from Benevento and arrived in due time at Rome,

where he died April 19 of the same year. -,

The conduct of St. Leo IX. in the matter of the Norman

(1) According to Gaufridus Malaterra tWstory, B. I., 10), and Hermann Contractus

(Chronicle) the Pontiff would have accepted the offer nf the Normans: but the Cerman

auxiliaries arrogantly relied on their superior siae. and thought it would terrify the enemy.

(2) Sismondi, vol. 1., p. 351I; Wibert, " Life of St. Leo 1X."
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usurpation of his territories has been severely criticised :

even St. Peter Damian reproved him for appealing to the

temporal sword. However, history tells us of no Pope who

voluntarily surrendered any portion of the patrimony of St.

Peter because of a scruple to adopt material force in its

defence. If Julius II. was the only Pontiff who himself led

his troops to battle, many others have, from tima to time,

called renowned warriors to the service of the Holy See :

and these GonfaJonieri, or captains of the Church, as they

were styled, held their commissions as the most honorable

that their profession could afford them. In 1084, Robert

Guiscard, once the foe of St. Leo IX., was called by St.

Gregory VII. to defend Rome against Henry IV. of Germany.

In 1370, Louis I., of Hungary, aided Urban V. against the

Florentines. Martin V. created the great Sforza Gonfaloni

er*' of the Church. Frederick Malatesta fought for Pius II.,

Paul II., and Sixtus IV. ; Robert Malatesta served the last

named Pope, and when mortally wounded received the

Sacraments from the Pontifical hands. Under St. Pius V.

fought Marcautouio Colonna, the hero of Lepanto. and in

our own days the Catholic world glorifies the memory of

Leon Juchault de Lamoriciere.

None of these leaders, and not one of the Popes who

employed them, felt any of the scruples affected by the

enemies of the Holy See. No such scruples were enter

tained by those Pontiffs who, during four centuries, were

the soul of the resistance made by the civilized world to

the inroads of barbarous Islamism ; and precisely because

those Pontiffs did use the temporal sword in defense of

religion and of the right, the crescent does not shine to-day

over every capital iu Europe. From St. Leo IX. to Pius

IX., each Pope who has drawn the sword in defence of his

temporal dominion has done only what the world admires

in all other kings. It is carious, therefore, that we should

so often hear men counselling the Popes to answer the inva

ders of their territories with a benediction.

The idea of the Supreme Pontificate is as contrary to

that of aggressive warfare, as is the idea of the priesthood to

that of violence. Meekness is not only appropriate to the
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successor of St. Peter ; it is the duty of his office, and he

should ever remember the saying that " the Church abhors

blood." And meekness has ever been, as a rule, the char

acteristic of the Pope-Kings. But when his States, the

patrimony of the Church, are attacked, meekness and

inactivity on his part would be culpable. It is not our

province to prove, the necessity of temporal sovereignty, as

an aid and guarantee for the liberty of the Church ; that

has been done so effectually by writers of every kind, and

in every quarter of the globe, that he who now denies that

necessity must be either woefully ignorant or wilfully blind

to the truth. But this much we will say: in this matter

there is not a mere question of maintaining a reigning dynas

ty, although even that may sometimes be a holy cause. In

the cause of the Pope-King, is involved the question wheth

er or not society is to fall under the domination of mere

brutal force, for to such barbarism must society come, if

the profession of Christianity is denied it. That the pro

fession is only possible with a free, that is, sovereign

Pontiff, is admitted by the more frank of the enemies of the

Church, and is asserted by the entire Catholic episcopate

(1). Whv then should not the Pope defend his temporal

rights, if necessary, even with the armed hand ? He was not

(1) On the IHth June 1H59, Pope Pins IX.. in an Apostolic letter addressed to all the bish

ops, notiticd the world of the robbery just consinum ued in the four Legations; on the

«)th. in a Cnnsistorial Allocution, he declared the robbers excommunicated: on the 26th

Sept-, in another Allocution, he protested against the pretended mtnrxatiun of the Knutiit

to tneS(rdinlan kingdom ; and on Jan. 19. It* 0. in an Kncvchcal, he informed Christen

dom wby. in his letter to Napoleon I1I., under date of the 31st December, he bud rejected all

offers of compromise. H(s revered and authoritative words vere immediately echoi-d by

the bishops of the World. 1n all ecclesiastical history, there is no such record of unanimity

on the part of the episcopal body, in a matter not directly enteriug into the domain of

raith. as the render will lino in the lmmense collection entitled The Temporal Sovereignty

of the Rnmau Pontiffs hefended in its Intearltn lot the .s'n/Tmur of the Catholic iVo(ld,

in the Fourtcenth Tear of the Rrivn of Pins IX. ; Rome. IHuO. The proposition asserted

by the bishops may be epitomised as follows: I. It is necessary for I he liberty of the

cburch, at least in the present condition of society, that the PonlilI possess. in a temporal

•s-vereignty, a perfect independence, and a mastership of his own acts ; so much so. that,

without such sovereignly, ( ersoeutlon and servitude would be the lot of the Cburch. Hence,

aithough, the matter of this question of the temporal power mav he political, nevertheless,

since that power is sacred in its object, the said question assumes a religious aspect. 1I.

To this littingness or necessitv. Providence bus supplied, by means of a principality the

most ancient, most legitimate and least dispuled. of all those of modern Kurope—a princi

pality constituted with the consent of peoples and of princes as a patrimonv of the Cburch,

rrnd a monarcby hereditary in the successors of Peter; nor. for any reason whatever,

. .m anv portion of it ts- violently usurped, without grave injury to the whole and a no less

d mrertn the rest ill The Suoreme Pontillrate. far from preventing the Pones f'om

•i(iint their states pro1(erlv. grentlv nssMs them in so doing; and the pretended discontent

- if the Papal subjects, where not studiously excited by the spoliators, is a calummous in

vention, unless. indeed, we are to regard as the peoph those few who abhor the Pontitical

government, merely because it is Christian. In defending these projiositlons, the bishops,

- tf course, did not mean to pre-*ont a matter of faith ; but. inasmuch as they have reference

to the oraet'cal principles according to which the faithful should govern their thoughts

and actions, we cannot see how the propositions can be questioned by any one unwilling

to incur the note of rashness.
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blamed when his police arrested, or his courts punished,

the ordinary criminals of society ; why should he be re

proved for resisting the enemies of society at large ?

, There is much similarity between the campaign of St.

Iiep IX. against the Normans, and the unfortunate yet

glorious one which the Papal troops undertook in 1860. In"

both cases the enemy was composed of baptized persons,

professing no heresy, but apparently glorying in the creed

Of Rome. However, in the case of St. Leo IX., the Pontiff

himself marched against the invader ; whereas in the cam

paign of Castel Fidardo the little Papal army, organized to

deal only with the hordes of Garibaldi concentrated on the

Neapolitan frontier, and expecting no attack from the regu

lar troops of Sardinia, (1) were suddenly and treacherously

assailed on their own territory. " Impious men ! " said

Pope Pius IX., " of whom the Almighty now makes use in

order to punish the sins of all, but to disperse them and

punish them in the day of his fury,—trampling on the. law

of God, cursing the voice of the Holy One of Israel, and

ceasing not to wage most cruel war on the Church and this

Apostolic See. Possessed by the spirit of Satan, they have

excited the peoples of Italy to rebellion ; they have unjust

ly expelled legitimate princes, and have disturbed all things

human and divine ; during the past year they have invaded

our States, sacrilegiously occupying some of our provinces,

and now they try to invade and usurp the rest." (2).

These aggressors, said the same Pontiff, " for a long time

have waged war against the Catholic Church, her ministers,

and her property ; and, caring nothing for ecclesiastical

(1) The hattle of Casteitldardo was fought September 1S. It was only on the 10th that

Lamorirlere was informed by Capt. Farlni, aid-de-camp of Hen. Fantl, the Sardinian war-

minister and commander-in-chief, that, in certain described rases, the troops of King

Victor Emmanuel would crosa the frontier. In answer, the hero of Couslantlna replied :

" What you propose to me is a shame and a dishonor -viz.. to evacuate without combst the

provinces which it is my duty to defend. It would have heen more candid on the part of

the king of Piedmont and his generais had they at once declared war on us. But, despite

the numerical preponderance of the Sardinian army, we shall not forget that, on certain

occasions, officers and soldiers must not count the enemy's numbers, nor spare their own

lives in preserving the outraged honor of the government they serve." And. as late as

September 13, the Uuke de Grarnont, French emhassador at the Vatican, telegraphed the

following ui the French Vice-consul at Ancona : " The emperor has written from Marseilles

to the king of Sardinia, that, if the Piedmontese troops enter the pontitical territory, he will

he forced to opjiose them, orders have aiready been given to emhark troops at Toulon,

and these reinforcement will soon arrive. The Imi(erlal Government will not tolerate the

culpable aggnwsion of the Sardinian Government ; as Vice-Consul of France, you will

regulate your course by this information." (See l^amoriciore's "Report*' to the Papal

Minister of War.l

i2) Letter to the chaplaln-ln-chief of the Papal armv. Sep. in, J8S0
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laws; or censures, they have dared to imprison illustrious

cardinals and bishops and most worthy members of both

the secular and regular clergy, to expel religious coiu-

-muuities from their cloisters, to appropriate the goods of

the Church, and to subvert the civil principality of this

Holy Wee. . . . They open public schools for the teaching of

every false doctrine ; with abominable writings and theatri

cal representations, they offend and banish all modesty,

chastity, honesty, and virtue ; they despise the holy mys

teries and the Sacraments, the precepts, institutions,

ministers, rites, and ceremonies of our holy religion, and

try to banish all justice from the earth, and to destroy the

very foundations of religion and of civil society." {1)

The use of military force, therefore, was a duty incum

bent upon Pius IX., just as it had been on his predecessor,

the Ninth Leo. But we must here remark that in the days

of St. Leo IX. no one thought of reproving, still less of

insulting, the soldiers of the Pope. No Norman knight

threw the stigma of " mercenary " in the faces of the de

fenders of the patrimony of St. Peter ; such mendacious

discourtesy was reserved for a Cialdini and a Fanti to

display to a Lamoriciere, a Pimodan, a Charette, and the

hundreds of scions of the noblest blood of Brittany and

Belgium, who abandoned wealth and comfort for the

defense of the freedom of the Chair of Peter. (2) «

They who were killed at Civitella, fighting under the

standard of the Keys, were hailed as martyrs, alike by Pon

tificals and penitent Normans ; and when the holy Leo IX.

was seized with his last illness, he said to his weeping

attendants : " The time of my departure approaches. Last

(1) Allocation, Sep. 2S, 1H00.

(2) Kead the following proclamation of the Sardinian minister of war : "Foreign hawis

from every part of Europe have carried into Tmbna and the Man-hes (he belied standurd

of a religion at which th*:y scoff. Without country or roof, they provoke and insuit the

populations to have a pretext to master them. Much martyrdom must cease, and such

insolence is to be suppressed by our succoring, with our arms, those unfortunate sons of

Italy who have vainly hoped for justice ami mercy from their government. We shall fulfil

the mission confided to us by king Victor Emmanuel : let Europe know that Italy is no

longer the rendezvous and the prize of the most audacious or fortunate adventurer. From

Headquarters in Arezzo, Sept. II, 1S61. The Minist(r of tVar, commander-ln-chUf of

the Corps of Occupation in the Marehcs and Umhrui : M. Fanti." The following morsel

from Cialdini is exquisite: "Soldiers of the 4th Corps d'Armee! I lend you against a herd

of foreign drunkards, whom thirst of gold and lust of plunder have attracted tn our countrv.

Fight, destroy inexorably these hired assassins ; and let them feel, by your hand, the ire of a

people desirous of their nationality and independence. Soldiers! Dnrevenged Perugia

demands satisfaction, and though tardily, will have it. The General Commanding the 4th

Corpsd'Armse: Enrico Cialdixi." Civiit&Cattolica, in it« JV'etra of the Day, s. iv, vol.S.
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night I saw in a vision the heavenly land ; and among oth

er things, I saw crowned as martyrs those who fell in the

Puglia fighting for the Church. With one voice they all

said to me : ' Come and dwell with us : for it was through

thee that we attained this glory.' " (1)

It was not given to Lamoriciere to crown with his death

for Holy Church one of the most glorious military records

which even the history of France can furnish. Bat he

became the generous envy of every Christian soldier, and

as a prisoner of,war for the Roman Pontiff he was greater

than when amid his triumphs at Medeah, Mascara, and

Constantina. " I found myself," he wrote in his " Report "

to Mgr. de Merode, " before a question of duty and honor ;

and if, in my resolutions, I had at all considered the gravi

ty of the danger probably awaiting us, my old companions

in arms of the French army would have disowned me."

CHAPTER XI.

The Pontificate of St. Gregory TII.

Above all the historical personages of the eleventh cen-

iury, there towers the figure of one person of such pre

eminent calibre, that certain historians have felt themselves

compelled to designate that century by his name. As

devout children of the Catholic Church, ready to accept

any true glorification of her earthly head, we too would be

willing to call that age the Hildebraudine ; but when Prot

estant authors and court-theologians use this term in

regard to the century which was honored and fructified by

Pope St. Gregory VII. , they adopt it rather as a slur upon

that period ; they imply, says Palma, that the name of

Hildebrand should be assigned to that age which he

-'greatly afflicted," just as the names of Novatian, Arius,

Nestorius. Photius, etc., are rightly used to designate the

•centuries accursed by their influence. If we may credit

the opinion of Mosheim (2). Gregory VII. simply tried to

(1) Bullandists. April 11. W) Cent. xI., p. 2. e. U.
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subjugate the universe to his temporal behests ; if we may

believe the Anglican Potter (d. 1747), Gregory would have

better consulted his reputation for sanctity, if he had only

tried to be a learned and virtuous monk. (1). Of the justice

of these views the reader will judge when he has read the

short sketch of this Pontificate which we propose to give,

and the following chapters on the questions in which

Gregory took so prominent a part.

Alexander II. having died in May, 1073, the cardinals im

mediately elected to the Pontificate the cardinal Hilde-

brand, who, born in 1018 at Soana in Tuscany, had been

taken from among the monks of Cluny by Leo IX. and at

tached to the immediate service of the Roman Church.

His diplomatic. and other labors during the reigns of Leo

IX., Victor II., Stephen IX., Nicholas II., and Alexander II.,

had already shown him to be worthy of the encomium of

St. Peter Damian, writing to Pope Nicholas II., that he was

" a man of most holy and most pure counsel." A man of

great intellect, of mortified habits, and inflexible in regard

to the rights of the Roman See, and concerning everything

pertaining to clerical discipline, he was scarcely settled in

the Chair of Peter before he launched the lightnings of the

Vatican on all simoniacs, and all married and concubinary

priests. So widespread were the disorders of simony and

concubinage among the clergy, thanks to the iniquitous

system of princely investiture, which filled the ecclesiastical

benefices with incumbents who possessed no other qualifi

cation than the good will of the great, that everywhere,

more especially in Lombardy and in Germany, the decrees

of the Pontiff were productive of tumults and even bloody

outbreaks. Gregory's zeal for the temporal rights of his

See, together with regard for the well being of the vassals

of Roman Church, caused him to threaten with excommuni

cation the Norman Guiscard, who had conquered a great

portion of the Two Sicilies, a fief of the Holy See, and who

delayed his due homage and oath of fidelity to the Pontiff.

Guiscard finally obeyed, a3 did Philip I. of France, who

consented, under the same threat of excommunication, to

(1) Spirit of the Cburch, etc.. vol. v., ;•(. 2, h. 2.
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repair many injuries done to his own subjects and to certain

Italian merchants in his dominions.

Eleven different Councils were held at Rome during the

twelve years of Gregory's Pontificate. In the First, held in

1074, the Pontiff decreed (1) : '' That all who have been

promoted to the grade and office of Holy Orders by the

heresy af simony, that is, by the use of money, hereafter

hold no place of ministry in Holy Church. Those who

obtain churches by gifts of money, let them lose their

positions altogether." In this Synod, married and inconti

nent priests were interdicted from the celebration of mass ;

deacons and subdeacons in the same condition were ex

cluded from the sanctuary. Lambert of Aschaffenburg tells

us that when these decrees reached Germanj-, the married

clergy called Gregory " a heretic, who, forgetful of the

words of the Lord, that ' all do not understand this word,'

would compel men to lead the life of angels .... that they

would sooner abandon the priesthood than the married

state." The Second Council was held in 1075, and in it

Gregory prohibited all Christians from hearing the masses

of married priests." The imperialist Sigebert, in his over

wrought zeal for Henry IV., insinuates that the Pontiffforgot

that the mass of even a married priest was valid ; but Greg

ory's words show that he did not deny the validity of any or

dained priest's mass ; that he only wished " that those who

would not be corrected by the love of God, and for the dig

nity of their office, would be influenced by the judgment of

the world and by the reproof of the people." In this Synod,

Gregory excommunicated several friends and counsellors

of Henry IV., who were in the habit of selling bishoprics,

etc., namely, the bishops Otho of Ratisbon, Otho of Con

stance, Burchard of Lausanne ; the counts Eberhard and

Udalric. Here also was issued the celebrated decree

against royal investiture. The Third Council was celebrat

ed in 1076, and herein were excommunicated king Henry

IV, the archbishop Sigefrid of Mentz, the bishops William

of Utrecht and Robert of Bamberg. Of this Synod we shall

have occasion to speak hereafter. The Fourth Council was

(1) Epistle of Gregury tn the Uinhup of Omstance. M»rianus Scotis. tlinmicle.

utnr 10.4.
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held in 1078, and was composed of a hundred bishops and

a large number of abbots and clerics. Herein the arch

bishops of Milan and Ravenna, who, as we shall see, incited

Henry IV. to another outbreak after his simulated penance

at Canossa, were deposed from every sacerdotal ministry.

In this Synod a decree was issued for the protection of the

shipwrecked, and for the condemnation of piratical wreck

ers. The Fifth Council was celebrated in the same year,

1078, and in it the legates of Henry and of his rival, Ru

dolph, swore that they would not interfere with the Papal

legates sent into Germany to settle their respective claims.

The Sixth Council was convened in 1070, and in it Beren-

garius, for the second time, retracted his heresy, and made

a third Profession of Faith. Then the legates of Henry and

Rudolph promised that a convention for the final settling

of their masters' dispute should be held in Germany, in the

presence of the Pontiff or of his legates. The Seventh Coun

cil met in 1080, and it condemned princely investitures,

prohibiting any one to sit among bishops or abbots who

had received his episcopal or abbatial investiture from a

layman, and interdicting him from entrance into a church

until he had resigned his benefice. The Eighth Council

was held in 1081, and it confirmed the excommunication of

Henry IV. and of all his abettors. The archbishops of

Aries and Narbonne were deposed, and lldimund and

Lando, tyrants of Champagne, were anathematized. The

Ninth Council met in 1083, aud in it, as two of Gregory's

epistles show (1), the Pontiff showed himself not unwill

ing to come to an accommodation with Henry ; but, as we

shall see, the wickedness of the king rendered hope of

peace impossible. The Tenth and Eleventh Councils met

in 1084, and both repeated the anathemas against the

anti-Pope Guibert and Henry.

We shall devote a chapter to the treatment of the ques

tion of investitures. Here we merely observe that Gregory

VII. was too far-seeing a man not to know that an endeavor

to wrench so great a power from the hands of the usurping

princes would be attended by apparently insurmountable

(1) B. 9, fpiat. 3, to AUmann of Pasmu ; ami cpist. 2S, To All the Falthfxd.
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difficulties. He knew that Henry IV., the young king of

Germany and expectant emperor, had triumphed over all his

enemies at home, and was free to send his victorious troops

into Italy. But, under God, he relied upon the greater part

of the clergy, who were desirous of throwing off the yoke of

this terrible usurpation, and upon the aid of the powerful

Matilda, countess of Tuscany, as well as upon that of Rob

ert Guiscard, who was bound by gratitude and vassallage to

the Holy See.

Before the storm in Germany burst forth in its utmost

fury, the Pontiff was greatly afflicted by disorders in Lom-

bardy and by an outrage against his own person in Rome,

both of which events were produced by his inflexible sever

ity in the matter of ecclesiastical celibacy. Erlembald,

archbishop of Milan, having adopted rigorous measures

against the violators of the Canons, was attacked in the

open street by these gentry and their friends, and after a

bloody and obstinate resistance on the part of his cortege,

was stretched dead on the pavement. In Rome, on Christ

mas eve, while the Pontiff was assisting at the divine office

in St. Mary Major's, one Cencio, prefect of the city, burst

into the sanctuary at the head of an armed band, dragged

the Pope from the altar, and carried him prisoner to a for

tified tower which the noble brigand possessed in the city.

When the sacrilege was made known to the people, they

rushed to arms, forced an entrance to the tower, and found

the wretched Cencio kneeling before Gregory, begging him

to save his life. The Pontiff forgave him and assisted him

and his family to depart from Rome, imposing upon himi

however, the penance of a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. (1).

In the year 1076 the question of investitures resolved itself

into open war between the Pope and the German king. The

Pontiff had tried every peaceful measure to induce the

young Henry to renounce the usurpation of his predeces

sors, but the haughty monarch was inflated by his recent

victories over the Saxons, and was, besides, not very

scrupulous in religious matters. Hence he loudly pro

claimed that the conceding of investiture to bishops, abbots,

(1) Lambert of Aschnffcnburir and P.u'i. Brledensis.
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etc., was an inalienable right of his crown, and be was

eagerly supported by the many whose interest it was to

perpetuate what was a source of immense revenue to both

king and courtiers. At length, tired of advising, praying,

and threatening, Gregory published the decree against in

vestitures which had been issued in his Second Synod in

1075. Henry grew furious, and, in his turn, called a Diet at

Worms, composed of his partisan bishops and many of the

higher German nobles. By this convention the Pontiff

himself was declared excommunicated ; his election was

pronounced null and void, as having been made without

the consent of the king, and his deposition from the Pon

tificate was proclaimed. To this presumptuous and sacrile

gious proceeding Gregory answered with a solemn excom

munication of Henry and all his abettors, declaring him

deposed from his throne, and pronouncing his subjects free

from their obligation of allegiance. Henry now sent emis

saries through Germany and Italy to excite the princes,

bishops, and people against the Pontiff. He even sent an

audacious ecclesiastic into the Pope's presence, who, in the

name of the king, ordered Gregory, '- the intruder, " to make

room for a legitimate Pontiff. The people would have torn

this miserable man to pieces, had Gregory himself not pro

tected him. But the censures of the Vatican soon told upon

the princes, clergy, and people of Germany. Although

many of the clergy were incontinent and simoniacal, the

idea of being governed by an excommunicated monarch was

horrible to them ; and although Henry, rightly dreading the

effect of their influence upon the people, now showered

favors upon them, he experienced the mortification of be

holding a Diet, convoked sueessively at Utrecht, Oppenheim,

and Tribur, proclaiming his deposition from the throne.

Immediately the great princes and the nobles, with few

exceptions, abandoned the disgraced Henry ; some even

prepared to attack him and force him to an abdication.

Then it was that the cowering monarch resolved to submit

to necessity, and throw himself at the feet of the Pontiff.

Disbanding his troops, and dismissing the few princes and

nobles who still clung to his standard, he crossed the Alps
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with a small retinue, in the midst of a most rigorous winter,

and prepared to submit to his priestly adversary.

At this time Pope Gregory had left Rome with the inten

tion of proceeding to Germany, at the request of the prin

ces, to there pronounce sentence upon all points in dispute

between the Papacy and the empire. He was resting in the

strong fortress of Canossa, one of the strongholds of the

"great Countess," Matilda, when an embassy from Henry

appeared at the gates and besought an audience. The

embassadors were Auiadeo, count of Savoy, Albertazzo,

count of Este, and the abbot of Cluny. They informed

Gregory that Henry had come, almost alone and without

arms, to beg pardon of his spiritual father and to be recon

ciled with the Church of God. Henry then presented

himself outside the fortress, dressed in sackcloth, bare

headed and bare-footed, in spite of the cold, and begged

admission. After some delay he was introduced, entirely

alone, but only into the outworks, and there he passed three

days and three nights, no one approaching him even with a

word of comfort. On the fourth day he was admitted into

the presence of the Pontiff, and was absolved, on condition

that he would conduct himself as an excommunicated per

son until the assembling of the Diet at Augsburg, when a

definite judgment would be pronounced in his case. (1).

When the tidings of this humiliation of Henry reached the

ears of his partisans in Lombardy, who were far more bitter

than the Germans against the Pontiff, they became so in

dignant at what they styled Henry's lack of firmness, that,

on his passing through their country while on his return to

Germany, he not unfrequently found the gates of the cities

and castles shut in his face. Then it was that the monarch

(1) The historian Leo. a German and a Protestant, in his Hist ury of Italy, b• lv., e. 4, S 5,

writes: Some German writers describe the episode at Canossa as uu Insuit of an arrogant

prelate to the German nation This blindness is unwortby of an enlightened people. Let

us, for an instant, lav aside the prejudices born of Protestantism and national pride, and

let us entertain a truly Protestant freedom ol thought. We behold in Gregory a man

issued from a class enjoying no political privileges, a man relying only on the force of his

own genius and of his own will, raising a vilified institution, the cburch, out of abjection,

and giving to it a splendor hitherto unknown. In Henry, on the contrary, we see a man—

if he merits tlmt name—whos- father bequeathed him an aimost absolute power over a

brave and rich people, and who. in spite of such plentitude of external means, has been

drawn by his hase character into the mud of the worst vices ; we see this person become au

abject suppliant, and, after iruu(pliug m( all that men hold as most sacred, trembling at

the voice of an intellectual hero, of limited spirit. indeed, is the one whom national van

ity can so blind, that he will not exult at the triumph, effected at Canossa. of a most pro

found genius over a vile and characterless man."
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showed how insincere had been his submission at Canossa.

In order to prevent his partisans from entirely abandoning

him, he listened to the suggestions of the excommunicated

archbishop of Ravenna, and openly and publicly violated

the conditions of his absolution. He appeared before the

army clothed in his royal robes, and declared himself ready

to vindicate the royal dignity outraged by Gregory. When \

Gregory was informed of Henry's proceedings, he renewed

the excommunication, and sending legates to Germany,

convoked a Diet. Henry was there deposed, and the crown

was offered to Rudolph, duke of Suabia. The Pontifical

forces were then joined to those of the countess Matilda,

and Gregory was fairly embarked in secular as well as spir

itual war. In this struggle no part was taken by Venice,

Genoa, or Pisa, which republics were too intent upon the

development of their commerce and industries, to interfere,

unless they found their monetary interest in jeopardy.

Robert Guiscard also, for a time, remained neutral, as he

found it enough to consolidate and extend his Sicilian

dominions. The Norman, however, took advantage of

Gregory's being fully occupied with Henry in the North,

and invading the territories of the Church which lay in the

southern Campagna, he besieged Benevento. It was then

that Desiderio, the holy abbot of Montecassino and des

tined successor of Gregory, entered the camp of Guiscard

and prevailed upon him to relinquish his ungrateful and

sacrilegious enterprise. The war in Germany between

the rivals Henry and Rudolph was waged with alternate

success for three years, and in it there perished many

bishops and ecclesiastics, who, according to the terms of

their tenures as civil barons, owed military allegiance to

the king, either personal or by substitute, for their do

mains, and who themselves were too frequently willing to

don the cuirass. In his Seventh Synod, "held in 1080, our

Pontiff again declared Henry deposed from the German

throne, confirmed the election of Rudolph, and sent the lat

ter a golden crown, inscribed " The rock (Petra) gave the

diadem to Peter, and Peter gave one to Rudolph." When

Henry learned of this decisive step in favor of his ad versa-
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ry, he convoked at Brixeu a pretended Synod, which was

composed of both his Italian and German partisans ; and

he caused a proclamation to be made to the effect that

Gregory was deposed, and that in his place was located

Guibert, the excommunicated archbishop of Ravenna,

under the name of Clement III. While Guibert was enroll

ing soldiers for a march upon Rome, Henry and Rudolph

met, for the fourth time, in pitched battle, and Rudolph was

slain. About the same time the heroic countess Matilda,

ever true to the cause of the Church, saw her troops defeat

ed by those of Guibert. Henry now descended into Italy,

at the head of a large army, with the avowed intention of

installing Guibert in the chair of Peter, and of receiving

from him the imperial crown. Many of Gregory's counsel

lors, seeing the present inability of Matilda, the Pontiff's

great reliance, to assist the Holy See, advised him to comt*

to terms with Henry. But the wise and determined Pope

replied that, even if he could bring himself to so humiliate

the Holy See, which he never would do, it would not

be prudent to confide in the promises of the perjured

Henry. He therefore sent legates into Germany, who

convoked a Diet of bishops and princes, and Hermann of

Lorraine was chosen king of the Germans. The news of this

election showed Henry that the Pontiff was inflexible and

implacable in his regard. He. therefore detached part of

his army to occupy the attention of Matilda, and ordered

the rest to march on the Eternal City. When he arrived

in the meadows of Nero, he found that the walls and towers

of Rome were well-manned by an ardent citizen-soldiery,

whom the harangues of Gregory had induced to aid his

few regular troops in the defence. For a short time the

monarch presided over the siege, but growing tired of inac

tivity, he turned over the guidance of this operation to his

anti-Pope, and withdrew with a portion of his men, to join

the army operating against Matilda. But he was able to do

no more than devastate the outlying districts of Tuscany,

for the countess, perceiving that her troops were too few

to successfully cope with Henry in the open field, kept them

within her castles and fortified cities. The enraged mon
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arch now returned to the siege of Rome. In vain he ordered

many assaults. Always repulsed, he had made up his

mind to await the slow effect of hunger upon the Romans,

when treachery came to his aid during the Lent of 1084.

The emperor Alexius Comnenus, hardly pressed, not only

in his Sicilian dominions, but nearer to home, by his en

emy Guiscard, had offered Henry a large sum of money if

he would direct his arms against the Norman. This money

Henry had in his camp, and he resolved to use it to im

mediate advantage. He succeeded in corrupting some of

the citizens, upon whom the horrors of a strict blockade

had begun to tell, and on the Thursday before Palm

Sunday the Lateran gate, now called St. John's, was

opened. With his anti-Pope and army Henry entered the

city, occupied the Lateran palace, the bridges over the

Tiber, and most of the strategic points. Pope Gregory had

shut himself in the strong castle of San Augelo ; and Henry,

having received the imperial crown from Guibert, awaited

the reduction of the fortress. But the monarch now

learned that Guiscard had suddenly left the theatre of his

victories in Greece, and that, having entrusted the prose

cution of his designs against Alexius to his son Bohemond,

he was coming to the aid of his suzerain at the head of a

powerful force. Henry felt that the previous campaign had

left him too weak to meet Guiscard in the field, and he

knew that Rome was not yet sufficiently provisioned to

warrant its undergoing a new siege. Therefore, taking with

him his precious anti-Pope, he evacuated the city, and

directed his march to the north. Guiscard entered Rome

the following day, and wickedly and unwisely allowed his

soldiery to punish the treachery of a few of the Romans,

by a wholesale sacking of the city. Gregory in vain tried

to prevent the devastation, and as the Romans were natur

ally in a most irritated state of mind, he deemed it wise to

accompany Guiscard into that prince's Sicilian dominions.

Proceeding first to Montecassino, he finally made his re

sidence in Salerno. In May of the following year, feeling

that death was coming upon him, he summoned all the

cardinals to his presence, and earnestly exhorted them to
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recognize as his successor only a canonically elected

person. Being asked whom he would prefer for that office,

he suggested as his first choice the cardinal Desiderio,

abbot of Montecassino ; as his second, the cardinal Otho

of Ostia, or Hugh, archbishop of Lyons. Fortified by the

last sacraments, he passed from a stormy life, his final

words being : " I have loved justice and hated inquity ;

therefore I die in exile."

Sigebert asserts that he " found it written," that, when

Pope Gregory became aware of the approach of death, he

rescinded his condemnation of Henry IV. : "The Apostolic

lord Hildebrand, or Gregory, being at the point of death,

called to himself one of the twelve cardinals whom he loved

more than the rest, and avowed to God, and St. Peter, and

the entire Church, that he had greatly sinned in the pas

toral office committed to him, and that, by the persuasion

of the devil, he had excited hatred and anger in the human

race He then sent the aforesaid confessor to the

emperor and to the whole Church, that he might obtain

pardon, for he saw the end of life approaching. ..... and

he abrogated all his decrees against the emperor, etc."

But this interested discovery of the imperialist Sigebert is

shown to be valueless by the testimony of grave contem

porary authors, such as Paul Briedensis and Hugh of

Flavigny. The first writes : " The Blessed Pope Gregory,

being asked whether he wished to absolve those whom he

had excommunicated, replied : ' I absolve and bless all

who, without doubt, believe that I have this special power

in the place of the Apostles Peter and Paul ; all excepting

the said king and Quibert, the invader of the Apostolic See,

and the principal persons who have aided their inquity

by counsel or assistance." Hugh, abbot of Flavigny, in

the Chronicle of Verdun, says : " knowing that the day of his

summons was at hand, long before it he called together

the cardinals, bishops, and his other fellow-captives, and

predicted the day of his death. Having arranged all the

affairs of the ecclesiastical government, on the 15th of the

Calends of June he urged the aforesaid brethren, in the

name of holy odedience, to presume not to keep silence if
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they knew of anything that he ought to correct. And when

they commended his course of life and his holy teachings,

his morals and the fervor of his holy zeal, he forced them,

by his Apostolic authority, to give him, one by one, their

hands, and to promise that they would never receive that

heretical invader of the Holy and Apostolic Church, unless

perchance he canonically repented, and, deprived of all

dignities of the ecclesiastical order, should offer a pure con

fession to the cardinals and bishops ; affirming and attest

ing that all should be forever condemned who would

presume to communicate with the arch-pirate Henry, the

usurper of the empire, unless, having laid aside the dignity

of king, he should, according to command, do penance."

Various indeed must necessarily be the judgments of

critics upon such a Pontificate as that of Gregory VII. A

modern author, much esteemed by the unitarians now at

the helm in Italy, writes : " The Seventh Gregory was a

Pontiff of pure life, austere virtue, and indomitable will.

If human prudence can reproach him for an inflexibility

which savors of excess, and for pretensions to a supremacy

which may appear unlimited, we must not forget the enor

mity of the abuses that he was obliged to correct, and the

unbridled tryanny that he strove to repress. From his

attack on the imperial power in Italy came the completion

of the establishment of the Italian communes, which, be

cause the schism had enervated the authority of the

imperial counts and of the prince-bishops of the cities, now

commenced to elect their own magistrates." (1). Imperial

ist and Gallican writers generally hold that Gregory was

so elated by his elevated views of his Apostolate that he

wished everything, sacred and profane, to be prostrate at

his feet. Alexandre is more moderate, when speaking of

this Pontiff, than most authors of his school. For while he

contends that " Gregory was the first Pope who claimed

the power to depose kings, and this, also, against the

teachings of the Fathers and of Scripture," he admits his

sanctity and single-mindedness, and believes him to have

been influenced, in his course toward Henry IV., by the

Sfokzosi. llMory of Italy, p. 2S6 ; Florence. 1S3S.
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opinion, " held by Gregory, by certain other Pontiffs, and

by some authors, that a change had come over the empire

and the imperial dignity, when the empire was transferred

to the Germans, and the confirmation of the imperial elec

tion devolved upon the Pontiff;" that, in fine, the empire

was a fief of the Holy See. (1). That this opinion was as

old as the Holy Roman empire itself, we have already seen

when treating of that empire s foundation. Alexandre- is

unwilling to concede this, but though he did concede it. he

would deny the application of the principle to the case of

any other sovereign than the emperor ; most especially, to

the case of his Most Christian Majesty of France. We

shall treat of this point when we come to our special

chapter on the deposing power of the Pope.

Henke says of Gregory VII. that he was " a shameless

and wicked man, full of tricks, and a rash innovator, al

though he had the prndence of a statesman and the courage,

energy, and firmness of a hero He was low and vile,

although externally he presented a noble independence. He

was a pretended saint, adored by his partisans and a man

without religion, faith, or belief ; one of his intimate friends

called him St. Satan " (2). Schroek admires his perspi

cacity and his knowledge of the human heart, but reproaches

him with dissimulation, an indomitable pride, unmeasured

ambition, and obstinacy. (3). Bower says that our Pontiff

tried to establish an absolute aud universal despotism, and

implies that he was a heretic, hypocrite, and impostor. (4).

Sismondi says that he was dominated by an insupportable

arrogance and an unlimited ambition, and that he sacrificed

everything to these two passions. (5). After such judgments

it is refreshing to hear the Protestat Voigt saying :

" Gregory was profoundly convinced that religion alone can

procure to the world safety, happiness, and universal peace ;

he was persuaded that the sole organ of religion is the

Church, which, in his eyes, is the interpreter of the will of

the Most High. But to attain this object the Church should

have some means of subsistence ; tlu. mor . she separated

(1) Cent, U., diss. 2, art. 9. (3) Hintory of the Cburch, p. 2.

(2) History of the Christian Chutrh, p. 2. (4) History of the Roman Popes, B. vl.

15i Italian Hrpuhiics. fd. i.
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herself from the state, or severed the ties hitherto binding

them, the more urgent it became to provide for her existence

in some other manner. Restored to her liberty, the Church

could rely only upon herself, upon her own rigbts, and not

upon the favors of the state Gregory was a Pope, and

acted as one ; in this aspect, he was grand and admirable.

To form a right judgment upon his actions, one should con

sider his object and his intentions, and should see what was

necessary for his time. A generous indignation may seize a

German, when he beholds the humiliation of his emperor

at Canossa. or a Frenchman, when he hears the severe les

sons given to his king. But the historian, who regards the

life of peoples from a general point of view, rises above the

narrow horizon of German or Frenchman, and finds these

things just, although others condemn them Gregory's

has been the lot of all the great men of history ; there have

been ascribed to him motives of which it would be difficult,

if not impossible, to prove the existence Nevertheless,

even the enemies of Gregory are obliged to admit that his

dominating idea, the independence of the Church, was

indispensable for the propagation of religion, for the reform

of society, and that, to obtain this effect, it was necessary to

sever all the ties which had bound the Church to the state,

to the detriment of religion ; the Church had to be an

entirety, one in herself, and by herself, a divine institution,

whose salutary influence over all men was not to be checked

by any prince of the earth The genius of Gregory

embraced, and had to embrace, the whole Christian world,

because the independence of the Church was a general idea ;

his action was necessarily energetic, for he acted in his

century : his faith and his conviction were what they were,

because the course of events had given them birth. It is

difficult to give him exaggerated praise, because he every

where laid the foundations of a solid glory." (1)

(II Hicgnry VII.. U. xII. We take pleasure in subjoining the following reflections of

the Abls! Jager. taken from his Inlnwiurtinn to the work of Voigt. " The great men who

appear in critical times, as instruments of Providence, do not always labor For their own

epoch, but for the future So it was with Gregory- In spite of all obstacles, in spite

Hi' every effort of the imt)ertal power, he died a conqueror : but he did not enjoy his victory.

The Anti-Pope Guibert did not ascend the Pontifical throne : Henry did not die an emperor ;

investitures were abolished : the Cburch obtained wortby ministers : a new em was inau

gurated—the twelfth century, so remarkable in history. This was entirely the work of

-(. eao:-}-, for when we compare the tenth century with the twelfth, we see the traces of a
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There are several subjects of importance, connected with

the Pontificate of St. Gregory V1L, to each of which a

special chapter must be devoted. These are the freedom

of Papal elections, to restore which our Pontiff spared no

labor ; the question of investitures, the settlement of which

may be regarded as the one object of his life ; clerical celi

bacy, the enforcement of which excited in Gregory more zeal

than had been shown by any of his predecessors , and the

right exercised by the Roman Pontiffs, during the Middle

Ages, to depose sovereigns. But before we treat of these

questions, we would submit to the reader some passages

from the Epistles of Gregory, which illustrate the spirit

which animated his whole career. " The Church ought to

be independent of every secular power. The altar is re

served to him who, through an uninterrupted series of

Pontiffs, succeeds to St. Peter. The sword of princes is

subject to the Pontiff, and is obtained from him, for it is a

human thing ; the altar, the Chair of Peter, came from God,

and depend from Him alone (iii., 18 ; viii., 21). The Church

is now buried in sin, because she is not free, because she is

attached to the world and to worldly things (i., 42, 55) ;

her ministers are not legitimate when instituted by men of

the world ; among the anointed ones of God abound

cupidities and criminal passions, and hence we behold dis

sensions, haughtiness, and envy, where ought to reign the

peace of God (ii., 11'; i., 42 ; ii., 45 ; vii., 2 ; viii., 17). The

Church ought to be free, and to become so, by means of her

head, the first person of Christendom, the sun of faith.

The Pope holds the place of God, and governs His kingdom

on earth ; without him, there is no kingdom ; without him,

government disappears, like a leaking ship. Things of the

world pertain to the emperor ; those of God to the Pope.

Therefore the latter must relieve the ministers of the altar

from the chains imposed on them by the lay power. The

state is one thing, the Church another. As faith is one, so

great man. This great man was Gregory, the Hercules of the Middie Ages. He chained

up their monsters ; he destroyed the feudal bydra : he saved Europe from harharism ; und,

what is still more praisewortby, he Illuminated Christendom by his virtues. The grateful

Cburch has cauonlzed him, and never was that homage more merited : for Gregory is

covered with immortal glory a glory without stain, which, in spite of prejudice, has always

found some to appreciate :., and which. it is said, caused the most illustrious soldier of

modem times to exclaim, ' If I were not Napoleon, I would wish to be Gregory VII.' "
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the Church is one ; the Pope is one, the faithful members

one. If the Church exists by herself, she ought not to

operate by herself. Just as a spiritual thing is visible only

by an earthly form, aDd as the soul operates by the body,

so religion does not exist without the Church, and the

Church does not exist without the possessions which

assure her existence (i., 7). As the spirit is nourished by

earthly things in the body, so the Church is maintained by

temporal possessions. It is the duty of the emperor, who

holds the supreme power, to see that the Church procures

and preserves these possessions ; therefore, emperors and

rulers are necessary for the Church (i., 75 : v., 10 ; vi., 20) ;

but she exists only through the Pope, and the Pope exists

only through God (i., 39). If the Church and the empire

are to prosper, the priesthood and the lay power must be

strongly connected, and must unite their forces for the peace

of the world (i., 19). The world is lighted by two lumin

aries ; a greater one, the sun, and a lesser one, the moon.

The Apostolic authority can be compared to the sun ; the

royal power to the moon. Just as the moon illuminates

only because of the sun, so emperors, kings, and princes

subsist only by the grace of the Pontiff, who comes from

God. The power of the Roman See is immeasurably greater

than that of princes ; a king owes obedience to the Pope (ii..

13, 31 ; viii., 21 ; i., 75 ; viii., 20, 23). As the Pope comes

from God, every thing is subject to him ; spiritual and tem

poral affairs should be brought to his tribunal ; he it is who

should teach, exhort, punish, correct, judge, decide. The

Church is the tribunal of God (i., 62, 35, 15 ; ii., 51 ; vii.,

21 ; ix., 9 ; L, 60 ; vii., 25) ; she is the finger of God. Great

and tremendous is the dignity of the Pope, the representa

tive of Christ (i., 53), for of him it is written, ' Thou art

Peter, etc.' (vii., 6 ; viii.. 20). The Church is composed of

all those who profess the name of Christ and are called

Christians ; hence all particular churches are members of

the Church of Peter, that is, of the Roman Church. This

Roman Church is the mother of all the churches of Chris

tendom, all of whom are subject to her, as daughters to a

mother (ii., 1 ; iv., 28). As a mother, the Roman Church
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commands all churches, and all their members, archbishops,

bishops, priests, emperors, kings, princes, and the rest of

the faithful. By virtue of her authority, the Roman Church

institutes and can depose all these ; she confers their

power, and not for their glory, but for the good of the many.

Whenever they enter into the ways of sin, their holy mother

is obliged to check them ; otherwise, she would share their

guilt (i., 60; viii., 21 ; ii., 18, 32 ; vii., 4 ; v., 5 ; ii., 5 ; iii.,

4; iv., 1 ; Appendix, i., 3,4). He who holds the place of

Jesus Christ on this earth, may find much opposition ; but

he must stand firm in his position, and suffer, as did his

Master (iv., 24). From the head of the Church must pro

ceed all reforms ; he, therefore, must declare war on vice,

and he must aid all who are persecuted for the sake of jus

tice and truth. He who threatens, or does violence to the

Church, or who causes grief in her heart, is a sou of the

demon, and she must banish him from human society {Ap

pend., ii., 15; iv., 37; vi., 1)."

Convinced of the truth of these conceptions, Pope St.

Gregory VII. devoted his life to their actuation : and while

his frankness and vigor may astound men of to-day, they

were adapted to the needs of his time, just as his senti

ments were conformable to the persuasions of that time.

Therefore, says Cantii, "he claimed the right of high do

main over Sicily, Spain, Sardinia, Hungary, and Dalmatia,

the princes of which countries, recognizing the wisdom,

justice, learning, and protecting authority of Rome, had

made their crowns feudatary to her, thus assuring to them

selves and their heirs a protection against foreign attack

and domestic rebellion .... Our age, which styles itself

liberal, bases its constitutions on the inviolability, or rather

the infallibility, of kings, and it rages at the thought- of

their responsibility for their acts. Our ignorant ancestors

saw infallibility only in that Church with whom Christ

promised to ever abide ; they thought that the Church

possessed the right of watching the conduct of rulers, of

correcting their sins, and of punishing their contumacy.

The wisdom of to-day, in order to balance power, intro

duces a royal veto, and a refusal, on the part of parliament,
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to vote the budget ; and the Chambers not only call the

ministers to account for their administration, but sometimes

pretend to change dynasties and to send kings to the

scaffold or into exile. Terms have changed ; the substance

of things remains. In the days of Gregory, no one had

heard the maxim that ordinary morality and equity should

not regulate government affairs. Then—and let it be noted

by those who believe that liberty was born only yesterday

—no man was born a king. He was elected a king, and

merit was a condition of his election. Kings were not des

pots, but were limited by the Assemblies of the nation, and

the supreme authority of the Pope was acknowledged, not

only by the Canon, but by the civil law." (1)

CHAPTER XII.

The Election of the Roman Pontiff, and Hilderrand's

Defence of its Freedom.

When Pope St. Gregory VII. ascended the Pontifical

throne, many abuses claimed his immediate attention, but

there was one the thought of which stirred his inmost soul,

for often its exercise nearly annihilated the Apostolic liberty

of Christ's vicar, and nearly neutralized his influence over

the hearts of men. For a long time princes had more or

less controlled the Papal elections, and the emperors " of

the Romans " now claimed a right to exercise such control.

Of the few " bad Popes " who have reigned, nearly all owed

their elevation to the schemes of princes. When Hilde-

brand was elected, the Christian world yet blushed at the

memory of John X.; thrust upon the Papal throne by

Theodora, his mistress (2) ; of Sergius III., who also owed

(1) lUustriow Italians, vol. i., art. Gregory VII. (Milan, 1S73).

(2i In early life, John frequently came to Rome on business for the arehbishop of

Ravenna, his ordinary. Being possessed of great beauty, he touched the imagination of

Theodora, .a noble Roman dame, and she succeeded in seducing him. She soon procured

for him the see of Ravenna, and anally, that she might keep him in Rome, intrigued with

Randolph, prince of Benevento and Capua, to raise him to the Paoarv. in HI5. After his

elevation, John emancipated himself from Theodora's influence and rendered great service

to the Cburch and to Italy. in 92S, Marozia, a daughter of Theodora and duchess of

Tuscany, who had inherited her mother's power in Rome, fearing to lose her influence if

Hugh of Provence, whom John favored, were made emperor, seized the Pope, threw him

into adungeon, and there had him assassinated. See Lwtprand, B. III., c. 12. Flodoard,

(tirnnicle, year 929.
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his elevation to the schemes of a mistress, Marozia ; of

John XI., son of this Marozia, perhaps by Sergius III. (1).

Four successive Pontiffs owed their election to Alberic, the

son of Marozia and half-brother to John XI., whom he

imprisoned ; and the influence of this family procured the

tiara for Octavian, (John XII.), son of Alberic, when he was

only eighteen years old. To obviate these evils, St. Gregory

VII. used all his energy to restore to the Holy See its

freedom of election. We now proceed to give a brief de

scription of the various phases through which the system of

elections passed, from the days of St. Peter to those of

Hildebrand.

Down to the time of Constantine, the only relations

between the Pontiffs and the emperors were those of per

secuted and persecutors ; but for this very reason, while

there was no external liberty for the Church, her internal

liberty was inviolate. Receiving no favors from the state,

the Holy See was forced to grant none, and the clergy and

people of Rome were free to choose their pastor. Nor is

it strange that, at that time, unworthy arts were seldom

employed to secure the prize of the Papacy. Torture and

death were the almost certain earthly rewards of the office.

Nor was liberty of election infringed by the early succes

sors of Constantine. In the schism of Ursicinus against

Pope St. Damasus (367), and of Eulalius against St.

Boniface I. (418), the emperors followed and defended the

decision of the better and greater part of the clergy.

Odoacer, king of the Heruli (476), was the first ruler who

forgot his duty in this matter. His edict was recited in

the fourth Synod of Pope Symmachus by the deacon

Hormisdas, and from it we learn that Pope Simplicius (467

—483) had requested that the prince would repress any

tumults that might occur at the election of his successor,

and that Odoacer thereupon decreed that no Papal election

should be held without his advice and sanction. This

decree was never put into execution, and the fourth Sjnod

of Symmachus protested that " for a layman to interfere in

an ecclesiastical election was plainly against the Canons."

(1) So says Liutprand, but other authors ascribe .John's paternity to Marozia's second

husband, Guy of Tuscany.
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When, in 5'2(5, Theodoric the Ostrogoth had thrown Pope

John 1. into prison, there to perish, he compelled the

Romans to receive Felix IV. As Felix was a reputable and

fit man, the clergy deemed it best to acquiesce, and after a

short time they consented to his elevation. Atalaric (526)

decreed that the Pontifical election should be made, indeed,

by the Roman clergy, but that a notification, accompanied

by a donation of 3000 ducats, should be sent to the king

of Italy. Here we may observe that neither the Western

emperors nor the Gothic kings of Italy ever claimed an

originary and inborn power of controlling a Papal election ;

they merely pretended to obviate discord. This originary

and inborn right of princes is generally conceded by the

olden Protestant jurists (1) and by Catholics of the stamp

of Hontheim (Febronius) and Giannone. Their principle,

" his is the religion, whose is the region," necessarily in

volves such a claim. But, says Muratori, " the kings of

Italy never claimed (in a Papal election) the right of em

inent dominion .... the Western emperors never exercised

that power." We may also note that, during the domina

tion of the Western emperors and of the Gothic kings,

there is no vestige of any recognition, on the part of the

Church, of any princely right to interfere in a Papal elec

tion ; when the clergy yielded, as in the case of Silverius,

imposed upon them by Theodatus (536), it was under pro

test, and to avoid greater evils. When the valor of Beli-

sarius had subverted the Gothic rule in Italy (536), and

restored the peninsula and adjacent islands to the empire of

Constantinople, the emperors insisted that the certificate

of a Papal election should be sent to them ; but they did

this without any pretense of interference, and only for the

sake of the donation which was to accompany the docu

ment. Cardinal Deusdedit speaks of this custom as fol

lows : " While we read that the decree of election was

frequently sent to the emperors, we never read that they

contradicted the choice of the Romans After a time

this custom came to an end, or at the most, it was only

kept up by the exarchs of Ravenna. For we read that at

(1) See Puffexdorf and Grotirs, mi3sir,i.
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this period the interpontifieia (1) were very short. The

interponiificia are counted from the burial of the deceased

Pope. until the day of consecration of the new one. Three

acts were performed in regard to a new Pontiff : the election,

which was restricted to no definite locality ; the enthroni-

zation, in the Lateran ; the consecration, in the Vatican

basilica. Sometimes the enthronization or legitimate 'pos

session ' (2) preceded the consecration ; hence the duration

of the interponfificium is calculated up to the day of conse

cration. When, then, we see that there was a very brief

interpontificium, we may conclude that the consecration was

performed without the assent of the emperor, since there

was not sufficient time to obtain it." (3). The emperor

Constantine Pogoiwtus (668) remitted the odious tax on a

confirmatory decree, although he at first insisted upon the

imperial assent being obtained for the consecration; but

finally, as we learn from Anastasius (4), he issued a decree,

permitting that " the one elected to the Apostolic See

should be consecrated without delay." Here again, then,

just as in the case of the Western emperors and the Gothic

kings of Italy, we find that the Eastern emperors claimed

no right of eminent dominion in confirming a Papal election.

The emperor Charlemagne carefully abstained from any

interference in Pontifical elections. Florus the Deacon,

writing in the middle of the ninth century, says : " We

observe that in the Roman Church, down to the present

day, the Pontiff is consecrated after the manifestation of the

divine judgment, and without any interposition of princely

consent." (5). Equally just was Louis the Compliant, as

is proved by Leo of Ostia, Anselm, and Ivo, who give his

decree, ordering that Papal elections shall proceed, " ac

cording to the Canons, without contradiction ; and when the

Pontiff shall have been consecrated, he shall send unto us

legates, who will confirm peace, charity, and friendship be

tween him and ourselves, as was the custom in the times of

our great-grandfather, Charles (Martel), of our grandfather,

Pepin, and of our father, the emperor Charles, all of blessed

(1) This term corresponds to the " interregnum " of civil governments.

(2) in Italian, il fiomwo. (4) Lives of S(, Benedict II. and John V.

(3) At;ant Schinmatua, B. 1. '5) FAectitm of Bisliovs.
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memory." But the emperor Lothaire (840-855), as we read

in the Bertinian Annals, did interfere in Papal elections. He

sent Hulderic to Rome, in 844, with orders that " hereafter,

on the death of the Apostolic, no one shall be consecrated

Pontiff without our consent, or in the absence of our em

bassadors." Some critics deny the authenticity of this

decree, but we know that at this time the inlerpontificia

were unusually long ; thus sixty-five days elapsed between

the death of Valentine and the election of Gregory IV.

Again, the interference of Lothaire is plainly shown by the

Bertinian Annals, when they tell us that, on the death of

Valentine, " the priest Gregory was elected, but not con

secrated, until the imperial legate had come to Rome and

inquired into the election." This move of Lothaire, how

ever, was of little consequence. Sergius II. succeeded

Gregory IV. fifteen days after the latter's death, and An-

astasius says of St. Leo IV. (847) that " they consecrated

him Pontiff without the permission of the prince." Again,

down to 884. the interpontificia were very short ; from Leo

IV. to Benedict III., forty-four days ; from the latter to

Nicholas I., fourteen days ; from John VIII. to Martin II.,

seven days ; from Martin II. to Adrian II., six days. Here

we must make mention of a decree of Pope Stephen IV. (1),

which we find in Anastasius and in Anselm of Lucca :

"Under pain of anathema we decree that no layman,

whether of the civil or military order, presume to be found

at an election of a Pontiff; let the election be made by

certain priests and officers of the Church, and by the entire

clergy."

We now approach the period when the liberty of the

Church was to be attacked by those whose first duty, in

culcated especially by their coronation oath, was its defense.

It was reserved for the emperors of the German line to at

tempt to destroy that which the Byzantine sovereigns, the

Gothic kings of Italy, and the French emperors, had scru

pulously respected. In Dint. 63, chap. Synod, Gratian gives

a decree of the anti-Pope Leo VIII., in which that in

truder pretended, in return for his elevation, to concede to

(1I Some chronologists call him Stephen III., since they wish not to count Stephen II. (752),

who died before his consecration, on the third day after his election.
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Otho I. and his successors the right of choosing the Roman

Pontiff. In our chapter on the Pretended Deposition of John

XII. we have given the reasons for which Baronio regards

this decree as supposititious (1), but here we will remark

that, even though it be authentic, it can have no value, being

the work, not of a legitimate, but of au anti-Pope. How

ever, all the early German sovereigns interfered, more or

less, in the Papal elections, and, on the Christmas of 1049,

the deacon Hildebraud, the future Gregory VII., first dis

played his invincible opposition to their usurpation. It

was then that he persuaded Bruno, bishop of Toul, who

had just been named Pontiff by a Synod at Worms, and

who stopped at Cluuy on his way to Rome, to doff the Pon

tifical robes, and to proceed to the Eternal City, dressed as

a pilgrim, and to await his election by the Roman clergy.

Hildebrand's second opportunity of combatting the im

perial pretensions arrived in 1054. As we have seen, he

had been for five years a cardinal-deacon, and was regarded

as the right-arm of the Holy See. He was sent to Germany,

on the death of Leo IX., to select, in the name of the Roman

clergy and people, a new Pontiff. His choice fell on Geb-

hard, bishop of Eichstadt, a man of much prudence, and

much loved by Henry III. (2) ; but when Hildebrand met

Henry at Mayence, and mentioned his preference, the

emperor again and again suggested another person for the

Papacy. But Hildebrand persisted, and finally Gebhard

departed for Rome, where he was formally elected by the

clergy and people, and took the name of Victor II. And

here we may ob-erve that, while Hildebrand was determined

that only the clergy and people of Rome should elect their

Pontiff, he was too much of a statesman to unnecessarily

excite the ill-will of the emperors. In his time, men had

not excogitated the principle, nowadays so often badly ap

plied, of a " free Church in a free state ; " his idea was rather

to preserve a harmony between Church and state, each

being independent in its own sphere, but each helping the

other. Thus, in the election of Leo IX. at Worms, he did

not resist the emperor, but merely insisted that the Romans

i - I Bland(i and Catalant aiso reject it.
{•-!) Lko of Ostia, CoMiimw Chronicle, b. It., e. S0.
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themselves should first signify their will ; in the election of

Victor II., he preferred a person beloved by the emperor.

During the reign of Nicholas II., Hildebrand procured, in

a Roman Synod, held in 1059, the publication of a decree

which would define the limits of the two powers in the

matter of an election. It reads as follows : " The cardinal-

bishops will carefully consult together, and will immedi

ately convene with the cardinal-priests and deacons ; then

the remaining clergy and the people will approach to give

their consent to the election they will select one

from the bosom of the Roman Church, if one can be found

fit ; but if such is not found, let him be taken from another

church, saving the honor and reverence due to our dear

son Henry, at present king, and, as is hoped, God granting,

future emperor, as we have conceded this to him and his

successors, who will personally ask the Apostolic See for fids

right." (1) This decree was signed by eighty persons, arch

bishops, bishops, priests, and deacons. " It is certain,"

says the Protestant Voigt, " that this Canon was a master

piece of Pontifical wisdom, or rather of that of Hildebrand.

It took from the emperor the right of approving of the

election of Popes, a right i1iitil then uncontested. The

Canon does not expressly state this, but it says sufficient

when it exacts that the emperor shall ask the Pope himself

for the right." The death of Nicholas II., in 1061, was to

test the value of the above decree. On the invitation of

Hildebrand, then archdeacon of the Roman Church, the

cardinals assembled and chose Anselm, bishop of Lucca, a

man of great learning and austere morals, who took the

name of Alexander II. When the news of this election

reached Germany, a number of imperialist prelates as

sembled at Basel ; most of them came from Lombardy, led

by Gilbert of Parma, the royal chancellor, whom Nicholas

of Aragon calls " a most wicked man." These bishops

(1) Muratorl edited this decree from the Farfensian Chronicle, and it agrees with the

testimony of St. Peter Damian. B. 1.. M But the cardinais Deusdedit and Buronio refuse

to give it implicit credit, asserting that it was mutilated and corrupted by schismatics.

Certainly no cred nee is to be accorded it. merely because (iratian fives it (dist. 23, c. in

nomine), for he lived a century after, and records manv npoehryphal Canons ami Ponlilical

elections. But it seems to he genuine, if we read St. Damian's Dinhujur hetween himself

and the royal advocate. The saint never denies the existence or the privilege which the

kins claimed as his by Apostolic concession, but he constantly insists that Henry IV. had

rendered himself unwortby to exercise it.
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resolved to recognize only a Pontiff taken from " the

Paradise of Italy," as they styled I.ombardy, and they

inveighed most bitterly against the decree of Nicholas II.

Shortly afterwards the bishops of Piacenza and Vercelli

formed themselves into a Synod, and elected as Pontiff

Cadalao, bishop of Parma, who assumed the name of

Honorius II. Our limits will not permit of our entering

into the details of this schism. While it was .at its height.

a Council of Italian and German bishops was held at Osbor

(1) in 1062, as a means of reunion. Here was read a

remarkable letter of St. Peter Damian, and as it throws

much light upon the events of the day, and explains the

plans of Hildebrand, we give a few extracts from it. It

purports to be a dialogue between a defender of the Roman

Church and a royal advocate. " Defender. This is a ques

tion which, if well settled, will settle the rest (2) ; but

which, left uncertain, will cause all else to be dubious, since

it is the basis of all other disputes. The king, or the

emperor, or perhaps an irreproachable representative of

each, used to arrange, according to their will and power,

the sees of the patriarchs, the limits of the metropolitans,

the jurisdiction of the bishops, the dignities of the churches,

and of each order. They regulated, in a uniform manner,

the extent of ecclesiastical prerogatives. But the Roman

Church is founded and built upon the rock of faith, by no

will or intention of man, but by that Word which made

heaven and earth. On this power she relies. It is certain

that he is unjust who deprives a church of any one of her

rights, and that he is a heretic who takes from the Roman

Church that supremacy which she received from the Head

of all the churches. Aduocate. I contend that, in naming

a Pope without the consent of the king, the Roman Church

has violated the rights, and dishonored the majesty, of the

sovereign. Def. Before speaking 6f violated rights, let us

see whether the Pope can be named without the king's

consent. Adv. Clearly, the Pope ought to be elected by

those who, according to the holy Canons, are to obey him ;

(1) So the locality is designated by Damian : where it was. is now unknown.

'21 That is. whether the Pope should be chosen by the Cburch, or by the monarch, or

by both in concert. In the above Dialogue, we glve the synopsis of Voigt.
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now, the Roman people, and the emperor, who is their

head, are bound to obey him as their Sovereign Pontiff.

The question then is, whether the people, without their

head, can perform an election ; whether the people should

obey a Pope whom the emperor has not chosen. It is

shown, then, that a Pontifical election is not complete unless

it is confirmed by the king of the Romans. " The Papal de

fender then shows, by many examples, that temporal princes

have not exercised great influence in ecclesiastical elections,

and he concludes that, since the head of Christianity was

established by the King of Heaven, the king of the earth

should not interfere with him. The emperor has no power

in the Church ; why then ought not the Pope be elected

without his approbation ? The advocate admits this pro

position, but he advances another: " It cannot be denied

that Henry III., father of our present monarch, was made

' Patrician of the Romans,' and received from them the first

place in the election of a Pope. And what is more, Pope

Nicholas confirmed, by a Synodal decree, this privilege

which the king already had from his father." The defender

does not contest the reality of the privilege, but falls back

on the minority of the king. The Church, he says, is the

young king's mother ; he is merely a child, needing a tutor.

How can he choose a Pope? Adv. "Defend what you

please, but you cannot change what a Pope has estab

lished and confirmed. Def. Cannot a weak man change

his arrangements, when even the Almighty does so ? The

defender then proves this assertion by Scripture, and

concludes the Dialogue as follows : " We, counsellors of

the crown, and servants of the Holy See, make common

efforts for the union of the Priesthood and the Empire, in

order that the human race, governed by these two powers,

may never be divided, that they may sustain each other

like the two poles of the earth, and that the peoples may

not become indocile because of their differences ; so that, as

the Mediator between God and man has mysteriously unit

ed royalty and the priesthood, their two heads may be

united by a mutual affection, and the king be found in the

Roman Pontiff, and the Pontiff in the king ; saving the
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right of the Pontiff, which he alone can exercise. Let the

Pope repress criminals by the law of the prince ; and let

the prince order, through the bishops, according to the holy

Canons, what concerns the salvation of souls. Let the

Pope, as the father, have the pre-eminence ; let the king, as

an only son, repose in the arms of the Pontiff's affection."

In this Synod of Osbor the infamous Cadalao was

solemnly and effectively deposed. When Hildebrand be

came Pontiff, he continued, with greater zeal, his struggle

for the independence of the Church, and his last act was a

protest against princely interference in Papal elections.

His victory was a lasting one, for, as Pagi says : " We have

carefully examined, and we have found that Gregory VII.

was the last Pontiff whose election was signified to the

emperor before his consecration."

CHAPTER XIII.

The Question of Investitures.

According to ancient custom, the election of bishops had

depended on the votes of the clergy, the testimony of the

people, and the consent of the provincial prelates. But in

course of time sovereigns arrogated to themselves, and

with some show of reason, a right of interference in these

elections. The piety of the great and wealthy had endowed

the churches and monasteries with lands ; the interest of

sovereigns had caused them to give the rank of tem

poral lords to men upon whose fidelity they could depend.

Nearly every bishop and abbot was a feudal dignitary, and

subject therefore, as such, to the same obligations, either

personally or by substitute, as the secular noble. Every

possessor of a fief held it by virtue of an investiture from

his lord or suzerain, and this investiture was conferred

with certain ceremonies, more or less solemn and symbol

ical, according to the nature of the fief. Hence it came to

pass that, when an ecclesiastic had been chosen as bishop

for a vacant see, or a monk had been elected by his brethren

V
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to an abbacy, the elect applied to the sovereign for his in

duction into the fiefs or regalia pertaining to his particular

diocese or monastery. Before he received his investiture,

the elect gave hominium, or homage, for his fief, and swore

fidelity to his suzerain. So long as the sovereigns were

content with an exercise of the right of investiture within

these limits, the Church did not complain. There were,

doubtless, many inconveniences in the system, but it was

considered that they were more than counterbalanced by

the accession of dignity and influence which accrued from

the elevation of the bishops and abbots to a position among

the temporal rulers of the earth. But in time Caesar be

came dissatisfied with the possession of only those thiugs

which belonged to him ; he laid his hand upon the things

of God. Under the pretext that he had a right to see that

the regalia of his spiritual fiefs did not fall into the hands

of his enemies, he did not always confer them upon the

canonically elected person. Then he commenced to ignore

the election altogether, and to nominate whom he would to

the vacancy. Hence an opening to favoritism, to simony,

and to every species of irregularity. In some countries,

immediately upon the death of a prelate, his crosier and

ring, the emblems of his spiritual jurisdiction, were taken

to the sovereign, to be retained by him until he saw fit to

confer them upon an acceptable candidate ; too frequently

this candidate had no merit beyond the love of the sover

eign or a plethoric purse. In all countries where the

feudal system had obtained, the granting of the regalia was

effected by the suzerain's presenting the staff and ring to

the beneficiary. Until that ceremony had been performed,

whether he was canonically elected or not, whether he was

consecrated or not, no bishop or abbot could enter upon the

duties of his office. In taking a determined stand, there

fore, against this method of investiture, the Roman Pon

tiffs derogated from no legitimate right of a sovereign ; they

simply insisted upon the inherent and divinely accorded

right of the Church to elect her own pastors. They did

not wish a prelate to obtain the fiefs annexed to his charge

by any evasion of the temporal duties thereto attached ;
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they merely contended that those fiefs should not be ac

corded by the suzerain in a manner which would imply that

the said suzerain was the source of the prelate's spiritual

jurisdiction. For nearly half a century Rorae_ fought this

battle with the great ones of the earth, but principally with

the German sovereigns. Finally, as we shall sea, she was

victorious.

In France the exercise of the right of investiture was as

ancient as the monarchy itself. It is recognized in the

tenth Canon of the fifth Council of Orleans, held in 549,

during the reign of the great Clovis ; and is claimed in an

edict of Clothaire II., in 615. The ancient writer of the

I.ife of St. Romanus of Rouen speaks of the Saint as receiv

ing the crosier from Clovis II., and being "therefore"'

enthroned as bishop, in 623. Gregory of Tours and Fortu-

natus assign to the order or consent of Clovis II. the elec

tion of Quintian and of Gallus of Auvergne ; to that of

Childebert the episcopacy of Germain of Paris ; to that of

Clothaire II. the choice of Euphronius of Tours, and of

other bishops. In the Appendix to the second volume of

the Councils of France, edited by Sirmond, there are several

ancient formulas used by the Merovingian kings in the

granting of investitures. In one of them, the king says to

the elected : " By the advice and will of our bishops and

nobles, according to the will and consent of the clergy and

people of the said city, we commit to you the episcopal

dignity, in the name of God. Therefore, by the preseir

precept we decree and command that the aforesaid city or

things of its church, and its clergy, remain under your will

and government." Under the Merovingians and Carlo-

vingians, the French church experienced but little trouble

from the system of royal investiture ; but under the Cape-

tians, simony was quite frequent, especially during the reign

of Philip I. St. Gregory VII., writing to the bishop of

Chalons (1), says: " Among other princes of our time who

have desolated the Church of God by simony, and have

crushed their mother into the condition of a handmaid,

Philip, king of Fiance, has so oppressed the church of

(t) Epistlex, B. I, n. 35.
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France, as we have learned from reliable sources, that he

seems to have arrived at the very depth of this detestable

iniquity. We have been the more grieved because of this

state of things in that kingdom, on account of its well-

known prudence, religion, power, and devotion to the

Roman Church. The desolation of the churches, and our

general pastoral solicitude, have urged us to reprove most

severely such audacious excesses ; but since he has, through

his private chamberlain Alberic, just now earnestly prom

ised to change his life, and to arrange ecclesiastical affairs

according to our judgment, we have delayed to exer

cise the rigor of the Canons. We wish, however, first to

test the value of his promise in the affair of the church of

Matiscon, long bereft of a pastor and reduced to extremity ;

that is, we desire that the archdeacon of Autun, already

elected by the unanimous voice of the clergy and people,

and as we have heard, with the consent of the king him

self, be installed at the head of that church, having re

ceived gratis, as is proper, the episcopal position." Accord

ing to the system permitted by the Holy See, therefore, a

widowed diocese was to be provided for in this manner.

The election by the clergy should first take place ; then the

approval of the king was to be requested ; then the investi

ture was to be granted, but always gratis ; finally, the conse

cration was to take place. It was only owing to the royal

violation of these wise regulations that trouble arose in

any country.

The system of investiture was very old in England.

William of Malmesbury (1). speaking of the privileges of

the monastery of Glastonbury, says that " King Edgar

decreed that the monks should always elect their abbot ;

but he reserved, for himself and his heirs, the power of

giving the pastoral staff to the brother elected." St.

Wulstan, bishop of Worcester, received his investiture from

king St. Edward, and when he was accused of " illiteracy

and simplicity, and of being almost an idiot, and ignorant of

the French language, and unable to assist at the royal

council," (2) he refused to resign his crosier to William the

(l) Dceds of the English Kings, B. II., c. S. (2) Matthew or Paris, year 1096.
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Conqueror, who had not given it to him, but, approaching

the tomb of St. Edward, there laid down the emblem of his

dignity (1). Ordericus Vitalis (2) gives a favorable picture

of the conduct of the Conqueror in the matter of inves

titure, and says that he always deferred to the judgment of

the wise " during the fifty-six years in which he held the

reins of government e"ither in Normandy or in England,

thus leaving a good example to his posterity. He detested

every kind of simony ; and hence, in choosing abbots and

bishops, he regarded the sanctity and wisdom of the person,

rather than his wealth or power." But Ingulf, abbot of

Croyland, talks in a very different manner of William's

proceedings, saying that " for many years, there has been

no really free and canonical election of prelates ; all the

episcopal and abbatial dignities have been given by the royal

court, through ring and staff, just as it pleased." And

Gervase, a monk of Canterbury, says of Lanfranc : " He

asked the king to give him the abbey (Canterbury), as all

his predecessors had possessed it. The king replied that he

would like to have all the pastoral staffs in England in his

own hand. At this, Lanfranc wondered ; but, for the greater

good of the Church, which he could not effect without the

king, he held his peace for the time." The successors of

the Conqueror exercised the right of investiture in a shame

less manner ; William Rufus (1087-1100) especially distin

guished himself as a public auctioneer in conferring every

ecclesiastical office that fell vacant. Under Henry I. (1100-

1135) things came to a crisis, thanks to the zeal and deter

mination cf St. Anselm of Canterbury. This prelate had

attended a Roman Synod, in which excommunication had

" been pronounced against all lay patrons of ring and crosier,

(1) Matthew records that Wuistan replied to Lanfranc: " I well know that I am not

wortby of this honor, nor am I equal to the labor ; but sou should not demand my pasloral

staff, since you did not give it to me- Obeying your sentence, however. I shall resign the

crosier : but \ will do what is more lining, if 1 yield it to St. Edward, by whose authority I

received it." Then going to the tomb, he tbus apostrophized the saint: "Most holy king

Edward, thou knowest how unwillingly I assumed this burden ; how often f absented

myself, when they sought me. Nor do I deny that I was unwise, but thou didst compel

me. For aithough ther were not wanting an election, the petition of the people, the w ill

of the bishops, and the grace of the nobility, yet it was tby authority and will that turned

the scale. But now there i-Bme a new king, a new law, and new prelates, and they issue

new decrees. They charge thee with error, because thou madest me a bishop; they accuse

me of arrogance, because I yielded. Not to those who demand what they did not give,

but to thee, I resign the staff thou gavest; to thee f lesign the care of those thou didst

entrust to me."

(2) Hidoru, B. lv., year t070.
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and when be returned to England, in 1106, he firmly but

respectfully informed the king that be would enforce the

Synodical decrees. Henry was at that time at war with

his brother Robert (1) and knowing how difficult it would

be to carry out his projects without the aid of the prelates,

he dissimulated, and suggested that a special appeal should

be made to the Holy See. The result was that after a long

interchange of letters between Rome and England, and a

continued series of artifices on the part of Henry, Anselm

was persuaded to jouruey to Rome and personally consult

the Pope. He was then ordered by Henry to remain in

exile until he had decided to obey the royal behests. For

three years the aged and infirm prelate was the guest of the

archbishop of Lyons, and during this time Henry was con

tinually annoyed by the murmurs of his barons and people,

and by the importunities of queen Matilda and of his sister

Adela, countess of Blois, urging him to yield. Finally,

having been warned by Pope Paschal that his excommuni

cation was imminent, he met the primate at the abbey of

Bee, and abandoned the claim to investiture by staff and

ring ; reserving, however, the claim of fealty and homage,

as civil duties, on the part of bishops and abbots. (2)

St. Gregory VII. was not the first Pontiff to raise his

voice against the abuse of investitures, although he was the

first to ply the axe to the root of the evil, by decreeing the

utter abolition of the system. Pope St. I.eo IX. (el. 1049),

in the first year of his reign, had decreed, in the Council of

Rheims, that " no one should be promoted to the govern

ment of a church, unless elected by the clergy and the

people." Alexander II., in 1063, had issued a Canon, in a

Roman Synod of 110 bishops, declaring that, unless by

canonical election, " no one should obtain a church through

favor of laics, either for money, or gratis." Nicholas II.

(el. 1058), had written to Gervase of Rheims "correct your

glorious king ; beseech him ; admonish him ; " because

(1) This prince was the inventor of a profitable improvement in the matter of investiture.

He sold the reversion of bishoprics in favor of children, and frequently sold more than one

see to the same buyer. So says 1vo of ChartrkS. ftpwfh's ITs, t7'.•, 1H1.

(2) "On the whole," says Lingard, " the Cburch gained little by the compromise. It

might check, but did not abolish, the principal abuse. If Henry surrendered an unneces

sary ceremony, he still reiained the substance. The right which he assumed of nominating

bishops and abiiots was lert unimpaired, and though he promised not to appropriate to

himself the revenues of the vacant benefices, he never hesitated to violate his engagement."
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Henry III. had appointed a bishop without a canonical

election. Nor did St. Gregory VII. at first wish to abolish

the investitures. In an epistle to the Germans (1), he sim

ply besought that no interference should be made with the

freedom of elections : " Let him use counsellors who love

God, and not merely their own gain ; men who will prefer

God to all worldly profit. Let him no longer think that

the Church is, like a handmaid, subject to him ; let him

regard her as placed above him, as a mistress." Before he

proceeded to the extremity of abolition, Gregory, says

William of Tyre, (2) " seeing that the rights of the Church

were down trodden, again and again admonished the same

emperor to desist from such detestable presumption."

Only when he found that no other course was left, did the

Pontiff, says William of Malmesbury, (3) " openly effect

what others had threathened to do, excommunicating all

who received investiture of their churches from the hands

of a layman by means of staff and ring." Hugh of Fla-

vigny, in the Chronicle of Verdun, gives us the decree which

was issued in Gregory's Second Roman Synod, held in 1075 :

" If any one hereafter receives a bishopric or an abbacy

from the hands of any lay person, let him not be received

among bishops or abbots, or receive any hearing as a bish

op or abbot. We also deprive him of the grace of Blessed

Peter, and debar him from entrance into a church, until he

shall have relinquished the position which he has occupied

in ambition and in disobedience, which is the wickedness

of idolatry. We decree the same in reference to the infe

rior ecclesiastical dignities. Also, if any emperor, duke,

marquis, count, or any other secular power or person, pre

sumes to give the investiture of a bishopric or of any eccle

siastical dignity, let him know that he falls under the same

sentence." This decree was confirmed in the Roman Synods

of 1078 and 1080.

The immediate successors of St. Gregory VII. imitated

his firmness in the matter of investitures. Victor III. re

newed the prohibitory decree in the Synod of Benevento,

held in 1087 ; and Urban II. did the same in the Synod of

(1) B. lv., EpM. 3. (8) Sacred War, B. I., c. 13.

(3) Dceds (if the English Kings, B. 111.
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Amalfi, in 1089, in a Synod at Claremont, in 1095, and in a

Roman Synod, in 1099. While the German and English

sovereigns persisted in the obnoxious system, king Philip

1. of France readily obeyed, relinquishing the solemn de

livery of the staff and ring, but receiving, as was per

fectly reasonable, the oath of fidelity for the fiefs, into pos

session of which the newly elected was inducted. In fact,

Ivo of Chartres (1) attests that the concord between the

Holy See and the French monarchs was never disturbed

by the question of investitures.

In the year 1106, Paschal II. held a Synod at Guastalla,

at which were present the embassadors of Henry V.- of

Germany. Another decree against investitures was issued

in these words : " For a long time the Catholic Church has

been oppressed by wicked men, both lay and clerical ; hence,

in our days, many schisms and heresies have been born.

However, by the grace of God, she now regains her proper

liberty, the authors of this wickedness having departed.

We must therefore take care that the causes of these

schisms be entirely removed. Agreeing, therefore, with

the Constitutions of our fathers, we absolutely prohibit the

giving* by laymen of ecclesiastical investitures; and if any

one braves this decree, let him, as guilty of injury toward

his mother, be removed from his dignity, if he is a cleric ;

be debarred from entrance to a church, if he is a layman."

Pope Paschal had intended, after holding the Synod of

Guastalla. to proceed to Germany, hoping that his presence

would contribute to a settlement of all troubles ; but his

counsellors persuaded him that it would be injudicious to

trust himself to the courtesy of the young Henry. He ac

cordingly journeyed into France, in 1107, to seek the aid,

or at least the influence, of king Philip, in his struggle

with the German monarch. Suger, then a monk, and after

wards abbot of St. Denis, gives us an interesting account

of this visit (2). After the Pontiff had paid his respects to

the shrine of St. Denis, " king Philip and the lord Louis,

his son, gratefully came here to meet him, prostrating, for

the love of God, the royal majesty at his feet ; just as kings

(li Epistle to Paschal II.. 23S. (2) Life of Louis the Fat. v. 9.
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are accustomed, having offered their diadems, to bow be

fore the tomb of the fisherman Peter. The lord Pope

raised them with his hand, and caused them, as most devout

children of the Apostles, to come before him. He then

conferred with them upon the state of the Church in a wise

manner, and familiarly ; blandly influencing them to give

aid to Blessed Peter and his vicar, to take the Church by

the hand, and to strenuously oppose all tyrants and foes of

the Church, especially the emperor Henry. They gave the

Pontiff their right hands, in token of friendship, advice,

and assistance." The Pontiff having promised to receive

the embassadors of Henry V. at Chalons-sur-Marne, they

came to the audience, " not humble, but rigid and obstinate ;

leaving behind (at St. Menge's) the chancellor Albert,

through whose tongue and heart the emperor acted ; the

others coming to the court with an immense retinue, much

pomp, and excessively bedecked. These were the arch

bishop of Treves, the bishops of Halberstadt and AJunster

a great number of counts, and the duke Guelph. with a

sword carried before him -a corpulent man, wonderful and

boisterous through his whole extent of length and breadth

—-and all this noisy crowd seemed to have been ^ent to

terrify, rather than to reason. The archbishop of Treves,

an elegant and jovial man, well practised in the speech of

France, then held forth, tendering greeting and service,

saving the rights of his kingdom, to the lord Pope and the

court, on the part of the lord emperor. Carrying out his

instructions, he said : ' Such is the cause of our lord the em

peror, in behalf of whom we are sent. In the days of our

predecessors, the holy and apostolic Gregory the Great and

others, it was acknowledged as a right of the empire, that,

before an election could be held, the ear of the emperor

should be sought, and if the person in view proved accept

able, the imperial consent should be given ; then, according

to the Canons, the petition of the people, the election by

the clergy, and the assent of the great (honoraforum J, should

take place ; finally, the consecrated person should go to the

emperor for the regalia, that is. to be invested with staff

and ring, and to swear fidelity and do homage. And no
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wonder, for cities, castles, marches, etc., can be obtained in

no other way. If the lord Pope agrees to these things,

there shall be prosperity and peace in Church and kingdom,

to the honor of God.' To these things the lord Pope con

siderately replied, through the bishop of Piacenza : ' The

Church being redeemed by the Precious Blood of Jesus

Christ, and established in freedom, cannot again be reduced

to the condition of a handmaid. If the Church cannot elect

a pastor without consulting the sovereign, the death of

Christ is rendered null, and she is servilely subjected to that

sovereign ; if the ring and staff are used for investiture,

the things of God are usurped by the prince, for the ring

and staff are religious symbols ; if the hands consecrated

to the Lord's Body and Blood are subjected, in obligation,

to the hands of a layman reeking with human blood, there

is an insult to Holy Orders and the Holy Unction.' '" When

the stiff-necked embassadors had heard this answer, their

rage became frenzy, and if they could have done so with

impunity, they would have insulted the Pontiff. But, con

tinues Suger, they replied : " ' not here, but at Rome, the

quarrel shall be settled by the sword ' When they

had departed, the lord Pope proceeded to Troyes, and cele

brated the long-proposed Council ; then he safely returned

to the See of Peter, with the love of the French, who had

served him well, and with the fear and hatred of the Ger

mans." In the year 1108, Pope Paschal reiterated the

condemnation of investitures in the Synod of Benevento,

and in 1110 he did the same in a Roman Synod.

The question of investitures now assumed another and a

bloody aspect. (1) Henry V. moved from Germany at the

head of an immense army, passed through Savoy, and pene

trated into Italy. The Lombard cities prepared to defend

themselves, but, terrified by the fate of Novara, which

Henry gave to the flames, they soon made overtures of

peace.- The great countess, Matilda, shut herself in her

stronghold of Canossa, but promised Henry that she would

not attack him in the rear, and as he had enough on his

i1) The events we are about to narrate are described by Peter the Deacon, fn the

Chronicle of Camino, B. iv., e, 37; Siokr. 1nc. cit.; John of Tl'scclcm. tJpist. In Hicharii

of Allmnn: Otho op Frisionkn, B. vII.
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hands, the monarch feigned to be satisfied, reviewed his

army in the plains of Roncaglia, and marched on Rome.

Pope Paschal looked vainly around for succor. Many of

the Lombard cities had formally submitted to Henry,

others thought only of their own affairs. Venice, Genoa,

and Pisa were too busy making money out of t!ie Cru

sades, furnishing provisions of all kinds to the heroes in

the Holy Land. The strength of the Normans was en

rolled under the cross; the duke of the Puglia, Calabria,

and Sicily, was a child (Roger II.), under the regency of a

timid woman. Abandoned by all, the venerable Pontiff,

weakened by age, had recourse to negotiations. But Henry

was firm in retaining his hold on the investitures, and

Paschal just as firm in his design to abolish them. At

length, after many proposals and rejections, the Pontiff, to

the astonishment of the world, made the following pro

position. All ecclesiastics, without exception, were to

yield up to Henry all their fiefs and regalia, whatever they

had received from the empire and the kingdom ; and on his

side, Henry was to renounce the right of investiture with

staff and ring. It is easy to imagine the joy with which

Henry acceded to tins proposal. Here were the means of

attaching more nnd more to his person a large number of

creatures, who would be dependent upon him alone, and not

hold an allegiance to Pope as well as to emperor. Hos

tages were immediately exchanged, and Henry prepared to

enter the Eternal City. Toward Monte Mario proceeded

the officers of the Papal court to meet him, and they were

accompanied by crowds of the people, carrying garlands,

palms, and olive-branches. Outside the Leonine city were

stationed bands of Jewish youth, and in the arch of the

gate were placed Greek boys and girls ; and as the king

approached, Hebrew and Greek hymns of praise saluted

his ears. All the Roman clergy were within the gate,

arrayed in their most gorgeous vestments, and flanked by

bands of monks with lighted torches. In spite of all this

peaceful appearance, the suspicious Henry would not enter

within the walls, until all the gates and strategic points"

were handed over to his soldiers. On the steps of St.
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Peter's, Pope Paschal, surrounded by the cardinals and a

number of bishops, awaited the king. When Henry arrived,

he fell at the Pope's feet, and when lifted, kissed the Pontiff

" on the lips, forehead, and eyes ; " hand in hand, the two

then entered the basilica. But no sooner did it become

noised about that all this festive and peaceful scene meant

the loss, on the part of the ecclesiastics, of nearly all their

temporal possessions, than there ensued a Babel of discord.

Nor was Henry disposed to fulfil his part of the agreement,

for when " the Pontiff requested him to restore the rights

of the Church, as had been agreed in the treaty," the

answer was returned that " tbe treaty could not justly and

legitimately be fulfilled." Pope Paschal therefore refused

to proceed to the coronation of Henry as emperor ; where

upon the monarch caused the Pontiff and many of the

cardinals to be confined under military custody. Immedi

ately the Roman people flew to arms, and pouring into the

great square of St. Peter's, attacked the German soldiery.

The vestibule and steps of the basilica were drenched with

the blood of the combatants ; Henry himself was wounded

in the face, and his horse was killed. The fight lasted

several hours, and finally the German king drew off his

troops, and, taking with him the captive Pontiff, retired into

the Sabine province, where the main body of his army was

encamped. During his imprisonment, the determination of

Paschal was not shaken by any regard for himself, but after

two months of resistance, regard for the Romans, who were

suffering greatly from the hardships of war, and pity for

his fellow-captives, prompted him to sign the following

Privilege (1) : " That privilege of dignity which our pre

decessors conceded to the Catholic emperors, your prede

cessors, we also concede to your Belovedness, and confirm

it by the present page ; that you may confer the investiture

of staff and ring upon the bishops and abbots of your king

dom, who will have been freely elected, without violence

or simony." The Pontiff and king Henry now came to

gether to Rome for the latter's coronation as emperor, but

it was probably the most melancholy coronation which

(1) Chronicle of Caxiinn, B. lv., c. 42.
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Rome ever witnessed. During the entire ceremony, so

much did the Germans fear another outbreak on the part of

the Romaus, that the gates of the city were kept closed, and

the Leonine city, that is, the Vatican district, was shut up

within itself. Immediately after the coronation, the em

peror departed for Germany.

So hostile was the majority of the Sacred College to the

concession made by Pope Paschal, that there wanted but

little to cause an open schism. The Pontiff retired to

Terracina, and wished to resign the tiara, but the Roman

people and clergy sent him a deputation, begging him to

return. He did so, but the reproaches he constantly en

dured became so painful, that he resolved to submit the

question to a Synod. Accordingly, in April, 1112, three

hundred bishops met in the Lateran Basilica, and the

Pontiff humbly laid the affair before them. According to

Godfrey of Viterbo (1), Pope Paschal laid aside the Pon

tifical insignia and offered to abdicate, if the Synod deemed

it best. The result was that, on the last day of the Synod,

the Pope issued his Profession of B'aith, concluding : " And

I receive the decrees of the Roman Pontiffs, especially those

of my lord, Pope Gregory VII., and of Pope Urban of

blessed memory ; whatever they praised, I praise ; what

they held, I hold ; what they confirmed, I confirm ; what

they condemned, I condemn ; what they rejected, I reject ;

what they interdicted, I interdict ; what they prohibited,

I prohibit, in all things ; and in that state, I shall always

persevere." The following sentence was then promulgated :

" That Privilege which is not and ought not to be called a

Privilege, which was violently extorted by King Henry

from the lord Pope Paschal, for the freedom of the Church

and of certain captives, we all, met together with the lord

Pope in this holy Council, condemn, by the judgment of

the Holy Ghost ; and we judge it to be null, and we cancel

it entirely, and anathematize it as of no authority or power.

And it is condemned, because in it is asserted that he who

is canonically elected by the clergy and the people can be

consecrated by no one until he has been invested by the

(1) Chnmirtr. part 17.
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king ; which is contrary to the Holy Ghost and the institu

tions of the Canons." In the year 1117, Henry V. deter

mined to strike another blow in defense of investitures, and

he entered Italy with a large army. The countess Matilda

had just died, and the Pontiff knew that the emperor had

many partisans in Rome. He therefore betook himself to

Benevento, to implore the aid of the Normaus. When

Henry arrived in Rome, the Ghibelines received him with

joy, but as there was no one with whom he could treat on

the matter in question, and as he feared the effects of the

climate on his army, he soon retired into Lombardy. Pope

Paschal now returned, but he soon died. (1118).

Three days after the death of Pope Paschal II., the

cardinals elected the Cassinese monk, the cardinal John

Gaetano, who took the name of Gelasius II. Immediately

after the election, the partisans of Henry, headed by Cencio

Frangipane, rusbed into the Lateran, dragged the new

Pontiff from the sanctuary, covered him with blows and out

rages, and carrying him half-dead to Frangipaue's palace,

thrust him into a dungeon. But the horrified people, al

though many of their leaders were in the emperor's pay,

rescued the Pope by force of arms. Gelasius then prepared

for his consecration, but before it could be effected, news

arrived that Henry was making forced marches on Rome.

The Pontiff and his court then embarked on galleys, and

although a furious tempest was then raging, set sail for

Gaeta. Here he was reverertly received by William, duke

of the Puglia and of Calabria, and by the principal Southern

barons, and was solemnly consecrated. Henry, being now

arrived in Rome, again and again sent embassies to Ge

lasius, inviting him to return to the capital of Christianity,

but the Pope feared the fate of his predecessor, and re

mained within the walls of Gaeta. The furious emperor

then called a convention of his ecclesiastical partisans,'

declared the election of Gelasius null, and caused the

pretended election to the Papacy of Maurice Bordino, arch

bishop of Braga, in Portugal, who is known among the

anti-Popes as Gregory VIII. Having obtained from his

creature a pseudo-confirmation of the right of investiture,
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Henry returned to Germany. Gelasius now re-enteied

Rome, but fear of the Ghibeliues very soon caused another

flight. At first he sought refuge at Pisa, then at Genoa, and

finally made a pilgrimage to Cluny. Here he was taken

with his death-sickness, and having caused himself to hr

laid upon the ground, and his suffering frame to be sprinkled

with ashes, he yielded his soul to God, in February, 1119.

Three days after the death of Pope Gelasius II.. the

cardinals and Roman clergy who had accompanied him to

Cluny met in that monastery, and chose for his successor

Guido of Burgundy, archbishop of Vienne, in Danphiny,

son of the great William of Burgundy, and uncle of Ade

laide, queen of Louis the Fat. The cardinals remaining In

Rome having signified their assent, Guido ascended the

Papal throne as Calixtus II. Having called a Synod of

213 bishops, and a large number of abbots, at Rheims, in

November, 1119, he confirmed the anathemas pronounced

against Henry and the anti-Pope Bordone, and re-asserted

the abolition of investitures. Being recognized as head of

the Church by all but a few of Henry's creatures, he left

France in 1121, and entered Rome in triumph. Bordone

had retreated and thrown himself into the strongly forti

fied city of Sutri, relying upon the fidelity of its Ghibeline

citizens and confidently expecting aid from Henry. But

in a few days the Sutrini, wearied of the state of siege

maintained by the troops of Pope Calixtus, and being,

besides, terrified by the anathemas which hung over them,

seized the wretched Bordone and handed him over to

the Papal commander. Conducted to Rome, he finished his

days in a monastery. While in France, Pope Calixtus had,

for a short time, flattered himself that the question of inves

titures was at length terminated. The legates of the Pon

tiff and the imperial representatives had met near Metz,

and had signed a compact, whereby the emperor re

signed all claim to investitures, and the Pontiff admitted

Henry to communion. This convention having been re

ported to Calixtus, then at Rheims, he sent to the camp of

Henry the cardinal John of Ostia and three other legates,

to urge the emperor to immediately fulfil his part of the
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compact. To their indignation, Henry hesitated and

demanded delay, that he might consult the princes of the

empire. Day after day the final settlement was postponed

until, at length, nothing seemed to stand in the way of

peace, but the comparatively unimportant question as to

whether the emperor should publicly, and bare-footed, beg

the Pontiffs pardon. The Pope had already advanced

considerably on the way to the interview, when the legates

began to suspect a trap on the part of the unscrupulous

Henry. They found that he had collected a force of thirty

thousand men. and that the number was hourly increasing.

Hurriedly returning to Calixtus, they prevailed upon him

to turn aside and take refuge in the camp of the powerful

count of Troyes. Henry then wrote to the count, asking

him to detain the Pontiff for one day, that the peace might

be concluded. The faithful noble refused to interfere, and

before daylight Calixtus started for Rheims, making the

journey of twenty leagues in time to celebrate mass the

same day, and consecrate the bishop of Liege. Calling

together the members of the Synod then sitting in Rheims,

Calixtus re-excommunicated Henry. In 1121, as we have

said, the Pontiff returned to his capital. He soon learned

that Henry was, at length, sincerely desirous of peace.

Profoundly discouraged by the fall of Bordone and by the

reconciliation of the clergy and people of Lombardy with

the Holy See, and finding that his own Germans were

heartily sick of the long struggle with the Papacy, the

monarch finally yielded to the prayers of the barons, and

made overtures to Calixtus. The bishop of Spire and the

abbot of Fulda were sent to Rome, with instructions to

request the convocation of a general Council, '• in order

that whatever could not be settled by human judgment,

might be arranged by the Holy Ghost." The Pope then

commissioned the cardinal Lambert of Ostia and two other

cardinals to receive Henry into the Church, after he had

abandoned all claim to investiture, and to accord to him

the right of superintending elections, and of giving the re

galia, by means of the sceptre. The following agreement was

presented to the Diet at Worms : "I, Henry, by the grace
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of God, august emperor of the Romans, for the love of God

and of the lord Pope Calixtus, and for the good of my

soul, do yield to God and to his holy apostles Peter and

Paul, and to the Holy Catholic Church, every investiture

by staff and ring, and do grant that in all churches free

election and consecration be held. I restore to the same

Holy Roman Church all the possessions and regalia of

Blessed Peter which have been appropriated from the be

ginning of this discord until to-day, and which I hold ; and

as for those which I do not hold, I shall faithfully see that

they are restored. I shall also faithfully help in the resti

tution of the possessions of all the other churches, of the

princes, and of others, both clerics and laymen ; and I

accord true peace to the lord Pope Calixtus, to the Holy

Roman Church, and to all who are or have been on their

side ; and I shall faithfully aid the Holy Roman Church in

all she asks of me.—I, Calixtus, servant of the servants of

God, do grant unto thee, beloved son Henry, by the grace

of God, august emperor of the Romans, that in thy presence

be held, without simony or any violence, those elections of

bishops and abbots of the German kingdom, which belong

to the kingdom ; so that, if any discord shall arise between

the parties, thou mayest, by the advice and judgment of the

metropolitan and provincials, give countenance and aid to

the deserving side. The person elected shall receive the

regalia from thee, by means of the sceptre, and shall effect

what he owes to thee of right ; excepting all those things

which are known to belong to the Roman Church. Any

one, however, who is consecrated in other parts of the em

pire, shall receive from thee the regalia, by means of the

sceptre, within six months. I shall grant my aid, accord

ing to the duties of my office, in all things of which thou

mayest complain to me. I accord true peace to thee, and

to all who are or have been on thy side during this

discord. Given on the ninth of the Calends of October, of

the year 1122." With the signing of this compact the

war of investitures came, for all practical purposes

to an end. A finishing stroke was given to the dispute,

in the Ninth General Council, the first of the Lateran,
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but of that assembly we shall speak in a special chapter.

Some authors, hostile to the Holy See, have deemed

themselves especially brilliant when they asserted that the

struggle about investitures was merely a dispute as to

whether the regalia should be conferred " with a crooked

stick, or a straight one." (1). In this connection, the

" crooked stick " or crosier was the emblem of spiritual

power, and the Church would have stultified herself had

she sanctioned its use by a secular ruler ; " the straight

stick " or sceptre, the emblem of temporal jurisdiction, was

the proper insignia with which to invest a prelate with his

temporal estate. This is admitted even by Mosheim (2) :

-' Nor is this reason a foolish one, if we regard, not the

opinions of our own day, but of an age when the staff and

ring were signs of sacred things, and when he who deliv

ered these signs was thought to give sacred power with

them." No Catholic will deny that the Church has the

right to defend her liberty against any potentate or society

interfering with it. In the time of St. Gregory VII. bish

oprics and abbacies were as much the subject of barter and

sale as any goods in the public markets, and they were

handed over to the highest bidder by means of the staff

and ring, the emblems of spiritual power. Listen to St.

Anselm of Lucca, the right hand of St. Gregory in this

war : " Your king constantly sells bishoprics, publishing

edicts to the effect that no one shall be regarded as a bishop,

even though elected by the clergy and sought by the people,

unless according to the royal pleasure ; as though he were

the keeper of this gate . . . you dismember the Catholic

.Church, attacking her throughout the entire kingdom, and

having reduced her to vile slavery, hold her under your

dominion, subjecting her liberty, divinely accorded, to your

will, saying that to the emperor belong all things, bishop

rics, abbacies, and all the churches of God ; although the

Lord says ' My Church, My dove, My sheep,' and St. Paul

says ' Let no one take unto himself the honor, unless called

by God, like Aaron' .... Who is elected because of morals,

(1) Tbus, fnr instance, the authors of the famous Art of Verifging Dates.

(2) Cent. XL, p. 8, c. 2, in note.
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or honesty, or integrity ? The wolves are to be attacked,

etc." But the granting of investitures by staff and ring was

an ancient custom, replied the German sovereigns. To this

assertion, the holy bishop of Lucca replies : " We need not

dispute about the length of time that this condemnable

practice of the secular power, appointing bishops at its

pleasure, has been in vogue. That custom is rather to be

followed which was originated by our Catholic ancestors,

treading in the footsteps of their fathers ; namely, that

sanctioned by the prelates of the Seventh and Eighth

Councils, according to the statutes of the holy Roman

Pontiffs, which were founded on the practice of all the

churches from the times of the Apostles. The wickedness

of secular princes is of no prejudice to that holy custom,

no matter how long it has been manifested. Otherwise, the

Lord our God is to be blamed because He freed the Jews,

who had been a long time in bondage, and because, by His

own death, He liberated man from the slavery of the devil,

which had lasted for five thousand years. Again, while

adultery is forbidden by the Old aud New Testament, are

kings allowed to commit it, because former kings did so ?

God forbid ! . . . .Any ecclesiastic whose zeal is not excited

for the cleansing of God's house from this stain is not con

sumed with zeal for that house, and God will regar 1 him as

a mute dog who cannot bark. Who does not see that this

plague is the cause of the heresy of simony, and the

lamentable destruction of the whole Christian religion ?

When the episcopal dignity can be obtained from a prince,

in spite of the bishops and priests, the Church of God is

contemned ; one man pours a large amount of money into

the purses of the courtiers, that their influence may work

his infamous promotion ; another, at great expense, serves

ten years at court, patiently suffering the rigors of the

seasons and everything else ; another constantly yearns for

the death of the prelate to whose post he aspires. And

alas! Often dignities are conferred upon slaves and forni

cators. When such persons have obtained their posts by

such means, they dare not reprove the powerful when they

sin."
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CHAPTER XIV.

Clerical Celibacy.

One of the most difficult of the tasks imposed upon him

self by Pope St. Gregory VII. was the enforcement of the

law of clerical celibacy. According to Leo of Ostia (d.

1110), when Gregory ascended the Pontifical throne "one

seldom found a priest without a wife or a concubine " ; (1)

and Lambert of Aschaffenburg (d. 1077), tells us that many

of the clergy resisted the Pontiffs " insane teaching," as

they styled the decrees on celibacy, and declared that if

" he proceeded to enforce them, they would sooner abandon

the priesthood than the conjugal state, and then let Gregory

seek for angels to minister to the people of the Church of

God." In such a state of affairs, says Baronio, speaking of

the reformatory efforts undertaken, with the aid of Hilde-

brand, by Leo IX., the Pontiff must have felt as does a

farmer about to free an immense field of a growth of thorns

and weeds. But Hildebrand was not dismayed. Whether

as a deacon of the Roman Church, and confidential adviser

of several Pontiffs, or as himself the incumbent of the

Papal Chair, he pursued his favorite object with unvarying

fortitude. His zeal in this matter, as we learn from Otho

of Frisingen, caused many bishops to urge Henry IV. to

oppose his election. In 1074 Gregory held a Plenary

Council of all the bishops of Italy, and decreed that " all

ecclesiastical ministrations are forbidden to incontinent

clergymen ; under pain of deposition, no clergyman shall

marry ; no one shall receive Holy Orders unless he solemn

ly promises continency, according to the decrees of the

ancient and holy Councils."

Mosheim (2), Potter (3), Ranke (4), and most Protestant

authors, condemn the action of Pope Gregory VII as an

innovation upon ancient discipline. Among the writers

r 1 ) Life of St. John Gvalhert.

U) hist. Hi(t. Eccl,. cent. xi.. p. 8.

':r) Spirit of the Cburch, vol. v., p. 2, b. 2.

(4) Papacy, vol. i., b. 1, 83.
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who have defended the Pontiff from this chaige, proving

the antiquity and propriety of clerical celibacy, the palm

of success must be accorded to Zaccaria, in his Polemlcal

History of Holy Celibacy. The reader may also consult with

profit Gaume's Ecclesiastical Celiltacy in its Religious and

Political Relations; the Celibacy of Rosmini ; the Protestan

tism, and Catholicism Compared of Balmes ; and the Diction

ary of Bergier. We now proceed to show that neither St.

Gregory VII., nor any of the Benedictine Pontiffs, to whom

Ranke ascribes the design of making monks of the secular

clergy, instituted the system of clerical celibacy ; that, in

fine, this system is quite as old as the Church herself.

Such was the opinion of St. Jerome (b. 340) ; for he says

that " Christ, a virgin, and Mary, a virgin, consecrated the

love of virginity (dedicavere principia) in both sexes. The

Apostles were either virgins, or, after their nuptials-

were continent." (4).

In the Third Synod of Carthage (39 7) the primate Aure-

lius, speaking of celibacy, says : " Let us also follow what

the Apostles taught, and what antiquity observed." Such

is the testimony of the African church, which derived her

discipline directly from Rome. In the year 385, Pope St.

Siricius addressed to Himerius, bishop of Tarragona, a

letter in reply to one sent by that prelate to the previous

Pontiff, St. Damasus, in which the Pope had been consulted

as to the course to be pursued toward certain clergymen

who had married. Himerius had informed St. Damasus

that some of the delinquents alleged ignorance as an excuse,

while others justified their course by the example of the

priests of the Old Law. In his answers to Himerius, St.

Siricius declares the absolute obligation of ecclesiastical

celibacy, and speaks of it in such terms as to leave no

doubt as to the antiquity of the custom. After adducing

arguments from the Gospel and from St. Paul, to show the

propriety of the discipline in question, the Pontiff subjoins:

" We all, priests and levites, are bound, by an irrefragable

law, to devote our hearts and bodies, from the day of our

ordination, to sobriety and purity .... And since some

(I) Epistle 4S, to PammachtM.
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of those of whom we speak, according to your Holiness,

lament their fall through ignorance, we do not deny them

mercy, but on this condition, that, if they hereafter prove

to be continent, they may officiate in their present dignities,

but are to receive no further promotion. As for those who

try to excuse themselves by the concessions of the Old

Law, they are deprived, by the authority of the Apostolic

See, of every ecclesiastical honor which they have so un

worthily used, nor can they ever again handle those

venerable Mysteries, of which, by clinging to obscene

cupidities, they have deprived themselves. And whereas

the present cases warn us to look to the future, every bish

op, priest, and deacon, who shall hereafter be found like

unto them,—and we trust none will—must know that every

avenue to our mercy will be closed to them, for those

wounds must be treated with the knife, which do not heal

under the influence of milder remedies." The Pontiff then

orders Himerius to communicate this Apostolic Letter to

the Carthaginians, Boetians, Lusitanians, Gauls, and as many

as he can reach. Here, then, is a Pontifical decree, enjoin

ing that celibacy which Ranke and others would have us re

gard as an invention of Hildebrand, written seven hundred

years before his time, and the language of the Pontiff plain

ly indicates the previous existence of the law he enforces.

In the year 405 Pope St. Innocent I. also was consulted

on this matter by Exuperius, bishop of Toulouse, and the

Pontiff replied as follows : " In such cases the discipline of

the divine law is clear, and the commands of bishop Siri-

cius, of blessed memory, went forth ; that is, that persons

enjoying such offices (the higher Orders), who proved incon

tinent, should be deprived of all ecclesiastical honor, and

ought not to be permitted to exercise a ministry that ought

to be conducted only by the continent." In view of these

decrees of his early predecessors, St. Gregory VII. prop

erly declared that he made no innovation in the matter of

celibacy, and most reasonable was his decree, directed to

Otho of Constance, that " if they contemn our behests, yea,

those of the holy Fathers, the people must in no way re

ceive their ministrations."
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The custom of the Greek Church, united and schismatic,

is adduced by the foes of ecclesiastical celibacy to show the

futility of the reasons put forth by the Westerns in justifi

cation of their discipline ; to prove that married clergymen

may fulfil their duties with zeal, etc. But there are several

points to be noticed in the discipline of the Greeks, which

our adversaries generally keep in the background. Firstly,

the Greek Canons do not allow a priest or deacon ' to con

tract matrimony after his ordination. (1) Secondly, they

have nearly always prohibited the use of matrimony to

bishops. As a rule, the bishops are taken from the monas

teries ; and when, perchance, a secular priest is chosen, his

wife, if he have one, must enter a nunnery. The only

recorded exception to this latter point of discipline is that

of the learned Neo-Platonician Syuesius (410), who, being

forced into the see of Ptolemais, endeavored to escape by

protesting that he could not forego the society of his wife,

and therefore received permission to retain her. But this

very fact proves the existence of the contrary discipline.

Thirdly, SS. Jerome and Epiphanius, and Eusebius, show

us ihat among the olden Orientals, at least in Egypt and

Syria, there were instances of enforced sacerdotal celibacy.

Fourthly, the 26th Apostolic Canon, though not authentic,

was greatly respected by the early Greek Christians, and it

allowed only lectors and chanters to be married. And the

Council of Neo-Caesarea (315) deposes a priest who marries

after his ordination. When Pope St. Gregory VII. enforced

the already existing law of ecclesiastical celibacy, he had

(1) These Canons are observed by the United Greeks, but, as is shown by Joseph Asse-

mani (Library (tf Oriental Law. B. i., c. I3, no. 3K1). the practice of the schismatic clergy

is to take as mauy successive wives as they wish provided these be virgins; they call a

widow, when again married, only "half a wife, " but sometimes they marry such. The

Russian "orthodox" cburch has. in modern times, forgotten the ancient Greek Canons,

prohibiting priests and deacons from marrying after their ordination. Before the time

of Peter the Great, a priestly widower was obliged to retire to a monastery, but in 1724 this

head of the " orthodox " cburch allowed a second marriage to a priest, and permitted him

to he employed in a seminary or episcopal chancery. The following is the eelibitic disci

pline of the United Greeks, Ruthenians. Maronites, and such other followers of the Oriental

rites as are in communion with Home. 1. Bishops cannot, after their consecration, either

marry again or cohabit with the wives married before their ordination. If the newly

consecrated has a wife living, she must retire to a distant nunnery, and there be supported

by her late bushand. II. Priests and deacons may, in accordance with the Trullan Canon

XIII. (y. 092). keep the wives taken before their ordination, but they must abstain from

marital intercourse for some time before officiating at the aitar. Pope Clement VIII. (1592-

lttO5I, in his Coast if 3i, ordered this abstinence to be, if possible, for seven, and at any rate,

for three days. III. Priests and deacons cannot marrv after ordination ; such was the de

cree of Benedict XIV. (liullarium. vol. i., Cmuitit. 57r. issued May 6, 1742, and such attempt

at marriaire was pronounced null. But in the case of nriestly converts from schism, the

same Pontiff decreed (Oitutft. 121i) that the Holy See might permit the retention of a wife

taken after ordination.
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no intention of interfering with the ancient custom of the

Eastern churches. He simply fulfilled his duty, in insist

ing upon obedience to the Canons which he found, upon his

accession to the Papacy, in force in the West. And here we

may remark that no theologian pretends that clerical

celibacy is a matter of divine law. The Holy See, if it sees

fit, may abrogate the discipline at once. In fact, dispensa

tions have frequently been granted in particular cases, as

we shall soon show.

Mosheim finds an argument against the antiquity of the

celibitic discipline in the fact that so many of the clergy

resisted St. Gregory's enactments. So did the Ariaus resist

the definition of the Church upon the Divinity of Christ,

but Mosheim would not contend that their repugnance fur

nishes a proof that the early Church did not believe in that

Divinity. It is not our province to enter upon a polemical

discussion as to the advantages of clerical celibacy, but

there is one assertion of certain of its adversaries that we

ought not to disregard. They affect to discover in St.

Gregory VII. a design to found a sacerdotal caste, by means

of which his theocratic ideas might be disseminated and

actuated. Celibacy, they say, segregates the clergy from

the world to a great extent, and forms them into a body

more amenable to central authority, more deeply penetrated

by an esprit de corps, than a married priesthood shows itself

to be. But, we ask, would not matrimony have been for

the Pontiff a more powerful means whereby to perpetuate

a priestly caste ? Can a caste easily endure, without the

principle of heredity ? As Balmes rightly observes (1), had

the Church been solely intent upon aggrandizing herself, by

any and every means, she would rather have imitated

those who instituted an hereditary class, and would have al

lowed her priests to marry.

We are frequently told that several of the Apostles were

married men, and sometimes St. Clement of Alexandria (d.

215) is cited against us. This father says : " Will they con

demn the Apostles ? Peter and Philip had chilJren, and the

latter gave his daughters in marriage. Paul, in one of

(I) Loc. cit., c 60.
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his epistles, finds no difficulty in speaking of his wife ; he

did not take her along on his journeys, because he had no

need of much service, but he says in his letter : ' have we

not power to lead about a woman, a sister, as well as the

rest of the Apostles?'' In citing this passage of St.

Clement, our adversaries cunningly omit the following

words of the saint : " But since they (the Apostles) gave

all their attention to preaching, a task which does not ad

mit of distraction, they were accompanied by these women,

not as spouses, but as sisters, in order that they themselves

might enter, without suspicion, into the apartments of

women, and there communicate the doctrine of the Lord."

(1). But is it true that several of the Apostles were married

men ? And if they were, did they continue the marriage

relation during their Apostolate? Now, as to the remark

concerning SS. Paul and Philip, made by St. Clement of

Alexandria, it is certain that he erred, and his mistake has

been noticed by ancients and moderns. (2). The Philip

with two daughters was not an Apostle, but was one of

the seven deacons. As for St. Paul, does the following

language sound like that of a married man, or at least like

that of one who kept up the marriage relation ? " Defraud

not one another, except, perhaps by consent, for a time,

that you may give yourselves to prayer ; and return to

gether again, lest Satan tempt you for your incontinency.

But I speak this by indulgence, not by commandment. For I

would that all men were even as myself; but every one hath

his proper gift from God : one after this manner, and one

after that. But I say to the unmarried, and to the widows :

it is good for them if they so continue, even as I." (3). Nor

can it be replied that St. Paul would not have this rule ap

plicable to all time, for the reasons which he assigns for

(1) Stromata, B. 1ll, c. 6. St. Chrvsostom, Tbeodoret, Isidore Pelusiotes, Eenmenius. and.

Tbeopbylactus— all Greeks- interpret the passage of St. Paul as alluding, not to wives, but

to women who accompanied the A postles as assistants, especially in household matters.

All the Lutln lathers understand the muherem mrorem (adelphtn gunaika) of St. Paul's,

I. Cor. Ix., as indicating either a wife with whom there was no longer any cohabitation, or

some wortby woman who aided the Apostles in their works of charity, and took charge of

their domesiic concerns : the lirst class of writers are represented by St. Avims of Vienne

In a letter to king Guadohald of the Burgundians (Balrzk, MiHceUan.y, B. t.), and the sec

ond bv St. Jerome (B. 1., against J(winuin), St. Augustine ( Work of Monks, c 4), St. Leo

IX- (Can. Omnino. cIM. 31), andeven Tertulllan [Monofiamu. ''. Hi whnee nnihoritv is

adduced against our thesis.
(•-ii Hee the Critical Notes on the Stromata. (".' I. Cor- vi.\ r.-H.
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celibacy, in the same chapter, are valid at every period.

As for St. Peter, he was undoubtedly, before his vocation,

possessed of a wife, but he said to his Master : " We have

left all things and have followed Thee." (1). Finally, in

citing St. Clement of Alexandria, the opponents of clerical

celibacy omit to mention that the saint is combating those

heretics of his day who condemned marriage as an evil

thing ; he by no means wished all to enter into that state.

The opponents of clerical celibacy are fond of adducing

the instance of Gregory, father of St. Gregory Naziauzen,

as a proof that, in early times, bishops were not obliged to

observe continency ; St. Nonna, wife of Gregory, gave birth,

they say, to the saintly prelate, some time after his father

became a bishop. Even among Catholic writers are found

some who hold this opinion -namely, Tillemont, Baillet,

the Benedictine editors of St. Basil, and Ceillier. Baronio,

Alexandre, and Touruely combated this idea, but its full

and triumphant refutation is due to the Bollandist Stilting

(2), and after him, to Zaccaria, in his New Justification of

Holy Celibacy (3). In the first place, we may observe, with

Baronio, that St. Jerome tells us that even Jovinian ac

knowledged that " he could not be a bishop, who begat

children during his episcopacy ; if this were found to be

the case, he would be condemned as an adulterer " (4).

How is it, then, that the Arians, who did everything pos

sible to detract from St. Gregory Nazianzen's reputation,

never thought of calling him illegitimate? And how do

our adversaries show that St. Gregory Nazianzen was born

during the episcopacy of his father ? Their only argument

is drawn from a distich, in which the saint introduces his

father as saying to him : " Thou hast not yet lived as many

years as I have spent in sacrifices " (5). Baronio thinks

that the verses are hyperbolic ; Papebroch conjectures that

there is some error in them ; Alexandre accepts both of

(1) Matih. xix. 27.

(2) Dbaertatinn on the Date of Birth of St. Gregont Nazianzen, published in 1760, in

vol. 111. for Septcmber.

(3) Foligno, 17H5, p. 121.

(-1) Against Jovinian. St. Jerome wrote this passage only thirty years after the death of

Nazianzen, and a little farther on he speaks of this discipline as obtaining throughout the

East. *

(5) The Greek text has : Oupo tosouton ekmemetrikas Won, o*os diiithe tbusion emot

ehronos. (On Hin Life, 1., o. 85).
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these opinions ; Tournely supposes that the father of the

saint compares the years of his son with the time which

has passed since he himself was baptized, and became,

therefore, a participant in the sacred Mysteries. At any

rate, the verses are sufficiently ambiguous to prevent any

serious argument to be drawn from them. The word thusiott

does not necessarily mean the Christian Sacrifice of the

Mass ; nay, it is much more appropriate to signify the

Pagan mysteries, to which, before his conversion, the father

of Nazianzen was addicted. The w^rd ekmtmetrikas is also

ambiguous, and if, as Stilting translates it, " thou hast not

considered " is the true meaning, the whole passage would

read: "Thou hast not considered my age; lam notable

any longer to sacrifice." But there are good reasons for

believing that St. Gregory Nazianzen was born before the

conversion of his father from Paganism. I. It is certain

that the father was converted in 325. Now, in one of his

poems, the saint says that he and his bosom friend, St. Basil,

had resolved to leave Athens, where they had been study

ing many years : " For much time had been spent in study ;

it was now my thirtieth year." That the words " my

thirtieth year " do not mean his thirtieth year of age, but

his thirtieth year of study at Athens, is the opinion of the

Greek priest Gregory, who compiled his life. All critics

admit that the saint left Athens in 355 ; he therefore com

menced his Athenian studies in 326. Precocious though

he was, he could not have begun the study "of eloquence, "

which was his object in going to Athens, before his tenth

year ; therefore, concludes Stilting, he was born about 316,

while his father was yet a Pagan. II. In certain of their

writings, both St. Gregory and St. Basil speak of their

extreme old age. The former says that he is " oppressed

by hoary age ; his members are withered by long life and

sickness ; " (1) he appeals to the prefect Olympius to have

mercy on the citizens, for the sake of his gray hairs. (2).

Now it is certain that St. Gregory died in 389. Can we

suppose that he would use such language as the above

when he was not sixty years old ? Yet, according to our

(1) Oration 27. (8) Eptet. ITS.
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adversaries, he would have so spoken, for they place his

birth in 329, and the expressions noted were penned some

years before his death. III. We know that, when the

father of St. Gregory was ordained priest, he was fifty-five

years old, and that his wife, St. Nonna, was of about the

same age. (1) Are we to believe that St. Nonna gave birth

to our saint at that period of her life ? IV. St. Gregory

himself is, at least implicitly, an authority for the assertion

that his birth preceded his father's conversion. Narrating

the life of his father, he is very particular in observing the

order of events, and whenever he, for a moment, deviates

from chronological sequence, he reminds us of it. But he

speaks of his own birth before he mentions his father's

conversion, and makes no sign of realizing that he has

interrupted the order of time. (2) For the above reasons,

and especially because of the testimony of St. Jerome con

cerning the discipline obtaining in his day, we must hold

that St. Gregory Nazianzen was born before his father's

elevation to the episcopal dignity.

Although we avoid discussing the economic, romantic,

and sanitary reasons alleged against the celibitic life of the

clergy, we deem it proper to direct the reader's attention to

the following remarks of Lingard : "To calculate the

probable influence of this institution on the population of

nations has frequently amused the ingenuity and leisure of

arithmetical politicians ; of whom many have not hesitated

to arraign the wisdom of those by whom it was originally

devised, and of those by whom it is still observed. Yet,

in defiance of their speculations, several Catholic countries

continue to be crowded with inhabitants ; and to account

for the scanty population of others we need only to advert

to the defects of their constitution, the insalubrity of the

climate, the establishment of foreign colonies, and the

barrenness of a parched and effete soil. Neither is it certain

that to increase the number of inhabitants is, in all cir

cumstances, to increase the resources of the state ; but it is

evident that the man who spends his life in promoting the

(1) Oration 19 and 10.

(2) Oration 19. Stiiting develops Ihis argument at some length.
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interests of morality and correcting the vicious propen

sities of his fellow-creatures, adds more to the sum of

public virtue and of public happiness than he whose prin

cipal merit is the number of his children. If it be granted

that the clerical functions are of high importance to the

welfare of the state, it must also be acknowledged that, in

the discharge of these functions, the unmarried possesses

great and numerous advantages over the married clergyman.

Unencumbered with the cares of a family, he may dedicate

his whole attention to the spiritual improvement of his

parishioners ; free from all anxiety respecting the future es

tablishment of his children, he may expend without scruple

the superfluity of his revenue in relieving the distresses .of

the sick, the aged, and the unfortunate. Had Augustine

and his associates been involved in the embarrassments of

marriage, they would never have torn themselves from their

homes and country, and have devoted the best portion of

their lives to the conversion of distant and unknown bar

barians. Had their successors seen themselves surrounded

with numerous families, they would never have founded

those charitable establishments, nor have erected those

religious edifices, that testify the use to which they devoted

their riches, and still exist to reproach the parsimony of

succeeding generations. (1). But it was not from the im

policy of the institution, that the reformers attempted to

justify the eagerness with which they emancipated them

selves from its yoke. They contended that the law of

clerical celibacy was unjust, because it deprived man of his

natural rights, and exacted privations incompatible with

his natural propensities. To this objection a rational

answer was returned : that to accept the priestly character

was a matter of election, not of necessity ; and that he who

freely made it the object of his choice, chose at the same

time the obligations annexed to it. The insinuation that

(1) " He tbul hath wife ami children," says Lord Bacou. " hath given hostages to fortune ;

for they are impediments to (.rreal enterprises, either of virtue or mischief. Certainly the

best works, and of the greatest merit for the public, have proceeded from the unmarried or

the childiess men. which, lioth in affection umt means, have married and endowed the public.

I'nmarhed men urc best fricnds, best masters, and best servants A single life

doth well with cburchmen, for charity will hardiy water the ground, unless it must first all

a pool." K«*tus. p. l". London, tiit'6. Seneca says : "Conjugal life breaks high and generous

spirits, und draws them from groat to the most debssing thoughts."
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a life of continency was above the power of man was treated

with the contempt that it deserved. To those, indeed, whom

habit hud rendered the obsequious slaves of their passions,

it might appear, with reason, too arduous an attempt : but

the thinking part of mankind would hesitate before they

sanctioned an opinion which was a libel on the character of

thousands, who, in every department of society, are confined

by their circumstances to a state of temporary or perpetual

celibacy." (1).

Many dispensations from the obligation of celibacy have

been accorded to ecclesiastics, and Zaccaria gives a long list

in his New Justification, already cited. He doubts as to the

dispensation given, according to Volterrano, Claude Espen-

ceus, and others, to a bishop of Vardin (year 1096), in order

that he might marry and raise heirs to the Hungarian

throne, offered to him after the death of St. Ladislaus.

But Mariana (B. xiii., c. 9) gives as certain a dispensation

accorded to Peter, archbishop of Seville, and son of Fer

dinand III., king of Leon, to marry the princess Christiana

of Denmark. In the Metropolis Salisburgensis and in the

Gcrmania Sacra, is recorded a dispensation given in 1322,

to the archduke Albert of Austria, parocltus of Vienna, and

bishop-elect of Passau, to marry Jane, daughter of Ulric,

last count of Pfird. Claude Espenceus (Redemption of Vows,

B. v., c. 7) and the Christian Gaul (vol. v.), narrate that, in

1391, Burchard of Lutzelstein, bishop of Strasburg, was

allowed to resign his see, and to marry. Caesar Campana

speaks of two dispensations, one in the line of the counts

of Flanders (p. iv., no. 40), and one in that of the counts of

Holland (no. 50). The first was in favor of Peter, lord of

Alsace and bishop of Cambray, allowed to marry Sybil,

daughter of the count of Nevers. The second was given to

John, son of Alberic, (or Albert), count of Holland, who, in

1418, was permitted by Pope Martin V. to resign the bishop

ric of Liege, and to marry Elizabeth of Luxemburg. The

Metropolis Salltburgensis (vol. i., p. 180, no. 48) and the

Ecclesiastical History of Germany, Brussels, 1724, (vol. ii., p.

24), narrate that Robert, count palatine and bishop of

(1) Antu1uitiesof the .1 nuln-Scunm Church, c. 2.
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Frisingen, resigned his diocese to his brother Philip, and.

by a dispensation from Pope Alexander VI., married Mar

garet, duchess of Landshut. In a memorial presented to

Clement XI., for the prince de Vendome, it is said that

Gregory XIII. similarly dispensed a certain archbishop,

but his name is not given. Alexander VI. allowed Caesar

Borgia, a cardinal-deacon and archbishop of Valencia, to

lay aside the purple and marry Charlotte d'Albret. Greg

ory XIII. wished to dispense the cardinal Charles of

Portugal, uncle of king Sebastian, that he might give heirs

to the crown, but the cardinal, alleging that he was too old

—seventy-seven—declined to marry. In 1648, Innocent X.

granted two dispensations to the Jesuit father, John Casimir

of Poland—then a cardinal. Having been elected king of

Poland, he was allowed to resign the purple, and was per

mitted to marry Mary Louisa di Gonzaga, the widow of his

brother Ladislaus. In 1709, Clement XI., allowed the car

dinal Francis dei Medici to marry Leonora di Gonzaga,

daughter of the duke ot Guastalla. The above instances of

dispensation in the matter of celibacy, the reader will ob

serve, are all in cases of cardinals and bishops. Although

Zaccaria secured the good offices of Gaetano Marini, the

Vatican archivist at the time, to search for evidence, he

procured no '' particular documents " referring to similar

dispensations in cases of simple priests. He. tells us,

however, that Latino Latini wrote to Pope Pius IV:" Your

Holiness has the example of your predecessor, Paul ILL, of

happy memory, who, by letters which now exist (but which

Zaccaria could not find), gave to three bishops the faculty of

dispensing, in the cases of such priests as had married, pro

vided they were men of great learning. In modern days, the

only instance of a validation of priestly marriages is that by

Pius VII., in the case of the French Const it utioneh, who had

married during the Revolution. Many deacons have been al

lowed to marry. In 1040, Benedict IX. dispensed in the case

of Casimir, a monk of Cluny, for the sake of the Polish

succession ; see Louginus (Hist. Polon., B. iii.) and Cromer

(Origin and Affairs of the Poles, B. iv.). In 1354, Clement

VI. allowed Henry, brother of king Rudolph of Bohemia,
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to marry Elizabeth of Wittemberg ; see Espenceus, (loc. cit.,

B. v., c. 7). la 1534, Paul III. dispensed in the case of

James Jacovacci ; see Register of Paul III. In 1572, Greg

ory XIII. did the same with Francis, baron of Ghimes,

chancellor of Transylvania. In 1620, a Brief of Paul V.,

addressed to the archbishop of Treves, allowed the deacon

William von Ussbceck to marry. Several more dispensa

tions for deacons are cited in the memorial of the prince de

Vendome to Clement XI. As to subdeacons, we find the

following dispensations from celibacj-. On Jan. 16, 1434,

Eugenius IV. granted one to Christopher d'Hericourt of

Amiens, a relative of the king ; see Register of Eugenius IV.

Claude Espenceus speaks of one given to a canon of Passau,

in the sixteenth century. On March 24, 1608, Paul V.

writes to his nuncio at Cologne, dispensing in the case of

Herman, of the counts of Salm, " that the many and great

fiefs of this house may not revert to a heretical branch.''

On Sept. 13, 1612, the same Pontiff grants a dispensation

to marry to John of Braccamonte, a subdeacon of Toledo,

"because of the gravity and justice of the cause." In 1614,

he also allowed marriage to Lupo de Mendoza, archdeacon

(but as yet only subdeacon) of Compostella. Gregory XV.

dispensed in the case of Francis Ciacco, subdeacon, and

archdeacon of Toledo ; see Barbosa (B. i., on SuMhconafe,

c. 37. no. 28). On Dec. 18, 1625, Pope Urban VIII. allowed

the subdeacon Leopold, archduke of Austria, to resign his

many benefices and marry. On July 12, 1644, the same

Pontiff dispensed in the case of John, count of Ritberg. and

a subdeacon of Cologne, so that the estates of that family

might nnt pass to a Calvinist heir. On Nov 9, 1655. Alex

ander VII. dispensed in favor of Everard of Schendelagen,

of the diocese of Osnabruck ; on Oct. 31, 1656, he did the

same for Henry of Savoy, duke of Nemours, a subdeacon

of Paris ; in both these cases, the perpetuation of extensive

estates in Catholic hands was the object of the concession.

On June 30, 1685, Innocent XI. allowed the subdeacon

Ferdinand Maximilian, of the counts of Ritberg, a canon of

Cologne, to marry, to prevent his estates from passing to

the Landgrave of Hesse, a Calvinist, and " to preserve the
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bishopric of Paderborn from probable danger." Dispensa

tions to monks, friars, and nuns are numerous. Among the

most celebrated are the following : In 1134, the death of

Alphonsus the Warlike having left the kingdom of Aragon

without an heir, the prince Ramiro, a brother of the late

king, and a priest and monk, was placed on the throne, and

was allowed, by Pope Innocent II., to marry. So say all

old Spanish writers, the Art of Verifying Dates, and Arnold

Wion, in his Wood of I.ife, B. iv. In 1177. Alexander III.

allowed the Benedictine, Nicholas Giustiniani, to marry

Anna, daughter of the doge Vitale Micheli, in order that

the great family of the Giustiniani might not die out ; but

on condition that, when heirs had been born, Nicholas should

return to his monastery. So it was done ; the wife imi

tating the husband, and founding the nunnery of St. Adrian,

at Venice. Constance, daughter of king Roger of Sidy,

and a nun, was dispensed from her vows in 1191, by Celes-

tine III., to marry the emperor Henry VI., who was

crowned as king of Sicily in 1194. Dispensations in cases

of persons belonging to the Military Religious Orders are

quite numerous.

CHAPTEIl XV.

The Right of the Pope to Depose Sovereigns.

Comparatively speaking, there are very few modern

authors who do not declaim against the power exercised

by the Roman Pontiff, during the Middle Ages, in the mat

ter of deposing sovereigns. We are told that the Popes

had no right to judge sovereigns, in temporal matters ;

furthermore, that such a usurpation was pernicious to

society. Nor is the declared enemy of the Holy See the

only one to inveigh against the deposing power, claimed

and exercised by so many holy Pontiffs ; many writers,

whose devotion to the Church is beyond suspicion, have

been so influenced by national prejudice and by an exag

gerated respect for monarchy, as to join in the outcry
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against the " preteusions " of Rorne. (1). The prodigious

power over sovereigns exercised by the Pontiffs of the.

Middle Ages has given rise to many and various theories

as to its origin, some of which are theological, that is,

viewing the matter according to the principle of revelation

and of divine right, while others are historical, that is,

examining the question with an eye to the public law of the

olden time. It was only in the beginning of the eighteenth

century (2) that the theological theories commenced to be

laid aside. It is not our province to here defend any one

of them, but a brief exposition of their meaning is neces

sary. According to the system of the '' direct divine right,"

the Pope has received, immediately from God, full power to

govern the world, both in spirituals and temporals ; the

temporal ruler is only an official of the Pontiff, and as he

receives the temporal sword to be used in conformity with

the order of God, he may be deprived of it by the Pope,

when he uses it against that order. Gosselin, whose ex

cellent treatise is certainly the most exhaustive, clear, and

impartial, of all modern works on the subject (3), thinks

that the first to advocate this theory was John of Salisbury

(1159). St Thomas a Becket certainly held it (4) : so did

the compiler of the I.aivs of Suabia (5). Henry de Suza

(d. 1365) even asserts that " since the coming of Jesus

Christ all the dominion of infidel princes was transferred to

the Church, and is vested in the Pope as the vicar of Jesus

Christ, the King of kings." (6). Besides these famous men,

the principal defenders of the " direct divine right " theory

were Augustine Triumphus (d. 1328), and Alvarez Pelayo

(d. 1340). Another theory of the divine right is that said

right is only indirect. According to this opinion, the Pope

has received from God, immediately and directly, no power

over temporals ; nevertheless, his power over spirituals in-

(1) Among the eminent authors who have censured the Popes of the Middie Ages, and

most especially Gregory Vll.auil his successors, for this reason, may be particularly men

tioned FlkurY,paxiim.and Bossukt (if, indeed, he wrote the work), in the famous Defence,

B. i., sect. l,e. 7; B. 11I., c. 2, 9,10. As to Fleury, see Marchetti's GVftirisin. Mizzarel-

u's Remarks, and Zaccaria. in Anti-Febroitin, Introduction, c. 0., no. 11.

(*) Fknei-on was the first Catholic writer to defend the deposing power by the public law

of the Middie Ages, in his Authority of the Supreme Pontiff; LkIBMtz, though with less

clearness, had done the same pamim, but especially in his Right of Supremacy.

(31 Power of the Pope, during the Middle Age, over Sovereigns ; Paris, 1S39.

(41 Epistles. B. 1., no. 64, tolling Heory II.

i5) Sknckenhkrg, Bndu of (lernuin Law, Preface to the Sualiian Laic.

(0) Commentaries on Decretals, B. III., tit. 34, 1'uir, etc., c. S, nos. 26, 27.
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eludes, indirectly, a right to manage temporals when the

' good of religion demands such management ; the Pope can

not, ordinarily, depose princes, but he can do so in extraor

dinary cases, when, that is, the salvation of souls is

impeded by princes. Bellarmine, the principal advocate

of this opinion (1), cites in its favor Hugh of St. Victor,

Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventura, Durandus, Peter

d'Ailly, John Parisiensis, John Torquemada, Gaetano

(Cajetan), and many others of note. But Gosselin holds

that many of these authors defend rather the " directive "

power, in the sense explained by Fenelon. Gosselin also

remarks that many others of the authors cited by Bellar

mine as advocates of the indirect divine right are really

defenders of the direct. They try, he says, " to soften down

what appears extreme in that opinion, and sometimes seem

to reduce it to an indirect power ; but all of them hold, as

a fundamental principle, that the Pope receives temporal

as well as spiritual power, immediately from God, which is

the very essence of the opinion of the direct power." Al

though Bellarmine's theory was soon adopted by nearly all

" ultramontane " theologians (2), many of them so modified

it as to reduce it to the solution of a case of conscience,

concerning the binding force of an oath of allegiance. As

explained by the celebrated cardinal du Perron, this

modified system of the indirect divine right inculcates that

the Pope cannot depose a sovereign, but that he can de

cide whether the prince has forfeited his throne, because of

some offence against religion (3). When so presented,

Bellarmine's theory differs but little from that of the "di

rective" power, defended by Fenelon. The theological

opinion of the divine right is only an opinion ; it has never

been defined as an article of faith, nor has any Pontifical or

(II When Bellarmine's theory (Supreme Pontiff, B. v., c. 0) appeared. it was so bitterly

censured by the partisans of the direct divine right, that Pope Sixuis V. placed the work oil

the Inricxi The new edition of Ihe Index, containing the prohibition, was about to be

published, when Sixtus V. died : the new Pope. Urhan VII.. erased the book from the list.

Sacchini, Historyof the Society of Jckus, p. v.. vol. 1.; Fuligati, Life of Bellarmtnc.

B II., c. V ; 1)'A Yrir.nY, Chronological ami f(ogmoJic Memoirs, cent, xvii., Nov . NilO.

(2) Pkrceira dk Castro, Hoyal Haw), Lisbon, ld25; Roncarlia, Notes on Alexandre's

Diss. 11., cent. xi. ; Biancmi, Power aad Pol leu of the Churcft, vol. 1..B.1.SS; Pkrkz

Valiknte, Public Law of Spain, Madrid, 175i, vol. 1., c. 14; Mamaciu, Origins and

Antluuitien, Rome. 1T49. vol. Iv.. c. 2.

(:il miring the session of the States (ieneral of France, in 1(114, du Perron tbus explained

his mind. See R' Avriony, (or. cit., vol. I., Oct. 27, 1014 ; Litta, Letters on the four arti

cles of 16S2, no. 9.
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Conciliary decree sanctioned it. Indeed, at present at

least, the Holy See is very far from maintaining either the

theory of the direct, or that of the indirect divine right. (1).

Fenelon thus presents his explanation of the conduct of

the Popes in deposing princes : " An impression began

gradually to take deep hold of the mind of Catholic

nations, that the supreme power could be vested in none

but a Catholic ; and that a condition was implied in the

tacit contract between princes and people, that the people

should faithfully obey the prince so long as he remained

faithful to the Catholic religion. This condition once sup

posed, it was the general belief that the oath which bound

the nation to its prince ceased to be obligatory whenever

he violated that condition and openly revolted against the

Catholic religion. In these times it was usual that excom

municated persons should be deprived of all communica

tion with the faithful, and should have no intercourse with

them, unless for the necessaries of life. It is not wonder

ful, therefore, that nations so devoted to the Catholic

religion should shake off the yoke of an excommunicated

prince. They had become subject to him only on condi

tion that he also should be a subject of the Catholic

religion (2). But a prince whom the Church had excom

municated, either because of heresy, or because of an evil

and impious administration of his power, was no longer

looked upon as that devout prince to whom the whole

(1) Gosselin, Inc.ctt., Vonfirmatorit EntVIence, no. H. In our day, says this author,

tl(e Holy See, " far from favoring the theological opinion of the direct or indirect power,

embraces readily such opportunities as present themselves of showing the siight importance

il attaches to that opinion, and of openly professing principles which subvert, or at least

nre not easily reconciled with. it."

(2) This contract will not surprise us, if we bear in mind that in most of the monarchies

established on the ruins of the old Roman empire the crown was not purely hereditary.

it was aiso elective, insomuch as the sovereign could be chosen among tdl the princes of

the reigning family ; quite naturally, therefore, conditions were attached to the coronation

of the elect. As IK' Maistre remarks, after Voitaire iL'ssay on Custams, vol. iII., c. 121),

election necessarily implies a contract between the king and the nation, "so that an elec

tive monarch can at all times be called to account and judged .... in the Middie age,

elective sovereignty had no other lirm stay but that derived from the personal quslitles of

the sovereign : let no one, therefore, wonder at its having been so frequently attacked,

transferred, or subverted." {The Pope, B. II., c. 9). John de la Chapelle, secretary of the

prince deContl, in his Letters ctmeerninathe War of the Spanish Suceessum (BasYl, 1703.

vol. ill., p. 140) says that " the emperor swears to observe all the articles of a contract. By a

violation of them, he frees his subjects from their allegiance ; he forfeits every right to the

empire, because he received the empire only on condition that he observed said articles."

In the old Capitularies (Bai.i zk. Cap., vol. II ; in the Law of the Visigoths, b. 12, tit. 2.

no. 2, (Cascuni, Laws of the liarbariaim, vol iv.) ; in the Latvsaf Enulaml (iotd.l; and

in the frefacc to the Suahiau nr (ierman Law. no. 21-24 (Sknckknbkrg, Bmty of Her

man Law. vol. 11.), we tlnd it expressiy determined that the sovereign shall be elected only

on condition that he professes the Catholic faith, and swears to defend it. with all his

power, against every kind of heresy and impiety.
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nation had been willing to commit itself. The people

therefore regarded their oath of allegiance as no longer

binding. Again, the Canon law had decreed that an excom

municated person who did not submit to the Church

within a certain period, and thus obtain absolution, was to

be considered, if not a heretic, at least one suspected of

heresy. Hence princes who contumaciously persisted in

a state of excommunication were regarded as impious con

temners of the Catholic Church, and, consequently, as

heretics ; and such were deposed by the nation, for having

failed to keep their compact with it. The usage, however,

was so far modified, that the deposition was not effected

until the Church had been consulted .... The Church

neither deposed nor instituted lay rulers ; she merely told

the people, when they consulted her, what they could con

scientiously do, in the matter of a contract and an oath.

• This is not a juridical and civil power, but only that

directive and ordinative power which Gerson admits." (2).

In another place, Fenelon says that the deposing power

" consists only in this, that the Pope, as prince of pastors,

and chief doctor and governor of the Church in all great

questions of morality, is bound to instruct the people who

consult him as to the binding force of their oath of

allegiance. But the Popes do not wish to command

princes, unless they have acquired the right by a special

title, or by some peculiar prescription over such princes as

are feudal vassals of the Apostolic See." (1). The deposing

power, according to the bishop of Cambray, was not one

of temporal jurisdiction, founded on the divine law ; it was,

however, both a directive power, of divine institution, and

one of temporal jurisdiction, of human institution. The

Supreme Pontiff, by divine institution, directs the con

sciences of men ; and during the Middle Ages he received,

by human institution, by the public law of the time, a

power of temporal jurisdiction. When the Popes pro

nounced a sentence of deposition, contends Fenelon. they

did not claim a divine right to do so : they merely declared

that, by not having complied with the conditions- implied

(2) Lnc. ctt., c. 39. (1) Itfld,. c. 27.
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in his election or coronation, a certain prince had forfeited

his crown.

While authors may differ as to the origin and grounds of

the belief, universally held during the Middle Ages, that

the Pope possessed a right, in certain cases, to depose

princes, the existence of that belief is indisputable. It is

admitted by Gallicans like Bossuet, Fleury, and Michaud ;

by such Protestants as Leibnitz, Pfeffel, Hurter, and Voigt ;

and by that enemy of all religion, Voltaire. Bossuet ob

serves that " the obligation of avoiding heretics had made

such an impression on pious and enlightened men in the

time of Gregory VII., that they renounced allegiance to

Henry IV., when he was excommunicated by that Pope. It

was the custom in those days to insist on an avoidance of

intercourse with the excommunicated.'' (1). Fleury, who

yields to none in opposition to " ultramontanism, " admits

that during the eighth and ninth centuries kings themselves

acknowledged that the Church could depose them, as ap

pears from the petition presented by Charles the Bald to

the Council of Savoni6res, in 859 (2). The same author says

that, "more than two hundred years before Gregory VII.,

Popes had commenced to decide authoritatively on the rights

of crowns." (3). Michaud says that " the pretensions of the

Popes, in this matter, were unquestionably favored by the

common belief of the age. Occasional complaints there

were of unjust decisions issuing from the tribunal of the

heads of the Church ; but their right of judging the Chris

tian powers was never questioned, and their judgments were

almost always received by the people without murmur."

(4). Leibnitz holds that " it is certain that many princes

were feudatories or vassals of the Roman empire, or at

least of the Roman Church ; that some kings and dukes

were created by the emperor or the Pope ; and that others

were not anointed kings without, at the same, time doing

homage to Jesus Christ, to whose Church they promised

fealty, when they were receiving the unction from the hands

of the bishop ; and this it was that verified the formula

(1) Defence of Declaration, B. 1., sect. 2, c. 24 ; B. 111., c. 4.

(2) Eccl. B1xt., vol. xiil., discourse 111., no. -10.

(8) Uiid. (4) HMory ,,f the Crusades, 4th edit., vol. lv., p, 163.
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' Christ reigns, conquers, commands ' (1), for all history

attests that most of the Western nations submitted to the

Church with equal promptitude and piety. I am not now

examining whether these things were by divine right.

The facts are that they were done with unanimous consent;

that they could most properly be done ; and that they are

not opposed to the good of Christendom ; for not unfre-

quently the salvation of souls and the public good are pro

moted by the same measure From the strict connec

tion that exists between sacred and profane things, it

resulted that people believed the Pope to have received

some authority over kings themselves." (2). It is interest

ing to notice this great Protestant thinker sighing for the

restoration of the Papal supremacy : " My opinion would

be, to establish, yes, even in Rome, a tribunal (to decide

controversies between sovereigns) and to make the Pope its

president, as he really did, in former ages, figure as judge

between Christian princes And since there is no pro

hibition against tho planning of romances, what harm can

there be in suggesting one which would revive the golden

age?" (3). Voltaire observes: "It appears that the

princes who had the right of electing the emperor, had also

the right of deposing him ; but to admit the Pope to pre

side in such decisions was to acknowledge him as the nat

ural judge of the emperor and the empire." (4). The same

malignant carper asserts that " every prince who desired

to recover or to usurp a territory addressed himself to the

Pope, as to his master. No new prince dared to call him

self sovereign, nor would other princes recognize him as

such, without the consent of the Pope ; and the funda

mental principle of the entire history of the Middle Ages

is that the Popes regarded themselves as lords paramount

of all kingdoms, without one exception." (5). In the valu

able work of Gosselin the reader will find many special

(1) This legend " CftnMi/s regnnt, vincit, impeni( " was on all the gold coins of France,

from Louis VI. (year 1100) to Louis XVI.

;2i Riyhtof Supremacu.p. Ill

(31 Letter ii. In M. Grimaret t h'oWrs. vol. v.). PfefTel, in his New Compendium nViUr-

man Historu, vol. I., year 1 lOfi, thinks that Pope Gregory VII. could not have acted toward

Henry IV. otherwise than he did. for all his lueuMtres. he says, were the logical realization

• of principles then universally admitted.

(4) Uk. cil., vol. II., c. 4(i. (5) lhid., vol. 11i., c. 44.
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proofs that it was universally admitted, during the Middle

Ages, that the Roman Pontiff could depose, for certain

reasons, any monarch in Christendom. We would here,

however, ouly draw attention to a few proofs of the existence

of that belief, with regard to the Holy Roman empire.

By an examination of these proofs, the reader will be con

vinced that the said belief was not introduced by St.

Gregory VII., and that the Popes of the Middle Ages have

been falsely accused of usurpation in their conduct toward

the empire.

Some of the olden authors speak of the empire as a fief

of the Holy See, but that expression must not be under

stood as implying that the Pontiff held the same rights over

the empire that he held over those countries, the rulers of

which were, properly speaking, vassals of the Holy See.

This is evident froui the difference between the oath of

fidelity taken to the Pontiff by the emperors, and that taken

by the vassal princes, the kings of Silicy, Hungary, Aragon,

and in at least one case, of England. The vassals, in their

oath, plainly declare that they hold their domains by favor

of the Pontiff; the emperor, in his, recognizes an obliga

tion of protecting and defending the Roman See, from which

alone he derives his title. But that the empire really

depended on the Holy See, in the sense that the Pontiff

could elect an emperor (or confirm an election by the

prince-electors), and that he gave the title, and could take

it away, is easily proved. During their conflict with Henry

IV., the Saxon princes, and many other German lords,

appealed to the Pontiff, and urged that " it is not right to

tolerate so wicked a prince on the throne, especially as

Rome has not yet conferred on him the royal dignity ; it

is proper to restore to Rome her right of appointing kings ;

it belongs to the Pope and to the city of Rome, in accord

with the German princes, to select a man whose life and

wisdom merit such an honor." (1). Godfrey of Viterbo,

writing about the year 1184, represents the Pope as saying

to the emperors : " We have given you the empire ; you

(1) ApolfHtuof Heoru IV.Aa i-rStftICs, Miwtrimu) Writers of Germany, filed hv

Voigt, Gregory VII., B. viII. ; aud by Bosslpt. Defence, B. 1., c. 1*.
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have given us little ; you are Roman emperors by our

gift." (1). Arnold, bishop of Lisieux, speaking in a Council

of Tours in 1163, says that the emperors, " according to all

old histories, have no other claim to the crown, than the

will of the Holy Roman Church. " (2). Gervase of Tilbury,

writing to Otho IV., about the year 1211, tells that emperor

to consider that " Pope Innocent II. gave to Otho's great

grandfather that empire which he now holds from Innocent

III.," and then he proceeds : " The empire is not yours, but

Christ's ; not yours, but Peter's ; you have received it, not

from yourself, but from the vicar of Christ, the successor of

Peter. . . . When you give his own to Peter, you lose

nothing of your own By favor of the Pope, and not

of itself, did Rome revive the empire, in the time of Charle

magne ; the favor of the Pope gave the empire to a king

of the Franks ; the favor of the Pope transferred it from the

Prankish to a German king ; nor does the empire fall to

him whom Germany chooses, but to him whom the Pope

appoints." (3). Ludolph, bishop of Bamberg, an eminent

jurisconsult of the thirteenth century, regards as unques

tionable '* that after Charlemagne's elevation all the emper

ors received the unction and the crown from the Roman

Church ; that from the time of Otho every emperor, at his

coronation, swore fidelity to that Church that the

German princes, who had the right to elect a king of the

Romans, had acknowledged to Pope Innocent III. that the

Roman Church possessed the right of examining the person

chosen as king of the Romans, who was afterwards to be

promoted to the empire." (4). John of Paris, a devoted ad

herent of Philip the Fair, and hence very averse to anything

like pretension on the part of Rome, says : " To the objec

tion that the Pope can depose the emperor, I reply that it

is true : the Pope deposes him whom he has made—the

emperor receives his fief from the Pope." (5). But let us

(1) Univ. Chrnn., Pa*ched II, in Pistorirs, German Writers, vol. II.

(2) Labhk. CtmncUs, vol. x. .

(3) Imperial Recreations. This work was prohably suiriresied to Gervase. remarks

Gosselln by John of Saitsimrv's 1'nlmrntirus. aiso written for the instruction of princes.

It is wortby of note, continues Gosselln. that these writers, though differing in their ex

planation (if the subjection of the power of princes to that "f the Pope, both assert the

general belief in thai subjection. See I.kihmtz, Writers on Brunswick Affairs, vol. 1.

(4i 7,m\ uf the (ieiman Princes. StrasburE, 130S.

(5) Ruf/aland i'tn'('l Power, c. 16.
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hear the emperors themselves. Louis II., writing, in 871,

to his rival, Basil, says of his own predecessors that " not

one of them assumed the imperial title, until, for that end,

he had been anointed by the Roman Pontiff." (1). Lo-

thaire I. writes to his father, Louis the Compliant, " I have

received from tbe Supreme Pontiff, before the altar, and

before the body of St. Peter, the prince of the Apostles, as

you desired, the blessing, honor, and title of the imperial

office ; also the crown, and the sword, for the defence of

the Church." (2). Muratori declares that, in the immense

multitude of charters and diplomas which he had examined,

he could not discover one instance of the title of emperor

having been given to a king of Germany before his cor

onation by the Pope. (3).

Let us now read the oath of fidelity to the Popes taken by

the emperors. In two copies of the Sacramentary of St.

Gregory, preserved in the Vatican and Orbonian libraries

at Rome, and proved by Muratori (4) to be of a date prior

to the death of Pope Leo III. (816), the oath is given as

follows : " I, N., king of the Romans, by the grace of God,

to be emperor, promise and swear, before God and the

blessed Peter, that hereafter I shall be the protector and

defender of the Supreme Pontiff and of the Holy Roman

Church, in all their necessities and interests, guarding and

preserving their possessions, honors, and rights, as far

as the divine assistance will enable me, with all my knowl

edge and power, in pure and sincere fidelity. So help me

God, and these holy gospels of God." (5). Before Otho I.

even entered Italy, Pope John XII. required the legates to

administer to him, before a portion of the true cross, the

following oath, which was afterwards inserted (6) in the

Body of Canon I.aw : " I, king Otho, do promise and swear

to the lord John, Supreme Pontiff, by the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Ghost, and by this wood of the life-giving

cross, and by these relics of the saints, that if, God per-

(1) Baronio. year R71, no. 59. Cenni. Monuments, diss. 6, do. 19.

(2) Cenni. foe. cit., no. 24. Mabu.lon, Acts of the Benedictines, cent. iv.

(3) Annals of Italy, years 1433, 141>3, 1519.

(4r Ancient Roman Lituray, vol. I., dissert, on Liturgical Matters, c. 6.

(5) MlratorI. Utld., vol.11.

(6) Decrce, p. 1., dist. 53, c. 33, TOii Domino.
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mitting, I arrive at Rome, I shall with all my power exalt

the Holy Roman Church, and thee its ruler ; and I shall

never injure, by my will, consent, advice, or persuasion, thy

life, or members, or position ; and I shall not make in Rome,

in anything regarding thee or the Romans, any decree or

law without thy counsel ; and I shall restore to thee what

ever part of the territory of St. Peter comes into our power :

and whomever I shall place over the kingdom of Italy, I

shall cause to swear that he will be thy ally in defending

the territory of St. Peter, with all his might. So help me,

etc." (1). The terms of this oath, says Gosselin, may have

varied with time, but it was certainly taken by the emperors

at their coronation, during the whole course of the Middle

Ages. Having now shown that, contrary to the assertions

of Sismondi, Michaud, Voigt, Guizot, and certain other

modern authors, Gregory VII. was not the first Pontiff to

regard the empire as a dependency of the Holy See, we

proceed to defend the legitimacy of the deposing power, as

exercised by the Popes of the Middle Ages.

We shall not consider the question of the Pontiffs divine

right in the premises, whether that right be regarded as

direct or indirect. It is not within our province, as his

torians, to do more than indicate that such a right has been

defended by certain grave theologians, if not by the whole

power of the schools. But we do contend that, when the

Popes of the Middle Ages deposed sovereigns, they acted

in accordance with the constitutional law of the day. (2) If

(1) Baronio. vear tK'.0, no. 5.

(2) With regard to the meanlngof what is called constitutional or public law, seeSuarkz,

Ox Lairs. In the Preface to his PiO(ltc Lou: John Domut, whom Cantu styles, "by ex

cellence, a philosophical jurisconsuit," *ays : " With regard to that part of the ortier of

society which refers solely to persons united in one stale under the same government, the

matters arising from this'order are of two kinds, which it is necessary to distinguish. The

first consists of those which relate to the general order of the state ; such as those that re

late to government, the power of the authorities, the obedience due to them. etc. The

second consists of those which regard the relations between private ind1v Iduais. their various

obligations to each other, whether with or without a contract. The first kind of matters,

having reference to the general order of a state, is the object of cmutihdnmal law: and

the second, which regards only what passes between private persons, is the object of that

other class of laws, which, for ihat reason. is called prfrnle 1nw Of these two kinds of

aw there are two sorts, adndtted in practice by all the nations of the earth. One consists

of those which belong to the natural law : the other, of laws peculiar to each country :

such, for instance, as customs sanctioned by long usage, and laws such as the reigning

power may enact." In his Cirll Imu: prelim., lit. I, sect. 1. nos. 2. 3. 4. 10. II, the same

author explains how these laws mav be known : " Laws or rules are of two kinds : one be-

lonurs to the natural, and the other to positive, otherwise called luimnn or conventional law,

because enacted by men. Human laws are of two sorts ; the first, such as from their very

institution were written and promuigated hv competent authority, as. for instance, the

ordinances of the kings of France : and the other, those whose origin cannot be traced, but

which are found sanctioned bv the universal approbstion and immemorial usage of the

people. These latter rules, or laws, are called customs. Customs derive their obligatory
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the public law of the time authorized the deposing power

of the Popes, that power was legitimate. Now it is certain

that, during the Middle Ages, it was stipulated in the

election of all sovereigns, by the constitution of their states,

that an heretical prince, or one who rebelled against the

Church, incurred deposition. In proving that such was the

public law of the time, we will not insist, with de Maistre,

that the existence of this law is sufficiently shown by the

fact of the universal belief of the day (1) ; we shall furnish

direct proofs, founded on the constitutional law of Spain,

of England, of Sicily, of France, and above all, of the Holy

Roman empire. Firstly, then, in regard to Spain, the

reader of Mariana, Ferreras, and Valiente will find that,

as far back as the seventh century, the general assemblies

of the nation insisted upon the Catholicism of the monarch.

In the Sixth Council of Toledo (638), it was decreed that

" hereafter, no king shall mount the throne until he has

sworn, among other conditions, not to tolerate heretics in

his states." The Jesuit Charenton, in his notes on Mari

ana, says that " it is not surprising that the Councils

imposed new laws and conditions on the Gothic kings. All

the grandees of the kingdom assisted at these Councils, for

they were a kind of States-General. The bishop, it is true,

had the exclusive management of ecclesiastical matters,

but in civil affairs the barons, as well as the prelates, had

a voice." Valiente tells us that the obligation of main

taining religious unity in Spain remained in force for all

Spanish monarchs, and they were obliged to accept it at

their coronation until the fifteenth century ; and then it

was no longer expressly mentioned, because it was no longer

necessary for thoroughly Catholic Spain (1).

force from the people who have received them, whereas, in republics, the authority is

vested in the people. But in monarchical states customs are not established, and cannot

acquire the force of law, unless with the assent of the sovereign. Tbus, in France, the

kings have fixed and drawn up in writing, and confirmed as laws, all the customs, preserv

ing for each province the laws which it had aireadv possessed, either from the ancient

consent of the people who instituted them, or of the princes who governed them." In sect.

2. no. 19, (bid., Domal concludes from the above principles, that " if the difficuities arising in

the interpretation of a law or custom are found explained by an ancient usage, which fixes

its sense, aud which is confirmed by an uninterrupted succession of uniform decisions, we

must adhere to the sense as decided bv custom, which is the hest interpreter of laws."

(1) Generally speaking, says Gosselin, the sole fact of the universal belief will establish

the existence of the law (Grotics, Law of War, B. II., c. 4. Piffkvdobf, Law of

Nature and Nations. B. lv., c. 18,8S; B. vil.. 0. 7, 1 4 ; c. S. 8 9.), " but when thereisques-

tion of proving a point of constitutional law in favor of the Holy See. it is not enough, in

the opinion of the enemies of (he Cburch, to appeal to prescription we must nrove,

besides, that the Cburch had, from the beginning, possessed this power legitimately."

(1) fublte Law of Spain, vol. 11., c. T, no. 1S.
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Secondly, as regards England, the Laws of St. EdiDord,

which were solemnly confirmed by the Conqueror in 1069,

declare, in art. XIV., that " the king, as he holds here be

low the place of the Supreme King, is appointed to rule an

earthly kingdom and the Lord's people, and above all, to

venerate His Church, to defend her from those who would

injure her, to expel from her all evil-doers, and to utterly

destroy them. Unless he does these things, the name of

king shall not cling to him ; yea, as Pope John declares, he

shall lose the name of king." (1). And then, after mentioning

the duties of a king, the same article says : " The king, in

his own person, placing his hand on the holy Gospels, and

on the sacred relics, shall, in the presence of the priests and

of his kingdom, swear to observe all those things, before

he is crowned by the archbishops and bishops." In the

sixteenth century, the English Catholics confidently cited,

against Elizabeth's claim to the throne, the ancient laws of

England, which expressly excluded a heretic from the

throne. (2). Elizabeth herself, though she affected to ridi

cule the Pope's sentence against her pretensions, tried every

means to procure its revocation, and even sought the em

peror Maximilian's intercession. Pope Pius V. asked the

emperor, in return, " whether Elizabeth deemed the sen

tence valid or invalid. If valid, why did she not seek a

reconciliation with the Holy See ? If invalid, why did she

wish it to be revoked ? " (3). Thirdly, in regard to the Two

Sicilies, there can be no question, for from the time of

Charlemagne, the Holy See was suzerain of nearly all the

peninsular part of this kingdom (4) ; Adrian I. having

received, in 773, from Charlemagne, the sovereignty of the

duchy of Benevento, which then included all of the penin

sular domain, excepting the duchy of Naples and Gaeta.

During the Pontificate of John VIII. (872-882), whether,

(1) Wukins, Anglo-Saxon Lavs, London, 1721. It is well here to observe that, accord

ing to the best critics, these laws were, properly speaking, not St. Edward's own, but a. com

pilation, with amendments, of old Saxon laws, reaching hack to the year 602, in the reign

(-i) See aii.kn, A True. Sincere, and Modest Answer of Catholics to the English Perse

cutors 15S4 c 4, S. and the same cardinal's Admonition to the Aohdi'M/ and People of

England and Ireland, Antwerp, 15SH. Aiso. Doi.kman, Conference on the Ncxt Suc

cession to the Crown of England, I5M, p. 2, c. 7.

l3i Linoard, History of Enaland, vol. yl., c. 1.

(4) Bond a History of the Temporal Dom(nion of the Apostolic Sec m the Tun

Sicilies Second Edit., Rome, 17H9, Dissert. Prelim-, no. 1S.
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as the anti-Papal historian, Giannone, admits (1), by effect

of another donation of Charlemagne, or by the voluntary

submission of the people, Gaeta also became a fief of the

Holy See. Under St. Leo IX. (1049-1054), the Holy See

received from the emperor Henry III. a cession of the high

dominion which the successors of Charlemagne had re

tained, subject to the Pontiffs rights, over these and the

other Neapolitan territories ; and we 6nd the same Pope

investing count Humfred with the sovereignty of the island

of Sicily. From this period, down to our own day, the

kings of Naples and of Sicily (or of the Two Sicilies)

whether they were Normans, Suabians, Angevines, Ara-

gonese, Austrians, Bourbons, have always solemnly recog

nized the suzerainty of the Holy See. (2). The following

oath of fealty, taken by Robert Guiscard to Pope Nicholas

II., in 1059, will sufficiently show the relations subsisting

between the Roman Pontiffs and this kingdom. " I, Robert,

by the grace of God and of St. Peter, duke of the Puglia

and of Calabria, and by the same protection, duke-elect of

Sicily, will henceforth be faithful to the Holy Roman

Church, and to thee, mi/ liege I.ord. Nicholas. I shall take

no part in any act or scheme against thv life, limbs, or lib

erty ; nor shall I knowingly disclose, to thine injury, the

plans which thou mayest entrust to me, and which thou for-

biddest me to reveal. In all places, and with all ray power,

I shall aid the Holy Roman Church against all men, to hold

and to preserve the property and domain of St. Peter ; I

shall assist thee to preserve in security and honor the

Roman Popedom, the land, and the principality of St.

Peter ; I shall not try to invade, to acquire, or to seize,

without certain license from thee or from thy successors in

the dignity of St. Peter, any possessions other than those

which thou or thy successors may grant to me. I shall try,

in good faith, to pay annually to the Roman Church the

tribute fixed for the lands of St. Peter which I hold or may

hold. I shall place in thy power all the churches in my

dominions, together with their possessions ; and I shall de

l\{ Ciril HMory of the Mnadnm of Naples. Naples. lT2t, B. vi.. r, I.

t2) For dates of this solemn recognition, and payment of tribute, see the cited work of

Borgia, p. xvi. When Borgia wrote (17S» , this mark of vassalage had been exhibited to

the Roman Pontiffs fifty-one times.
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fend them in their fidelity to the Holy Roman Church.

Shouldst thou die, or any of thy successors die, before me,

I shall help toward the election and installation of a suc

cessor worthy of St. Peter, according as I shall be advised

by the best cardinals, and by the Roman clergy and people.

All the above things I shall observe to thee and to the

Holy Roman Church, and I shall observe this fidelity to thy

successors in the dignity of St. Peter, who may confirm to

me the investitures thou hast granted to me. So help me,

etc." (1).

Fourthly, in regard to France, as far back as the sixth

century, we find French kings subjecting themselves to be

deposed, in certain cases, by the authority of the Pope.

At the request of queen Brunehikla, St. Gregory the Great,

when granting certain privileges to the monasteries and

hospital of Autun, decreed that " if any person, king,

bishop, judge, or any secular whosoever, knowing this our

constitution, shall try to violate it, he forfeits the dignity

of his power and honor." (2). But whatever may have been

the custom of Fiance under her first race of kings, it is

certain that under the Carlovingians the king was amenable

to a national Council, an assembly which was at once

ecclesiastical and political— a kind of States-General. (3).

When Lothaire had been deposed, in 842, by the Council

of Aix-la-Chapelle, the bishops declared that his brothers

could not take possession of his states unless they promised

to rule according to the law of God ; and when the princes

so promised, the president said : " Then, by the divine

authority, we advise, exhort, and command, that you rec«ive

the kingdom, and rule it according to the will of God." (i).

Charles the Bald, having been deposed by the Council of

Attigny, in 857, presented a petition to the Council of

Savonieres, in 859, in which he thus admitted the compe

tency of the ecclesiastical tribunal : " By no one could I

be cast down from the height of royal power, without at

least the consideration and judgment of the bishops, by

(1) Baronio. years 1059, no TO. (2) Eptotles. B. xiII., ep. S, 9, 10.

(31 Tuomassin, Old and New Discipline of the Cburch, vol. 11., B. 111., c. 44—57.

Bkrxard. Origin and Prof/rcss of French Legisiation, B. v., c. 3.

(4i Nithard, Dimensions of the Snns of .Lows the Compliant, B. lv.. in Lubbe, vol. 7.

Ifanikl, History of France, vol. 2. FlkurY. vol. x.. B. xivill., no. 11 : B. xiix., no. 40.
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whose ministry I was consecrated king, and who are called

thrones of God, in whom God sits, and through whom He

pronounces His judgments." (1).

And now, fifthly, for the public law of the empire. We

have already seen, when treating of the revival of the

empire under Charlemagne, that this prince owed his title

to the Roman Pontiff, the representative and guardian of

the Roman people. (2). Again, by the nomination and cor

onation of Charlemagne, the Pope did not renounce his

right in future elections, as is proved by the exercise of that

right during the Carlovingian period, and by the transfer

of the empire, at the will of the Pontiff (John XII.), from

the Franks to the Germans. These facts would, of them

selves, demonstrate the special dependence of the empire

on the Pontiff, but that dependence, and the emperor's

liability, in certain cases, to deposition by the Pope, are

clearly asserted in the ancient monuments of German law.

In the Suabian Code, compiled in the thirteenth century,

from the ancient laws and customs of the empire (3), we

read : " The Church sword is given to the Pope, that he

may pronounce judgment at the proper times, seated on a

white horse (then a sign of pre-eminence). The emperor

must hold the stirrup, lest the saddle should shift. (4).

Thus it is indicated that whoever resists the Pope, and

who is not induced to obey by an ecclesiastical judgment,

is to be compelled by the emperor and other lay princes

and judges, by proscription." (5). Concerning the election

of an emperor we read : " The election of the king belongs

by right to the Germans when he is consecrated, and

crowned, and placed on the throne at Aix-la-Chapelle, with

the consent of the electors, then he receives the power and

(1I Daniel, Ibid. Bossuet. Defence, B. 11., c. 43.

(2) It la wortby of remark that. in modern times, when the emperors were no longer

crowned at Home, the Popes did not style them emperors, but emperors-elect. See two

Briefs of Plus VI. to Leopold II. and Francis II. in Briefs of I'ius VI., Paris, 170H, p. 557.

5(11. (iOSSflIn, p. 2, c. 3. 8 2.

(3) So says the title : " Here begins the Book of Imperial Provincial Law, established and

ordained by the Roman emperors and eleciors. containing all the common articles of law -

whatever is to be done or omitted. .. . for the sake of general peace, established by the

Holy Empi'e, and seriousiy confirmed in ancient times." PreambU to the German or

Suahian lMu: in Senckenberg's Hodji of German La w, vol. II. For the opinion of eminent

jurists as to the high authority of this Code. see Senrkenberg, in Preamble, 8 20, and

Eichorn, in his Hi*lorj/of the (ierman Empire and Laws, vol. 11.

(4) This custom was certainly older than the ninth century, for it is mentioned in copies

of the Sneramentary ot St. Gregory in use at that time. See Muratori's Ancient Horn.

Lit., vol. 11.

(5' frwiml*. 21-24.
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name of king; but when the Pope has consecrated and

crowned him, then he has the full power of the empire, and

the name of emperor Deformed, leprous, excommu

nicated, proscribed, or heretical persons cannot be chosen

by the princes ; but if they .should choose such a person, the

other princes have a right to reject him, in the place where

the imperial court assembles." (1). As to the excommunica

tion of an emperor, it is decreed that '- Only the Pope can

put the emperor uuder the ban ; but he should do this only

for three causes : firstly, if the emperor doubts as to ortho

doxy of faith ; secondly, if he leaves his wife ; thirdly, if

he injures churches." (2). Concerning heretical princes, it

is established that " any lay prince who does not punish

heretics, and who defends and protects them, shall be ex

communicated by ecclesiastical judgment ; and if, within a

year, he does not amend, the bishop who excommunicated

him shall denounce his crime to the Pope, and shall state,

at the same time, for how long a period he has, bec.iuse of

that crime, persevered in the st.ite of excommunication.

This having been done, the Pope should deprive him of his

princely office, and of all his honors. Such shall be the

judgment, in the cases of magnates, as well as in those of

the lowly ; for we read that Pope Innocent deposed the

emperor Otho (IV.) from his throne, for other crimes.

This the Popes do, of right, for God said to Jeremiah : ' I

have appointed thee judge over every man and every king

dom.' "(3).

It is evident, therefore, that, whether or not the deposing

power be of divine right, the Pontiffs of the Middle Ages

were guilty of no usurpation, and of no presumption, when

they exercised it. As to the practical results of this exercise,

if the reader will refer to the valuable work of Gosselin (4).

he will be convinced, firstly, that the Popes were always

(1) C. 1S, nos. 1, 2, 3 ; c. 22., nos. S, 9.

(2 C. 29.
(3) (' 35;. (iosselin properlv infers from those provisions of the ancient German law that

" it clearly follows that the Papal sentence of deposition deprived an emperor, not only of

the imperial title, but of his rank and of his honors, and consequently, of the title and

rt(rhtsof king of (iermany these provisions will, doubtless, surprise many readers,

and it is to be regretted that the majority of modern writenf who have treated of the history

of this period were Ignorant of this ancient jurisprudence, which throws so much light

on the history of the lamentable conflicts which so long divided the priesthood and th.>

emnire.1' Loc. cif., p. II., e. 3, S3

(4) P.U., c4.
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moderate in the use of their power ; secondly, that monar

chical sycophants have falsely accused the Holy See of

degrading, by their treatment of sovereigns, the royal au

thority in the eyes of the people ; thirdly, that the blame

for the wars caused by the collision of the spiritual and

temporal power is to be assigned, not to the Pontiffs, but to

rebellious and tyrannical, and sometimes heretical, kings.

As to the real advantages accruing to society from the ex

ercise of the deposing power, namely, the preservation of

religion, morality, and public tranquillity, they are admitted

by many Protestant, and even infidel, authors of eminence,

who have been curious enough, and brave enough, to study

the matter. Coquerel, (Athanase) than whom modern

French Protestantism has produced no more brilliant light,

admits that " the Papal power, by disposing of crowns, pre

vented the atrocities of despotism ; hence, in those dark

ages, we see no instance of a tyrant like Domitian ; a Tib

erius could not exist ; Rome would have crushed him.

Great despotisms develop when kings believe that there is

no power above thein ; then it is that the intoxication of

unlimited power engenders the most atrocious enormities."

(1). Ancillon (John), one of the best of Protestant histo

rians, confesses that " during the Middle Ages, when there

was no social order, the Papacy alone perhaps saved Europe

from utter barbarism. It created bonds of connection be

tween the most distant nations ; it was a common centre, a

rallying point for isolated states. It was a supreme tribu

nal, established in the midst of universal anarchy, and its

decrees were sometimes as respectable as they were re

spected. It prevented and arrested the despotism of the

emperors, and diminished the inconveniences of the feudal

system." (2). Even Voltaire is compelled to acknowledge

that ''The interests of the human race required some check

on sovereigns, and some protection for the life of the sub

ject : this religious check could, by universal consent, be

placed in the hands of the Pope. This chief Pontiff, by

never meddling in temporal quarrels except to appease them,

(1) K*mu im the fflstory of Chiistlanity. p. 75.

\!( Tnhirau of the Rcri(h(titmsof the Political Si/stem of Kurnpf nfter the nth Cen

tury, Berlin, 1S03. vol. I.. Intnsl., \i. 1*1, 157.
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by admonishing kings and nations of their duties, by re

proving crimes, by inflicting excommunications on great

offences only, would have been regarded as the image of

God on earth." (1).

CHAPTER XVI.

The Heresy of Berengarius.

Berengarius was born at Tours, toward the close of the

tenth century. His education was received in the schools

of Chartres, and his principal master was the holy and

learned Fulbert. (2). Adelmann, who was one of his com

panions, informs us that, while yet a youth, Berengarius

manifested a petulant spirit and a craving for novelties,

which frequently impelled Fulbert to warn him not to de

sert the beaten path, namely, the Apostolic faith and the

teachings of the Fathers. (3). According to William of Mal-

mesbury (4) and Henry Knighton (5), St. Fulbert, when on

his death-bed, prophesied that Berengarius would destroy

many souls, and ordered him to be expelled from the schools

of Chartres. On the death of Fulbert, the future heresiarch

returned to Tours, became rector of the academy of St.

Martin, and soon acquired a great reputation as a profes

sor. Certain manuscripts of the abbey of Lorris, Polydore

Virgil, and other writers, accuse Berengarius of having

been addicted to necromancy, but Alexandre observes that

none of his contemporaries make such a charge. Before

the year 1047 he was received into the diocese of Angers,

and was soon made archdeacon and treasurer. In 1047 he

began to propagate his errors on the Holy Eucharist, and

many others. He condemned infant baptism, and asserted

that promiscuous intercourse between the sexes was licit.

Guitmund of Aversa, a contemporary, thus describes his

(1) KSMU on General Hisiory, vol. II.. c- 00.

(21 Gerson asserts that Berengarius was a discipie of Abelard, but be evidently cou-

founds the Sacramentarlan with the Berenirarlus of Poitiers, who wrote an Apology for

that great unfortunate. Abelard survived the heresiarch many years.

(3) Koistle to Berctuforiits.

(4) EnnlMt Kings. B. IIi.

(5) English Affairs down to 1395, B. 1., c. 13.
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error regarding the Real Presence : " He denied that the

Eucharist is truly and substantially the Body and Blood

of the Lord ; and asserted that it is such only in name, in

asmuch as it is a sign and significative figure of the Lord's

Body and Blood." From the Formula of Faith which Ber-

engarius subscribed in the Roman Synod of 1079, we find

that he had denied " that the bread and wine are substan

tially converted, by the mystery of holy prayer and the

words of our Redeemer, into the true and very Flesh and

Blood of Christ." Hugh, bishop of Langres, writing to

Berengarius, says : " You assert that the Body of Christ

is in this Sacrament in such manner that the nature and

essence of the bread and wine are not changed." Some

have attributed to Berengarius the theory that in the

Eucharist there are both the substance of the Sacred Body

and Blood, and the substance of bread and wine ; that

Christ's Body and Blood are hidden in the bread and wine.

Certain of his followers taught this doctrine ; not so Beren

garius. Guitmund writes : "All those who err in this

matter do not follow the same path of error. All the

Berengarians agree that the bread and wine are not essen

tially changed ; but some assert that there is nothing

whatever of Christ's Body and Blood, that the Sacrament

is only a type and a figure ; others, yielding somewhat to

the teaching of the Church, without abandoning their

error, say that the Body and Blood of Christ are, in effect,

contained in the Sacrament, but hidden in a kind of importa

tion, for our reception. These latter pretend that their

theory is the more subtle opinion of Berengarius himself.

Others, again, hold that the bread and wine are partly

changed. Some believe that they are entirely changed, but

that, if an unworthy communicant presents himself, the

Body and Blood of Christ resume the nature of bread and

wine." (1).

Berengarius soon abandoned his errors on infant-baptism

and the advisability of fornication (2), and bent all his

energies to disseminate that on the Eucharist. Some have

thought (3) that Berengarius imbibed his heresy from the

(l) Aaainst lierengarim. B i. (2) lhid.

(3) Papirius, Bishops of the City, B. iv.
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work of the Jew, Joseph Albo, entitled Foundations of the

Mosaic I.aw, but Alexandre observes that Albo wrote in

1425, nearly four hundred years after Berengarius, and

that it is more likely that Scotus Erigena, to whose works

the heresiarch was much addicted, is responsible for Sac-

ramentarianism. Berengarius tried hard to gain the ad

herence of Lanfranc, then a simple monk, but of great

reputation for learning ; but he labored in vain, and the

great Lanfranc was probably the most energetic of all the

defenders of the ancient doctrine. Among the writers

whom God raised up to combat Sacramentarianism during

the life-time of its author, we may mention, besides Lan

franc, the heresiarch's fellow-student, Adelmann, bishop

of Brescia ; Hugh, bishop of Langres ; Guitmund, bishop

of Aversa ; Durand, abbot of Troars ; while after his death

the cause of truth was admirably defended by Alger, a monk

of Cluny. (1). It is an immortal glory of the Benedictine

order, observes Alexandre, that it gave to the Church these

four defenders of the Eucharistic doctrine. Although there

are some minor errors (2) in the work of Alger, Erasmus

thought it worth all the polemical treatises which appeared

on the same subject in the sixteenth century. Berengarius

admitted that he could not answer its arguments.

Mosheim (3), with his usual proclivity to adulation of all

heretics, asserts that Berengarius was renowned for his

learning and for personal sanctity. His holiness could not

have been great, as he thrice perjured himself. As for his

learning, it is not manifested by any of his writings, and

Guitmund tells us that " he could not attain the secrets of

the deeper philosophy; he was not sufficiently acute."

He acquired a reputation in France, because at that period

" the liberal arts had become, in France, nearly obsolete."

(4). Mosheim also contends that, before the time of Beren

in Budji and Blow! of the Lord.

(2) Aiger agrees with Guitmund that the Sacramental species cannot be corrupted : that

such corruption is onlv apparens God so permitting, in order to punish the neglect of the

priest or U trv our faith : that I ne Body of the Lord is taken up to heaven when corruption

seems to attack the species. He aiso attributes the error of the Stercornni*lH to the

Greeks, while ihev were innocent of it. He asserts that Christ prescribed that the Eucha

rist should he consecrated in unleavened bread, which is not true

(3) Cent. 11, p. 2. c. 3, S 13.

(4) HmUl and Ubtud of lite Lord, B. i.
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garius, the Church had not decided anything as to the

manner "n which Our Lord is present in the Eucharist ; that

each person believed as he thought proper. We have

already shown, in our chapter on the Eucharistic doctrine

in the tenth ceutury, the absurdity of this assertion.

Mosheim insinuates that Pope St. Gregory VII. sympa

thized with the heresy of the Sacramentarians. The reader

will judge of the truth of this charge when he observes the

conduct of Gregory in the Synods held to condemn that

heresy. The first Council called in this matter was held at

Rome, in 1050, under the presidency of Pope Leo IX. It

was occasioned by the letter written to Lanfranc by the

heresiarch, reproving him for condemning Scotus Erigena,

and giving a summary of his own views. Some had accused

Lanfranc of sympathy with these views, and the holy Bene

dictine wished to clear himself of the aspersion. In this

Synod the epistle of Berengarius was read and condemned ;

he was excommunicated, and Lanfranc was vindicated.

The Pontiff then ordered another, and fuller Synod, to meet

at Vercelli. This body was convened in September of the

same year, 1050, and the same Pontiff, Leo IX., presided

over it. There appeared two clerics as representatives of

Berengarius. His heresy was again condemned, as well as

the book (supposed to be) by Scotus Erigena, on the Eu

charist, which the heresiarch had alleged in justification of

his own error. As Berengarius proved contumacious, a

Synod of French bishops met at Paris, in the month of

November, 1050, and, in the presence of king Henry I., the

decree of Vercelli was solemnly received. After this Synod

of Paris the heresiarch wrote to the abbot Richard, asking

that prelate to obtain for him from the king some compen

sation for the injury done to him by the bishops, and saying

that he was ready, at any time, to prove to the satisfaction

of his majesty that Scotus and himself had been unjustly

condemned. " The king should remember," he said, " that

Scotus had written his book by command of, and at the

expense of, the great Charles (the Bald) that hence

the king ought to vindicate him against the calumnies of

men now living, unless he (Henry) wished to show himself
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an unworthy successor of that magnificent monarch." In

the year 1055, Pope Victor II. again condemned Berengarius

in a Synod held at Florence ; and in the same year, a Council

was held at Tours for the same purpose, presided over by

the subdeacon Hildebrand, then Pontifical legate in France.

In this latter assembly Berengarius made and signed au

abjuration of his heresy, and solemnly swore never to teach

it again. This having been done, he was benignly received

by Hildebrand. The conversion of the heresiarch was

short-lived, and in 1059 Pope Nicholas II. held a Synod at

Rome, composed of 113 bishops; and here Lanfranc so

pressed Berengarius with argument, that he again abjured

his doctrine, and threw his own and the book of Scotus into

the flames. He also read and signed the following Profts

(tion of Faith - " I, Berengarius, an unworthy deacon of the

church of St. Maurice, at Angers, knowing the True, Catho

lic, and Apostolic Faith, do anathematize every heresy,

especially the one by which hitherto I have been disgraced,

and which seeks to show that the bread and wine placed

upon the altar are, after the consecration, only a sign, and

not the true Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ ;

and that they cannot, in the Sacrament, be sensibly handled

by the hands of the priest, or be broken or crushed by the

teeth of the faithful. And I agree with the Holy Roman

aud Apostolic See, and with tongue and heart I declare

that I hold, in regard to the Sacrament of the I.ord's table,

that faith which the venerable lord Pope Nicholas and this

holy Synod, by Evangelical and Apostolic authority, has

given me to hold ; that is, that the bread and wine placed

upon the altar are, after the consecration, r.ot only a sign,

but also the true Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and that not only in the sign, but in truth, they are handled

by the hands of the priest, and broken, and crushed by the

teeth of the faithful ; this I swear by the Holy and Con-

substantial Trinity and by these Holy Gospels of Christ.

And I pronounce worthy of eternal anathema those who

contradict this faith ; them, and their teachings, and their

followers. If ever again I presume to think or preach any

thing against the above, I shall be subject to the severity
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of the Canons. Having read and re-read the above, I

willingly subscribe to it." (1).

After this Synod. Berengarius returned to France, and

upon the death of king Henry I. he took advantage of the

minority of Philip I. and reasserted his heresy, issuing a

book against the last Roman Council and violently attack

ing cardinal Humbert, the author of the Profession he had

signed. Against this book Lanfranc wrote his famous

treatise on the Body and Blood of the I.ord. About this

time Berengarius began to use a terminology very much in

vogue with modern heretics. He styled Pope St. Leo

IX.. by whom he was first condemned, not a Pontiff, but

a Pompifex and a Pulpifex ; he called the Roman Church

" the Church of the malignant," and said that she held, not

the Apostolic Chair, but the " Chair of Satan." In 1063, a

Synod held at St. Ouen, in the presence of William of

Normandy, and in 1075, another, at Poitiers, condemned

Berengarius ; but he persisted in his obstinacy. In 1078

Pope Gregory VII. summoned the heresiarch to appear

again before a Roman Synod. He begged a year's delay, and

in the meantime sent a Profession of Faith, which did not sat

isfy the Pontiff. In 1079 he appeared before another Synod,

Over which Pope Gregory presided in person. The Ads of

this assembly tell us that " Berengarius, the teacher of this

error, frequently avowed his crime to the Council, and hav

ing begged pardon, merited it of the Apostolic clemency."

He then made the following Profession : " I, Berengarius,

believe in my heart, and avow with my tongue, that the

bread and wine placed upon the altar are converted sub

stantially, by the mystery of the holy prayer and by the

lit In regard to the meamng of the words "not only in the sign, but in truth, it is handied

by the hands of the priest, and broken, etc.." Catholic doctors differ. Some hold that these

acts are exercised only on the Sacramental species; others contend that they affect the

Body of Christ. The former hold that the species or accidents remain, after the consecra

tion, and that these are broken, etc. Among the assertors of this theory Mas Ahelard. and

because of it, he was styled by some "another Berengarius." Abe'lard savs : " This break

age may well be said to take place, not in Ihe substance of the Body but in the form of the

Sacramental bread ; then the breakage or partition would be true, though no? in the sub

stance, but in the Sacrament, thai is, in the species Truly indeed, bin only in the

Sacrament." Waiter, abbot of St. Victor's at Paris, accused Abe'lard of hereby " subtracting

from the truth ; saying that all these are done, not 1n the substance but in the visible

species, and in the form of the bread." But this is unjust to Abelard, remarks Alexandre.

Abelard contended against Berengarius that the Eucharist is Ihe frue Bodv of Christ, that

Ihe bread is changed into the substance of the Lord's Boily ; but that breaking, etc., is exer

cised, not in the Body, but in the " Sacrament," (sign' or species. And certainly, for more

than seven bundred years the Cburch has sung the words of St. Thomas Aquinas, " there is

no partition of the substance : the fracture is only of the sign."
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words of our Redeemer, into the true, real, and vivifying

Flesh and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and that, after

the consecration, they are the true Body of Christ which

was born of the Virgin, which hung from the cross for the

salvation of the world, and which sits at the right hand of

the Father, and the true Blood of Christ which flowed from

His side ; not only in sign and virtue of a Sacrament, but

in property of nature and in truth of substance, as it is

stated in this Brief, which I have read and you understand.

Thus I believe, and never again will I contradict this Faith.

So help me God, and these Holy Gospels of God ! " Ber-

thold of Constance, a contemporary, informs us that Pope

Gregory then commanded Berengarius, by the authority of

God Almighty, and of the holy Apostles Peter and Paul,

never again to dispute with any person, or to teach any per

son anything regarding the Real Presence, unless indeed it

were to convert to the truth those whom he had perverted.

In spite of this third recantation, it would seem that Be

rengarius again relapsed. But there is good reason for

believing that he died in the orthodox faith. The ancient

MSS. of Lorris record that, " Leaving Rome, Berengarius

came to Tours, and in the Island of St. Cosmas renounced

the pomps of the world, combating for the Lord nearly

twenty-eight years. (1). And Clare of Fle ury says : " The

master Berengarius of Tours, an admirable philosopher,

was a lover of the poor. He composed the prayer ' Jesus

Christ, Just Judge,' and finished his life a faithful and true

Catholic." (2). Finally, William of Malmesbury writes :

" Although Berengarius stained his hot early youth with

the defence of certain heresies, in his more austere age he

so repented as to be regarded by some as a saint." (3).

Mosheim quite naturally dislikes the idea of any return, on

the part of a heretic, to the bosom of mother Church ;

hence he ridicules the above and other testimonies, which

show that, after all his vacillations, the most distinguished

of Sacramentarians died in the communion of Bome. But

when this author himself admits, nay insists, that Berenga

i1) The number 2S is evidently an error, for Berenirariua died in 10RS.

(3) Clare mtoic his fhruHtele lu the tX'ttlnning of the twelfth eenturv.

I3) Book 111.
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rius was regarded, after death, as a saint, how does he ac

count for this opinion, if he believes this " saint" to have

died in his old Sacramentarian belief? Mosheim says

that in his day the canons of Tours performed an annual

service at the tomb of Berengarius ; and how could that be,

if these canons were not persuaded that he died in friend

ship with the Holy See ? The German historian points to

the fact that Berengarius begged pardon of God for the

'perjury" he had committed at Rome in renouncing his

theories. But this pardon was asked in the work written

shortly after the death of king Henry I. (1060), and during

the twenty-eight years of life yet remaining to him Beren

garius may have repented of that expression. (1)

CHAPTER XVII.

Abelard.

In reference to the amatory phase of Abelard's life we

shall say very little. It has been so frequently the theme

of poets, that a general and crude notion of it is widely

spread. Only the student, however, is aware that the " woes

of Abelard and Heloise " are by no means the chief things

for him to consider in the career of this extraordinary man.

In fact, if Abelard were celebrated only for the events of

which Pope and others have sung, his career would find

no place among the topics noticed by the ecclesiastical

historian. But the errors which he taught from his pro

fessorial chair, and his peculiar relations with the great St.

Bernard which thence ensued, are worthy of the student's

attention. Bayle (2), Mosheim (3), and other Protestant

authors, have shown great sympathy with Abelard ; not

because this philosopher was a contumacious heretic, for we

shall show that he was not such, but because they would

detract from the reputation of "the last of the fathers,"

( 1 1 Bergier remarks that Mosheim seems to have taken all he says abont Berengarius from

Basnage (History of the Church, B. xxiv. e. 2.). We find in both '* the same reflections,

ami the whole is founded only on the assertions of this heresiarch, convicted a bundred

times of imposture and perfldy."

(J( Diet it man/, art. Ahiitml, llfloise, Bernard.

i3i Cent. xii.,'p. 2, c. 3., 6 10
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St. Bernard, who was the ambitious professor's chief oppo

nent. Before entering upon a narration of Abelard s ab

errations and of the course of St. Bernard, we shall give a

short sketch of our subject's life, for the popular version is

in many respects inaccurate.

Peter Abelard was born in 1079, at Palais, a village about

eight miles east of Nantes, in Brittany. His father was a

soldier, but fond of letters, and hence the young Abelard

was made, not a knight, but a scholar. When a mere lad,

he became a real peripatetic, going from place to place, and

disputing, wherever he found an opportunity, on dialectics.

Arriving, at length, in Paris, he attended the lectures of the

celebrated William of Champeaux, archdeacon of Paris, and

one of the first philosophers of his time. William was at

first greatly pleased with his new auditor, but he was soon

vexed on finding that most of his scholars deemed the young

Abelard more worthy than himself to occupy the chair.

Already, in fact, the young man gave unmistakable signs of

those qualities which were to prove the bane of his life.

Not only his conduct, as we gather from his contemporaries,

but his own writings, show him to have been vain, pre

sumptuous, and jealous. He disputed, not so much for the

sake of truth, as to enjoy the pleasure of conquering.

Nothing pleased him so much as to weaken the reputation

of other professors ; to entice away their scholars. He was

a handsome man, possessed a charming voice, and was a

poet as well as a philosopher. But his own works show

that he owed his success much more to his seductive exter

nals, than to superior solidity of doctrine. He complains

much, in his letters, of his many enemies and of their perse

cutions. Many cruel and unjust persecutors he certainly

possessed, but it is too evident that many of these enemies

were deliberately made such by himself, that he might

defy and conquer them. Abelard was only twenty-two

years of age when he opened a scholastic hall at Melun.

His reputation became immense, and as he succeeded in

combating the views of his old master, William of Cham-

peaux, on certain scholastic questions, the lecture-hall of

that unfortunate professor was soon deserted for the one at
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Melun. After a while. Abelard removed to Corbeu, but

bearing that William had resigned his chair in Paris, and

had become a regular canon, he went to Mt. St. Gen

evieve, and there began to lecture. After a few years, he

intermitted his lectures, and attended the theological course

of Anselm of Laon (1), a famous professor of divinity-

Here he undertook to lecture in opposition to his professor,

but, his proceedings being interdicted, he returned to Paris,

where he soon acquired great fame and much money. And

here we must succinctly but accurately narrate the events

which have excited so much sympathy for Abelard. Up to

his thirty-fifth year he seems to have led an exemplary life.

His affections, like his ambitions, had been purely intellect

ual. But his inordinate pride needed a check, and it

received a severe one. About the year 1114, Abelard made

the acquaintance of the canon Fulbert, a beneficiary of the

cathedral of Paris. Through the canon, he came to know

the canon's niece, a beautiful young woman, and renowned

throughout France for her learning. He soon fell a captive

to the attractions of Heloise, and deliberately designed her

seduction. Knowing that Fulbert was proud of his niece's

mental acquirements, Abelard offered to reside in their

house, and, besides paying his board, to act as tutor to

Heloise: The offer was accepted, and Abelard himself tells

us, in delicate and eloquent terms, of the result of his plot,

namely, that Heloise became a too willing victim to his and

her own passions. (2). In time, her condition compelled her

to secretly leave her uncle's house, and to betake herself

into Brittany, to the care of a sister of Abelard. There she

gave birth to a son, who was named Astrolabius. When

Fulbert discovered the state of affairs, he naturally in

sisted that marriage should take place between the parties.

Abelard, the reader must know, was free to marry, for,

though a cleric, he was not in Holy Orders. He would

have married Heloise from the beginning, but he was am-

(1) This Anseim must not be confounded with the Anseim, namely, the saintly archbishop

of Canterbury and one of the most learned men of the Middie Aires- This confusion is

sometimes made. Tbus, in Appleton's Condensed Cycbtpo^dia, we are told that Abelard

''studied divinity at Laon, under Anseim, whom he aiso eclipsed." As there were only two

Anseims of very great name at that period, viz.. the saints of Canterbury and of Lucca, this

non-qualiflcatlon of the name and the glorifyin»of Abe'lard with the term "eclipsed"

would misiead the ordinary reader.

(2) Abelard, Letter to a friend, mi the History of my Minfortuntt.
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bitious of ecclesiastical preferment, and his overweening

vanity led him to aspire to any height. If the alleged I.et

ters of Heloise are genuine, she herself encouraged him in

this conduct, preferring " to be his mistress, rather than his

wife," (1) if she could only see him idolized by the multi

tude. Be this as it may, Abelard now asked Heloise to

marry him. Her answer shows that, learned though she

was, passion had completely warped her mind, and that

much of the sympathy extended to her has been misplaced.

She told Abelard that even by marriage she would not

pacify her uncle ; that it would be inglorious for Abelard

to unite himself to one woman, when nature had made him

for all ; that matrimony was full of vexations, and that

Theophrastes and Cicero had both declared that no man

could wed both a wife and philosophy ; " there was nothing

in common between scholars and servant-women, between

writing-materials and cradles, between books and distaffs,

between pens and spindles ; " that, finally, Abelard was a

cleric, and it was unfitting that he should marry. In spite

of these strange reasons, Abelard persisted, and at length

Heloise yielded. Returning to Paris, she was married to

Abelard, her uncle consenting that the union should be

kept secret, for the sake of the professor's ambition. But

the foolish Fulbert, proud of having the great philosopher

for a nephew, soon began to boast of the marriage ; the

servants of the house also began to talk. Then Heloise

denied that she was married, great scandal ensued, and

finally Abelard persuaded his wife to quiet things by re

tiring for a time to the convent of Argenteuil, where she

had been educated. She might put on the nun's habit, he

said, but she was by no means to take the veil. When this

came to the ears of Fulbert and his kindred, they imag

ined that Abelard had tired of Heloise, and had ridden

himself of an encumbrance. Maddened at the fancied in

sult, and burning for revenge, they attacked the unfortu

nate professor, and barbarously mutilated him. (2). Shortly

after his recovery, the humiliated Abelard, moved, as he

i1) Hki.oise. K pi*fle In Alu'lard, n. 2.

t«) For this nutniire Fulbert was deprived of his benelices, and the actual perpetrators

are said to have been punished by the same mutilation they had inflicted.
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himself testifies, more by shame than by devotion, took the

monastic habit in the famous Benedictine abbey of St.

Denis. Heloise took the veil at Argenteuil, and although,

in the letters which she is said to have afterwards sent to

Abelard, there are some expressions that savor of levity

and even of a criminal hankering after the past, she seems

to have finally settled into a contented and holy religious.

In the course of time she became prioress of the convent

at Argenteuil, and when the community was forced by the

monks of St. Denis, who wished its house for themselves,

to abandon Argenteuil, she took her nuns to the oratory of

the Paraclete, which Abelard and his pupils, as we shall

see, had constructed with their own hands, and afterwards

ceded to Heloise. While abbess of the Paraclete, Heloise

was visited by St. Bernard. The blessed Peter Mauricius,

abbot of Cluny, greatly esteemed her, and in one of his

letters he congratulates her as " a woman truly and en

tirely philosophical, who had chosen the Gospel instead of

logic, the Apostle instead of physics, and the cloister instead

of the Academy."

Had Abelard become a monk simply for love of quiet,

although that would have been a merely human motive,

and therefore unworthy, he might not have been totally

disappointed. But having done so in pure disgust and in

shame, without any supernatural impulse whatever. it is not

surprising that for many years his life knew but little of

peace. Again, he seems to have brought into the monastery

all the worldly spirit which had ever actuated him. His

terrible experience had not lessened his pride of intellect,

and when contradictions came, he knew not how to bear

them. When Abelard first entered the monastery of St.

Denis, his shame caused him to keep withdrawn from the

gaze of the world, but his reputation was so great that

many demands were made upon the abbot Adam, his su

perior, to order him to resume his lectures. This order

was soon given, and once more the multitudes of students

hearkened to their idol's oracles. But in the year 1121,

the great master was accused of heresy before the Synod of

Soissons ; a book he had written on The Trinity was con
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demned, because of errors on the omnipotence of God, and

he was ordered to himself cast it to the flames. He was

consigned to the custody of the abbot of St. Medard at

Soissons ; but the Papal legate, Conon of Palestrina, re

leased him and sent him back to St. Denis. In a short

time he became involved in trouble with the abbot Adam,

owing to his agreement with Ven. Bede that the holy Are-

opagite was not bishop of Athens, but of Corinth. This

touched the monks of St. Denis upon a tender spot ; so

furiously did they resent Abelard's theory, that they ex

cited against him the ire of king Louis VI., telling the mon

arch that the honor of their St. Denis was the honor of

France, and it would have gone hard with the unfortunate

master, had not Stephen, the royal steward, obtained for

him the privilege of leaving his monastery. He sought the

protection of Theobald, count of Troyes, and having ob

tained permission from his abbot, he constructed, in a

beautiful solitude given him by some admirers, a little

oratory of reeds, where he proposed to reside. His former

pupils learning of this, they came from all quarters to

dwell around him and listen to his lectures. They built

huts for habitations, and lived as they best could. During

the intervals between the master's discourses, they all

labored at a larger oratory, which would contain the

hundreds of scholars drawn thither by the magic of his elo

quence. When finished, it was dedicated to the Holy

Trinity, and as Abelard had here found much consolation

amid his vexations, he called it the Paraclete. After a

residence here of a few years, he was chosen abbot by the

monks of St. Gildas de Ruys, in the diocese of Vannes, in

Brittany. By this time Abelard had advanced much in

piety, and was therefore very zealous in the enforcement of

discipline. The consequence was that he soon became an

object of hatred to some of his monks, and several times

they attempted his life. After his condemnation, in 1140,

by the Synod of Sens, of which we shall soon speak, Abe

lard appealed to the Pontiff, Innocent II., and in the

meantime claimed the hospitality of the venerable Peter,

abbot of Cluny. He was cheerfully received, and for two
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years edified that strict community by the manifestation ot

every monastic virtue. We shall have occasion hereafter

to cite the letter which the venerable Peter of Cluny wrote

to Pope Innocent II. in favor of Abelard, but we here give

a portion of the letter in which the holy abbot informed the

abbess Heloise of " the master's " truly I10I3' death : " I do

not recollect of ever having seen his equal in humility ;

Germanus would not appear to the accurate observer more

abject, or Martin poorer. When I compelled him to hold a

superior position among our large number of brethren, he

appeared to be the last of all. I was frequently thunder

struck when watching him in the processions, while he

walked with the others, as is customary, before me, reflect

ing how so famous a man could so contemn himself. And

while there are some religious who greatly desire that their

dress should be sumptuous, he was very careless in such

matters, and was quite content with simple garments, of

any kind. He preserved the same system in his food, in

his drink, and in every care of his body. And he con

demned, in himself and in others, both by word and in

practice, not only superfluities, but everything that was

not really necessary. His study was constant, his prayer

frequent ; his silence never-failing, unless a conference of

the brethren, or a sermon to them, compelled him to speak.

He used to frequent the heavenly Sacraments, and as often

as he was able, to offer to God the sacrifice of the Immac

ulate Lamb His mind, tongue, and actions were

always occupied in divine things, or on philosophy, or on

matters of erudition For recuperation, as he was

troubled with an itch and other bodily evils, I sent him to

Chalons, on account of its mildness of climate there,

so far as his complaints would permit, he renewed his olden

studies, and was ever at his books. As we read of the

great Gregory, he allowed not a moment to pass' unoccu

pied by prayer, or by reading, or by writing, or by dictation.

The coming of the gospel visitor found him among these

holy exercises, nor, like many, was he found asleep, but on

the watch How devoutly, how holily, how like a

Catholic, he made a confession of faith, and then of his
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sins ; with what eager desire he received the Viaticum for

his journey and the pledge of eternal life, the Body of our

Lord the Redeemer ; how confidently he committed his

body and soul to Him, for the present and forever, can be

attested by all the religious of that monastery in which

rest the body of the holy martyr Maicellus." With this

truly consoling and edifying letter, the venerable abbot of

Cluny sent to the abbess Heloise the mortal remains of

Abelard, and she interred them in her convent of the Para

clete. The letter of Peter of Cluny to Heloise is sufficient

testimony to the repentance and holy end of Abelard, but

the reader will not be uninterested with the following, the

first of two epitaphs which the holy abbot sent to be en

graved on the tomb : " Abelard was the Socrates of France,

the Plato of the West, our Aristotle ; equal, if not superior,

to all the logicians who have ever lived ; known as the prince

of learning throughout the world ; of varied genius, subtle,

and acute ; mastering all by strength of reason and by

artistic diction. But he triumphed the most, when he be

came a professed monk of Cluny, and cultivated the true

philosophy of Christ. Here he happily completed the days

of a long life, leaving us the hope that he is now numbered

among true philosophers."

There is much sickening sentimentality abroad in con

nection with the names of Abelard and Heloise ; thousands,

who know nothing of the theologian, and philosopher,

sympathize with the unfortunate lover. Even certain

serious historians play the school-girl, and manifest symp

toms of hysteria when they touch on the " woes of Abelard

and Heloise." Listen to the grave Henri Martin ; declaim

ing how Heloise offers to the world an example of real love,

"of an entire surrender of one's self;" insisting that the

importance of Heloise " in the moral history of humanity"

is not due to her extraordinary learning ; telling us how,

when buried in a nunnery, respected by the entire Church,

she does not change "interiorly," does not undergo the

mystic death of the cloister, never repents of her love,

accepts not monastic asceticism, but, " eternally " protests

in her heart, " which is so well formed for divine love;"
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declaring that this Heloise, " inconsolable and unsubmit-

ting," appears like "a great veiled figure " at the entrance

of the " moral world ; " and finally flattering himself that

" the just instinct of the French " has made of her " one of

the national glories." because she is "the great saint of

love." (1). Such ravings may suit the " Druidic school," of

which Henri Martin was the head, but they are not to be

encouraged by a Christian. And whence this deluge of

tears? Whether shed by Colardeau, Mercier, Saurin, Pope,

or Martin, they are caused by the " immortal " I.etters of

Heloise—letters which the last named author regards as

" bearing the characteristics of no epoch," but as " above

all time ; " as revealing " no accidental form of the soul,"

but its very " eternal depth." And yet, remarks a modern

critic (2), it would seem that these I.etters are no more gen

uine than those of Penelope to Ulysses, of Phedra to Hip-

polytus, of Briseis to Achilles, of Sappho to Phaon, of

Helen to Paris, which Ovid has furnished to us. This

prosaic truth has been well evinced by M. Lalanne (3), from

whose essay we extract the following arguments : " These

letters of Heloise, so full of passion, contain many contra

dictions and impossibilities. Their tone is inexplicable. I

can conceive how Heloise could have said such things to

Abelard during the first years following their separation ;

but fourteen years of religious life have passed before the

first letter is written. And she speaks to a man now fifty-

four years old ; incapable, for fourteen years, of responding

to her passion ; exhausted by his theological combats, by

his wandering life, by his persecutions, and who now aspires

only to eternal repose. Nothing checks her ; her passion

is unspeakably vehement, and yet she is the woman of

whom, shortly before the penning of the first letter, Abelard

has said, in the History of his Misfortunes, that ' the entire

world admired her piety, her wisdom, and her inconceivable

sweetness of patience in all circumstances ; she seldom left

her cell, but. there devoted herself to holy meditation and

(1) Historji of France, vol. 111., p. 316, edit. 1S55.

(2) LarrOQuk, Krn(rn of M. Martin, in his Htetory of France, in the Annate of

Christian Philomphy, Paris. Feb , 1S63.

i3) in the Ltterary Corresjaoiw/c/ice, Paris, Dec. 5, 1S56.
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prayer.' But tins is not all. Even if we admit—which is

very difficult—that Heloise, from the day of the catastrophe

to the moment when, expelled from Argenteuil, she was

welcomed by him to the Paraclete (1129), never met Abe-

lard, it is certain that then she did converse with him, and

not merely on one occasion, and that the consequent

scandalous rumors caused Abelard to cease his visits. (1).

How then can Heloise complain that, from the date of their

monastic profession, that is, from 1119 (or 1120), she has

not enjoyed Abelard's presence or one letter from him?

Nevertheless, she is said to have so expressed herself in

1133. Therefore I do not believe that she wrote these

Letters Again, granting that Heloise, and after her

time, the nuns of the Pavaclete, preserved the letters of

Abelard to her; can we unhesitatingly admit that, during a

wandering life and until his death, Abelard preserved her

letters, which breathed a passion and an ardent sensuality

which must have necessarily compromised that reputation

for wisdom and holiness which she had acquired ? . . . .

Finally, these letters of Heloise are very labored ; even-

thing is arranged in order ; the vehemence of their senti

ments never, for a moment, interrupts their method. Their

extreme length, their erudite and very exact quotations from

the Bible, from the Fathers, and from Pagan authors, all

convince me that they were not penned by a correspondent

but were leisurely elaborated, and with infinite art." (2).

(1) In the Hieturil of his Mi*fortuucs, p. 36, edit. Duchesne, 1616, Abelard defends

himself from these charges.

(2) in regard to the famous tomb of Abelard and Heloise at Pere-Lachaise, an eminent

archieologist, t(uilhermy (in the Archc&itogical Annaln, Paris, 1S46), says: "We must

demand satisfaction from those who show, every day, so little consideration for historical

iconograpby, in propagating errors which prescription will eventually raise to the rank of

truths. Take, for instance, one of our most popular monuments in the cemetery of Pere-

Lachaise, the tomb of Abe'lard and Heloise. How many Illusions would vanish. if the pil

grims who here perform their devotions only knew that, in the construction of this elegant

sepuichral chapel, there entered not one stone from that severe and learned abbey of the

Paraclete which romancing trouhadours have treated as a kind of temple of Venus. The

columns, the capitais, and the decorations of the four facades, came from the cloister and

some internal oratories of the monastery of St. Di'nis. The eyes of an expert are not re

quired for the discovery that these sculptures were not originally destined for the same

neighborhood. It was M. Lenoir, director of the Museum of French Monuments, who con

ceived the idea of uniting some of the fragments placed at his disposal, so as to form a

tomb fit to receive the ashes of the two illustrious lovers of the twelfth century. For the

men who had thrown to the winds the venerable and glorious ashes of SI. Genevieve, of

St- Marcellus. of St. Bernard, of Suger. were clownishiy sensitive when they opened the

tomb of Abelard and Heloise ; they were of the opinion that honors rendered to these

' victims of the cloister ' would give a rude blow to a fanaticism which the axe was not ex

tirpating quickly enough : therefore, a casket, sealed by the republican municipality of

Nogent-sur-Selne. brought to Paris the ashes taken from the tomb of the Paraclete. But

before the remains were placed in their last resting-place, the amateurs of a new kind of

relics were to be satisfied. it is said that one of the soldiers at Vaimy wore b talisman

made from the moustache of Heory IV. Well, atheists and philosophers, prohably olden
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It is certain that Abelard fell into several errors of

doctrine, but there were many points in which his manner

of expressing himself, rather than his teaching, was to be

condemned. (1). The first condemnation of any error on

the part of Abelard took place at the Synod of Soissons, in

1121 ; he retracted what he was ordered to retract, and was

sent back to his monastery by the Papal legate. But in

after years, when he was endeavoring to discipline the un

ruly monks of St. Gildas, his adversaries accused him not

only of teaching the already condemned doctrines, but of

having put forth new errors. Abelard now saw in the

ranks of his accusers the great St. Bernard, an adversary

whose fame for sanctity and learning forbade his indif

ference. He therefore besought of Henry, archbishop of

Sens, to afford him an opportunity of defending his doc

trines in Bernard's presence. The prelate acquiesced, and

a Synod was convoked at Sens, in 1140. Besides Henry of

Sens and many other bishops, king Louis VII. and a large

number of abbots attended. At first, the holy abbot of

Clairvaux did not wish to be present, because it was im

proper, he said, to take up the consideration of opinions

already condemned ; but finally he yielded, lest the par

tisans of Abelard should boast that their leader's position

was impregnable. When the Synod had met, certain ex

tracts from Abelard's books were being read, when, to the

surprise of all, the author arose, appealed to the judgment

of the Roman Pontiff, and left the hall. Out of respect for

the Holy See. the prelates then took no action in re.-ard to

the person of Abelard ; nevertheless, they condemned his

errors, and sent a report of their proceedings to Pope Inno

cent II., beseeching him to repress the innovator's audacity.

levelers of heads, seized upon the few teeth remaining in one of poor He'loise's jaws, as

safeguards in their lusts. A tooth of Hcloise cost a thousand francs ; Abolard's were not

valued so highiy. . . . The tomb was completed in the following manner : They took a has-

relief representing the funeral cortege of U(uis, son of St. Louis, and they decided that i

hereafter it should represent Abelard's funeral procession. The soul of the young prince,

being carried to heaven by an angel, became that of the great doctor. Two medallions

represented Abelard as a love, with curled moustaches, and Hcloise as a half-naked

woman. aliout as decent as a Messallna. In the sarcophagus, you sec two recumbent

statues: one in clerical costume, and this is the Abelard so seductive above with his flowing

hair and moustaches ; the other is of a woman of the fourteenth century, and was origlnal-

Iv on a tomb in the chapel of St. John of Beauvais, in Paris. How much this unknown

lady has gained by her assumption of the name of Hcloise! The gnsettes hathe her with

their tears, and bury her in crowns of imnmrt(lbs. for which they have paid ten cents at

the gate of the cemetery : then the pitying creatures sit down, and read, as though they

were pravers. two or three of the parodied letters of ' Loise and lielard.' "

(1) Alexandre. Cent- xII., diss. 7, art 0.
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Samson of Rheims, Joscelin of Soissons, and other prelates,

now sent a letter to the Pontiff, the style of which, Alexandre

well observes, indicates that St. Bernard was its author.

We give a part of it, because it plainly shows the impres

sion which Abelard had made upon men of undoubted zeal

and learning : " Peter Abelard tries to nullify the merit of

Christian faith, for he thinks that he can comprehend, with

his human intelligence, all that God is. He ascends even

unto heaven, and descends into the abysses ; nothing is

hidden from him, whether it is in heaven above, or in the

depths of hell. In his own eyes he is a great man, disput

ing defide against the faith, dealing with great and won

derful things above himself, an inquirer into majesty, a

fabricator of heresies. Some time ago he composed a book

on the Holy Trinity, but as errors were found in it, it was

given to the flameB by order of the legate of the Roman

Church. Accursed is he who rebuilds the ruins of Jericho.

That book has arisen from the dead, and with it, many

heresies which had died have arisen and appeared to many.

At last it extends its shoots even to the sea, and pushes

them even to Rome. This man boasts that his book is

received in the Roman court, and hence his error is strength

ened and confirmed, and he confidently preaches the word

of iniquity on all sides. And when, in the presence of the

bishops, the abbot of Clairvaux, armed with the zeal of

justice and of faith, would press him concerning these

things, he neither avowed nor denied them ; but, without

any provocation, and merely that he might lengthen his

iniquity, he appealed from the day, place, and judge, he

himself had chosen, unto the Apostolic See We have

gone on in this affair, so far as we miy dare. It is now for

you, most blessed Father, to provide that the beauty of the

Church be not stained by any mark of heretical foulness."

In his own name, St. Bernard addressed two epistles (nos.

189 and 190) to the Pontiff. In the first we read : " Fool

ishly did I lately promise myself rest, as though the fury of

the lion had been appeased, and peace would return to the

Church. It indeed rested, but I did not. We have escaped

a lion, but we have encountered a dragon, who is not less
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dangerous in ambush than the other roaring aloud. But he

is not altogether in ambush ; would that his virulent pages

were hidden in his desk, and were not read at the cross

roads ! A new gospel, and a new faith, are proposed

to the peoples Goliath advances his tall frame,

equipped in all the panoply of war, and preceded by his

squire, Arnold of Brescia While attacking the doctors

of the Church, he gives great praise to the philosophers ;

he prefers their inventions and his own novelties to the

doctrine of the Catholic Fathers and the faith ; and while

all fly from before him, he selects me, the least of all, for

single combat .... At his request, the archbishop of Sens

wrote to me, appointing a day for a meeting, in which he

(Abelard), in the presence of the bishops, would establish,

if possible, those wicked teachings against which I had

dared to murmur. I declined, both because I am a boy,

and he is a warrior from his youth, and because I judged it

unworthy to submit to the agitation of petty human reason

that faith which is surely founded upon certain and stable

truth. I said that his writings were enough for an accu

sation against him ; that it was not my business, but that

of the bishops, to judge of dogmas. Nevertheless, he, for

this very reason, cried out the louder, called many together.

summoned his partisans He reported everywhere

that, on a certain day, he would reply to me at Sens ; every

one heard it, and it could not escape me." The Saint

then narrates the proceedings at Sens, and concludes :

" You will judge, O Successor of Peter, whether he ought

to find refuge in the See of Peter, who denies the faith of

Peter. You, I say, friend of the Bridegroom, will know

how to free the Spouse from wicked lips and from a de

ceitful tongue." St. Bernard also wrote on the cause of

Abelard to all the Roman cardinals collectively, and es

pecially to the cardinal Guido di Castello, who had been a

disciple of that master. In his letter to this cardinal he

says : " In his book master Peter introduces profane novel

ties of speech and of meaning he sees nothing as in a

mirror and by enigma, but regards everything face to face.

. . . When he speaks of the Trinity, he sounds like Arius ;
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when of grace, like Pelagius ; when of the Person of Christ,

like Nestorius." Writing to cardinal Ivo, the Saint thus

depicts his adversary : " Master Peter Abelard, a monk

without rule, a prelate without charge, neither holds any

order, nor is held by order. He is a man dissimilar to

himself ; within a Herod, without a John ; altogether am

biguous, having nothing of the monk but the name and the

dress He passes the limits placed by our Fathers,

writing and disputing on faith, the Sacraments, and the

Trinity ; he changes, augments, or diminishes, just as he

pleases He is ignorant of nothing in heaven or on earth,

excepting himself. " If some of St. Bernards expressions

seem harsh, we must remember that he was defending the

cause of the truth, the interests of Catholic dogma, and

therefore the interests of imperilled souls. In the mind

and words of the true Catholic, there can be no compromise

with heresy, and in dealing with Abelard, St. Bernard would

have been foolish had he regarded him as an ignorant lay

man or a delicate schoolgirl under instruction. He was a

" Goliath, equipped in all the panoply of war," and it was

only the sharp pebble, sent straight at his brow, that was

to bring him down. It is ridiculous for Mosheim to affect

to believe that St. Bernard was jealous of Abelard. The

Saint was one of the last to enter the lists against the inno

vator, and it was principally because of the pressure brought

to bear upon him by "William, abbot of St. Thierry, that he

moved in the matter. Before the Council of Sens he wrote

amicably and urgently to Abelard, begging him to correct

his books. Abelard was condemned at Rome, as well as at

Sens and are we to suppose that the Pope and the cardi

nals were actuated by jealousy ? Bernard was simply actu

ated by zeal for the truth, and the moment he found that

his antagonist had retracted, he gave him a brother's hand,

as we shall now see.

When Pope Innocent II. had received a report of the

proceedings at Sens, he confirmed the condemnation of

Abelard's errors, and enjoined upon the master, " as upon

a heretic," perpetual silence. After leaving Sens, Abelard,

as we have seen, started for Rome, but hearkening to the
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fatherly voice of the venerable Peter of Cluny, he stopped

in that monastery. Here he was reconciled to St. Bernard,

as we are informed in the following letter, written by Peter

to the Pontiff : " The master Peter, well known, as I be

lieve, to your Wisdom, coming lately from France (1),

passed through Cluny. We asked him whither he was

journeying. He replied that he was greatly vexed by cer

tain parties, who styled him a heretic, a name which he

greatly abhorred, and that he had appealed to the Apostolic

Majesty. We applauded the design, and we advised him to

fly to the known and general refuge ; and we told him that

the Apostolic justice, which never failed a stranger or a

pilgrim, would not be refused to him. We promised that

he should receive mercy, if reason there were for it. In

the meantime there arrived the lord Cistercian abbot, and

be talked both with Abelard and with ourselves, concern

ing peace betweeen him (Abelard) and my lord of Clairvaux,

because of whom he had appealed. We, too, did what we

could toward this reconciliation, and we exhorted Abelard

to go with him (the Cistercian) to Bernard. And we also

admonished him to remove from his books and words any

thing he might have said or written offensive to Catholic

ears ; and this, in accordance with his (Bernard's) exhorta

tion, and that of other good and wise men. And so it was

done. He went and returned, having, by the mediation of

the Cistercian, accommodated his olden differences with my

lord of Clairvaux, and had a peaceful interview. Mean

while, being advised by us, or rather, as we believe, being

inspired by God, he abandoned the tumults of school and

study, and chose a permanent abode in your Cluny. Be

lieving this to be fitting to his age, his weakness, and

his religion, and deeming his knowledge, not altogether

unknown to you, to be of great advantage to our large

community of brethren, we assented to his request ; and so,

if it be pleasing to your Benignity, we have graciously and

joyfully allowed him to remain with us, your children.

Therefore I, whatever I may be, yet ever yours, do ask ; and

this convent of Cluny, most devoted to you, also asks ; and

(1) Cluny was In Burifundy, which was not joined to France until 1477.
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he himself asks, by these letters which he has requested me

to write, and by us and the bearers of these letters, that

you will order him to spend his remaining days, which

perchance are few, in your Cluny ; and that, by means of no

one, he be expelled or removed from the house which, like

a sparrow, he has found, or from the nest in which he, like

a dove, rejoices ; but that, as 3'ou ever cherish the good,

and have loved even him, you will protect him with the

Apostolic shield.''

With regard to the errors of Abelard, the reader is re

ferred to Alexandre's apposite dissertation, if he is desirous

- of examining them in detail. We merely give a brief sum

mary of them, as described by St. Bernard (1), by the abbot

of St. Thierry (2), and by Otho of Frisingen (3). First, he

placed degrees in the Trinity, " modes " in the majesty,

and numbers in the eternity of God. The Father is full

power, the Son a certain power, the Holy Ghost no power.

The Son is to the Father as a certain power is to power, as

;i species is to a genus, as man is to animal. Second, he

asserted that the Holy Ghost proceeds indeed from the

Father and the Son, but not from the esse of the Father, or

from the substance of the Son. Third, he denied that the

devil ever had any right in man, and that the Son became

man to redeem man from the dominion of Satan. The Son

died merely to show His love for us. Fourth, the Holy

Ghost is, according to Abelard, the soul of the world.

Fifth, he asserted that Christ, God and Man, is not the second

Person of the Blessed Trinity. Sixth, he contended that we

can wish and do good, without the aid of grace. Seventh, he

taught that in the Eucharist the form of the prior sub

stance remains in the air. Eighth, he held that only the

punishment, not the guilt, of original sin descends to us

from Adam. Ninth, he asserted there was no sin, unless

in contempt of God. Tenth, he contended that ignorance

always excuses from sin. Eleventh, he taught that diabolical

suggestions often come from physical impressions, contact,

etc. Twelfth, he defined faith as the acceptation of things

which are not seen. Thirteenth, he assigned limits to the

(1) Epint. 190 to Innocent II. (2) Dispute against Abelard.

0) Dceds vf Frederick I., B. 1., c. 47.
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Divine Omnipotence, asserting that God could do no more

than He has done or will do. Fourteenth, he denied the

descent of Christ into Limbo. Fifteenth, he said that the

final judgment of men can be attributed also to the Father.

Sixteenth, he doubted the power of binding and loosing.

Seventeenth, he asserted that God never impeded evil,

changing the will of man. Eighteenth, he contended that

the executioners at the crucifixion did not sin. Nineteenth,

he taught that the Spirit of the fear of the Lord was not

in Christ, and that in the next world there would be no

chaste fear of the Lord. Such were the propositions in

reference to which St. Bernard wrote to the bishops and

cardinals of the Roman court (1) : " Read, if you please,

the book of Peter Abelard, which he says to be on The

ology. You have it at hand, for he glories that it is read

by many in the court. See what he says therein about the

Trinity, about the generation of the Son, about the pro

cession of the Holy Ghost, and the many innumerable

things he has foreign to Catholic ears and minds. Read

also the other book, entitled his Sentences, and the one

with the title Know Thyself, and observe how rank they are

with the seeds of sacrilege and of error ; see what he

thinks of the soul of Christ, of His Person, of His descent

into Limbo, of the Sacrament of the Altar, of the power of

binding and loosing, of original sin, of concupiscence, of the

sin of delectation, of that of infirmity and of ignorance, of

the work of sin, and of the will of sinning. And if, indeed,

you judge that I am justly moved, do you be moved, and

lest you be moved in vain, act for the place you hold, for

the dignity you possess, for the power you have received."

In his Apology, or Confession of Faith, Abelard declared

that these errors were all ascribed to him through ignorance

or malice, and he denied that he ever wrote a book of Sen

tences ; but if the reader will follow Alexandre, as he

examines these nineteen propositions, one by one, he will

find th.it many of them were distinctly taught by Abelard,

although in some oases St. Bernard and the abbot of St.

Thierry did not correctly apprehend the meaning of the

(1) EpM. 1S7.
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master. As for Abelard's denial that he wrote a book of

Sentences, he thereby descended to an unworthy and puerile

equivocation, for though the book may not have borne that

title, he did not disclaim the authorship of the passages

to which St. Bernard objected, and which are found in that

book. One great fault of Abelard was his proneness to the

use of incongruous illustrations in explaining matters of

faith. Otho of Frisingen (1) gives one instance, which will

serve for many : " As the proposition, assumption, and con

clusion are the same oration, so the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost are the same essence."

Subjoined to the works of Abelard is to be found an

Apology for the great master, written by Berengarius of

Poitiers, who had been one of his disciples. The work of a

young and ardent man, carried away by enthusiastic admira

tion for his teacher, it is extremely contumelious toward

St. Bernard. Berengarius asserts that the Saint tried rather

to discover occasion to rebuke Abelard, than to effect his

conversion. But we are told by Godfrey (2) that Bernard,

'' with his usual goodness and benignity, desiring to correct

the error, not to confound the man, privately admonished

him : and so modestly and reasonably did he act, that Abe

lard was touched, and promised to correct all according to

his wish. But he abandoned the good design." We are

also told that Abelard, " whose mouth was the storehouse

of reason, the trumpet of faith, and the lodging of the Trin

ity, " was condemned at Sens, while absent and unheard.

But he was contumacious, and had withdrawn himself from

a judgment invoked by himself. Berengarius also attacks

many points of doctrine which he alleges to have been put

forth by St. Bernard, but in each case he misinterprets the

Saint's meaning. In his more mature age, this enthusiastic

defender of Abelard modified his opinions, condemned his

master's errors, and acknowledged St. Bernard as " the

Martin of our times, a shining light."

Abelard has often been stigmatized as a heretic, but un

justly. He did not pertinaciously adhere to his opinions?

but ever professed himself willing to correct them, if

(1) Loc. cit. (2) Life of St. Bernard, B. 111., c. 5.
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erroneous ; and he did, in fact, correct them. In the Pro

logue to his Introduction, he plainly avows his willingness to

accept correction, " by force of reason, or by Scriptural

authority, " and declares that he will imitate St. Augustine

in his Retractations, " that if he cannot be free from the vice

of ignorance, he may at least not incur the guilt of heresy ;

for ignorance does not make a heretic, but obstinate pride

does make one." In his Profession of Faith, sent to Heloise,

he says : " I wish not to so be a philosopher, as to resist

Paul ; to so be an Aristotle, as to be separated from Christ.

There is no other name under heaven, by which I can be

saved .... And in order that trembling anxiety and all

doubt may be removed from your heart, you may be sure of

this in my regard, that I have founded my conscience upon

that rock upon which Christ founded His Church. ... I be

lieve the Son to be co-equal to the Father in all things, in

eternity, power, will, and deed ; nor do I hearken to Arius,

who, moved by his perverse genius, yea, seduced by a demon,

placed degrees in the Trinity, teaching that the Father is

greater, and the Son less. ... I declare that the Holy Ghost

is consubstantial and co-equal to the Father and the Son in

all things. ... I assert also that in Baptism all sin is re

mitted ; that we need grace, both to commence good, and to

perfect it. . . . As for the resurrection of the body, why

should I speak of it, when I would in vain glory in being a

Christian, if I did not believe I would arise again?" And

in the last of his works, the Apology, dedicated To All the

Children of Holy Church, he wrote : " Well known is the say

ing that nothing is so well expressed that it cannot be dis

torted ; and, as St. Jerome has remarked, he who writes

many books creates many judges. And I, who have written

only a few little ones, and in comparison with others, books

of no moment, have not been able to escape censure ; al

though, as to the things of which I am seriously accused, I

acknowledge, God knows, no fault of my own, and if there

were any I would not obstinately defend it. I may have

written some things which ought not to have been written ;

but I call God to witness, as the Judge of my soul, that I

have not presumed anything in malice or in pride. I have
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spoken much in many schools, and my doctrine has never

been a sluggish stream or a hidden loaf I have spoken

openly for the establishing of the faith or of morals,, what

seemed to me to be salutary, and whatever I have written

I have opened unto all, rather as to judges than as to disci

ples. If I have ever exceeded by much speaking, as it is

written ' by much speaking thou shalt not avoid sin, ' ob

stinate resistance has never made me a heretic, for I have

been ever ready to give satisfaction, either by correcting or

by destroying all wrong utterances, and in that mind I shall

persevere to the end. . . .Therefore let fraternal charity

recognize me, whatsoever I may be, as a son of the Church ;

one who entirely receives all that she receives, and who re

jects all that she rejects ; one who has never broken the

unity of faith, although unequal to others in virtue." And

then Abelard expressly professes the Catholic doctrines

which are contrary to all his own errors, or to those imputed

to him.

CHAPTER XVIII.

The Crusades : Their Justice and Effects.*

Daring the first years of Islamism the Christian nations

felt little reason for concern as to their own future. Regard

ing the new religionists as a mere horde of children of the

desert, they could not realize that their own peace, still less

their independence in the political order, would ever be se

riously threatened from that quarter. And even if they had

foreseen the great spread of Mohammedanism, and all the

baneful consequences thence, of necessity, to ensue, they

were just then in no condition to forestall the enemy's

attack. As yet Christendom was not united in the new

Western Empire ; and when, in time, that effort of Pontifical

statesmanship opened a new era of strength and prosperity

to Europe, the arrogance, and afterwards the schism, of the

Greeks prevented any unanimous action against the en

* TMs Chapter appeared as an article in the " Ave Maria," vol. rxvi., no. 24.
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emies of the Christian name. But in the eleventh century,

the invasion of the Seljuk Turks, who had abandoned the

religion of Zoroaster for Islamism, infused a Northern

ferocity into the comparatively soft nature of the Arabs,

and during the Pontificate of St. Gregory VII. the Crescent

was frequently seen from the towers of Constantinople.

From time to time Europe was horrified by accounts of the

fearful oppression endured by the Christians of Palestine ;

of bishops and priests being dragged from the altar to

prison ; of brutal outrages upon persons of both sexes and

of every age; of the circumcision of thousands of boys,

some to be enrolled in the army, and others to be mutilated,

and to be assigned as guards to the seraglio. The schis

matic arrogance of the Greeks was compelled to yield, and

the emperor, Michael Ducas ( Parapinnx) begged for aid

from the detested Latins. St. Gregory VII. heeded the cry,

and although he knew that the promise was extorted by

dire temporal necessity, and not by regard for religious

unity, he was disposed to believe that Ducas was sincere in

the avowed intention to put an end to the schism. All

Christendom was invited to raise an army for the service of

God. and the Pontiff declared in a letter to king Henry IV.

ot Germany that he hoped, " having pacified the Normans,

to proceed in person to Constantinople, in aid of the Chris

tians." (1). Fifty thousand warriors promised to follow him,

but other interests prevailed, and the great enterprise was

postponed, until Pope Victor III. had the satisfaction, in

1088, of seeing the Genoese, Pisans, and other Italians,

receive from his hands the standard of St. Peter, and set out

to fight for the Cross and for civilization. This first expe

dition to check the inroads of Mohammedanism was com

paratively successful. Landing in Africa, it destroyed or

disabled more than a hundred thousand Saracens, burned a

city, imposed tribute on a Moorish king, and returned to

Italy with many rich spoils, which were used to decorate

the churches of the victors. (2). But this inroad into the

(1) Epistles of St. Greg. VII.. II., 30.

cM Leo of Ostia. This Leo (Mursicanus), a Benedictine of Montecassino, and cardinal-

bishop of Ostla, author of a valuable history of Montecassino, and other works, should not

be confounded with another Leo, aiso a Cassinese Benedictine, who was secretary to Pope

l'r'•■(n II., and was made a cardinal-deacon by Paschal II. This mistake was made by

Baronio and by Possevin.
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domains of Islam was merely a prelude to the great

Crusades.

The impulse to the first Crusade (1096-1100) was given

by an obscure individual, rude in feature and in manner,

but who had been raised by solitude and prayer to such

sanctity that he was popularly supposed to enjoy direct

communication with Heaven. Known only as Peter the

Hermit, he left his native Amiens in 1093, and made a

pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Touched to the quick by the

melancholy condition of the holy places, he seemed to hear,

while prostrate before the Holy Sepulchre, the voice of

Jesus commanding : " Arise, Peter ; go and announce to

My people the end of their oppression. Let My servants

come, and the Holy Land shall be freed." He returned to

Europe, and falling at the feet of Pope Urban II., he urged

that Pontiff to carry out the design of his predecessors.

The Pope blessed him, and commissioned him to preach a

Crusade ; he did so throughout Europe, travelling bare

footed and bareheaded, clothed in sackcloth, crucifix in

hand, and mounted on a mule. William of Tyre (ob. about

1180) tells us that Peter was " insignificant in person, but

his eye was keen and pleasing, and he possessed an easy

flow of eloquence." Everywhere he astonished people by

his austerities, and moved their sympathies by his graphic

picture of the woes of Palestine. He cried to sinners :

" Soldiers of the demon, become warriors of Christ ; " and

all who had crimes to expiate, or injuries to repair, seized

on this means of reconciling themselves with -God. The

feudataries, the younger sons of reigning families (all

trained to war, and having scarcely any other means of

occupying their time), jo3rfully volunteered.

While Peter was thus engaged, there came from Constan

tinople letters from the Greek emperor, Alexis Comnenus,

begging aid from the Latins, as the "new Rome " was in

imminent danger of falling into the hands of its enemies.

In 1095 Urban II. convoked a Council at Piacenza to devise

ways and means. Over 200 bishops, 4,000 priests, and

30,000 laymen listened to the Pontiffs discourse, which was

delivered in the open air. Another assembly was ordered
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to convene at Clermont in Auvergne, and, on November 18

of the same year, 238 bishops obeyed the summons. Here

the Pontiff made use of every argument, religious and po

litical, to further the cause. From his discourse, not as

embellished by Michaud, but as it was recorded in its

simplicity by William of Malmesbury, (1) who was present

at its delivery, we take the following passages :

" Go, my brothers, go with confidence to attack the

enemies of God, who—O, shame to Christians !—are so

long in possession of Syria and Armenia. Long ago they

mastered all Asia Minor ; and now they have insulted us in

Illyria and all the neighboring regions, even so far as the

Straits of St. George. And they have done worse : they

have robbed us of the tomb of Jesus Christ, that wonderful

monument of our faith ; they sell to our pilgrims permission

to enter a city which would be open to Christians alone, if

we had only a small portion of our ancient valor. Ought

not our facesto blush with shame ? Who, unless they envy

the Christian glory, can suffer the indignity of not being

able to share with the infidels at least half of the world?

Christians, put an end to your own misdeeds, and let con

cord reign among you while in these distant lands. Go,

then, and in this most noble enterprise show the valor and

prudence you now display in your intestine contests. Go,

ye warriors, and your praises will everywhere be heard.

Let the well-known bravery of the French be shown in the

van ; followed by the allies, their very name will terrify the

enemy .... If necessary, your bodies will redeem your

souls. Do you, men of courage and of exemplary intre

pidity, fear death ? Human wickedness can invent nothing

to injure you which is to be weighed against celestial glory.

Do you not know that life is a misery to man, and that

happiness is in death ? The sermons of priests have caused

us to receive this doctrine with our mothers' milk ; and the

martyrs, our ancestors, sustained this doctrine with their

example .... The sanctuary of God repels the spoiler and

the ribald, and welcomes the pious man. Let not the love

of your relatives impede you : principally to God does man

(1) Dced* of the Englinh Kings. B. lv., year 1095.
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owe his love. Let not your progress be arrested by your

affection for your native land ; for the entire world may be

regarded as a place of exile for Christians, and their real

country is, just now, the entire world. Let no one remain

at home because of his riches ; for greater wealth is prom

ised him—a wealth composed, not of those things which

soften our misery only with vain expectation, but of those

which perpetual and daily instances show us to be the only

true inches .... These things I publish and command, and

for their execution I appoint the end of the coming spring."

Throughout the assembly was then heard the cry which

the Crusaders were to render famous, "God wills it! " A

cardinal recited the formula of general confession ; all re

peated it, and received absolution. Ademar de Monteil,

bishop of Puy, received the Cross as Papal legate, and this

emblem of the Crusade was then given to nearly all the

barons and even to many bishops.

In the First Crusade, two different classes rushed toward

the Holy Land—an enthusiastic, fanatical mob of worse

than useless men, women, and children, and an equally

enthusiastic, but disciplined, army of warriors. Pope

Urban II. had vainly tried to temper the ardor which

prompted the old, the infirm, and even childhood, to remain

unsatisfied with aiding the holy cause with prayer ; he had

vainly ordered that women should not embark in the

enterprise unless accompanied by husbands or brothers ;

in vain he had commanded that no monks or other ecclesi

astics should don the cross without permission of their

bishops. The hermit was convinced that prayer and zeal

were sufficient, and in disordered ranks, carrying a cross

before them, thousands set out, feeding on charity, for the

goal of their hopes. So long as these hordes were in

Western Europe, their indigence was not remarkable ; but

when they arrived at the Danube, they found the Hun

garians and Bulgarians hostile, and they were obliged to

use force in order to obtain food. Finally, 100, 000 starve

lings reached Constantinople, where they committed such

disorder, that Alexis was glad to transport them across the

Bosphorus. Very soon they fought among themselves, and
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nearly ;ill of the survivors were slaughtered by the Islam

ites. But the Crusading army was of far different material,

and was guided by competent persons.

The first Crusade lasted from 1096 to IPX) ; the second,

from 1147 to 1149 ; the third, from 1189 to 1193 ; the

fourth, from 1202 to 1204 ; the fifth and sixth, from 1218

to 1239 ; the seventh and eight, from 1248 to 1270. Fre

quent attempts were afterwards made to renew these Holy

Wars, and many isolated expeditions were undertaken ; but,

as Pomponne, minister of Louis XIV., remarked to Leib

nitz, " since the time of St. Louis, such things have been

out of fashion." Bacon wrote a dialogue on the Holy War.

Mazarin left 600, 000 livres to help a Crusade The famous

friar Jdseph, the Franciscan counsellor of Richelieu, com

posed on this subject a Latin poem, which Pope Urban

VIII. called the Christian Jimeid. In 1670 Leibnitz tried

to induce Louis XIV. to conquer Egypt, and in his design,

reduced to writing, he said : " Then Europe will rest, will

cease to tear her own bowels, and will fix her attention

where she may find honor, victory, advantage, and wealth,

with a good conscience, and in a manner pleasing to God.

Then men will not rival one another in robbery, but in re

ducing the power of the hereditary foe ; each one will

strive to extend, not his own kingdom, but that of Christ

.... Let us suppose that the emperor, Poland, and Sweden,

proceed together against the barbarians, and seek to widen

the limits of Christendom, having no other designs, and

fearing no enemies in their rear : how the blessing of God

would show itself in favor of so just a cause ! On"the other

hand, England and Denmark would find themselves in front

of North, and Spain before South America ; Holland, before

the West Indies. France is destined by Providence to be

the guide to Christian armies in the East, to give to Chris

tendom her Godfreys, her Baldwins, and especially her SS.

Louis, who will invade that Africa just opposite her shores,

to destroy a nest of pirates and to conquer Egypt—she

wants neither the soldiers nor the money necessary to be

come the mistress of that land .... Behold a way to

acquire a lasting glory, a tranquil conscience, universal ap
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plause, certain victory, immense advantages. Then will be

attained that hope of the philosopher, that men will make

war only on wolves and other wild beasts, to which the

barbarians and infidels may now be compared." (1)

Those who desire, in the matter of the Crusades, details

of fact, causes, and effects, should consult the Deeds of

God through the Franks, by William of Tyre, and the History

written by the imperial Anna Comnena. Among moderns,

he may read with profit the Spirit of the Crusades, by De

Maillet, and the History of the Crusades, by Michaud,

which, although full of prejudice, is the most complete of

all works on this subject. Much information may also be

gained from the I.ife of Innocent III , by Hurter ; and from

Prat's Peter the Hermit and the First Crusade. The French

Academy of Inscriptions published, in 1841, a collection of

all the Latin, Greek, and Oriental historians of the Crusades ;

the Greek portion being composed of fragments from the

writings of Nicephorus Briennus, Anna Comnena, Nicetas

Coniates, John Phocas, and Michael Attaliates. As for the

modern English authors who have written on the Crusades,

some are pretentious, few recommendable. Of all who, in

any language, have treated this subject, Cantu is the most

impartial, and by far the most appreciative of the spirit

which prompted and sustained one of the most salient

features of the Middle Ages ; he will also fully satisfy

the reader's curiosity as to chivalry, tournaments, " courts

of love," the oaths customary at the time, the military

religious orders, the trovatori,—an acquaintance with all

of which matters will greatly facilitate a comprehension of

the events of the Crusades.

Many causes have contributed to an unjust appreciation of

(1) Dissertation by Guhrauer, in Mcmntres of the Institute of France, Vol. I.—Cantu

agrees with Leibnitz : "Suppose that the lion of St. Mark and the dragon of St. George

had made a permanent home on the hanks of the Bosphorus, the Jordan, and the Tigris.

A civilized population would now enjoy that beauty which of old made them envied cen

tres of cuiture ; Seleucia. Antloch. Bagdad, would be the London and Parisof Asia ; where

now a pasha, with flail and scimitar, trends the peoples before the caprices of a despot, and

where the Bedouins practise robbery and piracy with impunity, would now flourish govern

ments founded in order and libeity ; from the most beautiful city under the sun would

flow streams of cuiture and of love over Asia and Europe, united in affection and in prog

ress to improve the North, and spread the light of truth in the heart of Africa and in the

farthest regions of the East. If a hermit had not raised that cry. if the Popes had not taken

it up, the growing civilization of Europe would have succumbed to the Arabs ; the relig'on

of love and of liberty would have yielded un our countries to one of blood and of siavery,

and over the beautiful lands of Italy and France would reign a brutal domestic and poli

tical tranny, a haughty immobility, a fand indifference, a systematic ignorance."
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the value of the Crusades, but they may all be referred to

the difficulty experienced by the average modern mind in

appreciating the spirit of the Middle Ages. Add to this

the fact that these Holy Wars were pre-eminently the work

of the Roman Pontiffs, and therefore a natural object of

carping criticism to all the foes of Catholicism, and you

will be surprised when you find, now and then, a Protes

tant or an infidel writer who can see in them aught else

than cruel injustice to both Christian and Islamite ; or at

best, anything better than sublime folly. In defending the

policy that prompted these Crusades, in upholding their

justice, in contending that they were necessary, humanly

speaking, to the very existence of Christianity, we do not

apologize for each and every action of their leaders, or of

the rank and file of their participants ; it is but too true

that, as in other noble designs, many of the instruments

were found to be full of flaws. We must distinguish the

motives of the Crusaders. The Popes, most of the kings

and princes, and nearly all the leaders who took part in

these expeditions, were impelled by the desire of banishing

the infidel from the places sanctified by the life and death

of the God-Man,—by the desire of freeing a Christian

people from a slavery that was cruel to the body and threat

ening to the soul. They felt the necessity of arresting the

progress of an inexorable and barbarous enemy, who men

aced that Christian civilization which the Catholic Church

had developed in nearly the whole, and was then planting

in the rest, of Europe ; they knew that the most efficacious

means of doing this was by carrying war into Asia and

Africa, by convincing Islam that Christendom could fight

as well as pray. These motives were certainly noble. But

among the masses, while the religious motive undoubtedly

predominated with the immense majority, so that it may,

truly be said to have furnished the life and soul of the

expeditions, other motives were sometimes mingled—some

of them base, some indifferent. Many who groaned at

home under the feudal system hoped to find another lot

awaiting them in the East ; some were impelled by a

curiosity to see those lands about which pilgrims had told
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such wonderful stories; some, undoubtedly, weie iiu-iteil

by mere love of adventure. If these latter classes were

guilty of excesses -nay, if even some of the leaders acted

more like condottkri than like soldiers of Christ,—the good

name of the cause should not suffer.

Those who affect horror at the sacrifice of two millions

of Christian lives during the two centuries of the Crusades,

do not, as a general thing, descant upon the great loss of

life that purely secular wars have entailed, and yet entail,

upon mankind. And how great is the difference between

these and the Holy Wars, both as to causes and effects !

In the former, in nearly every case, men are taken from

their firesides to kill and be killed, without knowing the

reason for it ; in the latter, they knew, thoroughly ap

preciated, and heartily applauded the reason. But, we are

told, this knowledge, this appreciation, was that of super

stition, and the hope of success was a folly. The Crusaders

were certainly guilty of superstition, if a vivid and life-

sacrificing devotion to one's faith, if a hearty reverence for

everything connected with that faith, be superstition — we

need not here pause to show that Christianity, felt and out

wardly professed, is not superstition.

But what about the folly of these wars? Not that

supernatural effervescence which is known as the folly of

the Cross—for if that be understood, the Crusades tcere a

folly—but a sheer absurdity is here intended. Well, now

that the holy fever is at an end, and we can calmly criticise

each and every one of its symptoms and consequences,

many errors of management are discoverable ; bu*t at the

time the attack on the strongholds of Islam was decreed,

every reason, military and political, could be adduced for

the success of the project. Common sense assured the

Western nations that the Byzantine sovereign, bearing the

first brunt of the Mussulman attack, would cordially and

gratefully assist the enterprise ; who could have foreseen

the insane treachery of the entire schismatic tribe ?

But what of the justice of the Crusades? The Islamites

were pronounced religious and political enemies of the

European nations. It was of the very essence of their
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religion—and too well did they practise it—to spread their

faith by fire and sword, to enjoy the earth and its fulness.

They had already subjugated the once flourishing Christian

states of the East, and in many of them had almost de

stroyed every vestige of the Christian religion ; they had

conquered a great part of the Iberian Peninsula ; they had

devastated a large portion of Italy, and, for a time, had even

threatened France ; in fine, to the Mussulman every war

against a Christian state or community was holy. Where

was the injustice of warring against such a race of men ?

Consider also that war, and war to the knife, was the only

means by which Europe could save herself from barbar

ism, her women from degradation, her children from slavery.

Our age affects to detest mere sentiment, and is pre-emi

nently utilitarian. For this very reason it should admire

the Crusades. The first great advantage they brought to

Europe was frequent internal peace where intestine war

had been the order of the day ; the Christian swords, that

had so often crossed one another in unworthy strife, were

now turned against the common enemy of the Christian

altar and of every Christian government. The Normans

and other ferocious Northerners, who would have impeded

the progress of civilization along the shores of the Baltic

and the German Ocean, found an outlet for their warlike

enthusiasm in distant Asia : and " this expedition " (the

second Crusade), says Krantz, " at least effected the freeing

of Germany from a set of men who lived by robbing

others." (1). Many a district hitherto living in awe of

some petty tyrant, who, like an eagle from his eyry, had

been wont to pounce down upon it on an errand of rapine,

thanked the campaigns of Asia and Africa for affording

such men an opportunity of satisfying their tastes away

from home. Thousands of serfs, by taking the Cross, threw

off the yoke of what was little less than slavery ; for the

Crusader became a servant of God and of the Church, and

a freeman. Strangers who took up their abode in the do

mains of some petty lord used to become his serfs : now

the pilgrim was sacred.

(l> Sax., c. 13.
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Industry was advanced by means of the Crusades. The

silks of Damascus were coveted by the Westerns, and Pa

lermo, Lucca, Modena, and Milan became noted for the fab

rics they wove for the lords and ladies who were no longer

satisfied with the skins of beasts for clothing. The glass

ware of Tyre was introduced by the Venetians, and soon the

ingenious sons of the Republic manufactured the beautiful

and delicate crystals which have given its artisans celebrity

to our own day. Windmills, till then not known in Europe,

were copied from those in Asia Minor, where they were

necessary, owing to the want of running waters. The gold

smith's art received an impetus from the numerous relics

and gems brought from the Orient, and which had to be

richly set and mounted.

Another advantage of the Crusades was the better admin

istration of justice ; when intestine war had become rare,

order reappeared ; the great ones of the earth commenced

to consider their followers as their dependents', and not as

their slaves ; for these inferiors were now freed from local

servitude, and began to unlearn the customs of hereditary

selfdom. Government was better developed ; communes

and republics came into existence, and elevated public over

private power. The common people, during the long absen

ces of the lords, depended upon the superior power of

the kings ; and thus was prepared, for the ultimate good of

the nation, the fall of feudalism.

Still another good effect of the Crusades is thus de

scribed by Cantu : In the fragmentary society of feudalism,

each one's country was bounded by the hedge that enclosed

his field ; it was expensive and dangerous to cross the bridge

that spanned the neighboring little torrent, in sight of the

castle of the next proprietor. But suddenly the barriers

fall, and whole nations enter on roads hitherto closed. Then

the Northerners beheld in Italy the relics of ancient, and

the commencement of a new, civilization ; at Bologna they

heard lectures on the Pandects ; at Salerno and Montecas-

sino they attended medical academies ; at Tbessalonica they

visited schools of fine art ; at Constantinople they inspected

libraries and museums. James de Vitry expresses his

f- \
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wonder at finding the Italians ' secret in council, diligent,

studious of public utility, careful for the future, detesting

the yoke of another, ardent defenders of their liberties.

In Sicily and in Venice, whither they came to embark, they

found more regular forms of government, and their astonish

ment on seeing all the citizens of Venice convoked to give

assent to the decrees of the doge, inspired ideas of a liberty

very different from that known in the North. When they

were established on the new soil, they gave attention to a

proper jurisprudence, which should not be imposed by force,

but should be discussed by the reason of nations who

deemed themselves equal, and who desired their own real

advancement. The 'Assizes' that were then compiled be

came models for princes and communes ; St. Louis profited

by them for his Establishments, and perhaps the English

found in them the idea of their boasted jury. From the

method of gathering tithes, then imposed by the Church,

kings learned a regular system of taxes, which, if they be

came perpetual, at least ceased to be arbitrary and multifold.'

With reference to the effects which the Crusades pro

duced on the arts and letters of Europe, the same author

says: "Since it is certain that the Crusades retarded the

fall of Constantinople, I believe that literature profited by

them ; for Europe was not yet sufficiently mature to receive

the classics there preserved, as she did in the fifteenth cen

tury. Iu fact, of two rich libraries which then perished,

no chronicler makes any mention, of so little account were

they deemed; masterpieces of art were brutally ruined,

unless when the Italians, especially the Venetians, preserved

them to decorate their own cities. Look at Pisa, Genoa,

and the Norman edifices in Italy, and you will find them

rich in columns and statues transferred from the East,—a

fact which reveals a resurrection of the sentiment of the

beautiful, and explains the sudden development of the arts

among us. Literature came forth from the sanctuary, when

all took part in universal enterprise ; style was elevated,

when history passed from municipal events to prodigies of

valor : poetry found in reality that at which, by mere

imagination, it would never have arrived. " (1).

(t) Univ. Hist., B. xti., «• IS.
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The Crusades were also of great benefit to commerce.

The commercial cities of Italy made immense profits by

transporting warriors and pilgrims ; and they obtained great

privileges in the conquered lands, establishing banks in

Syria and along the Ionian and the Black Seas. Then be

gan the commercial prosperity of what are now Belgium

and Holland, of the south of France, of Bremen and Liibeck.

Citizens became wealthy, and were soon so powerful that

they were able to exact rights and privileges. The sugar

cane, used by the Crusaders at Lebanon to assuage their

terrible thirst, was transplanted to Sicily, thence carried by

the Saracens to Granada, and from there taken by the

Spaniards to America. Europe became acquainted with

alum, indigo, and many other valuable drugs and spices ;

afterward, while engaged in a search for a quick passage

to the land that produced them, an Italian navigator dis

covered a new world.

The Crusades failed of their main object—the freedom of

the Holy Land,—but they checked the progress of Moham

medanism, and permitted the continuance of the work of

civilization in Europe. They need no apology ; had they

fully succeeded, Europe, Asia, and Africa would now, in all

probability, be entirely Christian. Their main idea was

both politic and just. It was certainly good policy to give

rest to a state by transporting its disturbers beyond the

seas, to turn this fury against the barbarians. It was

certainly just to combat a ferocious people, an article of

whose religion was to exterminate Christians, and who had

already ravaged all Southern Europe.

CHAPTER XIX.

The Truce of God.*

Among the many institutions of the Middle Ages which

may well claim the attention of the student, one of the most

interesting is the " Truce of God." During the first period

of feudalism—unless we except the reigns of the Gothic

• This ( Impter apTswnil ss nn oria-le in the Arc Maria, vol. xxv., no. t«.
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Theodoric, the Lombard Liutprand, and the Frank Charle

magne,—the want of an arranging hand, of a competent

ordaining authority, is plainly felt. Only this absence, says

the judicious Semichou, can explain the terrible, even

though exceptional, barbarities of that time. Heruli, Goths,

Vandals, Lombards, Franks, Visigoths, Huns, Danes, Sax

ons, and Normans, had overthrown the Western empire,

and the miserable populations knew no human power but

that of the sword ; they rejoiced, in fact, when some one

barbarian was sufficiently strong to crush his rivals, and to

give society that kind of rest which comes from the rule of

a single tyrant. "When one reads the horrible descriptions

of such a chronicler as GlaberRudolphus (1040)— narratives

not only of wholesale murder and universal rapine, but of

cannibalism and ghoulism,—he does not wonder that duels

and private wars, became the means by which society, in

the first period of the Middle Ages, tried to preserve the

rights which civil government failed to secure it. In the

feudal system of that day, remarks Cantu, " there being no

confidence, recourse was more willingly had to such guar

antees as were conformable to the condition of society ; and

duels and private wars became a necessity in such a state

of affairs."

Ho.wever, society benefited little by the introduction of

such remedies for its woes. Brute force remained its guid

ing influence ; and no matter under what guise it may be

exercised, brute force is conducive neither to civilization

nor happiness. On every side were anarchy and chaos, and

not unfrequently men imagined that the days of Antichrist

were at hand. But if the abomination of desolation was

nearly everywhere visible, the mercy of God was about to

cut short its work of destruction. There remained on

earth one power which men really revered,—one power, the

influence of which was moral, and was therefore felt not

merely by the lower nature of man, but by his mind and

soul. Lombard and Italian : Frank and Roman ; Gaul, Van-

' dal, and African ; Visigoth and Iberian ; Saxon and Nor

man and Briton ; all alike—barbarous and cultured—re

spected the Catholic Church. In that period, which, despite
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its failings, was pre-eminently an age of faith, the influence

of religion was paramount over the most terrible warriors

and the most unmitigated tyrants. This, then, was the

power which was to bring order out of choas ; this Church

of God, which had but lately converted the barbaric hordes,

and had begun the work of forming a new society on the

ruins of the old, was about to appeal to the Christian

sentiments of her new children, and to give a new life to

the world.

But how was the Church to insure obedience to her in

junctions ? In her mission of protecting society, of sub

stituting government for anarchy, how could she hope to

succeed where even the sword— that generally successful

argument over the purely natural man—had shown itself to

be of no avail ? But the Church possessed a weapon more

powerful than the sword—the power of excommunication,

—an arm which, .as Semichon rightly observes, has been

the origin of all modern social progress ; for it convinced

the barbarian that force could not prevail over right. It

must be admitted that individual prelates—generally those

who were the products of that system of royal " investiture"

which the mediaeval Pontiffs combated—often launched

ecclesiastical censure for their own unworthy purposes ; but

such were exceptional cases. Still, as a rule, whenever

this weapon was adopted in causes not purely religious, it

was used in the interest of humanity. The Church had

determined to convince her converts from Paganism that

men might be of various conditions in the social scale, but

that they were all equally obliged to revere and defend the

right, and to uphold the good of society. Starting on her

mission to abolish the state of universal warfare around

her, the Church of the tenth century continued to preach

the Gospel of peace ; but she also began to construct a

social edifice, and she defended her work with her peculiar

weapon.

The first step toward the introduction of the Truce of

God was taken in 988. Gondebald, archbishop of Aqui-

taine, in a Council of his suffragans at Charroux, pronounced

anathema against all who robbed farmers or the poor of
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their flocks, or destroyed implements of husbandry. Many

other Councils prosecuted the same object, and soon the

prelates began to inveigh against the arrogance and tyranny

which the lords, both great and small, were wont to exercise

toward the weak, especially toward monasteries, peddlers,

and rustics. Excommunication, and even interdict—that

most depressing of all punishments to those who were not

lost to all sense of religion (1) —were often launched against

the titled ruffians who formed the higher society of the day.

The influence of these clerical assemblies was exerted, too,

against other social evils than robbery and like forms of

license. Their efforts were also directed to prevent the

recurrence of war. Our modern philanthropists, who

periodically hold a Congress of Peace, in the vain hope of

inducing rival governments to reduce their monstrous

standing .armies, and thus diminish the burdens of the tax

payer, should cease to extol the nineteenth century as

having originated the idea of arbitration. At the time of

which we write, the cities of Narbonne, Limoges, Sucilanges

d' Auvergne, Poitiers, and many others, had Synods which

put that idea "into practice. The nobles were conjured and

commanded to swear, on the relics of the saints, that, when

differences arose between them, they would not have re

course to arms until they had first tried to arrive at a

pacific understanding in the presence of their respective

bishops.

Such movements, however, were only the first attempts

to satisfy the aspirations of a society satiated with blood

shed. According to Glaber Rudolphus (b. 5, c. 1), the year

1051 saw Aquitaine in the full enjoyment of " The Peace

and the Truce of God," and in a short time the institution

spread throughout France. The " Peace " exempted from

all the evils of war all churches, clergymen, monasteries

and convents, cemeteries ; women, children, pilgrims, hus

bandmen ; all implements of agriculture, and all farmers'

(1) And to those, aiso, whose religious sentiments were dead or dormant : for during an

interdict, says Hurter, " music and festivity, assemblies of all kinds, all ornaments, and

frequently even the ordinary cares of the body, disappeared. A universal fast was ob

served, all business ceased, and no communication was held with those who were deemed

unwortby to belong to Christian society." in such a state of affairs, it is no wonder that

"the revenues of the suzerain suffered a notable diminution, owing to the paralysis fallen

on every industry." — Life of Innocent III., vol. i., B. *.
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cattle, fields, vineyards, etc. The " Truce " directly tended

to habituate to a peaceful life men to whom war was as

their life-breath ; to give time, at any rate, for angry pas

sions to subside ; to allow sober second-thought entrance

into minds which acted too readily on impulse.

Realizing the inopportuneness, nay the futility, of an

entire prohibition of war (1), the Church contented herself

with forbidding it during Advent, Lent, and on the greater

festivals. Then, when men had formed the habit of check

ing their angry passions, and of suspending their satisfac

tion, the limits of the " Truce" were extended. Four days

of the week were consecrated to peace ; for the " Truce "

went into effect every Wednesday evening, and terminated

only with the Sunday. Nor was war entirely forbidden

merely during Advent and Lent : the Christmas season was

soon added to the former, and the whole Paschal time to

the latter. The reader will perceive that this salutary

" Truce " covered, if the feasts be also considered, more

than two-thirds of the year. In carrying out this beautiful

idea, the Church found a powerful auxiliary in the chivalry

of Christendom—that association which, according to Semi-

chon, has given us a synonym for much that is noble and

grand in human relations. Christian warfare assumed a

character of justice and humanity it had never before known,

and then was recognized a right the existence of which Pa

ganism ignored—the right of the weak to be respected by

the strong.

Glaber Rudolphus, who had witnessed the development

of the Truce of God, writes as follows : " At this period

divine grace initiated a movement which was founded on

the love and fear of God, first in Aquitaine, and by degrees

in every part of Gaul. From the evening of Wednesday

until the dawn of Monday, no man should presume to offer

any violence to another, or to exact satisfaction from any

enemy whomsoever, or even to demand forfeiture from a

()) Modern philanthropists, forgetting that God often commanded war to be waged, tell

us that war 1s the greatest of evils. God ordered a war of extermination in the ease of Uie

Canannites, a civil war against the Benjamiles, and a religious war against Antiocbus.

Accordiug to St Thomas, the great evil of man and of society is not pbysical suffering, but

moral disorder. In accordance with the claims of moral order, the ruler of a star*" pro

tects the honor of God from insuit, watches over the public weal, and shields the weak and

the poor from the oppression of the (treat and strong. (2a 2te, q. 40, art. 1.)
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security. If any one did any of these things he was

forced to compound for his life, or was banished from the

land, and made an alien in Christian society. This system

was commonly styled the Truce of God. It was upheld not

only by human safeguards : very frequently it was sanc

tioned by the terrors of divine interference ; for quite often,

when maddened audacity had transgressed the law, either

God's indignation showed itself, or the sword of man pun

ished the crime. It would be impossible for us to adduce

all the instances of God's manifestations of His approval of

this institution. And such manifestations might have been

expected ; for as the Lord's Day is venerated because of

His resurrection, so the fifth, sixth, and seventh days ought

to be free from evil deeds, on account of reverence for the

Lord's Supper and His Passion."

Orderic (Vitalis) informs us that in the year 1080 (1)

William the Conqueror sanctioned a law passed by the

bishops and barons at a Synod of Isle Bonne, whereby the

" Peace and Truce " were promulgated in Normandy and

England. The decree reads : " Let the ' Peace,' commonly

styled the Truce of God, be strictly observed, as Prince

William ordered in the beginning ; and let it be renewed

in every parish, under pain of excommunication. If any

person contemns it, or violates it in any way, the bishop will

do justice according to the laws now in force. If any one

disobeys his bishop, that prelate will inform the lord of the

territory, and that lord will subject the culprit to the epis

copal justice. But if the lord should neglect this, his duty,

the bishop will recur to the viscount of the king, who will

ignore every excuse, and will attend to the affair." In 1060

count Raymond Berengarius, of Barcelona, published the

" Truce " in his dominions. In 1095 Pope Urban II. and

the Synod of Clermont, and in 1102 Pope Paschal II., con

firmed these decrees of William and Raymond. In 1102

William, archbishop of Auchel and apostolic legate, pro

mulgated the " Truce " in his province, in accordance with

the statutes of Urban II. Finally, in 1139, the Tenth

General Council (Second of the Lateran) gave, in its Canon

(l) Hist. Eccl., B. v.
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XI., the official approbation of the Universal Church to one

of the most beneficial institutions of the Middle Ages.

But, the reader may ask, in thus promulgating the Truce

of God, did not the Church arrogate to herself a power

which belongs only to the civil authority ? Well, we reply,

with Semichon, where and what was the civil authority at

that time ? The Church has never been disposed to en

croach upon the province of legitimate and competent civil

government, and she has always restrained her clergy when

intemperate zeal has led them to pass the limits of their

own jurisdiction. But at the time of which we write, hu

man law was almost entirely ignored, and it became not

merely the right but the duty of the Church to remind men

of their obligations, and to use her God-given powers to

secure their observance. For more than half a century

illustrious men have been en leavoring, by appealing to

justice, compassion, and interest, (1), to put an end to

war ; but in spite of their zealous apostolate, the latter

half of this "thinking" nineteenth century has seen

standing armies doubled in number, public debts increased

beyond measure. The self-constituted, impartial arbitra

tors speak to the deaf ; public opinion demands peace, but

cannot obtain it. The impotency of mere philanthropy

to effect lasting good in society is here made evident.

And how much more easy is this modern task, which

philanthrophy has assumed, than the one essayed and

executed by the Church when she abolished private warfare \

Philanthropy vainly struggles for universal peace among

nations already civilized and cultured. On the contrary,

the abolition of private war was undertaken by the Church,

during an epoch of barbarism and confusion, among thou

sands of haughty and untamed barons, whose sole wealth

was booty, whose sole hope of aggrandizement was con

quest ; and nevertheless, the Church succeeded in this, as

in all of her endeavors to mollify the dispositions of the

human wolves whom she was appointed to save. It was

the Abbe Saint-Pierre, in the last century, who first

(I) When some of these apostles of peace waited on Klng Louis Philippe, he character

istically encouraged them.saylnir, " War is so expensive nowadays that the civilized world

may hope to soon see the last of it." And since his tune !
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inspired men with the, conception of a " universal peace,"

and the famous cardinal Fleury styled his hope " a dream

of a worthy man." Certainly, outside of the Catholic idea,

independently of the idea of God—and the Congresses of

Peace have hitherto ignored it—permanent peace among

nations is a vain aspiration.

CHAPTER XX.

Ninth General Council : First of the Lateran.

When Pope Calixtus II. found that at length the

emperor Henry V. was willing to relinquish his claim to

investitures, he addressed him a congratulatory letter, and

prayed him to send, as soon as possible, his " orators " to

Rome, that they might represent him at the General Coun

cil then being prepared. " Come therefore, my dear son,

he said ; " mayest thou rejoice in us, and we in thee, in the

Lord ! May thy imperial excellency reflect upon the

great harm that has been caused to the faithful of Europe

by the discord between the Church and the empire, and

upon the great increase of good that will accrue to them,

with the help of the Lord, from our concord .... In regard

to those things that thou hast committed to thy faithful

embassadors, to be communicated to us by word of mouth,

we shall inform thee, by the same means, of what seems

proper to us and our brethren. Commending, then, to thy

benevolence those our legates who are now with thee, we

ask that thou wilt, the Lord granting, send them quickly

to us, as the Council convoked by us is at hand. So in

struct, however, thy own embassadors, that, according to

thy promise, they may fully restore her regalia to the

Roman Church." Baronio assigns the year 1122 as the

date of the Ninth General Council, but Cossart observes

that the year 1123 must be the correct date, since Suger of

St. Denis says that he attended the Council as abbot of

St. Denis, " the year after his elevation," and we know

that his predecessor, Adam, died in 1122. Again, Robert

de Monte and Falco of Benevento give 1123 as the date.
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All previous General Councils having been held in the

East, the Roman Pontiffs had presided over them by means

of their legates. In this Ninth Council, held in the Laterun

basilica, and hence called " the First of the Lateran." Pope

Calixtus II. presided in person. Over 300 bishops and

nearly 700 abbots attended. (1). When the imperial ora

tors had been heard, so great was the joy of the prelates

on perceiving that the question of investitures was finally

terminated, that many of them applied to Henry's embas

sadors the scriptural words, "how beautiful the feet of

those who announce good things." The Council then

confirmed the compact of Worms, thus definitely restoring

the concord between Church and empire.

The prelates then turned their attention to the formation

and issuing of Canons for the restoration of ecclesiastical

discipline, and for the encouragement of the Crusades in

Palestine and in Spain. The business of the Council was

transacted in two sessions, and twenty-two Canons were

promulgated. The First Canon prohibits all simoniacal ;

ordinations or promotions, under pain of loss of the grade

or dignity obtained, and is taken, word for word, from a

Canon of the Synod of Toulouse, celebrated under Calixtus -

II., in 1119. The Second Canon, also taken from those of

Toulouse, orders that provosts, arch-priests, and deans be

taken from the ranks of the priesthood ; archdeacons to be

selected from among the deacons. The Third, taken from

the Canons of Nice, interdicts to priests, deacons, and sub-

deacons all concubinage or use of married life, or residence

in the same household with any woman not one's mother,

sister, aunt, or such as concerning whom " there can arise

no just suspicion." The Fourth prohibits, as sacrilege, all

princes or any laymen from giving away the possessions of

the Church. The Fifth condemns as infamous certain mar

riages of persons related by blood. The Sixth degrades all

those who were ordained or consecrated by the anti-Pope

Bordino (Gregory VIII.), or by persons consecrated by him.

The Seventh prohibits, under pain of excommunication, any

provost, archpriest, archdeacon, or dean, from conferring a

(1) Snver says there were more than 300 bishops, and Pandulph says there were 997,

partly bishops and partly abbots.
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benefice without the sanction of his bishop. The Eighth

excommunicates all invaders of the Papal principality of

Benevento ; that district, owing to its isolation from the

Roman States, being liable to suffer from the periodical

wars of Southern Italy. The Ninth ordains that no bishop

shall communicate with a person excommunicated by an

other prelate. The Tenth and Eleventh grant indulgences

to Crusaders and to all who aid their enterprise ; they

receive their families and properties under the protection

of St. Peter, excommunicating all who injure them ; they

order all who have assumed the cross, and have neglected

to join the Crusaders in Palestine or Spain, to do so within

a year, under pain of anathema, and interdict all sacred

offices, excepting baptism and penance, at the hour of death,

in the dominions of all princes and lords who are delin

quent in this matter. The Twelfth abolishes the right,

hitherto exercised, and probably usurped, by the Prefect

of Rome, to seize the goods left, at his death, by an intestate

Porticanus. For many centuries there had been established,

for strangers, a number of porticoes, in the district reaching

from St. Paul's to the city walls, and in that now known as

the Boryo, extending from St. Peter's to the castle of St.

Angelo. (1). These strangers were called Porticani, and the

Prefect of Rome, a vassal of the emperor, down to ihe time

of Innocent III. had usurped a special jurisdiction over

them. By the twelfth Canon Pope Calixtus took a step

toward the relegation of the Prefect to his proper place,

and Pope Innocent III. (el. 1198), took the last step when

he forced the Prefect to receive, instead of a sword from

the emperor, a mantle from his own Pontifical hands, by

way of investiture, thus doing away with the last shadow

of the imperial pretence to suzerainty. The Thirteenth ex

communicates the violators of the "Truce of God." The

Fourteenth prohibits laymen from appropriating offerings

made to the Church, and from regarding churches as part

of their domains. The Fifteenth anathematizes coiners and

circulators of false money, as oppressors of the poor and

disturbers of the state. The Sixteenth excommunicates all'

(1) Procopics: Gothic War, B. 11.
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who molest pilgrims to Rome or other holy places, or who

exact tolls from them. The Seventeenth prohibits monks

from administering the Sacraments to the sick, and from

singing public masses : " Following in the footsteps of the

holy fathers, we establish by this general decree, that

monks shall be subject, in all humility, to their respective

bishops ; and that they shall show, in all things, due and

devoted obedience to the bishops, as to the teachers and

pastors of the Church of God. They shall never celebrate

solemn public masses. Let them entirely abstain from

public visitation of the sick, from anointing, and from pen

ance ; for these things are not at all in their province. In

the churches where they are allowed to officiate, they will

receive, from the hands of their bishop, priests who shall

be answerable to him for their care of souls." The Eigh

teenth orders that the bishops appoint all pastors ; that they

who receive tithes, or take charge of churches, at the hands

of laymen, without the consent of their bishop, be visited

with canonical punishment. The Nineteenth confirms the

custom, originated in the time of St. Gregory VII. , of mon

asteries and their churches contributing to the support

of Church and state. The Twentieth excommunicates all

who molest ecclesiastical persons or goods, or peasants

and laborers attached to the service of churches or monas

teries. The Twenty-first is a repetition of the Third Canon.

The Twenty-second declares null and void all alienations of

property belonging to the church of Ravenna, and reiterates

the sentence already passed against the simoniacally or

dained or consecrated.

CHAPTER XXI. .

-The Tenth General Council : Second of the Lateran.

This Council was convoked by Pope Innocent II. for

three purposes : to remedy the evils caused by the schism

of Peter I.eonis, to comdemn the heresies of Peter de Biuis

and Arnold of Brescia, and to draw more tightly the reins
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of ecclesiastical discipline. The Council was opened on

April 8th, 1139, and was attended by about a thousand

bishops. (1). We give a summary of the teachings of the

Petrobruisians, as recorded by the venerable Peter of

Cluny, in a letter to the archbishop of Arles and other

prelates. Peter de Bruis first disseminated his errors in

the province of Arles, about 1120. He denied that baptism

was of any use, when administered to a person not yet

arrived at the use of reason ; for, said he, " he who believes,

and is baptized, shall be saved." He contended that no

temples be built for divine worship ; that those existing

should be razed to the ground or devoted to other pur

poses, because " God hears one pray in a tavern as well

as in a church ; as well before a stable as before an altar."

He taught that the crucifix should be broken to pieces and

burnt, because "' that instrument by which Christ was so

cruelly tortured, on which He was so cruelly killed, is

unworthy of any veneration ; rather should it be treated

with every contumely, cut with knives, given to the flames,

in revenge for Christ's suffering and death." He not only

denied the Eeal Presence of our Lord in the Eucharist, but

he asserted that it is nothing whatever, and should not be

offered to God " He ridiculed all sacrifice, prayer, alms,

etc., offered for the dead, and ;aid that " not in the least can

they help a soul departed." He rejected tradition and the

authority of the Fathers. These errors, and those of

Arnold, were condemned by the Tenth Council in its Twen

ty-third Canon, couched in these terms : " Those who,,

simulating the ,i,ppearance of piety, reject the Sacrament ofl

the Lord's Body and Blood, the baptism of infants, the

priesthood and other Holy Orders, and legitimate mar

riage, we expel, as heretics, from the Church of God, and!

condemn them ; and we command that they be coerced by!

the civil power. We include their defenders in the same

condemnation.

In its Thirtieth Canon, the Council decreed that all who

had been ordained or consecrated by Peter I.eonis (2) and

(') Otuo OF" FriStngkn, Chronicle, B. vii., c. 23. Chrnnicleaf BrHrm(to.

Hi (H( the death of Honorlns II., in 1130, a cardinal named Peter (styled Lenn'u• after his

grvu'fc.tlirr Leo, a weaitby and influential .lew) compassed his own election hv a faction,

&fii-r the legitimate proclamation of the cardinal Gregory del Mattel as Innocent II. The
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his followers should be debarred from the exercise of their

order. The disciplinary Canous are twenty-eight in num

ber. The First deposes all simoniacs. The Second con-,

derans every kind of traffic in Sacraments and all holy

things, especially reprobating that in ecclesiastical digni

ties. Those who simoniaeally acquire honor or position

are deprived of the fruit of their iniquity, and, together

with the traders, are branded as infamous : " All custom to

the contrary notwithstanding, nothing can be exacted or

given, either before or after." The Third prohibits a bish

op from receiving a person excommunicated by his own

ordinary. The Fourth deprives of his benefice any cleric

who, after being admonished by his bishop, shows- himself

a fop, or is otherwise extravagant or peculiar in his dress,

hair, etc. The Fifth orders the observance of that decree

of the Council of Chalcedon whereby it was sanctioned

" that the goods left by a prelate, at his death, be seized

by no man whosoever, but remain, for the use of the diocese

and the successor, in the free power of the treasurer and of

the clergy. Let there be an end to that detestable and

cruel rapacity. If, however, any one presumes hereafter to

excercise it, let him be excommunicated." The same pun

ishment is decreed against those who seize the goods of the

inferior clergy. This Canon, the Twenty-secoud of Chalce

don, had been already enforced by the Synod of Rheims, of

1131, under the presidency of Innocent II. The Sixth

deprives of benefice, and of the right of officiating, all sub-

deacons, deacons, and priests, who marry or have concu

bines. The Seventh renews the decrees of Gregory VII.,

Urban II., and Paschal II., prohibiting attendance at the

mass of a married or concubinary priest. It declares null

the marriages of those in Holy Orders, and of Canons

Regular and professed monks. The Eighth nullifies the

marriages of nuns. The Ninth forbids to all monks and

Canons Regular the practice of medicine or of civil law, if

exercised for the sake of gain. If any bishop or abbot

intruder took the name of Anarlctus II. ; Pope 1nnocent fled to the fortifled palace of the

Frangipanl, and afterwards to France. Aftflr Innocent's restoration to Rome, the anti-

Pope continued to hold the Leonine City until a miserable death overtook him, in 113S,

Then his partisans gave him a successor, styled Victor IV., but St. Bernard, who was then

1q Rome, soon converted this anti-Pope and led him to the feet of innocent II.
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permits such practice, he is to be deposed and excommu

nicated. The Tenth anathematizes all who appropriate the

tithes of a church. If the guilty do not make restitution,

they commit sacrilege and "incur eternal damnation," even

though they have been countenanced in their robbery " by

bishops or by kings." This Canon also condemns the prac

tice, which had become quite common, of conferring dean

eries and archdiaconates on young persons, and commands

that such offices he assigned only to persons of known

prudence and merit. It also reprobates the custom of

some bishops, who gave parishes to wandering priests. In

reference to the first portion of this Canon, that relating to

lay-appropriation of tithes, we may observe that many of

the nobles of Normandy and England had been accustomed,

for a long time, to take to themselves a third of all the

church tithes collected in their domains. The Conqueror

forced them all to make restitution, but after he had died

the custom was resumed. Hence a Synod of Rouen, in 1096,

had condemned the practice, and the decree was repeated

by a Synod at Poitiers, over which the legates of Paschal

II. presided. The Tenth Council confirmed these decisions,

" because tithes were designed for the uses of piety ; "

and such has ever been the mind of the Church. When the

state was in difficulty, the Church frequently offered it help

in the shape of a concession of all or a part of her tithes,

and sometimes the beneficiary neglected to resign a posses

sion which was of so much profit. The Eleventh and

Twelfth Canons regarded the celebrated " Truce of God,"

of which we have treated in a special chapter. The Thir

teenth is very severe on usurers. It declares usury to be

" prohibited by divine and human law, in the Old and New

Testament," and deprives its votaries " of all ecclesiastical

cousolation." They are not to be absolved, " unless with

great caution," but are rather " to be regarded as infamous,

during their entire lives ; and unless they repent, are to be

deprived of Christian burial." The Fourteenth regards the

custom to which soldiers were addicted, of frequenting

fairs and such places and occasions, for an opportunity of

exhibiting their skill and valor. These fairs, in fact, had
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become so many gladiatorial shows, and combats to the

death were not uncommon. By this Canon, a gladiator

mortally wounded on one of these occasions was denied

Christian burial, even though he lived long enough to con

fess, and to receive the Holy Viaticum. The Fifteenth ex

communicates those who lay violent hands on a cleric or a

monk, and reserves their cases, unless they be in danger of

death, to the Holy See. From the most ancient times,

persons guilty of the most heinous crimes had gone to

Rome for an absolution denied them at home, but this

Canon seems to have reserved expressly, for the first time,

any particular crime to the sole judgment of the Pontiff.

The Sixteenth denies that the possession of an ecclesiastical

benefice can be a matter of hereditary right, " for the hon

ors of the Church are given, not to a certain blood, but to

merit ; and the Church has no heirs by hereditary right, or

according to the flesh, but rather seeks for honest, wise,

and religious persons to occupy her posts of government

and to fill her offices." St. Bernard, commenting upon the

passage of the Gospel " behold, we have left all things,"

gives a fearful picture of this abuse, as not uncommon in his

days. The Seventeenth condemns as incestuous marriages

within certain degrees of kindred, and says they are " de

tested by the Fathers and by the Holy Church of God."

The civil law of that time regarded the fruit of such unions

as infamous, and debarred it from the rights of heredity.

The Eighteenth excommunicates and deprives of Christian

burial all incendiaries, this evil having greatly increased,

owing to the prevalence of private feuds and vendettas.

Absolution for this crime could not be accorded unless the

injury was repaired, and only then on condition of a year's

service with the Crusaders in Palestine or Spain. The

Nineteenth suspends for one year, and obliges to a reparation

of the injury committed by the culprit, any bishop who

absolves an incendiary without insisting on the conditions

of the previous Canon. The Ticentieth declares that the

Council does not wish to interfere with the secular power,

in its actions against the crime of incendiarism. The

Twenty-first forbids to the sons of priests all ministration at
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the altar, unless they embrace the monastic life. The

Twenty-second admonishes confessors against false or illu

sory repentance. "There is a false repentance when the

penitent does not give up an office or a business which he

cannot fill or conduct without sin, or when he bears hatred

in his heart, or when he does not repair an injury or forgive

one, or when he bears arms in an unjust cause." The

Twenty-third, as we have ;-een, regards the Petrobruisians

and the Arnoldista. The Twenty-fourth prohibits the ex

action of money for the Holy Chrism and Oils, or for

Christian burial. The Tiuinty-jifth commands that no ec

clesiastic receive a benefice from a lay hand, and deprives

such a recipient from his position, since, according to the

decrees of the holy Fathers, laymen, be they ever so re

ligious, have no right to dispose of the goods of the

Church." In the previous century, many Synods had con

demned this abuse. By this decree, however, the Council

did not interfere with the legitimate " right of presenta

tion " enjoyed by certain lay patrons, and which was

derived from their (or their ancestors) having founded and

endowed the benefice in question. The Council merely

denied the right of absolute collation, without any approval

of ecclesiastical authority, which certain magnates had

arrogated to themselves. The Twenty-sixth anathematizes

those women who, living in private houses and wearing the

habit of religious, although professing no recognized rule,

receive men as guests. The Twenty-seventh prohibits nuns

and monks from chanting the Office together, in the same

choir. The Twenty-eighth provides that no episcopal see

remain vacant for more than three months. The Twenty-

ninth prohibits the use of cross-bows against Christians.

The decrees of the Tenth Council were eminently wise

and Pope Innocent II. was justified in expecting that great

good would accrue to the Church by their means. But the

evils of the time were so deeply seated, that most of the

Council's designs were frustrated.
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CHAPTER XXII.

Pope Alexander III. and the Lombard League.

Conrad III. having died in 1152. the Gejman throne was

mounted bv his son Frederick, called, on account of his red

beard, Barbarossa. At this time Pope Eugenius III. was

experiencing great trouble with the Romans, who were

powerfully agitated by the teachings of Arnold of Brescia,

and were ambitious to restore the ancient glories of the S.

P. Q. R. Eugenius in vain implored the assistance of the

French in restoring order in his turbulent capital, and

albeit unwillingly, now turned to Frederick I. The German

king was but too glad to avail himself of the Pontiff's re

quest as a pretext for his own aggrandizement, for the

imperial claims in Italy were just then nearly entirely ig

nored. He eagerly promised to restore Eugenius to his

temporal throne, and accordingly that Pontiff departed

from France, where he had taken refuge, and advanced as

far as Tivoli, whore he hoped to be met by Frederick.

Here he suddenly died, in July, 1153. The next Pope was

Anastasius IV., but after a short reign he was succeeded,

in December, 1154, by Adrian IV. Adrian renewed his

predecessor's application to Frederick, and promised him,

as a reward, the imperial crown. Having arranged his

German affairs, the Red Beard now descended into Italy at

the head of a formidable army, and before he gave any aid

to the Pontiff, proceeded to restore the imperial power in

the North. His first venture was made against Milan, but

finding it impossible of reduction, he spent his fury upon

the surrounding country, and having sacked and burnt Asti,

Chieri, and Tortona, he entered Pavia, where he received

the iron crown of Lombardy. Pope Adrian and Frederick

met at Viterbo, and were there waited upon by a deputation

from Rome, promising obedience to the Pontiff. A few

days afterward, having peacefully entered the city, Adrian

placed the imperial crown upon the head of Frederick.

The peace of the city was soon disturbed, for the Romans,
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indignant at the contempt which Barbarossa showed for

thein, and disgusted with the brutality of the German sol

diery, arose in arms, aud after a long and bloody fight the

emperor, accompanied by Adrian, withdrew his army to

Tivoli. Sickness soon decimated his forces, and he ordered

a retreat to Germany. Attacked on all sides by the in

furiated Lombards, whom he had injured, he finally, almost

alone, crossed the frontier. But in 1158, Frederick took

his revenge. With more than a hundred thousand men he

laid siege to Milan, hunger finally caused a capitulation,

and the heroic bulwark of Lombard independence was com

pelled to swear fidelity to the German. With the acquisition

of Milan and the consequent reduction of all Northern

Italy. Barbarossa flattered himself that the imperial power

was better consolidated than it had been since the days of

Charlemagne. But dissensions now arose between Pope

Adrian and the conqueror. The Pontiff had many grievances

against Frederick, and to obtain redress of these, he com

missioned as legates the cardinals Octavian, Henry, William,

and Guido. Through them Adrian insisted, firstly, that

the emperor should desist from all communication with the

Romans, unless through the Pontiff, because the govern

ment of the Roman states belonged only to the latter.

Secondly, he demanded a cessation of the contributions of

hay and straw, levied on the Romaus for the imperial cav

alry, contending that such could be permitted only on the

occasion of an imperial coronation. Thirdly, he required

that Italian bishops should be asked to give no homage, but

only an oath of fidelity, to the emperor. Fourthly, he

protested against the custom of lodging and entertaining

imperial messengers, which had been forced upon the

bishops. Fifthly, he demanded the cession to the Roman

See of the territories of the Countess Matilda, donated by

her to that See, and of all the territory between Aquapen-

dente and Rome, of the duchy of Spoleto, and of the islands

of Sardinia and Corsica. Adrian also complained that

Frederick had broken his promise not to cede any Italian

territory to the Greeks, also his agreement to make no

peace with the king of Sicily without the consent of the
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Pope. (1). To these demands and complaints the emperor

gave no satisfaction, With regard to the inheritance of

Matilda, he said he would leave that to the decision of

wise and impartial men, and to this the legates replied that

the dignity of the Pontiff permitted no recourse to an in

ferior's judgment. Foreseeing a struggle, and realizing

that the imperial power was waxing too strong in Italy,

Pope Adrian negotiated with Milan, Piacenza, Cremona,

and other cities which were impatient of a foreign yoke.

The enraged Frederick now rushed into Italy to crush this

alliance, but he had scarcely arrived, when ho heard of the

death of Adrian.

At this time the Sacred College, then numbering thirty

cardinals, was divided into two parties. The larger and

more influential, led by the cardinal Roland Baudiuella,

chancellor of the Roman Church, was very averse to the

German emperor, and had constantly urged the late Pontiff

to make peace with William of Sicily, regarding him as

likely to prove a faithful defender of the Holy See against

the machinations of Frederick. The other party, under the

guidance of the cardinal Octavian, was devoted to the em

peror, and so pronounced had this devotion become, that

Pope Adrian IV. had besought the cardinals not to elect

any of that faction to the Papacy, since its servile regard

for the imperial crown was a treachery to the Church.

When the Conclave was held, twenty-three cardinals voted

for Bandinella, and five for Octavian. The former was

accordingly proclaimed as Alexander III. Octavian, how

ever, relying upon the aid of the Roman senators, Ghibel-

lines to" the core, dragged the Pontifical vestments from

Alexander, and presented himself to the people as Victor

IV. Fearing for his life, Alexander fled to the castle of San

Angelo, and for nine days was besieged by the schismatics.

But the people soon learned the truth, and led by Hector

Frangipane, they routed the insurgents and freed the Pon

tiff. Both parties having notified the emperor of their ac

cession, Barbarossa presumed to convoke a Diet at Pavia to

decide the question, and Alexander having refused to attend

(1) RM1kvie. Epittle of Ehcrard Hamburg to the A rcbbixhop of Salzburg, in B.

xi., c. 30.
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it, fifty bishops satisfied the emperor by recognizing Octa-

vian as legitimate Pontiff. (1). In a Nazarene Synod held in

1160, the Eastern churches recognized Alexander, and in

1161, the English bishops did the same at Newmarket, and

the French acquiesced at Beauvais and Toulouse. In the

meantime, the cities of Milan, Crema, and Brescia, indignant

at the Redbeard's violations of the terms of their capitula

tion, and driven to fury by his extortions, had commenced

another war. The emperor resolved to make a terrible

example of the rebellious cities. First came the siege of

Crema, the faithful narration of which causes horrible

repulsion to the reader. Exhausted at last by six months of

fatigue and inexorable hunger, the Cremaschi were obliged

to open their gates. All the inhabitants were expelled, and

in a few hours Crema was a smoking ruin. When the news

of the imperial action at Pavia reached Pope Alexander, he

was residing at Anagni. He immediately excommunicated

the anti-Pope, Frederick, and all their abettors. Then he

proceeded to Terracina, from which place he tried to influ

ence William of Sicily to draw the sword in defence of the

Holy See. That prince, however, had forgotten his warlike

youth, and was loth to forsake the lap of luxurious indolence,

unless for his own immediate interests. Alexander there

fore sailed to Genoa, where he was received with great

respect and joy. He afterwards went to France. The

Milanese, undeterred by the frightful fate of the Cremaschi,

were now in full insurrection against the German power.

The imperial army, and such Italian cities as favored Bar-

barossa, suffered immense losses, and in one battle the

emperor was wounded. But by force of gold and fair

promises, Frederick greately augmented the number of his

Italian allies, and the Milanese were finally compelled to

withdraw within their own walls. Famine at length brought

about their surrender, and the entire population was driven

forth, literally beggars for a crust of bread to sustain life.

Ten days afterwards, a heap of stones and bricks showed

the traveller where had stood the proud and magnificent

Milan. (2). The spectacle of so many thousands of people,

(1) IUdevic, D«i1« of Fralerlek 1., B. II., c. iM.

(2) Of the innumerable monuments of the ancient Roman, and of their own more modern
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all the Milanese and a great number from Piacenza, Brescia,

and Bologna, reduced to absolute mendicancy, did more

than anything else to bring forth and nourish that cele

brated Lombard League, which was destined to crush for

a time, and to diminish forever, the imperial power in

Italy. When Frederick learned that most of the Lombard

cities were uniting to oppose him, he marched on Verona,

but growing suspicious of the fidelity of the Italian allies

yet following his banner, he suddenly raised the siege and

returned to Germany for a new and larger army.

Pope Alexander III. had now returned to Rome, the

anti-Pope having died, in 1164, and had been received with

joy by the Romans, whose imperialistic tendencies had

been greatly modified by the excesses of Barbarossa. He

exerted all his influence to develop and confirm the Lom

bard League, and aided the scattered inhabitants of Milan

and Crema to settle amid the ruins of their homes, and to

commence the rebuilding of their cities. Euraged at the

patriotic efforts of the Pontiff, Frederick recrossed the Alps

and marched on Rome to enthrone his anti-Pope, Paschal

III., whom he had caused to be chosen as successor to the

defunct Victor. He took the Leonine City by assault, re

duced the fortified basilica of St. Peter's by fire, and re

newed the ceremony of his coronation. The new anti-Pope

was then enthroned, and Frederick turned his attention to

the Romans. Flatteries, fair promises, and above all, gold,

were given in profusion to both nobles and people, and

many of them were corrupted. Pope Alexander, on the

approach of the emperor, had fled to the strongly fortified

palace of the Frangipani, which was well calculated to with

stand a siege, even from the imperial army. The princely

head of the Frangipani was faithful and brave, but the Pope's

counsellors, nevertheless, advised him to retire to the Papal

principality of Benevento. Having disguised their persons,

Alexander and his cardinals stole out of the city by night,

rode to Terracina, where they embarked for Gaeta, and

finally were safely housed in Benevento. But Barbarossa

artistic and architectural grandeur, the Milanese could now rejoice in the possession of only

one, and that endures to this day. It stands in front of the cburch of St. Lawrence, is a

portion of a majestic marhle portico, formed by a row of sixteen immense columns. How

it escaped the otherwise universal destruction, is not recorded.
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could not remain long iu Rome. The climate was not

favorable to the brutal intemperance of his soldiers, and

immense numbers of them were buried. He therefore

returned to Germany with the wreck of his army. The

Lombard League, solemnly arranged on Dec. 1, 1167, was

now firmly cemented, and, under the active patronage of

Pope Alexander, was an object of fear to Frederick. It

united together the cities and territories of Venice, Verona,

Vicenza, Padua, Treviso, Ferrara, Brescia, Bergamo, Cre

mona, Milan, Lodi, Piacenza, Parma, Modena, and Bologna.

Genoa and Pisa, however, were too embittered by their

commercial rivalry to lay down their arms, and they

continued their foolish struggle, involving also Florence

and Sienna, on the side of Pisa, and Lucca and' Pistoja,

ou the side of Genoa. Pavia also, and the powerful mar

quis of Monferrato, remained hostile to the League, and

patiently awaited the next return of the Germans into

the peninsula. This occurred in 1173. The Redbeard

entered Piedmont by Mt. Cenis, stormed and burned Susa,

and laid siege to the new city of Alessandria, founded, in

1168, in honor of the back-bone of the League, Pope Alex

ander III. A great number of houses had already been

erected, but their roofs were as yet only thatched with

straw. Rightly regarding the name of the city as having

been given in token of defiance to the Germans. Frederick

swore to so use fire and sword, that not a trace of Alessan

dria should perpetuate the memory of the Pontiff. His

oath seemed easy of fulfilment, for the new city had no

walls, and no other defence than a deep ditch. Neverthe

less, his assaults were again and again repelled, and al

though he used all the military engines then known to

offensive warfare, he found his army daily decreasing, and

the city no nearer reduction. At length, taking advantage of

a night of unusual darkness, the Alessandrini made a sortie,

which resulted in an immense slaughter of the imperialists,

and the destruction of nearly all their war machines and pro

visions. This blow, followed by the news that the Leaguers

were advancing in force to the relief of the city, induced

Barbarossa to retreat on Pavia. From this strong position,
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while dispatching to Germany orders after orders for rein

forcements, he tried to gain time by making overtures to the

League. They were heeded, and for a long time Frederick

prolonged the negotiations, but taking care to put forth such

exorbitant pretensions as would insure their rejection. By

the time the Leaguers had discovered their enemy's trick,

and had cut short the parleying, the emperor had received

his fresh troops, provisions, munitions, etc. Therefore, in

the spring of 1176, he started for Como, while the Leaguers,

then composed of troops from Milan, Lodi, Novara, Pia-

cenza, Brescia, and Vercelli, marched toward the Ticino,

and encamped near Legnano. On May 26, reconnoitring

parties crossed swords, both armies came up, and then en

sued one of the bloodiest and most important battles of

the age. The Italians were victorious, and, leaving on the

field his own lance, shield, banner, and cross, his military

chest, and an immense spoil in arms, horses; etc., aban

doned by his panic stricken troops, who scattered in even

direction, Frederick barely succeeded in throwing himself

into the arms of his faithful Ghibelliues of Pavia. He now

realized that the time had arrived for submission to the

Pontiff. (1).

At the suggestion of the emperor, representatives of the

Holy See and of the Lombard cities met the imperial leg

ates at Bologna, to consider the conditions of peace. The

congress was soon transferred to Venice, and Pope Alexan

der, escorted by a Sicilian fleet, arrived to take part. The

emperor and the Leaguers could here agree only upon a

truce of six years, but shortly after, a conference was held

at Constance, in which the independence of the Italian re-

(1) The tearued Beuedictlne historian, Tos'1. in his Hinlory of the Lombard Lmm'C

Montecassino, 1H-IS. p. 311, tbus comments on the hattle of Legnano: "The hattle of

Legnano was one of those of which we often read, in both ancicnt and modern history, as

inn (n-.' decided the destinies of an entire people. They are prepared beforehand by many

circumstances of time and of men. as though by a special Providence of Heaven; and

hence, when they are fought, men may expect to s* some crown disappearing forever, or

some people arising and writing. in the codex of justice, the date of its acquisition of free

dom. As yet the 1^nnhards had never contended, sword in hand and in pitched hattle,

against thi- emperor; a reverence for Ctesar was still written in their hearts- it was not

yet wiped out bv the tears of siavery. At Pontida they leagued together, and prepared to

fight ; but in their public documents of the day, there always appears a superstitious rever

ence for t e emtieror, in the words sa/ra lameu impernUnis 6(tHitate. At Legnano they

crossed swords with, and routed the imperialists ; they despoiled Oesar of everything, and

carried off his standard; with all of his prcsihre. disappeared all the influence of the suc

cessor of Charlemagne and of Otho. That hattle was not merely a victory of the Lomhards

over Frederick Barharossa ; it was a defeat of the empire by the 1talian republics, and on

that day was destroyed that which had made the people resigned to their servitude—a

religious respect for the empire."
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publics was acknowledged, on condition that their chief

magistrates should receive their investiture from the em

peror. As to his differences with the Holy See, Frederick

now had too much at stake to allow him to give way to his

native arrogance ; above all things, it was necessary for

him to break the union of the Guelphs, by separating from

their cause that of the Pontiff. He therefore manifested

much humility and docility in acceding to the demands of

Alexander. He immediately procured the abdication of

his last anti-Pope, Calixtus III. (1), whom he had caused

to be substituted, in 1170. for the defunct Paschal ; as to

the territories donated to the Holy See by the countess

Matilda, he promised to yield them. Certain imperialistic

and many Protestant authors have shed a very theatrical

light upon the audience in which Pope Alexander III. re

stored Frederick I. to the communion of the Church. They

assert that, as the emperor prostrated himself at the feet of

the Pontiff, Alexander placed his heel upon the monarch's

head, and cried out, in the words of the Psalmist, " Thou

shalt walk upon the asp and the basilisk, and thou shalt

trample under foot the lion and the dragon ; " that the

humiliated Frederick protested that those words were said

of Peter alone, and that the elated Alexander replied, "of

me, and of Peter." The absurdity of this story is evident ;

that it is unfounded in fact, is proved by the silence of all

the contemporaries and quasi-contemporaries of Alexander

who wrote about his Pontificate. Thus, Romuald, arch

bishop of Salerno, who was present at the absolution of

Frederick, and who wrote a Life of Alexander, says nothing

of this scene ; neither does Matthew of Paris (2), nor Wil

liam of Tyre (3), nor Roger of Hoveden. (4).

The peace concluded at Venice had for result, so far as

the Italian republics were concerned, a confederation very

similar, apparently, to that which was formed, two cen

turies afterward, in the mountains of Switzerland ; in sub

stance, however, there was a great difference between the

(t) This intruder bumbly begged pardon of Alexander, in I17H, and we are toll by Ro-

muald of Salerno that the Pontiff that day seated him at His own table- So mu(h for the

arrogance of Alexander 111., a favorite theme of certain writers.

(2) Unqllfih HMory, year il7T. (3) 1Jrily War.

(4) Annais of England, year 1177.
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two. The Lombard confederation acknowledged as head,

either elective or hereditary, a foreigner, who, aided by

foreign troops and by almost inevitable internal discord,

might, at any moment, become a tyrant. But Frederick

obtained many advantages by the same treaty. He filled

his exhausted treasury, and beiDg hailed as sovereign de

jure of Loiubardy, he could patiently await an opportunity

of becoming such ih facto. His reconciliation with the

Italians enabled him to delay the cession of Tuscany to the

Holy See, if, indeed, he ever sincerely intended to obey

the will of the countess Matilda, and to fulfil his own oath.

Another great advantage accruing to Frederick from peace

with the Pontiff and the northern Italians, was an oppor

tunity to carry out a long designed scheme to establish a

branch of his family on a royal throne in Italy. William

II , king of Naples and of Sicily, had no children, and

Frederick proposed a marriage between his son Henry

(afterward the Sixth of Germany) and the princess Con

stance, aunt and sole heiress of William. Pope Alexander

III , and after him. Pope Lucius III., and Urban III., being

displeased with Barbarossa because of his tortuous policy

and his contempt for his obligations, and unwilling that a

foreigner, already on the way to become ruler of Northern

Italy, should become sovereign of the South, opposed all

their power against this marriage, but in vain. We shall

notice its results, when we come to treat of the Pontificate

of Iunocent III. During the next few years after the

peace of Venice, Frederick remained comparatively quiet ;

with the exception of a short war with the duke of Saxony,

Henry the Lion, tranquillity pervaded his dominions. But

in 1189, the fall of Jerusalem having caused Pope Urban

III. to proclaim a new Crusade, Frederick received the

Cross from the hands of the cardinal Henry, bishop of Al-

bano, and led a considerable army toward Palestine. By

June of the following year he reached the banks of the

Calycadnus, in Cilicia, and while trying to ford the stream

in his heavy armor, was drowned.

We cannot close this chapter without a few words in

defense of the conduct of Pope Alexander III., in making a
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separate peace with Frederick, without, it is said by some,

more consideration for his allies. Many Italian historians

have also blamed him for not taking advantage of the im

perial misfortunes, thus assuring the independence of their

country. But in his treaty with the emperor, Alexander

III. entered into no arrangement which could reasonably

displease the Lombards, and there was no likelihood that

the confederates would have helped the Pontiff to the ex

tent of aunihilating the imperial power in Italy. It is

certain that the I.eaguers, even in their most prosperous

moments, did not dream of absolute withdrawal from the

empire ; the ideas of those days were very different from

those of the present time. The Italian enemies of Barba-

rossa merely contended for " home-rule," and they willingly

acknowledged the supremacy or primacy of trhe suzerain

created and anointed by the Holy See. This is well proved

by the following passage of Romuald of Salerno, giving a

Declaration made by the chiefs of the League to the Pope,

in 1177 : " Your Holiness and the imperial government

must know that we will gratefully receive the peace of the

emperor, if the honor of Italy be secured; and that we

wish to recover his friendship, providing that he will guard

our liberties. We desire to satisfy all the obligations of

Italians toward him, according to the ancient usages ; we

do not reject any of the olden laws ; but we will never con

sent to forego that liberty which we inherited from our

forefathers, and we will lose it only with our lives, for the

death of a freeman is sweeter to us than the life of a slave."

Why then should Alexander have prolonged the war?

Again, by an annihilation of the imperial power, the Pontiff

would have undone the work of his predecessor, who had

created that power, and had confided to it the temporal

supremacy of Christendom. Even when an emperor became

a rebel to the Pontiff, Rome never thought of abolishing

his office, but only of substituting a more religious and

more docile incumbent.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

The Eleventh General Council : Third of the Lateran.

During the years 1177 and 78, Pope Alexander III. sent

snbdeacons to all the ecclesiastical provinces, summoning

the bishops to a General Council at Rome in the following

year. (1). Such was the manner, in those days, of convok

ing a Council. (2). The letter of convocation says : " As we

see there are many things in the Church of God which need

correction, many improvements to be made, and many

things to be made known to the faithful which will help to

their salvation ; we have rosolved to summon ecclesiastics

from all parts, that, by their presence and counsel, what is

healthful may be established, and what is good may be

provided, according to the custom of the ancient Fathers,

and be confirmed by many. If this were effected by each

one individually, it would not easily attain its end. There

fore, by these Apostolic Letters, we command that you

co-operate with this our arrangement, and, the Lord leading,

that you come to the city of Rome on the first Sunday of

the coming Lent, so that, with the aid of the grace of the

Holy Ghost, we may decide, by our common care, what is

to be done in the correction of abuses and in the establish

ment of what will be pleasing to God ; that we may, with

one shoulder, support the Ark of the Lord, and with one

tongue, give honor to God, the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ." The reasons for holding the Council were, first,

to remedy the evils caused by the anti-Popes whom

Frederick Barbarossa had sustained, and, in two instances,

created ; second, to condemn the Waldensian heresy; third,

to invigorate ecclesiastical discipline. Pope Alexander, in

person, presided over the Council. Matthew of Paris siiys

there were present 310 bishops, but William of Tyre, who

(1) The year 1170 1s assigned as the date of the Eleventh (ienend Council by 00io of

FrisinireiKO(M(nic/(', IS. vil.), Matthew of I'uris, VVIIIIumuf Tyre. Roger of Hoveden, Heim"

old, and Albert Stadensis. And nevertheless, and aithough Alexunder III. died in 11S1, the

abbot of Ursperg. in his Chronirle, says: " In the year of the Lord 11S,t, Pope Alexander

held a General Council in the Lateran hasilica, about the Calends of April; aithough some

■ay the Council was held in 1 ITU But it may be that at this latter date he celebrated a

Synod with some of the bishops of italy."

(») Robert de Montk, year 117S.
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-was one of the synodals, puts the number at 300. The

Council was opened in the Lateran basilica, on March 5th,

1179, and its business was completed in three sessions.

In its First Canon, the Council decreed that hereafter a

two-third's vote of the Sacred College would elect a Pon

tiff. It reads as follows : " Although our predecessors

issued Constitutions which sufficiently guard against discord

in the election of a Supreme Pontiff, the Church has fre

quently suffered grievous rupture on account of the audacity

of wicked ambition ; hence, to avoid this evil, we have

decreed, by the advice of our brethren and with the appro

bation of the holy Council, to add something to those

Constitutions. We therefore decree that if, by the enemy's

sowing of nettles, there be not full concord among the

cardinals in their choice of a Pontiff, and if two thirds

agree, and the other third will not yield, but presumes to

declare another Pontiff for itself, he shall be the Roman

Pontiff who is elected and acknowledged by the two thirds.

And if any one, not being able to attain his end, relies upon

the nomination by one third, and usurps the name of Pon

tiff, he and all who recognize him are excommunicated,

deprived of the exercise of their order, and even the Com

munion shall be denied to them, unless they are at the point

of death. If they do not repent, let them have their lot with

Dathan and Abiron, whom the earth swallowed alive.

Again, if any one be chosen by less than two thirds, and

no better agreement be reached, he will incur the above

punishment, unless he humbly retreats. However, this

decree imports no prejudice to the Canonical and Other

ecclesiastical Constitutions, in which the sentence of the

larger and better part ought to prevail ; because if any

doubt arises in such cases, it can be settled by the decision

of a superior. In the Roman Church there is a peculiar

condition of things ; in its regard, there can be no recourse

to a superior." By a decree of Pope Nicholas II., in 1059,

the election of a Pontiff had been confined to the cardinals,

" the consent of the remaining clergy and of the people fol

lowing ; so that those most religious men are to be the

leaders in the election, and the rest followers." From the
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reign of Alexander III., the two thirds system has constantly

obtained. The Second Canon declares the nullification of all

appointments made by the late anti-Popes, Octavian, Guido,

and John, and prohibits the exercise of their order to all or

dained by them or theirs. It also prescribes the following

form of abjuration, to be sworn to before a schismatic can be

received into the Church : " I anathematize and reject every

heresy which asserts itself against the Holy, Roman, Cath

olic Church ; especially the schism of Octavian, Guido, and

John ; and I regard the ordinations of these as null, and

reject them. (1). And I swear that hereafter I shall obey

and prove faithful to, the Holy Roman Church and my lord

Alexander aud his legitimate successors ; that I shall serve

them, without any evil mind, and according to my order,

against all men. The counsels ha may give me. in person

or by writing, I will reveal to no man, even though my

limbs or life be in danger ; I will honor the legates of the

Roman Church, guide them and dismiss them, and con

tribute to their expenses. So help me God, and these His

holy Gospels." (2).

The second reason for the celebration of the Eleventh

Council was the condemnation of the Waldenses. As we

shall devote a special chapter to these heretic%, we here

detain the reader only a few moments. While Pope Alex

ander III. was in France, he had held, in llfi3, a Synod at

Toulouse, the fourth Canon of which prohibited any one

from harboring the Waldenses or Albigenses, and from

holding any commercial relations with them. By its 27th

Canon, the Eleventh Council confirms the decree of Tou

louse : "As blessed Leo says : Although ecclesiastical

discipline is content with the sacerdotal decisions, and takes

no bloody revenge, nevertheless it is assisted by the de

crees of princes, in order that men may seek a salutary

remedy, when they fear an imminent corporal punishment.

Therefore, since in Gascony, in the territory of Albi, and

in the district of Toulouse, the condemned wickedness of

those heretics who are variously styled Catharians, Pater-

ines, Publicans, etc., has so developed, that they no longer

(1) Illicit, that is, not invalid.

(2) Albert Stadensis, Chrouicic. Albert Krantz. Alelropolis, B. vil., c. 3.
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manifest their iniquities in secret, as others do, but even

openly avow their errors, and thus seduce the weak and

simple ; we prouonnce anathema on them, their defenders,

and their harborers ; and under pain of the same anathema,

we prohibit all persons from harboring them in houses or

territory, and from cherishing them, or transacting any

business with them. If they die in their sin, let no offering

be made for them, or burial among Christians be accorded

them, notwithstanding any privilege conceded by us to any

one whomsoever, and notwithstanding any other pretext."

With regard to the severity of this and similar Canons, we

shall take occasion to vindicate their justice and necessity

when we come to treat of the Albigenses. In another part

of the same 27th Canon, the Council condemns the preda

tory bands of Belgians, Arragonese, Navarrese, Basques,

Cotterels (1), and Triaverdins, who had joined the Albi

genses for the sake of pillage and lust, " who respected

neither churches nor monasteries ; sparing not orphans,

women, or old age ; but looting and desolating everywhere ; "

and orders that " for the remission of their sins, all the

faithful courageously oppose these ravages, and defend

Christians against such wretches." The Canon then grants

indulgences "at the discretion of the bishops," of greater

or less extent, according to their term and kind of service,

to those who don the Cross in the Holy Wars.

The third object of the Eleventh Council was the invig-

oration of ecclesiastical discipline. Simony was rife in the

churches and monasteries : the clergy were, to a great

extent, stained with avarice, and addicted to pompous dis

play : among the laity, usury had become a notorious evil.

The Couucil therefore issued, besides the three Canons

already noticed, twenty four others. The Third prescribes

" that no person be made a bishop, unless he is thirty years

of age, born of legitimate matrimony, and is shown to be

commendable in life and in learning." No one can be made

a dean, an archdeacon, a parish-priest, or receive any

care of souls, unless he has reached his twenty-fifth year,

and is of approved knowledge and morals. In the twelfth

(1) De Ma- ca says these were so called because their favorite weapon was a lung knife,

called by the Touiousans a cntterel.
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century, the promotion of young persons, on account of

court influence, to ecclesiastical dignity, had become a

frightful abuse. St. Bernard (1) says : " Schoolboys, not

yet arrived at the age of puberty, are promoted, because of

their family dignity, to ecclesiastical offices ; they are taken

from under the master's rod, and assigned to govern priests."

William of Newburg (2) reproves archbishop Roger of

York because, " instead of the worthy persons who once

shed light upon the church of York, he appointed beardless

youths, better fitted to play at odd-and-even, or to straddle

the hobby-horse." The Fourth protects the clergy and

bishops from undue expenses, while their superiors are

"making a visitation. A cardinal may have twenty-five

horses at such a time, if he is not also a bishop : an arch

bishop shall be content with forty or fifty ; a bishop may

be followed by thirty ; an archdeacon will find five or seven

a sufficiency ; a dean must be satisfied with two. This

programme, however, is only for the poorer places ; if a

very rich place be visited, the Council " tolerates " the vis-

itator's exercise of discretion. The Fifth prohibits any

ordiuation without a " title," whereby the ordained may-

live untiHie be provided with a benefice. In this Canon,

occurs the first mention of the patrimonial title. A bishop

who ordains a person without a title, whereby he may live,

is obliged himself to support that person until he receives

a benefice. In consequence of this Canon, Pope Innocent

III. ordered the bishop of Zamora, whose predecessor had

ordained a certain subdeacon, to support him until he as

signed him a benefice, threatening to compel the bishop by

ecclesiastical censure. The Sixth prohibits any suspension

or excommunication before the issuance and reception of

the formal canonical admonition. It orders a certain time

to be assigned for the prosecution of an appeal, if the ag

grieved party desires to make one ; if the appeal is not

made within that time, "the bishop may exercise his right."

Monks and religious are prohibited to appeal " against the

regular discipline of their superiors or Chapters." The

.Seventh condemns all charges for the administration of

(1) Epinfle 42. tn Heory, arehhinhop of Seus.

(2) English Affairs, B. 111., c. 5.
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Sacraments, for the granting of benefices, and for the Sacred

• Oils. This Canon is transcribed in the Decretals, B. V., tit.

iii., on Simony. It also decrees that if any persou, being

in danger of death, leaves his property to a religious order,

his paiish church shall receive its cauonical share; if, how

ever, a man in good health does the same, the will stands.

The Eighth prohibits the promising a particular benefice,

when it shall become vacant, " lest one may seem to desire

the death of the occupant." A prebend or benefice must

be conferred within six months of the day it becomes

vacant. If the colhition belongs to the bishop, and he

neglects to confer it, the right devolves on the Chapter, and

vice versa ; if both neglect, the metropolitan must provide.

The Ninth rebukes the Knights Templars and the Knights

Hospitalers of St. John, and some other orders, for exceed

ing the privileges conceded them by the Holy See, and

decrees, first, that they receive no churches or tithes with

out the consent of the bishop ; second, that they avoid all

excommunicated or interdicted persons; third, that in all

churches, not theirs by " full right," they present their

priests for installation by the bishop; fourth, that, if they

come to an interdicted church, they can only once in the

year be admitted to the ecclesiastical Office, and not even

then can they bury the dead in the said church ; fifth, that

those persons who live in religious houses, although not

really belonging to the order, caunot partake of the immu

nities granted to the members. The Tenth forbids the

reception of a monk or religious, " for money." It also

decrees that a monk who keeps or possesses any money,

" unless given him by the abbot for a definitely assigned

purpose, be deprived of Communion, and if he be found at

his death, to have had money, he shall not be prayed for,

and he shall not be buried with the brethren." The

E'erenth regards the continency of the clergy, and is a repe

tition of previous enactments. The 7W//YA prohibits clerics

from conducting cases before secular tribunals, unless the

case be of the Church, or their own, or for a miserably

poor person. The Thirteenth condemns " spiritual poly

gamy," that is, the holding of more than one benefice by
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one person. The Fourteenth treats of the same subject, and

then forbids the clergy, under pain of degradation, from re

ceiving churches frbm lay hands, without the authorization

of the bishop. It also excommunicates any layman who

compels an ecclesiastic to appear before a lay tribunal. The

Fifteenth prohibits a cleric from transmitting to his heirs

what he has acquired by virtue of his ecclesiastical office.

What he has received " by inheritance, through his own

labor, or by his learning," he may dispose of as he pleases.

This decree is inserted in the Decretals, B. III., tit. 21, Wills

ami I.ast Wishes. The Sixteenth regards Capitular dissensions,

and decrees that " unless something reasonable be alleged

by the minority, the decision of the majority shall stand,

without appeal." The Seventeenth orders that, when a right

of presentation to a benefice belongs to many, and they

cannot agree upon a candidate, the majority's opinion be

respected. If this would cause any scandal, the bishop

must arrange the matter. He will also take the affair in

his own hands, if a dispute arises as to who possesses the

right of presentation, and it is not settled in four months

from the date of vacancy. (Decretals, B. III., tit 39. Bight of

Presntatlon.) The Eighteenth decrees that in all cathedral

churches a fitting benefice be assigned for the support of

the master of the cathedral school, whose principal duty it

is to give gratuitous instruction to poor scholars. The

Ninteenth excommunicates magistrates and consuls who im

pose burdens on churches and diminish ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, unless " the bishop and the clergy see that

there is such great necessity or utility, that the church

ought to come to the aid of the community. (Decretals, B.

III., tit. 49. Immunity of Churches.) The Twentielh repeats the

decree of the Tenth Council against tournaments where life

is endangered, gladiatorial shows at fairs, etc. The Tioenty-

Jirst and Twenty-second regard the Truce of God, of which

we have already spoken, and are inserted in the Decretals,

B. I., tit. 33, Truce and Peace. The Twenty-third establishes

a pastor, church, and cemetery, for every community of

lepers, and exempts it from tithes. The Twenty-fourth ex

communicates all who furnish munitions of war tn the
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Mohammedans, or become navigators in their ships. The

same penalty is launched against all pirates and wreckers.

The Twenty-fifth is against usury. The Twenty-sixth ex

communicates Christians who have become domestics, etc.,

in the service of Jews. The Twenty-seventh proclaims a

Crusade against the Albigenses.

CHAPTER XXIV.

The Cause of St. Thomas a Becket, Archbishop of Canter

bury.

Henry II. mounted the throne of England in 1154. By

the death of his father, he inherited Touraine and Anjou ;

through his mother he was lord of Normandy and Maine :

in marrying Eleanor of Poitou, he received as dowry Poitou,

Saintogne, Auvergne, Perigord, the Limousin, Angoumois,

and Guienne. Thus, although a vassal of the king of

Fiance, he became, on his accession to the English crown, a

more powerful prince than his suzerain (1). Six Popes,

Adrian IV .Alexander III., Lucins III.. Urban III., Gregory

VIII., and Clement III. occupied the chair of St. Peter

during the reign of Henry II., but we shall have occasion,

in this chapter, to allude only to Alexander. The other

principal sovereigns contemporary with Henry were the

emperor Frederick I. ; in France, Louis VII. and Philip

Augustus ; in Spain, Alphonsus VIII., Sancho III., and

Alphonsus IX. When Henry II. commenced to reign there

was no one to whom he owed so much as to Theobald arch

bishop of Canterbury, and he soon promoted that prelate to

the first place at the council-board. Worn out by age and

sickness, Theobald wished to retire from political life, but

his great love for Henry prompted him to leave his place

to some one capable of guiding the young king, and he

chose his own arch-deacon, Thomas k Becket.

(1) We are told by Gerald of Cambraf, Peter of Bints, and William of Newburg, that

Hetiry II. was comparatively well read, and that he was generally well-mannered ; but the

cardinal Vivian, after a long interview with him, said : " I have never wituessed the equal

of this man as a liar. " and king Louis VII. told Henry's amhassadors that it was lmpos*

■Date to put faith in their master.
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Heury became greatly attached to the arch deacon, ap

pointed him chancellor, (1) made him preceptor of the heir

apparent, warden of the Tower, castellan of Berghamsted,

and assigned to his service one hundred and forty knights.

Becket was a warrior, at this time, as well as a counsellor.

During the French campaign of 1159, he fought at the head

of seven hundred knights and their retinues ; at the close

of the war, he was maintaining twelve hundred knights and

four thousand cavalry. In 1161, the highest dignity in the

English church became vacant by the death of archbishop

Theobald. For thirteen months Henry allowed the vacancy

to continue, as the revenues of Canterbury were welcome to

his pocket. At the end of that time, the Chapter and the

prelates met at Westminster ; every vote was cast for

Becket, and prince Henry, in his father's name, gave the

royal assent (2). The ostentation of the chancellor hence

forth gave place to the modesty of a Christian bishop : he

immediately resigned his secular offices, and dismissed his

large train of noblemen, keeping near his person only a few

of his most virtuous and most learned priests. (3). It was on

account of his care for the poor, as well as for the sake of the

sacred principle involved, that he now insisted upon the

restitution of those revenues of his diocese which had been

appropriated by laymen. It is not easy to determine

whether this action cf Becket was the first cause of dis

sension between him and the monarch ; but it is certain

that, for more than a year before the open collision. Henry

had cooled toward his former favorite, and that the envious

noticed a change, and misrepresented his actions. An

opportunity was offered to these gentry in 1163, by a dis

pute regarding the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts.

(4). The first attack on these tribunals was made on their

flj The chancellorship was one of the few offices that could not he bought. It was a sure

stepping-stone to a bishopric, and hence Us occupier avoided incurring the impediment of

simonv. Lindard, Hi*'ory of Kugla(trf. vol li. c. 3.

0t) When the kins informed Becket of his intention to promote his election, the chan

cellor smilingly ponied to his armor, and suld that such was not the dress of a bishop.

He then declined the honor, saying that he could not do his duty as archbli-hop and, at the

same time, retain Heory's favor: but, at the entreaty of the legate Henry of Pisa, he ac

cepted the nomination.
(.il! Protestants have c- lied this change hypocrisy : hut. remarks Lingard, had Becket

been a bypocrite, he would have been both chancellor and archnishop, would have flattered

the king, and would have been absolute in cburch and state.

(4) "When the 1mperial government ceased in other countries." says Lingard. "the

natives preserved many of its institutions, which the .onquerpr> incorporated with their

own Laws; but our harharian ancestors eradicated every prior establishment, and trans
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criminal jurisdiction. Because of the presumed light sen

tence of one Philip de Brois, a canon of Bedford, convicted

of manslaughter, and condemned to a money indemnity to

the relations . of his victim, and afterwards punished by

whipping for insulting a judge, Henry summoned the

bishops to Westminster, and demanded that hereafter, in

all similar cases, the culprit should be punished by the

secular tribunals, if convicted by the spiritual court. The

prelates refused, and the king then asked if they would

promise to observe the ancient customs of the realm. As

these customs had not been defined, the archbishop replied

affirmatively, " saving his order." Hem-y then put the

question separately to each bishop ; with the exception of

the bishop of Chichester, all repeated the answer of Becket.

The prelates soon realized that the word "customs" was

meant to cover an attack on most of the clerical immunities.

But the archbishop of York, Roger de Pont l'Eveque, who

had always been jealous of Becket, proposed to temporize;

Becket refused, and wrote to Pope Alexander about the

state of affairs. The Pontiff, who was then at Sens, answered

with a most encouraging letter, bidding the English prelate

not to yield one iota of the Church's rights. But before

the Pope's missive arrived, the jealous archbishop had

found himself deserted by nearly all the clergy. He was

pressed on all sides to yield, and finally, knowing that Henry

had sworn never to attack the Church immunities, he

promised to withdraw that obnoxious reservatory clause :

planted the manners o( the wilds of Germany into the new solitude which they had made.

After their conversion, they associated the heads of the c'ergy with their nobles, and both

equally exercised the functions of civil magistrates. It is plain thai the bishop was the sole

1udge of the clergy in cr(minal cases (.SYuvm Lutrs. mi ; that he alone decided their differ

ences ((Vtid., 51i, and that to him appertained the cognizance of certain offences against the

rights of the Cburch and the sanctions of religion ; but ai it was nis duty to sit with the

tiherlff iu the court of the county, his ecclesiastical became blended with his secular 1uris

diction, and many causes, which in other countries had been reserved to 'he spiritual judge,

were decided in England before a mixed tribunal. This disposition continued in force 1111

the Norman conquest, when the two judicatures were completely separated, and in every

diocese 'courts Christian, ' that is. of the bishop and his archdeacons, were established,

after the model and with the authority of similar courts in all other parts of the Western

cburch .... The prnteedings of the former (ecclesiastical courts) were guided by tixed and

invariable principles, the resuit of the wisdom of ages : the latter were compelled to follow

a system of jurisprudence confused and uncertain, partly of Anglo-Saxon; partly of Norman

origin, and depending on precedents, of which some were furnished by memory, others had

been transmitted by tradition. The clerical judges were men of talents and education ; the

uniformity and equity of their decisions were preferred to the caprice and violence which

seemed to sway the royal and haronial justiciaries; and by deirrees every cause which

legal ingenuity could connect with the provisions of the Canons, whether it regarded tithes,

or advowsons, or public scandal, or marriage, or testaments, or perjury, or breach of con

tract, was drawn before the ecclesiastical tribunais. A spirit of rivairy arose between the

Qso judicatures, which quickly ripened into open hostility. On the one side were ranged

the bishops and chief dignitaries of the Cburch, on the other the king and harons-" Toe. eft.
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" saving bis order." Henry then declared that, as his honor

had been publicly injured, tbe reparation should be made

before the estates of the kingdom.

The bishops, barons, etc., met the king at Clarendon, on

January 25th, 1164. Henry immediately demanded that

the prelates should fulfil their promise, and Becket once

more requested that the reservatory clause might be re

tained. The answer of Henry was a threat of exile or of

death ; a door was thrown open, revealing to the astonished

bishops a party of knights with drawn swords. Two Tem

plars then knelt before the primate, and begged him to

yield; the bishops joined with their entreaties, and finally

Becket promi?ed to observe the " customs," but quite

uaively asked to be told what they were. A committee of

inquiry presented sixteen Constitutions as the customs of

England. " The care of all vacant dioceses, abbeys, and

priories, was to be given to the sovereign, and all their

revenues, during the vacancy, to be paid to him ; the elec

tion of a uew incumbent could be made only in pursuance

of a royal writ, and should be held by the chief clergy in

the royal chapel, with the royal consent, and by the advice

of such prelates as the king might summon." The first

portion of this Constitution refers to a custom introduced

by William Rufus, but renounced by him and all his suc

cessors, including Henry II. himself. It was ordered, by

the third Constitution, that, when ;i cleric was a party to a

suit, the royal justices should decide in what court it

should be tried ; if it was decided to send the case to an

ecclesiastical court, a civil officer would make report of the

proceedings, and the defendant, if convicted, could claim

no " benefit of clergy," that is, exemption from punishment

by the secular authority. This, says Lingard, ought not

to have been called an "ancient " custom, for it was an in

novation, overturning the law as it had stood since the days

of the Conqueror, anil not restoring the judicial process of

the Anglo-Saxons. The fourth, also derived from the Con

quest, ordered that " no archbishop, bishop, or other person,

should leave the kingdom, without the royal consent ; " be

fore going, they were to give security that they would work
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nothing against his majesty or his kingdom. The seventh

Constitution prescribed that " no chief-tenant of the king,

no officer of his household or demesne, could he excom

municated, or his lands interdicted, without the king's per

mission, or that of the grand-justiciary." The pretext of

this custom, introduced by the Conqueror, was that, as all

men were obliged to avoid an excommunicated person, the

king would lose the services of an excommunicated vassal.

By the eighth, appeals were ordered to proceed " from the

archdeacon to the bishop, from the bishop to the arch

bishop;" if the metropolitan did not decide the cause.it

was to be carried " to the king," that he might command it

to be terminated " in the archiepiscopal court," and no

other judge was to be had, " without the royal assent."

King Henry I. had tried to prevent appeals to the Pope,

but Henry II., some time after the Clarendon affair, denied

that such was his intention. His creature, Gilbert Foliot,

bishop of London, said that " the king claims that no one

shall leave the kingdom, for a civil cause."

Of these Constitutions three copies were made, and they

were signed by Henry, the bishops, and thirty-seven barons.

On the king's demanding that the prelates should affix their

seals to the documents, Becket said that he had fulfilled

his promise, and would do no more. " His conduct on this

trying occasion," says Liugard, " has been severely con

demned for its duplicity. To me he appears more deserving

of pity than of censure. His was not the tergiversation of

one who seeks to effect his object by fraud and deception ;

it was rather the hesitation of a mind oscillating between

the decision of his own judgment, and the opinions and

apprehensions of others. His conviction seems to have

remained unchanged ; he yielded, to avoid the charge of

having, by his obstinacv-, drawn destruction on the heads

of his fellow-bishops." Scarcely had the Clarendon con

vention been dissolved, when the primate became the prey

of remorse. Immediately after his arrival at Canterbury

he voluntarily ceased to officiate as bishop, and despatched

a report to Pope Alexander, begging absolution from any

eensures he had incurred. In his reply the Pontiff encour
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ages Becket, grants the absolution from censure, and orders

him to resume his functions. In vain king Henry now tried

to work on the fears of Alexander, causing it to be reported

that he was about to recognize Barbarossa's anti-Pope.

But being foiled, Becket was finally summoned before a

council at Northampton, to answer a series of charges.

When the archbishop appeared, Henry accused him of con

tempt for the royal authority, because he had answered a

citation of the royal court, not in person, but by attorney.

The court " amerced " the archbishop, that is, put him " at

the king's mercy " to the extent of his entire property. After

many iniquitous and absurd demands had been made by the

king, the zealous archbishop thus protested agiiinst the

decisions of the court : " Future ages will pass judgment

upon your sentence ; it is a new kind of decision, but per

haps in conformity with the new Canons of Clarendon. It

has never been heard that an archbishop of Canterbury

could be judged, for any cause whatsoever, in a court of the

king of England ; that is forbidden by the dignity of his

church and by his personal authority, and because he is

the spiritual father of all the rulers in the kingdom, and is

to be always obeyed by all." The bishops now consulted

together. Foliot of London urged Becket to resign his see,

saying : " If you remember, father, wheuce the lord king

lifted you up, and what he has conferred upon you,; and if

you consider the evil state of the times, and what ruin you

are preparing for the Catholic Church and for us, in casi-

you resist the king in these things, you will resign, not

only the archbishropric of Canterbury, but ten of tliem, if

you had them. Then, perhaps, if the king sees you so

humble, he may give everything back to you." Henry of

Winchester bravely sustained the primate : " Such advice,

so pernicious to the Catholic Church, affects and confounds

us all. If our archbishop, the primate of all England, sets

us the example of yielding up, at the beck, and because of

the threats of the king, the care of souls entrusted to him,

what will be the condition of the Church ? Nothing will

be done according to law ; everything will be in confusion."

The bishop of Lincoln, whom the chronicler well styles " a
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simple man, and rather imprudent," gasped out : "It is

evident that they seek the life of this man. He must yield

up his diocese or his life. What good the archbishoprio.

will do him without his life I cannot see." The other

bishops followed, all urging Becket to yield.

On the morning of October 13th the primate celebrated

mass, and then proceeded to the court. The bishop of

Exeter soon entered, and kneeling, begged Becket to have

pity on both himself and his brethren. The primate an

swered : " Fly, if you wish ; you do not appreciate the

things of God. ' The other prelates then came to the

primate, and Hilary of Chichester, in their name, delivered

himself of this speech : " Once you were our archbishop,

and we were bound to obey you. But since you, having

sworn fidelity to the king, that is, having promised to guard

his life, members, and earthly dignity, and to observe the

customs adduced by him, now try to destroy them ; there

fore we pronounce you a perjurer, and a perjured archbishop

we will not obey. We place ourselves under the protection

of the lord Pope, and call you to his presence to answer for

these things." Becket simply answered, " I hear." The

lay barons then entered the hall, and Leicester, reluctantly

compelled to deliver the sentence of the court, told the

primate to hearken to the decision. Becket arose, and

said : " My sentence ? Son and earl, first hearken to me.

You know how faithfully I have served the king, and how

hesitatingly I accepted this office in order to please him ;

you know how I was declared free from all secul r claims.

I ought not, and will not, answer for what occurred before

my consecration. As the soul is more worthy than the

body, so you are bound to obey me rather than an earthly

monarch. Neither law nor reason permits children to con

temn or to judge a father: hence I decline the tribunal of

the king, yours, and any other, being amenable, under

God, to the lord Pope alone, to whom, before you all, I now

appeal, placing the church of Canterbury, my order, and

my dignity, with all pertaining to them, under God's and

his protection. As for you, my brothers and fellow-bishops,

who obey man rather than God, I summon you all to the
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presence and judgment of the lord Pope ; and, strong iu the

authority of the Catholic Church and of the Apostolic See,

I depart hence." He immediately left the castle, and the

people, who had heard that he had been murdered, accom

panied him with shouts of joy to his quarters. Here,

however, his knights and pages tearfully begged to be

released from their fealty, and to be dismissed ; and he

cheerfully granted the prayer. At midnight, disguised as

a monk, he left the monastery, with three companions, and

after three weeks of perilous adventure, he reached Grave-

lines, in Fiance, and hastened to pay his respects to kin^

Louis VII., and to Pope Alexander, then at Sens.

When Henry found that Becket had fled, he wrote to

Louis, begging him not to allow '' the late primate " to

remain in France. When Louis read the epistle, he re

marked : " He is king of England, and I also am a king ;

but I would not depose the least one of the clerics of my

kingdom. It has ever been a glory of the French crown

to defend exiles, especially ecclesiastics, from persecution."

Becket soon visited Pope Alexander at Sens. He found

that a number of English bishops and barons had worked

so well for Henry, that not a few among the cardinals were

prejndiced against the primate. Having handed the Pon

tiff a copy of the Clarendon Constitutions, Becket delivered

to him the episcopal ring, and declared he would long ago

have resigned his diocese, had he not considered it unbe

coming to do so at the whim of a king. Alexander returned

the ring, aud exhorted him to persevere in the good fight.

Having read the Constitutions, the Pontiff said : " Among

these abominable things, there is nothing good ; but there

are some which may, in some way, be tolerated by the

Church. The greater number of them, however, have been

already condemned by ancient Councils, as directly opposed

to the sacred Canons." From the Vatican Codex in which,

after the famous Quadripartite I.ife of St. Thomas, the Con

stitutions are recorded, we learn that ten of them were

absolutely condemned. With regard to ihe eighth, which

prohibited appeals to Rome, St. Anselm had already told

William II. that " to swear to that is to abjure St. Peter ;
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and he who abjures St. Peter, undoubtedly abjures Christ,

who made him prince of His Church." Even Henry II.

was glad to recognize the Pontiff's right to receive appeals

when, a short time after the exile of Becket, he dreaded

lest the primate would excommunicate him, " and was

compelled," says Becket (Epistles, B. i., no. 135), " to have

recourse to the See of Peter and to invoke the name of the

lord Pope, which he had before commanded not to be in

voked." When Pope Alexander dismissed the archbishop

of Canterbury, he recommended him to the hospitality of

the Cistercian abbot of Pontigny, and it was gladly ac

corded. During the year 1165, Henry was occupied in a

disastrous campaign in Wales, and could pay no atteution

to Church matters. But when, covered with infamy (1), he

re-entered London, he turned his mind to vengeance on

Becket. All the primate's estates were confiscated ; all the

clergy who had countenanced his late actions were deprived

of their revenues; all of his relatives and friends, without

distinction of age or sex, were banished, and compelled by

oath to visit the primate, and recount to him their suffer

ings. We may imagine the anguish of Becket when four

hundred of these unfortunates, among them his own sister

and her infants, upbraided him as the cause of their

woes. (2). Henry also wreaked his vengeance on the hosts

of the archbishop, by threatening to expel all the Cis

tercians from his dominions, both British and French, if

they continued their hospitality. To save them, Becket

left their monastery, and King Louis assigned him a resi

dence in Sens. In June of 1166, he resolved to bring things

to a crisis, and accordingly issued a decree, excommuni

cating the ministers of Henry who had communicated with

the anti-Pope, and those who had framed the Clarendon

Constitutions, or who had appropriated Church property.

He also wrote a strong, though affectionate, letter to Henry,

from which we take the following passages : " Christian

princes have been accustomed to obey the Church, not to

(1) Asa consolation for his failure in this war, Heory satiated his thirst for blood on his

hostages, the children of the lirst families of Wales. The eves of all the males were

plucked out. and the noses 6nd ears of ull the fe nales amputated.

ri) Pope Alexander. Kinfr Louis Vir.. and the queen of Sicllv amply relieved the neces

sities of all the^e people. The sister of Becket found an asvium at Clermont, for which the

Pontiff thanked the abbot. KpiMea of St. Thomas, II., n. 112.
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think first of their own power ; they have always bowed

their heads to bishops, and never presumed to judge them.

Two powers rule the world, namely, the sacred authority

of the Pontiff, and the royal power ; and of these the

priestly authority is of the greater weight, inasmuch as, at

the divine judgment, priests have to render an account of

the kings themselves. You should have known for certain

that you depend upon the sacerdotal authority, and that it

ought not be made to bend to your will. Many Pontiffs

have excommunicated both emperors and kings I

write these things only, for the present, my lord, passing

certain others in silence, until I see what effect my words

produce. If they excite in you a worthy repentance, I

shall rejoice with those who will tell me that my son, the

kiug, was dead, but now lives, that he was lost, but is now

found. But if you do not hearken to me, who always pray

for you, with abundant tears and deep moans, before the

Majesty of the Body of Christ, I shall certainly there cry

out against you, and shall call upon God to arise and to

judge His cause, to be mindful of the injuries heaped daily

by the king of England and his upon God and His

Where are the emperors, kings, and princes, the arch

bishops and bishops, who have preceded us ? They have

labored, and others have taken up their labors. Thus

passes the world and its glory. Remember your last end,

and you will never sin, or, if you do sin, you will repent,

while yet alive." Pope Alexander now appointed the arch

bishop of Canterbury Apostolic legate for all England,

excepting, however, the archbishop of York from the lega-

tine jurisdiction,, because, to please Henry, the Pontiff had,

some time since, made that prelate legate to all, excepting

the primate. When Becket had received this appointment,

he at once commenced its functions. He condemned the

Constitutions of Clarendon, especially cert tin six chapters

which he recites in his condemnatory letters to the English

bishops. He excommunicated all the observers and pro

moters of the Constitutions, and absolved the prelates from

their oath to observe them. He also excommunicated by

name those who had communicated with the German schis
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niatics, and those who had invaded the property of the

church of Canterbury. In these letters to the English

prelates, Becket is especially severe on the following chap

ters of Clarendon. 1st, that no appeal should be taken

to the Apostolic See, unless with permission of the king.

2d, that no prelate should visit the Supreme Pontiff

without royal license. 3d, that no king's man could be

excommunicated, and no royal domain or king's man's do

main be interdicted, without the royal consent. 4th, that

no bishop should prosecute any one for perjury or heresy.

5th, that clerics should appear before secular tribunals.

6th, that the king, or any layman, should treat of cases

concerning tithes, etc. Pope Alexander confirmed the

action of his legate and wrote a warning letter to Henry,

in which occurs this passage : " We have not thought it

proper to shut our eyes to your obstinacy any longer ; nor

shall we again close the mouth of the aforesaid bishop, but

shall allow him to freely do his duty and to punish you,

with the arms of ecclesiastical severity, for the injuries done

to him and to his church." (1).

The mighty. Henry affected indifference at the threats of

the Pontiff and of the primate ; but he gave orders for the

searching of every person entering England, and for the

seizure of all letters coining from Pope Alexander or

Becket. (2). He also decreed the most terrible punishments

for the bearers of such missives, and compelled all freemen

to swear to obey no censure against king or realm. (3). He

even threatened to recoguize the new creature of Barba-

rossa, the anti-Pop9 Guido of Crema ; but, bad as many of

the English prelates were, they were not prepared for

schism. Hence Henry disavowed the promise made to

Barbarossa, and even prevailed upon his ambassadors to

deny that they had given it. (4). The king now tried to

purchase friends at Rome, and throughout Italy. The

Pontiff spurned his gifts ; a few of the cardinals, and some

of the Roman barons, also some of the magistrates of the

(1) RoiiKr OF Hovedkn. Ammls.

(2) Kpistles of SI. Thomas, 11., -Mil.

(3) Horow, 1400.

(4) John of Oxford, a favorite of Henry, and ever foremost in any dirty work for his

master, was sent to Rome, and thure swore to Pope Alexander that the king had done

nothing contrary to the honor of the Pontiff. Bosjeium, 11., 850.
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republics, accepted them, but the money was thrown away.

During the years 1167-70 Henry tried many expedients ; he

even gave audience to Becket on two occasions, during his

own sojourn in France, but each time promised to respect

the rights of the Church only " saving the royal dignity ;"

while the primate always professed himself willing to

obey the king, " saving the rights of the Church." For

several years the barons of Henry's continental dominions

had been appealing, according to the feudal jurisprudence,

to their own and Henry's suzerain, the king of France ; and

Louis, quite naturally, had not been slow to aid them ; but

in 1169, a peace was concluded, and in 1170, Henry prom

ised king Louis that he would be reconciled with the

archbishop of Canterbury. (1). Pope Alexander having

at length resolved to excommunicate the obstinate mon

arch. Henry proposed that the primate should return to

England. All his rights, lands, etc., were to be restored.

The Pontiff consented, but sent to Henry the bishops of

Rou?n and Nevers, to inform him that if his promises wera

not fulfilled in forty days from date, their orders were to

publish an interdict in all his continental dominions. In

vain Henry threatened and fawned by turns ; he finally

consented to meet Becket at Fretivalle, on the Touraine

frontier.

On July 22d, Henry and Louis were conversing in a mead

ow near Fretivalle, when Becket, accompanied by the

bishops of Rouen and Nevers, was seen coming towards

them. Putting spurs to his horse, Henry uncovered and.

advanced to meet his former friend. Immediately he com

menced to chat familiarly, and when he said, " I shall treat

as traitors those who have betrayed us both," Becket dis-

(1) In an interview uet veen Louis and Henry, at which the primate was present. Henry

complained*! Kecket's constant use, in his profession of tidelitv, of the clause, " saving the

rights of the Cburch." He said to Louis, " Listen to this, my lord, if you please. Whatever

displeases him is, he says, contrary to the honor of God. He claims all that is mine for

himself. But, lest I may appear to go against God's honor, or to resist him too much, I

make this offer : What the greatest and holiest of his predecessors accorded to the least of

mine let him accord to me, and 1 am content." Becket still refused to yield the clause,

"saving the rights of the Cburch." and for a time Louis was so displeased that it seemed

he would withdraw his countenance from the primate. But he soon sent for Becket, and

falling at his feet, exclaimed : " My lord and father, you alone see this thing rightly. We

were blind when we counselled you, in your cause, or rather in that of God, to absndon

God's honor to the whim of man. We are sorry, father ; forgive us our sin . I offer to God

and to you, myself and my kingdom, and from this hour, so long as God grants me life, I

shall not be wanting in aid to you and yours " Quaeirip. IAfe, B. 11., c. » and 28.

Gervase. 1406. Epistles of St. Ttumax. B. ill., no. 79.
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mouuted, and would have knelt, but the monarch made him

remount, and continued, -' My lord archbishop, let us re

new our old affectum, but do me honor before those who

now watch us." It was then understood that the archbishop

should remain for a few days in the court of Henry, that

the world might be convinced of their reconciliation. But

in spite of this parade of submission, Henry delayed the

execution of his promises, and it was only on Nov. 12th, when

the interdict was on the very point of being launched, that

he restored the lands of Canterbury see ; and then the rents

had been collected, and the cattle and corn removed. Be

fore Pope Alexander heard of the above reconciliation, he

had issued hitters of suspension against the English bishops

who had lately officiated, in defiance of Becket's prohibition,

at the coronation of young prince Henry. In the interests

of peace, the primate resolved to make no use of the Pon

tiff's decree, trusting to Alexander's good sense for excuse.

But it happened that the three prelates concerned were

informed of its being in the hands of Becket, and they dis

patched a body of soldiers, under Ranulph de Broc, to seize

it when he should land. When the primate reached Whit-

sand, he heard of this proceeding, and sent the decree

ahead of himself by a courier, who publicly handed it to the

prelates involved, and they immediately departed for Nor

mandy to excite the anger of Henry. On Dec. 3d, Becket

was joyfully received by the clergy and people of his see

of Canterbury ; on Christmas he preached, and toward the

end of his discourse he remarked that his enemies would

soon be satiated with his blood. On the 28th, Reginald

Fitzurse, William Tracy, Hugh de Moreville, and Richard

Brito arrived from Normandy, and assembling their fol

lowers at the Broc manor of Saltwood, prepared to silence

forever the zealous archbishop. They had heard Henry,

enraged because of the representations of the three bish

ops condemned by Pope Alexander, cry out, " Of all the

cowards whom I have benefited, is there not one who will

free me from this troublesome priest? " On the afternoon

of the 29th, the four knights presented themselves at the

archiepiscopal palace, saying that they had a message from
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the king to the primate. When admitted to audience, they

ordered the archbishop to absolve the prelates of York,

Loudon, and Salisbury. Becket answered that the king

had consented to his publication of the Pontifical letters

suspending these bishops ; that the case of Roger of York

was reserved to Rome ; that he was ready to absolve the

bishops of London and Salisbury when they swore to sub

mit to the decisions of the Church. The knights then

declared that he must leave England. Becket replied,

'No. If I am allowed to perform my duty, well and good ;

if not, the will of God be done." Fitzurse then ordered

all the household, in the name of the king, to watch lest

their master should escape. The closing scenes of the

tragedy are thus described by Lingard : " At the departure

of the knights, the archbishop returned to his seat appar

ently cool and collected. Neither in tone nor in gesture

did he betray the slightest apprehension, though consterna

tion and despair were depicted in every countenance around

him. It was the hour of the evening service, and at the

sound of the psalmody in the choir, a voice exclaimed, ' To

the church, it will afford protection.' But Becket had said

that he would await them there, and refused to move from

the place. Word was now brought that the knights had

forced their way through the garden and made an entrance

by the windows. A few moments later they were heard

at no great distance, breaking down with axes a strong par

tition of oak which impeded their progress. In a paroxysm

of terror the archbishop's attendants closed around him,

and, notwithstanding his resistance, bore him with pious

violence through the cloister into the church. The door

was im mediately closed and barred. against the assassins,

who were already in sight. Becket walked leisurely along

the transept, and was ascending the steps which led to his

favorite altar, when he heard the cries of the knights de

manding admission at the door. Without hesitation he

ordered it to be thrown open, saying that the house of God

should not be made a military fortress. Immediately his

attendants, monks and clergy, dispersed to conceal them

selves, some behind the columns, others under the altars.
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Had he followed their example, he might have saved his

life ; for it was growing dark, and both the crypts and a

staircase before him, which led to the roof, offered places

of concealment. But he turned to meet his enemies, and,

stationing himself with his back against a column, between

the altars of St. Mary and St. Bennet, waited their approach.

The four knights and their twelve companions rushed into

the church with drawn swords, and loud cries. ' To me, ye

king's men,' shouted their leader. ' Where is the trai

tor?' exclaimed Hugh of Horsey, a military subdeacon,

known by the characteristic surname of Mauclerc. (1). No

answer was returned ; but to the question, ' where is the

archbishop?' Becket replied, 'Here I am, the archbishop,

but no traitor. What is your will ? ' They turned to him,

and insisted that he should immediately absolve all he had

placed under ecclesiastical censures ; to which he replied,

that, until they had promised satisfaction, he could not.

' Then die,' exclaimed a voice. ' I am ready,' returned the

prelate, ' to die for the cause of God and His Church. But

1 forbid you in the name of Almighty God, to touch any

one of my household, clerk or layman.' There seems to

have been some hesitation on the part of the murderers.

They would rather have shed his blood without the church

than within its walls. An attempt was made by some of

them to drag him away ; but he resisted it with success,

through the aid of a clergyman called Edward Grim (2),

who threw his arms around the archbishop's waist. ' Regi

nald ' said Becket to Fitzurse, ' how dace you do this ?

Remember that you have been my man.' (3). 'lam now

the king's man,' replied the assassin, aiming a blow at the

primate's head. Grim interposed his arm, which was broken

and severed in two ; still the sword passed through Beck-

et's cap, and wounded him on the crown. As he felt the

blood trickling down his cheek, he wiped it away with his

sleeve, and having joined his hands, and bent his head in

the attitude of prayer, said : ' Into Thy hands, O Lord, I

(1 1 That is. the wicked cleric.

t2l When John of Salisbury, Fitzstephen, and others, afterwards boasted that they had

stood bv their lord t*( the end, ftrim declared that all but himself ran away.

13; That Is, he had been the primate's lic^e-man or vassal.
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commend my spirit.' Iu this posture, with his face to his

murderers, and without shrinking or speaking, he awaited a

second stroke, which threw him on his knees and elbows.

The third stroke was given by Richard Brito, with such

violence that he cut off the upper part of the archbishop's

head, and broke his own sword on the pavement. The

murderers were retiring, when Hugh of Horsey, turning

back, set his foot on the neck of the corpse, and, drawing

the brain out of the skull with the point of his sword, scat

tered it around. ' Fear not,' he said, ' the man will never

rise again.' They returned to the palace, which they ri

fled, taking away with them spoil, as it was estimated, to

the value of two thousand marks."

William of Newburg (1), an author contemporary with

St. Thom;is of Canterbury, thought that the primate acted

imprudently in sending into England the letters of Pope

Alexander suspending the bishops of York, London, and-

Salisbury : " He was fervent in his zeal for justice, but

whether it was prudent, God knows. It is not permitted

to our littleness to rashly judge of the acts of so great a

man. However, I think that the most blessed Pope Greg

ory would have been more lenient when the relations with

the king were so strained, and that, for the sake of peace,

he would have borne with what might have been tolerated,

without danger to the Christian faith." With regard to

the saint's prudence, there was scarcely any room for its

exercise in the premises. The suspensory decree was is

sued by the superior, the Roman Pontiff, and it was his

duty to promulgate it. He did, indeed, at first, intend to

suppress the letters, but ihe infamous brigandage of the

three prelates showed that justice, not mercy, had to be

exercised. As for the danger of rekindling the ire of the

king, we know that Henry had approved of the execution

of the Papal sentence. This is attested by the authors of

the Qundrv/mrtite Life of Si. Thomas, viz.. Becket's clerk

Herbert, John of Salisbury, William of Canterbury, and the

monk Alan, all of whom were intimate with the primate, and

better informed than was William of Newburg. Nor, says

(1) EnullHh Affairs, B. 11, c. 25.
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Alexandre, would the great St. Gregory have acted as this

chronicler would have had the archbishop act, if his prob

able course can be conjectured from the rule he lays down

in his Morals, B. xxxi., c. 14 : " Often we could rest quiet

and unshaken, if we avoided the exercise of justice against

the wicked. But if our souls are filled with the desire of

eternal life, if they regard the light of truth, if the flame

of holy fervor is kindled in them, we will offer ourselves

for the defense of justice, to the extent that the cause de

mands, and even though they do not seek us, we will op

pose the wicked who work injustice."

The reader will not be displeased or uninterested, if we

conclude this chapter with the beautiful apostrophe by

Alexandre, which is placed at the end of his lengthy and

exhaustive dissertation on St. Thomas of Canterbury : " To

thee, most holy bishop and martyr, I now direct my words,

and suppliantly beseech thee, that with the God whom

thou enjoyest thou wilt intercede, that the Church, the

Spouse of Christ, whom thou lovedst as He did, and for

whom thou didst give thy life, may have perpetual peace ;

that the Roman Pontiffs and bishops may be endowed with

sanctity, and with zeal for the liberty and discipline of the

Church ; that the secular and regular clergy may despise

the world, and be pious and fervent ; that the most serene

king of Great Britain and the whole kingdom may return

to the true faith and the communion of the Roman Church,

which it enjoyed in thy times ; that an overflowing abun

dance of heavenly gifts, a long life, and lasting happiness,

may be granted to the most Christian king, the great Louis,

rightly styled by the holy Pope Innocent XI. ' the extirpa

tor of heresy ; ' that tranquillity and prosperity may ever

be the portion of the French church and of the French

kingdom, from which, while thou wast an exile in these

parts, thou didst receive consolation, support, and protec

tion." (1).

(1) St. Thom (s of Canterbury was, said 'he late Frederick Faber. " tbe apostle of high

principle, tiie saint whose every word and work wasu condemnation of cowardice, of time

serving, of timidity, of pusillanimity, of nil unwortby concession, of all trembling in the

face of power, of all hartering of principle for peace or gain, of all circuitous roads to a

rightful and a godly end: in a word, of every profane weakness that ever afflicted the '

Oiurrh from within or without, from her children or her foes .... While the men of St.

Thomas s day found fauit Wilh his want of discretion, and blamed him because he allowed

bis rude, uncouth, grotesque austerities to appear amid the splendors of Henry's court.
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CHAPTER XXV.

The Waldenses.

About the year 1160, a certain citizen of Lyons having

suddenly fallen dead, one of the spectators, Peter Waldo

by name, was so affected with terror, that he immediately

gave most of his goods to the poor, and began to exhort his

neighbors to lead a more perfect life. He soon formed quite

a large association, the members of which practised volun

tary poverty. At first, there seems to have been nothing

reprehensible in the doctrine or conduct of the Waldenses,

or " Poor Men of Lyons," as they were sometimes called ;

they seem to have regarded themselves as a kind of relig

ious order in the Church, and were by no means hostile to

her hierarchy or any of her institutions ; in 1212 they even

applied, but in vain, to Pope Innocent III. for an approba

tion of their rule, an imitation of that of the Friars Minor

of St. Francis of Assisi, then commencing their apostolic

career. In fact, even when they had fallen into doctrinal

error, the pure Waldenses were noted for apparent integrity

of morals, and an external manifestation, at least, of evan

gelical simplicity, which greatly added to their numbers.

One of the first innovations of the Waldenses was the free

and promiscuous interpretation of the Scriptures. Accord

ing to Reinerins Saccho (1), who had been a bishop among

them, they were thoroughly logical and consistent in their

application of the new principle : " I knew a rustic who

could recite the Book of Job, word for word, and I met

yet all the while they were allured and attracted by them .... What was it, in the man

ner of his strife, whether with the crowned king upon his throne, or the rude harons, or

even, which was harder still, with his courtly brother-bishops, what was it that so offended

men ? It was the seeming bypocrisy. it was the apparent double- faced ness of all that he

did, it was that holy double spirit which the Cburch has in her, and which nil the salms of

God possessed : that he was bumble, with what the world called an affectediy senile

bumility, to the poor, and lonely, and fallen, and little ones of Jesus ; but in the face of the

rude king, and in the face of buman power Hnd intellect, he seemed proud and arrogant

and presumptuous, drawing himself up within himself, and not stooping to make the

siightest concession .'. . . The ashes of St. Thomas, scattered lo the winds far und wide. i by

the Reformers, in IMS), brought down God's curse upon the land. They have brought

down the curse of littleness, of pusillanimity.—a curse the very characteristic of which is

lowering and degrading, even as the curse that came down on the Egyptians' land."

JVoten on Doctrinal Subjecte, p. 3. sect. 8, c. S.

(1) Reinerius Saccho abjured the Waldensian heresy about the year 1254, and entered the

Order of Preaching Friars just founded by St. Dominic. He wrote a treatise On Hereticx,

in which an account is given of the Waldenses and of their numerous progeny of sects-
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many who knew perfectly the entire New Testament ; but

as they are ignorant laymen, they interpret the Scriptures

falsely and corruptedly. Thus, that passage of John i., 'and

His own received Him not,' they explain, saying, ' that is,

the swine ; ' and that of the Psalmist (lxvii. 31), ' Rebuke

the wild beasts of the reeds,' they read as ' Eebuke the wild

beasts of the swallow.' " (1). When the Waldenses, or Poor

Men of Lyons, were reproved for taking upon themselves

the right of explaining the Bible without authority, they

replied that they were sent by God. Pope Innocent III.,

in an epistle to the faithful of Metz (2), therefore wrote :

" The office of teacher ought not to be indifferently assumed

by any one ; for, according to the Apostle, ' how shall they

preach, if they be not sent ? ' And the very Truth com

manded the Apostles, ' pray the Lord of the harvest to send

laborers into His harvest.' . . . Since this interior mission

is hidden, it is not enough that any one assert that he is

sent by God ; any heretic may assert this of himself."

With regard to the French version of the Bible used by the

Waldenses, Pope Innocent III. says that he has written to

the bishop and chapter of Metz (3), ordering them to in

quire : " Who is the author of said translation ? W'hat was

his intention ? What is the faith of those who use it ? "

But the Waldenses would not abandon their practice of

independent teaching ; and their leaders began to assert

that the clergy, many of whom were leading far from

blameless lives, were jealous of the Poor Men, and felt the

purity of these to be a reproach to themselves. Reinerius

Saccho says of the original Waldenses (4) : '• They present

an appearance of piety ; for they lead good lives before

men, believe rightly about God, and hold all the articles of

the Creed ; but they blaspheme against the Roman Church

and the clergy, and the multitude lend them ready ears. . . .

In their habits they are composed and modest, with no

vanity of dress, for they use no precious clothes, nor very

abject materials. They do not trade, for fear of falling into

lies, oaths, and fraud ; they live, like artisans, by labor.

Even their teachers are weavers. They do not accumulate

(1) That is, they read harundinin as hirundinis- (2) B. II., epist- 131.

(3) Epistle to the Cistercian and Murimond Abbots. (4) Luc. cit. c. 4 and 7.
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riches, but are content with necessaries , they are chaste,

especially the Leonists, and are temperate in food and

drink, going not to taverns, or dances, or other vanities.

They refrain from anger. They are always working, learn

ing, or teaching ; hence they pray very little. They go to

Church, offer, confess, communicate, and hear sermons,

but in order that they may trap the preacher in his dis

course. They are known by the precision and modesty of

their words ; they abstain from scurrility, detraction, levity,

lies, and oaths ; nor will they say ' truly ' or 'certainly,' for

they deem such words to be oaths. Rarely will they an

swer questions ; if they are asked if they know the gospel

or the epistle, they will reply : ' Who would teach us

them ? ' Or they may say : ' These things are for men of

deep and profound intellect.' "

But the Waldenses did not long confine themselves to

malignant criticisms of the clergy, and a pretence of supe

rior sanctity ; very soon gross errors of doctrine begau to

circulate among them, denying, as they did, the exclusive

magistracy of the teaching Church. We learn their errors

from Saccho, their ex-bishop ; from Claude Seyssel, arch

bishop of Turin in 1517 (1) ; from Bernard of Font-Cauld

(2) ; and from Eberhard of Bethune. (3). They taught that

the Roman Church was not the Church of Christ, but " a

church of the malignant, which had been introduced by

Pope Sylvester I., when he allowed the Spouse of Christ to

be poisoned by the possession of temporal goods." The

Waldenses alone were the children of Christ. The Roman

Church was a sink of foulness, and the whore of the Apo

calypse ; the Pope was the head and front of all error, and

the bishops were Scribes, while monks were Pharisees.

God, not prelates, was to be obeyed. All in the Church are

equal, for does not Matthew say (xxiii. 8), " All of you are

brethren ? " Tithes ought not to be paid, for the primitive

Church had none. The clergy should have no possessions,

for do we not read in Deuteronomy XVIII. 1, " The priests

shall have no part or inheritance with the rest of Israel ? "

( ' i A iuinst the Waitlensian Scet awl its Em(rs.

(2) Aitnlust the IValrlmscs, c. 1 ami 2.

(3I Anti-Heresy.
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It is a sin to endow a church or a monastery. All the cler

gy should labor with their hands. The Waldenses ad

mitted only two Sacraments, Baptism and the Eucharist.

They did not regard the former as necessary for salvation.

They denied the real presence, unless at the moment of

Communion. Matrimony was not a Sacrament. The use

of matrimony was prohibited, as a mortal sin, to a couple

whom experience had taught that the wife was barren.

Orders they admitted in no sense ; any good layman, any

good woman, could be a minister. They rejected the doc

trine of Purgatory. There was no such thing as venial

sin.

In a short time the pure Waldenses had nearly disap

peared. Following the inevitable law of heresy, they gave

rise to numerous sects, the chief of which were the Runcarii,

Sciscidenses, Ortlibenses, Ordibarii, Cathari, Patarini, and

Passagini. 1. The Runcarii had for a distinguishing error

the doctrine that no sin could be committed by means of

the body from the waist down, for, do we not read in the

Bible, " From the heart proceed fornications ? " 2. The

Sciscidenses differed from the other Waldenses, in that

they received the Eucharistic doctrine. 3. The Ortlibenses

avowed a lielief in all the articles of Faith, but gave them a

mystic interpretation. They admitted a Trinity, but only

as existing after the conception of Christ. From the seed

of Joseph, Mary had a son, Jesus, whom she brought up in

the sect of the Waldenses, and thus he became the Son of

God. A third person afterward came into existence, name

ly, St. Peter, who, co-operating with Jesus, became the

Holy Ghost. The world is eternal. There will be no res

urrection of our bodies. The last judgment will be held

when the Pope and emperor become Waldenses. They

denied the passion and death of Christ ; the cross which

He carried was merely a life of penance, that is, a life spent

as an Ortlibensian Waldensis, which life cannot admit of

sin. Matrimony is good, if the parties lead continent lives ;

but the conjugal act is an evil thing. 4. The Ordibarii

held that Christ was the son of Joseph and Mary, and he

was saved only because he restored the Waldenses. 5.
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The Cathari, themselves subdivided into Albanians, Cau-

torezenes, and Baganolese, held, as a fundamental principle,

that the devil is the author of the world and all in it. All

the Sacraments are of his invention. Matrimony and its

use are sinful ; all flesh is unclean, because of the sexual

union. The souls of men are rebel spirits expelled from

heaven. The Aloanians, principally Lombards, -were them

selves divided into two factious, each with distinctive

errors. The first, headed by Gelesinanza of Verona, were

very clear in their profession of Manicheism ; they taught

that each Principle had created its own world and angels ;

that the devil and his angels had mounted to heaven, there

fought with the archangel Michael, and pulled out of heav -

en a third part of the good Principle's angels ; that these

spirits are put into the bodies of men and brutes, pass

through various kinds of existence, and finally return to

heaven ; that the Son of God became man, died, etc., only

in appearance ; that all the patriarchs and the Baptist were

ministers of the devil ; that the Old Testament was the

work of Satan, excepting the books of Job, Psalms, Solo

mon, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, and the Prophets, some of

which were written in heaven; that the world will have no

end ; that the last judgment has already been held ; and

that, outside this world, there is no punishment. The sec

ond faction of the Albanian Catharian Waldenses, led by

John of Lyons, held that the good Principle produced good

creatures from all eternity, as the sun emits rays ; the good

God is not omnipotent, but finds His efforts frustrated by

the evil Principle ; that Christ could have sinned, but that

the good Principle would not permit Him to do so ; that all

the Scriptures were composed in heaven, and that Adam

and Eve were formed there; that the patriarchs and the

Baptist pleased God, but were men of the other world ;

that Christ really died, but in that other world. The Can-

torezene Cathari believed that God created the angels and

the four elements from nothing ; that the devil made all

visible things, among them the first human bodies, into

which he put angels who had sinned ; that everything in

the Old Testament, excepting what Christ and his Apostles
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praised, was the work of the devil ; that the nature of

Christ was angelic, and (according to some of them), Mary

was an angel ; that Christ laid aside His body when ascend

ing to heaven, but will resume it on the last day, when it

will be resolved into matter ; that the souls of Mary and

the saints, like the body of Christ, remain in space until

the last day, when, unlike Christ's body, they will enter in

to glory. The Bagnolese Cathari held that God created

human souls before He created the worlds ; that then they

sinned ; that Mary was an angel, and the body of Christ

celestial ; in other things they agreed with the Cantorez-

enes. 6. The Patarini, who created much trouble in

Northern Italy, differed from the pure Waldenses only in

asserting that the devil created all visible things, and that

matrimony was as bad as adultery. 7. The Passagini held

that the Mosaic Law should be strictly and literally ob

served ; that the three Persons of the Trinity are not

consubstantial. The reader will bear in mind that, although

the above-mentioned sectarians were offshoots of the pure

Waldenses, yet, both in doctrine and morals, they differed

much from the Poor Men of Lyons. These enthusiasts did

not at once fall away from the faith, but only when they

failed (as the abbot of Ursperg tells us) in obtaining the

approval of Pope Innocent III. After the third Council of

the Lateran, being contumacious, they became schismatics ;

the next step to heresy, was, of course, very easy. The\

Waldenses were condemned in various provincial Synods

held between the years 1163 and 1179. In the latter year,

the Eleventh General Council (Third of the Lateran), in its

Fourth and Twenty-Seventh Canons, condemned the Wal

denses and Albigenses, then split up into numerous sects,

some of which had either themselves degenerated into mere

predatory bauds, or had furnished cutthroats with a cloak

under which to follow their trade. Among the writers who

defended the orthodox faith against the attacks of the Wal

denses, the principal were the following : Egbert, the Abbot,

brother of St. Elizabeth, abbess of Sconauge, wrote, at the

close of the twelfth century, thirteen sermons against the

Gartbari. At the same time, Eberhard of^Bethune wrote his
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Anti-Heresy, and Bernard of Font-Cauld his treatise. In

the next century, Ermengard wrote a book entitled, Against

the Heretics who say and believe that this world and all visible

things were not made by God, but by the devil. Reinerius

Saccho wrote his book on Heretics in 1254. Peter Poliehdorf

wrote againts the Waldenses in 1444. (1). Claude Seyssel,

archbishop of Turin in the sixteenth century, was the au

thor of a valuable book on this subject.

Of modern authors who hare treated the Waldeusian

heresy, the most satisfactory is Andrew Charvaz, bishop of

Pinerolo in Piedmont. (2). Many Protestant authors, such

as Leger (3), Munston (4), and Peyran (5), have endeavored

to ascribe a very ancient origin to the Waldenses, thus

hoping to connect their own sects with antiquity, for tbey

claim that these heretics were the forerunners of the Refor

mation, that they were, in fact, a species of Protestants.

If protesting against the authority of the Catholic Church

constitutes Protestantism, then the spiritual progeny of

Luther, Calvin, Zwinglius, Cranmer, etc., may claim kinship

with even those heresies of the early centuries the teach

ings of which they would hesitate to mention before their

wives, mothers, and sisters. Scarcely had the clouds shut

off the ascending Body of the Saviour from the view of His

disciples, when heresy commenced to rend the seamless

garment of Christ, and from then to the sixteenth century

not a dogma or usage of the Church escaped attack from

one or another sect. One by one these sects had dissap-

peared, when the Lutheran movement was initiated, and,

little by little, its followers embraced nearly every error of

the past; excluding, however, God be thanked, the more

disgusting and lunatical ravings, a revival of which would

have shocked the then cultivated world. But although

each and every error in the conglomeration known as

Protestantism had been taught at some time by some par

ticular heretic, it would be folly to ascribe to that heretic

(1) These authors were edited by the Jesuit (Jretser, and are all found in the Library of

the Fathers.

(?) Historiad Researches mi the Title Origin of the Waldenses and on the Character

of Oielr Primitive Doctrines. Paris. 1S30.

(3) History of the WaUienws. Leyden, 1667.

(4) History of the Waldemes of the Valleys of Piedmont. Paris, 1S35.

(5) CousideritHons on the H'ahienses.
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the origin of a system which teaches many things that he

believed, and rejects many things that he held. So with

the Waldenses ; many of their errors had been promulgated

before ; but their system, in its entirety, was a new one.

So with the many sects called Protestant, which can trace

their origin to the Reformers of the sixteenth century, or to

some of their spiritual descendants. We have said that,

one by one, the ancient heresies had disappeared, when the

turbulent monk of Saxony disturbed the unity of Christen

dom. Some of the Waldenses. however, had taken refuge

in the valleys of Piedmont, and the dukes of Savoy, by

successive grants, allowed them the free exercise of their

religion, on condition that they would remain within certain

limits, namely, the four districts of Angrogna, Villaro,

Bobbio, and Rorato ; and here the Reformation found them,

mixed up with other heretics, who had been known, before

the time of Peter Waldo, as Vaudois or Valdesi, from the

valleys they inhabited. These Waldenses or Vaudois, for

they had become amalgamated, exchanged their doctrines

for Lutheranism, at first, and then for the creed of Geneva.

Other Waldenses, expelled from Germany, had found a

home in Bohemia, " to which country all heretics were

wont to fly," (1) and there the Reformation found them,

with doctrines considerably different from those of their

ancestors. (2).

In order to show that the Waldenses had their origin in

the twelfth century, Charvaz adduces the testimony of the

following authors : Bernard, abbot of Font-Cauld, who

lived in that century ; Alanus, abbot of Larivoir and

bishop of Auxerre, called " the universal doctor," of

the same period ; Eberhard of Bethune, and Peter of

(1) HisUrryof B(themia, by Dihrav. Bishop of OimOtz, B. 14.

(2) 1n their anxiety to effect a union with the Reformers, the Bohemian Waldenses

re-arranged and mollified their system. In their Confession, offered to Ferdinand in 1635,

we read in Art. XIII., " Concerning the Lord's Supper, it is to be believed and confessed

that the Bread is the true Body of Christ, which was given for us, and that the Chalice is

His true Blood, which was shed for us in the remission of sin, as the Lord Christ plainly

said : ' This is My Body, this is My Blood,' " etc. In their Profession sent to Vladisiav, king

of Hungary, they say : " When a properly ordained priest utters the words of Christ,

immediately the Bread is the Body of Christ, the natural Body, taken from the mi st chaste

Virgin, which He was about to yield up." They denied, however, that the bread was

changed into the Body of Christ substantially ; it was, they said, only changed efficaciousiy

and potentially. Luther. Melanchthon, and Bucer approved of these documents ; but not so

Calvin, who answered two Bohemian messengers, applying for recognition : " We remain

of opinion that your Confession cannot be accepted without danger." See Melanchthon'a

Epistle to Benedict, and the other Waldensitxn Brethren in Bohemia; and Bucer's Book

entitled, rmo Writings against the Uobber, etc-
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Yaux-Cernay, also of the twelfth century : Stephen of

Belleville, a Dominican and an Inquisitor of that time ; the

Dominican Moueta, who lived in the thirteenth century ;

Conrad, abbot of Ursperg, who wrote his book against the

Waldenses in 1212 ; Reinerius Saccho, a convert from the

Waldensiaii heresy and an Inquisitor in 1250 ; Peter

Polichdorf, also of the thirteenth century , and many oth

ers. All of these authors agree with Stephen of Belleville,,

whose testimony Palma thus condenses. He testifies that

the Waldenses received their name from one Waldo, and

that afterward, on account of their profession* of poverty,

they were called the Poor Men of Lyons. Stephen says

that what he writes concerning these innovators he learned

from a Bernard Ydras, a Lyonese. priest, who had tran

scribed the first books of the Waldenses, written in the

Romance or French language. Waldo, a rich Lyonese

citizen, induced Ydras and another priest, named Stephen

Ansa, to translate the Bible into the vernacular. He then

sold all his goods and distributed the proceeds to the

poor ; after which he commenced to preach, and gathering

many followers, he commissioned them, women as well as

men, to preach the Gospel. Reproved by John, archbishop

of Lyons, they would not listen to him ; then they were

condemned by the Third Council of the Lateran, and, being

contumacious, were declared schismatics. They then joined

the heretics of Provence and Lombardy, and were declared

heretics. Moneta says of their origin : " If they say they

are from a time anterior to Waldo, let them give proof of

their assertion ; that they have never been able to do."

And in their own petitions of the year 1573, 1585, and 1599.

the Waldenses themselves say that their sect is only a few

centuries old. Peyran endeavors to show that the Walden

ses were in existence before the time of Waldo, by the

citation of a Treatise on Antichrist bearing the date of 1120,

in which are given the causes leading to the Waldensian

schism. He also quotes a vernacular codex of 1100, entitled

I.a Nobla I.eizon, in which the term Waldensis is used to

signify a good Christian. As to the first book, Munston

shows that there is no proof that it is genuine ; and Perrin,
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the author of a History of the Waldenses, ascribes it to Peter

de Bruis, the father of the Petrobruisians. Charvaz proves

that this Treatise on Antichrist contains the errors, not of

the pure Waldenses, but of the Cathari. But the antiquity

of the work is at once exploded when we observe that it

cites the book MiUeloquium, ascribing it to St. Augustine,

when it was written by Augustine Triumphus, who was

born in 1243. As for Peyran's second authority, the Nobla

I.eizon, experts testify, says Charvaz, that it belongs to the

thirteenth century. Reinerius Sacchois adduced as admit

ting that the Waldenses come down from the days of Pope

St. Sylvester I., if not from apostolic times. But Reinerius

says no such thing. These are his words : " For firstly,

they assert, the Roman Church is not the Church of Jesus

Christ, but of the malignant ; the former having fallen

away in the time of St. Sylvester, when the poison of tem-

, poral possessions was infused into the Church ; and they

say that they are the Church of Christ, since they observe,

in word and deed, the doctrine of Christ's Gospel and of

the apostles." The same is said by Polichdorf, whose

words Leger corrupts. Some Protestant authors have tried

to trace the origin of the Waldenses to Claude of Turin, in

the ninth century ; but we know that Claude admitted all

the Sacraments, rejected the private interpretation of

Scripture, and accepted the authority of Tradition ; that he

had no other errors than those of Adoptionism, and of op

position to the invocation of saints. The Waldenses were

sometimes called Leonists, and Leger asserts that they

were named after a certain Leo, who resisted St. Sylvester's

willingness to receive donations from Constantine. History

makes no mention of this Leo ; and Leger stamps his own

story as a fable, when he assigns the said Loo to the

eighth century, while Sylvester lived in the fourth. Even

Mosheim admits that the Waldenses originated with Peter

Waldo, when he says : " Those who assign to the Waldenses

a different origin, and, in the first place, to the valleys they

inhabited, many centuries before the days of Peter Waldo,

have no authority for their opinion, and are refuted by all

historians." And speaking of the olden heretics of the
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Piedmontese valleys, he says : " These Vallenses are toibe

distinguished from the Waldenses, or followers of Peter

Waldo, whom all writers derive from Lyons, and who re

ceived their name from that Peter." (1).

The Vaudois of the thirteenth century, inhabiting the

valleys of Piedmont, were a very different people from the

Waldenses of France and other countries, and their doc

trines were very different from those of the Vaudois of our

day. The old Vaudois regarded the Roman Church as the

true Church of Christ, but deemed her corrupted and

disfigured ; they admitted the seven Sacraments, held that

the Church could legitimately possess temporal goods, and

wrould .not separate from Rome, if they were allowed to

retain their own belief. But the Waldenses called the

Roman Church the whore of Babylon. Some authors have

made the mistake of confounding the Waldenses with the

Albigenses. These latter were true Mauichaeaus, which the

pure Waldenses never were, although in time some of

their offshoots, such as the Albani and Cantorezene Cathari,/

became such. The Albigenses were known in France from'

1021, and in 1147, before Peter Waldo appeared, St. Bernard

had tried to instruct and convert them. Again, the pure

Waldenses and old Vaudois of Piedmont were remarkable

for- simplicity and mildness ; but of the Albigenses, even in

their infancy, Peter of Cluny wrote to the bishops of(

Embrun, Die, and Gap : " They profane the churches, over-'

turn the altars, burn the crosses, scourge the priests,

imprison the monks, and force them, by threats and tortures,

to take women." (2). It is the fashion with Protestant

writers to draw n beautiful picture of the simple Waldenses

entering the hitherto uncultivated valleys which lie be

tween Provence and Dauphiny, and, with incredible fatigue

and patience, redeeming the waste around them, and en

riching their lords with their labor. But even Hannibal

found the valleys of the Alps, both on the Italian and French

sid-e, in a state of cultivation ; and the district has always

been attractive for its isolation from the troubled life of

(1) Cent. X1I., p. 2. c. 5.

(it) Flfl■rY, B. 0g, n. 2t.
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the plains, and for its purity of air. When the snows have

melted, the soil is excellent for farming.

Pope Innocent III. has been reproached with having

cruelly persecuted the Waldenses, in spite of their, in

nocence and simple habits. But the Crusade directed by

this Pontiff, iu 1208, was against the Cotterels, Triaverdins,

and other robbers and murderers whose hands were against

every man, wretches similar to, if not worse than, the

Ribalds of the thirteenth century, and the Circumcelliones

of the Donatists. (1). The pure Waldenses and the Vaudois

of Piedmont were not persecuted, so long as they conducted

themselves in a peacable manner. The following remarks

of Bergier are worthy of the reader's attention : "If we

reflect a little upon the conduct of these sectarians, we will

see that they were constant in nothing, save in a gross and

blind hatred of the Catholic clergy ; this was the only

fruit they gathered from the reading of that Scripture

which they were incapable of understanding. Not at all

scrupulous in matter of dogma, they changed their doc

trine when their interest seemed to demand a change, and

they joined all the sects of the twelfth and thirteenth

ceuturies, without being at all embarrassed at a difference

of faith. Supple, timid, hypocritical, when they felt them

selves weak they covered themselves with a Catholic

exterior ; contending that swearing, for justice's sake, was

wrong, they nevertheless perjured themselves, to hide their

belief ; condemning all war, they took up arms against

their sovereign ; often they stained their hands with the

blood of the missionaries sent to instruct them." (2). Here

we may remark that the cynical and ostentatious affectation

of poverty, on the part of the original Waldenses, was the

occasion of the institution of one of the greatest glories

of the Catholic Church, those Mendicant Orders, which

have done so much to confirm the spirit of true religion

( ! i These sectarian furies of the fourth century pretended to revenge injuries done to

society and indiv(duais, and to establish equality among men, and were railed by Donatus,

"the chicfs of the saints." Their horrible crimes are narrated by St. Augustine and St.

Ph'toder. "iee Bv osin, y. 311. The name of Cireumcelllones was aiso given to certain

Germ m famuh's, who sustained the cause of Frederick II. after his excommunication by

1n(oc 'nt IV., an I who taught that the bishops and priests of the Roman Cburch had lost

their sacerdotal character, because of their wickeduess, and that all those who took up

arms fur Fr sleric); would alone attain salvation.

l2) Diciionary, An. Vaudois.
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in Christian lands, and to evangelize Pagan countries. St.

Francis of Assisi, laying the first foundations of his Order

in 1209, wished to show the Waldenses that a humble,

austere, and laborious life could be led within the bosom

of the Church, and without any ribald declamations against

the clergy ; how well he succeeded, is a matter of history,

and may be seen, to this day, in every part of the Christian,

and nearly every part of the Pagan world.

CHAPTER XXVI.

The Pontificate of Innocent III.

Like that of St. Gregory VII., the Pontificate of Innocent

III. has been a target for the shafts of all those historians,

whether Gallican, courtier, Jansenist, parliamentarian,

philosophical, or rationalistic, who have beclouded or belied

the true character of the civilization of the Middle Ages.

We shall have occasion to notice the varied judgments of

these gentry, but the reader must first take a rapid view of

the principal events of Innocent's reign. By the death of

Frederick Barbarossa, and that of William II. of the Two

Sicilies, (1190) Henry VI. became the most powerful prince

in Europe. He had, it is true, great difficulty in securing

the dominion of Southern Italy, for Tancred, a natural son

of Roger II., was well able to protect his own claims ; but

on the death of this prince, Henry received the aid of

Genoa and Pisa, and was thus enabled to master Sicily,

and to crush the barons of Calabria and the Puglia. The

Sixth Henry was a man of beastly ferocity, and capable of

the lowest kinds of perfidy. (1). His first victims were

Sibilla, the widow of Tancred, and her young son William,

who, having been induced by magnificent offers to capitu

late, were robbed of everything, personally insulted, and

doomed to a long and harsh imprisonment. Nor did he

(1) For instance, his treacherous conduct towards Richard the Lion-Heart. For this

crime Henry was excommunicated by Pope Celestine III., and received as penance the

task of an expedition to Palestine. When about to depart, he died at Messina (1197), and

by his will, restored the ransom he had extorted from Richard, as well as the possessions

he and his predecessors had stolen from the Roman Cburch. William of Nkwmjru, B. v. .

c. 20.

-
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keep faith with the Genoese and Pisans, to whose help he

principally owed the conquest of Sicily ; when their ambas

sadors demanded the fulfilment of his engagements, he

replied with indecent jokes, and then scornfully showed

them the door. He did not gain the good will of his

Sicilian subjects ; his insatiable avarice prompted him to

invent conspiracies against his rule, that he might black

mail the wealthy barons, and many of these saw their

patrimonies confiscated, and were themselves subjected to

torture, and sent to the scaffold. Henry soon became an

object of horror even to his own wife Constance. She was

the daughter of Roger II. of Sicily, and it was as her

husband that Henry claimed the Two Sicilies ; she could

not be other than indignant when she saw the most con

spicuous families o,f her kingdom reduced to penury, and

the treasures accumulated by her ancestors taken from their

splendid palaces and packed off to Germany. But Henry

did not long enjoy the imperial crown, which he had received

(as Henry "V.) from Pope Celestine III. He died, apparent

ly repentant, in 1197, enjoining upon Constance, in his will,

to beseech from the Holy See a confirmation of his son's

rights to the Sicilies, and decreeing that, if that prince

should die without heirs, those rights should accrue to the

Roman Church. (1). Immediately after the death of her

husband, Constance, anxious for her child's inheritance

and knowing the horror of the Sicilians for the Germans,

ordered the seneschal Markwald and all his countrymen to

leave the island forever. She then sent three Neapolitan

counts to bring the baby Frederick from Jesi (his birth

place), and in May, 1198, she had him crowned in the

cathedral of Palermo as king of the Sicilies. She immedi

ately sought for him the protection of the Holy See,

sending ambassadors to the new Pontiff, Innocent III., to

receive from him, in the name of Frederick, the kingdom of

Sicily, the duchy of the Puglia, and the principality of

Capua, under the conditions heretofore subsisting between

the Holy See and its Sicilian vassals.

(1) GIannOnk 1gnores this will, but it is mentioned in the Ge*ta. c. 27. See BarOMO, y.

1197, no. y. Ht:Bter, however, doubts Its authenticity : History of Innnrenl III., B. I. It

must he admitted that Innocent never iuvoked it, even when events seemed to demand

such action.
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At this time Northern Italy was being lacerated by civil

war. The Guelph cities raged against the Ghibelline, and

the communes were ferocious in their determination to no

louger submit to the tyranny of the feudal lords, who. by

virtue of imperial concession, rendered citizen and peasant

life a torment. Little by little, the castles were reduced

or stormed, and their noble owners forced to lead the life

of private, though titled, citizens. In all upper Italy, the

only nobles who preserved their dominion were the count

of Savoy and the marquises of Este and Monferrato.

Venice had become very powerful, owing to the develop

ment of her commerce by the Crusades, and was the only

really independent state in Italy. Genoa and Pisa were

better disposed toward the emperor than toward the Pontiff

Among the cities of the Lombard League, there now pre

vailed a feeling of hostility, rather against the Hohenstaufen

family, than against the empire itself. In Prance reigned

Philip Augustus, in the fulness of strength, and devoted to

the consolidation of the royal power. In England reigued

the half-savage hero, the lion-hearted Richard, trampling

upon the rights of all, and not sparing even the clergy who

had given the precious ornaments of their churches to

procure his ransom. The Scandinavian kingdoms were

just commencing a civilized life ; Denmark alone, thanks to

her strict relations with Rome, was pretty well advanced in

culture. In Eastern Europe, but lately converted from

Paganism, Poland and Hungary were entering the European

family of states, which their heroism was one day to save

from destruction. In the Orient, the only prosperous state

was Armenia. The Byzantine throne, occupied by Alexis

III., existed only by the sufferance of the Bulgarians and

the precarious good will of the Varangian guards. The

kingdom ofdernsalem had become a little district of a few

square miles around Acre. Such was the situation of

Christendom when, on January 10, 1198, the Sacred College

chose, as successor to Pope Celestine III., the cardinal

Lothaire Conti (1), of the counts of Segni. The first studies

0) Aithough not so noisy as the Orsini, Colonna, Frangipanl, and some other houses, the

Conti were one of the oldest and most distinguished families of Rome. They became

extinct in 1K0H, with the dm\e Michel Angelo. The last cardinal of the family was inno

cent, secretary of Briefs tu Pius V1.

~

.
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of the young Lothaire were made in the schools of St. John

Lateran ; his theological course at Paris ; he finally made

one of the teu thousand students of law at Bologna. Ee-

turning to Rome, in his twenty-first year, he received minor

orders, and soon afterward, the diaconate. When thirty

years of age, he was made a cardinal-deacon by Pope Clem

ent III., (1190). As cardinal he was simple in his habits,

severe in his morals, a rigid censor of luxury, and absolutely

free from cupidity ; some of his best works were composed

while he wore the purple. When the cardinals met to choose

a successor to Celestine HI., they had many things to con

sider. " The power of the Hohenstaufen," says Hurter (1),

" menaced the Church more than it had under Frederick ;

in Italy it had developed more than ever The Pope,

surrounded by the domains of this house, or by provinces

held by the Germans to strengthen their pretensions upon

those territories, would have been exposed, as indeed the

last emperor had designed, to become a mere patriarch of

the house of Hohenstaufen, and Christendom might have

beheld him subject to the conqueror, as had happened at

Constantinople. On account of the situation of Sicily, the

complete separation of those provinces from the Holy See,

or the preservation of the right of suzerainty over them,

would depend as much on the energy of the new Pope, as

upon the sort of relations he would establish with the

empire. The Crusades had to be encouraged, to be pre

pared by a more solid union of the Western peoples, and

by a firmer and more sustained direction of those who

assumed the Cross. In every kingdom, many ecclesiastical

interests were to be regulated, to be redressed, to be set

aright."' The cardinals thought of all these things, and the

very first day of the Conclave their unanimous choice was

the cardinal Lothaire, though he was only thirty-seven

years of age. At first Lothaire resisted, but the dean of

tho cardinal-deacons. Gratian, approached and saluted him

as Pope Innocent III. (2).

d) tfistoril ')/ Pope Innocent IIL, B. 1. This work, written while Hurler was a Prot

ectant minister, cannot be too highiy praised, especially as an accurate and appreciative

picture of the time.

(2i At that time, the name of the new Pontiff was given to him. not chosen by himself.

Unmnn (*rii't.
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We shall now give a short sketch of Innocent's relations

with Rome ; with the empire and Sicily ; with Philip

Augustus of France, in reference to his divorce from In-

gelburga ; and with king John of England, in the case of

the rights of the see of Canterbury. First, then, we

draw the reader's attention to the actions of Innocent in the

States of the Church. The new Pontiff found the greater

portion of the patrimony of St. Peter in the hands of the

foreigner ; only in the Campagna was his temporal au

thority recognized, and even there the late emperor had

seized many fiefs. The soldiers of Henry made excursions

up to the very gates of Rome. This emperor had not re

stored the territories of Matilda ; the seneschal Markwald

ruled at Ravenna, in the March, and in Romsigna : one

Conrad of Lutzenhard called himself duke of Spoleto and

ruled that duchy and Assisi ; most of the Exarchate was

divided among German barons, and some districts were

independent ; the Sabine provinces were held by Benedict

Carissimi. The Romans had re-established the senate under

Lucius III., and, seduced by Arnold of Brescia, had offered

the emperor the sovereignty of the city ; the people yearned

for independence ; the nobles favored the emperor, and the

prefect of the city received his investiture from that mon

arch. The day after his coronation, Innocent summoned

the prefect and made him swear "to neither sell nor

pledge, nor give in fief, any domains confided to him ; to

exact, and care for, all the taxes due to the Roman Church ;

to faithfully guard all fortresses, and to build no new ones

without the Pope's permission ; to be ever ready to give an

account of his stewardship, and to lay down his dignity

when ordered." Then the Pontiff gave him, instead of the

sword which the emperor used to send him, a mantle, as a

sign of investiture. Having thus abolished the last trace

of imperial suzerainty in Rome, Innocent ordered that the

senator, who had replaced, in 1197, the senatorial body,

should hereafter exercise his functions only in the name of

the Pope ; he was to be changed every year. Many of the

barons now came from the surrounding country to take the

oath of vassalage, and the Pontiff sent all the cardinals then
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in Rome to the principal provinces, to receive the oath

from the legitimate feudatories and the free communes, and

to expel the foreign adventurers. This last task was gladly

undertaken by the people, overjoyed at the assurance of

Innocent that they would not again be separated from the

Holy See. The Pope now turned his attention to the

German usurper of Ravenna and the Marches. Markwald

procrastinated, promised, and retracted ; finally, when many

of the cities had sworn fidelity to Innocent, he issued from

Ravenna, and, in the very presence of the cardinal- legates

sent to him, burned the towns, ransacked the churches, and

murdered right and left. Innocent then excommunicated

him ; the peoples and barons hastily formed an army and

drove the miscreant to the frontier, whence he proceeded

to Sicily. The Pope was at first disposed to accept the

offer of Conrad of Lutzenhard. who promised to do homage

for Spoleto and Assisi, to pay a large tribute, and to furnish

at least 1000 men to the Papal army ; but perforce

he heeded the loud curses of his people against \he de

tested stranger, whose name was synonymous with cruelty

and rapine, and Conrad yielded his possessions. Perugia,

Todi, and Rieti gained many privileges ; in fine, says

Hurter, " other cities preserved their ancient privileges and

a constitution more free than that given by political insti

tutions born on the barren soil of abstract doctrines

Then, without any pretension on the part of (the central)

authority to arrange everything and to extinguish every

sentiment of life, the cities could make war, form alliances,

regulate commerce, determine their own relations according

to their customs and rights, and even their suzerain re

garded these customs and rights as inviolable." In June of

his first year, Innocent made a triumphal progress through

the duchy of Spoleto and the contiguous regions, and

allowed all the cities to join the Tuscan League against the

Germans. (1). About this time, the Lombard League, re

in Profiting by the example of the 1,omimrd League. most of the Tuscan citie*. then

governed by the duke Philip, brother of Heory VI., resolved to do what they could to re

alize the will of the countess Matilda. By the advice of their bishops they confederated,

with the object of maintaining their municipal liberties, of amicably arranging any

differences among themselves, of defending the Holy See, and nf not submitting to any

temporal sovereign not recommended by the Pope. The League was composed of elected

deputies, who themselves chose a president. Innocent tried hard to make Pisa, a city of
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newed for thirty years, received strength by the accession

of the powerful marquis of Mouferrato, hitherto an im

perialist : and in a year from Innocent's accession, Northern

and Central Italy, thanks to his activity and the co-operation

of the people, were freed from the imperial preponderance.

The emperor Otho IV. for a time occupied the greater

portion of the Papal States, but when he was forced to re-

cross the Alps the entire patrimony again recognized the

sovereignty of the Pontiff.

As we enter upon the narrative of Pope Innocent's rela

tion with the empire, we must observe that at the time of

his accession Europe was agitated by the question whether

the imperial crown was to be hereafter conferred, as, in

theory at least, it had hitherto been conferred, upon the

most wise, pious, and worthy prince of Christendom, or

whether it should become an heirloom of a single family.

For the latter idea contended the Hohenstaufen, who had

mounted to the imperial dignity in the person of Barbarossa,

and who had so consolidated their power, that, had it not

been for the energetic interference of the Popes, they would

have secured the prize. For the preservation of the elec

toral privileges, many of the German princes, under the

guidance of bishop Adolph of Cologne, strenuously fought;

and when Philip of Suabia endeavored to secure the crown

for the young Frederick, the baby child of Henry VI. and

Constance of Sicily, they successively pushed the cause of

Richard of England and Barthold of Zehringen. The

friends of the Hohenstaufen finally persuaded Philip to

relinquish the idea of seating his nephew Frederick on the

imperial throne, and to present himself for election, and

they indeed elected him on March 6th, 1198. But Adolph

of Cologne and his party were determined that the empire

should not become an appanage of the Hohenstaufen, or

of any single family, and they turned their eyes to Otho,

the second son of Henry the Lion of Saxony. In the

month of May this prince was elected emperor in the

cathedral of Cologne. His chief partisans were the bish

merchant-pi inccs, and greallv favored by the Hohenstaufen, join -this confederation, and

even charged his legale not to launch the interdict he had prepared, lithe Pisans would

ally with their countrymen. Sismondi. Italian Republics, 11., 318.
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ops of Cologne, Minister, Treves, Paderborn, Minden,

Cambrai, Utrecht, and Strasbourg; all the princes of the

Low Countries, and the powerful landgrave Hermann of

Thuringia, whose son Louis afterwards married ' the dear

St. Elizabeth " of Hungary. But Philip had in his favor

the majority of the princes, and the richest of the German

countries ; a preponderance of military streugth, and an

abundance of treasure stolen from Sicily ; the possession

of nearly all the fortresses of the empire, and all the jewels

and insignia of the imperial dignity. In the war which

now ensued, one of the first endeavors of Otho was to get

possession of the coronation-place, Aix-la-Chapelle, that he

might there receive the royal crown of Germany, after

which he would be free to apply to the Pope for the impe

rial diadem. After a three weeks' siege, and several assaults,

the city surrendered, and the archbishop of Cologne crowned

Otho as king of Germany, that prince crying out : " Philip

has the insignia, but I have the rights of the empire."

Pope Innocent was filled with consternation on account of

this German imbroglio; it greatly jeopardized the Crusade;

for a great many nobles had already summoned their vas

sals from Palestine to plunge into the struggle for the

empire. But he was resolved to allow the Germans to elect

their own king without interference ; he would afterwards

attend to the imperial crown. As Philip was crowned in

Mayence, the parties seemed to stand on equal terms ; but

in 1199 the cause of Otho received a severe blow by the

death of Richard of England, whose money had greatly

contributed to the support of the Othouian army ; a great

many princes and nobles passed over to Philip, and Otho

began to feel that he must look to the Pope for assistance.

He had already applied to Innocent for recognition, where

as his rival had taken no such steps. Philip at length

wrote to Innocent, and his letter was followed by one from

Philip Augustus, naturally anxious for his success, simply

because Otho was nephew and ally to the king of England.

Innocent then sent legates to Germany, to try to induce one

or the other of the claimants to abdicate ; their efforts

failed, and the war continued with alternate success and de
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feat for each party. Finally, toward the end of the year

1200, the Pontiff named as legate in Germany the cardinal

Guido, bishop of Palestrina, a prelate remarkable for firm

ness and disinterestedness, and instructed him to publish

the Papal recognition of Otho as king of Germany. From

the Bull given to Guido for use in Germany, we take the

following passages, as illustrative of the motives which

actuated the Pontiff: " It is the duty of the Holy See to

proceed with prudence and discretion in its care of the

Roman Empire, for to it pertains the right of examining

the election in the first and last instance. In the first,

because by it and because of it the empire was transferred

from the Greeks to the Germans; by it, as the author of

that transaction, and because of it, that it might receive

more efficacious protection. In the second instance, because

from the Pope the emperor receives the imposition of

hands for his elevation ; he is anointed, crowned, and in

vested with the imperial dignity by the Pope. As recently

there have been chosen three kings, Frederick of Sicily,

Philip, and Otho, in each election three things must be

particularly examined : what is allowable, what can be

granted, and what is proper. At a first glance, the election

of the child prince might seem above all attack, but yet

there are objections to it Apparently there ought to

be no objection against the election of Philip Never

theless, we ought to oppose him. Our predecessor solemnlv

excommunicated him, and with reason. He had violently

occupied and ravaged the patrimony of St. Peter

Philip is a persecutor, a descendant of persecutors ; and if

we do not oppose him, we will arm a maelman against our

selves." Here the Pontiff details the crimes of the Hohen-

staufeu against the Holy See, and continues : '- Philip

commenced by persecuting the Church, and he still persists

in that course. He calls himself duke of Tuscany and of

the Campagna, and raises pretensions to territories close to

the very gates of our capital ; he endeavors to steal our

kingdom of Sicily Let us now speak of Otho. He

will make a better emperor than Philip ; the Lord punishes

the crime of parents even to the third and fourth genera
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Hon, and Philip marches in the footsteps of his ancestors.

.... Consequently, we publicly declare for Otho, who,

himself devoted to the Church, descends from families

equally true to her."

On June 8th, 1201, while at Nyon, Otho took an oath to

respect the rights of the Holy See and of the Lombard and

Tuscan Leagues, promising to repeat the same oath when

called to Rome for the crown. Until the year 1208, Inno

cent exerted all his influence in favor of Otho, but that

prince did not display the energy that his cause demanded,

and finally the Pontiff concluded that his duty to Christen

dom called upon him to sacrifice his aversion to the Hoh-

enstaufen for the sake of peace. The recognition of Philip

was about to be completed when suddenly that prince was

assassinated by Otho of Wittelsbach. King Otho IV. was

now recognized by all Germany, and, in order to conciliate

the friends of the house of Suabia, he was betrothed to

Beatrice, a daughter of Philip. In October, he went to

Rome to receive the imperial crown. The ceremony was

performed with the usual solemnity ; but immediately after

ward the Romans and the German soldiers were in battle.

Otho lost many of his most distinguished officers and court

iers, and. according to himself (1), 1100 of his horses were

killed in the fight, and he lost a great deal of other valuable

property. When the Pontiff refused to indemnify him for

these losses, he grew furious, and left the city. From this

moment, Otho refused to fulfil his engagements with the

Pontiff; he refused to yield up the territories of Matilda,

and while passing through Spoleto, he gave it a duke in the

person of one of his courtiers, named Berthold : in the year

1210, he gave the investiture of the March of Ancona to

Azzo d'Este, and occupied Orvieto and Perugia ; he tried

to take Viterbo, but the inhabitants successfully resisted.

while the emperor ravaged the surrounding country. He

so guarded the roads that the outside world could not com

municate with the Pontiff. Otho soon turned his attention

to Southern Italy, and, with the assistance of a Pisan fleet,

was able to conquer nearly all the continental domains of

(it Muratori, Antitpittta, IV., 9H3.
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the young Frederick. On her deathbed, Gonstance, the

widow of Henry VI., had confided the guardianship of her

infant son to the Holy See, and Pope Innocent had been

an active and faithful protector since his accession. Fred

erick now governed by himself, though but sixteen years of

age, and his inexperience and frequent imprudences caused

Innocent much anxiety. In 1211, the Pontiff excommuni

cated Otho, " because he lias degenerated from the senti

ments of his ancestors ; because he has violated his oaths ;

because he has taken territories of the Holy See ; because

he makes war on Frederick of Sicily." Innocent then de

manded aid from Philip Augustus, and it was cheerfully

promised. War again broke out in Germany ; the landgrave

of Thuringia, the king of Bohemia, and a great many

bishops abandoned Otho and chose Frederick of Sicily as

king of Germany When the Pontiff was informed of this

act, he might well hesitate as to his course. He knew that,

on his father's side, Frederick was a Hohenstaufen : but, on

the other hand, he might hope that the young king would

prove grateful to the Pontiff, who had preserved his mater

nal inheritance ; and therefore he finally gave his consent.

Otho now returned to Germany, laden with Italian spoil,

but only to meet a cool reception. Innocent summoned to

his assistance the marquis of Este, who obeyed at once,

and reduced all the Tuscan territory conquered by Otho.

In April, 1212, Frederick arrived in Rome, and among other

promises upon wiiich Innocent insisted was one declaring

that Sicily should not be united with Germany ; that Fred

erick's possessions in South Italy should all be ceded to

the son to whom his wife, Constance of Aragon, had given

birth. When Frederick departed for Germany, the Pope

furnished him with money for his journey. Otho managed

to keep his hold upon the greater part of Germany until

the great battle of Bouvines, gained on July 27, 1214, by

Philip Augustus, over the united forces of Germany and

England, shattered his prospects. From that day, if we

except a short campaign against Waldemar of Bremen,

Otho remained in his hereditary states until May 18, 1218,

the day of his death. Frederick II. soon showed that he
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was a Hohenstaufeu, manifesting the utmost ingratitude to

the Holy See, and finally incurring the usual fate of his

family, excommunication. We shall treat of his career in

a special chapter.

In the struggle to which we now draw the reader's atten

tion, the question was whether the royal mantle so covered

all sin, as to render the wearer exempt from obedience to

the laws of God and of His Church. The first wife of

Philip Augustus, Isabelle of Hainaut, had died in 1190, when

he was twenty-three years of age ; and in 1193 he sent an

embassy to Canute VI., king of Denmark, to ask for the

hand of that monarch's second sister, Ingelburga, then a

beautiful girl of seventeen ; the offer w7as accepted, and in

a few months the princess landed in France ; Philip con

ducted her to Amiens, and the marriage took place". On

the day after the marriage, in the presence of all the eccle

siastical and secular lords of the kingdom, Ingelburga was

crowned by Philip's uncle, the archbishop of Rheims ; but

it was observed, during the ceremony, that the king ap

peared terribly nervous ; he could not look at the queen,

and trembled and remained pallid until the close of the

service. (1). He had already resolved to repudiate his

young wife, as the world soon learned. In November, an

assembly of bishops, most of them relatives of Philip, was

convoked at Compiegne, to consider the validity of the mar

riage. A genealogical table, proving the consanguinity of

Ingelburga with Isabella of Hainaut, the king's first wife,

was brought forward, and the archbishop of Rheims pro

nounced the marriage null and void. The unfortunate

queen was informed of the decision by an interpreter, for

she knew no French. Bursting into tears, she cried,

" France, wicked ! wicked ! Rome, Rome !" thus expressing

her appeal to the only impartial judge on earth for those

who wear a crown. As she refused to return to Denmark,

a conventual residence at Beauropaire was assigned to her.

So little care did the king take of her support that, rather

than be beholden to the charity of the nuns for her board,

she sold, not only her jewels, but her very clothing, to

'." Wu.(.i 4« of Nkwhiro. Iv.. 84; f>eifs. c. W.
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defray her expenses. Ingelburga found means to appeal to

Pope Celestine III., who declared the pretended divorce to

be of no value. Nevertheless, Philip looked around for

another wife, and after experiencing many rebuffs from

royal ladies, who refused to confide in his honor, he married,

in Jane, 1196, Agnes, daughter of Berthold, duke of Mer-

anie, by Agues, niece of the marquis Didier of Misnia, a

descendant of Charlemagne. The king of Denmark had

already complained to Rome, and when he heard of the

marriage with Agnes, he called upon the Pontiff to excom

municate the royal concubinary. As soon as innocent as

cended the Papal throne, he wrote to the bishop of Paris

to the effect that if Philip would put away Agnes, the Holy

See would listen to the arguments which might be adduced

against the marriage with Ingelburga, but not until that

was done. " Think of the anger of God," he wrote to

Philip, " listen not to evil advice, respect my paternal

good-will, and do not injure your own reputation or mine."

In October of 1199, Innocent wrote to all the French

clergy : " From the commencement of our reign, we have

vainly sought to convince the king by kindness, and to in

fluence him to a reconciliation with his wife. Why does

the king not prefer what is just and honorable ? Why does

he endanger his soul ? Why does he give such scandal

from his exalted station? Nevertheless, we do not yet de

spair of his salvation, nor shall we abandon what we have

begun ; our legate shall once more warn him, and if our

counsel is unheeded, the interdict shall be proclaimed."

The terrors of an interdict on his kingdom did not weigh

with Philip against the charms of Agnes, and the precise

orders from Rome admitted of no delay. Hence the Papal

legate convoked a Council at Dijon on the feast of St.

Nicholas. The king sent two deputies to inform the prel

ates that he appealed from the sentence beforehand, and

had already dispatched an embassy to Rome. Innocent

had foreseen this, and knowing that nothing but delay

could be gained by granting a hearing of such appeal, had

given the legate formal powers to ignore it. After seven

days of consultation, "the mournful tolling of the bells
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announced, at midnight, a dying agony. The bishops and

priests betook themselves, by torchlight and in silence, to

the cathedral. For the last time the canons prayed to the

Father of mercy, chanting : ' Lord God, have pity on us.'

A veil covered the image of the Crucified ; the relics of the

saints were removed to the subterranean tombs ; the re

maining particles of the Eucharist were consumed. Then

the legate, vested with a violet stole, as on the day of the

Passion, presented himself to the people, and, in the name

of Jesus Christ, pronounced an interdict on all the domin

ions of the. king of France, so long as he maintained his

adulterous intercourse with Agnes de Meranie. Moans

and sobs echoed through the porticoes of the church ; it

seemed that the Judgment-Day had arrived ; the faithful

would now be obliged to appear before God without the

consolation of the Church's prayers." (1). The misery of

his subjects, the utter absence of anything like amusement

on the part of an amusement-loving people, soon had a

great effect upon trade, and therefore upon the revenues of

the king. In his anger, Philip not only seized the benefices

of t' e clergy, and expelled the bishops, but he attacked the

Jossessions of the nobles, and farmed out the taxes to

ewish collectors. The people murmured, many of the

barons flew to arms, the king's household servants fled his

presence as that of one accursed by God. Fear that the

Pontiff would now launch an excommunication, caused

Philip to send an embassy to Rome, signifying that he was

ready to appear before any judges the Pope would appoint,

and to submit to their sentence. "To what sentence?"

replied Innocent, " to the one pronounced, or to the one to

be given ? The king knows the first ; let him put away his

concubine, restore the queen, re-establish the expelled

prelates, and indemnify them ; then the interdict shall be

removed." When Philip heard of this answer, he cried,

"I'll become an infidel! Oh! but Saladin was happy,

having no Pope ! " The wretched monarch then turned to

his uncle, the archbishop of Rheims, and asked him if the

Pope had really written that the decree of divorce, pro-

(1 HUrtkR, B. iv.
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nounced by that prelate, was a mere farce. When the

archbishop admitted that the Pontiff had said so, Philip

said : " Then you were a madman and a sot, to pronounce

such a decree." The king now sent another embassy, and

tried the effect of a woman's tears upon the Pope. In a

letter to Innocent, Agnes spoke pathetically of her youth

and inexperience, of her children, and of her great love for

Philip : " The splendor of a crown does not attract me,

but my heart is devoted to the king." But Innocent was

inflexible. "It was a similar firmness," says Hurter,

" which preserved the influence of Christianity in the West,

which founded the rule of Rome over the world, and raised

the Apostolic See, by the sole power of a superior idea,

above the thrones of kings. Even to-day, it is ordinarily

owing to the vigilance and severity of the Supreme Pontiffs,

to their constant care of the unity of the Church, that

Christianity has the happiness of not being pushed, like a

mere sect, into a corner of the globe ; of not being petrified,

like the religion of the Hindoos, in vain formalities > and

of not having allowed European energy to be paralyzed by

oriental voluptuousness."

At length Philip yielded, and the cardinal Octavian, un

cle of Innocent, was sent to receive his submission. On the

eve of the feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin, Philip,

accompanied by the legates, visited Ingelburga, who had

been brought to the royal chateau of St. Leger. As they

met, the king cried : " The Pope does me violence ! " The

queen replied : " He only wishes the triumph of justice. "

The cardinals then ordered three bishops to conduct Ingel

burga, with royal honors, to the public assembly, and here

Philip swore to acknowledge her as wife, and as queen of

France. Then, to the inexpressible joy of the people, the

interdict, which had lasted seven months, was raised. But

Philip would not live with Ingelburga as his wife, still per

sisting that they were too closely related by blood. (1) At

the beginning of March of the following year, 1201, an im

mense multitude assembled at Soissons, for the inquiry into

the validity of the king's marriage. The discussion lasted

(1) She was sent to the strong fortress of Etampes as a residence, but the legates told In

nocent that she received all due honor. This was true only for u lime.
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fifteen days, and the cardinal-legate was about to pronounce

the decision, wheu Philip, foreseeing its nature, astonished

the assembly by sending word that " he was about to

recognize Ingelburga as his wife, and would never again be

separated from her. " He had already called at the abbey

of Notre Dame, the residence of the queen, and having

helped her to mount behind him, had ridden away. The

Council dissolved, and Philip gained his object, a putting

off of the evil day when he would be obliged to dismiss his

beloved Agnes. Ingelburga was immediately sent to an

old chateau, and things remained as before. But shortly

after the above event Agues de Meranie died, and the dis

consolate Philip wrote to Pope Innocent, begging him to

legitimate her two children, Philip and Mary, as his succes

sion now depended on only one sou, the child of Isabella

of Hainaut. In replying to this request, Innocent had

several things to consider. The reason alleged by Philip

was a good one ; the young son of Isabella might die, and

the kingdom be disturbed by civil war. Again, a Synod of

French bishops had, though illegally, really pronounced a

divorce from Ingelburga, and Agnes was probably impelled

thereby to yield to Philip. Finally, it was well to show

that the Pontifical zeal was not directed against mere

persons, and that death covers much. Hence Innocent

legitimated the little Philip and Mary, and declared the

former capable of holding his place in the line of succes

sion. This considerate action of the Pontiff had no effect

upon Philip, in reference to his treatment of his unfortunate

wife ; kept in strict seclusion, she was allowed to receive

no news from home, and to write no letters to any one :

she was never allowed to confess, was seldom permitted to

hear mass, and no ecclesiastic was admitted to her presence;

scarcely enough food was given her to sustain life ; she

could never consult a physician, and was never allowed a

bath or any means of taking proper care of her person.

In this extremity she found means, on several occasions

during the next six years, to appeal for redress to the

Father of the Faithful, but all the efforts of the Pontiff

proved impotent to ameliorate her condition. In 1207,
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Philip having alleged sorcery as a reason for his aversion

to Ingelburga, the Pope wrote : " Although as yet you have

not hearkened to our representations, the force of our love

is so great that we cannot avoid renewing them. Even

though the reason you allege for tbe non-fulfilment of your

conjugal duty were believed by men, who do not penetrate

hidden motives, yet we see no excuse for your depriving

your wife of royal honors. You ought, if it is possible,

give her conjugal love, in order that the holy spirit of

chastity may not depart from you ; but in case you cannot,

you must nevertheless consider the disgrace you heap upon

yourself by so unworthily treating the daughter, sister,

niece, and wife of a king. To gain a victory over one's self

is more glorious than to gain one over a large number

-of enemies." During all these years of difference with

ihe Pontiff on the subject of his reconciliation with Ingel-

burga, Philip remained in accord with the Holy See on all

other matters. Finally, in 1213, when he was about to

depart for the war against England and Flanders, Philip

surprised the Pontiff and the world by taking Ingelburga

from her prison at Etampes, and establishing conjugal

relations with her. Twenty years had elapsed since the

marriage and separation. Until the death of Philip, in

1223, the union was not troubled in the least. (1).

We shall now consider the struggle for the freedom and

rights of the Church in England, which Pope Innocent

III. was compelled to make against the pretensions of king

John. Among thcs Church immunities which every English

monarch, at his coronation, swore to respect, was the right

of the cathedral chapters to elect their own bishops. The

kings, as a rule, respected the form of this claim, but not

the spirit ; they generally insisted upon the chapter's

obtaining the royal license for an election, and then, after

the election, upon their own right to approve of the choice.

So far the practice of the English kings was about the

same as that of the continental sovereigns ; but in England

a system had obtained which was peculiar to itself. Most

(1) iegelhurCT survived Philip fourteen years and her hodv was interred In a cburch at

Cotbeil, founded and endowed by her with benefices for thirteen ecclesiastics, on condition

that three masses should be daily offered for the souis of the royal couple- Tbe condition

•was fulfilled until the Revolution, when the cburch was turned into a powder-magazine.
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of the cathedrals were outgrowths of monasteries, and

were yet served by monks, who exercised capitular rights ;

" a singular and incongruous institution," says Lingard,

"since it referred the choice of the bishops to men who,

by their utter seclusion from the world, were the least cal

culated to appreciate the merits of the candidates." The

objections to this system were most manifest in the great

see of Canterbury. The bishops claimed a concurrent

right in the election to the primatial chair, but the monks

fought hard for " their privileges." When, in June of

1205, archbishop Hubert died, the Canterbury monks as

sembled one night, and without any concurrence of the

bishops, they chose their sub-prior Reginald as archbishop,

and sent him at once to Bome to get the first word with

the Pontiff. A deputation was sent by the bishops to pro

test against this election. Then the king, wishing to

elevate John De Gray, bishop of Norwich, to the primacy,

induced the bishops to resign their rights, for the nonce,

in the premises, and proceeded to the monastery, where he

asked the brotherhood to elect his nominee, De Gray.

This was done, and a deputation went to Rome to inform

the Pontiff. Innocent decided favorably to the claim of the

monks, on account of its antiquity ; he pronounced both

elections, however, invalid : that of Reginald, as made

clandestinely, and that of De Gray, as made before the

previous one had been declared null. Making the Pope un

derstand that he wanted De Gray, king John asked him to

appoint some one to the vacant primacy. Innocent imme

diately thought of Stephen Langton, a learned Englishman,

who had been rector of the uaiversity of Paris, and whom

he had called to Rome and made a cardinal-priest. The

Pontiff recommended Langton to the Canterbury monks

then in Rome, and as they were specially empowered to act

in the name of their whole fraternity, they proceeded to

the election, and chose the cardinal as their archbishop.

But though John knew and esteemed Langton, he was de

termined to make De Gray primate, and the messengers of

the Pontiff, announcing the election, were thrown into

prison. Pope Innocent then consecrated Langton at Vi
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terbo : whereupon John drove the Canterbury monks out of

the kingdom. He also swore that Langton should never

set foot in England, and sent the following letter to the

Pope : " The archbishop-elect has sojourned among my

enemies ; his election attacks and violates the rights of my

crown. I cannot understand how the Pope and his ad

mirers have not calculated the great value of the friendship

of the king of England to the Apostolic See, seeing that

this kingdom gives that See more revenue than it receives

from all the countries beyond the Alps. But I know how

to defend my rights, and I shall cease, in no case, to sustain

- the election of the bishop of Norwich. If the Apostolic

See will not heed these considerations, it will be enough for

me to prohibit all journeys to Rome, and to retain in my

country the money I need for operations against my

enemies." Such language, to a Pontiff like Innocent III.,

was mere wind. His answer is worthy of the reader's at

tention : " We have written to you humbly, amicably, and

benevolently, exhorting and beseeching you ; you have

answered with menaces, insults, and arrogance. We have

addressed you with excessive courtesy, and you have ob

served no conventionalities. In similar circumstances, no

prince has ever received from us such honor ; you have

trampled on the honor of the Pope as no prince has ever

done. The great distinction acquired at Paris by the arch

bishop-elect ought to conciliate your favor, to excite your

joy on the promotion of this prelate to so great a dignity.

You should have reflecte 1 that Langton is an Englishman,

that his parents were faithful subjects, that he has a bene

fice in York. But the envoys let us see that you are

opposed to him because your approval was not requested,

and they asked us to accord this honor to you, by an order

to the Canterbury monks to ask your consent. We granted

their prayer, and although it is not customary to ask the

royal assent to any choice made by the Apostolic See. we

sent you two monks, and followed them with our own

courier, charged with the same mission. After these efforts,

it was not necessary to again ask the assent of the king ;

but, regarding the ancient institutions of the Church, we
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took care that the flock should not be long without a shep

herd. We hope, then, that you will not be turned from the

right path by evil advisers, but that you will follow our

well-meant counsel. You will thus consult your own

honor and glory. Your own father and brother swore to

the Apostolic legates that they renounced that fatal

' custom ' of which St. Thomas was the victim."

This and other remonstrances producing no good effect,.

Pope Innocent resolved, in 1208, to lay the kingdom under

an interdict, and so severe did he deem it necessary to be,

that he made no exception, as was usually made, for the

Templars, Hospitalers, and some other congregations. The

bishops of London, Ely, and Worcester, to whom the exe

cution of the interdict had been intrusted, presented them

selves before the king, and with tears begged him to yield.

John replied : " If you proclaim the interdict, by the teeth

of God, I shall pack off all the bishops and priests to the

Pope, and take their property. Then all the Romans now

in my dominions shall return to their country with their

eyes plucked out and their noses cut off, so that the whole

world may recognize them. As for you, if you care for

your skins, you will take yourselves off at once." The

bishops delayed the interdict for two weeks ; then, giving

up all hope of an accommodation, on the 24th March, they

proclaimed it. John now ordered all the bishops to leave

England ; the only prelate who dared to remain was his

favorite, the bishop of Winchester ; De Gray had been al

ready sent as lord-deputy to Ireland. The sentence of

excommunication was pronounced in 1209, but without any

deposition of John from his throne. Fearing that this lak

ter sentence would soon be issued, he .vainly tried to

strengthen himself by an alliance with Mohammed al

Nassir, the Saracen whose conquests in Spain were

threatening the extirpation of Christianity in that country.

Finally, in 1212, Pope Innocent absolved the vessals of

John from their fealty, and exhorted all Christian princes

to, unite in dethroning him ; he specially applied to Philip

of France, only too willing to gratify his own ambition.

War had already begun between France and England when,
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in the spring of 1213, the sub-deacon Pandnlph, a Papal

messenger who had accompanied Langton from Rome to

France, landed in England. By this time John had become

convinced of the danger of his position ; he therefore sent

for Pandulph, and opened negotiations. Alter much hesita

tion, he finally agreed, on May 13th, to admit Langton to

the see of Canterbury ; to restore all confiscated Church

property ; to liberate all persons imprisoned for defending

the rights of the Church ; to never again outlaw an ecclesi

astic ; to make full indemnity for all injuries inflicted on

account of the interdict. The next day was spent by the

king, his council, and the Pontifical envoy, in secret con

sultations, and on the 15th, the following charter, subscribed

by John, one archbishop, one bishop, nine earls, and three

barons, was given to Pandulph : " In order to obtain the

mercy of God for the offences we have committed against

the Church, and not having anything to offer more precious

than our own person and kingdom, and in order that we

may be humbled before Him who was humiliated for us

even unto death ; by an inspiration of the Holy Ghost, and

not compelled by violence or by fear, but of our good and

free will, we yield up, with the consent of our barons, to

God, to His holy apostles Peter and Paul, to our holy

mother the Roman Church, to our lord Pope Innocent and

his Catholic successors, in expiation of our sins and those

of our family, living and dead, our kingdoms of England

and Ireland, with all their rights and accessories, in order

to receive them again as a vassal of God and of the Roman

Church, in witness of which we take the oath of vassalage

before Pandulph, as absolutely as though we were in the

presence of the Pope, to place ourselves at the disposal of

the Pope and of his successors ; and our succeeding heirs

will always be obliged to take the same oath ; and in sign

of vassalage, we and our successors will annually pay to

the Apostolic See, besides the Peter's Pence, 700 marks for

England, and 300 marks for Ireland, raised from the reve

nues of the kingdom ; all under pain of forfeit of the kingdom

by that successor who shall dare to violate this permanent

disposition." Accompanied by his whole court John then
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proceeded to the church, where he laid down his crown and

other royal insignia, and took the oath of vassalage. It is

impossible to believe that John was actuated in this matter

by any other motive than that of disarming the Pontiff, and

of obtaining his powerful protection against Philip of

France and his own discontented subjects. When Innocent

received the news of John's extraordinary submission, he

wrote to him : " The Holy Ghost has inspired you to sub

ject your kingdom to the Roman Church, that you may

possess it with more solidity and honor, as a sacerdotal

kingdom and a royal priesthood." He then appointed

Nicholas, cardinal-bishop of Frascati, as legate to England,

with extended powers, instructing him to make peace be

tween John and Philip. To the latter he wrote : " If you

have hitherto responded to our Apostolic prayers and invi

tations, you will continue to give the same proofs of devo

tion to the Holy See." On July 20th, John proceeded to

Winchester, where he met Langton, the bishops of London,

Ely, Hereford, Lincoln, and Bath, and the prior and monks

of Canterbury. Having repeated his oath of fealty to the

Pope, and having sworn that he would abolish all illegal

customs, and to receive the laws of good king Edward, he

was publicly relieved of the excommunication at the doors

of the cathedral. The interdict, however, was not raised

until June 27th, 1214, when John had done what he could

to indemnify the victims of his obstinacy and cruelty. (1).

When Innocent was raised to the Supreme Pontificate,

the throne of Constantinople was occupied by Alexis III.,

the patriarchal chair by George Xiphilinus. Alexis im

mediately sent an embassy to Rome, declaring that he

would be much pleased if the Holy See would scud a legate

to his capital. Innocent, like all his predecessors since

the time of Cerularius, was daily hoping for an extinction

of the Greek schism ; he therefore welcomed this overture,

and sent legates with a letter to Alexis, from which we take

the following passages : " The Lord Himself laid the foun

dation of His Church when he said : ' upon this rock I

(1) We do not allude to the relations of Pope Innocent with king John and the harons in

1 he Magna Cnarta affair, as that belongs to profane history, but refer the reader to Lin-

jrard's graphic and lmpartial narrative. As for the Pontiff's conduct in the matter of the

Alblgenses, that will be described in the chapter treating of Iheir heresy.
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will build My Church.' If the emperor desires his govern

ment to rest solidly upon this foundation, he must love

God above all things, and honor His spouse, the Holy

Roman Church, of which He is at once the founder and the

foundation-stone. All Christian people murmur against

the emperor, not only because he does not assist- the armies

fighting the enemy of the Christian name, but because the

Greek populations have separated from the communion of

the Holy See and have formed a church of their own, as

though another Church could exist alongside of that Church

which is one. . . . The emperor should strive to reunite the

Greek church with the Roman Church, to bring back the

daughter to the mother, that the sheep of the Lord may be

guarded by one shepherd." Alexis having expressed a

desire for a General Council, to consider the dogmatic

differences between Rome and Constantinople, Innocent

replied that " he rejoiced at the emperor's disposition

toward reunion ; his will was to call a Council for the

consideration of urgent ecclesiastical affairs, and if the

member wishes to rejoin the head, the daughter to come to

the mother, and if the patriarch of Constantinople will

show proper respect and submission to the Roman Church,

he will bf• joyfully received as one of the principal dignitar

ies of the Church. The Pontiff begs the emperor to see

that the patriarch and the chief prelates attend the Coun

cil." The patriarch John of Jerusalem having written to

Innocent, denying that the Roman Church was the Mother

Church, saying that the church of Jerusalem shoidd receive

that title, the Pontiff replied : "The church of Jerusalem

may be the mother of the faith, for from her came the signs

of the faith; but the Church of Rome is the mother of the

faithful, because she was placed over them by pre-eminence

of dignity. She is the mother, not as regards time, but in

respect of dignity ; Andrew was called to the apostolate

before Peter, but Peter was promoted over him. The

Synagogue may equally be called the mother of the Church,

because she existed before the Church, and the Church

came out from her ; but still the Church is the universal

mother, who ever conceives, bears, and nourishes." From
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these initiatory steps, however, there was derived no bene

ficial result ; the Greek schismatics remained obstinate.

Finally, when, in self-protection, the Crusaders were com

pelled to take Constantinople (1204) and to found a new

empire, the prospects of union grew brighter, and had the

Latin emperors not been so persistent in naming Western

ecclesiastics for all the chief dignities, and thus exciting

the prejudices of the Greeks against the union as a foreign

scheme, the long wished-for object might have been accom

plished.

If Pope Innocent was doomed to disappointment in the

matter of the Greek schism, he was consoled by the reunion

of the Armenian church, and that of Bulgaria, with Rome.

At that time, Armenia was an independent state, closed at

the north by Mt. Taurus, bounded on the south by the sea,

on the east by the Euphrates, and on the west by the Calv

cadnus. (1). A tradition exists that St. Bartholomew first

preached the faith to these people, but St. Gregory the

Illuminator, in the time of Constantine, seems to have been

the successful founder of the faith in those parts. In 535,

the Monophysite doctrines made great inroads among the

Armenians, and they separated from the patriarchate of

Constantinople long before the schism of Photius, founding

a national church, a part of which has always remained in

the Roman communion. The union of the entire Armenian

church with Rome was perfected in 1199, by king Leo,

called the Great, and was cordially supported by the Cath-

olicos or primate, and all the clergy. Since then, the union

has been broken and renewed, again and again (2). The

same is to be sail of the reunion of the Bulgarians, which,

as the event proved, was promoted by their king, Kolo-

(1) Since the conquest of Armenia by the Persians, the Armenians have nearly all been

wanderers. They are now the Yankees, the Irish, and the Jews of Asia; they are found

everywhere, and have all the persevering energy of the lirst, the buovuncy and undaunted

bravery of the second, and the business lan of the third. When Richelieu was scheming

to develop the commerce of France, he tricd to influence the Armenians to settle there in

(rreal numbers : the chancellor Seguier established for them a printing-house at Marseilles.

Their great monastery nt Venice, now many centuries old, is one of the most celebrated in

Kurope for its library and the number of learned men it has produced. Neither the schis

matic Armenians, nor the united (those in communion with Rome), use the vernacular in

l he liturgy : like all Easterns, they use their ancient (and deadl language, not the modern

(and chamreahiei one. The Armenian schismatic monks follow the rule of St. Basil ; but.

iu the time of Pope John XXII., (1316-1334), most of the united monks adopted the rule of

st Dominick.

• -I Tue united or Catholic Armenians have two patriarchs, one at Naksivan. in Armenia.

and one hi Kauiinlek. in Poland. The schismatics aiso have two patriarchs, one at Kchmi-

azin, near K:\v.m. ami the other ;(l eis. in Cllicia-
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Johannes, merely out of hatred for the Greeks, and to

obtain the protection of the Western princes against the

Byzantine emperor.

Pope Innocent III. died at Perugia, on July 16th, 1216,

in the fifty-sixth year of his age, having sat in the Chair of

St. Peter eighteen years, six months, and seven days. Ac

cording to the superficial Hume, this Pontiff was despotic,

and he encroached, not only on the domain of earthly

princes, but upon the rights of the clergy ; his object in

exciting the " frenzy of the Crusades " was the acquisition

of greater revenues ; his interdicts were instruments of

vengeance for the court of Rome ; he was guilty of barbar

ism in exterminating the Albigenses, " the most innocent

and pacific of men. " (1). If we believe Gibbon, Innocent

could boast of the two most signal triumphs ever gained

over good sense and humanity : the establishment of the dogma

of Transubstantiation, and that of the first foundations of the

Inquisition. (2). Hallam, who expects to understand the

Middle Ages without having any appreciation of, or, appar

ently, any intimate acquaintance with, the Catholic institu

tions of the time, declares that in all the annals of the

Papacy there can be found no such instances of usurpation

as in the Pontificate of Innocent III. (3). The author of

the Defense of the Declaration of the French Clergy in 1682,

supposed by many to be Bossuet, reproves our Pontiff for

the depositions of Otho and John Lackland ; making him

responsible for the cruel wars which followed the first, and

the misconceptions and hatred caused, in time, in the

English mind, by the second. (4). After this, one is not

surprised on finding that Fleury, who was a confident of

Bossuet, and had taken part in the famous conferences of

the time, allows no occasion to pass without attacking Pope

Innocent III. In his History, which is often a mere rehash

of the calumnies of Matthew of Paris, Matthew Villani,

Petrarch, and Theodoric of Niem, Fleury has furnished, in

the present matter, welcome material to nearly all the Prot-

(1 ) Hintory of England, vol. 11.

(2) Fall ofthe Riunan Empire, vol. 11.

(3) View of the Mate of Europe during the Middie Ages, vol. 11.

( i i Chap. 20 and 21.
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estant, and to a few Catholic, historians of later days. He

accuses Innocent of preferring his own interests and those

of his See to those of the universal Church (1) ; he says

that this Pontiffs interference in German affairs was conse

quent upon the false maxims of Gregory VII. (2) ; he re

proves Innocent for so interpreting the constitution of the

empire as to deny the right of the emperor to confirm the

election of a Pope (3) ; he finds fault with Innocent's pre

tension to be an arbitrator between kings. (4). However,

in spite of his reproach of Innocent for having, as he thinks,

encroached upon the just rights of princes, Fleury is con

strained to admit that the Pontiffs conduct was in accord

ance with the usages of the time. At the Fourth Council of

the Lateran there were present 412 bishops, 71 metropolitans

or primates, more than 800 abbots, and embassadors from

all the sovereigns ; certainly, in such a gathering of the

learning, virtue, and responsibility, of Europe, nothing

would be decided contrary to the sentiments of the time.

In this Council it was decreed that, if any temporal ruler,

after being admonished, neglected to clear his domains of

heretics, he should be excommunicated ; that if he did not

obey within a year, the Pope should be notified, in order

that he might absolve that ruler's vassals from their oaths

of allegiance, and thus open his lands to the conquests of

Catholics. Speaking. of this decree, Fleury says: "Here

the Church seems to encroach upon the secular power ; but

it must be remembered that at this Council assisted the

embassadors of many sovereigns, who consented to these

decrees in the name of their masters." (5). Why then, asks

Saint-Cheron of Fleury, " do you find fault with Innocent

for using a power the exercise of which, in so solemn a cir

cumstance, after the decisive events of Germany, England,

and France, did not call forth the slightest reclamation on

the part of the representatives of the sovereigns of Christen

dom?" Fleury is positively malignant when he comes to

speak of the death of Pope Innocent. He says that, after

he had excommunicated Louis, the son of Philip Augustus,

(1) Discmirsc on the etalc of the Cburch in the IWt aad 12th ccnturtes.

i2i Vol. V.. B. Ixxv.. o. 32. (:() Ihul., i: 37.

iJf j/nU, c. M. (5) Ibid.. B. ixxvii., 147.
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the Pontiff fell into a fever, which lasted some time, " he

continuing to eat a great deal, as was his habit (1) .... In

many things, he was excessively rigorous, and for this rea

son his death caused more joy than sorrow to those who

were subject to him. Matthew of Paris says that John, king

of England, knew this Popefor the most ambitious and proudest

of all men, and that he was insatialde as regards money, and

was capable of every crime to procure it."

After this complaisant citation of John Lackland as a

witness to the character of Innocent, we are not astonished

at Fleury's insinuation that the Pontiff had a narrow escape

from hell. He recites a pretended vision of St. Lugarde,

who, after the Pope's death, saw him surrounded by flames,

and asked him how he was so tormented, receiving for

answer : " For three things, which would have caused my

condemnation to eternal fire, had I not repented at the

close of nry life." (2). Sismondi, one of the most patient of

investigators, and therefore one of the most reliable of

historians when not overpowered by party spirit, is ex

tremely hostile to Innocent III. : he goes so far as to accuse

the Pontiff of having accepted the guardianship of Frederick

of Sicily with the design of despoiling him. (3). Capefigue,

who reproaches all the Pontiffs with a tendency to " enclose

everything within the limits of Catholic dogma," that is,

with the habit of regarding things from a Catholic point of

view, nearly always speaks of. Innocent as actuated by a

spirit of ambition and violence. (4). Nevertheless, he thus

speaks of this Pontificate : " This Pope is the only Pontiff,

contemporary with Philip-Augustus, who shows a vast and

(1) This insinuation of gluttony js not eorroboratai by the old chroniclers. According

to Ihem. Pope 1nnocent was very simple as to his table. Golden or silver vesseis were

never seen, unless on ceremonial occasions, such as royal visits, etc. ; the service was not

rendered by nobles, but by ecclesiastics There were never more than three courses, and

during the meal, a cleric read aloud some pious or learned book. The author of the Dceds

disposes of the charge of money-loving. According to him. Innocent alwavs defrayed the

expenses of his journeys ; never availing himself of the custom which allowed him to charge

the cburches, abbeys, etc., where he might be He always resigned all gifts received, ai(d

one tenth of all his revenues, to the poor. During a famine at Rome, he fed, at his own

expense, t•OOO persons a day, besides those to whom he sent succor at their homes. Poor

children were allowed, every day. to clear away the leavings of his table. Every Saturday

of his reign, after having washed and kissed the feel of twelve piigrims, he gave them each

twelve pieces of silver. But the greatest of all his works of charity was the rebuilding, en

larging, and endowing of by far the most extensive and best furnished and equipped hospital

that the world has ever seen to this day ; that of Santo spirito, at Rome, which glvesatten-

tion. not only to Romans-, but to all patients that come to it, and is, besides, an immense

foundiing mid orphan asylum.

('-') R. 1xxvh., c. B2.

(3 i Italian lieimhiics. vol. il.

Ill History of I'hlliii-AuuimtuK. passim.
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active capacity which embraces the Catholic universe.

There is not a question concerning crowned heads, barons,

or castellans ; not a private or public quarrel between

kings ; not a difference between barons and monasteries,

that escapes his vigilance. His vast correspondence is yet

one of the great monuments of the Middle Ages. His

legates and cardinals visit every province, prescribing laws,

proclaiming interdicts, pronouncing anathemas, and every

one bows the head before the Apostolic lightnings. He

would raise armies by a, Bull and by Indulgences ; he

directed the policy of states, interfering in the government

of France, England, and the empire, and merely by the ascend

ancy of opinion. Wherever I come across a ijreat ability,

I like to recognize it; and, let us say it, Innocent III.

ruled his century far more than did Philip-Augustus and

the contemperary princes." (1). Michelet acknowledges the

influence of Innocent upon his age, he admits the popular

enthusiasm in the war on the Albigenses, he shows us the

Pontiff trying to lessen the horrors of that struggle and

protecting the count of Toulouse and his son ; but he makes

Innocent responsible for the " immense execration " heaped

by many upon the Holy See, and represents him dying

with an uneasy conscience. (2). Very different from this

estimate is that formed by Du Theil, Lingard, Muller, and

Hurter. In the year 1791, M. de la Porte du Theil pub

lished a Collection of Charts, Acts, and Diplomas relating to

the History of France, and in it he gave to the world many

hitherto unedited letters of Pope Innocent III. Incited by

his studies, he then published, in the ninth year of the

" one and indivisible French Republic," the result of his

investigations into the reign of Innocent. From this work

(3), Saint Cheron, in his Introduction to Hurter's great book,

makes some lengthy extracts, of which we will give a

synopsis : " The name of Innocent III. will always awaken

the remembrance of one of the most remarkable personages

of history ; of one whose virtues and faults will with diffi-

(1 i Hlntory of Philip Antrnst«s. vol. 11. (8) HMoru of France, vol. II.

(3) It was inserted in the Notices and Extracts from thr MSS. of the National aad

other Libraries, publishal by t he Notional Institute of France. viit. vi., and bore the

title: Btowaphiral Memoir on Roherl ile Ooinfon, with Extracts and an Analysin

"( Ten I,eitemof I'ojs Innocent I1I.
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culty be exactly defined by an impartial philosophy. . . .

Who can refuse praise to Innocent's Christian firmness,

when he sees him occupied, for fifteen years, sustaining

against a powerful king who is blinded by passion the

cause of an unfortunate princess, innocently become the

object of unjust disgust and of cruel persecution ? Thanks

to the inflexible Iunocent, justice finally triumphed. When

this unfortunate queen was again embraced by her spouse

and replaced upon her throne, the king owed to the act of

justice and of humanity the remarkable return of his sub

jects' affection, and therefore those incredible and generous

efforts which, the next year, in the battle of Bouvines,

secured him the victory If it is hard to totally excuse

Innocent's conduct in the affairs of England, and if we

avow that the temporal interests of the Holy See were the

visible objects of his policy in regard to king John, we

cannot deny that in England, on a thousand occasions, he

sustained justice, and caused it to triumph, against the

most detestable of princes It was not easy to arrange

the difference which agitated Germany. To speak impar

tially, there was no real injustice, on the part of Innocent,

in preferring the cause of Otho to that of Philip of Suabia.

Immediately after the death of the latter, Otho lost the

good will of his protector ; but this was on account of his

own ingratitude, and his unfaithfulness to his own engage

ments. . . . The temporal power of the Holy See in Italy

increased during his reign, but if he soon saw the Roman

people, for a long time indocile, become submissive ; and if

the provinces, stolen by the late emperors, soon returned

to his obedience, almost without a compelling blow, is it

not just to appreciate that ability which restored its ancient

brilliancy to the Pontifical throne, and without a bloody

revolution?" Lingard speaks as follows of Innocents

deposition of John Lackland : " At first, indeed, the Popes

contented themselves with spiritual censures ; but in an

age when all notions of justice were remodelled after the

feudal jurisprudence, it was soon admitted that princes by

their disobedience became traitors to God ; that as traitors

they ought to forfeit their kingdoms, the fees which they
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held of God ; and that to pronounce such sentence belonged

to the Pontiff, the vicegerent of Christ upon earth. By

these means the servant of the servants of God became the

sovereign of the sovereigns, and assumed the right of judg

ing them in his court, and of transferring their crowns as

he thought just." (1). Speaking of John's becoming a

vassal of the Pontiff, the same author says : " Every

epithet of reproach has been expended by writers and

readers against the pusillanimity of a prince who could

lay his dominions at the feet of a foreign priest, and receive

them from him again as his feudatory. It was certainly a

disgraceful act (2) ; but there are some considerations

which, if they do not remove, will at least extenuate his

offence. Though the principles of morality are unchange

able, our ideas of honor and infamy perpetually vary with

the ever-varying state of society. To judge impartially of

our ancestors, we are not to measure their actions by the

standard of our present manners and notions ; we should

transport ourselves back to the age in which they lived,

and take into the account their political institutions, their

principles of legislation and government. Now, in the

thirteenth century, there was nothing so very degrading in

the state of vassalage. It was the condition of most of the

princes of Christendom. The king ot Scotland was the

vassal of the king of England ; and the king of England

the vassal of the king of France. . . . Henry (father of king

John), powerful as he was, had become the feudatory of

Pope Alexander III. ; and the lion-hearted Richard had

resigned his crown to the emperor of Germany, and con

sented to hold it of him by the payment of a yearly rent.

John, in his distress, followed these examples, and the

result seems to have recommended his conduct to the imi

tation of the Scottish patriots, who, to defeat the claim of

his grandson, Edward I., acknowledged the Pope for their

superior lord, and maintained that Scotland had always

been a fief of the Church of Rome. ... To the king it

offered this benefit : that the very power which had so

(1) HMory of Entikmd, edit, isms, vol- 11., c 3, p. M6, note.

(2) And almost immediately Liuirard proceeds to show that it was not a disgrace. In his

anxiety to placate his Protestant countrymen, this author often tends to a minimization of

me truth, and sometimes verges on the inaccurate.
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nearly driven him from the throne was now bound by duty

and interest to preserve him and his posterity on it, against

all his foes, both foreign and domestic. To the barons it

offered a protector, to whom, as superior lord, they might

appeal from the despotic government of his vassal. Front

that moment they began to demand the grant of their liberties." (1).

The celebrated Swiss historian, John Miiller, says of Pope

Innocent: " To great firmness of character he joined sweet

ness and amenity. Simple and economical iu all his habits,

he was benevolent even unto prodigality. He fulfilled,

toward the young Frederick, his duties of guardian like a

magnanimous prince and a loyal cavalier. (2). If the reader

wishes to become familiar with the Pontificate of Innocent

III., and hence with the spirit of a time so different from

our own, he can do no better than to carefully read Hur-

ter's admirable work. What the Protestant Ranke partly

did in the way of lifting clouds of prejudice from our view

of several Pontiffs ; what the Protestant Voigt nearly en

tirely did for St. GregoryVII., that the Swiss Protestant

minister fully did for Innocent III.

CHAPTER XXVII.

The Albigenses.
•

The writers of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries gave

the name of Albigenses to the inhabitants of Lower Langue-

doc, and hence the heretics who appeared in that part of

France in the twelfth century, and who especially flour

ished in the city of Albi, came to be known as Albigenses.

Many of these sectarians were originally Catharist Wal-

denses ; hence we find, among other names of the Albigen

ses, that of Cathari applied to them. The basis of their

doctrine was Manicheism, but variously modified by the

different vagaries of the many heretical leaders, such as

Peter of Bruis, Arnold of Brescia, etc.; hence we meet with

(1) We italicise the last sentence, as well worth the reader's particular consideration.

lbul., p. 331.

(2i ( uuvrail lll/tory. vol U., c. 9.
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the names Petrobruisians, Arnoldists, Henricians, etc., as

well as such designations as Patarini, Passagers, Publicans,

derived from their morals and customs. (1). The Albigen-

ses were a confused agglomeration of heretics, most of them

too ignorant to be able to give an account of what they

really believed, only agreeing in rejecting the Sacraments

and external services of the Church, and in a violent

hatred of the hierarchy. Hence we often find that the

writers who treat of their errors, are not always concordant

iu their descriptions, though they sufficiently agree, while

narrating the principal Albigensian doctrines, to enable us

to understand the general system. Among the contempo

rary authors who combated these errors, the principal are

Peter of Vaux-Cernay, a Parisian Cistercian, who, with his

uncle, the abbot Guido, labored many years in this cause,

and was present at the final Crusade (2) ; Vincent of Beau-

vais (3) ; William of Puyslaurens, chaplain to the younger

Raymond of Toulouse. (4).

The errors of the Albigenses are summed up, as follows,

by Peter of Vaux-Cernay. (5). There are two Creators : the

good God, author of the invisible, aud the evil God, author

of the visible world. The latter was the author of the Old

Testament, and was a liar, for he told our first parents, say

the Albigenses, that they would die if they ate of the for

bidden tree ; the former was the author of the New Testa

ment, and this part of Scripture alone the Albigenses

respected, together with such passages of the Old Testa

ment as were inserted into it. The evil God was a homi

cide, for he destroyed Sodom, Pharao's hosts, and the

Egyptians ; and he was the author of the deluge. The good

God cures souls, the evil one bodies. (6). All the patri

archs, Prophets, etc., are damned ; the Baptist was one of

the greater demons. The Christ who was born in the visible

Bethlehem, and crucified at Jerusalem, was a wicked man ;

Mary Magdalen was his concubine ; the good Christ, who

(1) They were called Pifrcs and Patrins, because they were, as a rule, unrefined ; Pub.

Ji/vifrw, because they were supposed to hold their women in common ; Passaoers, because

they were energetic proselytlzers ; Caihari, Bons-Hommes, because they affected to be

junr, above all other men.

C2) Historjl of the AU(igenses, dedicated to Innocent III.

(3) Hintoriral Mirror, V. jxix. (ft) 7>ir. cit., r. 11.

(4) Chronicle (t1) Roger of lloreden, year 1 I 70.
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was born and crucified in an invisible world, was never in

this world, unless spiritually in the body of Paul. The

good God had two wives, Colla and Colliba, and from them

many children. (1). The Roman Church is a den of thieves,

and the whore of the Apocalypse. They denied all the

Sacraments. Matrimony was whoredom, and no one who

begat children could be saved. Our souls are the apostate

spirits of heaven and after many transmigrations will return

to their first bodies, which, after their rebellion, remained

glorified in space ; for this present body, there is no resur

rection. There were two orders of Albigenses ; the perfect

led, apparently, an austere life, lived continently, and pro

fessed a horror for lies and oaths ; the believers lived like

other men, and were often of irregular morals, believing

that they could be saved by the faith and the imposition of

hands of the perfect. (2). The above account of the Albi-

gensian doctrines is confirmed by the Professimi of Faith

signed by Bernard Primus, Durand of Osca, and other

numerous converts, who were convinced of their errors at

the Conference of Pamiers, in 1210, by Guido of Vaux-

Cernay. (3).

Of the few princes who favored the Albigenses, the most

powerful was Raymond VI., count of Toulouse. Under the

reign of his father, who was nearly always at war, heresy

had prospered in the large and wealthy principality, al

though Raymond V. was himself a devout Catholic. The

young Raymond, owing to his father's almost constant

absence from home, had passed most of his time with

heretics, and had imbibed their errors ; when his father

died, in 1194, he extended his open protection to them, and

even gave a hundred marks to every chevalier who would

(1) Some said that there was only one Creator, who had two sons, Christ ami the devil.

(2) The morais of the Albigenses may be judged by the following passage from Luke of

Tuy, a Spanish convert: "A'unVicst m(cini ilelectatio,i{uam mm pertraiwcat (mum Inj

uria; abulitur filim matre, frater frntre, ualer Mia." Ctesarlus of HetMerbsck savs

that at the siege of Bezlers the heretics tlung the Bible from the ramparts. " ming( vtcn

super cam." Another went to the high aitar of the cathedral of Toulouse, and revhriu

purgavit, and palla ali-arin innnnnttitias deler*it. Quitlanu scorfo tfnper aitare colfr(-

cato, Veneri indulncmnt ."—One of the most insuiting epithets in the English language,

indicative of a vice to which these heretics were addicted, is derived from one of their

names—Bulaari, from which came the French limwns and Btni{meru.

(3) This conference was held with I he Albtgensian leaders by the holy Spanish bishop.

Diego of Osma, who, with St. Dominick, had been preaching the faith in all the heretical

districts. Raymond Roger, the heretical count of Koix. presided, and master Arnold of

•Camprannan. a priest favorable to the Albigenses. was made arbiter. The resuit was the

.submission of Arnold, and the conversion of many of the inhabitants of Panders.
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embrace their doctrine. (1). His violence against certain

monks caused his excommunication by Pope Celestine III.,

but Innocent III. absolved him. Raymond's most active

ally, and the most cruel enemy of the Church in France,

was Raymond Roger, count of Foix. The other protectors

of heresy were Raymond Roger de Beziers, lord of Car

cassonne ; Gaston, viscount of Beam ; Bernard, count of

Comminges ; and Gerold, count of Armagnac. The cause

of heresy was greatly helped by the negligence of the

archbishop of Narbonne, Berengarius, who constantly re

sided in his rich abbey of Mount Aragon, and for ten years

had not visited his diocese, disregarding the complaints of

the Papal legate and the threats of the Pontiff. He was

guilty of the worst kinds of simony ; his priests frequently

lived in concubinage, were addicted to dice and hunting, and

became lawyers, jugglers, and physicians. (2). After many J

attempts to recall archbishop Berengarius to a sense of/

duty, Pope Innocent III. deposed him. (3). In speaking of

the progress of heresy in the South of France, Hurter

ascribes it partly, " among the great, to their free and

luxurious life, which passed along in joy and in love, in

tournaments and in play. The troubadours, who found

welcome at every Provencal court, who wandered from

•castle to castle, who scattered their railleries on holy and

profane things in promiscuous assemblies of men and

women, not sparing bishops and priests, monks and nuns,

excited and sustained at first an indifference, and finally, an

aversion for the ministers of the Church. In the cities,

the middle classes welcomed doctrines which flattered their

ideas, their tastes, and that desire of enjoyment permitted

them by their wealth." In 1203, the legates of Pope

Innocent III. succeeded in obtaining the expulsion of the

AlbigBnses from Toulouse, and in receiving from the princi

pal citizens an oath of fidelity to the Church, but the

resistance of the surrounding cities nullified this measure,

(1) He caused jugglers to deride and mimic the priest, during the Mass, tbus publishing

his want of all veneration. He despised the li-'s of marriage, and ahandoned a woman so
soon as she ceased to please. (See William of Puy Laurens, c. .ri ; Christian (lanl, xill.,

329). So violent did the Albigense. become, during the lirst years of his rule, that, whenever

a bishop wished to visit a parish, he begged (he lord of the place to accompany him.

(2) EptMes of Innocent III., x., 6H ; 111., 24; vii., 75 ; vi., 2C2.

(3! Sismondi declares that the scandnlnus life of some prelates favored the growth of

heresy, and yet he blames the missionaries for "arrogance " lu trying to reform them.
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and in the year 1204 the legate Arnold wrote to the Pon

tiff : "I do not dare to hope for success, for we have no

help from the bishops ; I wish therefore to be relieved of

my mission." The other legates hearkened to the encour

aging exhortations of Innocent, and marched through the

country, exhorting, disputing, and reprimanding, but they,

too, met with so little success and so much danger, that

they were about to demand a recall, when the Spanish

bishop, Diego de Osma, and Dominick de Guzman met

them at Montpellier, and revived their courage. These

penetrating minds had realized that nothing but simplicity

would affect a people whose favorite excuse was the osten

tation of the orthodox clergy. Taking off their shoes and

dismissing their attendants, Diego, Dominick, and the

legate Arnold (1), entered upon their apostolic mission,

obtaining much success, and gaining the affection even of

those they did not convert. At Montreal, they were joined

by the Cistercians Guido and Peter of Vaux-Cernay, with

thirty members of their order. The missionaries now

divided into small bands, and resumed their work, living

entirely upon alms, and making all their journeys on foot.

In a short time, most of the Cistercians became discouraged,

Diego de Osma was recalled to Spain, but Dominick de

Guzman, the future founder of the Friar Preachers, per

sisted in his mission, obtained new co-laborers, and contin

ued as before. (2). What would have been the result, had

not the murder of the legate, Peter de Castelnau. precipi

tated severe measures against the Albigenses and their

protectors, we cannot tell. A long and cruel war ensued,

but as we are not bound to defend its excesses, or to write

a panegyric upon Simon de Montfort, and to excuse his

(1) The other legate, Peter de Castelnau, being specially obnoxious to the Albigenses.

was advised by Diego to withdraw. He did so, and in l'iO" he reconciled the people of

Montpellier with the king of Aragon, and re-established peace between the nobles of the

two sides of the Rhone. Failing in his endeavor to make the count of Toulouse take

severe measures against the heretics, he excommunicated him. Raymond then submitted,

ugain prevaricated, and w«s again excommunicated. The next morning, Jan. 15, 120S,

having celebrated mass, Peter was attacked by two unknown men, one of whom killed him

bv a thrust of his lance The martyr's body was burled in the abbey of St. Giles, and in

15fi2 the " Reformers " burned his remains.

(21 During this mission, St. Dominick gained the esteem of many of the poorer nobles,

and thev confided to him the care of their daughters. For these he founded an establish

ment near the church of Prouille, assigning them a common rule, at first that of SI

Augustine. Very soon this convent could boast of having been the cradie of the grest

Dondnium Order.
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ambition, we refer the reader to profane history for its

details. (1).

But there is one alleged incident of this war which we

cannot overlook. Velly, d'Anquetil, Sismondi, Michelet,

Henri Martin, and nearly every encyclopedist, record a

presumed act of barbarity, on the part of a Papal legate,

which has no good historical foundation. Even Guizot, in

full session of the French Academy (Jan. 24, 1861), in his

ItepHy to F. I.acorda ire's Inaugural Discourse, did not hesitate

to tell the illustrious Dominican : " Six hundred years ago,

Monsieur, if my comrades of to-day met you, they would

have angrily assailed you as a hateful persecutor ; and

your brethren, zealously exciting the conquerors of heretics,

would have cried : ' Strike, strike ; God will distinguish

his own!''* The event here designated is supposed to

have happened at the storming of Beziers, in 1209. Now

•the contemporary narratives of this action are live ; one by

Arnald, abbot of Citeaux, and Milo, a Papal secretary—

both legates of the Holy See to the Crusaders ; a second

by Peter of Vaux-Cernay ; a third by an unknown chron

icler, styled the anonymous Provencal ; a fourth by William

of Puy Laurens ; and a fifth by Caesarius, a monk of

Heisterbach, in the diocese of Cologne. The last author

alone says anything of the alleged incident, and in these

words : " The Crusaders arrived before a large city, called

Beziers, which was said to have contained more than a

hundred thousand inhabitants, and they besieged it. Before

the eyes of the Crusaders, the heretics urinated on a vol

ume of the holy Gospels, and threw it from the ramparts

into the Christian ranks, accompanying it with a shower of

arrows, and saying : ' Wretches, behold your law ! ' But

Christ, Author of the Gospels, did not pass unpunished

this outrage against himself. For some of the soldiers,

burning with teal for the faith, and like lions, similar to

those warriors of whom we read in Macchabees, II., c. xi., 11,

intrepidly scaled the walls, and forcing the gates, took the

city, putting to flight the terrified heretics. But having

(1) Cantt', Univ. HM.-Pap. Masson, Annais.—Blanc, French Rrmlot inn, vol. I.,

p. 10; vol. v., p. 3IW ; vol. vi., pp. WO. &>»; edit. 1H47.—Witchk. The AlMgeiwlam in the

Face of HMoru. 1R7S.- See aiso Nicolas. Itelatinns of Sncialimn with I'rntcstontitnn

nnfi all otht r hriTsirs, 1S.V2.
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learned from the heretics that many Catholics were in their

ranks, the soldiers addressed the abbot, saying : ' What are

we to do ? We cannot distinguish the good from the

wicked." Then, it is said, the abbot and others, fearing

lest their danger might cause the heretics to feign that

they were Catholics, and that, after having saved their

lives, they would return to their errors, cried : ' Strike, the

Lord will know His own ! ' And therefore innumerable

persons were put to death in this city." So speaks, indeed.

Caesarius of Heisterbach, a monk who was six hundred

miles from the scene of action, and who can only report.

" it is said." But the legates Arnald and Milo, Peter of

Vaux-Cernay, the anonymous Provencal, and William of

Puy Laurens, all either participants in the action or

witnesses of it, make not the slightest allusion to the san

guinary order. Nor is the authority of Caesarius so great,

or are the restraining motives of the others so evident, that

the negative evidence of these latter must yield to the

positive testimony of the former. The four narratives

which are silent as to the alleged command were written

by persons who show that they were, by no means, men of

moderation, that they were advocates of the utmost se

verity against the Albigenses, and that they would have

been not at all unwilling to record an instance of what,

though we now call it cruelty, would have been, at that

time, regarded as a matter of course by both parties in

the strife. (1). But it is easy to show that the dialogue

between the legate Arnald and the soldiers, narrated by

Caesarius, did not take place. According to the four wit

nesses above mentioned, and all the old French chroniclers,

the following were the circumstances of the taking of Beziers.

(1) \rnald coollv says : "Thecitvof Beziers was taken, and our troops put to the sword

nearly 20,000 persons, sparing neither rank, nor sex, nor aire."—Modern authors have in

creased this number to 100.000, and cite Ctesarius as authority. Now this monk merely

says that Bez1ers "was said to have contained 100,000 inhabitants before the siege," and he

does not say that all w»re destroyed, but that " innumerable persons were put to death."

But it 1* very unlikely that Bezie'rs was so densely populated. In his HMory of the City

ami Hinho(is of Bfzlers (1S54). Sahaticr savs : " If it is true, as I believe, that Bezlers has

never varied in extent, the estimate of 15,000 or 12.000 will be the most prohable one. And

all the Inhabitants were not killed ; many certainly departed before the siege, and many may-

have escaped before the assauit. The city was not entirely destroyed, for in Aug., 1210,

Simon de Moutfort crave to the abbey of Citeaux a house situated in Bezlers. 1n our own

-lav we observe several mansions the architectural style of which indicates a date anterior

ro the thirteenth centurv." How. we ask. could 100.000 have dweit in a space destined for

15,000 or less? In the UulMin of tin- Archanloaical Society of Bezurs, series II.. vol. ?.

may be consuited a toiioffraphicnl study, tending to prove that the victims of the celebrated

massacre numbered less than H000.
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Some of the besieged made a sortie, and wounded one of

the Crusaders who had advanced to the bridge. Then

the Ribalds, as a certain kind of soldiers were called, rushed

to repel the sortie, without even taking time to put on

their armor. So impetuous were they, that they entered

the town behind their foes. " They made the assault,"

says Peter of Vaux-Cernay, " without the knowledge of the

gentlemen of the army, and instantly took the city." " The

inhabitants of Beziers," says William de Puy Laurens,

'• could not resist the first attack of the common soldiers."

The legate Arnald says that, while he was debating with

the leaders as to how they might save the Catholics sup

posed to be in the city, " the Ribaldi and other inferior

persons, without awaiting orders, invaded it." The anony

mous Provencal attributes the beginning of the carnage to

the truands, and says that the leaders had nothing to do

with it. It is evident, then, that the impressive dialogue

did not cause the slaughter. (1).

Protestant authors have always found plenty of material

in the Crusade proclaimed by Innocent III. against the

Albigenses for the charge of intolerance and cruelty against

the Catholic Church, and were the present a question as to

whether heretics ought to be converted or punished by fire

and sword, we would ask to be excused from arguing it.

But besides beiug heretics, the Albigenses were enemies of

public order ; the very existence of society was threatened

by them. They taught that marriage was a crime. What

government, even in the nineteenth century, would like to

see that doctrine embraced and practically carried out by

its subjects? They taught that all the pastors of the Cath

olic Church were devouring wolves, and that they should

be exterminated ; nor was their talk mere mouthing and

idle declamation—wherever they could, they reduced it to

action. They taught that all the ceremonies of the Church,

all her external signs of worship, the Holy Sacrifice of the

Mass, all things, in fine, which presented her as a visible

(1) The narratives of Cawarius are regarded as grotesquely improhable by Posseviu,

Vossius. Dupin, Dufresney. and Fleury. In our own dny, Hurter, Alzog, and an eminent

critic, Daunou. hold the same opinion. The last author, in the Literary HiMury of

France, vol. xvil., gives a biograpby of Arnald of Citeaux. and declares that he cannot re

ceive the account by Ctesarius, concerning the part played by the legate at Beziers. It 1s

to be noted that Daunou is very hostile to the Middie Ages.
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mediator between God and man, were intolerable abuses,

crying evils and impostures, which were to be destroyed

and banished from the face of the earth. Were the faithful

to quietly bow their heads, and allow the extirpation of all

they held most dear ? Were the Albigenses to be exempted

from tolerating the belief of Christendom, and Christians to

be made to tolerate their own destruction? Robbery, out

rage, and murder, under the cloak of religion, were devas

tating society. What but the strong hand of power could

remedy the evil ? When a riot breaks out among us, do we

shut up our police and military, and send a few preachers

to talk to the mob? Again, we must remember that the

Church did not recommend force until every other means

had been exhausted, and then, in the Third Council of the

Lateran, war was declared on " the Belgians, Aragonese,

Navarrese, Basques, Cotterels (knifers), and Triaverdins,

who respected neither churches nor monasteries : sparing

not orphans, women, or old age ; but pillaging and desolating

everywhere." (1). A regular Crusade was finally preached

by Innocent III., and the alacrity with which it was taken

up is a strong argument for its necessity and its justice,

unless we are willing to suppose that the chivalry of

France were all either fools or villainous ruffians. But the

civil wickedness and self-outlawry of the Albigenses is

proved by the public confession of the count of Toulouse,

made to the legate, in 120'.*, and by the testimony of contem

porary historians who were ocular witnesses of the horrors

they narrate. And what must have been the rank and tile,

in the matter of fanatical cruelty, when the royal count of

Toulouse caused his own brother to be strangled, because

he had returned to the faith ? (2).

The excesses and crimes committed by the Crusaders of

Simon de Montfort are not to be excused, but it is certain

that Pope Innocent was far from favoring or excusing them ;

he would have punished them, could his voice have been

11) Canon 27.
ci) Baldwin, brother ol Ravmond. had Iswu reconiiled with the Cburch, and fought

afterwards under the bunuers nf Montfort. Being hotrayed into the hands of Raymond \iv

the lord de 1'Oime. he was given to the count of Foix to he deait with. Thai noblen(nu,

aided hy some chevalicrs, hnug I he unfortunate to a tree with his own hands.- Pktkr of

Vacx-Ckkxav. c. T."i.
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heard. Such is the verdict of the impartial Du Theil, of

whose erudite work we had occasion to speak in the last

chapter. " Of all the ministers of the church. Pontiffs,

bishops, abbots and monks, who, through mistaken piety,

or imprudent zeal, or hypocritical ambition, nourished the

germ, hastened the- development of this bloody quarrel,

directed its course, or prolonged its consequences, it is

certain Pope Innocent III. had the least reason for self-re

proach. . . . During the course of his Pontificate, he appears

to have been always on his guard against any suggestions

of worldly interest to mingle injustice with the work of the

faith, especially after the ambition of Simon de Montfort

had become the cause wherefore the war was so cruelly

prolonged. . . . Not only the letters of the Pontiff, but

history, and the original Acts, show that Innocent did not

consent to a legitimatization of Montfort's conquests until

the very last moment, and then he was deceived. For a

long time he repelled the insinuations of the nuncio Thedi-

sius, a minister who was artful, miserly, cruel, I almost say

ferocious and barbarous. Whenever Raymond could make

his own voice heard, or cause his justification to reach the

ears of the Pontiff, his complaints were heeded, and Inno

cent begged the chiefs, both lay and ecclesiastical, of the

Crusade, to reconcile their fiery zeal for religion with the

regards due to humanity. Vain exhortations ! He could

not moderate so strong an impulse. Innocent III. . . . be

lieving, perhaps, little in the sincerity of the offers and

protestations of Raymond, who had really never thoroughly

abandoned the party of the innovators ; or, perhaps, fear

ing that heresy would take firmer root, did not dare to

exert an authority which, under the circumstances, might

be compromised. Hence he was forced to sanction the

spoliation of the unfortunate Raymond ; but it must be

admitted that it was in spite of himself."

Mosheim tell us that the heretics of the thirteenth cen

tury all agreed that Catholicism was a mass of superstitions,

the rule of the Popes was a mere usurpation and a tyranny.

Nor, he asserts, did they rest satisfied with the expression

of these opinions ; they refuted superstition and imposture
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by arguments taken from Scripture, and they declaimed

against the vices and power of the clergy with a zeal very

pleasing to princes and magistrates, who were sick of the

pretensions of Churchmen, (1). That the weavers, laborers,

etc., of Languedoc and Provence, and their cut-throat

friends of Navarre and Aragon, were not very subtle

doctors of theology, or very accurate expositors of Scrip

ture, the reader will perceive by a glance at their doctrines.

Like the more modern Huguenots, their theological argu

ments were empty declamations, foul insults, indecent

railleries, and reasonings by the strong hand ; their use

of a " free and open Bible " caused them to more than

rival, in absurdity, iniquity, and blasphemous impurity,

their spiritual ancestors, the Manicheans of St. Augus

tine's acquaintance. As for Mosheim's remark about the

disgust felt by the civil powers at the usurpations of

Churchmen, it is refuted by the prompt zeal with which

these powers repressed the Albigenses, at the command of

those Churchmen. B-isnage and some other Protestants

are desirous of establishing a spiritual descent from the

Albigenses, but they forget that these gentry, without bid

ding farewell to their own theories, could not have signed

any Lutheran, Calvinist, or Anglican profession of faith.

And is there one Protestant sect ready to concur in the

absurdities and blasphemies of the Albigenses?

CHAPTER XXVIII.

The Twelfth General Council : Fourth of the Lateran.

In May of the year 1213, the sixteenth of his Pontificate,

Pope Innocent III. convoked an Ecumenical Council to

meet at Rome in November, 1215, to concert measures for

the recovery of the Holy Land and for the reformation of

Church discipline, and to condemn the heresies of the

Albigenses. The Council met under the presidency of the

Pontiff in the Lateran basilica, Nov. 18, 1215. There were

present 491 bishops, of whom 77 were primates and metro-

(1I Cent. XJIJ., p. I1., c. 5. * 8.
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politans, and two patriarchs, those of Constantinople and

Jerusalem (1), many procurators for absent prelates, and

more than 800 abbots and priors. Also in attendance were

the " orators " of Frederick, king of Sicily, and emperor-

elect ; of the emperor of Constantinople, and of the kings

of France, England, Aragon, Hungary, Jerusalem, and

Cyprus. (2). Pope Innocent opened the Council with a

sermon on the words of Christ, " With desire I have

desired to eat this pasch with you, before I suffer." (3)

(Luke, xxii., 15). The following are the principal passages :

" As Christ is my life, and death my gain, I do not refuse

to drink from the chalice of suffering which is offered me

for the defense of the Catholic faith, for the deliverance of

the Holy Land, and for the liberty of the Church, although

I have desired to continue in the flesh until the accomplish

ment of the work begun. ... I wish to celebrate with you a

triple pasch : a corporal, a spiritual, and an eternal one.

A corporal one, a passage from one place to another, to

deliver oppressed Jerusalem ; a spiritual one, a passage

from one condition of things to another, for the improve

ment of the universal Church ; an eternal one, a passage

from this life to another, to eternal glory. . . . My brothers,

what ought we now to do? I defer entirely to your will ;

I open my heart entirely to you ; I submit to your advice ;

I am ready, if you deem it good, to give myself all the

trouble, to go to kings, princes, and peoples, even to jour

ney to the Holy Land, and, if I can, to excite all with a loud

voice to fight the battle of the Lord, to avenge the insults

offered to Jesus Christ, who, because of our sins, has been

expelled from His country and from the home He bought

with His Blood, and in which he accomplished the means

of salvation for our redemption. We priests of the Lord

ought to attach a particular importance to the succoring of

the Holy Land with our goods and our blood. . . . The

(1) The patriarch of Antioch sent a substitute, he being seriousiy ill ; the Saracens pre

vented the patriarch of Alexandria from attending, but he sent one of his deacons.

(21 As an illustration of the ideas of the time, we notice that the prince-bishop of Liege

appeared at the first session in the mantle and scarlet hatof a count ; in the second, dressed

in the green costume of a duke; in the third, vested as a bishop. Counting the bishops,

abbots, representatives of princes, theologians, notaries, etc.. the attendants at this Council

numbered 22S3.

'-i) Kight months after, Pope Innocent died.
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time has come when, as the apostle said, judgment should

commence in the House of the Lord, for every corruption

of the people comes principally from the clergy. When

the priest, the anointed one, sins, he causes the people to

sin. . . . Faith is perishing, religion is disfigured, liberty is

threatened, justice is trodden under foot. Heretics are

lifting their heads ; also schismatics. Perjurers are vent

ing their fury ; the children of Hagar are triumphant. '

One of the first acts of the Council was to condemn the

errors of the Albigenses. Against their prime error, de

rived from the Manicheans, that there are two supreme

Principles, the Council declares there is but one God. one

Principle, one Creator of all things visible and invisible ;

the demons were created good, they became evil of their

own accord ; man sinned, yielding to the suggestion of the

devil. Against the Albigensian error on the Eucharist,

the Council teaches that " the Body and Blood of Jesus

Christ are truly contained in the Sacrament of the altar

under the species of bread and wine ; the bread being

transubstantiated, by the divine power, into the Body, and

the wine into the Blood." Against their error on Baptism,

it is declared that the Sacrament avails for both infants

and adults. Against the error on the use of matrimony, it

is taught that virgins and the continent are not the only

ones to merit eternal happiness, but that the married also,

who lead a just life, please God. The Council then con

demned the errors of the abbot Joachim of Flora and of

Amalricus. (1).

But the principal object of the Council was to concert meas

ures for a general Crusade. Hence Innocent ordered that,

on the 1st June following, all Crusaders who wished to go

by sea should be at Brindisi or Messina, ready to embark ;

those who preferred the land route should march, accom

panied by a Papal legate, on the same day. Orders were

(1) Joachim introduced u qimtcrnity in the Trinity, holding that the divine essence was a

something distinct from the three Persona. He was not. however, n heretic, for some time

hefore his death he expressiy submitted ull ids opinions to the judgment of the Cburch, and

ne died fifteen years before the Twelfth Council was held. The Council plainly recognizes

the good dispositions of Joachim in its decree against his doctrine.— Amairicus. a clerk of

Chartres, taught that no one could be saved who did not believe himself to be a member of

Christ. His disciples added thai Ihe law of Christ, with its Sacraments, etc., had ceased,

and that with themselves commenced the reign of the Holy Ghost ; God was good, but they

said nothing of His justice : all kinds of crime were consistent with charity.
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given to all the bishops and priests who would accompany

the troops to persevere in prayer and in preaching, to insist

upon penance for all sin, to practise and inculcate modesty

in dress, frugality, and abstemiousness. " In order that

nothing may be neglected," said the Pontiff, " in this work of

Jesus Christ, we command all the patriarchs, archbishops,

bishops, . abbots, and pastors of souls, to preach seriously

the word of the Cross to those who are confided to their

care, and to conjure, in the name of the Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, the one and only true and eternal God, all the

kings, dukes, princes, marquises, counts, barons, and other

nobles, the citizens of all cities, towns, and villages, that

those who themselves cannot depart will equip a proper

number of warriors, and furnish them with necessaries for

three years ; and all this for the remission of their sins.

All who will donate ships, or construct them, for this object,

will share in the pardon. If there is any one so ungrateful

to the Lord our God, as to refuse all contribution, announce

to him, in the apostolic name, that one day he will render

an account before the tribunal of the severe Judge .... In

all the churches, the faithful will pray the Lord of armies

to grant prosperity to the Crusaders, and success to their

great task." And that it might not be said that the Pope

himself did nothing, Innocent pledged himself to restrict

his expenses to the smallest amount, to give at once 30,000

livres, and a ship for the Roman contingent. All clergymen

were obliged, for three years, to give to the cause a twenti

eth of their revenues ; the cardinals to contribute one tenth..

Proper provision was made for the families and properties

of all Crusaders, and all interest on money loaned to them

was forbidden.

The affairs of the empire also occupied the attention of

the Council. Misfortune had made Otho more docile, and

he had already tried to be reconciled with the Church.

The Milanese sent a deputy to the Council to plead his

cause, while the marquis of Monferrato spoke for Frederick.

The marquis declared that no regard should be extended to

Otho, who had violated his oath of fidelity to the Roman

See, and had not given up the states stolen from it ; at that
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very moment, he was upholding an excommunicated bishop,

and was keeping another prelate in prison ; he had styled

Frederick, " the priests' king," hail destroyed a convent,

and converted another into a fortress. The factions broke

into mutual insults ; therefore Innocent rose from the

throne, and left the basilica. Then the Council confirmed

the election of Frederick as king of Germany.

The mind of the Council was also directed to the late

events in England. Deputies were present to plead the

cause of John's revolted barons, but they were told that,

being excommunicated, they could not be heard. (1). Louis,

son of Philip I., to whom the barons had offered the English

crown, and who was preparing to seize it, was excommuni

cated. The fathers also considered the case of Raymond

of Toulouse. Accompanied by the counts of Foix and Com-

minges, count Raymond and his son appeared before the

Pontiff, and threw themselves on their knees. Innocent

kindly bade them arise, and then they formulated their

complaints against Simon de Montfort, who, despite their

submission to the Papal legates, had despoiled them of

their dominions. These complaints, re-echoed by Foix and

Comminges, showed Innocent that his legates in Provence

had deceived him. A few prelates spoke warmly in favor

of the counts, but Foulques of Toulouse denounced them,

especially the count of Foix, with greater warmth. After

many recriminations, the disputants were checked by the

Pope, who said that, as the four counts had promised lasting

obedience to the Church, it would be unjust to deprive

them of their principalities. The French prelates did not

welcome this remark, but a chanter of the cathedral of Lyons

(1) Some time before the meetiug of the Twelfth Council, Pope Innocent had condemned

the action of the English l«(rous in revoiting against a vussal of the Holy See. Thev

ought, he said, not to have made themselves judges in the matter at issue. England hail

become a fief of the Holy See, and, even though the king had the will, he could not give

away the rights of his crown without the consent of the suzerain. Innocent therefore con-

eluded that he ought to annul the concessions made by John, as having been obtained in

contempt of the Holy See, and to the impediment of the great design of the time, the

Crusade. Writing to the bsrons, the Pope siated his reasons, and exhorted them to lay

their claims before the Council about to meet at Rome, promising that he would look to the

abolition of nil grievances, and that the clergy and people would be confirmed in their

ancient liberties. But the harons persisted, and they were strengthened bv the active

sympatby of archbishop I.ungton. The Pontiff ordered this prelate lo excommunicate the

refractory nobles, and on his refusal to do so. he was suspended. I.angton attended the

Twelfth Council, but he could not obtain from the Pontitf the restoration of his episcopal

facuities, and only escaped deposition by promising not to return to England until the

(roubles were settled. M.itthkw of Paris; AlBerlcrs: Anonymous fontinuator of HoRKK

of lloveden.
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arose and said : " Yes, Holy Father, count Raymond has

unhesitatingly given up his fortresses to your legate ; he

has been one of the first to take the Cross ; since the siege

of Carcassonne, he has fought for the Church against his

own nephew, the count of Beziers. If you do not give him

his domains, it will be a shame for you and the Church.

As for you, bishop of Toulouse, you love neither your prince

nor your people. You have kindled a fire in Toulouse

which no one can extinguish. By your fault, ten thousand

men have been killed ; shall more perish ? You do not con

sider the Apostolic See. Is it right, Holy Father, that so

many persons should be sacrificed to one man's hatred ? "

The Pontiff then protested that he himself had never com

manded the spoliation of Raymond. The bishop of Agde

arose and defended Simon, who, he said, had spent himself,

day and night, for so long a time, in the service of the

Church. Innocent then declared that " he was forced to

admit that he had received several complaints against Simon

and the legates. But, even though the count of Toulouse

were culpable, the son ought not therefore to be punished.

Many of the French bishops then threatened that, if

Montfort's conquests were taken from him, they would com

bine to restore them. But the friend of St. Dominick, the

holy bishop of Osma, whom we have seen a bare-footed

missionary among the Albigenses. took the part of the

young Raymond. Innocent then said : " Rest easy regard

ing the young count ; if Montfort keeps his principality, I

will give him another, providing he remains faithful to God

and the Church." (1).

The Canons of the Twelfth Council are seventy in num

ber. It has been asserted by some authors, following the

footsteps of the apostate De Dominis of Spalato, and of

(II After the dissolution of the Council, young Raymond remained forty days in Rome-.

When he went to bid farewell to Innocent, the Pontiff seated him beside himself, and tak

ing him by the hand, suld : " My dear son, if you follow my counseis, you will not err.

Love God above all eise, and serve him faithfully. Never extend your hand to another's

domains, but defend your own against all comers. That you may not be without princi

palities. I (rive you the Venaissin, Beaucaire, and Provence ; with these, vou can live con-

foimably to your rank. If we have another Council, your complaints against Montfort will

be heeded." The count replied. " Holy Father, be not angry if I retake mv states from

the count of Montfort and others who hold them." The Pope answered : " Whatever you

do, may (iod give you grace to commence it well, and to Ilnish it even better." Innocent

then blessed him. and handed him the diplomas which guaranteed him the above provinces.

—fhntnMes.
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John Barclay (1), that these Canons were not the work of

the Council, but were issued by Pope Innocent III., with

out the assent of the Fathers. Thus Mosheim says : " In

this Council, without asking the opinion of any one, Inno

cent promulgated seventy laws, by which he increased the

Pontifical power and the dignity of the priesthood, and

introduced several new dogmas, or, as they are commonly

called, articles of faith." (2). Barclay even tries to show,

from certain expressions in the Conciliary decrees, that

these seventy Canons were introduced after the dissolution

of the assembby. The following arguments are used by

Alexandre (3) in refutation of this assertion. All writers

of any name, who have treated of these decrees, have spoken

of them as the work of an Ecumenical Council ; this is

especially true of the decrees on Transubstantiation, on the

errors of Joachim, and on the Paschal Communion (at all

of which Mosheim aims, as " new articles of faith "). In

the Gregorian Collection of Decretals, these Canons are

inserted as "by Innocent III., in General Council." Clem

ent V., in diploma abrogating the decretal C/cricis I.aicos of

Boniface VIII., ordered that all the decrees of the Lateran

Council concerning customs-duties, tributes, etc., should be

held inviolate ; this action regards the Canon 46 of our

Council. (4). In the Defense of the I.iberty of the French

Church, presented to king Louis XI. by the Parisian Parlia

ment, article 33 speaks of the Canons 23 and 24 as edited

" by the Council of Lateran, convoked at Rome by Innocent

III." Even the Centuriators of Magdeburg, who would

let no occasion pass without attacking an argument for

Transubstantiation and Sacramental Confession, cast no

doubt upon the Conciliary authorship of these Canons (5).

But Barclay objects certain expressions of the Council,

such as that in chap. 15 : " It is known that it was forbid

den in the Lateran Council to, etc.," which cannot, he says,

(1I John Barclay was the son of William, a Scotch jurist, and professor of law at Angers.

Among other works. William wrote one on The Power of the Pane, which John afterwards

edited. in opposition to the fifth book of Bellarmine'k treatise on The Roman Pontiff. John

Barclay died in Rome. in 1681.

Ct) Cent. XII I.,p. 11., c. 3, 8 2.

(3) Cent. XIII., diss. 1. art. 2.

(4) This decree of Clement V. is in Clementinex, B. 3, tit. Immunity of Oiurches, cap.

Qnoiiiam.

(3) Cent- XIII, c. 9.
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have been said by the Council itself. Again, says Barclay,

these CaDons are not found in the old Collections , they

were unknown until John Cochle'e gave them to the world,

in 1537. (1). But Barclay seems to have forgotten that the

Fourth Lateran Council confirmed and re-issued many de

crees of the Third Lateran, held under Alexander III.

Thus, the 11th, concerning schoolmasters in every cathedral

church, refers to the 18th of the Third Lateran ; the 33d,

on manner of Visitations, refers to the 4th of the same

Council ; the 29th, on Restitutions, refers to the previous

Council's 13th ; the 61st, concerning Regulars, refers to its

9th Canon. Therefore the words cited by Barclay refer to

the Third Lateran, and not to the Fourth. As for Barclay's

remark about Cochle'e, it does not follow, because this

critic had the Canons in question inserted in the Collection,

that they were not edited by the Fourth Lateran, for they

were found in the ancient MS. Codex, and in the Gregorian

and Clementine Decretals.

We shall now give the principal Canons of the Fourth

Lateran Council, making such comments as may appear nec~

essary. The First and Second refer to the errors of Joachim

and Amalricus. (2). The Third decrees excommunication and

temporal penalties against heretics ; also establishes penal

ties against such lords as do not purge their territories of

heresy, excommunicating these lords, and decreeing that,

after a year's obstinacy, the Pontiff shall free their vassals

from the oath of allegiance. Those who condemn the tem

poral punishment of heretics in all circumstances would

do well to read the opinions of St. Augustine on the matter.

(3). The Fifth renews the ancient privileges of the patriar

chal sees, and decrees that "After the Roman Church,

which, as mother and mistress of all the faithful of Christ,

has, by the Lord's disposition, the principality of ordinary

power over all others, the church of Constantinople shall

have the first place, that of Alexandria the second, that of

(1) See the Epistle of Cochie'e in the edition of the Counciis by the Franciscan, Peter

Crabtae ; Cologne, 153S.
(•it They are inserted in Decretais, B. I., cap. Firmiter, and cap. Damnamus, tit. Dc

Summa Trinitate and Fide CattuMea.

(3) Against the Epistle of I'armenian, B. 1.. i-. 7 ; Against GaudeMlus, B. I., c. 25 ;

Epistle 93 (4S) to Vincent ; Epistle 1S6 (5O) to Count Boniface. The Third Canon is in

serted In the Gregorian Collection, B. v., tit. Hcreticis, cap. Excwnmunicamw.
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Antioch the third, that of Jerusalem the fourth." After

the patriarchs have sworn obedience to the Pope, and have

received the pallium from him, they may confer it upon their

metropolitans. They may also have a cross borne before

them, unless the Pontiff or his legates are present. They

may receive appeals from their own provinces, "saving

appeals to the Apostolic See.'" (1). The Eighth prescribes

the course of proceeding in an '• Inquisition." There must

be accusation, denunciation, and inquiry. Before a person

can be denounced as a heretic, he must have been fraternally

admonished ; before an inquiry, there must be notoriety in

his crime. The inquiry must be made in presence of the

accused, unless he is contumacious; the charge and names

of the witnesses must be communicated to him, and his ex

ceptions noted. (2). The Ninth orders that, when more

than one rite (such as Latin and Greek, Greek and Sclavonic,

Greek and Armenian, Armenian and Coptic) are co-existent

in a diocese, as occurs to this day, there shall be only one

diocesan, but he may appoint another bishop to act as his

vicar in administering the affairs of his particular rite. (3).

The Eleventh orders the observation of the Third Lateran

Canon regarding schoolmasters in every cathedral church,

and adds that the same rule be extended to all churches

where the revenue can afford it. (4). The Thirteenth pro

hibits the institution of new Religious Orders, and decrees

that no monk shall belong to more than one monastery, or

no abbot govern more than one. (5). The Twentieth orders

that the Eucharist and Chrism be kept under lock and key ;

if he whose duty this is, neglects it, he shall be suspended for

three months. (6). The Twenty-first reads as follows : " All

the faithful of both sexes, when they have reached the age

of discretion, shall, at least once a year, confess their sins

privately (solus) to their own priest, and shall perform the

enjoined penance as well as they can (pro virihus) ; reverent-

(1) Decretals, tit. Pririleulls.

(2) lhtd., B. v., cap. QnalUii; lit. AccwvxtUmihwt.

(3) Ibid., cap. Own(iam, tit. Officio Jwlicis Ordutaril.

(4) Ibiit., cap. (}uin (Vo/muHw, tit. Magistris. It aiso decrees that in every metrojioli-

itu( cburch there Ite instituted a Theologian, whose duty it will be to instruct the clenrv in

what pertains to the care of souis. He must receive a canon's revenue, but will not msw-

varil v he acuuon.

(51 Ihul.. cap. Ne nimui. tit. Hrl. Domllnu.

il' 1bid., cap. Staiuintu•.
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ly receiving, at least at the Paschal time, the Sacrament of

the Eucharist, unless perchance, by advice of their own

priest, it be deemed proper, for a reasonable cause, that

they should abstain for a time from its reception; other

wise, they shall be debarred from entrance to a church,

while living, and shall not receive Christian burial, when

dead." If a priest should violate the sacramental seal, he

is to be deposed, and for life confined in a monastery of

the strictest observance. (1). In reference to the above

decrees, as well as to the decree on the Eucharist, given

against the Albigenses, Mosheim says (2) : " Although as

yet there was more than one opinion about the manner of

Christ's presence in the Holy Supper, and the manner of

belief had been defined by no clear and evident law, Inno

cent pronounced as alone true that opinion which is now

held by the Roman Church, and introduced the hitherto

unknown word Transubstanliation. He then prescribed the

belief that it was ordained by divine law that every one

should confess and enumerate his sins to a priest, which

doctrine had hitherto been, not the public belief of the

Church, but only an opinion of certain doctors. Down to

this time, although confession of sins was deemed nec

essary, each one had been free to confess them either to

God alone, and in his own mind, or to a priest, with the

tongue- Both of these dogmas, being now received as

divine, according to the command of Innocent, gave rise to

many institutions unknown to the sacred books and to the

first Christian age, and which were more apt to encourage,

than to obviate, superstition." It is the province of the

dogmatic theologian to prove that both the Eucharistic

doctrine and that of Sacramental auricular Confession are of

divine institution, but if the reader will refer to our chap

ters on " Canonical Penance," and on the " Eucharistic Faith

in the Tenth Century," he will see how false is Mosheim s

assertion that auricular confession and the doctrine of

Transubstantiation were introduced by Pope Innocent III.

. 1 i Ihid.. cap. Omnin utriutvflic se.ruit, tit. Pcenitentiis. The eccentric Lnunoy. i- a hook

explanatory of The Tradition of the Cburch on the Canon " Omnin Utriusque Senui,"

contended that .by the words "to their own priest," the faithful were obllired to confess,

for the Paschal Communion, to their parish-priest. For a refutation of this opinion, see

Alexandre's Dies, iv.. Cent. xill.

(-•) V.oc. cit.
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The Forty-first Canon declares that no prescription is

valid, in either ecclesiastical or civil matters, in which

good faith is wanting. (1). The Forty-seventh prohibits

the launching of an excommunication without previous ad

monition. (2). The Fiftieth restricts the prohibited decrees

of matrimony to the first of affinity and the fourth of

consanguinitv, (3), but by the Fifty-second Canon, hear-say

testimony cannot be received as evidence of the existence of

these impediments. The Fifty-fiist prohibits clandestine

marriage, and declares its fruit illegitimate. The pastor who

does not forbid any nuptials within the prohibited degrees

is suspended from his office for three years. The Sixty-

second forbids the veneration of any relics of saints, unless

they have been approved by the Roman Pontiff.(4). The

Sixty-third prohibits a bishop from receiving any money for

a consecration, ordination, or benediction. (5).

CHAPTER XXIX.

The Cause of Frederick II. and the Thirteenth General

Council.

Pope Innocent III. having died at Perugia, on July 16th,

(or 17th), 1216, the cardinals, on the following day, raised

to the Papacy the cardinal Cenci, Camerlingo of the Roman

Church, and priest of the title of SS John and Paul.

Nothing was nearer the heart of Honorius III. than the

conquest of the Holy Land, and he was deeply pained when

the delay of Frederick II. to join the Crusaders, as he had

promised Innocent to do, entailed the destruction of the

Christian fleet and the capture of Damietta (1219) by the

Saracens. Nevertheless, the Pontiff crowned Frederick as

emperor, in 1220, and received his oath to depart with an

army for Palestine. (6). Honorius, true to the traditions of

(1I Ikcretals, cap. Qunnlam nmne, tit. Praverii(hnmbw.

v2l WUl., cap. Sacro, tit. Sententia Excommunicatioitis.

{V Ihul., cap. A'nn dehct, tit. I)c rvm(wnifflififffflfc.

(II fhul.. cap. Cvm ex co, tit. //i' Rtlfcfnfis.

(51 ltiid., cap. Sieut, tit. Simm(ia.

(i;) After his coronation. Frederick made many wise laws for the liberty of the Cburch,

etc . which are found in (ioldastus' Imperial ('(uts/ifnfions, but ihey were not low en

forced. He aiso promised to restore the legacy of the countess Matilda to the Holy see. -
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the Papacy not to allow Italy to be entirely absorbed by

the empire, and for which principle his predecessor had so

strenuously combated, exacted from Frederick, before his

coronation, an oath to cede the two Sicilies to his son

Henry, born of his union with Constance of Aragon ; he

also required an acknowledgment; that the new king would

be solely and entirely a vassal to the Holy See. Frederick

promised all that was required j but he soon showed that

he was more intent upon crushing the Italian Guelphs, who

would not submit to his supreme will, than he was upon the

conquest of Palestine. The Guelphs were now dominant

in Northern Italy ; allied against the emperor were Milan,

Brescia, Padua, Mantua, Vercelli, Alessandria, Vicenza,

Treviso, Bologna, and the powerful marquis of Monfer-

rato. Opposed to this league were the count of Savoy, and

the Ghibelline cities of Pavia, Cremona, Genoa, Modena,

Reggio, and Asti. The war might have gone on indefinitely,

but as Frederick made it a pretext for delaying his depar

ture for the Crusade, Pope Honorius bent his energies to

terminate it. A peace advantageous to both parties was

concluded, but still Frederick delayed to embark for the

Crusade. In the year 1227, Pope Honorius III. died, and

was suceeded by the cardinal Ugolino dei Segni, bishop of

Ostia, as Gregory IX. The new Pontiff found Frederick

immersed in voluptuousness, but he continually tried to

«xcite him to military and religious zeal. Now the emperor

alleged in excuse his weak health, and then he could not

undertake the necessary extensive preparations. He was

also occupied, he said, with his honeymoon festivities, he

having just been marrried to Iolande, daughter of John of

Brienne, titular king of Jerusalem- But at length he

yielded, not so much, probably, because of the Pontiff's

threat of excommunication, as because of a hope that he

might obtain for himself a new kingdom by means of his

wife's precarious rights. At Brindisi there awaited his

nrrival a large number of Crusaders from France, Italy,

England, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden ; but before he

was ready to start, a plague broke out in the army, and the

Landgrave of Thuringia and the greater part of the Cnisa
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ders perished. Frederick's delay in the midst of the sum

mer's heat was regarded as the cause of the calamity, and

the Christian fleet had scarcely set sail, when the Pope

launched an excommunication against him. Gregory IX.

himself tells us the reasons for the sentence. First, Fred

erick had violated his oath to lead a certain number of

troops to Palestine, and to contribute a sum of money to

the Crusade ; second, he had deposed the archbishop of

Tarento ; third, he had despoiled the Knights Templars ;

fourth, he had broken his treaty with Raynald of Aversa ;

fifth, he had robbed of his domains the Crusader, count

Roger, who was under the protection of the Holy See, and

had kept the son of the count in prison, in spite of the

Pontifical protests. (1). Every place where the emperor

would reside, was interdicted. The Pontiff gave the king

dom of Sicily to Frederick's father-in-law, John of Brienne,

and that prince, having heard a rumor that Frederick had

died, promptly accepted. In the meantime, Frederick had

arrived in Syria, where he heard of the Pontifical action.

He immediately made peace with the Sultan of Damascus,

and returned to Italy ; his army was too powerful for John

of Brienne, and in a short time he recovered his Sicilian

dominions. Gregory now issued another decree, freeing all

of Frederick's subjects from their obligation of fidelity,

whereupon the monarch made overtures of peace. Before

the Papal legates he swore to obey the Pontifical mandates,

and he was restored to communion. He now began to nourish

vast projects ; his son Henry managed affairs in Germany,

and he was free to give all his attention to Italy. Master

of Sicily and of all the southern part of the peninsula ; in

fluential in, though only titular sovereign of Tuscany ;

sustained by the Ghibelline cities, he would be sovereign

of Italy, if he could crush the Guelph League of Lombardy.

With this object he commenced, in 1236, a war upon the

League, at the head of an army of Germans and Saracens (2),

aided by troops from .the Ghibelline cities, and even by

Venice and Genoa, eager to take what appeared to be the

(1) £pMle to the Binbnpa of A1mlia. B. f.. no. 1SO.

(2) H1s Saracens came from Nocera, a settlement he had given them in the Pufflla. This

plai e w.(s afterwards culled fiocci o tic* I'ayani.
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safer side. In the year 1239 Pope Gregory again excom

municated Frederick and freed his subjects from their

allegiance, " for so long a time as he persisted in his ex

communicated condition." The Pontiff also offered the

empire to Robert, brother of St. Louis of France, but the

French barons objected to his accepting it. To revenge

himself, Frederick commenced a violent persecution of the

clergy on both sides of the Alps ; despoiling the seculars,

expelling religious from their monasteries, and imposing

heavy tributes on all the churches. He also excited rebel

lion in Rome. In 1241, Gregory IX. died, and was suc

ceeded by the cardinal Godfrey Castiglione, as Celestine IX ;

but in seventeen days he also died, and the cardinal Sini-

baldo Fieschi, of the title of St. Laurence in Lucina.

mounted the throne as Innocent IV. Frederick imme

diately sent an embassy to the new Pontiff, signifying his

desire for reconciliation. The Pontiff sent legates to the

emperor, offering to convoke a Council, as Frederick had

often desired it. and saying that "if the Church has in any

way, outside of her duty, injured the emperor, she is ready

to make reparation .... and to revoke her sentence, and to

receive from him, with as much kindness and gentleness as

the honor of God and of the Church will permit, satisfac

tion for the injuries she and her own have received. (1). On

the feast of Holy Thursday, 1244, Frederick sent three

embassadors to Innocent, to draw up final conditions of

peace. According to Matthew of Paris, the following

conditions were accepted. 1st, Frederick would restore all

territories taken from the Holy See and its allies. 2d, He

would write to all Christian princes, saying that he had not

spurned the authority of the Church or the sentence of

Gregory IX., but as the latter had not been formally an

nounced to him, he had been advised by his prelates and

princes to ignore it ; however, he recognized the full spirit

ual power of the Pontiff over all princes, clerics, and lay

men. 3d, He would do penance, by fasting, alms-giving

etc., for his crimes, and, until his absolution, would respect

the decree of excommunication, 4th, He would free all

(1) KpUtle S4, fc. 1. !
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imprisoned bishops, and would obey the mandates of the

Pope, saving the rights of the empire. 5th, He would

revoke all edicts against the allies of the Holy See, would

restore all prisoners, and would recall all exiles. How

ever, Frederick soon repented of his acceptance of these

conditions, and openly refused to observe them. Pope

Innocent, deeming himself insecure in Rome, where the

gold of the emperor excited frequent seditions, secretly

withdrew from the city, and embarking in a Genoese squad

ron, proceeded to France. Here he immediately signified

his intention of holding a General Council, to consider the

state of the Holy Land and of the empire. The customary

letters were despatched, the Council being ordered to meet

on the Monday following, feast of St. John the Baptist,

1245, in the city of Lyons.

The Thirteenth General Council (First of Lyons) met in

the monastery of St. Just, under the presidency of Pope

Innocent IV. Besides the cardinals, there were present the

patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch, and Aquileia, and

140 bishops. In attendance were also the emperor Baldwin

of Constantinople, the count of Toulouse, Thaddeus de

Suessa (procurator of Frederick) and the orators of the

king of France, St. Louis, of king Henry III. of England,

and other Christian princes. In an eloquent sermon on the

text : " O all ye that pass by the way, attend, and see if

there be any sorrow like to my sorrow!" (I.am. i., 12.),

Innocent laid open the objects of the Council, comparing

the five troubles of the Church with the five wounds of our

Lord. The Fathers were to consider, I. the aggressions of

the Mohammedans in Christian lands. II. The Greek

Schism. III. The prevailing heresies. IV. The rumored

capture of Jerusalem by the Saracens. V. The crimes of

Frederick II. When the business of the Council commenced,

the imperial procurator, Thaddeus de Suessa, an eloquent

lawyer, arose and vehemently perorated his master's cause.

If Frederick were absolved, he said, he would at once com

pel the schismatics of the East to obey the Pontiff; he

would attack the Saracens, Tartars, etc., with an army

equipped at his own expense ; he would restore to the
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Roman Church all its lost territories, and would indemnify

it for all the expense to which he had put it. The Pontiff

remembered the value of Frederick's promises and answered

that there was but one way for that prince to be reconciled

to the Church, namely, to fulfil his already sworn agree

ments. Thaddeus thon offered the kings of France and

England as security for his master, but in vain. In the

next session, the Pontiff recapitulated the crimes of Fred

erick. Besides those of heresy and sacrilege, he had given

territories in a Christian land to Mohammedan colonists

(1) ; he had made treaties of friendship with the sultan of

Babylon and other Mohammedan princes ; he had held

impure relations with Saracen women ; he had been guilty

of perjury ; he had imprisoned bishops. Among other

excuses which Thaddeus made for Frederick, he said that

Saracens had been introduced into the Sicilies to punish

rebellion ; the emperor had held no carnal intercourse

with Saracen women, but had simply enjoyed their play,

dances, etc. ; at any rate, Frederick ought not to be con

demned of heresy, before he made his profession of faith,

and the orator demanded a delay of proceeding, that he

might communicate with his master. A delay of two

weeks was then granted, but when the Council again met,

Frederick refused to appear, and Thaddeus, in his name,

appealed from the present "to a more general Council." In

answer to this appeal, Innocent replied, •' it is your lord's

fault that more bishops are not here ; hence it is not right

to defer sentence, for no one should profit by his own

fraud." In the next Session, having recited the crimes of

Frederick, the Pontiff issued the following sentence : We

forever absolve from their oath all who are bound by an

oath of allegiance to him ; prohibiting, by our Apostolic

authority, all from obeying him or regarding him as em

peror ; and decreeing that all incur excommunication, by

the very fact, who shall hereafter extend to him, as emperor

or as king, any counsel, aid, or favor. Let those to whom

the election of an emperor belongs, proceed freely to elect

one. As to the kingdom of Sicily, we will take care to

fl) Tbe Saracens of the Puglia.
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provide for it as, with the counsel of our brethren, may

seem proper."

In commenting upon this sentence of deposition, Alex

andre admits that Pope Innocent "justly deprived Frederick

of the kingdom of Sicily, because he held it as a fief of the

Roman Church, and especially because he abused his power

to the detriment of that Church, and did not pay the ac

customed tribute. But the case of the empire was different,

for the empire was not subject to the Roman Church," and

such is the opinion expressed by all imperialist and Gallican

writers. In our chapter on the " Deposing Power of the

Roman Pontiff," we have .seen that the public law of the

time subjected the emperor as well as other sovereigns to

the judgment of the Pontiff, in all pertaining to his tenure

of power, when religion suffered ; but here we would

remark that, if Pope Innocent IV. exceeded his duty and

his rights in the matter of Frederick II., it is strange that

his action received the approbation of a General Council.

If, as Alexandre and other writers hold, the deposing power

of the Pope is opposed by both Scripture and Tradition,

how comes it that the assembled wisdom and sanctity of

Europe, in the presence, too, of the representatives of the

principal sovereigns, did not check the usurpation? Rut,

reply the courtier-theologians, the sentence of deposition

was issued, not by the Council, but by Innocent ; not " the

Sacred Council approving," but " the Sacred Council being

present." This answer does not relieve the Council of the

burden of responsibility which imperialists would place

upon it ; by its acquiescence, the Council shouldered that

burden. We pass by the remark of Roncaglia (1) that " a

change was made in the above title by a fault of the tran

scribers, as often happened," for even though that phrase

should remain, there is abundant proof that the Council

approved of the deposition of Frederick II. The Francis

can Nicholas de Curbio, confessor to Innocent IV., and an

eye-witness of what he narrates, says (2) : " This sentence

was approved by all the prelates present in the same Coun

cil, as is made evident to present and future times by

(1: Note. S IV.. to Alexandre's Dfs«. 2. in Cent. XI.

(2j U;e of Innocent IV., c. 14.
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their signatures and seals appended." Matthew of Paris

says: "Therefore, the lord Pope and the attending bishops,

with lighted candles, fulminated terribly against the said

emperor Frederick, who is now no longer to be called

emperor. . . . When master Thaddeus heard of these things,

he drew deep sighs, and said : ' I well know there is no

help for it,' and weeping and groaning, he added: 'Truly,

this is a day of wrath, as he had before said when, in full

Council, the bishops lowered and extinguished the lighted

candles, deposing the excommunicated emperor Frederick."

(1). And the approbation of the Council is plainly indicat

ed by these words of the sentence of deposition : " Having

first carefully deliberated with our brethren, and with the

Sacred Council, upon the aforesaid and many other detest

able crimes, we show and denounce the said prince as

deprived by the Lord of all honor and dignity, and by our

sentence we do deprive him."

After the deposition of Frederick, the Council issued

several Constitutions looking to the aid of the Latin em

pire of Constantinople, and to the success of the Crusades.

It also received ambassadors from King Henry III. of

England, complaining of extortions on the part of Martin,

the Papal legate, and of other abuses. The Pontiff took

the papers, and reserved his decision. After the dissolu

tion of the Council, Pope Innocent influenced some of the

imperial electors to proceed to an election, and Henry,

landgrave of Thuringia, was chosen emperor. With the

funds of the Church the Pope enabled Henry to equip his

followers, and they all took the Cross as against a heretic.

All the territories which obeyed Frederick were laid under

an interdict, and legates were sent into Germany to compel,

by Apostolic censures, the recognition of Henry. The

opposing armies met, finally, near Frankfort, and the forces

of Frederick, commanded by his son Conrad, were routed.

But Henry died soon after, in 1247. William, count of

Holland, was now elected, and the following year he cap-

(1) Matthew of Paris was an intense and blinded courtier, whose zeal for the court made

him often show the utmost virulence towards the Pontiffs. Had the Thirteenth Council

not approved of Frederick's deposition, he would have made a point of its opposition. To

the above testimonies mav aiso be added those of William de Nangis, Henry Knyghion, and

the Monlt of Padua, in their Chronicles.
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tured Aix-la-Chapelle, and was there crowned by Innocent

IV. In the meantime, Frederick was making preparations

for an inroad into Prance, for the purpose of capturing

Innocent, when disastrous news from Italy caused him to

proceed at once to that country. For years the struggle

between the imperialists and the Guelphs had been pro

gressing with alternate fortune. Of all the Ghibelline

cities, Parma had been for some time the most influential,

but it happened that, in a moment of frenzy, the imperial

ists expelled all the Guelphs from the city. The exiles

kept up communications with certain partisans within the

walls, and one day they suddenly appeared in force. The

imperial vicar, Testa of Arezzo, marched out to give them

battle, but was defeated and killed. The conquerors oc

cupied the city ; in their turn, they expelled all the

Ghibellines, and taking the citadel by storm, put the

German garrison to the sword. The furious Frederick soon

arrived, swearing that he would treat Parma as the Red-

beard had treated Milan* In the immense army with which

he surrounded the city were a large number of his

favorite Saracens. This circumstance added to the deter

mination of the Parmegiani, who believed that he had

become a Mohammedan. The siege endured for two years,

with constant assaults and sorties. Confident that famine,

if not military success, would eventually enable him to

sweep Parma from the face of the earth, Frederick had

already commenced the erection of a new city, to be called

Vittoria, which was to take its place, and shelter his par

tisans ; the vast citadel was already finished, and famine

was commencing its work in Parma, when one morning at

daybreak the garrison made a sortie, % assaulted and de

stroyed the citadel, and put the imperial army to flight.

With difficulty Frederick reached Cremona, having left all

his provisions of war and his military chest on the field.

The Guelphs now everywhere arising, Frederick betook him

self with the wreck of his army into the Puglia, He soon

sent legates to Pope Innocent, begging for absolution, and

promising to obey the Holy See in everything ; especially,

to depart at once for Palestine, with all the forces he could
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raise, in company with St. Louis, then preparing to march.

But experience caused the Pontiff to wait, and in 1250

death laid his hand on Frederick, at Firenzola, in the Puglia.

According to Ptolemy of Lucca, Martin the Pole, Villain,

St. Antonine, and Cuspinian, he was assassinated by his

illegitimate son, Manfred, while on a bed of sickness. That

he died impenitent, is asserted by his contemporaries, the

Monk of Padua, Martin the Pole, and Recordano Malas-

pina, as also by the later authors, St. Antonine aud Villaui.

However, William of Pay Laurens, Albert Stadensis, and

Matthew of Paris, contemporaries, say he repented, and

was absolved by the archbishop of Palermo.

CHAPTER XXX.

The Fourteenth General Council : Second of Lyons.

After the death of Pope Clement IV., in 1268, the Holy

See remained vacant, owing to the private ambitions and

political discords of the cardinals, until the fall of 1271,

when Tabaldo Visconti of Piacenza was elected as Gregory

X. Tabaldo had been known as a man of extraordinary

prudence and probity, although not very learned. He was

not a member of the Sacred College, nor was he even a

bishop. When elected to the Papal throne, he was arch

deacon of Liege, and was with the Crusaders in Syria.

He arrived in Rome in April, 1272, and was immediately

consecrated and crowned. Pope Gregory X. found the

empire vacant. After the death of William of Holland, the

archbishops of Cologne and Mentz and the Palatine had

chosen, in 1256, Richard, brother of Henry III. of England,

as emperor ; while the remaining electors, the archbishop

of Treves, the duke of Saxony, the margrave of Branden

burg, and the king of Bohemia, had elected Alphonse, king

of Castile. Richard had been crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle,

on December 28th, in the presence of most of the princes

of the empire (1), but his power was never more than nom-

(1) RYMkr, I., 62S. Annate Burt., 376. Ancient Laws, 26.
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inal, and he spent most of bis time in England, where he

died in March, 1272. Alphonse had vainly besought the

Popes Alexander IV., Urban IV., and Clement IV, for

recognition, and immediately after his own elevation to

the Papacy, Gregory X. compelled him, by a threat of ex

communication, to abdicate his claims. The Pontiff then

convoked the electoral body, and by his influence, Rudolph,

count of Hapsburg, was chosen as king of the Romans,

Oct., 1273. However, Gregory did not confirm the election

of Rudolph until he had sworn to respect all the rights of

the Roman Church, and that the kingdom of Sicily should

never be subject to the empire. (1). On the death of Fred

erick II., his natural son and probably his murderer, Man

fred, had usurped the Sicilian dominions, but in 1265 Pope

Clement IV offered the crown to Charles of Anjou, brother

of St. Louis of France, and this prince camo to Rome, and

was solemly crowned king of Naples and Sicily, in 1266.

After the final defeat and death of Manfred, Charles in

trigued so successfully to extend his authority, or at least

his influence, that Genoa and many other cities of Northern

Italy, tired of civil discord, acknowledged his suzerainty.

It was the ambition of this prince, plainly directed towards

the mastership of all Italy, that furnished Pope Gregory X.

with a powerful motive in reviving the dormant imperial

dignity in the person of Rudolph.

From his accession to the Papal throne, Pope Gregory

X. assigned himself three great tasks, each of which was

well worthy of the attention of a Supreme Pontiff: the

establishment of concord among all Christian people, and

particularly among the Italians ; the liberation of the

Holy Land, again fallen into the hands of the infidels ; and

above all, the extinction of the Greek Schism, which had

been somewhat weakened by the ephemeral Latin empire

of Constantinople, but which had recovered its olden force,

after the recapture of the city, in 1261, by Alexius Stratego-

(1) Rudolph afterwards solemnly renounced all claims to suzerainty over Bologna, and

the whole Romagna, as well as all right to Florence and Lucca. See Blondus. Platlna.

Sabellicus, Trithenlus, and Cusplnlan The founder of the House of Hapsburg was a prince

of moderate possessions, but was warlike. just, and above all. pious ; and aithough some of

his line preferred to imitate the Hohenstaufen rather than their glorious progenitor, they

have furnished the empire with its most respectable princes. Stero and Eberhard. contem

poraries of Rudolph, give us manv proofs of his piety and wisdom. See aiso the Chronicle

of the Dominicans of Coimar, and the Affairs uf Mentz. of Serarlus, B. 5.
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polus, Caesar under the emperor Michael Paleologus. The

union of the churches had been the object of strenuous

exertions on the part of Popes Urban IV. and Clement IV.,

nor was the new emperor personally averse to it. He was

rather favorable to it. for he regarded it as the best means

of securing the Byzantine throne to himself and his poster

ity. The heirs of Baldwin II. had the sympathy of the

Western princes, but if "Michael could bring about an ex

tinction of the Schism, these heirs would be deprived of a

powerful weapon. Whether or not Michael was impelled

rather by this motive than by a true zeal for unity and a

conscientious respect for the rights of the Supreme Pontifi

cate, it was the duty of the Pontiff to avail himself of all

legitimate means to extinguish the Schism ; and when

Michael sent to Rome a Franciscan friar as legate, to nego

tiate a union, and when he besought St. Louis of France to

act as an "arbiter " in the cause (1), Pope Gregory X. sent

legates to Constantinople, in 1272, notifying the emperor

that a General Council would be held in two years' time,

and inviting him to be personally present, or to send his

orators to represent him. Four Franciscans friars carried

to Michael a Profession of Faith, to which the emperor,

patriarch, bishops, and priests would be obliged to sub

scribe. The legates also bore letters of invitation to the

Council, directed to the patriarch Joseph and the Greek

bishops. The Fourteenth General Council met at Lyons,

in the church of St. John, on May 7, 1274. Pope Gregory

X. presided in person. (2). There were present the patri

archs of Constantinople and Antioch, 500 bishops, 70

abbots, and about 1000 inferior prelates. In attendance

also were the orators of the kings of France, England,

Germany, and Sicily ; and the legates of the emperor Mi-

(1) St. Louis replied that he could not usurp a right of judging in a cause of faith, but

that he would use all his influence with the Apostolic See to bring the affair to a happy

issue. So testities the Pontiff in a letter to Michael, dated D Kal. Nov., 1*74.

(2) Pope Sixtus IV., in the Bull of Canonization of St. Buonaventura, and Pope Status V.,

in the Bull numbering that saint among the Doctors of the Cburch, say that he p-esided at

the Council. But this is to be understood as referring to the private discussions of the

Fathers, over which the holy cardinal, on account of bis learning, was chosen by the Pon

tiff to preside. In the presence of the Pontiff, no one eise could hold the first place h( the

public and official Sessions. During the fifth Session, St. Buonavenlura died. This holy

il"c*or was preceded to the grave, a short time before, by St. Thomas of Aquln, while on

his way to the Council.
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chael Paleologus. (1). The Council lasted three months,

during which were held six Sessions. Between fhe first and

second, the Pontiff decreed that one tenth of all ecclesiastical

revenues should be given, for six years, to the cause of the

Crusades. After the third Session, the Greek orators en

tered the Council and were most graciously received. High

Mass was sung by the Pontiff, the Creed was sung in Latin

and in Greek, the Greeks repeating thrice the words :

"Who proceeds from the Father and the Son." In the

fourth Session was read the Greek emperor's letter to Pope

Gregory X., addressed " To the Most Holy and Most

Blessed First and Supreme Pontiff, the Venerable Pope of

the Apostolic See, the Common .Father of all Christians,

the Venerable Father of our Empire, etc." In this letter,

the emperor professes the C itholic faith according to the

Confession sent to him by the Pope, and when he comes to

the primacy of theRoman Pontiff, he says : " The Holy

Roman Church obtains the supreme and full primacy and

principality over the Universal Catholic Church. . . . Volun

tarily returning to the obedience of that Church, we confess,

acknowledge, accept, and willingly receive the primacy of

the same Holy Roman Church." Then were read letters of

the same tenor from the Greek bishops; after which.

George, great Logothete of the emperor Michael, in the

name of his sovereign, abjured the Schism, professed the

faith of. the Roman Church, acknowledged the primacy of

of the Pope, and solemly swore never to break the unity of

the Church. The same oath was taken by the legates of

the Greek bishops.

After the dissolution of the Synod, the Pontiff appointed

the abbot of Montecassino to accompany the Greek legates

to Constantinople and to deliver congratulatory letters to

Michael, his son Andronicus, and the Greek bishops. The

emperor seems to have lent all his energies to perfect the

union begun at Lyons (2), but he experienced intense

opposition. Nevertheless, in a general Synod held at

(1I Blondus, and after him. Trithemius. Platlna, and others, assert that Paleologus him

self was at the Council, but this is proved false by the presence and action of bis legates:

and by the fact that, after the Council, the Pontiff informed him. as one ignorant of what

had been tione.

(2> Pachymkrks, B. v. Nickphorfs (irkgOraS, B. v. Author of the Life of the

Patriarch Athanaaius, quoted by Leo Allatlus.
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Constantinople, the patriarch (John Veccus, successor of

Joseph, who had been deposed as an obstinate schismatic)

and most of the Greek bishops signed a Profession of Faith

sent froin Rome. (1). During the Pontificate of Nicholas

III. (1277-1280), Michael sent the prothonotary Ogerius to

Rome to deprecate the Pontiff's indignation because the

work of union was not further advanced, saying that his

throne was at stake, and that patience and prudence alone

could entail success. Among the Greeks no one was more

zealous for union than the patriarch, John Veccus. During

his eight years of patriarchate he wrote several defenses of

the Catholic dogma on the Procession of the Holy Ghost,

and in his last will and testament, drawn up in prison, he

said : " On account of the true teaching of the Fathers

concerning the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the

Father and the Son, I have suffered exile and imprison

ment, and with my own hand I subscribe to this doctrine

in this, my testament." (2). Another zealous defender of

unity was George Metochita, a companion and deacon of

Veccus, who was imprisoned and exiled by Andronicus,

when, after the death of his father Michael, that prince

openly returned to the Schism. (3). In his testament,

Veccus praises the labors of Constantine Meliteniotas, who

" was as a son to him " in his sufferings. (4). That the

emperor Michael was sincere in his endeavors to extinguish

the Schism, is evident to any one who reads the History of

Pachymeres, a contemporary author, who was, as Possevin

remarks, by no means well disposed to Rome. (5). Michael

deposed the schismatic patriarch Joseph, and for the sake

of unity sustained a war with his own niece, the wife of

Constantine, king of Bulgaria, who was incited to it by her

mother Eulogia, the emperor's sister, and a bitter schis

matic. Many of his own relatives and friends were impris

oned and otherwise punished for their obstinate adherence

(1) Tin- Synodal 1etters, sent to Pope John XXI., are (riven by Leo Allatlus, and are to be

read in th • Collections of I ht? Counciis.

12i .Minim* gives several of his writings in ttrthndox Grecee.

lit AlI.atirs I'eri«'ttml fonseni, etc., B. II., c. 15, no. t'.

(II Grkooras. B. vi.. and PacuYmkres. B. xii.. speak of this author as having written

on The t-Athsiasl icnl Union of tin: Latins and tirecks, arm a treatise on The Procession

of thr Hohi (/host.

l*() Pacbymeres assisted the schismatic .lob fasitas in writing a book against the Latins,

and himself issued a treatise "To those who say that the Spirit is said to be of the Son,

because lie is Consubstantlul."
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to the Schism, and in some cases he was guilty of cruelties

which called forth the reproofs of Rome. (1). Nevertheless,

Pope Martin IV., who succeeded Nicholas III. in 1281,

received Michael's legates in an ungracious manner, being

persuaded that the show of severity against certain schis

matics was only intended as a blind to the Westerns. In

the same year, 1281, this Pontiff excommunicated Michael

as a " favorer of schismatics " (2), and the emperor respond

ed by ordering that the Pontiff should no longer be prayed

for at mass, proceeding, however, to no further extremities.

Michael Paleologus died in 1283, and the manner in which

his remains were treated by his son and heir, Andronicus,

shows that the Greek schismatics regarded him as a sincere

friend of unity. The schismatic Nicephorus Gregoras says

that Andronicus " would not honor his father with even a

plebeian funeral ; and he ordered that a few should remove

the body by night, and cover it with much earth. . . . and

this because, while living, he had departed from the right

doctrine of the Church ; which fact the son detested from

his heart, although he greatly loved his father." And

Andronicus himself confirms this in Pachymeres, B. 12.

Metochita, whose testimony ought to be invaluable in such

a matter, after praising the piety of Michael, says that he

was indefatigable in pursuing " the object of his life, the

restoration of the true faith ; he made use of all that would

conduce to that end, and in deed, thought, and advice, al

ways had it in view, at every time and in every movement."

Andronicus, his grandson of the same name, and John

Cantacuzene, strengthened the Schism with all their power,

although each made overtures of union whenever they

anticipated trouble with the Western powers ; indeed, from

this time down to the capture of Constantinople by Moham

med II., a wish for reconciliation with Rome was always a

trick of state-craft with the Byzantines.

The disciplinary Canons of the Fourteenth Council were

thirty in number, the first Constitution treating of the

(1) Pachymkrks. B. vi., c. 30.

(2) Jordan, and Ptolemy of Lucca. writers nuoted by Odoric Ravnald. say that Martin IV.,

n Frenchman who had been elected by the influence of Charles of Anjou. was fmpell.-Ki to

this act by that prince, because Michael had made alliance with the king of Arcgon against

him.
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Holy Trinity and the Catholic Faith. The Second Canon

renewed the statutes of Alexander III. regarding the

election of a Roman Pontiff, and made some additional

provisions which experience had shown to be necessary.

Accordingly to this Canon, the cardinals who are in the

place where a Pope dies shall only wait ten days for the ar

rival of their absent brethren, before they enter upon an elec

tion. They then proceed to the Pontifical palace, each with

only one attendant ; or, if necessity demands it in particular

cases, with two. In the palace they will all be shut up in

one room, under lock and key (hence the term Conclave) ;

the only exception to this community of habitation will be

the retiring room. No one shall enter or leave the Con

clave, until after the election ; and no communication be

held with the outside world, under pain of excommunication

(by the very fact) for all parties concerned, unless the

entire College deems the intercourse, in each particular case,

necessary to the election. If a Pontiff is not chosen within

three days, during the next five days only one dish will be

furnished for each cardinal's dinner and supper ; if the

election is not perfected on the eighth day, only bread, wine,

and water will be served, until a conclusion is reached.

During the Conclave, the members can derive 110 revenue

from the Apostolic Chamber, or from any fund of the

Roman Church ; the accruing revenues will accumulate,

and be at the disposal of the new Pontiff. The cardinals

will attend to the election alone, and will notice other

matters only when the whole body deems them to be of

sufficient urgency to justify attention. If sickness causes

the departure of an elector, the election will go on, no at

tention being paid to him or his vote ; if he returns in time

his right revives. Such are the chief provisions of this

Canon. It did not please many of the cardinals, and they

tried hard, but in vain, to prevent its adoption. (1). The

Third Canon regards appeals from the result of ecclesiastic

al elections in general, and is inserted in Sexto, tit. Election,

cap. lit circa. The Fourth decrees that no one shall enter

i I ! Boniface VIII. inserted it in Sexf um, tit. Eirciinn, cap. f'hi. The (llntwi observes

that "it derives Its force rather from the renewal by Celestine V.. and its approhation by

Roniface VIII.. Mian from its original constitution by Gregory X., for it was revoked by

Adrian V. and John XXI., and once was not read among the (iregorian Canons.
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upon the administration of an office until his election is

confirmed, under the pretext of " procuration " or any other

title ; he who violates this decree loses all right to his

office ; Sexto, tit. Election, cap. Avaritice. The Fifth pro

vides against long vacancies, establishing limits thereto ;

Sexto, tit, Election, cap. Quam fit. The Sixth, Seventh, and

Eighth regard the purity of elections. The Ninth restricts

appeals, and regulates their abuse : Sexto, tit. Election, cap.

Quamvis. The Tenth decrees that an examination be held

as to any alleged defect, physical or mental, on the part of

an elect ; and if he be found free, the opponent is to be

punished : Ibid., cap. Siforte. The Eleventh excommunicates

those who in any way molest ecclesiastics because of the

way they have voted in an election : Ibid., cap Sciant. The

Twelfth decrees excommunication, by the very fact, against

all who " try to usurp the regalia (1), or custody, of

churches, monasteries, or other pious places, under the

pretext of advocacy or defense ; or who presume to seize

the goods of churches, monasteries, or of their vacant

territories ; no matter what be the dignity of the offenders,

even if they be clerics or monks." The clergy who do not

oppose these usurpations are deprived, during the time of

their neglect, of their own revenues. (2). This Canon quite

naturally displeased the princes and courtier-bishops of

the day, nor was it easily esforced. William Durand, the

" Speculator," who was present at the Council, says, in his

Commentary on its Canons: "This Constitution was pro

mulgated at the instance of the prelates of France and

England ; but thus far we see very little of its utility." It

is inserted in Sexto, cap. GeneruJi, tit. Ehction. The Thirteenth

r1) The " regalia," says Ruzirus. was the royal right of enjoying the revenues of a vacant

ecclesiastical office, and of conferring its benefices when they did not involve the care of

souis : which right certain sovereigns exercised until the new incumbent took the oath

of fidelity, and received from the sovereign the investiture of the temporalities. In a very

lengtby dissertation, Alexander defends this right, as such, especially of the French kings,

and not as a privilege conceded by the Cburch. See Diss. H, Cent. 13. His argument rests

principally upon the royal office of defending the Cburch ; but, as Roncaglla well observes,

it is not a guordian's right to steal what is entrusted to his care- See Animadversion 1II.

to Alexander's fWss. S.

(2) One of the reasons wby the sovereigns of the Middie Ages, especially those of France.

England, and Germany, claimed the regalia during a vacancy, was the principle then in

vogue whereby a fief reverted to the suzerain on the death or treason of the enflefed. But

while this title might have been legitimate, in regard to certain of the feudal revenues, it

could not obtain, unless by usurpation, in the case of revenues purely ecclesiastical, such

as tithes nnd offerings. Again, this "jw releru," whereby a vacancy caused a reversion

of the tlef to the superior, did not always and everywhere obtain. Flnully. could tl e tt- r-

of the Church, things given to the Lord, ever become vacant?
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is directed against usurers, and the Fourteenth against duel

ling and dangerous tournaments. The Fifteenth deals with

clerical immunities, and the inviolability of churches and

cemeteries. The Sixteenth absolutely prohibits hereditary

right to ecclesiastical benefices. The Seventeenth forbids

marriage within certain degrees of relationship. . The re

maining Canons are of minor moment.

CHAPTER XXXI.

THE INQUISITION.*

Since the Church is the sole depositary and interpreter

of revealed divine truth on earth, ought she not use every

legitimate means to prevent the propagation of error ?

This is the most available argument wherewith to defend

the Inquisition ; and its force can be diminished only by in

sisting on the illegitimacy of the tribunal, and of its meth

ods, as means to preserve the integrity of the Christian

body. In the Middle Age every person who impeded the

progress of religion, or who placed an obstacle in his neigh

bor's path to heaven, was regarded as an enemy to society.

The civil law was supposed to protect the faith as much as,

if not more than, life or property. The use of force to pre

vent a heretic from sowing the seeds of religious dissension

in a united community, seemed to be no less legitimate than

resistance to a foreign invader or a domestic highwayman.

Nor did this idea first manifest itself in the so-called Dark

Ages : from the day when Constantino gave liberty to the

Church, we hear the Fathers insisting that repression of

error is a proper defence against persecution and seduction.

This repression was not always exercised in the same

manner : it varied according to the exigencies of the public

weal. We find instances of " contentious " aud coercive

jurisdiction enforced by the ecclesiastical authorities in the

very first days of Christianity. The lying Ananias and

Saphira fall dead at the imperious voice of St. Peter ; an

* This chapter appeared as an article in the Ave Maria, vol. ixxil.. No. 7.
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incestuous man is consigned to the vexations of the demon ;

St. Polycarp styles Marcion, who seeks his friendship, the

first-born of Satan (1) ; and St. Ignatius commends the zeal

of those Corinthians who so detested heresy that they

would not allow its professors to pass through their terri

tories (2). In the Code of Justinian we read many decrees

of the early Christian emperors in defence of the integrity

of the faith ; Constantino issued two, Valentinian I. one,

Gratian two, Theodosius I. fifteen, Valentinian II. three.

Constantine pursued the Donatists with fines and confisca

tions (3), and burned the books of the Arians. Theodosius

banished heretics (4), and Honorius ordered the scourging

and imprisonment of Jovinian and his followers, after their

condemnation by Pope Siricius (5). St. Augustine speaks

of having received from the deacon Quod Vult Deus a copy

of the proceedings of an inquisition held at Carthage

against certain Manicheans ((5) ; and he himself proceeded

against the subdeacon Victorinus, a Manichean, and after a

formal trial degraded him and procured his banishment

from Hippo (7). St. Epiphanius gives an account of the

process instituted by the patriarch of Alexandria against

Arius, which is interesting because of the close resemblance

of its forms to those used by the modern Inquisition (8).

The same saint tells us that he endeavored to discover

Gnostics, and that hence " fifty were exiled, leaving the

city free from their thorns " (9). In fact, there occur,

during the first centuries of Christianity, so many instances

of inquisitorial action against heretics, that the Franciscan

De Castro, writing at the time of the Reformation, could

well say that the system " was not introduced only three

hundred years ago, as Luther asserts : it originated a thou

sand years ago, and we may infer that it came down from

apostolic times " (10).

The Inquisition never attempted to force a profession of

Christianity on infidels or Jews : in order that heresy

i 1) Irkn*.vs, b. 111. c. ». (8) Kptet. to Ephes.

i3t Optatus 01 Mllevi, b. ill. (4) Baronio, y. 3S3, no. 34.

(.ri Idem, y. 390. no. 47. (6) Heresies, to Quod Vuit Deus, c. 46.

(7) Epic/. 836 alias 74. (S) Heresies, 69.

i9( H(i., 26. no. 17. (10) Just Punishment of Heretics. Paris. 156."i.
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should be punishable, it was necessary that a sufficiently

instructed Christian should persevere in error, and manifest

in action his opposition to the authority of the Church. St.

Thomas of Aquin, asking whether infidels can be compelled

to accept the faith, replies that " they are in no way to be

forced to believe, for belief is from the will " (1) ; and he

contends that the worship of heretics is to be tolerated, just

as God tolerates certain evils, in order that man may not lose

his liberty. Suarez gives as the common teaching of theolo

gians the doctrine that " infidels who arc not apostates ought

not to be compelled to embrace the faith, even though they

have acquired a sufficient knowledge of it." The Council of

Trent declares that " the Church judges no one who has not

entered her fold by Baptism " (2).

In the early ages of the Church the penalty of death was

seldom inflicted upon heretics. The emperor Maximus was

the first Christian prince to adopt this questionable method

of preserving religious unity. In 385 he put to death

Priscillian, bishop of Avila, two priests, two deacons, the

poet Latronianus, and Eucrosia, a matron ; and it is to be

noted that the bishops who took part in this condemnation

were reproved by their colleagues. Again, when the tribune

Marcellinus was about to condemn certain Donatists who

had shed Catholic blood, St. Augustine interceded for them ;

and when Honorius published a bloody law against Donat

ists and Jews, the same saint wrote to the proconsul that

if any death sentences were executed, no ecclesiastic would

ever again denounce heretics (3). However, this holy

Doctor afterwards approved of the imperial rigor (4), and

in his Retractations he wrote : " I composed two books

against the Donatists, in which I said that I did not like to

see secular force used to compel schismatics to communion ;

for I had not yet discovered how impunity adds to the au

dacity of evil, and how quickness of punishment helps to

ameliorate " (5). And elsewhere : " See what they do and

what they suffer. They kill souls, and suffer in their bod

ies; they produce eternal death, and complain of a temporal

in Snmma TheoZ., q. 10. art. S. (2) Sow. 4. c 2.

(V Kpisi. 100. '4) EpW. 98. (5) B. II. o. 5.
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one. ... If thou hast suffered affliction from the Catholic

Church, oh, faction of Donatus ! thou hast suffered like

Hagar from Sarah. Return to thy mistress ! " (1).

The first modern law decreeing death as penalty ior

heresy was promulgated by the emperor Frederick II., who,

strange to say, was himself strongly suspected of infidelity,

and is lauded by our contemporary liberals as a model for

anti-clericals. In 1220, at the time of his coronation, this

monarch declared that he " would use the sword received

by him from God against the enemies of the faith ; " and

he ordered that all heretics in Lombardy should be burned,

or deprived of their tongues. In 1231, publishing his Con

stitutions for the Kingdom of Sicily, the same Frederick

placed heresy " among other public crimes," and ranked it

as more grievous than high-treason.

It has been asserted that Pope Innocent III. founded the

Inquisition ; that he received the idea from St. Dominic,

and that this holy man was the first inquisitor. Innocent

III. certainly appointed Rainer and Guy as inquisitors of

the faith during the Albigensian troubles ; but the Inquisi

tion does not appear as a recognized tribunal before the

pontificate of Gregory IX., and in the year 1229. As for

St. Dominic, he died in 1221, and the Preaching Friars were

not entrusted with the Inquisition until 1233. Again, The-

odoric of Apolda tells us that the saint opposed the Albi-

gensians with " words, example, and miracles; " and, final

ly, those heretics needed no Inquisition ; for they were not

occult, but declaimed their errors in public. The origin of

the Inquisition is found in the synod held at Toulouse iu

1229, under the presidency of the cardinal Romano di

Sant' Angelo, who had accompanied the reconciled count

Raymond VII. to his restored capital, in order to see that

he fulfilled his promises. The cardinal ordained that the

bishops should appoint, in each parish, a priest and two or

three laymen of good standing, who would swear to "inquire

for " heretics, and to make them known to the magistrates ;

the harborers of heretics were to be punished, and the

houses in which they were voluntarily received were to be

(1) Trtu-t on John, no. 13.
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destroyed. The institution of this tribunal was certainly

an improvement on the previous system ; for henceforth an

inquiry Was conducted by ecclesiastics, more learned and

less harsh than the civil authorities. The inquisitors ad

monished twice before they proceeded to arrests. "Whoever

abjured was pardoned : frequently moral punishment only

was inflicted, whereas the secular tribunals would inevitably

have imposed corporal chastisement. At the instance of

St. Raymond of Pennafort, Pope Gregory IX. deprived the

bishops of the right of inquisition, and conferred it on the

friars, whose power was felt not only by every layman, but

by all the clergy. "When the inquisitor arrived in a town,

he convoked the magistrates and caused them to swear to

execute the decrees against heresy ; in case of refusal, sus

pension from office was the lot of the recalcitrant ; and if

the people interfered, an interdict was launched against

the place. The denunciations could not be anonymous, and

the accused was accorded a period within which to present

himself at the tribunal ; if he did not, he was cited. In the

preparatory examination, the witnesses were heard before a

notary and two ecclesiastics ; if the accused appeared guilty,

he was arrested, his residence was searched, and his prop

erty sequestrated.

In the Maestruzza—a summary on the Sacraments and

Commandments, written in 1338 for the use of the inquisi

tors, by the Dominican Bartholomew da San Concordio—

we read : " According to the civil law, soothsayers and

witches should be burned ; but according to the Church,

they should be deprived of communion, if their crime be

notorious; if it is secret, they should receive a penance of

forty days (c. 42). The inquisitors canuot interfere with

soothsayers and sorcerers, unless heresy is plainly to be

feared. Those who relapse into heresy after having abjured

it, should be delivered to the secular power (c. 91)." The

crime, therefore, was a civil one. The Church mitigated its

punishment ; for she absolved the penitent, and even tried

to regain the relapsed. The inquisitor had to declare that

the accused was really a heretic, and therefore separated

from the Church : from that moment he was ;i criminal ln
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fore the state ; and the state did not execute the sentences

of the Inquisition, but applied the penalties established by

the law.

In 1255 Pope Alexander III. established the Inquisition

in France, with the consent, or rather at the request, of St.

Louis ; and the office of grand-inquisitor was conferred on

the Dominican provincial and on the guardian of the Fran

ciscans of Paris. According to the Bull of their institution,

these inquisitors were independent of the bishops ; but so

displeasing was the new jurisdiction to both the ecclesiasti

cal and civil authorities, that the friars soon found them

selves adorned with a useless title (1). In Venice the Inquisi

tion was introduced in 1288 ; but it should not be confound

ed with the Venetian Inquisition of State, a purely political

institution, founded in 1454. The Inquisition of Venice

was, from its very commencement, dependent upon the civil

authorities ; and in the sixteenth century it was prevented

from undertaking any process whatever without the assist

ance of three senators. In English history this tribunal

does not figure, although the English bishops, like all the

other ordinaries of Christendom, frequently exercised in

quisitorial power. In Germany it never obtained a foothold.

and consequently heresy was left in that country, to the rigors

of the imperial laws.

The " Supreme Eoman Inquisition," or tribunal of the

" Holy Office," was created on July 21, 1542, by a Bull,

" I.icet ab initio," of Pope Paul III., and at the suggestion of

Cardinal Caraffa, afterward Pope Paul IV. At Rome it

was composed of Dominicans ; but in some countries, of

Franciscans. Paul IV. decreed that the Inquisition should

thereafter depend, not from each bishop, but from this Con

gregation, which was authorized to judge definitively in all

matters of heresy on both sides of the Alps. Sixtus V. re

organized the Holy Office, constituting twelve cardinals as

(1) Bergler, art. Inquisition.—Bergler complacently congratulates his countrymen upon

their freedom from the obnoxious tribunal, but be omits to state that the civil authorities

of France furnished the world with spectacular " acts of faith " in quite modern times.

Tbus, on Feb. 17, 1585, in the Place Maubert at Paris, the licentiate, Master William Joubert.

after having made a public recantation in the Cburch of St. Genevieve, was given to toe

flames because of his former Lutheranism. Vanlnl suffered at Toulouse on Feb. 19, 161S.

;
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its members, under the presidency of the Pontiff. It re

ceived faculties to inquire for heretics, or those suspected

of heresy, and their abettors ; to prosecute magicians, as

trologers, etc. ; also to prosecute all abusers of the Sacra

ments, all writers or possessors of prohibited books, all who

abstained from confession or who ate forbidden food, po-

lygamists, and many other offenders. That the methods of

the Holy Office were only the customary ones of the time,

and by no means secret, is evident from its Code. We have

the Directory for Inquisitors, by the Dominican Eymeric

(Rome, 1587); the Duty of the Holy Inquisition,, and its

Mode of Proceeding in Causes of Faith (Cremona, 1641), by

Carena Cesare ; and the Compendium of the Art of Exorcism,

by Mengius. The Directory was translated in 1702, by

Morellet, with intent to injure the Church ; but the cele

brated Malesherbes said to him : " You think that you have

collected extraordinary facts, unheard-of proceedings.

Know, then, that this jurisprudence of Eymeric and of the

Inquisition is very nearly our own " (1). From these docu

ments we learn that the Holy Office allowed to each of the ac

cused a " procurator," who had full liberty to communicate

with his client, and to conduct his defense ; but we must

admit that sometimes the inquisitors did " not allow the no

taries to give copies of the Acts of the Holy Office, unless to

the accused; and then without the names of the witnesses,

and without any particulars which might indicate the names

to the accused " (2). However, this now reprehensible se

crecy was common to all the tribunals of those days ; and the

Protestant Jeremy Bentham admits that, in many cases, such

secrecy may be absolutely necessary to public security (3).

The Inquisition was extended also to the Jews, not to per

secute them, but to prevent them from propagating their

errors, and from committing the alleged crimes against

which the credulous then raged, just as to day the credu-

(1) Morellet says in his Memoirs, vol. i, 59: "I was confounded at this assertion, but

afterward I found that he was right."

(8) Short Account of the Manner of Prosecuttno the Causes of the Holy Office, by tht

Rot. Vicars of the Inquisititm of Modena, cited by Cantii, in bis Heretics of Italy,

disc. 32, note 63.

(3) Works, vol. 11. p. 191 ; and passim.
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lous fume on recalling the " atrocities " of the Holy-

Office (1).

There is a great diversity of opinion, even among Catho

lic authors, as to the severity or mildness of the Roman In

quisition. Bergier says that " no instance is known of an

execution (for heresy) at Rome." The late Archbishop

Spalding, in an admirable refutation of Preseott's allega

tions against the Spanish Inquisition, says that " though

three hundred years have elapsed since the establishment

of this court (the Holy Office), it would be difficult to point

to an instance in which it ever pronounced sentence of cap

ital punishment." De Maistre tells us that " it is impossible

to ascertain precisely at what epoch the inquisitorial tri

bunal first pronounced a capital condemnation. It is fully

sufficient for our purpose, however, to be convinced of an

incontestable fact : that it never could have acquired this

right until it became exclusively a royal or political institu

tion ; and that every judgment which affects life in any de

gree was, is, and must ever be, most conscientiously dis

countenanced by the Church. . . .The Inquisition never con

demns to death." But Cantu gives many instances of cap

ital punishment awarded by the Roman Inquisition. Tiepo-

lo, Venetian ambassador at Rome, describes an " Act of

Faith " (auto dafe, alto difede) performed in that city on

September 27, 1567, when the famous Mgr. Carnesecchi,

and a certain friar of Belluno, having persisted in heresy,

were decapitated, and their bodies burned. Averardo Ser-

ristori, Florentine ambassador, writes that the sentence of

Carnesecchi was pronounced by the cardinals of Trani and

of Pisa, Paceco and Gambura (2). Cantii cites another dis

patch of Tiepolo, describing an Act of May 28, 1569, when,

in presence of twenty-two cardinals, four impenitents were

(1 ) The good Sadoleto, called the Italian Fenelon, in a letter to Cardinal Furnese. laments

that the Jews were treated too kindiy at Rome, and protected by Paul III.

(2) Emlsuwu of Averardo Serristmi, amhasmdor of Cosimo I. to Charles V., and td

tin- Court of Hume, 1537-150S; Florence, WW.—Carnesecchi had been excommunicated ns

contumacious by Paul IV.; under Plus IV. he defended himself so well thnt in: wasabsolv(*l

.ju'I ackuowledgcd as a good Catholic. But he soon became notorious us n teacher of the

Reformed doctrines, and Plus V. obtained his extradition from the grand-duke Cosimo I.,

whose subject he was. His process is very interesting, as furnishing many particulars i-«u(-

ceruing Cardinal Pole, Victoria Colonna. and others of tic; same school.
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given to the flames. In a dispatch of February 24, 1585, the

Venetian resident at Home speaks of a " publication " of

seventeen inquisiti by the Holy Office in presence of many

cardinals ; three of the accused were condemned to the

stake. In fine, although many letters of the time narrate

alleged atrocities of the Holy Office which are merely found

ed on the exaggerations of the mob (1), there seems to be

no doubt that the Roman tribunal condemned many here

tics to death. It is certain, however, that mildness was the

general characteristic of the Holy Office. Cousin, in his

Mcmoire on Vanini, shows that the friends of this wretched

hypocrite (2) tried to have his case transferred to the Ro

man Inquisition, feeling that thus he would escape capital

punishment. And history furnishes many instances of

criminals feigning guilt of heresy, sorcery, or similar crimes,

in order to pass under the jurisdiction of the Inquisition.

The case of Campanella is celebrated. His clerical com

rades in the Calabrian conspiracy against the Spanish crown

escaped death by pleading guilty of heresy, and being

therefore consigned to the Inquisition ; while he himself,

after twenty-seven years of confinement, was saved by the

demand of Pope Urban VIII. that he should be tried for

sorcery (3).

The word "Inquisition," as met in history, has three very

different significations. It may mean either a religious, a

political, or a mixed tribunal. All bishops, as inquirers in

to the purity of faith in their respective dioceses, exercise a

religious inquisition. The political inquisition can meet

with no opposition, unless from those who decry every

species of government, even such as obtains among savages ;

for all governments employ some sort of police. But when

there is a question of the mixed inquisition, such as Rome

(II De Thou writes that during the reign of Status V. Mureto told him : " Whenever I

awake I dread lest I shall hear that such a one is no more." The assertion is faise ; for

Mureto died in 15S5, shortly after the election of Sixtus v., and De Thou wus then residing

in France.

C2) Leibnitz deemed him insane.

(3) The great mathematician was acquitted ; be was enrolled in the Papal household, and

an annual pension assigned nim. But the Spanish residents having mobbed him several

times, he repaired to France, where he was received with open arms by Cardinal Richelieu,

and made a counsellor of state. He became president of the newly-founded Royal Academy

- (f France.
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sanctioned from the beginning of the Thirteenth Century,

our ears are deafened with clamor. When the Inquisition

is condemned by a Catholic, contending that the Gospel of

love should have prevented violent proceedings, the idea

may not be utterly unreasonable ; but we must remember

that intolerance seems to be inseparable from profound be

lief. In the Middle Age faith was the very life of society,

the necessary and only tie which constituted it ; it is not

strange, therefore, that the guardians of society proceeded

to the last extremity against the violators of the faith. Such

is the explanation which we tender to the Catholic who

condemns the Inquisition. But when a Protestant attacks

this tribunal, he betrays either ignorance and misplaced

complacency in his religious predecessors, or a desire to

prescribe one code of morality for his own, and another for

the Catholic Church. Luther, according to his enthusias

tic apologist, Seckendorf, would have imprisoned, banished,

and despoiled all the Jews, and would even have deprived

them of the Bible. Calvin banished the Carmelite apostate,

Bolsec, because this unfortunate proved that the heresi-

arch's doctrine made God the author of sin ; and it was not

Calvin's fault that the daring man was not capitally pun

ished as a Pelagian. The death of Servetus at the stake ;

the condemnation of Gentile to death, which he avoided for

a time by recantation ; the banishment of Ochino ; the perse

cution of Biandrata ; and Calvin's own book on the errors of

Servetus, in which, according to the title-page, ''it is taught

that heretics are to be coerced by the sword,"—all these

facts should cause the Protestant polemic to be less bitter

in his diatribes against the Inquisition (1). The " Gentle"

Melancthon hoped that some brave man would merit glory

by assassinating Henry VIII., and he himself approved the ,

(i) The reforming princes of Germany and Sweden were foes to toleration ; they had

arrogated to themselves all the power in religious matters, und would have but one relig

ion in their dominions. Their motto was Ejus religio cvjus regio. Calvin, most stub

born of foes to a separation of Cburch and state, invoked against dissenters the penaity of

death, because, as he asserted, no one can refuse to acknowledge the authority of princes

i iver the Cburch without injury to the government established by God. Those Protestants who

wouhlciaimSavonarolaasoneof the precursors of the Lutheran revoit, should know that the

filar was no friend to toleration. Disputing against astrologists, he exclaimed : " Oh, ye

i ■ oush and insensate astrologists ! the only way to argue with you is the use of fire."

{Tract against .ladoloyers, c. 3.)
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execution of Servetus: " The magistracy of the republic

of Geneva gave, by putting Servetus out of the way, a pious

and memorable example to all posterity" (1). Ceza wrote a

book in defence of the thesis that " liberty of conscience is a

doctrine of the devil ;" and article 36 of the " Helvetic Con

fession " reads : " Let the magistrates draw the sword

against all blasphemers, and coerce the heretics " (2). But we

do not wish, in this matter, to reprove Protestants or to ex

cuse Catholics ; we rather say with Cautu : " We seek and

explain the truth ; and reflecting that persecution was pecu

liar to that time, as toleration is said to be peculiar to ours,

and that the fury of the persecutors attests their sincerity, we

lament the facts, and recur to that principle which is infal

lible. The Council of Trent speaks not of Inquisition or of

stakes, though it pronounces anathema on the unbeliever;

but whenever humanity carries out a great design, it be

comes prodigal of blood."

We now approach the subject of the Spanish Inquisition,

a tribunal which is often, and wrongly, confounded with the

Roman, and about which, reprehensible though it was, there

are probably as many popular misconceptions as upon any

matter of history. The misstatements of all modern ene

mies of the Church concerning this tribunal are traceable

either to Mme. d'Aunoy's Hispanophobic book, or to Philip

Limborch, or to John Anthony Llorente. The falsehoods

of Mme. d'Aunoy and of Limborch were almirably refuted

by De Vayrao (3), and his work is one of the most valuable

ever written ou the subject. Hefele's book on Cardinal

Ximenes, etc., can not be too warmly recommended to the

student. Cantu is by no means sparing of the Spanish tri

bunal ; but the thoroughly Catholic tone of his philosophi

cal reflections, and his evident impartiality, render an at

tentive study of his views on this subject more satisfacton-,

at least to our mind, than that of any other author.

After 780 years of combat, the Spaniards had saved their

Catholicism and nationality—with them the two were

(1) On Servetus, 1585. -Corpus Reform, vill. 523: U. 133

(2) At this day, says Cantii, they show at Dresden the nxe which the Lutherans used

agalnst dissenters, and on it is inscribed : „|)ut bid), Calvilttfl! "

(3) l'reaenl State of Spain, Amsterdam, 1719.
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thoroughly identified—from the Moors. At first the free ex

ercise of their religion was allowed to the conquered ; but

after they had repeatedly revolted, and had made many at

tempts to procure another Mohammedan invasion from

Africa, the Spanish sovereigns ordered, in 1501, that all the

Moors should leave Castile and Granada, saving those who

would embrace Christianity. Most of the Moors received

baptism, but many secretly apostatized, while others adul

terated their Christian rites with Mohammedan practices.

At this time the Spanish government, which for more than

a century had resisted the popular demands for the banish

ment of the Jews, resolved to acquiesce, alleging as a reason

a league of all the foes of Christianity against the freedom

of Spain. All good Spaniards yearned for a means of ce

menting the religious and political unity of the nation ; and

that means seemed to be offered by the Inquisition, which

had been introduced into Spain in 1480 in the following

manner: The islaud of Sicily having been added to the

Spanish dominions in 1479, the Sicilian inquisitor, De Bar-

baris, asked Ferdinand and Isabella for a confirmation of

the right, granted by Frederick II. to the Inquisition, to ap

propriate a third of all the property confiscated from heretics.

While urging his demand, De Barbaris advised the sover

eigns to introduce the Inquisition into Spain, as a measure

against the Moorish and Jewish apostates, who, even at this

time, long before the decree of banishment, were numerous,

and about whom every infamy was narrated. Isabella op

posed the project until she was persuaded that it would

further the salvation of souls ; Ferdinand saw in it a means

to replenish his treasury, and immediately consented.

When Pope Sixtus IV. heard of Ferdinand's action, he was

so displeased that he placed the Spanish ambassador under

arrest ; in retaliation, Ferdinand arrested the Papal envoy,

and recalled all his subjects from the Roman States.

The Pontiff afterward yielded, and allowed the Inquisition

to be introduced into Castile and Aragon (1480) ; later on,

however, touched by the complaints that reached him con

cerning the rigor of the tribunal, he declared that the Bull

of institution was surreptitious. He admonished the in
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quisitors, ordering them to proceed only in accord with the

bishops, and not to extend their inquiries into the other

provinces ; he also instituted a Papal judge to hear all ap

peals from the Spanish tribunal, and he quashed many of

its indictments. Ferdinand and Isabella, as well as their

successor, Charles V., constantly endeavored to elude these

provisions of the Holy See ; but even Llorente admits that

the Papal appellate judges often restored property and civil

rights to those whom the Inquisition had condemned ; and

that they often compelled the inquisitors to absolve the ac

cused privately, in order to save them from legal punish

ment and public ignominy.

The Dominican friar Thomas de Torquemada (1), of Val-

ladolid, was chosen to preside over the Supreme or Royal

Council of the Inquisition of Castile and Aragon, the mem

bers of which had a deliberative voice in all matters of civil

law, and a consultative one in affairs of canon law. Seville,

Cordova, Jaen, and Toledo had dependent tribunals ; and

the inquisitors, with two royal assessors, published a code

of procedure (2). From this time the cloak of religion

(1) Not to be confounded with his uncle, the great theologian, John, cardinal Torque

mada, who died in 146S.

(2) The first three articles treated of the composition of the tribunal in cities ; the publi

cation of censures against heretics and apostates, who did not voluntarily denounce them

selves ; and prescribed a further term of grace by which confiscation might be avoided. IV.

Voluntary confessions, made within the term of grace, were to be written in answer to

questions of the inquisitors. V. Absolution could not be given in secret, unless the crime

was secret. VI. A reconciled person was deprived of every office of honor, and could not

use gold, silver, pearis, silk, or fine wool. VII. Pecuniary penances were given to those

who voluntarily confessed. VIII. A voluntary penitent, presenting bimself after the term

of grace, could not be exempted from the confiscation incurred on the day of his apostasy

or heresy. IX. Only a light penance was given to voluntary penitents who were not yet

twenty years of age. X. The time of a penitent's first fall was to bo particularised, that it

might be ascertained what proportion of bis goods should be confiscated. XI. If a heretic,

confined by the Inquisition, should demand absolution, being touched by sincere repentance,

it was to be granted: but bis penanceshould be imprisonment for life. XII. The inquisitors

were allowed to use torture in the case of a reconciled person whose confession they deemed

imperfect, and whose penitence they deemed it necessary to stimulate. XIII. Torture was

also permitted in the case of one who had boasted of having concealed crimes in his con

fession. XIV. A convicted person, persisting in a denial of guiit, was to be condemned as

impenitent. XV. If a person under torture confessed, and afterward confirmed his avow

al, he was to be condemned as one convicted ; if he retracted, he was to be again interro

gated. XVI. It was prohibited to furnish the accused an entire copy of the testimony

against him. XVII. The witnesses were to be questioned by the inquisitors themselves.

XVIII. One or two lnlquisitors were to be present at every examination. XIX. An accused

who did not obey a formal citation was to be condemned as a convicted heretic. XX. If

his conduct, while living, showed that any person, now dead, was a heretic, he was to be con

demned hs such ; his body, if in consecrated ground, was to be disinterred, and his property
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covered many acts of tyranny in Spain. The Roman Pon

tiffs frequently interfered ; indeed, as far back as the pon

tificate of Nicholas V. (1447-55) all distinction between new

and old Christians had been condemned. Sixtus IV.,

Innocent VIII. , and Leo X. received appeals from the de

cisions of the iniquisitors, and reminded them of the prodi

gal son. Julius II. and Leo X. dispensed many from the

obligation of wearing the sambenito, or penitential sack,

which the tribunal imposed on all the reconciled ; and these

Pontiffs, in several cases, ordered the signs of reprobation to

be removed from the tombs of the condemned. Leo X., in

spite of Charles V., excommunicated the inquisitor of Toledo

in 1519. Paul III. encouraged the Neapolitans to resist

Charles V. when he wished to introduce the tribunal among

them ; and when the learned Vives was condemned as sus

pected of Lutheranism, the same Pontiff declared him inno

cent. Mureto, the great Latinist whom the Spanish In

quisition would have sent to the stake, was called to Rome

and made a professor in the University.

Diego Deza, successor to Torquemada, persuaded the

Spanish sovereigns to establish the tribunal also in Granada,

but Isabella insisted that it should be confined to Cordova ;

afterward, following the advice of Ximenes, the sovereigns

bought and emancipated all Moorish slaves who would

become Christians, and thus were obtained fifty thousand

"new Christians." Under Charles V. the Inquisition in

creased in activity, but under Philip II. it attained its great

est development. When dying, Charles V. had earnestly

impressed upon the mind of his heir the necessity of pre

serving the tribunal, and so well did Philip fulfil his father's

desire, that the power of the Inquisition became so great as

to overshadow, in some respects, that of Rome. This an

tagonism is illustrated by the celebrated process of Carranza.

Carranza was a Dominican, and had greatly distinguished

himself in the Council of Trent. His merit caused him to

confiscated. XXI. The inquisitors were ordered to exenise their powers over the vassais

of the lords, and to censure the latter if they resisted. XXII. A portion of all confiscated

property was to be given, as aims, to the heirs of the condemned. The remaining six arti

cles regarded the conduct of the inquisitors among themselves and toward their subordi-

naies.
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be promoted to the See of Toledo in 1557 ; but his genius

drew upon him the jealousy of many, and he was accused of

heresy. For this reason Charles V. received him rather

coldly when he approached the monarch's death-bed to ad

minister the last Sacraments. The accusers of Carranza in

sisted that after the death of the emperor, the archbishop

lifted a crucifix and exclaimed : " Behold Him who has

saved us all! Everything is forgiven through His merits ;

there is no longer auy sin." For such expressions, as though

he excluded the co-operation of man in the work of justifica

tion, he was arrested on August 22, 1559, and confined in the

inquisitorial prison of Valladolid. The Holy Office had al

ready placed on the Index his Comments on the Christian

Catechism, although the book was dedicated to Philip II.,

and had been approved bj- a commission of the Council of

Trent. Pius IV., rigorous though he was, disapproved of

the conduct of the Inquisition, and called the case to Rome.

Philip, however, declared that the first prelate of Spain

should be tried only in Spain, and the Pontiff compromised

by sending a legate and two other judges to conduct the

examination. But the inquisitors contrived to prolong the

investigation until St. Pius V. ascended the papal throne.

This Pontiff repeatedly complained to Philip that he was not

kept informed of the progress of the cause ; and finally, by

threatening the monarch with excommunication, succeeded

in having Carranza sent to Rome. This was in May, 1567,

after nearly eight years' imprisonment under the Spanish

inquisitors (1).

Since the work of Llorente is generally adduced as an au

to When Cananza arrived in Bome, the Holy Office assigned honorable lodgings to him

in Castel San An(relo. Four cardinais, four bishops, and twelve theological doctors were

deputed for bis trial. The Pope plainly manifested his indignation at the conduct of the

inquisition; be declared that far from prohibiting the Commente of the Archbishop, he was

much inclined to approve of the work by a mutuprnprin. But it appears certain that Car

ranza bad at least rendered himself liable to suspicion. In 1539, he had assisted as " qual-

IScator" of the Inquisition, at a general chapter of the Dominican Order at Rorne, and had

become very intimate with Flaminlus and other suspects, and even with the noted heretic.

Camesecchi. The process at Rome lasted three years ; three more were spent in the law's

delays, and only in 1576 was definitive sentence pronounced by Pope Gregory XIII. On his

knees before the Pope. Carranza made an abjuration of all heretical doctrines, and with-

drew fourteen " evil-sounding " propositions taken from his writings. He was suspended

from episcopal functions, and ordered to reside in a bouse of bis Order at Orvieto for five

years, after having visited the seven hasilicas of Bome. However, he died a few days

afterward, and the Pope gave blm a splendid funeral.
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thority in all matters concerning the Spanish Inquisition, it

is well to give some account of this famous writer. Born of

a noble family of Aragou in 1756, he entered the priesthood

in 1779, became vicar-general of the diocese of Calauorr;i in

1782, and was appointed secretary-general of the Inquisition

at Madrid in 1789. From his early manhood he was a Free

mason, and, of course, a " Liberal," which term was then —

as even now it sometimes is—synonymous with anti-Catho

lic. When Napoleon commenced his experiment of planting

his own dynasty on the throne of Spain, Llorente became an

enthusiastic Afrancesado, as all patriotic Spaniards styled

the adherents of the Josephine administration. It has al

ways been a favorite trick with usurpers to ransack the

archives of dispossessed princes, and to publish to the world

whatever might turn, or might be twisted, to the discredit

of the latter. In accordance with this idea, the intruding

Joseph Bonaparte, in 1809, commissioned Llorente, the ex-

secretary (he had been dismissed for sundry irregularities)

to show up the secrets of the Inquisition, that the Spaniards

might learn to love the tyranny-crushing rule of a foreigner.

When the venal Afrancesado's work appeared, it was found

to be an insult to Rome, to Spain, and to the Spanish Church.

Hefele proffers the following judgment on Llorente : " A

prominent feature in his writings is their great bitterness

toward the Church, and this sentiment impels him to many

inexact and even false assertions. The shallowness and in

accuracy of Llorente, as a historian, are no less evident than

his hatred of the Church. In his Portraits he informs us

that Paul of Samosata embraced the heresy of Sabellius ; an

assertion, the absurdity of which brings a smile to the face

of the veriest tyro in ecclesiastical history. He also tells us

that St. Justin (d. 167) wrote his works before the time of

St. Ignatius of Antioch (d. 107 or 116) ; that Apollonins of

Tyana was a heretic, etc. No less full of errors is his His

tory of the Inquisition. However, this work is valuable, in

asmuch as it furnishes us with numerous extracts of orig

inal documents of the Inquisition ; and they enable us to

form, concerning the Spanish tribunal, a more exact judg

ment than one could have formed before Llorente wroW
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The Protestant Ranke says thatLlorente " gave us a famous

book on this subject ; and if I may presume to say anything

that contravenes the opinion of such a predecessor, let my

excuse be that this well-informed author wrote in the inter

est of the Afrancesados of the Josephine administration. In*

that interest ... he looks on the Inquisition as a usurpation

of the spiritual over the secular authority. Nevertheless, if

I am not altogether in error, it appears, even from his own

facts, that the Inquisition was a royal court of judicature,

although armed with ecclesiastical weapons."

Relying implicitly on the authority of the salaried syco

phant of Joseph Bonaparte, many later writers regard the

establishment of the Spanish Inquisition as due to the in

fluence of the court of Rome. They assert that the severi

ties of this tribunal were but consequences of Catholic in

tolerance and of the Roman mania for persecution ; they de

pict the Inquisition in such lurid colors as to lead the reader

to believe it the monster, without a rival in cruelty, among all

tribunals, ancient or modern, civilized or barbarous,—Chris

tian, Mussulman, or Pagan. Llorente is a great favorite

with Prescott ; consequently when the latter treats of the

Inquisition, many of his facts are miscolored, and Dot a few

perverted. Now, nothing is more certain than that the

Spanish tribunal was mainly a political institution. The

king appointed the grand-inquisitor ; he confirmed the

nomination of the assessors, two of whom were already taken

from the supreme council of Castile ; the tribunal depended

from the sovereign, who thus became master of the lives and

property of his subjects (1) ; the king reserved to himself a

share of the funds of the Inquisition, and often the inquis

itors had not enough for their expenses. The Protestant

Schrock, in his Universal History, admits that this tribunal

' (1) Anthony Perez, pursued for his life by Philip II., and escaping to France, published

some Relations, in which he telis how the papal nuncio disapproved of this notion of the

royal power, and adds : " While I was at Madrid, a certiln party, whom I need not name,

preaching hefore the Catholic king, asserted that 'kings have absolute power over the

persona ami grwds of their subjects.' This proposition was condemned by the Inquisition ;

and the preacher was compelled, in the same place, and with all the juridical formalities, to

retract it. He did so in the same pulpit, adding, ' Kings possess over their subjects only

that authority which is accorded them by divine and buman law, and not any derived from

their own absolute will.' The delinquent was made to repeat these words by order of

Master Fernan del Castillo, consuitor of the Holy Office."
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was secular, and wonders that the Pontiff allowed it to be

come such. But let us hear Ranke on this matter : " In the

first place, the inquisitors were royal officers The kings

appointed and dismissed them ; among the various councils

at their court, the kings had likewise one of the Inquisition ;

the courts of the Inquisition, like other magistracies, were

subject to royal visitation ; the same men who sat in the Su

preme Court of Castile were often accessories of the Inquisi

tion. To no purpose did Ximenes scruple to admit into the

council of the Inquisition a layman nominated by Ferdinand

the Catholic. ' Do you not know,' said the king, ' that if

the tribunal possesses jurisdiction, it derives it from the

king? ... In the second place, all the profit of the confisca

tions by this court accrued to the king. ... It was even

believed and asserted from the beginning that the kings had

been moved to establish this tribunal more by a hankering

after the wealth it confiscated than by motives of piety. . .

Segui says that the Inquisition was invented to rob the

wealthy of their property, and the powerful of their influ

ence (1). As Charles V. knew no other means of bringing

certain punishment on the bishops who had taken part in

the insurrection of the Communidades, (2) he chose to have

them judged by the Inquisition. . . . Under Philip it inter

fered in matters of trade and of the arts, of customs and

marine. How much further could it go, when it pronounced

it heresy to sell horses or munitions to France ? ... In

spirit, and above all in tendency, it was a political institu

tion. The Pope had an interest in thwarting it, and he did

so as often as he could " (3).

In 1812 the Spanish Cortes, having assembled to arrange

a new constitution for the kingdom, appointed a committee

to report on the Inquisition. This document shows that its

authors were no friends of the tribunal, but it asserts that

(1) Ranke might have stated that the Florentine historian adds : " it was hased on the

omnipotence of the king, and it worked everything to the profit of the royal power, to the

detriment of the spiritual. In its first Idea and in its object. it is a political institution. 1t

is the interest of the Pope to put obstacles in its way, and he does so whenever be can ; but

it is the interest of the king to maintain it in continual progress."

(2) Alluding to the struggle of the Communes for their fueros, or privileges, a struggle

in which the clergy sided with the people.

(3) Loc. iit.
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tiie Inquisition " was an institution demanded and established

by the Spanish monarohs in difficult circumstances ; "

and that, furthermore, the tribunal " could decree nothing

without the consent of the king." Nay, according to this

committee, " the Inquisition is a royal authority, the inquis

itor is a royal agent, and all his ordinances are null and void

unless they have the royal sanction. The king's power sus

pends and revokes at will every member of the tribunal ; and

the very moment royal authority would disappear, the tri

bunal would accompany it." The Calvinist Limborch, who

is, after Llorente, the most bitter of all polemics who have

written on the Inquisition, narrates a fact which also proves

that the Spanish tribunal was a local political institution.

"When Philip II. sought to establish it in Milan, the people

revolted, declaring that " in a Christian city, it would be

tyranny to establish a form of inquisition designed for

Moors and Jews." The conduct of the Neapolitans, ever

adverse to the introduction of the Spanish Inquisition,

though they willingly received the Roman, as well as the

ordinary Inquisition of their own bishops, also proves that

the Spanish tribunal was regarded as a royal one. Many

attempts, met by insurrection and bloodshed, had been

made by the viceroys of Charles V. and Philip II. to intro

duce it ; and in 1564, when several of the friends of Victoria

Colonna and Julia Gonzaga (1) had been cited by the arch-

iepiscopal vicar, and when two others had been beheaded,

the citizens demanded of the viceroy, the duke of Alcala,

whether he intended to force the obnoxious tribunal upon

them. A negative answer reassured them ; and a few years

afterward the citizens sent deputies, " with orders to thank the

illustrious archbishop for his many demonstrations against

heretics and Jews, and to request him to inform his Holiness

(1) The princess Victoria Colonna, born 1490, at Marino, a Sef of ber family, was one of

the most distinguished women of her day. Loved, after the manner of Petrarch, by

M1chelangelo, and intimate with Pole. Morone, Flaminlo, and other great spirits of the

•time, she exercised more influence than any other one person of her circle. Her cor

respondence, redolent of mysticism. is orthodox : but she did not escape the suspicion of

beresy. Julia Gonzaga, Countess of Fondi. another famous princess of the day. had to bear

the same accusation ; but, as Pompeo Litta says (Celebrated Italian Families, no. S?). this

was common to all the learned personages who then contended for a reform of ecclesiasti

cal discipline.
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•

that the entire city is well pleased with the chastisement

and extirpation of such persons by the haad of our own or

dinary, as is quite ptoper ; this we have always prayed for :

that the canons should be observed, and that there should

be no interference of a secular court."

We must now say a few words in conclusion upon the se

verity of the Spanish Inquisition. Many of the apologists

of this tribunal point to the words " Mercy and Justice " em

blazoned on its banner, and insist on the fact that the con

signment of a culprit to the secular arm was always accom

panied by a strong recommendation to mercy. There is no

doubt that mercy was generally shown to the repentant, and

that, in their case, the auto da fe consisted in the burning

of the candles which they held in their hands. But, in the

case of the unrepentant, we lay no stress on the recommenda

tion to mercy ; we agree with those who regard this phrase as

a mere form. The inquisitors well knew that their condemna

tion and their abandonment of the accused to the civil power

was equivalent to a sentence of death; that all hope of mercy

rested with themselves alone. We prefer to confine our

selves to an inquiry into the truth of the popular estimate

of the cruelites of the tribunal.

The reader may rest assured that in this exhibition,

with which popular prejudice has long been regaled, there

is nothing behind the curtaiu that might further satisfy the

morbid ; everything that could contribute to render the

scene more impressive has been artistically presented. Out

side of Spain, few authors, Catholic or Protestant, have

attempted to explain, still fewer to defend, the Spanish In

quisition. In France, for a long time after the days of

Philip II., it was the fashion to ridicule everything pertain

ing to Spain. In England, commercial rivalry and religious

rancor, aided by a consciousness of England's own super

ior cruelty in religious persecution, caused those writers, on

whom moderns have relied for information, to misrepresent

everything emanating from his Catholic Majesty. In Ger

many, until very recent times, the calumnies of the first

" reformers " had so firm a hold on the popular and eveu on ,

the cultivated mind, that no horror narrated of a Catholic
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people or of a Catholic ruler appeared incredible. But even

Voltaire, of course an implacable foe of the Iuquisitiou, ad

mits that " without doubt this justly detested tribunal has

been charged with horrible excesses that it did not always

commit; it is foolish to clamor against the Inquisition be

cause of doubtful facts, and still more foolish to search for

lies with which to render it hateful " (1). And hearken to

the opinion of Bourgoing, Minister of the first French Re

public to Spain, and from the very nature of his associa

tions, an opponent of the Inquisition : " I publicly avow,

in order to pay homage to truth, that the Inquisition might

be cited, in our days, as a model of equity" (2). Even

Limborch admits that during a very long period ODly fifteen

men and four women were executed, and most of these for

treason, witchcraft, sacrilege, or other crimes different from

heresy (3). Llorcnte cites an auto da fe of 1486 at Toledo,

when seven hundred and fifty were condemned, but not one

to capital punishment ; another of nine hundred, also without

a death ; another where three thousand three hundred were

condemned, but only twenty-seven suffered death. And we

must remember that, besides heresy, the Inquisition had

jurisdiction over sins against nature, solicitation in tribunale,

blasphemy, robbery of churches, and even over the furnish

ing of contraband goods to the euemj*.

Let us examine the mode of procedure adopted and con

stantly followed by the Spanish Inquisition. According to

Simancas (4), one of the first lawyers of the sixteenth cen

tury, no one was arrested until accused by three different

witnesses, each of whom swore that he was not acting in col

lusion with any other, and that he was not actuated by mal-

lice (5). So careful was the tribunal to exclude malice, that

both witnesses and inquisitors were subject to excommuni

cation if they yielded to it. When the accused appeared, if

he could disprove the charges, he was released ; if he could

not disprove them, but avowed his repentance, he was, even

(1) In the French Dictionary of Sciences.

(2) A Voyage in Spain, by M. Bourgoing, reviewed in the Journal of the Empire,

Sept. 17, 1S05.

(3) Spalding, loc. cit. (4) Catholic Institutions against Heresy, 1558.

(5) lbi. tit. xilv.
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then, released. Even if he relapsed, and being again com

mitted, repented, be was again released (1). Only on the

third conviction, and by three different sets of witnesses, each

generally consisting of three (sometimes only two were re

quired), the accused was finally consigned to the civil court

for judgment. Much fault has been found with the In

quisition for sometimes admitting the evidence of disrep

utable persons, such as courtesans, etc.; but all tribunals do

so to this day ; and Simancas says that such testimony was

received only " for what it was worth,"and that, to condemn

the accused, evidence " clearer than light" was required (2>.

So far, we think, the reader will find no iault with the

proceedings of the Inquisition, unless he is violently affect

ed by the fact of the crime being a religious one, and there

fore—as he may have been accustomed to think—one be

yond the cognizance of a human tribunal. Let him re

member, however, that positive law is conventional ; that

" to-day different crimes are punished, but this proves only

that social interests are not always the same ; those of to

day have the advantage of being actual, while those of the

olden time have the disadvantage of having passed

away " (3). But the reader will probably condemn the prac

tice of torturing the convicted who would not confess their

guilt. The more enlightened jurisprudence of our day rec

ognizes the foolishness, as well as the cruelty, of such a

practice ; but at the time of the Inquisition the custom of ap

plying the " quostion " (4) at the trial of imputed criminals

was universal, and had been recognized from the days of

Justinian. Men seem not to have perceived its absurdity

and inhumanity until a very modern period ; most of the Euro

pean states continued its use until the end of the last century.

But there are two points concerning the use of torture by

the Spanish Inquisition which are too frequently ignored.

Torture was applied by the civil, not by the ecclesiastical

court ; and if, as we learn from Art. 18 of the code estab

(1) 1.imborch admits these two consecutive i»rdora. (2) hot. cit., tit. 11.

r3) Cantt, Heretics of Italy, disc. 5.

(4) There were two kinds of "question," the ordinary and extraordinary; tbe former be-

Ing a mild use of the instruments employed " to elicit the truth," while the latter involved

the utmost extreme of torment.
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lished by Torquemada, one or two ecclesiastics were always

present at the question, they were there merely to witness

the avowals, and not—as popular fancy has pictured the in- —

to gloat over the agonies of their victims. Again, a con

fession extorted by torture was of no avail to the prosecu

tion, unless it was voluntarily confirmed three days after

ward.

Concerning the number of the victims, whether by death

or by exile, of the Spanish Inquisition, Balmes says that he

defies England or France—the two nations who now claim

to be at the Lead of civilization—to show, and to compare

with the Spanish, their statistics on the subject of religious

persecution : " We do not fear the parallel." The Continu-

ator of Fleury gives us a discourse of the celebrated chancel

lor de l'Hopital, who was strongly suspected of Calvinism,

which indicates that, in the sixteenth century, the dreaded

tribunal was not painted in colors so sombre as it wears at

present. At the Colloquy of Poissy there was a debate on

the propriety of establishing the Inquisition in France ; and

the chancellor avowed that he would vote for it " had not the

evil of religious dissension already taken so deep a root in

his country, and were it likely that France would secure that

benefit of unity of faith which Philip had secured for Spain,

at the cost (during his reign) of forty-eight capital execu

tions." Llorente contends that, during its career of three

hundred and thirty years, the Spanish tribunal put more

than thirty thousand persons to death ; but when we analyze

his details, we find that his figures are not to be trusted.

Take, for instance, the assertion that during the first year of

its existence (1481), the sole tribunal of Seville burned two

thousand, all of whom, he says, belonged to the diocese of

Seville and Cadiz. In support of this charge he cites Mari

ana ; but a consultation of that historian will reveal that the

number of two thousand includes all the persons executed

under Torquemada, and throughout his entire jurisdiction

-that is, in the whole of Castile and Leon during his fifteen

years of inquisitorship. After narrating how Torquemada

founded inquisitorial tribunals in Castile, Aragon, Valencia,

and Catalonia, Pulgar, a contemporary historian, justifies
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the remarks of Mariana: "These tribunals summoned all

heretics to present themselves ; and fifteen thousand having

obeyed, they were reconciled to the Church by penance. As

for those who waited for prosecution, tbe convicted were con

signed to the secular authority, and about two thousand of

them were burned at different times in various districts."

Llorente himself shows, in another passage, that his fig

ures concerning the victims of the year 1481 are falsified ;

for there he states that, in that very year, the new tribunal

executed two hundred and ninety-eight persons. He per

ceived the contradiction, and tried to escape by remarking

that seventeen hundred and two other victims belonged to

other places than Seville—" to the surrounding districts and

the diocese of Cadiz." But the forgetful historian had al

ready told us, and rightly, that before 1483 there was but

one inquisitorial tribunal in all Andalusia, and that it was

at Seville, whither the accused were sent from all parts. So

much for Llorente's statistics of the first year of the Spanish

Inquisition; and nearly all his other calculations are made

with similar disregard for truth. Listen to the following

argument : " When the number of tribunals was increased

from three to eleven, the number of executions must have

increased in the same proportion- ; " and then he builds up

his figures. Must we suppose that eleven tribunals neces

sarily have eleven times the number of capital sentences

hitherto pronounced by one? Again, the bad faith of Llor

ente is plain when he says that his thirty thousand victims

were all heretics,—" unfortunates, who had committed, per

haps, no other crime than that of better interpreting the

Bible, and of having a faith more enlightened than that of

their judges." According to his own admission, the Spanish

tribunal took cognizance of many crimes besides heresy : of

sins against nature ; of ecclesiastical and monastic immor

alities ; of blasphemy, usury, and sacrilegious theft ; of all

crimes connected with the employees or affairs of the tri

bunal ; of traffic in contraband of war ; and of every kind of

sorcery and superstition—which last crimes, thanks to the

Moors and Jews, caused more trouble in Spain than all the

others produced. Finally, Hefele shows that at Nordlingen
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—a Protestant town of Germany, having then a population

of six thousand—the Protestant authorities burned in four

years (1590-94) thirty-five sorcerers. Applying these pro

portions to Spain, where sorcery was then at least as preva

lent, there should have been, in four years, fifty thousand

sorcerers executed in that country ; that is, twenty thousand

more than Llorente assigns as victims of every kiud to the

Spanish Inquisition during its career of three hundred and

thirty years. Let the reader reflect as to the probable pro

portion of heretics in Llorente's thirty thousand victims.

CHAPTER XXXII.

POPE BONIFACE VIII.

On the death of Pope Nicholas IV. on April 4, 1292, so

great were the dissensions among the cardinals, that no

election was effected until July 5, 1294, when the tiara was

conferred on Peter Morone, the founder of a Benedictine

Congregation afterward styled Celestines. The new Pon

tiff was a man of evident sanctity, but he was utterly ignor

ant of the world and its passions, and had never had any

experience of men. Very soon after the accession of Celes-

tine V., widespread confusion proved that a pontiff should

have some idea of the wants and habits of the world. All

the time of Celestine was passed in a little cell in the inter

ior of the palace, and the curials abused his authority to

sanction acts of simony. Charles II., king of Naples, realiz

ing how much the House of Anjou might gain by manipu

lating so simple-minded a pontiff, prevailed on Celestine to

promise at least a temporary transfer of the papal residence

to Naples ; and he also obtained a release from his vow not

to detain the Pope in his dominions. Thus did this holy,

but injudicious pastor, subject the pontifical independence

to the whims of a tricky sovereign. Very soon Celestine

hoard that it was whispered that the weal of Christendom

demanded his abdication; and a poem by the celebrated

Jacopone da Todi, warning him of the tremendous respon
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sibilities of the tiara, completed his own conviction that he

was unsuited to his position. But could a Pope abdicate ?

He consulted Cardinal Gaetani, one of the most learned

men of his court ; and that prelate, backed by many other

cardinals, having pronounced in the affirmative, a full

Consistory listened, on December 13, 1294, to the Act of

abdication, and then the venerable ex-pontiff resumed his

monastic habit. On the first day of the ensuing Conclave,

the unanimous choice of the electors was Benedict Gaetani,

who assumed the name of Boniface VIII.

Born at Anagni, Gaetani received his first education from

the Franciscans, and, in time, he acquired the reputation of

a consummate jurist. Martin IV. raised him to the cardiu-

alate. When he donned the tiara, Boniface VIII. was in

his seventy-eighth year ; but he had the energy of youth.

At that moment, Philip the Fair of France aud Edward I. of

England were entering upon that struggle which was, in a

few years, to end in nearly the ruin of France. The contest

between Albert of Austria and Adolphus of Nassau divided

Germany. Sicily, yet red with the blood of the famous

Vespers (1282), and submissive to the house of Aragou, de

fied the censures of the Cburch. Venice, Genoa, and Pisa

were at war ; Tuscany was a prey to the Whites and Blacks.

Tbe Eternal City was exhausted by the factious wars of the

Orsini and the Colonna (1). In the East, the Christian

(1) In the Rome of the Middie Age there are ever visible three distinct political elements :

1. the republican, represented by the people, with its " Roman Republic," Its prefect of the

city. 1ts consuis, patricians, senate, and all the forms of the ancient constitution (See Cur-

tius; Commentartes on the Roman Senate, Geneva, 1769). 2, the feudal element, repre

sented by the nobility, with their castles, ticfs, and all the customs of feudalism. 3. the

ecclesiastical element, represented by the Pope-King. During the time of tbe first Carlo-

vingian empernrs, the Popes were dominant in Rome, but in the tenth century the feudal

element nearly annihilated their authority, and a turbulent oligarcby governed the city, to

the detriment of popular liberty. Tbe Othos repressed the Roman nobility, and the third of

the line even tried to make Rome his capital ; the emperor's effigy appeared on the Roman

coins along with that of the Pontiff (Mvratori : Italian Antiquities of the' Middie Aur.

vol. II, diss. 27), and the emporer reserved the right of exercising criminal justice by means

of the prefect, whom he invested with the sword, etc. All this in spite of the fact that at

the emperor's coronation be swore thrice (at the Ponticello, at the Porta Colllna, and at the

steps of St. Peter's) to respect the liberties of the Romans. In the twelfth century the pow

er of the Roman Senate greatly increased : tbe s. p. Q. R. was resumed in all acts, and with

the exception of criminal justice and foreign relations, the Senate was the government un

til the reign of innocent III, who restored the Pontitical authority. in the thirteenth cen

tury, the Pontiffs who were the most respected abroad frequently trembled in their own capita 1.

but this was owing, not so much to the turbulence of the Romans, as to the antagonl.-m of
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colonies, established by the Crusaders, begged the Western

powers to save them from destruction. But it is not our

purpose to narrate the entire history of this Pontificate ; we

shall confine ourselves to the events which have rendered

famous the name of Boniface VIII., and which have been too

often misrepresented.

When Boniface VIII. ascended the Papal throne, Philip IV.

had occupied the throne of France for nine years. He had

reduced the power of the chief vassals of the crown, and

naturally entertained exaggerated ideas of his own impor

tance. His political morality was of slight calibre, and he

was the first French monarch who made it au art to be able

in evil. The famous disagreement between Pope Boniface

and King Philip may be traced to various causes. Shortly

after his election, the Pontiff had erected the abbey of the

canons-regular at Pamiers into a bishopric, and had given

the new diocese to a person much disliked by the king. On

Oct. 18, 1296, Boniface published the Bull Clericis I.aicos, in

which he ordered all ecclesiastics to pay, out of the ecclesi

astical revenues, no tax, etc., to laics, without the express

permission of the Holy See. This Bull was directed more

especially against Edward I. of England, who exercised

against the clergy an oppression which Philip had not yet

attempted ; but this monarch chose to be offended by it.

In auother Bull, Ineffabilvs, dated Oct. 25, 1296, the Pontiff

explains his prohibition, and shows the old affection of the

Roman court for France : "If your kingdom—which God

forbid !—were in imminent danger, far from prohibiting the

French clergy from according subsidies to you, the Holy

See would sacrifice its crosses, its chalices, its sacred vessels,

rather than expose to danger so noble, so dear a kingdom

which has been so long so devoted to the Roman Church."

Pope Boniface has been greatly blamed for his Bull Clericis

I.aicos, but it merely gives the sense of Canon 44 of the

Fourth Council of Lateran.

In 1298, Philip received, with great honor, several mem

tbe Guelphs and Ghibelllnes. in Rome these factions were beaded, respectively, by the

Ur»ini and Colonna, two families whose origin is traced to the times of the old empire

(Orkscehzi; Crmim of the Italian A'obiMy. Bologna, 1639. Monaldesoo, in Murntorl's

Italian Writers, voh XII.).
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bers of the Colonna family, who affected to regard Boniface

VIII. us an Anti-Pope, be having reduced them to subjec

tion. Iu the same year the Pontiff displeased the king by

ordering a truce with England and Germany. The authors

of the Art of Verifying Dates, not at all favorable to our

Pontiff, say : " Boniface VIII. having been chosen as arbitra

tor by the kings of France and England, rendered judgment

in full Consistory on June 28, 1208, and afterward expedit

ed it in the form of a Bull. This document, given in its

entirety by Ryrner, does honor to the impartiality of Boni

face, although mbst French writers speak ill of it. But

these authors are fully refuted by the text of the Bull, and

by the docility with which the two kings obeyed the sen

tence." The decision of the Pontiff was carried to Paris by

the English ambassador to the Holy See. This choice

wounded the national pride of Philip. Again, the Pontiff

had restored the status quo ante bellum, and Philip wished

to retain the advantages of his victories in Flanders ; con

sequently, he did not object when the count d'Artois

snatched the document from the hands of the bishop and

cast it into the fire. As for himself, he protested that he

would not observe one of its articles ; nevertheless, he uf-

terward submitted.

In 1301 the Pontiff sent as legate to France the bishop of

Pamiers, whom Philip detested, Bernard de Saisset, with

instructions to urge the monarch to an expedition to the

Holy Land ; to prohibit the use of clerical subsidies for

any other purpose than the redemption of the Holy

Sepulchre ; and to protest against many violations of ec

clesiastical immunities on the part of Philip. Boniface

might have chosen a more acceptable agent than de Saisset ;

but when certain authors assert that this " insolence " and a

threat to depose Philip caused the bishop's expulsion

from the French court, they draw on their own imagination,

and not on any one of the authorities of the time. Philip

believed that he had many reasons for detesting de Saisset.

The quarrels of that prelate with the count. de Foix con

cerning the independence of his episcopal city ; his descent

from the counts of Toulouse, and his supposed desire to
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revive the kingdom of Languedoc : these sufficed to prompt

Philip to seek a pretext for disembarrassing himself of the

legate. The count de Foix and others swore that Saisset

had often declared that Philip came from bastards, and

was a phantom ; that the same Saisset had charged the

king with adulterating the coinage of the realm. The pre

late had even, according to his foes, fomented the war with

England, and had incited the counts de Foix and de Com-

minges to revolt. On Oct. 24, the accused was tried ; the

chancellor. Peter Flotte, acting as prosecutor. The legate

returned a general denial, but a verdict of guilty was ren

dered, and he was consigned to the custody of the arch

bishop of Narbonne. To justify his proceedings, Philip

sent Flotte to Rome, and in full Consistory the chancellor

defended his master with such audacity that the Pontiff re

minded him of the spiritual sword. Flotte retorted : " Very

well, your Holiness ; but your sword is one of mere words,

while my master's deals death ; " an impudence which Philip

would scarcely have authorized. Pope Boniface now sent

into France another legate, James des Normands, who was

charged to demand the liberty of Saisset, and to bring the

king to reason in all other matters. The new legate took

with him four Bulls, in the first of which the Pope suspenl-

ed all the privileges accorded to the king. In the second,

commencing Ausculta fili, the Pontiff concludes : " We have

often tried to lead the king back to his duty, but in vain.

Therefore, we now order the archbishops, bishops, abbots,

chapters, and doctors in theology, to appear before us in

November of next year, that we may provide, with their

counsel, for reform in the kingdom, and for the re-establish

ment of good order." The two other Bulls were invitations

to the clergy of France to attend the conference ordered

above. The Bull AuscultajiU was retained by Flotte, and,

as the great Gallican do Marca admits, he forged a Brief

which was calculated to further irritate Philip, and to put

the Pontiff into a false position. This Brief, although evi

dently false, is found in all the old histories of this dispute,

and is even inserted in the Glossary of Canon Law. It says:

" Boniface, Bishop, servant of the servants of God, to Philip,
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king of France : Fear God and keep His commandments.

We wish you to know that you are subject to us in both

temporals and spirituals ; that the granting of benefices and

prebends belongs to you in no way ; that you are bound to

reserve their revenues for those who succeed to them ; and

that, if you have conferred any benefices, we pronounce such

collations and all their consequent acts to be null and void.

We regard as heretics all who believe otherwise." The

proofs that this Brief is a forgery are as follows : I. Pope

Boniface accuses Peter Flotte, by name, of the crime.

II. The legate, des Normands, denies that he ever used

such language to Philip, either in writing, or by speech. III.

The affectation of brevity, the imperious tone, of the docu

ment are entirely foreign both to the style of the Roman

Curia, and to the courtesy ever manifested in the corres

pondence of Boniface VIII. IV. The entire Sacred College

protested officially against it. However, King Philip chose

to call the document authentic, and so far demeaned himself

as to parody it in the following letter to the Pontiff : " Philip,

by the grace of God, king of the French, to Boniface, styling

himself Sovereign Pontiff, little or no greeting : We wish

your great Fatuity to know that we are subject to no one in

temporals. The giving of vacant benefices and prebends,

and the right to receive their revenues, is our royal prerog

ative. The provisions we have made, and shall make, are

valid, both as to the past and as to the future, and we shall

uphold their possessors against all persons. We regard as

insensate all who believe otherwise." Unfortunately for

the memory of this great monarch, while the little Brief is

certainly false, there is full evidence that the royal reply is

authentic. When James des Normands finally read the

true Bull Auscultafili, it was interpreted in the sense of the

forged Brief, and on Feb. 11, 1302, in the presence of all the

nobility then in the capital, the count d'Artois gave it to the

flames, and news of the act was proclaimed by public crier

through the public streets. The cause of Bernard de Sais-

set was now secondary, and, together with the legate des

Normands, he was ordered to quit France.

To complete the iniquitous work, a counsellor of the
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kiug, William of Nogaret, prompted by the Colonua refu

gees, presented to Philip the following accusations against

Pope Boniface. I. He was not Pope. II. He was an open

heretic. III. He was the worst simoniac the world had

ever seen. IV. His other enormities were innumerable.

Hence, Philip was entreated to assemble the estates of the

kingdom to pnnish the monster. On April 10, 1302, the

estates met in Notre Dame, under the presidency of the

king, but Peter Flotte, now keeper of the seal, addressed

them in the royal name. He accused Pope Boniface of pre

tending that France was a fief of the Holy See, and adduced

as proof the Brief he had forged. He then asked the prel

ates, barons, and other lords, whether they held their fiefs

from the Pope or from the king ; and he insisted on an im

mediate answer, for he wished to know who were traitors to

his Majesty. The temporal lords submitted at once ; after

some hesitation the spiritual ones followed. As for the

Council convoked by Boniface, a royal prohibition prevented

most of the prelates from attending it, but to the honor of

the French clergy be it remembered that four archbishops,

thirty-five bishops, and six abbots, obeyed the Pontifical

summons, and their revenues went into the royal exchec-

quer. The Pope and the Sacred College protested against

the calumnies of the chancellor, and on November 1, 1302,

Boniface opened his Synod, but we know little of its trans

actions. The Pontiff published his famous Constitution

Unara Sanctam, in which some writers have found that he

claimed to dispose, at his own pleasure, of all the kingdoms

of the earth. But Fenelon explained the Pontiffs assertions

in the sense of the simple " directive " power. The strong

est expressions of the Unam Sanctam are taken from Hugh

of St. Victor and St. Bernard, and Bossuet explains their

meaning in the " directive " sense. Pope Boniface speaks

of submission to the Pontiff as to the source or organ of

Christian principle ; he does not claim obedience in the

purely temporal order. In the very Synod in which the

Unam Sanctam was issued, the Pope said : " It is forty

years since we were initiated in the science of law, and we

know that there are two powers ordained by God. How
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then can any one believe that such foolishness entered into

our mind (as to assert that the French king holds his

temporalities from the Pope) ? We protest, therefore, that

we have no intention to usurp, in any way, the jurisdiction

of the king ; but the king cannot deny, any more than any

other Christian, that he is subject to us, by reason of sin."

That he might not neglect any means of bringing Philip

to a sense of his duty, the Pontiff sent to him the cardinal

Lemoine, much esteemed by the monarch, with the follow

ing eleven articles of agreement, the acceptance of which

would have guaranteed a durable peace. I. The royal pro

hibition to the clergy to visit the Eternal City should be

revoked. II. The Papal permission for the royal collation

of a benefice was to be regarded as necessary. III. The

right of the Pope to send legates where he might please,

was to be acknowledged. IV. Only the Pontiff can legis

late concerning the administration of ecclesiastical property.

V. No prince can seize such goods of the clergy, as they do

not hold from him in fief. VI. The crime of the king of

France, in allowing a Papal Bull to be burnt in his pres

ence, if not proved to be without foundation in truth, was to

be punished by the loss of all the privileges accorded to the

king by the Apostolic See. VII. During the vacancy of

dioceses, etc., the king should put an end to the abuses

sanctioned as rights of regalia. VIII. The spiritual sword

was to be restored to the bishops, all privileges to the con

trary notwithstanding. IX. The king should make restitu

tion for his adulteration of the coin of the realm, and for all

unjust exactions by his officers. X. An explanation was to

be given for the discourteous reception of the legate, des

Normands. XI. This article concerned the independence

of the church of Lyons. The cardinal Lemoine presented

these articles to Philip in March, 1303, and received instant

ly a categorical answer to each one. As to the first, only the

circumstances of the time had induced the monarch to for

bid the bishops' visits to the Holy See. As to the second,

fourth, fifth, and seventh articles, which concerned bene

fices, the king would remedy all abuses. Concerning the

third, he would never refuse to recognize a Papal legate,
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unless he had good reason to suspect him. As for the sixth,

the burning of the Bull was owing to the invocation, in a

contest between the Chapter and some- officers of Laon, of a

Bull the nullity of which was proved, and that Bull was

burnt with the consent of the bishop of Laon. The eighth

he would not notice. He replied to the ninth and tenth

that the example of his predecessors had led him to adul

terate his coinage, as a means of aiding his treasury, and

that some of his subjects' losses had been repaired; in fu

ture, he would avoid adulteration. As to the eleventh arti

cle, the independence of the church of Lyons would form a

subject for future negotiation. No wonder if these replies

were regarded by the Pontiff as " vague, equivocal, obscure,

and evasive," and if he stamped the answer to the sixth

article as an absolute falsehood.

Following the advice of Nogaret, King Philip soon re

solved to proceed to the last extremities in his difference

with Pope Boniface. On June 13, 1303, the estates met in

the Louvre, and in the presence of Philip, William Plasian,

lord of "Vezenobre, accused the Supreme Pontiff of unbelief

in the immortality of the soul, in a future life, and in the

Real Presence. He also declared that Boniface favored

idolatry ; that he consulted a familiar demon ; that he prac

tised sodomy ; that he was a simoniac ; and that he forced

priests to reveal the secrets of the confessional. Plasian

then protested that in proffering these charges, he was actu

ated by no malice against the accused ; and he swore that

he would prove all his allegations in a General Council

which he conjured King Philip to promote. Then Philip

arose, and having declared his agreement with the conduct

of Plasian, he requested the prelates to join him in procur

ing a General Council ; then, as it was certain that Boniface

would oppose such a measure, Philip appealed to the future

Council against anything that the said Boniface might do

or say. The Continuator of Nange and John Villani record

that the abbot of Citeaux alone dared to protest against

these enormities. Alexandre, in his article on the manner

in which "the king and the French church defended their

rights and liberties against the attacks of Boniface VIII.,"
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contends that the protest of the Cistercian abbot is uncer

tain ; for he pronounces it contradicted by the Acts of the

assembly as cited in the famous Proofs of the Dispute, etc.

But while it is true that the name of the abbot of Citeaux

is read among the signatures, they who compelled the votes

were capable of forgery, and hence we may credit the as

sertion of the Continuator and of Villani, and believe that

there was one brave soul that day among the higher clergy

of France. When the estates separated, Philip sent Plasian

and two'others, with ample powers, into all the provinces

to obtain the approbation of the above proceedings from all

the towns, churches, and communities. Over seven hun

dred adhesions were put into his hands, but many Italian

monks, then fesidingin the kingdon, refused their signatures,

as did also the abbots of Cluny, Citeaux, and Premontre,

and these were all thrust into prison. When the news of

these outrages reached Rome, the Pontiff, deeming it wiser

to be out of the power of the Ghibellines, then dominant in

his capital, proceeded to Anagni. There he protested his

innocence of the crimes imputed to him by Philip, and ex

pedited five Bulls, all under date of August 18, 1303. The

first excommunicated all who prevented the publication of

Papal documents, be the dignity of such parties the high

est. The second suspended the archbishop of Nicosia for

having favored the disobedience of Philip. The third de

prived all the doctors of the University of Paris, who had

counselled the king, of the right to confer degrees, until

his Majesty obeyed the orders of the Holy See. The fourth

took from every French ecclesiastical corporation the right

of election, reserving all nominations to the Pontiff. The

fifth concerned the royal criminal alone. It commences :

Nuper ad audientiam, and in it the Pope recapitulates the

proceedings at the Louvre on June 13, and repels the accusa

tions, especially of heresy, made against himself. Then he

reproaches Philip with his reception of the rebel, Stephen

Colonna, and with his violence toward the Papal legates.

He points out the absurdity of a General Council without

the concurrence of the Pontiff. He does not excommunicate

the king, but he warns him to beware lest he may draw this
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punishment on himself. This last fact shows that the Con

stitution Per processus nostros, in which the excommunica

tion is pronounced, was written only by way of provi

sion.

The Bull Nuper ad audientiam arrived at Paris too late to

obviate the final catastrophe. William de Nogaret had al

ready proceeded to Italy. There he met Jacopo (called

Sciarra, "dispute," owing to his irritability) Colonna,

whom Philip, says Ferretti of Vicenza, a great authority

among the foes of Boniface, had begged to help in the work

entrusted to his minister. Sciarra was at the head of tlnee

hundred horse and some foot-soldiers, and he was soon joined

by two hundred cavalry, a remnant of the army that Charles

of Valois had comuiauded iu Sicily, and by a number of

friends of Ceccano (whom Boniface held in prison), of Maf-

feo d'Anagni, and of Riualdo di Suppino, the Ghibelline

governor of Ferrentino. Meanwhile, Pope Boniface, far

from suspecting that the grandson of St. Louis could con

spire against the life or liberty of a Roman Pontiff, was en

gaged on his Bull Sutjer Petri solio, which was destined to

give the final blow to the haughty monarch. On the morn

ing of September 7, word was brought to the Papal palace that

the streets of Anagni were filled with soldiers under the

royal standard of France, and very soon the Pontiff heard

shouts of " Death to Boniface ! " and of " Live the King

of France ! " Nogaret and Colonna, aided by the treachery

of the Ghibelline magistrates of the city, were undisputed

masters of Anagni. The palace was soon attacked, and af

ter a short and brave resistance by the Marquis Gaetani and

a few retainers, an entrance was forced. At this moment

there were with the Pope ouly two cardinals, the bishops of

Ostia and of Sabina, but the grand soul of Boniface would

have sustained him in greater desolation. Crying to the

attendants : " Open my doors, for I desire to die a martyr

for the Church of God," he hastily donned the Pontifical

insignia, and when the noble ruffians burst into the apart

ment, they beheld the venerable successor of Peter

seated upon his throne, with his face toward the altar, the

tiara on his head, one hand holding a cross, and the other
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grasping the symbolic keys (1). For a moment Sciarra and

Nogaret were abashed, but soon the former gave vent to a

torrent of insults (2), some writers asserting that he even

struck the pontiff, while others make no mention of such an

outrage. At any rate, Nogaret uttered this insulting re

mark : " Caitiff that thou art, note the goodness of my

master, the king of France, who from a distance protects

thee, by my means, from thy enemies " (3). The dignity of

Pope Boniface remained unruffled, and he persevered in

silence until the Frenchman threatened to put him in chains

and to take him to Lyons, there to be deposed by a future

Council. " Here is my head, " cried the Pontiff; " for the

liberty of the Church, I, a Catholic, legitimate Pope, and

vicar of Jesus Christ, am willing to be condemned and de

posed by Patarini ; I desire a martyrdom for the faith of

Christ, and for His Church." This allusion to the grand

father of Nogaret, who had been burnt as a Patarine, si

lenced the ruffian, and he put an end to the scene by ordering

the imprisonment of his victim (4). For three days Boni

face was kept in close confinement, and subjected to many

outrages and privations. His palace was sacked, the relics

of saints were dispersed, the archives plundered, and the

bishop of Strigonium was put to death (5). Finally, the

people of Anagni attacked the bands of Nogaret and Sciar

ra, beat them out of the city, and freed the Pontiff. The

manner in which Boniface resented his injuries does not

justify the generally received opinion that he was violent

and implacable. He dismissed all his prisoners, excepting

the robbers of the treasury, and he pardoned Rinaldo di

(1) John Villani, b. VIII.. c, 63; St. Antonink, v. ih., tit. XX., c. S: Pfpinus, Chroni

cle, b. IV, c 41 ; Walsingham, Hist. of Em/land ; Ferretti of Vicenza, b. III., p. 1008 —

Chrnn. Parma, y. 1303 Pistolese Histories, in Muratori, v. XI. ; Rubeo, Process.

(2) Villani ; St. Antonink ; Fkrrktti, all loc. cit.

(3) Walsingham, loc. cit.

(4) Violently opposed though he was to Boniface VIII., this terrible scene caused Dante

to allow the Catholic to hanish the Ghibelitne, and to write :

" Entering Alagna, lo the Ueur de lis.

And in bis vicar, Christ a captive led !

I see Him mocked a second time—again

The vinegar and gall produced I see ;

And Christ Himself 'twixt living robbers siain."

—Purgatory, cto. XX., Wright's Transiation.

(5) Rcbko, !oc. cit.
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Suppino, aDd the cardinals, Napoleon Orsini and Richard

of Siena, implicated in the late outrage (1). He immedi

ately proceeded to Rome, but was soon seized by an ardent

fever, and seeing his last hour approach, he received the

last Sacramants, and rendered his heroic soul to God on

Oct. 11, 1303.

It has been the fortune of Pope Boniface VIII. to have made

many enemies, and to have found very few apologists, even

among Catholic writers. Most Protestant authors have

ranked him among the " wicked " Popes. Very many

Catholic authors would have acted, they think, in a very

different way if they had occupied the Papal throne in cir

cumstances like those that surrounded this Pontiff. Ray-

nald tells us that " upon this same Boniface, who had caused

kings, bishops, the clergy, religious, and the people to

quake with fear, there suddenly came, one day, grief, fear,

and trembling ; in order that, by this example, the higher

prelates might learn that they ought not tyrannize over the

clergy and the people, but rather to care for their subjects,

and to desire their love more than their fear." Cantu,

to our great surprise, regards this jndgment cf Raynald as

" Christian impartiality," and accepts the account of our

Pontiff's death as given by his enemies: "Crushed, and

out of his mind, he expired like a madman " (2). When au

thors so devoted to the Holy See utter such opinions with re

gard to Boniface VIII., we need not be surprised that Sis-

mondi, the Magdebourg Centuriators, Mosheim, and the

rank and file of Protestant polemics, can see no good in him ;

that while Popes Gregory VII. and Innocent III. have found

a Voigt and a Hurter to proclaim their virtues and to defend

their policies, and while a Ranke finds much to admire in

many other Pontiffs, Boniface is nearly universally regarded

as, at best, an unscrupulous intriguer. But he has found

some apologists, and among them the first place is due to the

learned Benedictine of Montecassino, Dom Louis Tosti

whose History of Boniface VIII. would have been still more

valuable, if the author had possessed the Acts published by

Dupuy, and had not been obliged to rely upon simple ex-

(1) Walsingham ; RCBk0.4M. (2) Univ. Hint., b. XIII., c. 6.
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tracts from them. The concise and judicious Palma has de

viated, while treating of this Pontificate, from his usual

brevity, and has given a very satisfactory apology. The

abbe Christophe, in his History of the Papacy during the

Fourteenth Century (1853), has done much to clear the

character of Boniface, and Cardinal "Wiseman published,

in 1844, a critical and exhaustive essay in his defense, which

cannot be too highly praised.

The first accusation made against Pope Boniface VIII.

coincides with his assumption of the tiara. He is charged

with having used artifice to procure the abdication of Cel-

estine V. Mosheim says that " several cardinals, and espec

ially Benedict Gaetani, advised Celestine to abdicate the

Papacy. . . .and they had the pleasure of seeing their advice

followed with the utmost docility " (1). Sismondi tells us

that " among the cardinals was Benedict Gaetani, who took

care to excite their discontent, and to exaggerate in their

minds the danger that threatened Christendom. In address

and dissimulation this man had no equal ; he knew how, at

the same time, to flatter the cardinals who regarded him as

the defender of their prerogative, and to rule the mind of

Celestine, who acted only in accordance with his counsels,

and who, perhaps, would not have fallen into so many er

rors, had not the treacherous adviser schemed to render

him both odious and ridiculous. . . .Then he induced Celestine

to resign a position for which he was not fitted. Some de

clare that he planned a speaking-trumpet to convey, as it

were, an order from heaven, to this intent ; but without re

curring to this trick, he could influence in many ways the

simple-minded man whose conscience he alarmed " (2). Fer-

retti of Vicenza is the some upon whom Sismondi relies to

make us accept the tale of the speaking-trumpet, but even

this bitter foe of Boniface introduces his story with &fervent

—" they say." And it is strange that Sismondi should

accept the authority of Ferretti's ferunt, when he quietly

ignores that partisan's assertion that Gaetani had himself

made the nominator of the new Pontiff, and declares that

(1) BccJ. Ilirt... vol. II.

(2) History of the Italian RpjnthMcs o/ the Middie Age, vol. IV., ch. 9t.
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he was the unanimous choice of the cardinals. But diil

the cardinal Gaetaui use any illegitimate means to procure

the abdication of Pope St. Celestine V.? Was he justified

in using all legitimate means for that end ? As to the first

question, the most reliable authorities of the fourteenth

century ascribe no more influence in the premises to Gae-

tani than they credit to any other cardinal ; in fact, he rather

appears to have acted as the mouthpiece of the Sacred

College. Ptolemy of Lucca ( d. 1328 ), bishop of Torcelli,

who was no friend to Boniface, says that Pope Celestine

" was urged to resign by some of the cardinals, as his rule

had caused confusion and danger to the Roman Church

.... certain cardinals persistently declared that the evils of

his administration would ensure the loss of his soul " (1).

Cardinal Stephauesius, who was a warm friend of Celestine,

and who composed the prayers and responsories for his

office, tells us that " in spite of the opinion of some, and es

pecially of his olden fellow-religious, he appeared willing to

abdicate when he found that to do so was in his power ; and

in December, on the festival of the virgin St. Lucy, he relin

quished the honors and the weight of the Pontificate " (2).

Stephauesius also says that when the burden of his respon

sibility seemed to be beyond his capacity, he consulted " a

friend " ; that this friend (who may have been, as Sismondi

insists, Gaetani) tried to dissuade him, while admitting that

the renunciation could be effected ; that Celestine replied :

" I feel the sufficiency of my reasons " ; that having con

sulted with another with the same result, he made up his

mind. The celebrated Aegidius Colonna, general of the Au-

gustinians, and finally archbishop of Bourges, who was de

voted to -St. Celestine, and too much so to Philip the Fair,

says : " Many persons yet living can testify that the lord

Pope Boniface VIII., then a cardinal, urged the lord Celes

tine not to abdicate, insisting that the Sacred College could

act in the name of his Holiness. This was heard by many "

(3). In the archives of the Vatican is preserved a manu

script I.ife of St. Celestine V. which is noticed by Rubeo,

(1) Kcel. Hfart.. in Muratori. Italian Writers, vol. XI., b. XXIV., c. SS.

(2) Poem entitled The Abdication of Celestine, in the Introduction.

(;l) Ra*ianattnn ( (f the Pupe. c. 23.
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and which Cardinal Wiseman, in his researches concerning

our Pontiff, transcribed. The author must have been an

intimate of Celestine, and he confirms all that we have ad

duced from Ptolemy of Lucca, Stephanesius, and Aegidius

Colonna. Having narrated how Celestine passed his time

in his little cell, he proceeds : " He began to reflect on his

burden, and to think of ridding himself of it, if he could do

so without danger to his soul He opened his mind to the

lord cardinal Benedict, a man of great prudence and exper

ience, who rejoiced greatly on hearing him, and told him

that he could abdicate without scruple, adducing instances

of such action on the part of other Pontiffs. Celestine then

became so intent on his design, that no one could dissuade

him." Having spoken of a procession, got up by the Ange-

vine faction, which went to the Pope to beg him not to resign,

the anonymous biographer continues : " The Pope would

yield to no requests, tears, or clamors, although he kept in

retirement for eight days, and all thought he had changed

his mind. But after eight days, he summoned the aforesaid

lord Benedict, and bade him prepare the act of abdication."

To the above testimonies against Sismondi's assertion that

Gaetani suggested Celestiue's resignation, we may add those

of Villani, Amalric Augarius—a bitter foe of Boniface VIII.

and of Petrarch. Villani says that " Benedict Gaetani of

Anagni, having heard that Celestine wished to abdicate,

waited upon him, etc." (1). Amalric ascribes the resignation

to the fact that " Celestine himself found himself incapable

of administration " (2). Petrarch, after blaming Dante for

attributing Celestine's action to cowardice, says : " I have

heard persons who witnessed it, and they told how he fled

with such joy, bearing in his eyes and on his brow such marks

of spiritual gladness, when he retired from the Consistory,

now restored to himself and free, that he seemed as though

he had withdrawn, not merely his shoulders from a mild

yoke, but his neck from the fatal axe " (3),

But even though we were to grant that the cardinal Gae

tani procured, and even first suggested, the abdication of

Jt Florentine Huiiorie6. b. VIII., c. 5.

t2) Livfs of thr Rum. Punt., in Mcratori, Hal. W'n'fers, v. III., pt. 2.

(3) Sulitary Life, b. II., sec. 3, c. 1S.
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Pope St. Celestine V., is he to be blamed for such action ?

That this Pontiff was utterly unfit to occupy the Papal

chair, is fully showu by the authors of his time. James,

the contemporary archbishop of Genoa, tells us that he

"conferred dignities, prelacies, offices, and benefices, in

defiance of the customs of the Curia. . . .He did many other

things contrary to the statutes and example of his prede

cessors, and although this was all without malice and in

all simplicity, yet it caused great evils in the Church.

Therefore, when he realized his inexperience and deficien

cies, he followed wise advice, etc." (1). Stephanesius says

that Celestine forced the Benedictines of Montecassino

to adopt the dress of his own " Celestines " ; that he allowed

the king of Naples to nominate to the Sacred College ; and

that, out of twelve cardinalitial hats given in one day,

seven were for Frenchmen, creatures of the Angeviiie inter

est, and not one was for a Roman subject. The Milanese

Annals say: "He did many things which greatly scandalized

the Church, and realizing his insufficiency he. . . .abdicated

the Pontificate" (2). Ptolemy of Lucca, while praising the

piety of Celestine, tells us that " he was often deceived by

his officers with regard to favors granted, of which he could

have known nothing hence the same privileges were

found to have been granted to two, or three, or more per

sons, even on (originally) blank, but sealed parchments " (3).

But even Sismondi admits that " very soon Celestine gave

the most striking proof that he was absolutely incapable of

governing the Church." Would not Gaetani, therefore, have

been justified in procuring his resignation?

We now approach the subject of St. Celestine's confine

ment by order of Pope Boniface. Even Sismondi grants

that many, especially if of the Angevine interest feigned to

regard this Pontiffs abdication as invalid. He would have

been a pliant instrument in the hands of unscrupulous par

ties, and a schism might very easily have been promoted ;

that there was imminent danger of such a catastrophe, was

afterward proved by the conduct of the Colonna family.

(1) Jannensian Chron., in Miratori, foe. cit., vol. IX.

«) IM. vol. XVI. (3) Ubi sup.
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Dante shows us that this distrust must have been widespread

when he dares to make St. Peter style Boniface a usurper ;

and George Stella, an enemy of Boniface, plainly says that

this Pontiff confined his predecessor because of a fear of

schism (1). But if it be said that St. Celestine was harshly

treated, and that his death was occasioned by wounds

caused by the ferocity of his jailers, the foes of Pope Boni

face draw upon their own perverted imaginations. Ptolemy

of Lucca informs us that "Boniface sent couriers after Cel

estine, and he was put in custody, to avoid danger to the

Roman Church ; for some persons doubted whether be

could abdicate, and hence there was danger of a schism.

Therefore he was kept in confinement, but respectfully, and

he died in the Castle of Pumone." John Villani says that

Boniface " caused Celestine to be hold in courteous impris

onment, so that he might not, while living, be brought for

ward to contest his (Boniface's) election ; for many Chris

tians regarded Celestine as the true and lawful Pope, since

they thought that such a dignity could not be resigned."

The cardinal Stephanesius declares that Celestine came to

Anagni willingly, and that Boniface received him kindly

and tendered every comfort to him, but he preferred to lead

a penitential life. Sismondi ignores these testimonies, jus

tifying his own account of Celestine's imprisonment with

the assertion that it " is taken from a I.ife of Celestine V. by

Peter d'Ailly, his contemporary." As Celestine died in

1296, and the cardinal d'Ailly was not born until 1350, this

Life cannot properly be called the work of a contemporary

of Celestine, and is not the result of d'Ailly 's own personal

knowledge, as are the remarks of the authors whom we

have quoted. The death of Celestine is ascribed by nearly

all his contemporaries to a fever, and the fact that d'Ailly,

whose Gallican zeal allowed him to forego no opportunity

of blaming Boniface, says nothing of any wounds on Celes

tine's person, is sufficient to stamp the story as a falsehood.

The adversaries of Boniface VIII. place much stress on

his treatment of the Colouna family, and, as the struggle

with this powerful faction was the direct cause of the catas-

OJ Annate, Muratori, itk. cit., vol. XVII.
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trophe of our Pontiffs life, it would interest the reader if

we were to sketch its origin. and progress. But our limits

warn us to rather refer the student to the cited paper of

Cardinal Wiseman, where he will also find a refutation of the

charges of cruelty and perfidy made, in this connection, by

Sismondi. But one event of this struggle claims a brief ob

servation. We are told that Boniface took Palestrina by

treachery. The Pontiff, says Sismondi, having found it im

possible to reduce the place, sent for the celebrated general,

Count Guido di Moutefeltro, who had become a Franciscan

friar, to obtain his advice. " He ordered the count, by his

vow of obedience, to find out how the city might be taken,

promising him full absolution for anything he might do or

counsel against his conscience. Guido obeyed, examined

the fortifications, and finding that force could not reduce

them, returned to Bonifice, and requested more express

absolution- for any crime he had committed, or might com

mit, in giving advice in the matter. This absolution having

been accorded, he said: 'I see but one way, and that is to

promise much and perform little,' and then he returned to

the convent." Having pondered on this perfidious advice,

Boniface is said to haye promised pardon to the Colonna if

they would surrender in three days. They did so, but, con

tinues Sismondi, they had been warned that Boniface intend

ed to execute them, and hence they fled to foreign lands.

None of these assertions are supported by sound testimony;

some of them are contradicted by contemporary evidence.

Three authorities are adduced, namely, Dante (1), Ferretti,

and Pepino, all virulent enemies of Boniface. We would at

once remark, with Christophe, that, if we can suppose the

Pontiff to have been capable of following such perfidious

advice as is attributed to Guido, we must also believe him

to have been able to conceive it. It was not necessary to

draw an old soldier from his cloister in order to hit upon

such a plan. But of what authority is Dante in this mat

ter? Because Raphael and other great painters have re

venged themselves for real or fancied injuries, by placing

11) Hell; clo. XXVII. Tbe poet makes Guido attribute bis damnation to his perfidious

counsel to Boniface. Both Ferretti and Pepino derived the story from Ibis source.
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their cardiualitial or prelatical foes in ridiculous or painful

positions, do we regard these pictures as sources of histori

cal truth, when we wish to learn anything concerning these

prelates ? Dante, smarting from injuries received during the

intestine wars of the Whites and Blacks, found a terribly ef

fective way of revenging himself by casting perennial oblo

quy upon his enemies, in a poem which, he must have felt,

was destined to be immortal. All were inexorably thrust

into hell, and made to acknowledge the justice of their pun

ishment, and thus to excuse the faction of the poet. That

the tale of Guido's perfidy is but another instance of Ghibel-

line injustice, can easily be proved. This celebrated man,

once a powerful enemy of the Church, was reconciled in

1286 (1). Boniface VIII. allowed him to join the Francis

cans (2) ; and, according to the old biographer of the saints

of Umbria (3), he " took the habit in 1296. He lived in con

stant prayer, humility, and example ; and, on Sept. 23, 1298,

while residing in the convent at Assisi, he passed holily to

the Lord." Now Palestrina was surrendered in this very

month ; these two facts can scarcely be reconciled, in the sup

position that Guido was at the siege shortly before the sur

render. Again, the Annals of Cesenai Ricobald of Ferrara,

and the Bolognese Chronicles, are silent as to the supposed

trip from the convent, and the temporary assumption of the

military life by Guido ; is it likely that the chroniclers

would not have noticed so important and unusual an event?

Finally, Ferretti and Pepino, the only contemporary histor

ians who relate the story, differ as to a very important fact.

The former makes Guido como to Palestrina ; the latter

says that he refused to come on account of his age and his

vows. The assertion that Palestrina was surrendered un

der promises which were not fulfilled, is easily refuted. The

Colonna certainly charged Boniface with this perfidy, but

how comes it that they cast themselves at his feet and sued

for mercy, if, as they afterward contended, he had promised

to be content with having his banner on their walls, while

the town itself would remain under their rule ? We are

(DMalrspini; Florentine History, ch., CCXXVI1I.. In IfrratoU, loc. ctt..vol. VIII.

(ii) Wadding, Annals, vol. V. (.1) Cited by Tosti, it(c. cit., vol. II. p. 273.
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told that they fled for their lives, rather than appear before

the Pope ; but the cardinal Gaetani, a nephew of Boniface,

rebuked this falsehood in the Fifteenth General Council,

and appealed to the evidence of the prince of Tarento, there

present, and who had witnessed the humiliation of the Co-

lonua family at Rieti, for the truth of his statement, that

they had " personally appeared before the aforesaid Su

preme Pontiff. . . and confessed that they deserved punish

ment, and not favor. One of the same lords, Colonna used

the Gospel words: 'I have sinned, father, before heaven

and thee ; and am not worthy to be called thy son.' The

testimony of Gaetani is corroborated by Pepino, Villani, the

Chronicle of Orvieto, and Paolino di Piero.

We must now notice the account of the death of Pope

Boniface, as transmitted to us by Ferretti of Vicenza, and

which has generally been accepted by modern historians.

Sismondi greedily swallowed so sensational a morsel, al

though, as Wiseman observes, he had, at the foot of the page

he was quoting, the critical Muratori's point-blank declara

tion that the whole story is a downright lie. According to

Ferretti, our Pontiff, in his last illness, became furious with

impotent rage, turned his faithful servant out of the room,

drew the bolt, gnawed a big stick to pieces (Sismondi omits

the baculo minutatim trito, and that the stick was satis pro-

cerum), called upon the devil (also omitted by Sismondi),

dashed his head against the wall, and with his gray hairs

soaked in blood, strangled himself with the bed-clothes.

Paolino di Piero was not content with Ferretti's assertion

that Boniface gnawed his staff to bite ; he increased the in

terest of the picture by making the raging Pontiff lacerate

bis own hands. Now this melodramatic scene, so entranc

ing to Sismomdi and others of that ilk, loses all its hor

rifying features on critical inspection. It does not accord

with the character of Pope Boniface, " great-souled and un-

terrifiod," as St. Antonine styled him, although it agrees

with the prophecy attributed to St. Celestine V., that " he

entered like a wolf, he will reign like a lion, and he will die

like a dog." Platina, who cloaks the delinquencies of no

Pope, and who accuses Boniface of ambition and avarice,
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alludes to no such scene. Ciacouio believed in it, but he

merely relied on Villani. Spondanus also credits the tale,

but it is refreshing to find that Alexandre, determined part

isan though he is of Philip the Fair, agrees with Vittor-

elli (1) in rejecting it as absurd- Those who were present

at the death scene are more reliable witnesses than the

malevolent Ferretti, and in the Process or posthumous trial

of Boniface, it was proved that, when his death was immi

nent, " he made profession of all the articles of faith, ac

cording to the custom of the Roman Pontiffs, in the pres

ence of eight cardinals. Concerning this fact there exist

letters of our brother, the cardinal Gentili. ... "He pro

fessed, in the presence of many cardinals and other honor

able persons, that he had ever held the Catholic faith, and

wished to die in it." Cardinal Stephanesius, who was in

the chamber of death, says that the Pontiff departed placid

ly (2). But it pleased Providence to give a visible and tan

gible proof that the story of Ferretti and Paolino di Piero

was a calumny, and of this evidence Sismondi, well-read as

he was, could not have been ignorant. In the year 1605,

three hundred years after our Pontiff's death, it became nec

essary to demolish the chapel in the Vatican, in which the

body of Boniface was entombed. The sarcophagus was

opened, and the body was found nearly entirely incorrupt,

with an expression of extreme placidity. After a careful

examination by medical men, a minute verbal process, de

scribing the condition of the corpse, was drawn up by a no

tary, and it may be read in Rubeo. No trace of wounds

could be found on the head ; the skin was entire. The

hands which have been represented as gnawed and torn by

the despairing Pontiff, wore found so beautiful " as to ex

cite the admiration of all the beholders." As nature does

not cicatrize wounds after death, this discovery completely

refutes the lie which we have been discussing.

Much has been said about the arrogance of Boniface VIII.

Sismondi adduces a passage of Stella (3), though he gives

the tale on the authority of a greater name, Muratori, where

(1) Lives of the Roman Pontiffs ; Rom. 1676.

(8) GanonbaHon of Celetttnt V., Id Mukatori, tnc. ett. vol. III.

(3) (Jenoese Annain of Qcorge Stdla, Id Miratori, loe. cit., vol. XVII.
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we are told that Porchetto Spinola, archbishop of Genoa,

having presented himself before the officiating Pontiff on

Ash-Wednesday, was received with a shower of ashes in the

eyes, and was further astounded by the unrubrical adjuration,

" Remember, man, that thou art a Ghibelline, and with thy

fellow-Ghibellines thou shalt return to dust." Perhaps the

reader will be surprised to learn that instead of sanctioning

this tale, as Sismondi would have us believe that he does,

Muratori declares that " it smacks of the fabulous—fabulam

mpit." Great must have been the arrogance of Boniface,

thinks a modern publicist of some note (1), since, in his coro

nation procession, the king of Naples and the titular king of

Hungary, walked at his stirrups (2). It is strange that the

men who carp Boniface and laud the humility of Celestine,

find no fault with the latter for using the very ceremony so

displeasing to them in the former. They also purposely for

get that the sovereigns of Naples and Hungary were feud-

ataries of the Holy See. Hallam says that our Pontiff ap

peared at the Jubilee clad in imperial robes, and wearing a

diadem, and although this writer admits that he "has not

observed any good authority referred to for the fact," never

theless he is inclined to credit it, he says, because " it is in

the character of Boniface." The cardinal Stephanesius,

who knew Boniface well, held a different idea of his charac

ter. He says that " it has been so frequently repeated that

Boniface was arrogant, haughty, violent, vindictive, and un

just, that I dread shocking the reader, when I declare that

he was, on the contrary, good, pacific, and forgetful of injur

ies; and, nevertheless, this is the truth. In all the difficul

ties that he encountered, he counselled peace; he never pun

ished, without having offered pardon, and he never refused

this when it was asked " (3).

With reference to the " lamentable difference," as it is the

fashion for French polemics to style the struggle between Bon

iface VIII. and Philip the Fair, it may be proper to note the

judgment formed by our great Protestant adversary, Sismon

di : " It was then that, for the first time, the nation and the

(t) Rkks; Ot/cJopedta, London, 1S19.

(2) StKphank81CS ; 1nf. cU. RaYnald ; year 1294.

(3) RaYnald ; y. 1308-1342.
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clergv aroused themselves for the defence of the ' liberties '

of the Gallican church. Greedy of servitude, thej* desig

nated as ' liberties ' the right to sacrifice their consciences

to the caprices of their master, and to reject the protection

which a foreign and independent head offered them against

tyranny. In the name of these ' liberties ' of their church,

they denied to the Pope the right to take cognizance of the

arbitrary taxes which the king imposed on the clergy, of the

arbitrary imprisonment of the bishop of Pamiers, of the ar

bitrary seizure of the ecclesiastical revenues of Rheims,

Chartres, Laon, and Poitiers. They denied to the Pope the

right to direct the conscience of the king, to remonstrate

with him about the administration of the kingdom, and to

punish him, by censures or excommunication, if he violated

his oaths. . . . Doubtless, the court of Rome had manifested

a usurping ambition, and kings had to be on their guard

against its omnipotence, but it would have been very happy

for the people, if despotic sovereigns had still acknowledged

that there was, above them, a power derived from heaven,

which could check them in the path of crime " (1).

The action of Pope Clement V. and of the Fifteenth Gen

eral Council concerning the memory of Boniface VIII. will

be described in our chapter on this Council. We will now

state, in conclusion, that religion owes to this Pontiff, the

consoling institution of the Jubilee ; ecclesiastical jurispru

dence owes to him the Sixth Book of the Decretals ; and gen

eral science owes to him the foundation of the Sapienza or

Roman University. He composed the Ave, virgo gloriosa,

and the prayer, Dens, qui pro redemptione mundi ; and he left

two fine orations on the Canonization of I.ouis IX. He is gen

erally regarded as the author of the famous Bull In coena

Domini, although it was unknown in his time, and contains

many additions of a posterior date. This constitution is

the work of a far-seeing and all-embracing genius, and usost

of its articles are devoted to the prosperity of states and the

well-being of peoples. Tims, in its fifth article, excommun

ication is pronounced on those " who impose new taxes, or

increase those already in force, unless in the cases estab-

(1) Loc. CI,., vol. IV. c. 24.
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lished by law." The Bull In coena Domini was once pub

lished every year, but the sensitiveness of certain govern

ments caused its abolition by Popes Clement XIV. and Pius

VI.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE ALLEGED BARGAIN OF POPE CLEMENT V. WITH

PHILIP THE FAIR.

The commonly received account of the election of Clement

V. is based solely upon the narrative of John Villani (1).

This author tells us that, after the death of Benedict XI., on

July 27, 1304, the Sacred College found itself divided into

two nearly equal factions,—one headed by Matthew Rosso

Orsini and Francis Gaetani, the latter a nephew of the late

Pontiff; and the other led by Napoleon Orsini dal Monte

and Nicholas da Prato. After nine months of useless con

clave, the cardinals da Prato and Gaetani agreed, says the

Florentine historian, that the Gaetani party should select

three capable Transalpine candidates (2), and from these the

other factious should, in forty days, choose one on whom

all could unite. In accordance with this compact, the

choice of the Gaetani cardinals was Bertrand de Got, arch

bishop of Bordeaux, who, although a friend of the defunct

Pontiff, " and no friend of the French king, because of in

juries which his family had received duriug the Gascon war,

at the hands of Charles de Valois," brother of Philip, was

known, nevertheless, as " one yearning for honors and power ;

and being a Gascon as therefore, by nature a covetous man,"

and one likely to come to terms with the monarch. The

agreement of the two contending parties, continues Villani,

was reduced to writing; and, without the knowledge of the

Gaetani faction, the da Prato cardinals sent the document,

in eleven days, to Paris, " warning the French king, in their

letters, that if he wished to recover his standing in Holy

Church, and to rehabilitate his friends the Colonnas, he

(1) Florentine History, b. S, c. S0 ; Venice. 1502.

(2) An italian cardinal would have been unacceptable to Philip the Fair.
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should be reconciled to his enemy, Raymond (read 'Bertrand')

de Got, seekiug him and offering him great advantages. . . .

The king dispatched amicable letters to the archbishop

asking for an interview ; and in six days, attended by a

small and trusty retinue, he held a parley with the said

archbishop in a forest near the Abbey of St. Jean d'Angely.

Having heard Mass together, and having sworn fidelity on

the altar, the king addressed fair words to the archbishop,

trying to reconcile him to my lord of Valois." Then, ac

cording to Villani, Philip said to the prelate : " You perceive,

archbishop, that I can make you Pope if I so desire. Now,

I promise that this honor shall be yours if you pledge your

self to grant me six certain favors." Stupefied with joy, says

our chronicler, Bertrand threw himself at the royal feet, cry

ing, " My lord, now that I realize that you love me more

than any other does, and that you propose to render me

good for evil, you have only to command, and I shall obey."

The monarch then raised the archbishop, kissed him, and

said : " These are the six favors I request : Firstly, that

you reconcile me entirely with the Church, and pardon me

for the evil committed in the capture of Pope Boniface.

Secondly, that you restore me and my followers to commun

ion. Thirdly, that you allow me to take, for my Flemish

war, all the tithes in my kingdom during the next five years.

Fourthly, that you promise to annul the memory of Pope

Boniface. Fifthly, that you confer the honor of the car-

dinalate on my lord James and my lord Peter Colon na,

and restore them to their pristine state ; also that you raise

certain other friends of mine to the purple. The sixth favor

I shall communicate to you on some other occasion ; it is. at

present, a secret, and is very important" (1). Bertrand agreed

to grant these requests, even swearing, adds Villani, on the

Body of the Lord to keep his word. The parties then sep*

arated ; and Philip immediately wrote to Cardinal da Prato

that their Eminences might proceed with the election of

the archbishop of Bordeaux, said prelate being his " per

il) Tbey who accept the narrative of Villani wander in conjectures as to the nature of

this sixth favor. The Florentine himself (b. S. c. 101) and Masson (Life of Philip the Fair)

hold that Philip wished Clement to give the Empire to Charles de Valois : others bolieve that

the Empire was to be restored to the French permanently.
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fectly confidential friend." The Florentine historian then

notes that this message of the king reached Perugia in

thirty-five days (from the time of Gaetani's letter to Philip),

and that Bertrand de Got was, therefore, elected to the pon

tifical throne.

The above narrative of Villani, certainly very coherent

and calm, was repeated by all the olden historians. St. Au-

tonine, Genebrard, Baluze, Pagi, the authors of Christian

Gaul, those of The Art of Verifying Dates, Fleury, and even

the great Muratori, receive it without any express question

ing (1). No wonder, then, that such writers as Giannone,

Duchesne, Sismondi, and Hallam greedily accept it, and

adorn it with their own amplifications. But the prince of

modern historians, Cantii, exposes its weakness when he asks

whether Villani was a third party to the absurd colloquy.

" The people simply reduced to fact the ideas generated by

the sequel " (2). The judicious Mahsi also rejects the

story (3). The Abbe" Christophe gives many good reasons

for preferring the very different narrative of Ferretti of Vi-

cenza (4). And now, we would ask, of what authority is Vil

lani? His diction is certainly Tuscan in its purity, and he

is an ingenuous chronicler when he is unfettered by pre

judice; but his writings are not always to be received as

Gospel truth. Muratori, than whom no better judge in

matters like this can be desired, says that Villani " gives us

not a few fables when he describes remote occurrences " (5);

and that in regard to the time of Frederick II. and the fol

lowing period " he is not always to be believed " (6). And

we know that Villani was very bitter toward all the Avig-

nonese Pontiffs, and that he was ever ready to suspect each

one of them of culpable condescension toward the French

monarchs. Therefore, when he is uncorroborated by even one

contemporary or quasi-contemporary authority, we should

not rely implicitly upon his assertions ; especially when, as

in the present case, they present intrinsic marks of inaccur-

(1) Raynald seems to hare some misgivings as to its truth : for h says : " If these things

are true, what eise than trouble for Christendom was to be expected ? "

(8) Universal Histary, b. XIII., c. 0. (3) Notes to the A nnaUi of Raynald.

(4) Hittory of the Pavacy in the Fiftcenth Century. Paris, 1S53.

(5) Preface to his edition of Villani. (6) Writers on Italian Affairs. Vol. XIII., pt. 3.
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acy, and perhaps of falsehood. His story of the forest in

terview is not even hinted at by any one of the many contem

porary biographers of Pope Clement V., such as Ptolemy of

Lncca, John of St. Victor, Bernard of Guido, Amalric of Ros-

sillou, or the anonymous Venetian. Similar silence is dis

played by Ferretti of Vicenza, who finished his Chronicle in

1330, and who narrates in detail the acts of the Conclave of

Perugia ; by Pepin of Bologna, who wrote down to 1314, and

was a severe critic of the Popes : by the Chronicle of Parma ;

by Dino Compagni, Trithemius, Matthew of Westminster,

and the Continuator of Nangy.

Certainly this argument is purely negative : but it ac

quires force when we consider the intrinsic evidences of un

reliability presented by Villani's tale. For instance, if we

are willing to believe that the Guelph cardinals quietly

granted forty days of delay to their opponents without sus

pecting any snare, which we find it difficult to do, we can

not believe that even the Ghibelline cardinals would have

descended to such infamy as is implied in the alleged com

pact with Philip the Fair. The documents concerning these

personages which have come down to us show that they

wished, indeed, to elect a Pontiff who would be friendly to

Philip, but not that they were capable of laying the tiara

in the dirt. Consider, for example, Cardinal Nicholas da

Prato, to whom Villani assigns all the wire-pulling in the

intrigue. From all accounts, this learned Dominican was

an honorable man. Raised by the severe and uncompromis

ing Boniface VIII. to the See of Spoleto, made Cardinal-

Bishop of Ostia bj the discriminating Benedict XI., he had

successfully filled the office of peacemaker in Tuscany and

the Romagna when faction fury was at its height. Alber-

tino Mussato, a writer much lauded by Muratori, calls Da

Prato "a man of great learning and wisdom." Dino Com

pagni styles him a man "of humble parentage ; but grac

ious, wise, and of profound science." Even Villani says

that he was " very learned in the Scriptures, subtle, wise,

foreseeing, and very practical." It is difficult to believe

that such a man, who, both before and after the pretended

bargain, was always devoted to the true interests of the
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Church, would, for no advantage whatever, place the tiara at

the disposal of so ambitious a sovereign as Philip the Fair.

What had he to gain by such infamy? He had attained,

as bishop of Ostia, and, therefore, dean of the Sacred Col

lege, the highest dignity in the gift of the Pontiff. What

could he obtain from Philip? History does not record that

he received anything ; but Villani does record that Nicholas

da Prato strenuously opposed Philip's two dearest wishes—

the condemnation of Pope Boniface VIII., and the election

of Charles de Valois to the throne of the Holy Roman Em

pire (1).

Another intrinsic proof of the unreliability of Villani in

this matter is found in his assertion that Bertrand de Got

had been a foe of Philip, and that the reason of enmity was

to be found in the injuries suffered by the Got family at the

hands of Charles de Valois during the Gascon war. Not

only do the records of the time recount none of these injuries,

but they show that in this struggle a brother of Bertrand

combated on the royal side, and received as a reward from

Philip the counties of Lomagne and Auvillars. Again, that

there had been no dissension between Philip and Bertrand

before the pretended interview, is evident from the fact that,

during the five years of the tenure of the See of Bordeaux

by the latter, he was covered with honors by the king, and

obtained an increase of the privileges of his bishopric, as is

manifested by the patents collected by Rabanis in the

archives of the Gironde. And all these concessions bear

dates between March, 1300, and April, 1304. We must con

clude, therefore, that the cardinals who met at Perugia

in July, 1304, regarded Philip and Bertrand as friends, and

that they would not have felt any need to urge the monarch

to be reconciled with the archbishop.

Again, we must remember that it is only in the pages of

Villani that Bertrand de Got appears as " a grasping

Gascon," ready to swear on the Body of Christ that he will

reduce God's Church to slavery. Everywhere else he stands

(1) Villani telis bow the cardinal freed Clement from the importunities of Philip concern

ing the condemnation of Boniface VIII.,by advising him to submit the affair to a general

(-wiudl : and how he settled the imperial aspirations of Charles by having the Pope ask the

electors to elect lmmediately Henry of Luxembourg.
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conspicuous as a virtuous prelate as well as a man of spirit ;

an3 we are not obliged to recur to any such theory as that

of Villani to account for his elevation to the Chair of Peter.

His virtue was well known to the Roman court, especially

his prudence, as evinced during his negotiations with the sov

ereigns of France and England, to each of whom he was

a subject (1). It was not strange, therefore, when the elect

ors deemed it wise to select a Transalpine prelate for the

papacy, that they should think of Bertrand. While Pontiff,

Clement V. was certainly over-condescending to King Philip

the Fair, but he was never sacrilegiously vile, as Villani de

picts him in the woods of St. Jean d'Angely ; nay, this same

historian describes him as resisting those desires of the king

which he is said to have wickedly promised to gr.(tify.

And since we are speaking of these wishes of Philip, it is

well to note that from their very enumeration by Villani

arises a reason for suspecting the worth of his narrative.

Take, for instance, the first two requests. Their object had

already been attained. In April, 1304, Pope Benedict XL,

the successor of Boniface VIII., had absolved Philip, his

followers, and all France, from every censure (2), excepting

only the sacrilegious Nogaret, the prime author of the crime

of Anagni (3), and the wretched Sciarra Colonna. It is ab

surd, therefore, to suppose that Bertrand and Philip incurred

the guilt of simony in order to obtain things already legiti

mately granted (4). Another error in the recital of Villani

must also be noted as militating seriously against its his

torical value. He asserts that the election of Clement V. was

effected by " compromise," as it is technically termed, and

by the unanimous consent of the electors to the vote of Car

dinal da Prato. Now, the solemn decree of that election,

preserved in the Vatican, and first published by Raynald,

informs us that the choice was made by secret ballot ; that

of the fifteen voters, all mentioned by name, ten voted for

Bertrand ; that then the other five joined the majority

by "accession " ; and that finally the result was proclaimed,

(1) Edward I., of England, was aiso Lord of Oulenne: and Bordeaux was its capital.

(2) Martene : Collection of OM Monuments. Vol. I., col. 1411.

(3) Nogaret was not pardoned, even by Clement V.. until 1311.

(i) Strange to say, Villani admits (Ms reconciliation in his Ufith chapter.
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not by Cardinal da Prato, but by the rival leader, Cardinal

Francis Gaetani.

StroDg as are the reasons already adduced for the rejection

of the tale of Villani, they become almost trivial when com

pared with an argument presented by M. Rabanis in an ap

posite work on this subject (1). Had the documents which

this investigator unearthed been earlier known, many pains

taking and zealous polemics would have been spared much

chagrin. While Rabanis was delving in the archives of the

Gironde in search of documents which might elucidate the

history of the English domination in Guienne, he came

upon a record which threw light upon another subject of

equal interest to him—namely, the Pontificate of Clement

V. Bundled among a lot of parchments referring to the

rights and possessions of the See of Bordeaux, was a

Register of all the movements and acts of Archbishop

Bertrand de Got during a pastoral visit through his entire

province, made from May 17, 1304, the day of his departure

from Bordeaux, to June 20, 1305, the day when he received,

in the Priory of Lusignan, the announcement of his elevation

to the papal throne. In those days such registers were ac

curately drawn up and jealously preserved ; for the suffragans

and parish priests had rights to guard, as well as duties to

perform toward the metropolitan visitor and his retinue ; and

these registers were safeguards against extortions. The doc

ument discovered by Rabanis is a French translation, made

in the sixteenth century, of the original Act known to

Duchesne, who, writing his I.ife of Clement V., in 1653,

styles it " an ancient Register still preserved in Bordeaux,"

and cites it M an authentic account of a pastoral visit by

Bertrand de Got. The authors of Christian Gaul, writing

in the beginning of the eighteenth century, were also ac

quainted with this Register, and they quote it in their article

on Bertrand. On examination of this document, Rabanis

found that he possessed proof that the pretended interview,

so particularly described by Villani, could not have taken

place. Nor did he neglect to compare his discovered infor

mation with the Acts which referred to the movements ot King

(1) Clement V. and Philitithe Fair. A Letter to H. Ch. Daremherg on the Interview

betxeeen Bertrand de Gut ami Philip the Fair at St. Jean d'Angcly. Paris, 1S3S.
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Philip at the time of Bertrand's pastoral visit. The results

was a confirmation of the proofs obtained from the records of

that journey (1).

Following the argumentation of M. Babanis, we must fiipt

discover the precise date of the alleged colloquy between the

two distinguished plotters. We find no trouble in this task,

thanks to the excessive minuteness with which Villani en

deavors to gain credit for his fable. He tells us that it took

thirty- five days for the transmission of the message of

Cardinal da Prato from Perugia to Paris, and for the arrival

of the royal reply ; and that theu their Eminences im

mediately proceeded to the election. Now, it is certain that

the election took place on June 5, 1305 ; therefore, thirty-five

days back, the date of the courier's departure from Perugia

for Paris, was the 1st or 2d of May. If we consider Villani's

dates, and the nature of the business, eleven days (Villani's

time) were consumed in the courier's trip to Paris ; six days

(Villani's time) then passed before Philip reached St. Jean

d'Ang&y. One or two days ought to be added for prepara

tions, accidents, etc. Therefore, it must have been the 18th

or 20th of May when Bertrand and Philip met ; and this date

will appear the more probable one, if we reflect that the kiug

had to return to Paris and then dispatch his reply in time for

it to reach Perugia by the 5th of June. Where now were the

two conspirators, we will not say on these precise days (the

18th to the 20th), but even about that time ? As to the where

abouts of Bertrand, we are informed by the diary of the

pastoral visit (2). After he had visited the dioceses of Agen

and P6rigueux, Bertrand found himself, in the middle of

December, 1304, in that of Poitiers. He passed the begin

ning of 1305 in Maine, the Sevres, and Vendee. On April 18

he celebrated Easter at Lucon ; then, going along the coast

from parish to parish, he was at Beauvoir-sur-Mer on May

the 10th ; he visited the Priory of Fontaines on the 12th, and

the abbey of Frontenaux on the 13th ; he then remained four

(1) Rahanis first published his thesis in a memoir in 1S46 ; but. at the request of M. Daren(-

benr, he amplitied the original, and produced the book before us.

(2)' The ecclesiastical province of Bordeaux then contained, besides Bordeaux, the diocese*

of Agen, Pcriirueux, Poitiers, Angoulime, and Salntes.
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days at the Priory of Chaise-le-Vicomte ; on the 18th he was

at the Priory of Les Essarts ; on the 19th he went to Mon-

chanip ; the '20th found him at Segornay-le-Puybeliard, and

the 21st at Chasteaumur ; the 22d was spent at Treze-Vents,

and the 23d at the Abbey of Mauleon ; he then visited

Mallievre, and on the 27th he celebrated the Feast of the

Ascension at Bressuire. We learn, therefore, from this

Register, that from the 18th of May to the 20th Bertrand was

in the priories of Essarts, Monchamp and Segornay, the

nearest of which was twenty leagues from St. Jeau dAngely.

In those days he could not have travelled such a distance

and also kept his appointments, as we see he did. The roads

of France were then no roads whatever ; nor had they been

such, any more than those of the rest of Europe outside of

Italy, since the days of Charlemagne (1). And through the

entire months of April and May, according to these Acts,

Bertrand was not near the designated forest.

But where was Philip at this time ? The public acts of

his reign furnish irrefragable evidence as to his residences,

and as to the time he had passed in each (2). During the whole

of May he was never nearer to St. Jean dAngely than Poissy,

which was at a distance of one hundred and twenty leagues.

In the latter part of April he was at Plessis, near Senlis, at

Villers-Cotterets, near Soissons ; and at Paris, which he left

on the 3d of May. From the 3d to the 18th he was at Gor-

migny in Brie, at Becoiseau, and Chatres-sous-Montlhery.

On the 19th he was at Poissy, and on the 25th at Cachant,

near Paris. On the 1st of June he was again at Poissy. A

partisan of the Villani theory may urge here that precisely

during these six days—between the 19th, when the records

place him at Poissy, and the 25th, when he was at Cachant

(1) Even in the time of Francis I., 1515-47, there were only three carriages in Paris, one

belonging to the Queen, one to Diana of Poitiers, and the third to Bene de Laval. The first

public conveyance is heard of in 15S7, and it ran from Paris to Orleans. Travelling was

performed aitogether on horsehack or in litters. Italy, of course, had fine roads; but in

France the weak successors of Charlemagne had neglected the roads which that monarch

had made out of the ancient Roman routes. in vain had Philip Augustus tried to introduce

something like the old system. In England the first turnpike is found in the reigu of

Charles II. From all this we perceive the absurdity of supposing that Bertrand de Got

travelled twenty-five leagues in a very few hours, as, according to Villanl's story compared

with the Register, he must have done in order lo be supposed by his retainers to be during

this time, enjoying the rest of the just in bis ostensible lodgings.

(2) ' Memoirs of the French Academy of Iascriptions,' Old Series, Vol. XX., cap. I.
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—Philip might have spurred to St. Jean d'Angely, held the

famous parley, and returned. But we must recollect that on

the 20th Bertrand was at Segornay; on the 21st at Chasteau-

tnur ; on the 22d at Treze-Vents ; on the 23d at Mauleon

(certainly we may pause here ; for Philip had to be back in

Cachant on the 25th) ; and the nearest of these places was

too far from the alleged rendezvous to permit of Bertrand's

being there, unless we believe that some kind fairy substitut

ed another man in his place, giving to that substitute the

name and appearance of Bertrand, fitting him for the making

of pastoral visits and the administration of Confirmation, etc.

But, granting for the moment that Bertrand could have

reached the forest at the supposed time, how could PL ilip Lave

made what was really a cross-country ride of two hundred

and forty leagues in less than six days? That would have

been his task if he left Poissy on the 19th, held the alleged

interview, and was at Cachant on the 25th.

But enough has been adduced to show that Villani's tale

of the interview in the woods of St. Jean d'Angdly is a fable ;

that the presumed intrigue of the cardinal-electors has no

foundation ; and that no compact existed between King Philip

the Fair and Bertrand de Got. What, then, is the truth con

cerning the election of Pope Clement V. ? We know of no

olden author who vies with John Villani in portraying the

hidden motives and actions of the great (modern times have

given us a Due de Saint-Simon and a Voltaire). But, in default

of such contemporary aid in investigating the conduct of the

conclave of Perugia, we are content to rely upon Ferretti

of Vicenza, who at least agrees with all the monuments of

the time that have reached us. According to Ferretti, Philip

the Fair used every art, through the deposed cardinals,

James and Peter Colonna, to secure the election of a Pontiff

who would be favorable to his interests. Other monarchs

also had their special views to forward ; while the Orsini

cardinals, Napoleon and Matthew Rosso, coveted the tiara,

—the former undoubtedly for himself, and the latter either

for himself or for a nephew. But the Perugians soon tired

of the delay, and forced the roof from the quarters of the

conclave, trusting that exposure to the elements would
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compel the wranglers to come to a decision. The same cit

izens also blockaded the building, and prevented the introduc

tion of any other sustenance than bread and water. Thus

pressed, their Eminences, realizing that they could not unite

upon an Italian, turned their eyes to the regions beyond the

Alps, and the friends of Philip proposed the name of Ber-

trand de Got. This nomination pleased both Guelphs and

Ghibellines ; the former, because the prelate had been ap

pointed by the heroic Boniface VIII., and had nobly de

fended that Pontiff; the latter, because he was friendly to

King Philip. Accordingly, Bertrand was elected.

But why should Villani fabricate such a falsehood, and

how could he expect that it would be received as truth ?

We do not believe that the Florentine historian told a de

liberate lie. He believed as most of the Italians of his day

believed, and he regarded their apparently well-founded

suspicions as incontrovertible facts. The bribing proclivi

ties of Philip the Fair were notorious, and the Italians be*

came prejudiced against Clement V., because of his great

condescension to that monarch. Above all, they blamed

that Pontiff for transferring the papal residence to France,

—an error which entailed much misery on their country,

and was destined, as they speedily foresaw, to prove a source

of agony to all Christendom. There were many tales current

among the Italians of that period accounting for this reduc

tion of their greatest glory to a " Babylonian captivity," and

portraying Clement V., in no complimentary guise. Thus

Bernardino Corio says that Bertrand de Got was chosen as

Pontiff simply because the cardinals thought that he was

dead (1); and there were narrated many curious tales which

showed that the indignation of the Italian clergy, as well as

of the Italian laity, rendered them prone to credit almost

anything which would derogate from the personal merits of

Clement V. (2). But we are pleased by the course of several

(1) In his History of Milan, Corlo says that the cardinais had just heard of the death

of Bertrand ; and that they thought that by electing a dead man they would gain time, and

evade the starvation regimen to which the Peruvians were reducing them.

(2) Dante, in his HeZJ. canto 19, places Clement V. therein, because of the crime of simony.

Villani telis how a papal chaplainihad a vision of a fiery palace prepared in hell for Clement ;

and bow, when the Pontiff was informed of the dream, " he was never again cheerful, and

soon afterward died."
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distinguished, though not Catholic, modern authors, in mani

festing a disposition to do justice to the memory of this Pon

tiff. Thus Littr6 says: "No credence can be accorded to the an

ecdote narrated by thechroniclerJohn Villani to theeffect tli.it

the king and the future Pope met in an abbey in the depths

of the forest near St. Jean d'Angely, and there entered into

a bargain of sacred things, sealing it with an oath on the

Host " (1). Renan admits that " the pretended interview of

St. Jean d'Augi-ly has been regarded as a fable for some

time " (2).

CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE FIFTEENTH GENERAL COUNCIL.—SEQUEL OF THE 0ONTE8T

WITH PHILIP THE FAIR.

The decree of convocation for this Council was issued by

Pope Clement V. in 1307, and in it the Pontiff assigns the

following as his reasons for summoning the bishops together.

Firstly ; the cause of the Templars, who were accused of

heresy, obscenity, and other crimes, was to be considered.

Secondly ; action was to be taken in reference to the teach

ings of the famous Franciscan, Peter John 01iva(3), and in

regard to the heresies of the Fraticelli, Dulcinists, Beguards,

aud Beguins, to whom we have already alluded. Thirdly :

means were to be devised for the recovery of the Holy Land.

Fourthly ; ecclesiastical discipline needed reformation.

The original intention of the Pontiff had been to assemble

the Council in 1309, but the meeting was postponed until

(1) In the Revue des Deux Mondcs for September 15, 1S64.

(2) II ;i. March 1, 1S80.

(3) Oliva was born in 1247, at Serignan. in the diocese of Bezlers, and died in the odor of

sanctity at Narbonnc in 1287. He was firmiy opposed to the right of Franciscan convents to

possess property, and the friars of Provence, who belonged to the faction of the "Spirituais."

rallied around him and formed the Congregation of Narbonne. He venerated St. Francisas

aimost a superbuman personage, and pretended that the Pope could no more change the

Franciscan rule than he could the Gospel. After his death, the general, John de Muro. pro

hibited the friars from reading his writings, but Pope Sixtus IV., himself a Franciscan, an

nulled this decree. Long before Oliva died, he had been charged with rashness, and in l-TS

extracts were made from his book on the Prnises of the H(iu Virtttn, to prove the charge,

but Wadding says that the general, Jerome of Ascoli, obliged the compiler to burn his wort'.

Ollva's opponents accused him of recognizing the whnre of Babylon in the Roman Cburch.

but his rfisclple. Uhertlno of Casnle. showed the faisity of the charge. He was a prwlifh-

author, but many of his works have perished.
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Oct. 16th, 1311, when the first session was held in the cathe

dral of Vienne. According to the Continuator of Nange,

there were present, besides the Latin patriarchs of Alexan

dria and Antioch, one hundred and fourteen bishops ; Villani

and St. Antonine put the number at three hundred. In the

first session, Pope Clement laid before the members the busi

ness to be transacted, and there followed many deliberations,

especially in regard to the cause of the Templars. The sec

ond session was held on April 3d, 1312, in the presence of King

Philip, who sat, says the Continuator of Nange, " at the

right of the Supreme Pontiff, but on a lower chair." The

Pope preached, and then, " with the approbation of the

Sacred Council," he promulgated the sentence of abolition

of the Order of the Temple. We shall treat of this subject

at some length in the following chapter. The third and

last session of the Council was celebrated on May 6lh.

In the Fifteenth Council, three doctrines of Oliva were

condemned ; namely, the assertion that the side of Christ

was pierced while He was yet living ; the opinion that the

rational soul is not the " form " of the body : and the teach

ing that the " habit " of faith and of the virtues is not infused

by baptism into infants. Against the first error the Council

declared that " having emitted His spirit, Christ permitted

His side to be pierced with a lance, that thence water and

blood might flow, and thus be formed our holy mother the

Church, the immaculate and virgin spouse of Christ, even as

from the side of the first man, while he slept, Eve was formed

as a wife unto him." Against the second error of Oliva, the

Pontiff decreed that " with the approbation of the Sacred

Council, we reprobate as erroneous and contrary to Catholic

faith, the doctrine or position that rashly asserts that the

substance of the rational or intellective soul is not, per se

and essentially, the form of the human body ; defining, that

if any one hereafter presumes to assert, or defend, or obstin

ately hold, that the rational or intellective soul is not, per se

and esseutially. the form of the human body, he is to be re

garded as a heretic." Against the third error of Oliva, the

Pontiff, recognizing the existence of two theological opinions,

one of which held that in baptism of infants guilt was ban
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ished, but grace not conferred, while the other taught that

the virtues were infused "as a habit," though not, for that

time, "as to use," receives the second opinion as more prob

able, declaring : " Considering the general efficacy of the

death of Christ, which is applied by baptism to all the bap

tized, we, with the approbation of the Sacred Council, have

deemed right to select as more probable, and as more con

sonant with the sayings of the saints and of modern doctors

of theology, the second opinion, which holds that in baptism

informing grace and the virtues are conferred both on infants

and adults." In our own day the second of the above de

crees has been opposed to the partisans of Gunther as a

teaching of the Church contrary to their peculiar opinion,

and it was in regard to the proper interpretation of the de

cree, that the Guntherites disputed. Dr. Clemens says (1)

that the proposition "the soul is the substantial form of the

body," signifies that the soul is the principle which vivifies

the human body and gives it its form, and that this expres

sion is familiar to all who know anything about the philos

ophical language of the olden time. The Guntherites thought

that the proposition in question contradicts the necessary

dualism of the soul and body ; and Dr. Baltzer contended

that the expression "forma corporis" is to be taken in the

sense that the soul, in its union with the body, is not the

vivifying principle of the body, but its living form, i. e , with

out the soul the body cannot be conceived as living. Pope

Pius IX. in a letter to the archbishop of Cologne, in 1857,

and in another to the bishop of Breslau, in 1860, censured the

doctrine of the Guntherites, and especially that of Baltzer.

Therefore their explanations are not to be received, when

they tend to distinguish a living principle, proper to the

body, and distinct from the soul—a vitalist dualism con

demned by Pius IX. The Pontiff, certainly, does not form

ally pronounce that, according to the General Council of

Vienne, the soul alone is the substantial "formans " of tbe

human body, but he does say that it is the sole vital princi

ple, the sole principle constituting the living humanity, the

sole vital form.

(1) The Speculative Theology of Gunther and Catholic Doctrine, Bonn, 1S5S.
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Many of the disciplinary Constitutions of the Fifteenth

Council are inserted in the collection of Clementines,

although in the same collection are found many which were

not issued in this council. The most interesting are those

which regulate the ministrations of mendicant friars. In

the Clementine Religiosi, on Privileges arid the Excesses of the

Privileged, excommunication, with reservation to the Holy

See, is decreed against religious " Who presume, without

special permission of the parish priest, to administer to the

laity the Sacraments of the Eucharist or Extreme Unction, or

to solemnize marriages." They are allowed, however, accord

ing to the ancient privileges granted by Rome, to administer

the Sacraments to members of their own households, and to

the sick in their own hospitals. In virtue of holy obedience,

and under pain of damnation, they are commanded, " In

tlieir sermons, not to calumniate ecclesiastical prelates, or to

entice laymen from their own churches, or to pronounce in

discreet indulgences. And they must not, when they are

present at the making of wills, interfere with proper restitu

tion, or prevent testators from leaving legacies to the mother

churches ; nor shall they endeavor to obtain legacies for

their own brethren or convents, to the prejudice of others."

At one moment it appeared that the regulars were about to

lose all their privileges. The archbishop of Bourges insisted

that the Templars would not have become so corrupt and

impious, had they been subject to the bishops ; and the de

fenders of the exemptions of the regulars could scarcely reply

to the argument. However, when both sides of the question

had been discussed, the Council was content with interdict

ing to regulars the exercise of such functions as seemed to

be the prerogatives of the secular clergy. One of the most

noteworthy proceedings of the Council was its command

that the Sacraments of Penance and the Eucharist should be

administered to those condemned to death, and this in spite

of such lay judges as cruelly prohibited said administration—

another instance of the Church correcting the inhumane legis

lation of our ancestors. Those who believe that it was onlv

in the sixteenth century that the Oriental languages began

to be cultivated in Europe, should read the decree of this
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Council concerning their study; it is ordered that in future,

Hebrew, Arabic, and Chaldean shall be publicly taught

wherever the Roman court may be established, as well as in

the universities of Bologna, Paris, Salamanca, and Oxford ;

in Paris, the professors are to be paid by the king of France,

and elsewhere by the Pope and bishops.

In this Council an end was made to the " lamentable dif

ference " between Boniface VIII. and Philip the Fair. One

would have imagined that all obstacles to peace were re

moved by the death of Pope Boniface, but Philip was im

placable, and avowed his determination to procure the con

demnation of his adversary's memory. By the Bull Qitanto

nos, fili, Pope Benedict XI., the immediate successor of Boni

face, absolved Philip from the censures pronounced by that

Pontiff; by another, Tit eo magis, he revoked the reservation

to the Holy See of the cathedral and regular nominations in

France ; by a third, Sancta; matris Ecclesue, he absolved all

the culpable ecclesiastics and nobles, excepting William de

Nogaret ; and by a fourth, Dudum Bonifacius, he annulled the

absolution of the French from their allegiance to Philip, and

re-established everything as it had been before the difference,

the case of Nogaret alone excepted. Even the Colonna fam

ily were received into favor, although Benedict would not re

store the cardinalitial dignity to James and Peter, and would

not allow the rebuilding of Palestrina. But Philip soon found

that Pope Benedict XI. could place a limit to his conces

sions. By a Bull dated at Perugia, June 7, 1304, the Pon

tiff declared that excommunication had fallen on all concern

ed in the horrible crime of Anagni, and he summoned all such

to appear personally before himself. The name of Philip

does not appear in this Bull, Flagitiosum scelus, but the

world knew that the monarch had instigated the crime.

After such a manifesto, there was no probability of a

condemnation of Boniface by Benedict XI. But short

ly after the publication of this Bull, the Pontiff was

seized by a fatal illness, and on July 7, he was dead.

So prompt a death, and in such circumstances, did not

appear natural, and men only differed as to the authors of

the murder. Ferretti of Vicenza names Philip, and certain
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ly this prince gained by the demise of Benedict, and he was

fully capable of plotting the assassination of any opponent,

while he had followers willing to execute his desires. But

Ferretti is alone, and his historical accuracy is not of the

highest order. With the advent of Clement V., a Frenchman

and.devoted to Philip, the success of the king's hopes appeared

more probable. We have seen already that Bertrand de

Got was not such a creature of Philip the Fair as Villani

would have us believe; that the famous conference of St.

Jean d'Angely never occurred. Nevertheless, Clement was

very pliant in the hands of Philip; he had transferred the

Papal residence to France; very soon he abrogated the Bull

Clericis laicos, the origin of the difference with Boniface VIII.;

he revoked all the proceedings against the king; and although

he would not annul the Bull Unam sanctum, which contained

a doctrinal definition, yet he so interpreted it, that the dec

laration of Boniface seemed not hostile to the pretensions

of Philip (1); he even restored James and Peter Colonna to

the Sacred College, and he promoted, in one Consistory,

twelve of Philip's creatures to the cardinalate. With such

grounds for hope, the king pressed his claim, during a con

ference with the Pontiff at Poitiers in June, 1307, but

Clement delayed a definite reply, trusting that time would

mollify the resentment of the monarch. As a token of his

friendship, he quashed the proceedings against the criminals

of Anagni. But with the march of time, the desire for re

venge increased in Philip, and finally he demanded that Pope

Boniface should be condemned as a heretic ; that his name

should be expunged from the catalogue of Pontiffs ; and that

his body should be exhumed, burnt, and the ashes thrown

to the winds (2). At this insolent proceeding, the Papal court

was horrified ; Ghibellines as well as Guelphs, Frenchmen

as well as Italians, wondered where such insensate preten

sions would terminate (3). Thanks to the blunder of Clement

V.—a blunder for which all Christendom was about to weep

(1) " We do not understand this Bull," says Clement v., " as at all prejudicial to France,

or as importing that this kingdom is more subject to the Roman Cburch than it was. We

wish things to be as they were before the publication of this decree." Prm(fs of Difference.

(2) VillanT, b. VIII., c. 91.—Nich. Trivetis, ( hnmicle—Dino Compagm, Chronicles—

MlTtatOBi ; ItcU. Writers, vol. IX.

c3) Villani, loc. eit.— St. Antonink; vol. III., tit. 21, c. 1.
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—the Pope and his court were settled in the midst of Philip's

dominions, and were exposed to a violence that knew no

scruples. To grant the demands of the monarch was im

possible to honor, to justice, and to truth ; and if they were

resisted ? Clement thought of flight, but the surveillance of

Philip could not be evaded. At this juncture the cardinal

Nicholas da Prato thus advised Pope Clement : " Holy

father, I discern a remedy for the present evil. It is to con

vince the king, if it is possible, that his demand covers a diffi

cult question—one concerning which the cardinals are divid

ed ; that such a question can be treated only in a General

Council ; that, finally, an examination into the charges

against Pope Boniface will be more solemn, and therefore'

the king's satisfaction will be more complete, if it is made in so

grave an assembly. If he objects that the prejudices of the

fathers will influence their judgment, say that you will not

mentidh this affair in your Bull of convocation; that yon will

allege no other reasons for the Couucil than a reformation

of morals and the general interests of the Church The

need of the Council having been shown and acknowledged,

you will fix Vienne inDauphiny as the place of meeting ; for,

besides that its central position will make it convenient for

all, its independence of the French kingdom will free you

from any restraint on the part of the king." The expedient

of the cardinal da Prato succeeded ; Philip could not well

refuse to submit his cause to a General Council, for he had

already requested one. But, strange as it may seem, the

cause of Pope Boniface VIII. took up very little of the time

of the Fifteenth Council ; so little trace of it do we observe

in the Acts, that we are obliged to recur to contemporary

writers to be sure that it was seriously discussed. . Suffice

it to note here that the memory of the great Pontiff was

completely vindicated. The charges of illegitimate occu

pancy of the chair of Peter, and of heresy, were refuted by

Gentile di Montefiore, a celebrated canonist, by John de

Murro, by the cardinals Francis Gaetani, Peter of Spain, and

above all, by the cardinal Richard of Siena, who thus partly

expiated his treachery to Boniface VIII. at Anagni. The hid

eous calumnies of William Plasian were despised by the
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fathers of the Council, and all declared that Boniface VIII.

had been a legitimate and orthodox Pontiff (1).

Before closing this chapter we must notice the shrewdness

of the cardinal da Prato, as exhibited in defeating a plan of

Philip the Fair, which, if it had succeeded, would have

greatly injured the independence of Italy and of the Papacy.

After the assassination of the emperor Albert (May, 1308)

—itself the punishment of the murder of Adolphus of

Nassau—King Philip put forward, among the candidates for

the imperial sceptre, his brother, Charles of Valois, and he

caused him to be recommended by his partisans in the Sacred

College. Everything seemed to favor his wishes ; the elec

tors could not agree ; Philip was well informed of every

intrigue ; and it was evident that he intended to force the

Pontiff to countenance the pretensions of Valois. When

Clement learned all this, he realized the danger that the Pa

pacy and Italy would incur, if such a man as Philip attained

such enormous power. He sought the advice of the cardinal

da Prato, and that diplomat at once counselled him to hasten

the election of an emperor, ere the plans of the French mon

arch could be matured; and he suggested for the post Henry

of Luxembourg, an ardent and religious prince and a valiant

knight, of whom, however, no one had dreamt in connection

with the empire. Clement appreciated the wisdom of the

counsel, and the cardinal undertook to effect it—a task of no

small difficulty. Surrounding all his actions with impenetra

ble mystery, he sent a trusty envoy to the archbishops of

Mentz and Treves ; these gained over two other electors, thus

securing a majority of the electoral college, and on Nov. 27,

1308, Henry of Luxembourg was chosen king of the Romans.

In speaking of this election, Sismondi falls into many errors.

1. He puts to the account of " the secret favor " reserved by

(1) We must here note that on April 23, 1311, Clement V., issued at Avignon, a Bull

revoking all sentences not inserted in the text of the Decretais, so far as the said sentences

prejudiced the rights, liberties, and honor of the kingdom of France ; declaring that, in his

conduct towards Boniface VI1I. the zeal of Philip had been just, but mistaken ; and decree

ing that neither Philip nor his successors should ever be disturbed because of the " lament

able difference." He even ordered that the aforesaid sentences should be erased from the

rcgisters, and given to the flames. The Fifteenth Council approved of these concessions,

and Simon Vigor, in his Proofs of the Difference, etc., cites a detailed memorandum of the

Bulis which, by order of Clement V. were corrected or erased.
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Philip wheu he is said (by Villain) to have promised the tiara

to Bertrand de Got, " the demand that the Pontiff should

assist him in procuring the imperial crown for his brother."

Now further on, Sismondi says that this favor, said to have

been reserved at St. Jean d'AngtSly, was the establishment of

the Roman court in France, the destruction of the Templars,

and (which Villani puts in the fourth favor) the erasure of

the name of Boniface VIII. from the Boman catalogue. 2.

Sismondi says that " the election was published on Nov. 25

or 27 ;" the decree (see Baluze, vol. II.,) gives the 27th as the

date. 3. Sismondi says that " the Pope hastened to confirm

the election on the feast of the Epiphany, in the following

year." But the letter of Henry, announcing his election to

Clement, is dated in June of the following year (see Raynald.

y. 1309, no. 10) ; the embassy could not have arrived at Av

ignon before the end of the month ; the Acts show that the

ambassadors were received in audience on the Calends of

July, and that the Bull confirming Henry's election was

dated 4 Cal. Aug.

CHAPTER XXXV.

THE SUPPRESSION OF THE TEMPLARS. *

Some authors have held that the first institution of Mili

tary Orders, particularly that of St. George, is to be ascribed

to the emperor Constantine; but it is generally conceded tbat

the idea of chivalry was a fruit of the Crusades, and that it

originated at the close of the eleventh century (1). Like

* This chapter appeared as au wticle in the Amer. Cath. Q'Uy Review, vol. xvi.

(1) It has been dehated whether chivairy, as we fancy it, ever really existed, or whether it is

not merely a pretty dream, like the Golden Age. It you read the authors of those days, savs

Cantti, " you will find them all lamenting the bygone time. and deploringthe decay of chiv

airy We may well believe that the chivairy of the romances, that is, an era of valor,

of loyaity, of spontaneous order, of happiness, of disinterested sacrifice, of chaste love, no

more existed than did the idyllic blessedness of the Arcadian shepherds; but that books have

modified it, and substituted mi ideal era for the true one. Nevertheless, there was consider

able reality in chivairy, and its members formed an efficient organization, with initiatory

forms, rights and prerogatives Its principal theatre was the south of France, whence
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most of the institutions of the Middle Age, the idea of Mili

tary Orders came from the Church; it was her inculcation

nf religious devotion upon the soldier, even in the exercise

of his profession, that gave birth to these organizations. As

far back as the year 1022, in the time of the Fatimite caliphs,

some Neapolitan merchants had established a hospital for

pilgrims, under the patronage of St. John the Baptist, near the

Holy Sepulchre. They assigned it to the care of certain re

ligious who came to be known as Hospitalers. The rector

of this institution was Gerald, a native of Scala, near Amain ;

he conceived the first idea of the Order of the Hospital of

St. John, known in History, at first as Knights of St. John,

then as Knights Hospitalers, afterward as Knights of Rhodes,

and finally as Knights of Malta. Pope Paschal II. took the

new Order and its possessions under his protection ; Calixtus

II. conferred upon Raymond Dupuy, the second provost, the

title of Master, and he confirmed the statutes which Raymond

had drawn up in 1104. This Order was composed of three

classes of brethren (1), namely, ecclesiastics, for spiritual

matters ; laics, for menial service ; and knights, whose duty it

was to protect pilgrims. In 1252, Innocent IV. gave to the

head of the Hospitalers the title of Grand Master (2).

Following the example of Gerald de Scala and Raymond

Dupuy, two illustrious chevaliers named Hugh des Payens

and Godfrey de St. Aldemar, with seven companions, founded

in 1118, another Military Religious Order which, taking its

name from the temple of Solomon, near the site of which

King Baldwin II. lodged the first knights, came to be known

as the Order of the Temple. For nine years the Templars

it spread into all Spain . already chivairous by nature Italy, devoted to commerce, science

and religion, cared little for the punctilios of chivairy, unless in Sicily, where it was intro

duced by the Normans. The Suabiuns wondered that the Hungarians iKwsessed no chivairy.

and they sent a message to them, praying in the name of woman that they would 6ght in a

more courteous manner, that is, with the sword; they replied by scourging the envoy

England, more aristocratic than chivairous, shows us only Richard the Lion Heart, and he

was formed to the arms and poetry of France; the heroes of the Round Table lived only in

the pages of romance; Edward III. and the Black Prince arose only from contact with

France. The Greeks and the Russians never knew the institutions of chivairy, but they

penetrated into Poland."— Untversal History, b. xL, ch. i.

(1) From the French word Frtrcs came our friars, and their name in every language.

The Latin chroniclers style them frerii ; the Greeks; phreri.

(2) Lives of the Grand Masters of the Holy Order of St. John of Jerusalem, by the

Commander, Brother Jerome Mnrulli. Naples, 1636.
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received no novices, and so poor were they, that one horse

was made to serve for two knights ; whence, says Matthew

of Paris, originated the representation on the seal of the Or

der. The Templars took, from the first, the ordinary relig

ious vows, with a fourth, to protect pilgrims ; but in 1128.

St. Bernard composed for them a special rule which was

both mystic and austere. The Templar swore to dedicate

his life to warring against the infidels ; to never decline bat

tle unless the odds were more than three to one , to never ask

for quarter ; and to never give up, as ransom, " one piece of

wall or one palm of land." St. Bernard wished the commun

ity-life of the knights to be frugal but pleasant : personal

property there was none, and the will of the individual was

to be merged in that of the superior. The Divine Office was,

as a general thing, of obligation ; but on occasions of military

duty, private prayer was substituted. Thrice a week the

members ate meat ; two ate from one plate, but each had

his own bottle of wine. When a knight died, his ration was

given to the poor for forty days. Hunting, in the ordinary

sense of the term, was forbidden ; but the knights might kill

ferocious wild beasts. They were never to be idle, said St.

Bernard ; when not on the march, their weapons and armor

should claim their attention. Games, spectacles and buf

foonery of every kind were prohibited to theTemplars. Their

horses should be spirited but plainly caparisoned. When

battle was imminent, the knight should prepare cautiously

for it, being armed within by faith and without with iron.

He should charge the enemy with confidence, being secure

of victory or of martyrdom. In every danger, continued the

saint, the Templar should say to himself : " Living or dead,

we belong to the Lord ; glory awaits the conqueror, heaven

the martyr." Though not so aristocratic an Order as that of

the Hospital (1), the Temple soon received among its vota

ries the scions of the first families of Christendom. From

all parts of Europe the knights received money and provis

ions; few wills were made without clauses in their favor ;

(1) Tho Knights of the Hospital were obliged, before admission, to show a noble descent

of four generations by both parents ; the chaplains and servant-knights were aiso of noble

birth, though not necessarily by four descents.
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many sovereign princes donned the white mantle. At the

close of the twelfth century the wealth of the Templars was

so great that their landed estates numbered nine thousand ;

in the kingdom of Valencia alone they owned seventeen forti

fied towns. Their riches and privileges soon engendered

corruption, and thirty years after they had adopted his rule,

St. Bernard was forced to tell them : " You cover yourselves

and your horses with silk; you paint your lances; your

shields, saddles, and spurs shine with gold, silver and gems ;

your flowing tresses impede your sight ; your long trains in

terfere with your walk ; fine gloves cover your delicate hands.

Discord is rife among you because of unreasonable anger,

of inordinate desire of glory, and of love of earthly riches."

The jealousy of the Templars in regard to the Hospitalers

was a chief cause of the loss of Palestine to Christendom.

Instead of regarding every Islamite as an enemy, they entered

into an alliance with the Old Man of the Mountain ; they

gave refuge to a fugitive sultan ; they warred on the Chris

tians of Cyprus and Antioch, devastated Greece, and refused

to contribute to the ransom of St. Louis. Indeed, public accu

sations were made against the Templars long before the time

of Clement V. William of Tyre charged them with disobedi

ence to the patriarch of Jerusalem, and with disturbing the

churches in their domains (1). In 1200, King Leo I., of Arme

nia, complained to Pope Innocent III., that the knights had not

only invaded his territories, but had refused to aid him in

resisting the attacks of the infidels (2). Even Innocent III.,

who had given many privileges to the Templars, lamented, in

1218, that the knights " had no respect for the Apostolic See,"

and that " they merited to be deprived of privileges so fear

fully abused" (3). In 1214, Frederick II. charged the Tem

plars with receiving Mussulman princes into their houses

and with allowing Mohammedan rites in their cloisters ; and

he adds that they were given up to the pleasures of the

world (4). Gurtler gives many instances of Templar avarice

in circumstances when religion needed their assistance. It

is not surprising, therefore, that after the loss of the Holy

(1) Deeds of God through the FranTes. vol. 1.

(2) In Dupct, p. 137. . (3) Ibid, p. 141. (4) ibid., p. 153.
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Land, the Templars were regarded as entirely useless.

Nevertheless, like the Hospitalers, they would have been al

lowed to subsist, had not the world been horrified by their

crimes. " While the common people were frightened at

these accusations, the great ones of the earth charged the

Order with an aspiration for universal dominion ; with the

intention of founding an aristocratic republic which would

embrace all Europe—a very improbable design on the part

of knights entirely dependent on the will of a grand master

Philip hated the Order because it had refused to enroll

him as a member, and would not sign the appeal against

Boniface VIII. ; he hated it because he wanted its riches."

Such is the judgment of Oantu in regard to the suppression

of this Order, and many other historians of merit hold the

same opinion. The object of the present chapter is to show

that the Order of the Temple deserved suppression : that,

whatever may have been the motives which actuated Philip

the Fair, Pope Clement V. performed his simple duty in

putting an end to an organization which had survived its

usefulness and had become a scandal to Christendom (1).

On the feast of the Annunciation, 1307, the Faculty of

Paris, having been consulted by King Philip as to his pow

ers in the premises, issued a doctrinal judgment, attested by

the seals of fourteen doctors, in which it was declared, that

unless requested by the Church, the secular magistracy could

(1) The following arc the principal works on this subject : 1. The History of the Military

Order of the Templars, by Peter Dupuy, in 4to, Brusseis 1751. After one has read the

many works that this suppression has called forth, he finds that he can come to no satisfac

tory conclusion, unless he examines the original documents. Hence he is grateful to Du

puy for the care with which, iu 1650, heextracted many from the archives at Paris. 2. The

History of the Templar-, by Nicholas Gurtler, of Basel; Amsterdam, 1712; a work of

some research but very hostile to the Cburch: 3. A Critical and Apologetical History of

the Knights of the Temple vailed Templars, Paris. 17S9; by M. J., a Premonstratensian

canon; an entbusiastic, but not critical, apology for the Order. 4. An Essay on theChargrs

Against the Templars, by Fred Nicolai : Amsterdam. 17S3. NIcolai was a Protestant, but

1mpartial and judicious. 5. Historical Memoirs on the Templars, byGrouvelic ; averse to

the Order, but unsatisfactory as to proofs 0. Historical Monuments Relative to the Con

demnation of the Knights of the Temple,, by 1taynouard ; Paris, 1S13 ; the best defence of

the Templars ever attempted, but loo much like the author's tragedy on the same subject

which caused much excitement in Frame. 7. the excellent work of the Abbe Christopher

The Papacy in the Fourtcenth Century, vol. I., b. 4 ; Paris, 1S53. S. The incomparable

Universal History of Cantu, b. xill., ch. ti. All the Acts of the Pontifical Commission

in the cause of the Templars were published by Moldenhauer in 1791 ; and the statutes i.f

the Order were edited in 1794 by the Danish author. Munter. In his Collection of Uned

ited Documents Concerning the History of France (Series 1. Political History), Michel -

«l edited the Process of the Templars, of which Dupuy had given only extracts.

-
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take no cognizance of the crime of heresy, or of the cause of

a religious Order or of its members ; but that, in case of im

minent danger, the accused might be arrested, and then giv

en over to the custody of the Church (1). In accordance

with this decision, but not before October 13th, and after the

grand master had complained to the Pope (August 24th), and

demanded a juridical process (2), all the Templars in France

were arrested. On the 14th the clergy of Paris, and on the

loth the people, were informed of the charges against the

knights. Then William of Paris, of the Order of Preachers,

and inquisitor-general in the kingdom, undertook the neces

sary investigations, and interrogated one hundred and forty

knights of the house in Paris. From the Contiuuator of

Nange and the Acts of this inquiry, taken from the Royal Ar

chives in 1650 by Dupuy, we learn that the following were

the accusations. 1. On their entrance into the Order, the

knights were commanded to deny Christ and to spit thrice

upon the crucifix ; if the novice hesitated, imprisonment and

torture forced him to yield. 2. Obscene signs of submission

were made to the preceptors by the candidates. (Ad prie-

ceptum prceceptoris, nec-non prceceptorem ipsum—quod nomin-

andum quasi turplssimwn—inferius in posteriorbus osculaban-

tur immunde) . 3. Although they had foresworn the society

of women, sodomy was a prevalent and permitted practice

of the Templars. 4. They were in the habit of adoring an

idol, in the shape of a golden head with a long beard and

fiery eyes.- According to Hammer, in his "Mystery of Ba-

phomet Exposed," this head was called " the head of Bapho-

met." He says that he found twelve of these heads in the

prison of Vienna, with Arabic, Greek, and Latin inscriptions

entitling them Metis or Wisdom ; hence he concludes that

Baphomet is derived from Baphimiteos, which would mean a

baptism of the spirit or of fire—a Gnostic or Ophitic idea.

These superstitious signs, says Hammer, the Templars must

have derived from their intercourse with the Ishmaelites,

and they have been frequently found, he adds, in the houses

and tombs of the knights. He declares that he himself dis

covered several in the Templar churches at Stenfeld and

(1i Cited by .Dupuy.

(2i This fact explodes the charge that the arrest was secret and unexpected.
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Wultendorf. Teleky, in his Voyage in Hungary, says that

tbe same figures are found in the Templar church of St. Mar

tin, in Muran. As for the obscenities ascribed to the knights,

Hammer credits the charges, because of the many obscene

anaglyphs found in the houses and sepulchres of the Order ;

and he comes to the conclusion that the principal members

and a large number of the rest were guilty of apostasy, su

perstition andgross impurity (1). 5. The priests of tbe Order

were accustomed, when pretending to celebrate Mass, to

omit the words of consecration.

Among the knights questioned as to the truth of these ac

cusations, were the grand master, James de Molay ; Guy. the

brother of the dauphin of Auvergne ; and Hubert de Perault.

There were oue hundred and forty in all, and only three of

them pronounced the charges false. Some protested that

they had long since repented of having joined the Order,

and had asked Rome for a dispensation ; others insisted

that they had already confessed their crimes to episcopal

penitentiaries. The inquisitor, William of Paris, afterward

held an examination of one hundred«and eleven Templars at

Troves, and although these knights denied the adoration of

the head of Bajihomet, they admitted the truth of the other

charges. At Caen, thirteen other knights admitted their

guilt, when questioned by commissioners delegated by the

inquisitor. At Pont de l'Arche, ten knights were interrogat

ed by Peter de Hangest, governor of Rouen, with the same

issue. At Carcassonne, John de Cassanhas, preceptor of the

(1) See Mignard's Hidden Practices of the Templars. Dijon, 1S51. The latter work is a

dissertation on a casket found in 17S9 on the Essarois estate of the marquis du Chastenay.

This casket is made of lime-stone, and is about 25 centimetres long and 20 wide. On it is

an lmage in relief, which Mignard lithographed. The image is of asort of masculo-feminine

being, standing naked, wearing a creuulutcd crown, and holding in its hand a chain which

is surmounted, on the right, by the moon, and on the left by the sun ; at the feet of the im

age is a death's head, set in a star and a pentagon : Arabic characters surround the main fig

ure. Then' are aiso three other masculo-feminlne figures. From the records of the Chns-

tenay family it is proved that the property on which the casket was found was once that of

the Templars : and we know that, the important priory of Voulalne-les-Temple was near Es-

sarois. Following the interpretative systems of Nicolat and Hammer, Mignard finds a

Gnostic meaning in the picture. In the Arabic inscription are found the fiadnagde or Cre

ator, and his seven eones or emanations ; the fusion of the two sexes—the Gnostic eonts

werehemaphrodite; the denial of Christ: "1f thou denlest. pleasure will environ thee."

Basilldes regarded this denial as the sign of true liberty ; as to the Sodomitic habits, the fol

lowers of Valentine and Basilldes were addicted to such vices. This chest, concludes Mig

nard, reveais the key of the Cabal, with which the Templars were reproached, and pro

claims infamous mysteries.
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house of Noggarde, also confessed the alleged crimes. At

Cahors, forty-four Templars admitted their guilt to the royal

commissary. The Acts of all these inquiries were preserved,

at least in Alexandre's time, in the royal archives, and had

been diligently examined by Dupuy.

Pope Clement V. did not approve the high-handed meas

ures of Philip the Fair in the affair of the Templars. He

suspended the authority of the Inquisition in France, and

called the cause of the knights to the Holy See, request

ing the king to surrender the persons and properties of the

accused to the care of two cardinals deputed for that pur

pose. Indeed, so displeased was the Pontiff, that he com

plained, eight months afterward, to* the minister William

Plasian, and declared that nothing could excuse the illegal

ity of commencing so grave a prosecution without the con

sent of the Holy See (1). Philip reluctantly complied with

the papal request, and he sent many of the accused knights

to Poitiers, where the Pontiff was residing, that Clement

might himself inquire into their guilt. The Pope questioned

seventy-two, and they all avowed the crimes charged by

the French inquisitor. We present the following rather

lengthy extract from the diploma of Clement V. to the king,

commencing with the words, " Reigning in Heaven," as it

throws much light on this entire subject.

" Some time ago, when we were first promoted to the

height of the pontificate, and even before we went to Lyons,

where we were crowned, and after that, in other places as

well as there, we received secret information that the master,

preceptors, and other brothers of the Temple, and even the

Order itself, to which had been assigned the defence of the

patrimony of our Lord Jesus Christ beyond the seas, had

fallen into the horrible wickedness of apostasy against the

same Lord, into the detestable crime of idolatry, into the

execrable vice of the Sodomites, and into various heresies.

But, taught by the example of our Lord, and by the doc

trines of canonical Scripture, we wished not to lend our ear

to such accusations; for, it seemed improbable, nay, incred

ible, that religious men who had shed their blood for Christ,

(I) Balme, vol. 1., p. 29.
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and so often had exposed themselves to death for His sake,

who had shown such signs of devotion in the divine offices,

fasts, and other observances, should so far forget their sal

vation as to perpetrate such deeds. At length, however, you

who had heard of these same iniquities, and moved, not by

avarice—-for you, do not intend to claim or appropriate the

property of the Templars, but have taken yovr hands altogether

awayfrom it, freely and devoutly yielding it up to us and to the

Church, to be guarded and administered by our deputies—but

excited by zeal for the orthodox faith, and following in the

footsteps of your ancestors, having informed yourself, so far

as you could, sent to us by messengers and letters many and

- extensive reports on tfiese matters. Meanwhile, the infamy

attaching to the Templarswas becoming widespread, and we

ourselves heard from a certain knight of the Order—a man

of high nobility, and who was once of great influence in it,

who swore to what he said, that a candidate to the Order,

at the suggestion of the receiver or of his deputy, denied Jesus

Christ ; that he spat on a crucifix in contempt of Him cru

cified ; that then, both candidate and receiver did things not

befitting human decency ; therefore, urged by the duty of our

office we were compelled to hearken to so many great com

plaints. Finally, we learned from public report, from you,

and the dukes, counts, barons, and other nobles, as well as

from the clergy and people of your kingdom, what we an

nounce with great grief, that the master, preceptors, and

members of the said Order, and the Order itself, had been

charged with the aforesaid and other crimes, and that the

premises seemed to be proved by many confessions, attesta

tions and depositions of the said master, preceptors, and

members of the said Order, made before many prelates and

the French inquisitor into heretical depravit\-, and shown

unto us and our brethren. Since then, the aforesaid rumors

and clamors have so increased against the Order, and against

each and every one of its members, that they cannot be dis

regarded without grave scandal, nor tolerated without im

minent danger: We, following in the footsteps of Him, whose

place, although unworthy, we hold on earth, deemed it

proper to inquire into the aforesaid things. Having called
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into our presence many of the preceptors, priests, soldiers,

and other brothers of the said Order, men of no light repu

tation, and they having sworn to tell us the simple and full

truth in the premises, we interrogated and examined seventy-

two of their number, many of our brethren diligently assist

ing. Their confessions were reduced to authentic writing,

and were read in our presence and that of our brethren.

After a few days we caused these avowals to be read in the

Consistory, and before the accused, and to be explained in

the vernacular of each one. Persevering in their confes

sions, they all, expressly and voluntarily, approved of them

as they were read."

The Pontiff then recites how he had proposed to person

ally interrogate the grand master, and the preceptor of Nor

mandy and others; but some of them being infirm and un

able to travel, he had decided to take other means to dis

cover whether they admitted the truth of the confessions

made before the French inquisitor.

"Therefore," he continues, " we commissioned our beloved

sons, the cardinals Berengarius of the Title of Sts. Nereus

and Achilleus, and Stephen of the Title of St. Cyriacus in

fhermis, priests, and the cardinal-deacon Landulph, of the

Title of St. Angelus, of whose prudence, experience, and

fidelity we are sure, to diligently inquire from the aforesaid

master and preceptors into the charges made against, the

members of the Order and against the Order itself, and to

report to us whatever they could discover, referring also to

us the confessions, reduced to writing by public authority,

conceding to them the power to confer upon the said

master and preceptors absolution from the excommunica

tion which they had incurred, if the accusations were true,

providing that they, as they ought to do, humbly and de

voutly besought that absolution. These cardinals inter

viewed the master and preceptors, and explained the reason

of their coming. And as the persons and goods of all the Tem

plars of the kingdom were in our hands, the cardinals declared

to them, by the Apostolic authority, that they might open

their minds freely and without fear. Then, the master, and

the preceptors of France, of the lands beyond the seas, of
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Normandy, Aquitaine, and Poitiers, having touched the Holy

Gospels of God, swore that they would tell the full and sim

ple truth before the three cardinals, in presence of four pub

lic notaries, and of many other public men. Before these,

each one freely and voluntarily, without any coercion or fear,

deposed and confessed : Among other things, to the denial

of Christ, and the spitting on the cross, when they were re

ceived into the Order of the Temple ; and some of them said

that they had received many brethren with the same form,

namely, the denial of Christ and the spitting on the cross.

Some, also, confessed certain horrible and indecent things,

about which, that we may spare their shame, we keep silence.

They also avowed the truth of the confessions made some

time ago before the inquisitor into heretical depravity ; and

those confessions and depositions of the aforesaid master

and preceptors, reduced to writing by four public notaries,

in the presence of the said master and preceptors and of cer

tain worthy men, after a few days were read to them, by or

der and in presence of the aforesaid cardinals, and explained

to each one in his own vernacular. Persevering in them,

they all expressly and voluntarily approved them as they

were read. And after these confessions and depositions, they

all, upon their knees, and with clasped hands, and with no

slight flow of tears, besought of the cardinals an absolution

from the excommunication which, because of the aforesaid

things, they had incurred. Then, the cardinals expressly,

and according to the form of the Church, extended the ben

efit of absolution by our authority, for the Church does not

-close her bosom to the returning one. Coming, then, into our

presence, the cardinals presented to us the confessions and

depositions, and all that had happened in regard to the said

master and preceptors ; everything being reduced to writing

by public authority. From which confessions, depositions,

and relations, we find that the aforesaid master and precep

tors were grievously delinquent in the aforesaid matters, al

though some in a greater and some in a less degree."

If any confidence is to be placed in the solemn assertions

of a Roman Pontiff, we have now shown the truth of what

we undertook to demonstrate, namely, that the Templars
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acknowledged their guilt of the terrible crimes with which

they were charged. But more light will fall upon the sub

ject if we notice the following facts : In October, 1310, a

Council of the province of Sens was held, and, according to

the Coutinuator of Nange, " a diligent inquiry was made

into the deeds of the Templars, and into everything regard

ing them : and their demerits having been weighed, and

their quality and circumstances considered, with the approv

al of the Sacred Council, and with the advice of men

learned in the Divine and Canon Law, it was adjudge i. and

defined, that some of them should be simply dismissed

from the Order ; certain others, however, having per

formed an enjoined penance, were allowed to depart free

and unharmed ; some were detained in close confinement ;

and many, having relasped into heresy, were delivered to the

secular power " (1). Bzovius quotes a Vatican MS., from

which it appears that the archbishops of Florence and Pisa

made an inquiry into the charges against the Templars, em

bracing therein all Lombardy and Tuscany; and that it re

sulted in proving the accusations well founded. In England,

says Walsingham : "By command of the king (Edward II.),

all the Templars in the realm were arrested, because of im

puted indecencies and enormities contrary to the Catholic

faith"' (2). Pope ClementV. appointed as judges for the trials

in Edward's dominions, the patriarch of Jerusalem, the arch

bishop of York, the bishops of Lincoln, Chester, and Orleans >

the abbots of Lagny and of St. Germain, in Paris ; Richard

de Vaux, canon of Narbonne, and Guy de Vichy, a London

pastor. In 1309, a Provincial Council was held at Canter

bury for the consideration of this question, but we have no

documentary evidence as to its result. But that the English

Templars were condemned is evident from the process, as

found in Wilkins ; although it appears that the guilt of the

English knights was less general than that of the continen

tal brethren. We shall notice this fact more particularly

when we come to consider the arguments adduced by the

apologists for the Templars. In Aragon, as we are told bv

(1) At year 1310.

(2) Htelury of England, by Rymcr, b. III., nos. 30, 34, 43, 301.
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Zurita (1), there came from the Frencb king, "on the 17th of

the Calends of ^November, 1307, an embassy, such as he had

sent to all Christian princes, requesting each of them to un

dertake the defence of the Ca'tholic faith in his own doiuiu

ions against the Templars. The king received this request

while residing in the royal castle of Valencia ; and on the 3(l

of the Nones of December he ordered the arrest of all those

sectarians, and the sequestration of their property. John

Lotger, of the Dominican Order, Apostolic inquisitor for the

kingdom of Aragon, exercised the utmost severity in enforc

ing the law, repressing the guilty aud their partisans. A

large number of these shut themselves in the strong castles

of Carthage, Montyon, Miravet, Villel, and Alfambra, hoping

to escape the penalty following their indictments. In Cata

lonia, also, having no other hope, they acted in a similar

manner. Then the king ordered them to be subdued bv

force." Pope Clement appointed the bish6p of Valencia,

the royal chancellor, as judge in the cause of all the accused

Templars in Spain. We shall Lave occasion to notice the as

sertion that the Spanish Templars were pronounced innocent

of the alleged crimes (2); but here we would remark that, ac

cording to Zurita, the knights were guilty of contumacy to

ward their legitimate judges, and of rebellion against their

sovereign ; which crimes, committed precisely because of the

accusations brought apainst them, would.indicate a conscious

ness of guilt.

All the above inquisitorial, pontifical, and episcopal Acts.

as well as others of less importance (3), were laid before the

Fifteenth General Council, and in its second session, held on

April 3, 1312, Pope Clement V., having preached a sermon

on the text, " The wicked shall not rise again in judgment'

nor sinners in the council of the just," and having adapted

it to the existing circumstances of the Templars, promulgat

ed the following decree : " With the approbation of the

(1) Jerome Zurita (b. 1512) was historiographer of Aragon, and private secretary to the

king. He wrote a collection of Annais of the Crown of Araium ('i vois, fol., l.",6." —T»)•

commencing with the rise of the kingdom and ending with Ferdinand the Catholic.

(*2) The authors of the Catholic Dictionary say that *' in Spain and Portugal the knights

were put on trial on the same charges, but honorably and entbusiastically acquitted.'*

(3 Such as the investigation in the province of Sens, that in the province of Ravenna ard

that in Castile.
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Sacred Council, and not without grief and bitterness of heart,

by our ever-valid and irrefragable decree, not by means of a

definite sentence, since we could not, according to the in

quiries and processes held in the premises, so pronounce de

jure, but by way of provision and Apostolic ordinance, we

have abolished the Order of the Soldiers of the Temple of

Jerusalem, and its state, name, and habit ; because of the

master and brethren and other persons of the said Order,

residing in every part of the world, being stained with vari

ous and diverse not only wicked, but even unmentionable

obscenities, depravities, and foulnesses, on which we are

now silent because of their filthiness. We subject the said

Order to perpetual prohibition, especially commanding that

no one shall dare to enter the said Order, or to receive or

wear its dress, or to present himself as a Templar. If any

one does so, he incurs, by the very fact, excommunication.

By ourApostolic authority we havedecreed that all the prop

erty of the aforesaid Order be held at the disposition of the

Apostolic See. With the approbation of the same Sacred

Council, we give forever, concede, unite, incorporate, apply,

and annex, out of the fulness of our Apostolic power, to the

Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, and to the

Hospital itself, the house of the Soldiers of the Temple and all

their other houses, churches, chapels, oratories, towns, cas

tles, villas, lands, granges, possessions, jurisdictions, reven

ues, rights, all movable and immovable goods, with all their

rights and appurtenances, on this side and beyond the sea,

in any part of the world where they maybe found whatever,

at the time the master and certain knights of the Temple

were arrested, that is, in the month of October of the year of

the Lord 1308, the said Order and the said master and

brethren of the Soldiers of the Temple, either by themselves

or others, held and possessed .. . excepting such goods of

the late Order of the Soldiers of the Temple as are found out

side of the realm of France, in the kingdoms and dominions

of our beloved sons, the kings of Castile, Aragon, Portugal,

and Majorca ; these we have deemed proper to especially

except and exclude from the above donation, concession,

union, application, incorporation and annexation; reserving
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them, nevertheless, to the disposition of the Apostolic See*'(l).

With regard to the clause, "not by means of a definitive sen

tence, since we could not, according to the inquiries and pro

cesses held in the premises, so pronounce dejure" it is to

be observed, that these words by no means imply a deficien

cy of power on the part of the Pontiff to abolish, definitely

and dejure, any religious Order or community whatever, when

he deems such action conducive to the good of the Church.

The only reason for the existence of any religious Order or

religious institution is the good of the Church ; it is only by

a decree of the head of the Church that a religious Order at

tains a legal status, and only so long as he and his succes

sors will that said decree shall retain its force, does that Or

der remain a legitimate organization. What then did Clem

ent V. mean by the above clause ? We must remember

that the-entire Order of Templars, as an Order, had not been

called to judgment : (2) that in some provinces, the Order,

as such, had been acquitted. Hence the Pontiff deemed it

proper to abolish the Templars, as Durand of Mende is said

to have put it, not "according to the rigor of the law " by a

definitive sentence, but " by the fulness of his power," byway

of Apostolic ordinance. Raynald (3) gives the testimony of

one of the fathers of the Fifteenth Council, a " bishop con

spicuous for piety and knowledge," whose name he omits,

but whom Alexandre says many regarded as Durand of

Mende, one of those delegated by Clement V. before

the Council, to inquire into the cause of the Templars.

This prelate informs us that in the process preliminary to

the issue of the decree of abolition, some of the fathers

thought that the Order ought not to be abolished without

every observance of law, whereas others contended that it

" should be destroyed withoutdelay, both because ofthegrave

scandals said Order had furnished Christendom, and be

cause more than two thousand witnesses had shown its guilt

of error and heresy." The bishop himself deemed it " ex-

(1) The i r iperty of the Templars in the Iberian peninsula was afterward appropriated

to defray the expenses of the Crusades against the Mohammedan invaders of that land.

(2) Those who undertook the defence of the knights before the Apostolic commissioners

at Paris, declared that they possessed no legitimate " procuracy," and that they could not

act as procurators without the commission of the grand master.

(3) Armais, at year 1311, No. 55.
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pedient for the Church of God and the Christian faith that

the Pope, either by the strict letter of law (de rigore juris),

or by the fulness of his power, should abolish that most in

famous Order which, so far as it could, had rendered fetid

the odor of the Christian name among the incredulous and

the heathen, and had weakened the faith of some Chris

tians .... and without delay, I say, even though the Order

was good at its first institution ; since we read in Dist. 63,

cap. Verum, that if our predecessors effected anything which,

though good in their day, lapsed into error and superstition,

as is patent in the case of the said Order, it should be de

stroyed by posterity without delay . . . again I say without

delay, lest this obstinate spark of error become a flame to

fire the whole earth, and then there happen what Jerome

spoke of, saying : ' Arius was only a spark in Alexandria,

but not being extinguished, his flame scorched the entire

world.' " Such is the interpretation of the qualifying clause

in the Clementine decree given by two authors quoted by

Alexandre ; namely, Walsingham (1) and the Continuator of

Nange (2). The former says that when the members of the

Council debated whether " the entire Order could be con

demned because of the citations of particular guilty mem

bers, as it was evident that the said Order had not been

cited, the said Council decided (it should be done) not de

jure ; therefore Pope Clement inserted this clause." The

Continuator of Nange says that the Pontiff " condemned the

Order of Templars, not by means of a definitive sentence,

because the Order had not been convicted as an Order ; but

merely by way of provision and ordinance. However, be

cause the manner of reception, which hitherto they had re

fused to divulge, was suspected of old, and had now been

revealed by many principal men of the Order, the Apostolic

authority, with the approval of the Sacred Council, both

wiped out the name of the Order, and abolished its habit ;

for the Order was now useless, since no good man would

wish to enter it, and other evils were to be removed and

scandals to be avoided."

(l( English History, y. 1311. (2) t. 1310.
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It is asserted by certain apologists of the Templars (1)

that Pope Clement V. abolished the Order by his own au

thority, in a secret Consistory. When this objection is

made by a Catholic, it may be met with the reply that the

sole authority of the Pontiff was sufficient in the premises.

But the assertion is untrue. The decree of suppression was

drawn up on March 22, 1312, but it was published on April

3d, in full Council, the Pope declaring that it was issued

with the approbation of the Holy Council. Against this dec

laration of the Pontiff a certain writer (2) alleges that the

fathers, with only four exceptions, evinced a repugnance to

the decree. It is impossible to avoid accusing this writer

of bad faith in this matter. He appeals to the Annals of

Raynald (y. 1311, No. 55), but if the reader will examine for

himself, he will find that in the cited passage the annalist

simply narrates how the fathers were divided as to the man

ner of condemnation, and how a bishop (supposed to be

Durand, cited above) insisted on an immediate abolition,

whether it were to be effected, as some wished, de rigore

juris, or as others preferred, "by way of Apostolic provis

ion." There is no mention or insinuation that the prelates

disagreed with Pope Clement as to the necessity of suppress

ing the Templars.

Coming now to the arguments adduced by the apologists

of the Templars, we first notice the one based on the author

ity of Villani, St. Antonine of Florence, Dante, Boccaccio,

Trithemius, and Paul Emilius. Of what value is the author

ity of Villani in the subject-matter? His diction is certain

ly Tuscan in its purity, and he is a lucid and ingenuous

chronicler when unfettered by prejudice ; but his writings

are not always to be taken as gospel truth. Muratori, than

whom no better judge in such matters can be desired, says

that " this historian gives us not a few fables when he de

scribes remote events " (3), and that, in regard to the time

of Frederick II., and the following period, "he is not always

to be believed " (4). And we know. that Villani could never

(1) Tbus Voitaire in his Essay on Universal History; and C. G. A(l.IIson, in his Knights

of the Temple, London, 1S41.

(2) Addison. (3) In Preface to his edition of Villanl's History.

(4) Writers on Italian Affairs, vol. illl., pt. 3.
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forgive the blunder of Clement V., whereby the Italians had

to lament the seventy years of the " Babylonian captivity."

As for St. Antonine, we must respect his sanctity, admire his

canonical and moral science; but as a historian we must

place him in the same category with Jobn of Salisbury—

among those who feed upon popular rumors, but who can

not digest such deceptive morsels. Like Villani, Dante, Boc

caccio, and most Italians of that day, he naturally regarded

the papal residence at Avignon with a religious and patri

otic aversion; and was ready to credit Clement V., the cause

of the " captivity," with many foolish and wicked actions.

Thus, he records the popular notion that this pontiff was

guilty of lust, simony, and necromancy; although the most

reliable records of his time show Clement to have been an

upright, though, perhaps, too compliant a pastor. And it

may be remarked that St. Antonine, when treating of the

events of Clement's reign, is a mere transcriber of Villani ;

two-thirds of his sentences are literal translations from

this author's Italian work. Seldom, indeed, does he seem

inclined to venture an opinion which he is ready to defend

as his own. Nearly every passage is introduced by a" they

say," or, " it is believed," or, "many dignitaries assert."

Therefore, since he must be regarded in the same light with

Villani, we decline his authority in this matter of the Tem

plars, especially because he is directly refuted, as we shall

soon prove, by contemporary or quasi-contemporary authors

of undoubted reliability.

Dante can be of little avail in defence of the knights ; for,

although he condemns Clement V. to hell (1), it is because of

that pontiffs reputed simony that the poet so writes, rather

than on account of the abolition of the Order. We may

here observe that when Dante's politics required such obliv

iousness, he quite forgot his enmity to " the Gascon," as he

often styled Clement in his letters ; transcendent as was his

genius, he was very human in his- policy. Thus, when he

heard that Henry of Luxembourg, just elected " king of the

Romans," was about to descend into Italy, he wrote, in 1310,

a letter " to the kings Eobert of Naples, and Frederick of

(!) Hell, canto 19.
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Sicily ; to the senators of Rome ; to the dukes, marquises,

counts, and all the peoples of Italy " (1), in the interest of

unity and peace ; in which letter, since hitherto Pope Clem

ent had been favorable to Henry, the poet forgot his trick

in the "Comedy," and tried to unite Guelphs and Ghibel-

liues in honoring that pontiff. Encouraging his countrymen

to obey Henry, Dante exclaims : " Open the eyes of your

minds, and see how the Lord of heaven and earth has given

us a monarch. This king is the one whom Peter, the vicar

of God, commands ns to honor ; he is the one whom Clem

ent, the successor of Peter, illumines with the light of the

Apostolic benediction." And in a letter to Henry, he thus

vituperates rebel Florence : " With the cruelty of a viper

she tries to wound the bosom of her mother, when she

directs the horn of rebellion against Rome, who made her

in her own image and likeness. With perverse obstinacy

she tries to nullify the consent given in your favor by the

Roman Pontiff, who is the father of fathers " (2).

Boccaccio is represented as favoring the innocence of the

Templars, but he also merely echoes popular Italian rumor,

naturally ready to second any report hostile to the pontiff

who had transferred the papal residence to France.

Trithemius is also presented as an apologist for the Tem

plars, since he tells us that Clement V. condemned them, " at

the instigation of King Philip, by whose favor he had been

made Pope ; the Templars were very wealthy, and that he

might obtain their possessions, the king, falsely, as many

think, charged them with heresy." But this author shows

himself unworthy of credence in anything concerning the

Fifteenth Council; for he asserts that it lasted two years,

whereas it is certain that it lasted only seven months. Again,

he, like St. Antonine, hesitates as to his position, for he in

serts the qualifying clause, " as many think." PaulEmilius

is also adduced to defend the kuights. He asserts that the

(1) This letter of Dante's was known of old only by means of an anonymous transiation

1nto Italian, supposed to be by Marsillo Flclno. But in 1S43, Torri published the Latin orig

inal from a Vatican MS.

(2) An Italian transiation of this letter was first published by Dom in 1M" , but it being

suspected as not very faithful, the original Latin text was greatly desired by the learned

and the curious. it was llnally discovered by Moschiui, prefect of the Marclan Library, in

Venice, in 1«7.
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movable goods of the Templars were kept by Philip, and

only the immovable handed over to the Hospitalers ; but

that this "is untrue will be shown when we come to the de

fence of the king in this matter. Papire Masson is also

quoted by the friends of the knights ; but as he simply relies

upon Villani, we reject his authority in the premises.

To the above authors, quoted by the Templarites in order

that they-may prove that the vile passions of Philip the Fair

found ready instruments in a Roman pontiff and his court,

and in nearly all the bishops, inquisitors, kings, and magis

trates of his time, we now oppose some contemporary author

ities of greater weight than any adduced against our posi

tion. The testimony of the Continuator of Nange has been

already given. Bernard Guido, a Dominican, and for eight

een years an inquisitor at Toulouse, died in 1331, leaving a

reputation for great learning and sanctity. Among many

valuable works, he wrote a Chronicle reaching to 1330,

which he dedicated to Pope John XXII. Speaking of the

year 1307, he says : " On the feast of St. Edward the Confes

sor, the 3d of the Ides of October, by order of the king and

Council, all the Templars in France were arrested ; every

body wondered that this ancient Order of knights, so greatly

privileged by the Roman Church, should be thus treated,

for, excepting a few sworn secretaries, all were ignorant of

the reason. However, the cause was finally manifested and

given to public execration ; namely, their profane rite of

profession celebrated with a denial of Christ, and by a spit

ting upon the crucifix in contempt of the Crucified. Many

of them, even dignitaries of the Order, acknowledged this

abominable, execrable, and unmentionable ceremony of in

itiation, of which hitherto all (outsiders) had been ignorant.

Some of then, however, though subjected to question and

torture, would not confess. Finally, the Roman See, toliich

at first Jtad regarded the accusidion as incredible, and had been

greatly displeased at the arrest (1), became better informed at

(1) Here Bernard directly contradicts the assertion of St. Antonine that Clement v. had

"conceded,by Letters Apostolic that all the Templars, throughout the world, should be ar

rested on the same day." We may aiso passingly remark that these arrests did not take

p:nceon the same dav. Those in the French dominions occurred on October 13. 1307 those

in Knglnnd. on January 10. 130S: those in Aruiron. in November. 1307.
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Poitiers, where the curia was residing ; for, several of the

Templars, being brought before the Pope and some cardin

als, there avowed that the previous confessions were true ;

and therefore, it was then ordered, that the Templars should

be arrested everywhere, and the truth be brought to light."

The testimony given in the Fifteenth Council, by the " bish

op renowned for learning and sanctity," supposed to have

been Durand of Mende, may also be examined. Albertiuo

Mussato (d. 1329) has the following : " About seventy-two

of the masters, preceptors, and soldiers of the house of the

knights of the Temple of Jerusalem having been convicted,

and having confessed, awaited the Apostoliccensures ; and, O

shame ! although we ought notto relate such infamous things,

yet, they are to be spoken of for the punishment of the trans

gressors, and that posterity may be more cautious in avoiding

what our age has experienced ; these abominable beasts, en

dowed with human forms, these brothers—or rather enemies

—armedwith the sign of the cross, long ago devoted their souls

to Satan in their reception into the Order, by a denial of Christ,

by a spitting on the cross, and by other things not to be

mentioned for the sake of human shame." Mussato, well

remarks Alexandre, was an Italian, and therefore not likely

to be sympathetic with the court of Avignon ; therefore, his

testimony is of double weight. Walsingham, whose Eng

lish History is one of the best sources of information for

the historian, tells us in his Life of Edwara II., that "the

Templars were accused and convicted of this, that when they

received any one into the Order, all but the brethren having

been removed, they led the candidate to a private place, et

totalitur denudaverunt et tunc units accederet adeumdem, et earn

oscularetur in posteriori parte .... Then, a cross was brought

forward, and he was told that Christ was not crucified, but a

certain false prophet, who was condemned by the Jews to

death for his crimes. Then, the candidate was made to spit

thrice upon the cross, and it was thrown to the ground, and

tbev made him trample upon it with his feet. After this,

they showed him the head of a certain idol, which they daily

adored. Besides these things, it was deposed against them,

that they were polluted with the vice of sodomy. . . . Hence,
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when a Provincial Council was called at London, to consider

these accusations, the accused Templars acknowledged the

rumor, but not the fact, unless on the part of a few. Never

theless, all finally admitted that they could not clear them

selves of the accusations, and hence the Council condemned

them to perpetual penance." When Walsingham says that

the Templars admitted " the rumor, but not the fact," he

evidently alludes only to the English knights; for at the

moment he is talking of the Provincial Council, convened in

1309 by the English primate, Robert of Winchelsea, and

when he speaks of the Templars in general, he says that the

charges were proved d). To these testimonies of authors

contemporary, or nearly so, with the abolition of the Tem

plars, we may add that of a more modern writer, one who is

frequently quoted by the apologists of the Order, namely,

the famous Jesuit historian, Mariani. After enumerating the

charges against the knights, this author asks : " What will

the reader now say? Will he regard these accusations as

founded in fact, or rather as fictions, and not unlike the tales

of silly old women ? Certainly, Villani, Antonine, and others,

reject them as calumnies ; but the more general report, and a

nearly universal consent, condemns the Templars That

the Order so soon degenerated into every kind of wickedness,

would scarcely be credible, unless the Diplomas of Clement,

from which we have drawn these things, and which are extant

among the archives of the great church of Toledo, were proof

that the reports were not unfounded ; for he affirms that

sixty-two (seventy-two) of the Order when questioned before

himself, admitted the mentioned crimes, andsought pardon."

The partisans of the Templars insist upon the compar

ative innocence of the English knights, and tell us that " in

Spain they were honorably and enthusiastically acquitted.

In Germany also they were acquitted" (2 . That the English

(1) " DepoHtumfull contra Tcmplartoectcompertum"—lu hisessayonthe^lccusalirtns

auainst the Templars, the Protestant Nicolal explains the contradictions of the witnesses,

in reference to the initiations, by the fact that there were various kinds of receptions, and

that all the knights did not receive the same secrets. Many of the depositions show this to

have been the case.

(2) Catftolfc Dictionary, by Addis and' Arnold. In this work we are told that " what

ever confessions individual Templars made, were extorted by torture . . . and were invari

ably retracted when the victims found themselv. 3 out of the king's power. The Pope,

Clement v., interfered so far as he dared, but too weakly and irresolutely to save them . . .
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Templars showed a far better record than their continental

brethren is true ; and " if it be fair," says Lingard, " to judge

from the informations taken in England, however, we

may condemn a few individuals, we must certainly acquit

the Order " (1). But it would not be fair to so judge ; nor was

Pope Clement V. guilty of any such unfairness. He did not

form his decision from an inspection of isolated cases, nor

should we so form one. Again, we must remember that the

English Templars had three years in which to defend them

selves, for so long did their trial last : that Archbishop Rob

ert of Winchelsea, who presided, was one of the most inflex

ible and independent prelates who ever sat in the chair of

Canterbury, and that neither he nor his suffragans had any

thing to expect or fear from Philip ; and yet, after mature

deliberation, the English knights were condemned. We

may well refuse, therefore, to believe, even with regard to

this portion of the Order, that it was condemned " upon evi

dence so flimsj* that in the present day a man could not be

convicted on it of the most trifling offence " (2). As for the

acquittal of the knights in the Synods of Salamanca and

Metz, the innocence of some of the Templars does not ac

quit the entire Order, as was well understood by Mariana:

" In the cause of the Templars it was decreed that their

name and Order should be entirely abolished. To many

this decree seemed cruel, nor is it probable that those

crimes were found in every province, contaminating all the

members. However, by the destruction of this Order, a

warning to avoid similar iniquities was given to all, especi

ally to religious, whose value and strength consist more

in a reputation for virtue than in anything else " (3). It must

be observed, however, that according to the same Mariana,

The Order was dissolved in France, and all its weaith seized by the king." The assertions

ao o torture and Philip's avarice are noticed by us in the text. The remark on Pope Clem

ent's conduct is unjust to that Pontiff. So soon as he beard of the king's initiative, he re

served the cause of the knights to himself, and look their property under the protection of

the Cburch. He " dared to interfere " just so long as justice demanded his intervention.

He secured to the accused a fair trial before himself, in one case, and before his deputies.

in all the others. To have gone further than this, to have shielded the impenitent, and to

have continued the Papal sanction to so foully stained an institute, would have been

worse than weak and irresolute.

,'ll HMory of England, vol. ill., ch. 1.

(2) Tbus in the Catholic Dletiunary.

{3) B. xv., ch. 10.
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the prelates assembled at Salamanca gave no final and posi

tive decision of acquittal in regard to the Spanish knights ;

but " referred the ultimate settlement of the whole affair to

the Roman Pontiff." The apologists of the Templars do

not gain sympathy for their clients by adducing the action

of the Synod of Metz. The German bishops there assem

bled to consider, by order of Clement V. , the case of the

Templars, did not acquit the knights; but referred the mat

ter to the Holy See. And even that leniency was procured

by violence; for Serarius and Mariana tell us that Hugh,

count of the Rhine, and twenty armed Templars burst into

the Synod, " terrifying the fathers by their ferocity ; "

whereupon, lest a tumult might arise, the archbishop re

ceived their protest, and promised to use his influence with

the Pontiff to secure their not being disturbed (1).

Voltaire insists that King Philip, in his anxiety for ven

geance on the Templars, many of whom had been outspoken

against his oppressions, and in his covetousness of their

great wealth, prepared in advance the mine which, in his

own good time, he exploded. Villani tells us that the grand

master had condemned the prior of the Templars of Mont-

faucon to perpetual imprisonment because of immorality and

heresy ; that during his confinement the prior became ac-

aquinted with one Nasso, a Florentine, also a prisoner ; that

this pair, with a view to obtaining their release, invented

the famous charges against the Order. Such, says Voltaire,

was the origin of Philip's scheme. But while this narration

of Villani may be true, and Mariana receives it as such,

nevertheless, the evidence of the worthy pair was not uncor

roborated. " The first witnesses, " says Mariana, " were two

members of the Order ; the prior of Montfaucon in the coun

ty of Toulouse, and Nasso, a Florentine exile—not sufficient

ly reliable, as was shown by the testimony of many. Then

came others, among whom was a chamberlain of the Pontiff

himself, who had joined the Order in his eleventh year, and

who related what he had seen and done" (2). But the

favorite argument of Voltaire and the other apologists is de

rived from the tortures which, they say, extorted the con-

(1) B. vill., oh. 9B. (2) B. xv., eh. 15.
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fessions of the Templars. James Molay, the grand master,

and others who were burnt at Paris, retracted these extorted

avowals, and died protesting their innocence, and that of

their Order. Even the Continuator of Nange, an author

whom we often quote in favor of our thesis, gives the foilow

ing melancholy picture. When treating of the year 1310, he

says : " Outside the city of Paris, in the fields not far from

the abbey of St. Anthony, fifty-nine Templars were burnt to

death. All of these, with no exception, acknowledged none

of the imputed crimes, but constantly and perseveringly

declared' that they were unjustly put to death." And at the

year 1313 he writes: " When the aforesaid four, the general

or transmarine master of the Order of the Temple, the

visitor for France, and the masters of Aquitaine and Nor

mandy ; the final disposition of whose cases the Pope had

reserved to himself, had without exception, publicly and

openly confessed the imputed crimes, and had persisted in

that confession, and had appeared to wish to finally persist

in it, a council was held with great deliberation on the Mon

day after the feast of St. Gregory, in the vestibule of the

great church at Paris, by mandate of the Pope, and the afore

said four were adjudged to perpetual imprisonment by the

lord-cardinal of Albano and two other cardinal-legates, the

archbishop of Sens, certain other prelates, and other per

sons versed in Divine and Canon Law, specially summoned .

to Paris for this case. But behold, when the cardinals had

thought au end had been put to the business, two of the afore

said, namely, the transmarine master and the master of

Normandy, suddenly and unexpectedly defending them

selves against the cardinal who had delivered a sermon, and

against the archbishop of Sens, returned to a denial of their

confession, and of all that they had acknowledged, most »

irreverently and to the wonder of many. Then the cardin

als handed them over to the provost of Paris, who was

present, to be merely guarded until the morrow, when

their case would be more carefuly considered. So soon as

the news of what had occurred reached the king, who was

then in the royal palace, having counselled with his courtiers,

but wisely (itrudfjite coimlio) calling no clergyman to the
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-conference, he commanded that both should be burnt at the

same stake, on a little island of the Seine between the royal

gardens and the church of the Hermits. They appeared to

undergo the burning willingly and readily, and their final

constancy in death excited the wonder of all the beholders.

The two others were confined in the prison to which they

were sentenced. " Now Voltaire asserts that the confessions

of the Templars were drawn from them by torture. While,

on the one hand, we would not attempt to defend the use of

" the question " in a law court, neither would we, on the

other, assert with Voltaire that every confession so obtained

is valueless. But granting the worthlessness of every evi

dence so evolved, is it true that the testimonv because of

which the Templars were abolished was extracted by torture

from unwilling lips ? We do not deny that the torture was

applied in some instances, but certainly there was no such

thing in the case of the hundred and twenty-four knights

examined before the inquisitor at Paris, or in that of the

seventy-two interrogated by the Pontiff at Poitiers ; and yet

these knights, and others similarly situated, admitted their

guilt (1). This is shown by the Acts of the trial, by the di

ploma " Reigning in heaven " already cited, and by the other

diploma given by Raynald at the year 1307, No. 12. As

for the fact that the grand master and other Templars died

asserting their innocence ; that the former and the master of

Normandy retracted their former confessions ; such facts by

no means prove that the Order was unjustly suppressed.

(1) Speaking of Ihe prosecution of the Templars of Lomhardy and Tuscany, conducted hy

the archbishops of Pisa and Florence and by a Roman canon, Cantu's love of truth forces

him to say : "Here the accused had no fear, as they would have had in France, of being

sent to the stake: for they were being tried by an ecclesiastical tribunal which assigned ai

punishment only repentance and retraction. This adds to the reliability of the deposition

which they swore to have made, ' not out of hatred, or out of love ; not for rewarJ or be

cause of fear : but merely for the sake of truth. ' Some of the accusations were admitted by

all : some others only by certain knights, and as regarding particular cases and persons, or

asbeingmattersofheresy,orasbeingcustomary beyondthesea. But,aboveall, they agreed

in admitting the most jealous secrecy of the chapters, and the guiit of infidel blasphemy.

It. therefore, the wicked prosecutions iastituted in Fiance tempi nn to regard the Tem

plars as innocent, and as victims of Philip the Fair, the caim wilh which the t'hiuvl(

procceded, the processes instituted during mann years in /for)/ and in other land.', ami

without I'iolence.aUowustosujyposethat ma7iyo/fh*Jmt0htsucret/uilt«,undthat the king

of France should not he compared with Clement V., who, by suppressing the Ord( r. ' not de

Jure, but by way of provision.' saved innocent individuais, and disappointed the raiml

arced tey assigning its weaith to the defence of the Holy Land."—Heretics of Italy,

Discourse viII.
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Criminals very frequently die with lies on their lips ; and

that James Molay lied most solemnly, either at the stake or

in his repeated and spontaneous confessions, is indisputably

proven. We are not bound to explain his vacillations. It

is well to know, however, that in the inquiry held at Chinon

in Touraine on August 18-20, 1308, by three cardinals de

puted by the Pope, the grand master was so astounded on

hearing the many depositions which had been made at Paris

and at Poitiers, that he kept silence on all the points saving

that of the denial of Christ, which he expressly admitted to

have been practiced. When interrogated at Paris on Decem

ber 26, 1309, he disavowed this confession, and accused the

commissioners of forgery ; demanding afterward to be judg

ed by the Pontiff. Whom ought we naturally suspect of

falsehood, the three cardinals or James Molajr ? The Pope

had insisted on the observance of the strictest equity in the

premises ; the king had consulted the universities, the clergy,

and the parliaments ; nor did he need any forgeries, as we

have seen, to attain his end, the extinction of the Order.

We would therefore suspect the grand master of falsehood,

rather than the cardinals. When finally the Fifteenth

Council had been held, and the Templars had been suppress

ed, Clement V. appointed new commissioners to close the pro

cess; namely, three cardinals, the archbishop of Sens, several

bishops, and many learned men. Before these, Molay, Guy

of Auvergne, and two others again avowed their guilt, " and on

March 18, 1313, they were condemned to perpetual imprison

ment. A platform, on which they were to affix their confes

sions, was erected in front of Notre Dame," but at the

commencement of the ceremony, Molay and Guy suddenly re

tracted their avowals. For the grand catastrophe the Papal

commissioners w7ere not responsible. That was consum

mated in obedience to an order from King Philip, after they

had delivered the culprits to the custody of the provost of

Paris, intending to deliberate as to the sentence on the fol

lowing day.

The grand master and the brother of the dauphin of

Auvergne retracted their confessions, but we must remem

ber that thirty or forty thousand other knights, who had

,
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been condemned to different kinds of punishment, survived

the " persecuting " Philip and Clement, and did not retract

or attempt to justify the Order. Again even Michelet

admits that " in the interrogatories which we publish, the

denials are nearly all identical, as though according to

a settled formula; while on the contrary, the avowals are all

varied by special circumstances, often very naive, which

facts give them a peculiar stamp of veracity. Contrary,

indeed, would have been the case, if the avowals had been

extorted by torture ; then they would have been nearly alike,

and the diversity would have been found in the denials " (1).

In his zealous championship of the Templars, the prince

of modern incredulists asserts that " seventy-four of them,

who had not been accused, undertook to defend the Order,

but were not heard." Bergier's reply to this absolute false

hood is worthy of the reader's attention: " In other places

the apologist cites the History of the Templars, by Peter

Dupuy. Now this historian relates that these seventy-four

defenders of their Order were heard by the commissioners

for the first time, on Saturday, March 14, 1310, and that

they deputed four of their number to speak in the name of

all. Not only were they heard, but they presented re

quests and memorials in writing. The verbal reports of

their speeches were exactly drawn up, and the author of the

History of the Galilean Church has copied them They

protested against the confessions made by the accused; like

the apologist, they declared that these admissions had been

extorted by threats and promises, or that those who

made them were wicked persons; they demanded to be judg

ed by the Pope, and by the Council of Vienne, then about

to assemble. Now what follows from this defence ? Simply

that those seventy-four Templars were innocent, for they

were not accused ; that until then they had been ignorant of

the crimes of their brethren, and that thej- found it

difficult to credit them. But this is only a negative proof ;

!l( The name of Michelet is dear to all well-informed Mason*, and should he che'ished

by all Templorltes. In the Collection of Unedited Documents Concernina the HMory o/

hYance, published by care of the Minister of Public instruction, this writer nave to the

world the verhal process of the Templars. Speaking of the interrogatory undergone by

Molay and two bundred and thirty-one knights before the Pontine d commissioners at

Paris, he says: " This inquiry was conducted siowly, and with much care and kindness "
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ignorance proves nothing ; they adduced nothing positive

capable of destroying the confession of the accused." Vol

taire endeavors to evade the charges of obscenity among the

knights by pleading that " this infamy never could have be

come a law among them. I do not doubt at all that many

of the Templars yielded to those excesses which have been,

at all times, the inheritance of youth; but these are passim*

vices, which it were better to ignore than to punish." To

this characteristic remark we again reply with Bergier :

"Here the author confounds two methods of reception. It

is to be presumed that the public reception, performed by the

grand master or others, was decent ; but there was another, a

private one invented by the libertines of the Order, to which

the new knights were subjected, and in which were commit

ted those abominations and profanations already mentioned.

Many witnesses declared that they had been forced into this

latter rite by prison and torture. It is well known that

wicked persons desire to have accomplices in their crimes.

The majority of those who were executed were not young

men ; therefore their vices were not passing ones. It is but

too true that aged libertines are more given to excessive

lubricity than are young people." Voltaire pretends to find

it difficult to believe that the Templars denied Jesus Christ,

and asks what had they to gain by renouncing a religion

which cherished them, and for which they had so gloriously

combated ? But many impious men, and among them Vol

taire himself, blaspheme against the religion which has

nourished them; and what they have to gain we do not

know. As for the combats of the Templars in the cause of

the faith, these had long been, at least for the French mem

bers, things of the past.

We now come to the assertion that the suppression of the

Templars is to be ascribed to the covetousness of King

Philip the Fair(l). Mosheim, Potter, Voltaire, in fine, all

the apologists of the proscribed Order, assign this as the

prime cause of the abolition. St. Antonine says that '.' many

dignitaries asserted that the knights were innocent, and

(1) The Cattmlie Dfctimmrj/ says that Philip " covetlmt their weaith, laid a deep plot

for their destruction .... all its weaith was seized by the king."
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condemned without just cause, in order that their property

might be confiscated. They were afterward despoiled of

their goods by the Pope, and their revenues applied to the

House or Hospital of St. John. But as the property had

already been seized by the king of France and by other

princes, it had to be redeemed at a heavy price; whence

these latter religious were rendered very poor. ... It was

ordered (in the Fifteenth Council) that all the goods of the

Templars should be assigned to the Hospital of Jerusalem,

and as they had already been seized by the various lay

lords, the Hospitalers were compelled to pay a large sum to

the king and others who held the property." And we are

told by Paul Emilius that Philip's treasury " retained pos

session of the movable property, while that affixed to the soil

was given by a Pontifical decree to the Hospitalers of St.

John." Even Walsingham inveighs against Philip, in

this matter, although he admits that the king did not gain

his point. He says that " Philip, king of France, thought to

make one of his sons king of Jerusalem, and to obtain for

him all the revenues of the Templars. . . .But he did not

attain his wish in regard to the property, for the Pope as

signed it to the Hospitalers." Now the innocence of Philip

in this matter is proved, firstly, by the Diploma, " Reign-

ning in Heaven," of Clement V. The Pontiff says to the

king : " At length, however, you who had heard of these

same inquities, and moved, not by avarice, for you do not

intend to claim or appropriate the property of the Tem

plars, but have taken your hands altogether away from it

freely and devoutly yielding it up, to be guarded and ad

ministered by our deputies." The same is proved, secondly,

by the letter sent in March, 1311, by Philip to the Pontiff,

requesting that the property of the Templars be assigned

either to some new Military Order, or to some old one en

gaged in the cause of the Holy Land. It is shown, thirdly,

by the instrument of transfer of the property in question to

the Hospitalers. In this document, dated August 24, 1312,

we read : " Since the aforesaid properties, inasmuch as

they are in our kingdom, are under our special care and

protection, and it is known that we fully possess in them,
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either mediately or immediately, the right of patronage ;

and having been induced by yon, together with the prel

ates united in Council, to give this consent : We, therefore,

whose interest it is, accept this disposition, ordinance, and

transfer, and give to it our consent ; perpetually reserving

to ourselves, and to the prelates, barons, nobles, and

others of our kingdom, all our and their rights such as

hitherto obtained in said properties." The same is evinced,

fourthly, by the agreement entered into between Louis X.,

the son and heir of Philip the Fair, and Villaret. the grand

master of the Hospitalers, on February 14, 1315, in which

it was arranged that the knights of the Hospital should

pay the king 260,000 livres, for which sum, expended by the

monarch in the prosecution of the Templars, the ceded

property had been pledged ; not that, says the agreement,

the Knights of Rhodes had not already been in the enjoy

ment of the Templar revenues, by virtue of the possession

given them by authority of King Philip, but because there

were many expenses to be liipiidated, dating from the time

when the Templars were arrested.

We would now observe in conclusion that much of the

sympathy which has been manifested for the Templars is

due to the connection supposed—whether rightly or not, is of

little importance—to subsist between the unfortunate Order

and Freemasonry. " We shall see, " says Condorcet,

" whether we ought not to number among secret societies

this celebrated Order, against which Popes and kings so

.barbarously conspired " (1). In his valuable work on se

cret societies, Deschamps derives Masonry from four

sources, Gnosticism, Manicheism, the Albigenses, and the

Templars (2). " The Masons," he says, " and all the phil

osophical revolutionists and Jacobins had a great interest in

defending the Templars," and then he proceeds to show,

from Masonic authorities, how these sectaries claim a de

scent from the proscribed Order. Among the authorities

cited by this zealous and indefatigable writer, we select one

which will prove of interest to the reader. On April 8,

(1) Historic Tableau of the Prngrem of the Human Minn", epoch 7.

(2) Seeret Societies and Society, or the Philosophy of Qmtemporancirus History,

vol. i., b. 2. ch. 1., B 5; AvtRnon, 1HS2.
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1839, M. de Banville, an ex-officer of the Grand Orient of

France, spoke as follows in a Lodge of the Knights of the

Cross : " The Masonic Order is an emanation from that of

the Temple, with the history and misfortunes of which you

are acquainted, and reasonably it can have no other origin

Masonry was born in Scotland, and originally it was a pru

dent and ably arranged disguise conceived by some knights

of that country in order to hide the continuation of their

illustrious Order from the keen eyes of its powerful enemies.

The heroic William de Moure, grand prior of England and

Scotland, directed from his prison the knights of his lan

guage in the creation, organization and development of the

Masonic rite, destined to shield, from the eyes of the profane,

the proscribed, and anathematized Order of the Temple.

We may conceive how this local transformation, in the lan

guage of Scotland, of the Order of the Temple into that 01

Masonry, was enveloped in secrecy ; how the unfortunate

Templars, calumniated by vile renegades, cowardly betrayed

by ignoble apostates who tracked them like wild beasts in

nearly every land of Christendom, forced to hide their names j

and quality under pain of the most frightful persecution

and of the most horrible torture, innocent victims of a king's

avarice and a Pope's jealously ; succeeded in inventing, that

they might recognize and aid each other in all, for all, and

everywhere, in France, Germany, and Sweden, where Mason

ry soon penetrated, those sacred passwords, signs, and .

grips, which have come down to us from generation to gen

eration. How can we otherwise explain, on the part of a

vast philanthropic association, organized for the honorable

purposes of giving to suffering humanity the consolations

and alms of Christian charity, those severe commands to

nay nothing, write nothing, signify nothing, concerning the

praiseworthy object of this secret society, under pain of in

curring the certain effects of an atrocious vengeance,

exposing the traitor to have his throat cut, his heart and en

trails torn out, his body burnt and reduced to ashes, the

ashes thrown to the winds, and his memory execrated bv

every Mason? All this would become a revolting absurdity,

without the explanation, so simple and satisfying to reason,
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that the knights of the Temple had a powerful interest in

hiding themselves under the mantle of Masonrv, specially

organized by themselves for that purpose. I therefore

affirm that the Masonic Order was established in the four

teenth century by the knights of the Temple, in obedience

to the grand prior of Scotland, and that this beautiful institu

tion emanated from that centre, and easily propagated itself

in the European countries, then covered by our proscribed

predecessors. I could easily adduce numerous proofs,

drawn from a comparison of the rituals in use in the two

Orders, and at first it would astonish one to notice the same

system of reception, proceeding by way of physical and

moral tests " (1). This theory of the Templar origin of Free

masonry is well developed in the Masonic Manual or

Tiler of Willaume, and in the Philosophical and Inter

pretative Course of explanations of the symbols and mys

teries of Masonry, published by Ragon, founder of the cele

brated Lodge of the Trinosophists—a work solemnly author

ized on June 24, 1840, by the Grand Orient of France. In

contradiction to the above theory may be adduced the opin

ion of Guyot, printer to the French " Templars," who pub

lished in 1825 a Manual of the Knights of the Temple,

in which he contended that the Masonic claim is false ; that

Molay named his successor ; and that the Templars contin

ued to have an uninterrupted succession of grand masters

down to Fabre-Palaprat, elected in 1804. As Philip

d'Orleans was grand master of these " Templars" in 1706, it

is amusing to read that they sign with their blood the oaths

of obedience, poverty, chastity (!), fraternity, hospitality, and

military service ; and that each " knight " is obliged, if he can

possibly do so, to visit the Holy Land once in his life. Le-

noix, in his Origin of Freemasonry, insists that St. Bernard,

who gave their rule to the knights, was a Mason. If this

impudent assumption surprises the reader, he should know

that Ragon, whom the adepts of Square and Triangle uphold as

a pre-eminently authoritative writer on Masonic subjects*

declares that the chevalier (sic) Gerson, or Thomas A'Kempis,

the author of the Imitation of Christ, was also a Mason,

J) The G>lobc, a journal of Masonic initiations, Paris, 1S39.
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and that his book, " the masterpiece of one deeply initiated,

undoubtedly ga,ve rise to the mystic veil with which, under the

titles of ' Rose-Cross,' ' Knight of the Eagle and of the

Pelican,' the last mysteries of Masonry are covered" (1).

CHAPTER XXXVI.

-

THE POPES AT AVIGNON.

While Pope Clement V. resided at Poitiers or at Bordeaux

(1305-9), the pressure, and even tyranny, exercised toward

the Pontiff by King Philip the Fair had demonstrated the

necessity of a fixed residence of the papal court where the

head of the Church could enjoy freedom of action. But Clem

ent V., probably with little displeasure, did not deem it feas

ible to restore the papal residence to the Eternal City. The

factions of the nobility, headed by the Orsini and the Colon-

na, held Rome in a state of chronic disorder ; and therefore

Clement decided to locate his court in the city of Avignon,

which, although nominally subject to the House of Anjou,

was, thanks to the spirit of its citizens, virtually independent,

and which was nearly enclosed in the County of the Venais-

sin, a possession of the Holy See (2). Petrarch, like all the

Italian writers of that day, could see no beauty in the rock-

perched town, " little and disgusting." He knew of no place

"so stinking," and declared that it was "a shame to make

it the capital of the world." The Italian contemporaries of

Clement V. manifest their indignation at the Pontiffs unfort

unate actionby such expressions as " scandal to the universe,"

" the exile of the Holy See, " and the famous one, " the cap

tivity of Babylon."

But while it is certain that Rome and all Italy suffered by

the prolonged absence of the papal court, and by the conse

quent preponderating influence of the French kings in the

affairs of Europe; while it is true that to the papal residence

in France may be traced the causes that produced the Great

(1) Lne. cU.

(8) it became such in 182S, by a treaty between Pope Gregory IX., represented by Car

dinal d'Ossat, and King Louis IX. with Count Raymond of Toulouse.
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"Western Schism, it would be unjust to Clement V. to sup

pose that he foresaw the many evils entailed by his deter

mination, or that he realized that his immediate successors

would persist in absenting themselves from their See. There

were powerful reasons for his conduct. In France, his own

land, where the affair of the Templars had detained him for

six years, he saw himself respected and loved, while his own

capital was a prey to anarchy, and many of his near prede

cessors had been compelled to fix their residence in Viterbo.

Perugia, or Anagni ; Tuscany could not. afford the Sovereign

Pontiff a refuge, for it was harassed by the feud of the

Whites and Blacks ; Venice was at issue with the Holy See,

because of the claims of both parties to the marquisate of

Ferrara ; either of the Two Sicilies would have been a

more precarious asylum than France.

The advent of the papal court was a happy thing for Avig

non. She soon came down from her rocky perch, and extend

ed herself over the plain ; whole quarters of elegant street*,

flanked by magnificent palaces, appeared ; and the arts and

taste of Italy soon made the city one of the most beautiful

in Europe. In the year 1348 Pope Clement VI. bought

Avignon from Queen Jane of Naples, heiress to the counts i f

Provence. In 1791 it was definitively annexed to Fiance.

Seven Popes resided at Avignon : Clement V., John XXII.,

Benedict XII., Clement VI., Iunocent VI., Urban V., and

Gregory XI.,—all, quite naturally, French, and all of whom

did honor to their country, despite the assertion of Henri

Martin that " Avignon was then a Gomorrha, "—a calumny

which is refuted by its own exaggeration. Pope Clement V.

died on April 20,1314, and was succeeded by John XXII.,

whose pontificate was so eveutful that we shall devote to it

a special chapter.

BENEDICT XII.

On the death of John XXII., 1334, the cardinal Comminges

seemed to be the most likely candidate for the tiara ; but

when the other French cardinals, so devoted to their mon

arch that they closed their eyes to the interests of the

Church, demanded from his Eminence a promise to retain
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the papal residence in France, the noble prelate declared

that he would throw off the purple sooner than violate his con

science. He was convinced, he said, that the Papacy was

incurring great danger by its transfer from its natural seat.

Consternation seized upon the electors; whereupon some

one suggested the cardinal Fournier, a Cistercian monk, and

since his election appeared very improbable, many deemed

it advisable to vote for him, while still looking for the com

ing man. This manoeuvre made Fournier Pope, for, to the

dismay of the intriguers, he received more than two-thirds

of the suffrages. Although devoted to the court of France,

Benedict XII. soon realized the neccessity of withdrawing

the Holy See from its painful and anomalous position in

Avignon ; but the French cardinals persuaded him to change

his mind. One of the first questions considered by Bene

dict XII. was that of the Beatific "Vision, which, as we shall

see in the following chapter, was left undetermined by John

XXII. Benedict greatly desired that the faithful should be

provided with dogmatic certainty in so important a matter ;

hence be published, in 1336, the Decretal Benethelus Dens, de

fining, by Apostolic authority, that the souls of the just en

joy, immediately after death, the intuitive vision of God ;

i. e., that they " see the Divine Essence, face to face. "

This pontificate witnessed another attempt to terminate the

Gieek Schism. It was undertaken by the celebrated Barlaam,

abbot of the monastery of the Holy Saviour at Constantinople ;

but its sole result was the abjuration of the originator. It

was during this pontificate that Petrarch was crowned as

poet-laureate at Rome, on April 8, 1341.

CLEMENT VI.

Pope Benedict XII. having died on April 23, 1342, the

cardinal Peter Roger, a Benedictine monk and archbishop of

Rouen, was elevated to the papal throne on May 6, and as

sumed the name of Clement VI. During this reign an end

was put to the schism of Louis of Bavaria, that prince dying

in 1347. Clement had continued the severity of the two

preceding Pontiffs towards Louis, and had procured the

election of Charles of Luxemburg, son of King John of
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Bohemia, after having threatened, in case of inaction on the

part of the German electors, to himself choose an emperor

by virtue of his apostolic authority. Shortly after his

elevation, he received a Roman deputation headed by Ste

phen Colonna and Petrarch, now a Roman citizen. These

deputies were charged to make the then usual request for

the restoration of the Popes to their proper residence, and

Petrarch supported the petition in pathetic and beautiful

Latin verses (1). After a delay of two months, the Pontiff

replied to the request that the times were not propitious.

INNOCENT VI.

When the cardinals went into conclave after the death of

Clement VI. , Dec. 5, 1352, men thought that the majority

would vote for Birel, the general of the Carthusians. Were

we in doubt as to the evil effects produced by the Avignon

exile, it would be dissipated on learning that the leaning of

their Eminences toward Birel was affected by the following

frank remarks of the cardinal Talleyrand de Perigord : "I

perceive, brothers, that you would like to elect the general

of the Carthusians. Undoubtedly he merits the honor ; but

you forget one very important fact, namely, that we are much

attached to the world and its glory, whereas your favorite

despises them. If elected, he will reduce us to primitive

simplicity, and will proscribe our sumptuous equipages, etc.

Neither power uor nobility will terrify him ; he knows no

fear when the good of the Church is concerned " (2). Not

withstanding this telling argument, their Eminences did not

elect an unworthy, or even a weak man. Stephen Aubert,

bishop of Ostia, was not a remarkable personage ; but he was

upright, and as Pope Innocent VI., he proved worthy of his

sublime office. His pontificate was chiefly remarkable for

the obliteration of the petty tyrants who had nearly annihil

ated the political authority of the Holy See in the States of

the Church—a conquest achieved by the skill and valor of

Cardinal ^Igidius Albornoz.

(1) Sooas, B. 2, ep. 5.

(2) Dorland: Cartbusian Chronicle, B. lv.,en. 22. Brief History of the Carihtaian

Order in Martene and Durand's Ancient FTrifers, vol. vi.
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BLESSED URBAN V.

When the conclave consequent on the death of Innocent

VI., in Sept.. 1362, had progressed for several days without

any prospect of election, the cardinals resolved to depart

from established usage, and to seek a candidate outside the

Sacred College. They chose William Grimoard, abbot of the

Benedictine monastery of St. Victor at Marseilles, who took

the name of Urban V. Matthew Villani tells us that Gri

moard had publicly exclaimed, when he heard of the death

of Innocent VI.: " If I could see a Pope seriously trying to

restore the Holy See to Rome, I would willingly die to-mor

row." Be this as it may, in 1366 the Christian world was

informed that in the following year the Holy Father would

enter his episcopal city. Naturally this decision produced

great discontent in the French court ; and King Charles V.

sent to Avignon the learned and eloquent Nicholas Oresme,

to persuade the Pontiff to remain in France. In full Con

sistory the orator pronounced a prolix discourse, garnished

with Scriptural quotations and historical allusions, none of

which applied to his thesis. His entire would-be argumen

tation was intended, and in good faith, it would seem, to

show that the Roman Pontiff ought to remain under the

sheltering wings of France : 1st, because that nation had al

ways protected the Holy See ; 2d, because ecclesiastical

science was more honored in France than in any other land ;

3d, because a French city, Marseilles, was then the geo

graphical centre of Catholic Europe ; 4th, because France

was better governed than any of the Italian states ; 5th, be

cause France was the native land of Urban V., and our Sav

iour never left His own country ; 6th, because a sea-voy

age would be dangerous to the Pope and his court (1). It

is not surprising that, as Petrarch informs us, this discourse

hastened the pontifical preparations for departure. How

ever, Urban did not effect his design without much opposi

tion from the French cardinals ; in fact, the only members

of the Sacred College who did not formally refuse to accom

pany him were the cardinals Orsini, Capoccio, and the bishop

(1) Du Boulai ; HMory of the University of Parte, vol. Iv.
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of Viterbo—the odly Italians then wearing the purple. But

the Frenchmen valued their hats, and when the Pontiff

threatened to take these away, the opposition subsided (1).

On April 30, 1367, the pontifical court bade farewell to

Avignon ; on June 3, the fleet anchored off Corneto, and on

the 9th the Pontiff entered Viterbo. But not before Octo

ber 16 did a successor of St. Peter, for the first time in

sixty-three years, kneel at the shrine of the Prince of the

Apostles. And, alas ! in less than three years the chief pas

tor again sought a foreign residence, and no other reason

can be assigned for this abandonment of his legitimate post

than mere home-sickness. French writers try to palliate

his weakness, but none can adduce any more probable rea

son for his return to France than that he yearned for home.

He explained his resolution to the Christian world by the

necessity of being on the spot while trying to reconcile the

kings of France and England. In vain did the holy Swed

ish princess, afterward canonized as St. Bridget, threaten

Urban with the anger of God and an early death if he

effected his design (2); in vain the Roman Senate besought him

to remain. On September 5, 1370, he embarked at Corneto,

and on the 24th he re-entered Avignon. The menace of St.

Bridget was soon accomplished ; in the fulness of his

strength Pope Urban V. was suddenly attacked by an illness

which threatened his life. Then he swore to return to Rome,

if Almighty God would permit it ; but his hour had come,

and, wrapped in his Benedictine habit, which he had always

retained, he died on the 19th of December, 1370.

GREGORY XI.

On the first day of the conclave (Dec. 30) the unanimous

voice of the Sacred College raised to the Papacy the cardi

nal deacon, Peter de Beaufort, nephew of Clement YI.

While yet a student, his maturity of judgment was so pro

nounced, that Ubaldo Ubaldi, the first jurisconsult of the

age, often consulted him, and would give his opinion, saying,

" Our master thus pronounces." The new Pontiff was or

al Chronicle of Btibmna, in Muratori, vol. xviil.

{2) Reveitdvmsnf St. Bridget. I\ lv. c. 13S. Gobelin, Cmmrnlromtum, c. 73.
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dained priest on January 4, 1371 ; then consecrated bishop,

and crowned as Pope ifnder the name of Gregory XI. From

.the very beginning of his pontificate Gregory was resolved to

restore definitively the Holy See to the Eternal City, and in

October, 1374, he wrote to the emperor Charles IV. : "We

wish to put off no longer our visit to the Holy City, and we

have resolved, with the help of God, to set out next September. "

He announced his determination to all the European sov

ereigns ; but the commencement of 1376 found him still at

Avignon, trying to make peace between France and England.

His final departure is generally regarded as due to the in

fluence of St. Catherine of Sienna.

On September 13, 1376, the Holy See bade a lasting fare

well to Avignon. Marseilles was reached on the 20th, and

the Pontiff found awaiting him twenty-two galleys, most of

which belonged to, and were manned by, the Knights Hos

pitalers -, the most beautiful ship of the fleet, however, had

been sent by Florence, although this republic was then at

war with the Holy See. Sail was spread on October 2, and

after a stormy voyage, and many forced delays at intermedi

ate ports, the pajml court disembarked at the port of Cor-

neto on the 6th of December. Here the Pontiff remained

until January 15, 1377, when he ascended the Tiber, and

on January 17 landed at St. Paul's. On the 18th, the Feast of

the Chair of St. Peter at Rome, he made his triumphal entry

into the capital of Christendom, and the Romans rejoiced

because " the captivity of Babylon " was at an end.

It is frequently asserted that on his death-bed Pope

Gregory XI. avowed his regret for having restored the papal

residence to its legitimate site. Gerson says that, holding

in his hands the Blessed Eucharist, the dying Pontiff en

joined upon the attending cardinals never to be influenced

by the imaginary visions of hallucinated men and women ;

that Gregory admitted that his own facility in this regard,

had brought the Church to the verge of a schism (1). Now,

these words attributed to Pope Gregory reflect too seriously

upon the veracity and good sense, to say nothing of the

approved sanctity, of St. Catherine of Sienna, of St. Bridget

0) Examination of Doctrinee , p. 1I. consld. 3.
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of Sweden, and of the Blessed Alfonso of Aragon, to have

been uttered at so solemn a moment -by so wise and holy a

man. Gerson is, in many matters, a grave authority ; but in

this matter, unsupported as he is by contemporary testimony,

we must decline to accept the many absurdities implied by

his assertion. Whatever the great chancellor knew about

the deeds and sayings of Pope Gregory XI. he had acquired

from others ; at the time of the Pontiffs death he was

a boy of fourteen in the schools of Paris, and we find no

corroboration of the above assertion in any work by an

author contemporary with the Pontiff. Gerson was a cul

tivator of the Avignon idea, and he would probably lend a

credulous ear to any tale that would aid to put it in action.

And what must we think of Gregory's supposed foresight

of the Great Schism ? To one, like Gerson, living amid the

troubles of that schism, it would be easy to trace it back

to certain seeming causes ; but there was nothing in the

circumstances of Rome or of the Church while Pope Greg

ory XI. was dying, except the obstinacy of the French

cardinals, which could have justified the supposed gloomy

forebodings of the Pontiff. And would this obstinacy, this

home-sickness, this false idea of patriotism, in fine, this con

summate and unmitigated selfishness, of the French cardinals

have justified a Pontiff in lamenting his having performed

an act which was praised (save in France) throughout Chris

tendom as an act of common utility ? Had the Romans no

rights at all in the matter ? Had they no right to insist

that their bishop should reside among them ? Had they no

right to the personal protection and government of their

Pope-king? Had the Universal Church no claims in the

premises ? Was the Papacy to continue to be an append

age of the French crown, a mere contributor to its conven

ience and glory, merely because of the ultra-nationalism of

certain creatures of the French monarch, or because of their

want of sympathy with the ligitimate aspirations of the Pope's

temporal subjects, or because said creatures, forsooth, found

the Roman Campagana less suited to their effeminate con

stitutions than were the beautiful plains of the Venaissin ?

Again, at the very time that Pope Gregory is said to have
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expressed his disgust with the " hallucinations " which had

contributed to his removal from Avignon to his proper resi

dence, his principal " hallucinator," St. Catherine, was act

ing as his agent at Florence (1). And the Pontiff well knew

that God had favored His servant with supernatural gifts ;

for, in the Bull of Canonization of St. Catherine, Pope Pius

II. expressly certifies that she had acquainted Gregory with

her knowledge of his secret vow to proceed to Rome.

That ultra-Gallican, Maimbourg, easily concludes that

" when this Pontiff viewed the condition of Italy on the spot,

he regarded it with an eye different from that with which he

had judged it when in distant Avignon ; and, finding himself

at the point of death before he could prevent the evils which

he foresaw, he deplored the horrors menacing the Church.

Well did he see how the Romans, who, contrary to their

promise of entire submission, had usurped sovereign au

thority over the city, leaving to the Pontiff only a shadow

of power, would master the conclave, and would not suffer

the election of a Pope from beyond the Alps, lest such a

one would again transfer the Holy See from Rome. Well

did he see, on the other hand, that the French cardinals,

then composing more than two-thirds of the College (there

were twenty-three members,—eighteen French, four Ital

ians, and one Spaniard) would afterward protest against the

violence used towards themselves, and that hence the first

election would prove to have been not free and canonical.

These considerations, together with the little power vouch

safed him in Italy, in spite of the fine words that had drawn

him from France, made him believe that he had left the

country at an unpropitious time, and caused him to take,

some time before his death, the resolution to return to Avig

non " (2).

In expressing such opinions, Maimbourg was true to the

Aulico-Gallican principles which were soon to entail the

catastrophe of his life, but nothing that Pope Gregory XI.

witnessed or experienced at Rome could have given to that

Pontiff any foreknowledge of the embroglio that ensued af-

(1) Boixandists : L'fe of St. Catherine of Sienna, v. I11. c. S, Nos. 420-425.

(2) History of the Great Western Schism,bu V(e Rev. Father Matmtsmrg, of the

SocicluifJ(*us. Paris, 1H7S, h. I. p. 12.
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ter his death. But granting that he foresaw that his coun

trymen of the Sacred College would rend the seamless gar

ment of Christ sooner than abandon their project of confin

ing the papal residence to France, of making the pontifical

dignity hereditary in the French family, would Gregory XI.

have been justified in returning to Avignon ? Were the

wishes of a mere faction to be respected sooner than the de

sires of Christendom ; the fancied interests of France rather

than the real ones of the Pope's own temporal subjects—

yea, rather than those of all other nations ? Nor would a

return to Avignon have obviated all danger of schism. The

fact is, the exile at Avignon had prepared the way to a

schism, which, if it arrived not in one way, was almost cer

tain to come by another. Such was the temper of the Ro

mans at the time—owing to the decayed grandeur of their

city, and the terrible anarchy of which they were victims,—

that a little encouragement would have caused them to resist

the authority of an Avignonese Pontiff. In August, 1376,

Luca Savelli arrived at Avignon, and informed the Pope

that the abbot of Montecassino had already been asked

whether he would accept the tiara if it were tendered him

by the clergy and people of Rome ; and that the prelate had

answered that, as a Roman citizen, he could refuse nothing

to the Romans. The papal legate at Rome had also in

formed the Pope of this manoeuvre (1\ and Gregory perceived

that an aversion of the threatened danger was of sufficient

importance to make him ignore the disturbed state of the

peninsula.

As for Maimbourg's statement that Pope Gregory XI.

foresaw that " the Romans would master the conclave," it

is certain that the Romans did no such thing. The Pontiff

may have foreseen, as Maimbourg says, the rebellion of

the French Cardinals ; that is probable, for he knew those

prelates well. The French cardinals plunged the Church

into the vortex of schism ; and they were more than aided

(1) Gonzalo Ili.kscas, !oc. ci(., p. 40. Baujzk, 1(k. eU., v. 1. p. 137. Idem, note. p. 1194.

—St. Catherine seems to allude to this plot, when she is so precise as to the time Gregory

ought to arrive in Rome. "'My amiable Father, you seek my opinion concerning your re

turn. I reply, on the part of Jesus Crucified, that you ought '.o come to Rome as soon as

possible. If you can, come in the beginning of September; If you can not, wait not for the

end of the month." (Lctfcru, epist. li.)

/
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by Charles V., whom Maimbourg deems " one of the most

pious and one of the wisest of French monarchs, for

whose sacred person the ultramontane continuator of

Baronio's Annals (Oderico Rinaldi, commonly called Ray-

nald ) loses all respect when he asserts that this great prince

' was the author of the schism, into which he forced his sub

jects to enter by tyrannically oppressing the liberty of the

bishops and doctors of his kingdom. ' " Had Gregory XI.

humored the French cardinals, he would have merely post

poned the schism ; the only reason for its birth would have

subsisted, so long as the French desired to retain the Pope

in France, while Rome and the rest of the world wished him

to dwell in his own house ; and such divergence would, of

course, have been perennial. At the first check upon French

vanity, in the shape of a definitive restoration of the papal

residence to its legitimate site, the smouldering fire would

have burst into flame.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

THE PONTIFICATE OF JOHN XXII.: THE QUESTION OF THE BEATIFIC

VISION, AND THE SCHISMS OF THE FRANCISCAN " SPIRITUALS "

AND OF LOUIS OF BAVARIA.

Pope Clement V. having died on April 20, 1314, the con

clave assembled at Carpentras, the capital of the Venaissin

in France. It soon became apparent that the twenty-three

cardinals—fifteen French and eight Italian—were at serious

issue ou a very important question. The Italians declared

that their votes would be cast only for him w ho would promise

to restore the papal residence to the episcopal see of the Pon

tiff, the Eternal City; while the French electors, nearly all

creatures of the French court, insisted upon a continuation

of that residence uuder the shadow of the Gallic monarch.

To add to the embroglio, bloody outrages on the retainers

and friends of the Italian cardinals were perpetrated by the

Gascon followers of two nephews of the late Pontiff, who

were anxious to secure the tiara for one of their own family.

These miscreants having threatened the Italian cardinals

with death, their Eminences, French as well as Italian, made
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an opening in the wall of the palace where they were debat

ing, and fled, some to Avignon, and the others to Orange,

where they had leisure to reflect on the consequences result

ing from the transfer of the pontifical court from Rome. It

was not until Juue, 1316, that the count of Poitiers, brother

of Louis X., was enabled, by various pretexts, to unite the

electors at Lyons, where he confined them in a Dominican

convent, assuring them that their future liberty depended on

their election of a Pope. After a debate of forty days, the

choice was found to be James d' Osa, cardinal-bishop of

Porto, who took the name of John XXII.

James d'Osa was, according to Villani, Perretto, St. An-

tonine, Masson, and Muratori, of lowly origin,—some make

him the sou of a cobbler, others of an innkeeper. Of re

markably small stature, and very ugly of feature, his talents

alone had made his fortune. Born at Cahors, he was attract

ed by the superior civilization of Italy, and went to Naples,

where his pennilessness excited the sympathy of a Francis

can friar, and he procured a position in the household of

King Charles I. (Anjou. ) In time he was ordained; and,

participating in the secret councils of the Government, he

was employed in many embassies, exciting much admiration

for his perspicacity and insinuating eloqueuce. He became

successively ordinary of Prejus and Avignon, and he shone

at the Council of Vienne. At the termination of this assem

bly, he was made cardinal and appointed to the See of Porto.

Three events of this pontificate demand our attention : the

-question of the Beatific Vision; that of "the bread of the

Franciscans " which culminated in the schism of the com

munistic. " Spirituals," and the schism of Louis of Bavaria.

In three of his sermons, Pope John XXII. pronounced

the opinion that the souls of the just do not enjoy the intui

tive vision of God before the resurrection of their bodies on

the Last Day; that until that event, they are under the pro

tection and consolation of the Humanity of Jesus Christ.

However, our Pontiff did not hold that the souls of the just

are excluded from heaven until the Last Judgment; in his

Bull for the canonization of St. Louis of Toulouse, as also

in his Profession of Faith for the king of Armenia, he had
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already declared the contrary. But the three indicated dis

coursesof John XXII. (1), contradicting a generally received

opinion, scandalized very many; although Mosheim great

ly errs when he asserts that this Pope, because of his opin

ion, "incurred the public reproof of nearly the entire Church."

That which is now an article of faith on this point, was then

a matter of opinion. In 1333, Gerard Eudes, general of the

Franciscans, stopped in Paris on his way to Scotland,

where he was to negotiate for a peace between that king

dom and England. During some leisure moments he de

fended the opinion enunciated by Pope John, and immedi

ately the ever turbulent students of the University demand

ed his punishment. King Louis X. took up the matter, and

heard the defence made by Gerard in the presence of ten

doctors in theology, four of whom were Franciscans. These

ten condemned the opinion in question; whereupon the roy

al zealot threatened to have Gerard burned as a heretic, ad

ding, says Villani (2), that if the Pope held such a view, he

also was unorthodox. We notice this episode, because it

seems to have been the foundation for the assertion made by

the famous Peter d'Ailly, seventy-three years after the death

of John XXII., and during the heart-burnings of the Great

Western Schism, that King Louis X. had threatened to burn

Pope John as a Patarine, if he did not retract—an assertion

corroborated by no author of the time, and which is in con

tradiction to the spirit of that period, as well as to the re

spect always manifested by Louis X. toward the Holy See.

When our Pontiff heard of the excitement in Paris, he

wrote to Philip de Valois, defending his own private views

as conformable to Scripture and Tradition, and insisting

upon perfect freedom being allowed to theologians in the

premises, until the Apostolic See should deem it proper to

pronounce definitively on the matter (3). He also ordered

a commission of doctors and prelates to compile all that

Tradition contained concerning the Beatific Vision (4). It

is evident, therefore, that when Pope John sustained his

(1) They were dolivered during the Advent of 1329, on All Saints' Day of 1331, and on the

Eve of the Epiphany of 1332.

(2) B. X., ch. 280.

(3) IUYnald. y. 1333, No. 46.

U/ Idem, y. 1331. No. 27.
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theory, he did so as a private theologian and in the full exer

cise of his right. He had no intention to give an authorita

tive decision. This is confirmed by his conduct on his

death-bed; for, on Dec. 3, feeling that his last hour was near

( he was then ninety years of age ), he sent for the cardinals

then in Rome, and in their presence caused to be read a pa

per in which he professed his belief that " the purified souls

of the just are in heaven with Jesus Christ, and in the so

ciety of the angles ; that they see God and the Divine Es

sence face to face, so far as their condition allows. He de

clared that in whatever he had said or written on this sub.

ject, he had done so merely by way of conference, and not

by way of decision ; and that he submitted all his words and

writings to the judgment of the Church and of his succes

sors " (1).

When Pope John XXII. donned the tiara, the glorious

Order of St. Francis had flourished for a century, and had

given many saints and doctors to the Church. For thirty

years, however, it had been suffering from one of those crises

which, sooner or later, must attack all human organizations.

Certain foes of the Order had decried the Frauciscan rule

as illicit and impossible ; and Pope Nicholas III., in defence

of the friars, had issued a constitution, in which he said that,

in the voluntary renunciation of all property, " the disciples

of St. Francis are neither suicides, nor tempters of God ; he-

cause they confide in Providence, without rejecting the means

employed by human prudence."

While this decision silenced the contemners of the Fran

ciscan rule, it excited a diabolic pride in certain fanatics of

the Order, the chief of whom was John d'Oliva, a friar of

Beziers. According to this zealot, the Roman Church was

" the prostitute of Babylon ; " the Franciscans renewed the

evangelical life, and they should have merely the use, not the

ownership, of the means of subsistence. By their firmness,

the superiors of the Order prevented for a time a division

in their ranks ; but on the accession of Pope St. Coelestine

V., the malcontents obtained from the Holy See permission

to follow the dictates of their " piety," under the name of

(1) Idem, flrf. No. 37.
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" Hermits of Pope Ccelestine," in one of the isles of the

Grecian Archipelago. Very probably they would have soon

died out, had they not been made interesting by opposition.

Pope Boniface VIII. refused to molest them, until he was

wrongly led to believe that the Hermits recognized St. Coeles-

tine V., not him, as Pontiff (1). He then ordered the patri

arch of Constantinople to compel the return of the Hermits

to their pristine condition. But the majority of the zealots

disobeyed the mandate, and settled iu the Sicilies and in

Southern France, where they assumed the name of " Spir

ituals."

John XXII. preferred persuasion as a means of reuniting

the Franciscans ; and in his decretal Quorumdarn cxlrjif he

reminded its members that " poverty and chastity are good,

but obedience is better." Soon the evil assumed a phase

in which the entire Franciscan family was to be involved.

The friars began to doubt as to whether, when they were

eating, the food could bo termed their own, The reader

may smile, but not one of the friars did so when this ques

tion was propounded ; and the more fanatical advanced the

theory that poverty is a universal precept, and that all tem

poral possessions, on the part of any individual whomsoever,

must be regarded as a " species of idolatry."

At this juncture the general, Michael of Cesena, who had

been notably stern toward his subjects, showed that he him

self could not obey. In a general Chapter held at Perugia,

he and seven provincials, among whom was the celebrated

William Occam, declared that it is " a faithful expression of

Catholic doctrine to say that Jesus Christ, the model of per

fection, and the Apostles, His imitators, wishing to teach

perfection to others, possessed nothing by right of property,

either privately or in common." On November 12, 1323,

the Pontiff issued a decretal pronouncing' this proposition

heretical ; but Michael of Cesena, Occam, and a few others,

rebelled against the sentence. Finally, having summoned

Michael to his presence, the Pope declared him insensate

and rebel to ecclesiastical authority. The friar persisted

in his obstinacy, and the Pontiff ordered that he should not

(1) St. Coelestlne V. had abdicated, and had been succeeded by Boniface VIII.
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be allowed to depart from Avignon. Preparations were made-

for the prosecution of the recalcitrant ; but he contrived to

escape, and made his way to Pisa, where he was joyfully

welcomed by Louis of Bavaria, then in open revolt against

the Holy See. Nicole and Sismondi smile at this matter of

the fraticelli, as the Spirituals were called. They discern

only an amusing folly in the obstinacy of these religious ;

and they charge John XXII. with cruelty, especially in his

having countenanced the execution, at Marseilles, of four of

the delinquents. But while the error of the Spirituals was

certainly eccentric, it was also disastrous. Many moderns

in our day have smiled at the vagaries of Saint Simonism,

Fourierism, etc. ; but now they tremble when these insensate

theories menace society under the guise of Socialism, the

child of fraticelli Communism. Again, the Spirituals had

excited seditions in Sicily, Tuscany, and Narbonne. In 1315

they instigated an uprising of the populace against the Domi

nicans of Carcassonne, devastated the church and convent

of those friars ; and then, turning on the Conventuals, ex

pelled them from their homes, and installed themselves in

their place (1).

We can here offer only a sketch of the struggle betweenPope

John XXII. and Louis the Bavarian. After the death of the

emperor Henry VII. ( Luxembourg ) in 1313, the electors

were divided into two factions—one desiring the elevation of

Frederick, duke of Austria, and the other declaring for Louis,

duke of Bavaria. Two coronations followed, and both were

illegal: that of Louis at Aix-la-Chapelle, where that prince was

crowned by the archbishop of Mentz, who had no right to

perform the ceremony ; and that of Frederick at Bonn, not

the proper place, but at the hands of the archbishop of Co

logne, the legitimate minister of the function. Both parties

vainly tried to secure the approbation of Pope John XXII.

He called both to his tribunal, in the meantime forbidding each

to use the name and style of emperor. At first the contest

ants submitted to what was the public law of the time; but,

inspired by their confidence in the valor of their respective

vassals, they appealed to arms, and Frederick fell into the

(1) Wadding : Annais, y. 1317, Nos. 11 and 12.
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handsof his rival after the defeat at Muldorf, in 1322. The

Pontiff then issued an admonition to Louis ; and in 1327 the

misguided prince, yielding to the suggestions of a horde of

apostate friars, published the most infamous libels against

Pope John ; and having declared him a heretic, and having

fallen into errors in matters of faith, he was formally deposed

by the Pontiff even from his hereditary duchy of Bavaria.

Louis now resolved to institute an anti-pope. In January,

1328, he entered Rome at the head of four thousand horse.

Most of the clergy fled from the desecrated capital of Christen

dom ; and when Louis convolced the Roman Senate and people

to confer with him on matters of great import, only his Ger

mans surrounded him. Enraged because of the disgust

tacitly manifested by the Romans, Louis ordered Sciarra

Colouna, the infamous insulter of Pope Boniface VIII., to

compel such of the clergy as had remained to officiate in

their usual sanctuaries. All refused to obey. On the 16th

the same Sciarra Colonna, "in the name of the Romans,"

placed the imperial crown on the head of Louis; an excom-

municated prelate, Albertini, bishop of Ellora, having given

the unction On the 18th Louis appeared in the grand

Square of St. Peter's, in full imperial state ; and, ascending

an elevated throne, imposed silence on the spectators. An

Augustinian friar, one Fabriano, then thrice demanded

whether any one was present to defend "the priest James

of Cahors, who calls himself Pope John XXII." There was

no reply. A German priest preached a sermon on the text,

"This is a day of good tidings;" and then Louis uttered a

violent diatribe against the Pontiff, concluding with these

words: "We, the prince, on the requisition of the syndics

of the Roman people, and by consent of the clergy and the

same .people of Rome, as well as by that of the prelates of

Germany and Italy, declare, pronounce, and publish that

James of Cahors is a notorious and manifest heretic, and that

he is therefore fallen from all ecclesiastical power, dignity,

and authority i and is amenable to all the punishments de

creed by the canon and the civil law. Hence we depose

him, and declare him deposed, from the Supreme Pontifi

cate."
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But this ridiculous impiety did not pass unrebuked ; and

if the too frequently rebellious family of Colonna incurred

fresh disgrace by the participation of Sciarra in this sacri

legious farce, another Colonna now performed an act of hero

ism which merited and received the thanks of Pope John.

Four days after the exhibition in the Square of St. Peter's,

a son of Stephen Colonna ( James, a canon of the Lateran)

appeared in the Square of St. Marcellus ; and, having at

tracted a crowd of more than a thousand persons, he read

the pretended sentence lately issued by the Bavarian, and

then declared : " The Roman clergy lmve learned that a

certain syndic has appeared, in their name, before Louis of

Bavaria, who styles himself emperor, and that he has pre

ferred certain charges against Pope John XXII. Now, this

pretended syndic could have had no authority for such ac

tion ; for the canons of St. John Lateran's, of St. Mary

Major's, and all the other religious bodies, had gone out of

Rome, because of the presence of excommunicated men, and

knowing that if they remained they themselves would incur

excommunication. Consequently, I protest against all that

Louis the Bavarian has done. I uphold Pope John XXII.

as Catholic and legitimate ; and I declare that this man who

styles himself emperor is not such, but is excommunicated,

together with all his followers. All these things I offer to

prove, either by reason or by arms, in a neutral place." The

young Colonna then crossed over to the church of St. Mar

cellus, and affixed to its door a copy of the papal Bull de

spoiling the Bavarian of all his dignities. The arrogant

Louis was at St. Peter's during this intrepid proceeding ;

and when he heard of it, he sent troops to seize its author.

But Colonna was already on his way to his family stronghold

of Palestrina.

.The work of Louis was not complete until he had found a

creature willing to play the part of anti-pope. This person

was a Franciscan friar, one Peter Rainalluccio da Corberia,

whom Villani calls a wise and learned religious, but whom

Pelayo (more reliable in matters pertaining to the Avigno-

nese Popes) knew at Rome as a " real hypocrite." On May

12 the Bavarian led this wretched man to the Basilica of the
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Apostles, placed a riug upon his finger, and proclaimed him

Pope under the name of Nicholas V. Ere long, however, tlie

Romans became tired of paying tribute to Louis; his own

troops were constantly being seduced by the Guelplis, and

deserted him in numbers. He therefore returned, almost

alone, to Germany, where he vainly strove for a reconcilia

tion with Pope John. Rainalluccio, who had been tolerated for

a moment by the Romans, only because of their animosity

toward a foreign and distant Pontiff, soon fled for his life.

When, in 1330, he fell into the hands of John XXII., instead

of having his head struck off, as would have been his lot

had he been a rebel and a rival to any other sovereign than

a pope-king, ho received an apartment in the papal palace

as his prison, and passed the remaining three years of his

life in penance and study. Louis remained obstinate, and

during the three following pontificates he prolonged the hor

rors of schism and of war until his death, in 1347.

Pope John XXII. died in 1334. Had this Pontiff been a

monk, hia life could not have been more simple. His table

was never furnished with costly dishes, and he ate but mod

erately. During the nineteen years of his pontificate, he

always arose in the middle of the night to recite the Office

and to pass some time in study (1). Probably with the sole

exception of Philip II. of Spain, no sovereign ever led so re

tired a life ; during his entire reign he never took a walk for

pleasure. His cabinet was his world. His business capa

bilities were immense, and he taxed them to the utmost ; all

affairs that came before him were decided by himself. His

attainments were vast and varied : he was an adept in theol

ogy, jurisprudence, and history, and he was familiar with

the natural sciences. One of his chief cares was that of the

•universities of Europe. He severely reproved such of these

as conferred the doctorate too easily ; and he condemned any

waste of- time in these institutions in conducting investiga

tious which were satisfactory to curiositvr rather than

useful (2). The University of Cambridge owes its origin to

him (3). As for his zeal concerning the purity of the faith,

(1) Vlllani, B. II.

(2) Renazzi : University nf Rome, vol. L

(3) Binai.m. at year 131S. Nos. 2, 3.
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it was unadmired only by Louis of Bavaria and a lot of apos

tate friars. He had no respect for the opinions of the crowd ;

be thought that " all that it praises is blameworthy ; all that

it meditates is futile ; all that it says is false ; all that it con

demns is good ; all that it glorifies is infamous " (1).

Had he not been one of the Avignonese Pontiffs, John XXII

would have been praised by all historians ; but his reputa

tion has suffered from the all but fatal blunder of Clement

V. in establishing the papal residence in France. The Ital

ian chroniclers, upon whom we must chiefly rely for any

knowledge concerning that and kindred matters, were natur

ally enraged at that transfer, and hence they saw but little

good in an Avignonese Pope. But there is no foundation

for the accusations brought by Sismondi and other modern

Protestant writers against our Pontiff. Sismondi asserts

that John XXII. preferred to live at Avignon as a subject

of the French monarch, rather than be a sovereign at Rome.

It was not the fault of John XXII. that he found the seat

of the Papacy in France ; and circumstances prevented his

restoration of that seat to its proper home. This fact Sis

mondi himself eloquently narrates. And in what was John

XXII., whatever may be truly said of some other Avignon

ese Pontiffs, the subject of the king of France ? With what

show of justice can Sismondi insist that "John was less the

head of Christendom than an instrument of the French mon

arch ? " This Pontiff owed the French sovereign nothing,

not even his mitre of Frejus ; and he never regulated his

actions by the royal wishes. Did he do so when he refused

to place the revenues of the Holy See at the royal disposal ?

Did he do so when he threatened the king with anathema,

if he visited Avignon attended by other than a pacific escort

of honor ?

Pope John XXII. has been styled luxurious. It is not

the part of luxury to arise at midnight to pray, or never to

leave a modestly furnished room unless for consistory or

sacerdotal functions. He can scarcely lead a luxurious life

who is always surrounded by theologians and canonists, and

whose apartments are ever shut to women. And Sismondi

(1) In Bzovius, at year 1334, No. 2.
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the author of this charge, offers not even one proof to sustain

it. But John XXII. " disturbed the Empire by his extrava

gant pretensions." Sismondi was thoroughly cognizant of

the falsity of this charge ; for no one was better aware than

himself that, according to the public law of the fourteenth

century, as had been the case since the very foundation -of

the Empire in the person of the Frankish Charlemagne, no

one could validly claim the imperial dignity unless certain

legal forms had been observed, or without the pontifical con

firmation of his election. Now, Louis of Bavaria had been

chosen by a mere portion of the seven electors ; and the Holy

See quite properly, and in the full exercise of its acknowl

edged prerogative, declined to accord its confirmation of his

faulty election. All ursurpation, therefore, was on the part

of the rebellious Bavarian ; and the Pontiff advanced no

"extravagant pretensions," but was rather the defender of

the constitution of the Empire.

Sismondi tells his readers that John XXII. " permitted,

and encouraged by his example, perhaps, a corruption of

morals which re'ndered his court a scandal to Christendom."

Perhaps! Well, this is mere assertion; but, granted that

there were scandals at the court of Avignon during this reign,

and omitting any stress upon the fact that they were grossly

exaggerated by the Italian anti-Avignonese writers, what rea

son have we for the supposition that perhaps the Pope en

couraged these aberrations? Sismondi will reply that "this

man, so unworthy of the title of father of the faithful, named

as his representative in Lombardy Cardinal Bertrand du

Poyet, who was styled his nephew, but was believed to be

his son." In order to prove this alleged paternity, Sismondi

adduces the authority of Villani (1) and Petrarch (2). But

these two authors merely allege vulgar rumor as the source

of the criminating belief, and they even record that the re

port had its sole origin in a certain resemblance between

our Pontiff and Poyet. We may well believe that the cal

umny had an exceedingly narrow foundation, when Villani

and Petrarch, Italians by nationality, and therefore unrelent-

(1) B. 11., ch. 6.

(2) Lettere No. 3, without title.
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ing foes of every Avignonese Pope, did not dare to offer it

to a too willingly credulous public as indubitable truth.

And let us not forget that, with these two exceptions, all

the olden writers extol the morality of John XXII. Thus,

John, canon of St. Victor, says that he bore the reputation

of a good life—" //aliens testimonium bonie vitee" (1). The Con-

tinuator of Nangis deems his life praiseworthy—" vitie. lau-

dabilem " (2). Nay, Villani himself tells us that he was " mod

est, magnanimous, and of exemplary piety " (3).

Hence we conclude that the imitators of Sismondi would

do less violence to truth were they to heed these words of

Sismondi himself : " The partiality of John XXII. for the

French, his weakness for the two courts of Paris and Na

ples (House of Aujou), his determination to keep the papal

residence in Provence, so embittered the Italians against

him, that we ought to doubt the truth of many scandalous

stories told of him by his contemporaries."

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

THE CHARGE OF HERESEY AGAINST DANTE. *

Protestant polemics are so oppressed by the consciousness

of the modern origin of their system, that they would fain

seek relief in the idea that the Lutheran movement was fore

shadowed, at least, long before its author's time ; that dur

ing the centuries when Roman influence darkened the

Christian world, there were always a few pure spirits, some

clear intellects, to cherish devotion to the true and the good,

and who may, therefore, be regarded as precursors of the

" Reformation." Alongside of Arnold of Brescia, John Huss,

Jerome of Prague, and Wycklif, a place is given to Dante,

child though he was, and pre-eminently, of Catholic theol

ogy and of Catholic philosophy. And it is remarkable that

a few Catholic writers have also denied the orthodoxy of the

first of poets. The most famous of these is the prince of

(1) In Baluze.

t2) At year 1316.

(3) B. lx., cb. 79.

♦ This chapter appeared in the Amer. Cath. Quarterly Review for Oct.. 1SS7.
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paradoxists, the Jesuit Hardouin, who, in 1727, styled Dante

an impostor wearing the mask of orthodoxy. In the time

of Bellarmine there appeared An Advice to Beautiful Italy,

by a " French Nobleman," in which the author defended the

thesis so flattering to the innovators. He was triumphantly

refuted by the great controversialist ; and also, in a reply to

the Mystery of Iniquity, by the able Dominican, Coeffeteau.

The skeptical Bayle warns us to bear in mind that there are

good reasons for doubt as to both the orthodoxy and heter

odoxy of Dante. In our own day Ugo Foscolo (1) and Gabriel

Rossetti (2), men of much literary acumen, flattered the pre

judices of their English hosts by proclaiming their great

countryman " as desirous of reforming Christianity and Italy

by means of heavenly revelations." But no author has shown

more erudition in the ungracious task ofaspersing the memory

of the divine poet than Eugene Aroux, who arrives at the

conclusion that Dante's works are socialistic, revolutionary

and heretical (3). Cantu has ably refuted the arguments of

Aroux, as, indeed, this author seems to have admitted (4).

According to him, as well as according to Foscolo, Rossetti,

etc., the Paterine sect was never entirely exterminated in

Italy, but continued as a species of Freemasonry, preserv

ing and transmitting certain doctrines—" mysteries of Platon

ic love," as Rossetti terms them,—which tended to subvert

the authority of the Church and of civil governments. Aroux

thinks that this heresy was cherished by all the chivalry of

the day, and especially by the survivors of the Templars,

who, he insists—and with some reason—established a new

school of Masonry. Aroux thinks that Dante wished to

show that the Papal supremacy was the visible kingdom of

Satan, manifested in the " comedy of Catholicism." When

Dante says that salvation will be his who follows " the pastor

of the Church," he signifies that we must obey the head of

that hidden sect of which he was an adept. That is, Dante

(1) A Discourse on the Divine Comedy. London, 1S25.

(2) The Anti-papal Spirit, which produced the Reformation. London, 1S32.

(3) Dante a Heretic, a Revolutionist, and a Socialist. Paris, 1S54.

(4) "The system of Aroux was not received by the studious; he complained that I was

the only one in Italy who paid it any attention. I wrote him an open letter against his sys

tem, and he reoognized in it not only a friendiy courtesy, but certain arguments which he

could not answer."—Cantu, Heretics of Italy.—Discimrse 7. Turin, 1S65.
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was a Templar, and devoted to a revenge of the suppression

of his order. The word "love," says Aroux, is the key of all

the mysteries in Dante's works. Francesca is something

more than the mistress of Paolo ; by her we must understand

the poor little protesting church of Rimini, then a nursery of

heresy. This is a strange theory. It is hard to understand

how Dante would form so sublime a work, always wishing

everything to be taken in a sense different from the plain and

natural one. And even though Aroux had given us the key

to the poet's meaning, we cannot understand why Dante so

frequently comments on himself in such a manner that the

Guelphsmust suppose one thing, the Ghibellines another.

• Now, it is certain that in the time of Dante men did not

regard him as a heretic, socialist, or, (in the modern sense), a

revolutionist. He died clothed in the habit of the Francis

cans. His remains were lovingly laid to rest in a church,

and a Papal legate—morerecognizant than the poet's country

men of his merit—erected a mausoleum to his memory.

Immediately, all over Italy chairs were established and en

dowed for the explanation of the Comedy, and often in church

es. Thus, by a decree of the Florentine government, dated

August 7, 1379, Boccaccio was appointed to such a chair in

the church of St. Stephen (1). By command of the fathers

of the Council of Florence, the Comedy was translated into

Latin prose by the Franciscan, John of Serravalle. In the

Logge of the Vatican, our poet is depicted among the fathers

of the Church. His portrait was hung in the church of Santa

Maria del Fiore, in Florence, -as it is now found in the facade

of Santa Croce. " And when." remarks Cantu, " united Italy

wished to celebrate, in 1865, the sixth centennary of his birth,

the bitterness which has taken possession of our revolution

manifested itself by proclaiming the hostility of Dante toward

the Popes and religion. But while the official mob wallowed

in such mud, the best thinkers and writers of Italy declared

the truth, showing us Dante, the poet, angered against Bon

'1) Manni : Htetorjt of the Decameron, p. I., c. 29.—Boccaccio occupied this chair three

years, and was succeeded by Antonio Piovano in 13S1. and by Philip Villani in 1401. Boloir-

na soon imitated Florence, and for ten years Dante was explained by Benvenuto del

Hamhaldt. Pisa assigned the same charge to Bartolo da Buti, in 13S5. {Salvini : Consu

lar Annais of the Florentine Academy, in preface. Mazzuchelli : Italian Writers, v.

II., pt. 4. Mtratori : Writers on Italian Matters, v. XX.)
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iface VIII., the personal enemy of the Pontiff's faction, and

indignant because of the abuses of the Papal court—then

oppressed by kings and by demagogues ; but ever reverent

to the keys, and devoted to the faith of which Rome is the

centre and the legitimate interpreter."

We propose to cite several of the many passages of the

Comedy which prove Dante's orthodoxy. But before do

ing so, we would draw the attention of the reader to some

facts which explain, though they do not justify, all the viru

lence which the poet manifests toward certain Pontiffs.

Like nearly all unappreciated and persecuted men, Dante

showed his humanity in peevishness and anger. Add to

this that he was an intense Ghibelline, both by philosophy

and in practice. He was heartily devoted to the idea of the

emperor's universal monarchy, having nothing of the mod

ern Italianisaimo in his composition. All who opposed the

emperor were mercilessly excoriated ; witness his treatment

of Lombardy, Genoa, Pisa, Pistoja, and his assignment of

Brutus and Cassius to the lowest hell, alongside of Judas.

He could condemn an emperor only when he would not visit

" his " Rome, weeping because of her master's absence.

Witness his curse on Albert. (1) Again, Dante was a " White."

(1) In his rtlustrimts Italians, art. Dante (Milan, 1S73), Cautii asks whether the divine

poet had any aspirations for italian unity, and be replies : " Yea, but utter his own fashion ;

and in accordance with his own philosophical, theological, juridical, ethical and political

principles, which he always combined : Peace can be procured only when there is some

person who will unite men according to their divisions in nations and states ; a universal

monarch, who is the principle of the unity, of the buman race as a civil society, just as the

Pope is that principle in the moral society. But earthly happiness is ordered toward eter

nal blessedness, the true end of society ; hence the monarch ought to be subject to the Pope,

as a son is to his father, and as the moon, a lesser luminary, depends on the sun, the greater

luminary. There is no question, then, of an emperor according to the Ghibelline mind, but

of a head unifying civil society, without violence, without interfering with the various stales ;

one who will remove causes of disturhance and scandais : who will make the world more simi-

lar to God, by making it one: who will be above cupidity, and, therefore, a dispenser of

justice to all, peoples and princes. This umversal emperor is the contlnuator of the mon

arcby of the Romans, which was like a confederation of peoples preserving, under one head,

their own institutions ; a patronage rather than an empire (' Palntrinium orbis tcrrarum

V(tuiH auam imperium )nitcrat nominari '—Mnn., II., 5); and the world never was and

never will be so perfectly ordered as when it was subject to the one prince and commander

of the Roman people. So testifies the Evangelist St. Luke (Cmiviv., IV., 5). Therefore,

when Dante sees every Italian province at war. and even citizens of the same town in civil

strife, he calis on the Roman emperor to come and restrain such torocity, and to unify 1taly

in the peace of order, without any inteference with the particular institutions of each prov

ince. Dante thought that such unity would ensure the greatest amount of liberty of life

and movement ; such unity was very different from the centralization advocated by modern

mediocrities, and very far removed from the servility of the tihibelllnes of his day.
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The expulsion of this faction from Florence had been caused

by the favor shown by Boniface VIII. to Charles of Valois ;

consequently Boniface was to be treated as an enemy. Fi

nally, Dante combated not so much the Pontiff-kings as he

did the spirit of democracy. When he declaimed against

Constantine, it was not because of the Bomagna supposed to

have been given to the Pope, but because of the imperial

dignity which, according to the Guelphic pretensions of the

poet's time, had been transferred to the Pontiff. He shows

his mind in his 3fonarchia, b. III., c. 10, where he reproves

Constantine for leaving to the Popes the imperial power,

which was one and indivisible. Again, Dante greatly ex

tolled Charlemagne, the asserter of the Pope's temporal

sovereignty ; and he also exalted the countess Matilda, the

most profuse of all donors of dominion to the Holy See.

No, the reason for Dante's imperialism must be sought else

where than in hostility to the Pope's temporal patrimony.

" Dante wished for reforms," says Cantu, " but he felt that

they would be sterile without one supreme master over all hu

man society, who would cause it to progress, who would draw

from Christian principles their practical consequences. In

the mind of Dante, the emperor should rule all kings, and,

therefore, he should rule even the king of Bome ; while

Boniface VIII. and John XXII. claimed for themselves the

imperial authority, especially when it was disputed."

He who is familiar with the writings of Dante can scarce

ly avoid an impression that his invectives against certain

Pontiffs are prompted 'by his intense devotion to, and his

consummate respect for, the chair they occupied. Some

times, indeed, it is evident that he is actuated by party

spirit ; but, as a rule, he attacks only such Pontiffs as he

deems guilty of acts bordering, at least, on simony ; only

such as he regards as abusers of the excommunicating power.

An Italian, he was naturally and rightly averse to a removal

of the Papal residence from the legitimate seat of the

Papacy. This sentiment of indignation was unshared only

by those who saw no injury, no insult, to the tiara, in mak

ing it an appendage to the crown of a foreign ruler. All

Italian authors of that day, from the saintly Catherine of
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Sienna to the buoyant Petrarch, cursed the wretched blunder

of Clement V., and begged the Pope-kings to return to their

proper and only legitimate home. It is true that Dante lo

cates Pope Anastasius II. in hell, because of alleged sym

pathy with the heresy of Photinus ( Hell, cto. xi. ) ; but the

poet erred in accepting the authority of Martin the Pole,

Gratian, and others, who asserted that Anastasius restored

the Eutychian, Acacius, and communicated with the Acacian,

Photinus. For it is certain, according to the testimony of

Evagrius (b. iii., c. 23), Nicephorus (b. xv., c. 17), and Liber-

atus ( Nestorian Cause, c. 18), that Acacius died before the

election of Anastasius II. ; and that Martin the Pole, Gratian,

etc., confounded Pope Anastasius II. with the emperor of

the same name, who favored Acacius, and was killed by

lightning. With this one exception, Dante's invectives

against certain Pontiffs came from motives which have no

relation with Catholic faith.

There is scarcely a heretical doctrine which Dante does

not explicitly condemn ; not one does he even implicitly

favor. There is not one apparently anti-Catholic passage

in his writings which must not be interpreted in a

Catholic sense. We would prefer to quote the Italian text,

but as that is not familiar to every reader, we shall use the

English version by the Protestant Cary, warning the reader

that in many instances the Anglican minister very much

weakens the Catholic force of the original.

I. Hearken to Dante speaking of the Roman Pontiff, Parad.,

cto. 24 :

" O everlasting light

Of Him. within whose mighty grasp our Lord

Did leave the keys."

And in HeU, cto. 2 :

"It seems in reason's judgment well deserv'd;

Si tl( he of Rome, and Rome's empire wide,

In heaven's empyreal height was chosen sire ;

Both which, if truth be spoken, (I) were ordain'd

And 'stablished for the holy place, where sits

Who to great Peter's sacred chair succeeds."

(1) Here Cary's Protestantism induces him to misinterpret, or at least to minimize, the

poet's meaning. Tne text has "to tell the truth."— " a voler dire il vcrn."
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In HeU, cto. 19, Dante thus addresses Pope Nicholas TTT. ;

" If revirtnce of the keys restrain'd me not,

Which thou in happier time didst hold, I yet

Severer speech might use."

In Purgatory, cto. 20, he thus speaks of Sciarra Colonna's

insults to Boniface "VIII., much as he hated that Pontiff:

" To hide with direr guilt

Past ill and future, lo ! the flower-de-luce

Enters Alagna ! in His vicar. Christ

Himself a captive, and His mockery

Acted again ! Lo ! to His holy lip

The vinegar and gail once more applied !

And He twixt living robbers doom'd to bleed I

Lo! the new Pilate, of whose cruelty

Such violence cannot fill the measure up.

Oh, Sovran Master! when shall I rejoice

To see the vengeance, which Thy wrath well-pleased

In secret silence broods ? "

In Parad., cto. 30, he thus recognizes the holy office even

of Clement V., the cause of the " Babylonian Captivity : "

" Nor may it be

That he who in the sacred forum sways

Openly or in secret, shall with him

Accordant walk : whom God will not endure

I' th' holy olfice long."

II. Parad., cto. 5, Dante thus acknowledges the teaching

authority of the Church :

" Bo yc more staid,

0 Christians : not, like feathers by each wind

Removable ; nor think to cleanse yourselves

In every water. Either Testament,

The Old and New, is yours; and for your guide

Tf(e shepherd of the Church. Let this suffice

To save you."

And in the Convivio, tr. iv., c. 5, Dante thus reproves here

tics : " Most vile and most foolish little beasts, who presume

to speak against our faith, and who wish to investigate the

ordinances of God ; accursed be ye, and your andacity, and

all who follow ye ! "

III. In Parad., cto. 25, he thus recognizes the necessity of

good works :
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" Hope, said I,

Is of the joy to come a sure expectance,

Th' effect of irrace divine and meritpreceding."

TV. In Purg., cto. 16, the free will of man is admitted :

"Brother, he began, the world' is blind;

And thou in truth com'st from it. Ye, who live.

Do so each cause refer to heaven atsive,

E'en as its motion of necessity

Drew with it all that moves. If this were so,

Free choice in you wore none: nor justice would

There should be joy for virtue, woe for ill,

Your movements have their primal bent from heaven;

Not all ; yet said I all : what then ensues?

Light have ye still to follow evil or good.

And of the will free power."

"V. In Purg., cto. 13, the souls in purgatory pray to the

saints:

" And when we pass'd a little forth, I heard

A crying, ' Blessed Mary ! pray for us ;

Michael and Peter I all ye saintly hostl '"

And in ParacL, ctos. 32 and 33, Dante represents Mary's

" own faithful Bernard " as exhorting him to pray to her :

" (irace then must first be gain'd;

Her grace, whose might can help thuc. then in prayer

Seek her ; and with affection, whiist I sue,

Attend, and yield me all thy heart."

Then the poet pours forth his praises to the

" Virgin mother, daughter of thy Son,

Created beings all in loveliness

Surpassing, as in height, above them all;

*******

So mighty art thou, lady ! and so great,

That he who grace desireth. and comes not

To thee for aidanre, fain would have desire

lb fly without wings."

Seldom, indeed, has Mary's intercessory power been more

lauded than in this address, and if the reader will peruse it

in its entirety he will probably agr«e with us in regarding it

as not unworthy of a place in the liturgy of the Church.

VI. In Parad., cto. 5, Dante thus evinces his respect for

the monastic vows :

" Of what high worth the vow. which so is fram'd

That when man offers, God well-pleas'd accepts ;
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For in the compact between God ami him,

This treasure, such as I describe it to thee,

He makes the victim, and of his own act.

*******

The matter and the substance of the vow

May well he such, to that without offence.

It may for other substances be eichaug'd,

But at his own discretion none may shift

The burden on his shoulders, unrelcas'd

By either key, the yellow and the white."

Here, as in Purg., cto. 9, 1. 118, Dante alludes to the golden

key of science and the silver one of power, which the mediae

val artists always placed in the hands of St. Peter. The

idea, taken from the Glossary in cap. 16 Matth., was that,

before using the absolving or dispensing power, the Pontiff

should use the golden key of science to discover the true

state of affairs.

"VTI. The whole Purgatory is a proof of Dante's belief in

the Catholic doctrine of a middle state of suffering for sin,

and of the efficacy of prayer for the dead. But we would

ask the reader's attention to the following passages. In

Hell., cto. 1, Virgil promises to consign Dante to the care of

a more worthy spirit, who will lead him, after his visit to

hell, to a region where he may view those

" who dwell

Content in fire, for that they hope to come.

Whene'er the time may be, among the blest."

In Purg., cto. 26, a suffering soul begs the poet

" say to Him

One ; Pater Noster ' for me, far as needs

For dwellers in this world, whe»e power to sin

No longer tempts us."

And in cto. 11, our relations to the souls in purgatory are

thus noticed :

" Well beseems

That we should help"them wash away the stains

They carried hence, that so, made pure and light,

They may spring upward to the starry spheres."

VIII. Hear Dante's encomium on Sts. Francis and Dom-

inick, the founders of the two great mendicant orders. In

Parad., cto. 11, he says :
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"The Providence Unit governeth the world,

In depth of counsel by created ken

Unfathomable, to the end that she

Who with loud cries was spous'd in Precious Blood,

Might keep her footing toward the Well-Beloved,

Safe in herself and constant unto Him.

Hath two ordain'd, who should on either hand

In chief escort her : one seraphic all

In fervency ; for wisdom upon earth,

The other splendor of cherubic light

******

Forth on his apostleship he ( St. Dominic ) fared;

Like torrent bursting from a lofty vein ;

And, dashing 'gainst the stocks of heresy,

Smote fiercest, where resistance was most stout."

Two passages, above all others, are confidently adduced

as indicative of Dante's heresy. In Hell, cto. 19, the poet

addresses Pope Nicholas III. in these bitter terms :

,■ Your avarice

O'ercasts the world with mourning under foot

Treading the good, and raising had men up,

Of shepherds like to you, th' Evangelist (-'Apoc.," 17)

Was ware, when her, who sits upon the waves,

With kings in filthy whoredom he beheld,

She who with seven heads tower d at her birth,

And from ten horns her proof of glory drew,

Long as her spouse in virtue took delight."

Nevertheless, Dante acknowledges Nicholas IIL as su

preme pastor :

" If reverence of the keys restrained me not

Which thou in happier time didst hold. I yet

Severer speech might use.''

In Purg., cto. 33, Dante is said to exult in the coming of

Luther :

"Without an heir forever shall not be

That eagle, he, who left the chariot plum'd,

Which monster made it first and next a prey,

Plainly I view, and therefore speak, the stars

E'en now approaching, whose conjunction, free

From all impediment and har, brings on

A season in the which, one sent from God,

Five hundred, five, and ten, do mark him out,

That foul one. and the accomplice of her guilt,

The giant both shall slay."
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Here Luther is supposed to be predicted in the "five

hundred, five, and ten," the Roman numbers, D. V. X., form

ing the word dux (leader). And in the following passage

the aspersers of Dante's name see the Roman Church in the

"beast," and Luther, (I.utero), in the veltro, "greyhound."

"This beast

At whom thou criest, her way will suffer none

To pass, and no less hindrance makes than death;

So bad and so accursed is her kind.

That never sated in her ravenous will,

Still after food more craving than liefore.

To many an animal in wedlock vile

She fastens, and shall yet to many more,

Until that greyhound come, who shall destroy

Her with sharp pain. He will not life support

By earlh nor its base metals, hut by love.

Wisdom, and virtue, and his land shall be

The land 'twixt either Feltro.''

Much as we admire Dante, we are not disposed to credit

him with the gift of prophecy. " Most of our poet's inter

preters," says Lombardi, (1) " hold, either as certain or as

probable, that the indicated leader is the Emperor Henry

VII." But Lombardi himself contends that Can Grande,

lord of Verona, is signified. And certainly the passage ap

plies more naturally to Can Grande than to Luther. Dante

shows us, in Farad., cto. 22, that he relied on this great

baron, the chosen leader of the Ghibelline league, to reform

the world. Again we know that Dante had received many

favors from Can Grande, and it is quite likely that he would

adopt this poetical and easy method of showing his gratitude.

Finally the indicated birthplace or residence of the leader

cannot be assigned to the German friar ; whereas Verona,

the fief of Can Grande, was midway between Feltro of Rom-

agna and Feltro of the Marca Trevigiana—" the land 'twixt

either Feltro."

The passages above quoted are as strong as any adduced to

show the heterodoxy of Dante. In fact, the only argument

worthy of attention is the one based upon a supposition

which is purely gratuitous; namely, that the "Comedy,"

like many other Italian and Provencal compositions, was

(1) in his Notes on the Comedy, 3d Rom. edit., 1S21, p. 4S4.
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conceived and executed according to a metaphorical system,

in order to deceive the Inquisition. Such is the theory of

Rossetti and of Aroux ; and as the reader may be curious to

know how it is developed, we shall show, by way of example,

how the latter author interprets the interview between the

poet and the spirit of the unfortunate Francesca da Rimini

(Hell, cto. 5). We must imagine Dante writing as follows,

in the midst of his presumed grief for the persecution of the

Waldensians of Rimini :

" How many sweet thoughts of peace and evangelical char

ity, how many hopes of a brighter future—-' quanti dulci pen-

sier, quanto desio,'—have our brethren nourished ! And this

has brought them to so fearful a fate—'mend costoro al dolo-

roso passo!'— Oh, daughter of the valleys (laldese), buried

in grief, humble church so cruelly treated, thy martyrs in

spire me with pity, and force me to feign orthodoxy—' Fran

cesco, i Utoi martiria kigrimar mi fanno tristo e pio.'—But tell

me ; when thou wert timidly desired by the noble hearts of

Rimini—' al tempo dei dulci sospirf,'—how did they manifest

their trembling yearnings—' i dubbiosi desiri,' for the religion

of love? Then Francesca replies: If thou wouldst know

the first germ of our love—' la prima radice del nostro amore,'

—I, a poor Vaudoise obliged to feign orthodoxy, will tell

you—' come colui die piange e dice.'—Thou knowest that our

propaganda was effected by means of Provengal sectarian

poems and romances. One day, while we were enjoying a

reading—' lettura '—the text of which was taken from the Al-

bigensian romance of Laucillotto, and which narrated how

that knight of the Holy Grail embraced the religion of love—

'come amor lo strime'—we thought that no profane eyes were

watching us—' soli eravamoe senza sospetto.'—Frequently, this

teaching—'queUa lettura'— (in French freemasonry instruc

tion) enthralled us—' gli occhi ci sospinse '—and at the same

time, frightened us—' scolorocci 'I viso; ' but one passage of

that book triumphed over our hesitation—' un puntofu quel

che ci vinse.' '

When we read how the lover of the faith gave her the kiss

of fraternity, and in exchange received from her the " conso

lation" (consot'amentum)— " il disiato riso esser bacciata da
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cotanto amante " (1).—" Then this people of Iliraiui— ' cotanto

amante '—kissed me on the lips, adored me, and received from

me the ' consolation,' although trembling for fear of Rome—

' la bocca mi bacciu tutto tremante."

Let the reader compare this paraphrase with the original.

Undoubtedlj he will proclaim it ingenious, but just as sure

ly will he deem it far-fetched and unwarranted. The strain

to which the inventor subjected himself is evident in his

work as a whole, and in every detail ; its utter gratuitousness,

its natural belonging to its native region of the "perhaps,"

is shown by an absolute and ever persistent absence of any

thing approximating to proof. Rossetti exercises his imag

inative faculties over a larger field than that of Aroux ; he

devotes five volumes to convince us that the mediaeval Ital

ian poets were not at all erotic ; that they were con

stantly engaged in manifestations of supernal truths—that

their Beatrices, Lauras, etc., were not flesh and blood wom

en, but symbols of a free and pure Church, unencumbered

by the errors of Rome. But, says Cantu, " without descending

to particulars, the slightest notion of aesthetics would cause

(1) Speaking of the Wablensian Caiharl, Aroux says that, in times of persecution this cere

mony of consolation, " the most imposing in their ritual, was performed at night, and with

great mystery. Numerous lighted torches symbolized the haptism of fire. The assembly was

arranged in a circle (the perfect ligure), and around a table covered with a white cloth, and

serving as an aitar (Vaisktte : Proofs, III., 224, 3S7). The brethren assemble around the

attar, and form a circle, leaving a space for the most excellent master (Light on Ma

sonry, 110). The minister, placed in the centre, gave to the neopbyte the doctrinal

instruction, blessing him thrice (as did St. Peter to Dante—tre voite close), and receiving

from the new brother a promise of fidelity to the rules of the Cathari—an engagement sim

ilar to that of the Masons. Among other obligations, he bound himself never to sieep ' with

out shirt and drawers'—«lne camicia ct bracts, as did the Templars, and to be ever accom

panied by his companion—sorfus (Martenk, New Anecd., F., 1776; Arch. Inq. Carcass.,

1243, Dt. 22, I. I in a). The minister then gave the brother the Gospeis to kiss, and invoked

upon him the Paraclete. Then all the brethren recited the Lord's Prayer, and the service

ended with the reading of the first seventeen verses of the Gospel of St John,—a reading

reproduced in certain degrees of Masonry. in token of his initiation, the brother received

a linen or woollen cloth for a garment. ' to ne worn over the shirt ' (Lib. Sent. Inq. Tolns.,

247). Women wore a cord under the breasts (Arch. Inq. Total, 1273, Dt. 25, f. 60 a). it ts

remarkable that, in our day, the Masonic apprentice is introduced into the lodge of reception

with one foot bsre and the other sandaled, with a cord around the neck (Light on Masonry,

H), and the Mark Master wears the cord in four colis around his body (Ibid., 96). The new

Perfect received on his lips the 'kiss of fraternity,' and it was then passed around. The

perfect ones, men and women, called each other brothers and sisters; Dante uses these

terms, and with fratc and siiora instead of fratello and sorella ( and so could any Italian.

without incurring the suspicion of Cutharism). All these ritualistic usages are perpetuated

in Masonry, and are found in the Comedy with the most minute detaiis."— Proofs of the

Heresy of Ikinte drawn from the fusion, about 1311. bet uwn Alhigenslan Ma&mry, the

Tcmplars, and the Ghibellines. Paris, 1S57.
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one to reject a system which would make of poetry an allusion,

not an inspiration ; which would celebrate persons and

charms which had no reality. And to what purpose? The

multitude, for whom poetry is written, would not under

stand it ; only the initiated would appreciate such allegories,

and they are supposed to have already received a revelation

of the mystery. And if they so carefully disguised their

hatred of Rome, why did they afterwards burst into open

invectives ? It is very well to say that Dante calls upon

sound intellects to admire the doctrines hidden under the

veil of his verses, but why proclaim the illusions if they were

to remain a secret? And if he dared not declare the truth,

how could he boast of a voice which " reached the highest

summits," and vaunt himself as " no timid friend of truth,"

how could he hope, thereby, to be famous iu the minds of

those who would look upon his times as ancient? Would he

not merit rather a place among the " ill spirits both to God

displeasing and to His foes," or among the hypocrites who

are " in the Church with saints, with gluttons at the tavern's

mess"(l)?

(1) in the Revue itot Deux-Mnndes, 1S36, p. 400, vol. ?il, series 4, Schiegel remarks :" The

Middie Age had a great taste for allegory. It was manifested in painting, and dramatic

poetry commenced with allegory. The personification of a general or abstract idea has

nothing equivocal ; but in poetry, despite its clearness, it is always somewhat cold, in or

der that an Ideal being may appear real, it must assume individual traits Dante, in his

personification, socomblned theidealand individual character that they cannot be separated-

It is the natural man who traveis through the three regions where souis dwell ; but it is aiso

the poet Dante Alighieii, with all his biographical peculiarities. Virgil represents reason,

unenlightened by revelation, but yet he is the Latin poet whom the Middie Age revered asa

great sage. Beatrice represents the science of divinity, but she is the same Beatrice Portl-

narl whose chaste beauty made sojirofound an impression on Dante's youthfulheart. Is there

anything unlikely in this combination? The beautiful is a reflection of the divine perfec

tions in the visible world, and. according to Platonic fiction, a pure admiration moves the

wings of the soul towards the heavenly regions." Prohably no modern author was better

constituted. Doth by nature and by study, to appreciate Dante than Silvio Pellico. In one of

his unedited poems, cited by Pianciani (Ragitmamentl, 1*40), and culled La Mmte d(

Dante, he says : " I have never been able to understand wby Dante, simply because a few

of his magnificent verses are animated by an angry spirit, appears to anti-Catholics to be

one of their coryphees ; that is. to be an enraged philosopher, not ueIIeving in Roman

Christianity, or, at least, professing another faith. 1f the poem' of the Florentine is read in

good faith, and without party spirit, it will show that he was a thinker who was an enemy tu

schism and heresy, and submissive to all catholic teachings."
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

THE GREAT WESTERN SCHISM. *

On the death of Pope Gregory XI., March 17, 1378, the

Sacred College was composed of the following : Italians: Peter

Corsini, lushoji of Porto, generally styled the cardinal of

Florence ; Francis Thebaldeschi, archpriest of St. Peter's ;

Simon di Brossano, archbishop of Milan ; James Orsini ;

Frenchmen: Anglic Grimoard, bishop of Albano ; Giles Ays-

seliu de Montaigu, bishop of Tusculum ; John de Blauzac,

bishop of Sabina ; Peter de Monteruc, vice-chancellor ;

William de Chanac ; Hugh de Saint-Martial ; John de La

grange, bishop of Amiens; John deCros, bishop of Palestrina,

styled the cardinal of Limoges, grand-penitentiary; William

dAigrefeuille ; Bertrand de Lagery, bishop of Glandeve ;

Hugh de Moutrelaix, bishop of Saint-Brieuc, styled the

cardinal of Brittany; Guy de Malesec, bishop of Poitiers;

William Noellet ; Peter de Verruche ; Peter Flaudrin ; Gerard

du Puy, abbot of Montmajeur ; Robert of Geneva ; Peter

* CONTESTANTS DURING THE SCHISM.

tRBAN VI.

(Barthol. Prlgnano. Neapolitan)

April li, 137S.

Chosen by sixteen cardinais, fif

teen of whom afterwards elect CLEMENT VII.

i (Robert of Geneva)

BONIFACE IX. Sept. 21. 137S.

(PelerTomaeelll. Neapolitan) i

• Nov. 2, 13W>. BENEDICT XIII.

l (Peter de Luna, Aragonl

INNOCENT VII. Sept. 2S. 1304.

(Cosmo Meliorati, of suimona) Deposed by Council of Pisa on

Oct. 17.1401. June5, 1409,

I and by Council of Con-

GREGORY XII. ALEXANDER V. stance on July t», 1417.

(Angelo Corrarlo, Venetian) (Peter Filanro. Candiote) |

Nov. :W, 1106. June 2r,. 1409. CLEMENT VIII.

Deposed at Pisa. June 5, 1409 ; | (Giles de Munoz, Aragon)

abdicated. July 4, 1415. JOHN XXIII. chosen by two cardinais

| (Baithazar Cossa, Neapolitan) June, 1424.

MARTIN V. May IT, 1410. Abdicated, July 26, 1429.

(Otho Colontia, Roman) Deposed by Council of Con-

Nov. 11, 1417. stance May 29, 1415.

Abdicated, May 13, 1419.
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de Sortenac, bishop of Viviers ; Spaniard : Peter de Luna.

The first six Frenchmen were at Avignon ; the cardinal La

grange was in Tuscany ; sixteen therefore entered the Con

clave. From the very commencement of the deliberations,

the Romans could be heard outside, shouting : " We want a

Roman, or at least an Italian" ; the thirteen bannerets, or

chiefs of the rioni (wards) had already declared, before the

Conclave, their wishes in the matter (1). After some hesita

tion, and after a stormy colloquy with the prefect of the

rioni, their Eminences decided upon choosing an Italian ;

and the cardinal of Limoges, seeing that Thebaldeschi's age

and infirmities rendered him unavailable, turned to the

other Italians, and said : " Cardinal of Florence, you cannot

receive the tiara, for your city is now hostile to the Holy See.

Cardinal of Milan, neither can you, for you are a subject of

Bernabo Visconti, who combats the rights of the Church.

Neither can you, Cardinal Orsini, for you are too young to be

Pope, and again, you are a Roman, and therefore partial. Con

sequently, I give my vote for Bartholomew Prignano, arch

bishop of Bari." The other cardinals, Orsini alone excepted

—he announcing his intention to cast no vote, were convinced

by the arguments of de Cros (which we shall notice

hereafter), and they declared for Prignano. But they

hesitated to publish the result, lest the Romans might not

be satisfied. However, the people soon learned that a Pon

tiff had been chosen, and they clamored for the announce

ment of the personality of their Pope-King. In order to

prevent the crowd from forcing the doors of the Conclave,

the bishop of Marseilles devised the expedient of telling

i1) The words of the deputation, which was headed by the Senator of Rome, are given

in the Relation of James tie Seva.and in thef'oimfiwof Papebroeh. As they serve to illus

trate the natural indignation of the Romans because of the late " Captivity of Babylon ", we

subjoin a brief synopsis. The deputation wished, said the Senator, to represent to tneir

Kminences how much Rome had suffered, both spiritually and temporally, by thetransfer of

the Papal residence to France. The Eternal City had experienced greater woes from the

alwence of the Sovereign Pontiffs, than it had ever endured from the Barbarians. The Papal

states had been victims of war and sedition; the provinces had been nearly all-usurped by

tyrants ; the neighboring republics still retained part of the Roman territory ; fire and sword

had been brought to the very gates of Rome. Thiscapital of Christendom had no longer even

a semblance of that Holy City, once revered by the whole world ; it was now a desert. The

Romans were therefore persuaded that it was absolutely necessary that the Supreme Pontifi

cate should not be confided to men from beyond the Alps, to men who had kept the Holy

See away from Rome for so long a time. 1t was necessary, in fine, that a Roman, or at

least an Italian, should be raised to the Chair of St. Peter.
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them to " go into St. Peter's where they would learn who was

Pontiff. " His language was misunderstood, and gave the im

pression that Cardinal Thebaldeschi, styled the cardinal of

St. Peter's (he being archpriest of that basilica) was elected.

The mistake was confirmed by Montelaix, who replied to the

cry of " The Pope, the Pope ! " by asking : " Have you not

the cardinal of St. Peter's ? " Accordingly, in spite of

himself, Thebaldeschi was vested in the Pontifical robes,

and the overjoyed Romans began to pay him homage. Fin

ally, the infirm old man succeeded in making the people un

derstand that it was the archbishop Prignano who had

been elected, and they rushed off in search of the real Pope.

Nearly all the cardinals had profited by this mistake, or

trick, to escape from the Vatican ; only Corsini, Brossano, de

Luna, and du Puy had the courage to remain. When the

Romans had found the archbishop of Bari, they hastened to

render him homage, but he checked them, saying that his

election had not yet been published, and it was necessary to

know whether the canonical forms had been respected.

During the night that ensued, Prignano remained in the

palace, and uncertainty reigned in every mind. On the

following morning, eight cardinals who had fled to Castel

Sant ' Angelo came to the Vatican, and joined the four who

had remained ; all twelve then proceeded to the chapel of the

Conclave, and declaring that the archbishop of Bari had

been cauonically elected, besought him to accept the bur

den. Prignano assented, and assumed the name of Urban

VI.

During the eight days that preceded the coronation, the

new Pontiff was assisted in the ceremonies of the Holy Week

by all the cardinals of the late Conclave, for the four fugi

tives from the city (1) had returned, and had paid homage to

him. All were present at the coronation when Orsini placed

the tiara upon the head of Urban VI., and all joined in the

solemn-cavalcade from St. Peter's to the Lateran basilica.

During three months all treated Urban as a legitimate Pope,

naming him in the public prayers, and receiving beuefices

and favors from him. But in the month of June, all the

(1) Robert of Geneva had fled to the Colonna stronghold of Zagarolo; Noellet to the

castle of Artfea ; ursiui aud Flandrln to the Orsini fortress of Vicovaro.
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French cardinals were in open revolt, and three out of the

four Italians were of dubious fidelity. From the moment

of his election, Urban seems to have displayed, as a general

rule, the more repulsive side of his character. His meas

ures, however, were calculated to produce good effects, and had

the French cardinals not been disposed to seek any excuse

for undoing the work of the late Conclave, they would have

patiently borne with the Pontiffs haughty manners (1). On

the day following his coronation, Urban turned abruptly to

certain foreign prelates who had come to assist at Vespers,

and said : " You are perjurers ; you have deserted your

churches, in order to reside at the court of Rome" (2).

Two weeks afterward, he pronounced, in full Consistory, a

discourse against the luxury of the curials, and very soon he

ordered the cardinals to diminish their retinues, and to be

content with one course for their dinners (3). These sump

tuary regulations greatly displeased the Frenchmen, most

of whom were men of high lineage, and used to external

magnificence. However, such restrictions might have been

tolerated, but the Frenchmen were cut to the quick when

they perceived that the Pontiff was about to put an end to

the dictatorship of France in the counsels of the Church.

One day the bannerets of Rome waited upon Urban, and

asked him to signalize his elevation by a number of promo

tions to the cardinalate. The Pope replied that he in

tended to give the hat to a certain number of Romans, or at

least Italians. Anger was visible at once on the countenances

of the Frenchmen ; the face of Robert of Geneva grew white ;

all immediately left the room (4). A crisis was reached

when the Pontiff received the Cardinal Lagrange, who had

been deputed by Gregory XI. to assist at the Congress of

Sarzana. In full Consistory the Pontiff styled Lagrange a

traitor to the interests of the Church ; whereupon the car

dinal retorted, with a menacing gesture : " Archbishop of

Bari, you lie," and immediately left the hall (5). Toward

(1) Theodoric of Niem, Schism, b. 1, c. 1.

(2) Idem, fc. 1, c. i.

(3) Papebroch ; Conatus—Thomas de Acerno, Creation of Urban VI., in Mura-

tort's Italian Writers, vol. 111., pt. 2—Illskcas, p. 4Z.

(4l De Acerno, inc. cit.

(J) Walsi.ngham, Richard II.
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the end of June, the French cardinals asked and obtained

permission to spend the hot season at Anagni, and here

they met Onorato Gaetani, count of Fondi, a bitter enemy

of the Pontiff. They immediately leagued with this noble

and with the prefect of Viterbo, Francis de Vico. They

also assured themselves of the friendship of Rostaing, the

French commander of Castel Sant' Angelo (1). Fully de

termined on revolution, the Frenchmen now took into their

service twelve hundred Bretons, the remnant of the Breton

free-lances whom Gregory XI. had employed in his war

against Florence. Pope Urban tried to conciliate the dis

affected Frenchmen, and sent the Italian cardinals Orsini,

Corsini, and Brossano, with offers of accommodation. Then

he transferred his court to Tivoli, that he might the more

easily observe the enemy's movements. Orsini and his com

panions could effect no change in the state of affairs, and

Urban soon realized the need of preparing for open war.

He received from the cardinals at Anagni a manifesto which

declared that the late Pontifical election was null ; that the

archbishop of Bari was an apostate, an Antichrist, and ex

communicated (2). On August 9, their Eminences of Anagni

issued a circular to all the faithful, in which they insisted

that the Holy See was vacant (3). The university of Paris

and the different sovereigns all received special letters, in

which the disaffected admitted, strange to say, that they had

really elected the archbishop of Bari, but insisting that they

had so done, because they believed that he himself would

regard the election as illusory (4). The cardinals Orsini,

Corsini, and Brossano, now retired to Vicovaro, where

they continued, for a time, in a kind of neutrality (5).

Thebaldeschi remained outspokenly faithful to Urban VI.

(1) One of the Drat cares of Urhan VI. had been to demand of Rnstafng the surrender of

the castle ; but the Frenchman said that be had sworn to Gregory XI. never to do so, unless

so commanded by the cardinais whom that Pontiff had left behind him at Avignon. Very

soon these cardinais ordered Rosiaing to yield his charge to Urhan, but their Eminences of

Anagni prevailed on bim to retain possession. See Relation of James de Seva.

(2) De Boulai, University of Paris, vol. iv., p. 467. See aiso a MS. of L!ege. in

Martenk and Durand, Act. Vet. Colt., vol. vii.

(3) Dv Boulai, Zoo. eit., p. 46S.

(4) lbl, p. 476 & 479.

(5) It is likely that Urhan wished this, for the sake of communication with the cardinals

of Anagni.
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until death called on him in 1380. But though Orsiui,

Corsini, and Brossano remained at Vicovaro, refusing to

follow the Frenchmen when they removed to Fondi, they now

ceased to communicate with Pope Urban (1). Their retire

ment from the Papal court was the signal for a general de

sertion ; nearly all the French curials, and some of the Ro

mans, joined the cardinals at Fondi. The Hungarian, Eng

lish, and German prelates remained. On Sept. 18, the

Pontiff created twenty-nine new cardinals. The revolted car

dinals had already resolved to give a rival to Urban, but

they hesitated to do so without the concurrence of their

Italian brethren. Thebaldeschi was unapproachable, but

the three others might be influenced. For some time Or-

sini, Corsini, and Brossano resisted the allurements of am

bition, but they were conquered by Nicholas Spinelli, the

chancellor of Queen Jane of Naples, and a personal enemy

of Pope Urban. This diplomat waited upon each of the

three, assuring each one that the Frenchmen were resolved

to raise him to the Pontificate, if he would definitively aban

don Urban. The ruse succeeded, and all three joined the

pretended Conclave at Fondi on Sept. 20. Great was the

astonishment of the Italians when, on the very first ballot,

Robert of Geneva was announced as elected, but they ac

knowledged him as Pontiff; separating, however, from him

at once, and retiring to the castle of Tagliacozzi. Orsini

soon afterward died, refusing_to recognize Clement VII., but

remaining outside the obedience of Urban VI. Brossano

lived some time, and died at Nice, while on his way to

Avignon. Corsini died at Avignon, protesting that Clement

VII. was the true Pope.

Robert of Geneva came of a very old family which was

allied with many of the royal houses of Europe. His own

talents and personal courage were undeniable; but his

(1) At this period occurred the visit of St. Catharine of Siena to Urhan. He had aiready

received many letters from her, containing the wisest advice and much consolation. Ur

han had made the acquaintance of Catharine at Avignon, and had learned to esteem ber.

When she returned to her cell, after the reconciliation of Florence with the Holy See, he

called her to Rome, and before his entire court he asked her to express her views on the

imminent schism. When she had complied, the Pontiff said : " How reprehensible must

we be before God, if we are timid '. This little woman shames us." The saint spent her

few remaining days in Rome, encouraging Pope Urhan, but her grief carried h«r to heaven

on April 29, 13SU. See Life o/ Urban VI. in Baluze.
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habits were thoroughly secular, and he was ostentatious,

prodigal, frivolous, and indolent. The Italians quite naturally

detested him, for it was he who, in the war with Florence, had

led the free-lances of Brittany to the sacking of Cesena.

When he first claimed the Popedom, Clement VII. had

around his person nearly all the members of the old Roman

court ; but, while Urban VI. was nearly universally recog

nized as Pontiff, his adversary was acknowledged only by

Naples, Savoy, and Provence. It became, therefore, a

matter of essential importance to Clement to extend his

obedience (1), and for this purpose he sent the cardinal de

Cros, st3rled the cardinal of Limoges, to France ; Aigrefeu-

ille to Germany and Bohemia ; Malesec to England and the

duchies of Hainaut, Flanders, Brabant, and Gueldres ; de

Luna to the Iberian peninsula. Aigrefeuille persuaded the

dukes of Austria, Lorraine, and Bar to acknowledge Clement

VII., but he failed in Bohemia and Germany. Malesec ex

erted himself vainly in England ; and the lord of Flanders,

remembering that, immediately after the election of Urban

VI., he had received from this same Malesec a letter declar

ing its canonicity, menaced the prelate with imprisonment

if he did not leave his dominions. But in France, the car

dinal of Limoges succeeded in procuring the patronage of

King Charles V. and of the university of Paris. At first, in

deed, the English and Picard " nations " of the university

-declared for neutrality, while the Faculties of theolog>r,

canon law, and medicine, and the French and Norman

" nations" pronounced for Clement ; but on May 26, 1379,

the university officially entered the obedience of Clement.

Charles V. at once sent embassies to all his allies, urging

them to recognize Clement, but Scotland alone responded. In

Spain, the genius of the cardinal de Luna finally triumphed

over all obstacles ; when John I. ascended the Castilian

throne, in 1379, a conference of prelates and doctors was

ordered to consider the great question at Medina del Campo.

The discussion lasted from Nov., 1380, until the following

May, and it resulted in the recognition of Clement. Six

(1) The states which recognized a certain claimant to the Popedom, during this unfort

unate period, were said to be in his " obedience."
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years afterward Aragon and Navarre came to the same

decision. But de Luna had no success in Portugal, owing

to the influence which England then exercised in that king

dom. Christendom was now divided into two obediences.

Urban VI. was recognized by all northern and nearly all

central Italy ; by the emperor Wenceslaus ; by Hungary,

Poland, England, Brittany, Flanders, Denmark, and Sweden.

Clement was obeyed by the kingdoms of France, Castile,

Aragon, Naples, Cyprus, and Scotland ; by Genoa, Savoy,

Geneva, Lorraine, Bar, and Rhodes. During the forty

years that the schism lasted, there were some variations in

these obediences, some of the powers declaring for neutral

ity until a General Council could settle the lamentable con-

troversj*.

We do not propose to follow this schism through all its

details ; whatever of controversy arises from it can be settled

solely by a study of its origin. If the election of Pope Urban

VI. was canonical, it follows that his successors,Boniface IX.,

Innocent VII., and Gregory XII., were legitimate Pontiffs;

that the so-called Clement VII., Benedict XIII., and Clem

ent VIII., in spite of the sensitiveness of certain French

writers as to the use of this term in the present connection,

were Anti-Popes. With regard to Alexander V., elected

after the Council of Pisa pretended to depose Gregory XII.,

and with regard to his successor, John XXIII., it would

seem, if we note the usage of the Holy See, that they

should be classed as duhious ; for while certain undoubted

Pontiffs, coming after the termination of the schism, have

taken the names by which Robert of Geneva, Peter de Luna,

and Giles Munoz, were known, and thus have manifested

the mind of the Holy See as to the proper qualification of

Clement V. and his line, the undoubted Pontiff, Alexander

(Roderick Borgia), called himself the Sixth of that name.

Before we enter upon a discussion as to the validity of

the election of Pope UrbanVI., a few reflections are to be

made on the nature of the Great Western Schism. It has

been well remarked that this most afflicting of all the

dissensions which have ever troubled the Church was

unique, inasmuch as it was a schism without schismatics.
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We shall show that the election of Urban VI. wascanonical,

and that therefore they who rebelled against his authority

were guilty of schism ; but it is certain that, owing to the

artifices of the original culprits, the masses of Christendom

were led to doubt as to who was, or was not. the legitimate

Pontiff; that, therefore, in following the obedience which

seemed to them proper, they were not schismatics, properly

speaking, even when they acknowledged as Pope one who

was not such. The Catholic doctrine of there being one

supreme head of the Church on earth was never denied by

our ancestors of the fourteenth century during these days of

trial ; nay, it was because of their attachment to this article

of faith, that they would not hear of a compromise. There

was no question of dogma, but one of persons ; hence it is

that certain grave theologians have held that the division

ought not to be styled a schism. " Although itisnecessary,"

says St. Antonine of Florence, "to believe that thr;re is but

one supreme head of the Church, nevertheless, if it happens

that two Popes are created at the same time, it is not

necessary for the people to believe that this one or that one

is the legitimate Pontiff ; they must believe that he alone is

true Pope who has been regularly elected, and they are not

bound to discern who that one is ; as to that point, they m:iy

be guided by the conduct and opinion of their particular pas

tor " (1). During the entire tempest of the Great Western

Schism, the dogma of Catholic unity, under one earthly

shepherd, shone vividly above the darkness of lies and

treasons ; and we may say with M. de Maistre that this

very schism served to prove that the throne of Peter is in

destructible. Mosheim thinks that this schism gave a

mortal blow to the Papal power (2), and he lays particular

stress upon the immoralities and irregularities of the time, as

depicted by contemporary authors, especially by Nicholas

de Clemangis. Five hundred years have passed since this

"mortal blow" was inflicted upon the Papacy, and many

more such, in the minds of its adversaries, have been

dealt it since that time. As for the irregularities prevalent

(1) Chnmicle. pt. III., tit. 22, c. 11.

(91 IfMury, Cent, xiv., pt. 2, ch. 2, $ 15.
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during the schism, Protestants exaggerate them, and thus at

tack their own system, for such a state of affairs only goes

to prove the necessity of a wise and virtuous head in the

CLurch.

But what must we think of that picture drawn by

Clemangis of the Church of his day? Ho tells us that

" it is useless to speak of literature and learning, since we

know that nearly all priests can scarcely stammer through what

they are obliged to read, and they have no conception of

the meaning of the words. . . .Nowadays, any lazy man who

hates labor, but who wishes to luxuriate in idleness, rushes

into the priesthood." Nicholas de Clemangis, rector of the

great university of Paris, and private secretary of Peter de

I.uua (Benedict XIII.), is certainly a grave authority. " Ho

formed," says Scharpff, " with Peter d'Ailly, his master, and

Gerson, the triumvirate of Catholic reformers of discipline

and of theological science, toward whom the Sorbonne, all

France, aye, the entire Church, turned their attention with

confidence at the end of the fourteenth, and at the com

mencement of the fifteenth century." But are not the

quoted sentiments of Clemangis a mere oratorical declama

tion ? Could the mass of the clergy have been thus ignor

ant and debauched at a time when flourished, not only

this triumvirate, but that crowd of doctors in theology and

in law, that great number of learned and zealous bishops,

who composed the Councils of Pisa and Constance ? How

ever, Clemangis himself shows us that, in the above passage,

he abuses an orator's privileges. Bounechose, and others

of that ilk, carefully refrain from observing that a little fur

ther on in his text, Clemangis apologizes for his exaggerations,

saying : " Notwithstanding what I have said above concern

ing ecclesiastics, I would wish no one to think that I include

all clerics in my censures. I am not ignorant that in each

and every country, some, and perhaps the majority (aliquot!,

et forte plurimos), are good, innocent, just, and not affected by

the aforesaid evils." The fact is that Clemangis wrote this

book on The Corrupt Condition of the Church at a time when

his heart was surcharged with bitterness, and his brain

afire with indignation. He had been intensely loyal to the
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cause of Peter de Luna, and bad remained faithful to it.

even after the court of France had (although only for a time)

abandoned it (1398). During the next few years Clemangis

labored for a return of France to the obedience of de Luna,

and when it had been effected (1403), he was one of those

who believed that de Luna was sincere when he proposed

to resign his claims.- When, finally, Charles VII. declared

that if the schism did not end in 1408. he would recognize

neither Gregory XII. nor Benedict XIII., the latter issued a

Bull of excommunication against Charles, and that monarch

definitively abandoned his cause. Clemangis was now

believed to have been the author of the Bull of excommunica

tion, and to avoid trouble, he retired to a Carthusian convent.

With his eyes opened to the deceptions practised by de

Lnua, and not perceiving any hope for immediate peace in

the Church, he composed his celebrated book, and in a vein

of hypercriticism and quasi despair.

We now come to a discussion of the principal question

excited by the Great Western Schism. Was the election

of Prignano valid ? The sole argument originally adduced

against its validity was based on the supposition that it had

not been free. Therefore, if it can be shown that the election

was not effected by intimidation, it is evident that Urban VI.

was a legitimate Pontiff, and hence Robert of Geneva was an

Anti-Pope. We shall merely allude to the eloquent fact

that during three months the cardinals, separately and col

lectively, privately and officially, recognized Urban VI. as

Supreme Pontiff; that they discovered his oppressiveness

only when they had become dissatisfied with his reforma

tory measures, and especially when they had found that be

was about to weaken the hold of France upon the Holy See.

But proceeding to an examination of the election of his Grace

of Bari, we must first indicate the principal treatises, com

posed during the schism, to illustrate the question from

the canonical point of view I. We have the narrative of

James de Seva, edited by C;esar du Boulai in vol. TV. of his

History of the University of Paris. II. An anonymous rela

tion published by Papebroch in his "Conatus Historicvs.

ITI. An account of the Election of Urban VI. by Thomas de
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Acerno, bishop of Nocera (1). IV. The famous Four Books

on tlie Schism by Theodoric of Niem, who died in 1416.

V. Thirty manuscript volumes in the Vatican Librarj, plen

tifully quoted by Raynald in his Annals. Vl. Two I.ives of

Gregory XL annotated by Baluze. VII. The Declaration of

the Cardinals against Bartholomew, Archbishop of Bari, the

authors of which were the French Cardinals Malesec,

Sortenac, Flandrin, and Noellet. VIII. The treatises,

favorable to Urban VI., of John Lignano, of the university

of Bologna ; of Ubaldi of the university of Perugia. Both

of these are given by Raynald. XI. The treatises, favorable

to Clement VII., ly Cardinal de Barriere, bishop of Autun ;

by the prior of Chartres, in answer to Lignano. These are

edited by -du Boulai in his work on the university of Paris,

in the fourth volume. X. Much information canbe gathered

from the Epistles of Coluccio Piero Salutato, secretary of

Urban V. and Gregory XI. (2), and from Gerson's treatises

on the Unity of the Church, and on the Removability of the

Pontiff by the Church (3).

Now for the election of Urban VI. In the first place,

the name of the archbishop of Bari was not sprung sudden

ly, and as a last resource, upon the Sacred College. It had

been seriously considered before the electors entered into

the Conclave. The reader must know that after the death

of Gregory XI. great discord prevailed among the French

cardinals. The Limousins (4), who numbered seven, wish

ing to make of the tiara an attribute of their own country,

(1) In Muratori. in his Collection of Writers on Italian Matters, vol. 3.

(2) Florence. IT'f2.

(3) At first, Gersou suggested the voluntary abdication of Peter de Luna; then he was

willing to recognize him, with certain restrictions favorable to the Galilean cburch ; finally,

he advocated force as the only means of ending the schism. Both claimants, said he, seem

to have equal rights ; therefore let us depose both, uud elect a third. He contended that

whenever a schism occurs, the Cburch should reform herself " in the head and members : ''

tuatas every free nation can depose an incorrigible prince, so can the Cburch ; that when

the head of the Cburch obstinately refuses to call a Council, she can do so. A General Coun

cil, according to Gerson, was "an assembly of the whole Catholic Cburch, comprising every

order of the hierarcby, and without excluding any of the faithful, who might wish to be

beard." We shall have occasion hereafter »o speak more fully of the great chancellor, and

of his many curious and untenable theories.

(4) The Limousin ( now forming parts of the departments of Haute, Vienne, Correze.

Oreuze. and Dordngne ). with Limoges for its capital, aithough under the suzerainty of the

French king, had been ceded tn the Knglish by the treaty of Bretligny in 13W), and was not

definitively restored to France until 14.*i1.
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first put forth the cardinal Malesec as their candidate ; and

when he declined, they rallied around Peter de Sortenac.

The four cardinals who were subjects of the French crown

had resolved, of course, to elect a Gallic Pontiff, but they

thought, to use the words of Cardinal Flandrin, that " the

world was tired of Limousin Popes" (1). During the nine

days' funeral services for Gregory XI., the Italians and the

properly so-called Frenchmen perceived that theymightin-

deed succeed in preventing the election of a Limousin, but

that their own real and ultimate object, the triumph of their

own special candidate, was yet to be fought out among them

selves. At this period of doubt, Marino, archbishop of

Brindisi, asked his intimate friend, the cardinal Robert of

Geneva, if he thought-that the Limousin influence would event

ually triumph ; and in his book on the schism, Marino says

that Robert replied : " More votes will agree with mine

than with those of the Limousins," and, adds Marino.

" taking his Breviary in his hands he swore : ' By these

holy Gospels of God, we shall have no one for Pope but the

archbishop of Bari, or another whom, at present, I wish not

to name to thee ;' and many times during the novendialcs of

the aforesaid lord Gregory of blessed memory, when he

would ride to visit the said cardinals, he reiterated the same."

This fact is confirmed by Robert Straton, an auditor of the

Apostolic palace, who says that : " Since the cardinals who

were present in the city could not determine upon one of

themselves before they entered the Conclave, it is said that

two-thirds of them resolved to elect the most reverend

father, the archbishop of Bari ; and some of them privately

intimated this to him, whereupon, as I have heard, he

grieved much." This previous consideration of Prignano

is confirmed by thedeathbed testimony ofCardinal Thebaldes-

chi, declaring that before the opening of the Conclave, the

French cardinals had greatly extolled to him the merits of

the archbishop of Bari, and had urged him to vote for that

prelate (2). It appears evident, therefore, that when as yet

the cardinals were subject to no pressure from the Romans,

they had nearly, if not quite, determined to elect Prignano.

ft) Clement VI. and Innocent VI. were liotn Limousins.

(2) RaYnald, yeur l37S. No. -' and 3.
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A most conclusive argument for our thesis was advanced

by the bishop of Faenza, representative of Pope Urban VI. in

the assembl\' of the Oastilian clergy, at Medina del Cam po,

in Nov., 1380. Had the cardinals chosen the archbishop

of Bari because thej* feared the ire of the Romans, would

they have abstained from immediately publishing the elec

tion ? The following are the bishop's words : " The said

election having been made, the said lords deliberated as to

whether it would be expedient to proclaim their choice, and

they concluded not to do it. The opposing advocate may

reply that they dared not proclaim the election, because of

the furious people. Wonderful indeed it would have been,

if they did not dare to publish the election of the archbishop

of Bari, after having chosen him, as our adversaries say, be

cause of the demand of the people, and to avert the danger of

death. Who has ever heard of one who wished to avert death

concealing what would, if manifested, free him at once from

anxiety? But the real reason for not publishing the elec

tion was that the cardinals believed that they had not satis

fied the people. Therefore, they had not been influenced in

the election by the fear now pretended, nor had any such

fear destroyed their liberty of action." We may here draw an

argument from this fear of the cardinals that they had not

satisfied the people ( an allusion to the fact that the

Romans had demanded a Roman for Pope, and had received

a Neapolitan). The action of the cardinals in allow-

in" Thebaldeschi. the archpriest of St. Peter's, to be

dressed in pontificals, and exhibited as Pope, shows that

thev dreaded the effect of their election of Prignauo ; there

fore, again, their choice of this prelate had been voluntary,

and not caused by fear of the Romans. But it is from this

very fact that the choice of the Sacred College was a Nea

politan, uot a Roman, that is derived one of the most convinc

ing proofs that the election of Pope Urban VI. was free, as

we now proceed to demonstrate.

In an epistle written to the king of Aragon by the abbot

of Sistri, we read that the prefect of the rioni of Rome en

tered the Conclave, and thus addressed the cardinals : " You

are aware, mv lords, that at the commencement of the ConT
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clave, many insisted that you should give them a Roman, or

at least an Italian. Now, however, I am sent to your Pater

nities by the whole people, and on their behalf Imake known

to 3tou that they will not be satisfied with an Italian, but

ask that a Roman be given to them. They fear lest some

agreement may be secretly made between you and any Ital

ian who is not a Roman, to transfer, after the election, the

Papal court to Avignon." Notwithstanding this categorical

demand of the Romans, the cardinals elected, not a Roman,

but a Neapolitan ; therefore they were not desirous of pleasing

the Romans to the point of sacrificing every wish of their

own. Nor can it be said, observes Palma, that the electors

chose Prignano only because there was but one Roman, Or-

sini, in the Sacred College ; for they went outside of their

own number for a Pontiff, and they could have found many

worthy subjects among the Roman clergy. But the reply of

the cardinals to the prefect of the Roman rioni plainly shows

that they were determined not to elect a Roman, simply be

cause they wished to avoid all danger of being charged with

having yielded to coercion. The abbot of Sistri tells us :

"-The following was the reply of the cardinals to the prefect

of the rioni, as given, in the name of all, by the most rever

end father, the cardinal of Glandeve ( de Lagery) : ' My lords

and I do much wonder that you so trouble us, for the replies

already given, concerning this business, ought to satisfy you

and the Roman people. Depart therefore, for we now say

as we have ever said, and you will receive no other answer; '

that is, that they would conduct the election for the honor

of God, the salvation of the Christian peoples, and the good

of the Catholic Church. But the prefect replied : ' God grant

that you give us a Roman, or certainly you will experience

something besides words.' " Again, that the cardinals were

resolved not to yield to the Romans is shown by the follow

ing remarks of Cardinal de Cros in the Conclave, after the

prefect had withdrawn. They are thus given by the abbot :

" You perceive, my lords, that these Romans first asked us

for one who would be acceptable to God and the world, and

they made no exception of country or of persons ; afterward,

at the beginning of the Conclave, they restricted this gener
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al proposition to one nationality, the Italian ; now, however,

they are not content with even that restriction, but confine

us to the Romans. I do not see how we can elect a Roman,

for such a choice would be judged by God and the world to

be the result of intimidation." According to de Cros, there

fore, the election of a Neapolitan was not the resultof intimi

dation, but the effect of a free and untrammelled choice.

After the cardinal de Cros had insisted that the selection

of a Roman was altogether out of question, if the Sacred

College desired to escape the charge of having yielded to

force, he proceeded, in a most tranquil manner, to detail the

reasons which militated for the election of Prignano. These

were six ; namely, maturity of age, probity of life, great

learning, experience in the business of the Roman court,

courtesy toward his colleagues, and (strange admission for

a French cardinal of the Avignonese school), Prignano was

" an Italian, and through an Italian the patrimony of the

Church might be recovered, whereas no foreigner could ef

fect that recovery." Such, according to de Cros, and not any

intimidation by the Romans, were the reasons for choosing

Prignano as Pontiff. " These six qualifications," said he,

" are found, my lords, as far as I can see, in no other one

person than the archbishop of Bari. He is more than fifty

years old, and is so virtuous, that for more than fourteen

years, during which he has been attached to the Roman

court, nothing has ever been heard against him, either as

to word or deed. His learning is indubitable ; he is a great

teacher in the Canon law, as is shown by his Collections ....

Besides, we all know him well, for he is our creation, a crea

tion especially by us Limousins, since he was made arch

bishop of Bari by the lord Gregory of blessed memory. Fi

nally, he is an Italian ; and being a Neapolitan, is a subject

of a French house (Anjou), and hence ought to be acceptable

to the king of France and his brothers." Here is another

proof that in voting for Archbishop Prignano, the cardinals

were actuated by other reasons than a desire to avoid offend

ing the Romans. We may also note that, according to Mar

ino, the election of Prignano was effected before the tumult-

nous conduct of the Roman people. ''This election was
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concordantly made immediately after the departure of the

prefect of the rioni, without any lapse of time, unless that in

which the cardinal of Limoges was making the above re

marks ; indeed, the election took place before Vespers, six

hours before any tumult of the people."

We shall strengthen our defence of the validity of the

election of Pope Urban VI. with an extract from the Belatioti

of James de Seva. This author admits that the Romans

surrounded the Papal palace, both before and during the

Conclave, and that they continually shouted, " We want a

Roman Pope ; " but his picture of the proceedings after the

deliberations had begun shows that the cardinals, to the

very end, were determined not to yield to dictation. After in

forming us that the Conclave had been" everywhere well closed

and locked," de Seva says that the cardinals Aigrefeuille,

Malesec, and de Cros sounded Thebaldeschi as to his views

concerning Prignano, and that this cardinal assented to

Pfignano's election, " just as he had previously assented ; "

that Aigrefeuille and Malesec then went among the others

with the same object. He then represents Aigrefeuille as

complacently addressing his brethren: " My lords, let us sit

down at once, for I firmly believe that we shall choose a

Pope without delay." Then the cardinal Orsini, who was

intriguing for his own election, tried to defer the imminent

ballot, saying : " My lords, if it pleases you, let us postpone

our choice, and play a trick on those Romans who are crying

for a Roman Pope. Let us take some Franciscan friar, vest

him with a cope and a Papal mitre, tell the people that he has

been elected, and then let us leave this place, and somewhere

else elect another person." Now if the cardinals had been

made of the material which many French authors supposed

them to have been made of ; if they were led to violate their

consciences in the election, and into three months of hypoc

risy after it, and all this through fear ; they would have

eagerly entertained this or some similar project. But mark

how Orsini's idea was received, and then believe, if you can,

that these cardinals were about to elect a man whom they be

lieved to be, as Maimbourg asserts, willingto acknowledge the

invalidity of their proceedings. " The cardinal of Limoges
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and his followers answered the said Orsini in these or equiva

lent words : ' My lord of Orsini, we shall certainly not do as

vou advise, for we do not wish to deceive the people, nor to

damn our own souls ; indeed, ire intend now toekct a true Pope,

and.we care not for the words or clamors of the people.' Then,

the Conclave being well closed and locked on all sides, the said

cardinals sat down to the election. The cardinal of Florence

(Corsini) wished to prevent the elevation of the archbishop of

Bariand named the cardinal of St. Peter's (Thebaldeschi), urg

ing the others to vote for him. But the cardinal of Limoges

said that although the cardinal of St. Peter's was a holy man,

there were two things against him : firstly, he was a Roman,

and the Romans demanded a Roman, and therefore should not

have n Roman : secondly, he was weak and infirm, and could

not sustain the burden." Then de Seva narrates how the

cardinal of Limoges " named the most holy lord Urban, who

was then archbishop of Bari, in these words : ' Ifreely vote

for, and receive as Pope, with a mind- and will that he be true

Pope, the lord Iktrtholomew, archbishop of Bari.' " The

chronicler then speaks of the voting, and of the resolve to

withhold the announcement of the election, and continues :

" The archbishop of Bari and certain other prelates having

been called to the palace, and the Conclave being still well

closed and locked, and all being quiet, the cardinals again

met in the chapel ; and for the better expression of their

free will and consent, and byway of greater precaution, they

again freely, simply, concordantly, and unanimously, con

sented to the aforesaid, then arclibishop of Bari, and again

elected him Pope, saying expressly that they chose him free

ly, and with the mind that he should be true Pope." Then

de Seva narrates the violent scenes that followed, and which

caused the flight of most of the cardinals, and finally he

describes the coronation of Urban VI.

The arguments already presented seem to us to fully jus

tify the saying of Pope Benedict XIV. that " to-day it is evi

dent that Urban VI. and his successors were legitimate

Pontiffs ;" but we would draw the reader's attention to cer

tain other proofs, which are furnished by letters written by

the very cardinals who revolted against the authority of the
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Pontiff whom they elected First in importance is a private

letter of Robert of Geneva, written a few days after the election

of Urban, to the emperor Charles IV., and which John

Dominick Mansi transcribed from a Vatican manuscript,

andfirst published in his Xotes to the History of Alexandre(l).

If the future rival of Pope Urban was aware of any flaw in

that Pontiffs election, surely here was an excellent and a most

natural oj(portunity for publishing it to the world. " Most

Serene prince, and most dear relative : After the death of

our lord, Pope Gregory XI., of blessed memory, which event

I tearfully announced to your Serenity in a previous letter,

my lords the other cardinals here present, and I mystdf, being

shut up in Conclave, ten days after the death, according to

the regulations of the Canon law, unanimously gave our

votes to the archbishop of Bari, now Supreme Pontiff, a

Neapolitan by nationality, and deputy in the curia for my

lord, the cardinal of Pampeluua, Apostolic vice-chancellor ;

and we elected him to the Apostolate on the eighth day of

i his month, after a Conclave which lasted only one night,

because the Romans would not consent to its being any long

er protracted. He is now styled Urban VI. While he was

yet in Minor Orders, he was my friend and very familiar with

me ; now he is raised from the lowest to the highest grade,

and his coronation has been ordered for the feast of the Resur

rection of our Lord, now at hand. He hopes for much from

your Serenity, and as you were a son to his predecessors, and a

particular arm of strength to them, so your Serenity ought

to persevere in his regard. And as he is now occupied in

affairs which concern your Serenity and your most Serene son,

things about which I have often conversed with him in

private, I have found him very well disposed ; so much so,

that if his deeds correspond to his words, as I trust they will,

the affair of your most Serene son will be happily expedited(2).

I shall not cease to use all my energies in urging him

to settle that business ; and master Conrad, secretary of

your Serenity, is working commendably, with all zeal, for

(1) cent, xiv., c. 2. art. ».

I2) This affair was the projected coronation, as future emtieror, of the young prince

Wencealaus, who, with the consent of the late Pope (•re(rory XI., had been declared king of

the Romans in 1377.
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the same end. I ever commend myself to 3-our Serenity,

whom may the Omnipotent happily preserve. Written at

Bome, the fourteenth day of April, (1378). Your cardinal of

Geneva." This letter needs no comment. The next epistle

which we would ask the reader to examine, is that of the

cardinal-electors, written on April 30 to their six brethren

of the Sacred College residing at Avignon : " We freely and

unanimously gave our votes to the person of the reverend lord

Bartholomew, archbishop of Bari, a man conspicuous by the

light of his great merits, and illustrated by his manifold vir

tues ; concordantly raising him to the height of Apostolic

power and announcing this our election to the multitudes of

Christendom. On the ninth day of this month the same

lord, the elect, before an immense assembly of the faithful,

and elevated on the throne of Apostolic dignity, took to him

self the name tif Urban ; and on the day when the Supreme

Pontiff Jesus Christ restored our life by His resurrection,

he was magnificently and solemnly crowned in the Basilica of

the Prince of the Apostles, as is the custom of the Roman

Church, amid the joyful manifestations of an innumerable

congregation of the Christian people. ... In Him wltose place the

name our lord holds on earth, we have a firm hope and confi

dence that the Romau State and the Universal Church will

flourish, and that the orthodox faith will reach its desired

happy development."

Having presented the arguments which militate for the

legitimacy of the line of Pope Urban VI. during the Great

Western Schism, historical justice requires us to pay atten

tion to the reasons advanced by the defenders of Clement VII.

No writer has more energetically, or more bitterly, present

ed the claims of Bobert of Geneva, than Maimbourg ; so

thoroughly partisan is the spirit with which he illustrates

the Avignon side of the question, that his History of the

schism might have been more reasonably styled a Defence of

the Avignon Idea. He protests that he does not imitate the

Urban historians "who rely only upon testimonies drawn

from the Informations laid by Urban " before the sovereigns

of the day ; but during the entire course of his narrative of

the origin of the schism, he studiously avoids the slightest
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evidence in favor of any possibility of right on the part of

Urban VI. To Maimbourg, the recognition of Urban VI. by

the clergy and people of Rome, whom history shows to have

been always averse to Anti-Popes, means nothing. He can

perceive no argument for Urban's legitimacy in the recogni

tion extended by the cardinals to that Pontiff during a

period of nearly three months, that is, until they discovered

that the Avignon idea was in a fair way of being exploded

forever by a creation of several Roman cardinals, who cer

tainly would not tamely acquiesce iu a resubjugatiou of the

tiara to France. Tins recognition, he says, was forced ; so

soon as the cardinals could withdraw themselves from the

surveillance of Urban, they endeavored to undo the work

to which they had perforce lent themselves. And he insists

that before the cardinals went into Conclave, some of them

had put on record their protests against the validity of the

election, if an Italian were chosen. Even the Italian car

dinals, according to Maimbourg, had already declared that if

one of themselves was elected, they would regard the act as

null, owing to the violence of which the Conclave was a vic

tim. And when the Sacred College finally leaned toward

Prignano, persists Maimbourg, it did so because he " being a

doctor in Canon Law, knew well that such an election

could not be upheld ; and because, as he had the reputation

of being a man of conscience and of probity, the cardinals had

reason to believe that if he accepted the dignity in order to

deliver them from the danger of being massacred, he would

not hesitate to renounce it, when once they had been located

in security, and could hold a free election." As for the let

ters written by the cardinals, testifying to the validity of

the la'te election, Maimbourg would deny them any value, be

cause some of their Eminences " found means to write to

King Charles V., that he should believe nothing that they

might write in favor of Urban, so long as they were in Rome,

because they were obliged to do all that this elect and the

Roman magistrates demanded of them, for if they refused,

they ran the risk of their lives." Now all of these asser

tions of Maimbourg, namely, that the three months' recogni

tion of Urban was forced upon the cardinals ; that their
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Eminences hud protested, before the Conclave, against the

validity of the election of anj' Italian ; that they voted for

Priguano, only because they thought that he would not deem

his election canonical ; and that the durance vile in which

Urban held the cardinals, after the election, took all value

from the letters in which their Eminences spoke of that

Pope as legitimate ; are easily refuted, and by their refuta

tion the only resources of the defenders of Robert of Geneva

are destroyed.

Maimbourg asserts that the cardinals were forced to recog

nize Urban VI. as Pontiff, although " they prayed him to

leave Rome, in order that they might freely ratify his elec

tion," and that " he employed the authority of the magis

trates and bannerets to compel their immediate return to the

palace, and those who were in the city did return. And

although those who had shut themselves in Castel Sant' An-

gelo sent to him their written procuration, that their names

might be used at his enthrouization, he wished, nevertheless,

that they should attend in person, and should, conjointly

with those who had left Rome, seat him on the Pontifical

throne." Now this "authority of the magistrates and ban-,

nerets " might have availed to compel the attendance of the

cardinals who were living in the city, although we very much

doubt whether the Roman officials, who had just been dis

appointed in their fond hope of having a Roman for their

Pope-King, would have shown much zeal in forcing the op

ponents of the Neapolitan Prignano, unless they had been

well satisfied that their own turbulence had not affected the

validity of the election ; that, therefore, the unwelcome Ne

apolitan was to be obeyed. But no physical pow7er, then

at Pope Urban's disposal, could have compelled an unwill

ing return, either of those cardinals who had left Rome, or

of those who had taken refuge in Castel Sant' Angelo.

Robert of Geneva was secure in the stronghold of Zagarolo,

under the protection of the proud and perennially rebellious

Colonna ; Noellet was in the fortress of Ardea, which belonged

to the Frangipani ; Orsini and Flandrin were in the castle

of Vicovaro, a possession of the former's house ; eight

others were in Sant' Angelo, the commander of which for
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tress, Rostaing, was a Frenchman sworn to preserve his post

in the interest of the cardinals at Avignon, and the event

proved that he was a foe to Urban. The military operations

whichafterward ensued showedthat our Pontiff could not have

undertaken offensive measures against Zagarolo, Ardea, and

Vicovaro ; and even if he could have doue so, but a short march

away were the savage free-lances of Brittany, ready to make

common cause with their rebellious fellow Gauls, as they

soon proved, even before Robert of Geneva had donned his

mock tiara. Secure, therefore, as the absent cardinals were

from the physically weak arm of Pope Urban, what could

have induced them to return to Rome ? Perhaps they were

as yet devoted sons of the Papacy ; perhaps their projects

had not yet assumed any definite shape, and they deemed it

advisable to bide their time. Excogitate, however, what

reason you will, it is absurd to imagine that their return was

compelled by Pope Urban. When they rejoined the Pon

tiff, it was of their own free will, if not from a sense of duty,

and their ensuing homage to Urban VI. was as thorough a

ratification of the late election as it would have been, if con-

- ducted amid all the solemnities of a new Conclave.

Maimbourg asserts, secondly, that some of the cardinals

had protested, before the. Conclave, against the validity of

an election of any Italian ; that such protests had been drawn

up before a notary. He also asserts that when the cardinals

heard the Romans hammering on the doors of the Conclave,

" nearlyall, and especially the transalpine cardinals, protested

that the election of an Italian, which they were about to effect,

would receive their assent merely because they wished to

escape death." As for any protests before the Conclave, we

do read of one by the cardinal of Glandeve. A document

was drawn up on Dec. 10, " in the first year of our lord Pope

Clement VII." in which this cardinal (de Lagery), then

bearing, by Clement's appointment, the title of bishop of

Ostia, declares that on the previous 6th of April he had sworn,

before one Stephen Bernard, a notary public, and five wit

nesses, that if, in the election about to take place, he, de

Lagery, " were to elect or name as Pope any Italian from

-outside the College of the lords cardinals, it would be be
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cause of fear of death, and entirely contrary to his mind,

intent, and will." The original protest, continued de Lag-

ery, had been lost, and the notary had died in the previous

November ; de Lagery therefore had requested that the tes

timony of the aforesaid five witnesses should be taken as to

the fact of the said protest. The document then gives the

attestation of the five. Now, granting the veracity of de

Lagery in this matter, what does the above protest prove ?

Simply that, before the election, his mind was intensely

averse to the selection of an Italian ; so averse, in fact, that

he thought that nothing short of fear of death could extort

his consent to the elevation of one. But he did consent,

and in spite of his protest he signed the decree of election,

as did the cardinal of Limoges before him : " I freely name

and elect as Pope the lord archbishoji of Bari." Passing

this fact, however, the eloquent one remains that, after all

tumult had subsided, de Lagery left his place of refuge and

did homage to Pope Urban VI. As for the protests made,

according to Maimbourg, when the cardinals heard the

Romans hammering on the door of the Conclave, neither

hammering nor protests are mentioned as occurring at the

time of the nomination of Prignano, save by the interested

cardinals in their great protest of Aug. 2, " against Barthol

omew, archbishop of Bari." But granting that all was as

their Eminences declare, the stubborn fact remains that for

three months they did homage to Urban VI.

Maimbourg asserts, thirdly, that the cardinals voted for

Prignano only because " he, being a doctor in Canon law,

knew well that such an election could not be upheld ; and

because, as he had the reputation of being a man of con

science and of probity, the cardinals had reason to believe that

if he accepted the dignity, in order to deliver them from the

danger of being massacred, he would not hesitate to renounce

it. . . . Indeed, Simon de Cramaud, patriarch of Alexandria,

who lived at that time, assures us, in his little book on the

schism, that Pontius Veraldi swore to him that being, togeth

er with the archbishop of Bari, in St. Peter's, while the car

dinals were entering the Conclave, that prelate, of whom

Veraldi was a great friend, told him, when he saw the hoi
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rible violence of the people, that he who would be chosen in

such a tumult would not be truly Pope, and that he would

never acknowledge such a one." But in the protest of Aug. 2,

upon which Maimbourg implicitly relies, the cardinals say

nothing of the above supposed understanding. They do say,

however, that some of their number declared that " they

elected him (Prignano) with the mind and intent that he should

b a true Pope." They might have said that not" some of

their number," but more than two-thirds of them, used this

phrase, for they are very precise in mentioning the four who

did not, and in giving their alleged reasons for dropping it.

And further on the cardinals say that " some of them said to

each other that it was their intention to do what, as history

informs us, has been done heretofore, that is, to retire, when

convenient, to a safe place, and there elect him (Prignano)

again." There is no mention of any wish or thought of elect

ing anj7one else than Prignano ; they speak of electing him

(eum) again (de novo). This would certainly indicate that,

even though there had been no " hammering at the door of

the Conclave, etc.," the archbishop was, for other reasons,

and though his election was contrary to their Gallic prejudi

ces, the acceptable candidate of the cardinals. This new

election was not held, but the posterior conduct of the elec

tors must certainly be regarded as a voluntary ratification of

their action in the Conclave. The sole escape from this con

clusion is by supposing that when the cardinals paid homage,

during nearly three months, to Urban VI., they were living

under a reign of terror, and Maimbourg readily grasps the

idea. We shall soon prove that such a supposition is purely

gratuitous. As for the testimony of Cramaud, to the effect

that Prignano expressed to Veraldi his conviction that a

Pontiff chosen in circumstances of violence would notbe legit

imate, that does not prove that the election in question

really took place amid such circumstances.

Maimbourg asserts, fourthly, that no value attaches to the

letters written by the cardinals in attestation ofthe legitimate

election of Urban VI. Some of their Eminences, he says,

had written to the French king that he should give no credit

to anything they might say while they were under the influ
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ence of Prignano. But if these cardinals could "find means "

to thus communicate with King Charles, why did they

not, then and there, reveal to him the inner history of the

late Conclave ? In the absence of these letters to Charles,

we know nothing as to the nature of the warning said to

have been given, but since their Eminences did not avail

themselves of their opportunity, we are justified in supposing

that there was no inner history to relate ; at least, nothing

that would invalidate the late election. And where does

Maimbourg learn that the cardinals were kept in such duress,

or under such surveillance, that they could not communicate,

for three months, the truth to the outside world ? Only in

the protest of Aug. 2d, in which the rebels say that after the

election, " the lords cardinals, at least those who were from

beyond the Alps, never deemed themselves secure ; yea, they

regard it as probable, and it is commonly believed, that if

they had called his promotion into doubt, or had criticised

it, they would all have been killed, since the violence still

lasted. While they were in Rome, they never dared to con

verse on this subject, even among themselves ; and he,

although often requested, would never leave the city with

the lords cardinals, nor would he locate them in a secure

place. After the transalpine cardinals, with the utmost

caution and a few at a time, had come to Anagni, wishing

to deliberate on the above matters, and to avoid the dangers

which threatened them while they lived among the Romans,

etc." But if we consult Niem, de Seva, and other writers

of the time, even those not partial to Pope Urban VI., we

find that the cardinals were not forced to withdraw to Anagni,

'with the utmost caution" and " a few at a time," in order

to avoid detention. They received full permission from the

Pontiff to retire to Anagni, because they complained of the

heat in Rome. Had Urban been so distrustful of their fidel

ity, as Maimbourg would have us believe, is it likely that he

would have allowed them all to withdraw themselves out of

his power ? As to the closeness of the Pontiffs surveillance

of the cardinals, and their trembling in his presence, several

events that happened at this time show that the cardinals

enjoyed not a little freedom of action. For instance, when
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Cardinal Lagrange gave the lie to the Pontiff in full Consistory,

he was allowed to leave the palace and the city. Would a

Pope who permitted such insolence to go unpunished, be

likely to exercise such surveillance, and to inspire such ter

ror, as the rebellious cardinals declare that they experienced

at his hands ?

Having demonstrated, as we believe, the legitimacy 01 the

election of Pope Urban VI., we now give a brief account of

the happy termination of the schism, referring the reader to

the pages of history, if he desires to follow it in its many and

terrible phases. In 1408, Charles VI., king of France, wishing,

as he said, to hasten the inauguration of a unanimous and

perpetual obedience to one only vicar of Jesus Christ, resolved

to obey neither Gregory XII., the third successor of Urban

VI., nor Peter de Luna, who, with the name and style of

Benedict XIII., had succeeded to the pretensions of Clement

VII. Following the example of France, several other coun

tries observed neutrality. In spite of the two competitors, a

Council assembled at Pisa in 1409 for the purpose of extin

guishing the schism. Under the presidency of the cardinal

de Malesec, then bishop of Palestrina, there assembled

twenty-three cardinals ofboth obediences, ninety-twobishops.

eighty-seven abbots, many superiors of religious Orders, the

deputies of the great universities, representatives of more

than a hundred cathedral chapters, and about three hundred

doctors in theology and in Canon law. There also attended

the ambassadors of England, France, Sicily, Poland, Bohemia,

and Portugal. Both Gregory XII. and Peter de Luna refused

to attend, and each created new cardinals to replace those who

had abandoned him ; and each convened another Council, the

former at Friuli, and the latter at Perpignan. Each contest

ant objected against the authority of the Council of Pisa,

that it was irregular, not having been convened by the

Apostolic See. To this the prelates replied that such was

the situation of the Church, that ordinary rules had to be

laid aside ; that the Apostolic See itself was involved in

clouds of obscurity which were to be dissipated , that a

Council could depose a dubious Pope ; especially when, as

in the present case, both claimants, at the time of their elec
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tion, had promised to resign, if the cardinals should deem it

proper. We shall treat of this Council, as well as of that of

Constance, in another place ; here it is sufficient to say that

the prelates of Pisa having found that neither Gregory XII.

nor Peter de Luna would abdicate, issued a decree of depo

sition against both, and then the cardinals elected as Pontiff

the cardinal Peter Filargo, a Candiote, and archbishop of

Milan, who took the name of Alexander V. But, as St. An-

tonine of Florence says : " a great many good people, fearers

of God, and enlightened men, continued to regard Gregory

XII. as the true Pope." Bavaria, Naples, and many cities

of Italy continued in his obedience, while Castile, Aragon,

and Scotland remained attached to de Luna. The Church now

found that the Pisan measures had only increased the diffi

culties of the schism ; there were now three claimants to the

the tiara (1). On Nov. 16, 1414, was held the first session of

the celebrated Council of Constance. John XXIII., the

successor of Alexander V., presided over the first two sessions,

and then left the city, after having signed a promise to abdi

cate ; taking refuge in Schaffhausen, he issued a vindication

of his flight, and complained bitterly of his treatment by the

Council. The prelates, however, continued their sessions ;

Peter d'Ailly, Cardinal of Cambrai, presiding over the third,

Cardinal Giordano Orsiui over the fourth, etc. The emper

or Sigismund wrote to King Charles VI. of France, requesting

him to do his utmost for the success of a Council " assembled

to determine which one of the three claimants ought to be

recognized as legitimate Pontiff." John XXIII. and his

friends declared that an injury was thus done to the Council

of Pisa, for it was insinuated that the said assembly was

neither legitimate in itself, nor prudent in its choice of a

new Pope. To this Peter d'Ailly replied that the Council

of Pisa and the election of Alexander V. were canonical, and

therefore the election of John XXIIT. was legitimate ; but the

followers of the rival claimants had probable reasons for their

opposition, and there was, consequently, as much embarrass

ment among Catholics as there had been before the Pisan

(1) But if the monster of the (ireat Schism, says Bossuet. was not entirely destroyed at

I'isa, it at least received a hiovv which was the prelude of its total extinction bythe Council

of Constance, held five years afterward.
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Council. And d'Ailly went on to say that a triple abdication

was now necessary ; to which conclusion the entire Council

of Constance soon arrived. After many efforts and many

failures, all three of the obediences were brought to adopt

the plan; and at length John XXIII. approved and ratified

the sentence of deposition pronounced by the Council against

himself. In the fourteenth session Gregory XII., through

his ambassador, Charles Malatesta, lord of Rimini, voluntar

ily abdicated. De Luna remained obstinate to the last, and

there was given to him a phantom of a successor, in the per

son of one Giles Munoz (Clement VIII.); but this last relic

of the Great Schism finally abdicated on July 26, 1429. On

Nov. 11, 1417, the election of Cardinal Otho Colonna, who

assumed the name of Martin V., was followed by a solemn

Te Dcum,imiighythe representatives of the three formerobedi

ences, and the Papacy emerged triumphant from a combat

which, had it not been the work of God, must have inevitably

destroyed it.

CHAPTER XL.

EIENZI.

Pope Benedict XII., third of the seven Pontiffs who re

sided at Avignon, having died on April 23, 1342, he car

dinal Peter Roger, a Benedictine monk and archbishop of

Rouen, was elevated to the Chair of Peter on May 6, ami

took the name of Clement VI. At this period the roval au

thority of the Pontiff in the Roman States was purely

nominal ; the pontifical vicar, usually the bishop of Or-

vieto, saw his power confined almost entirely to spirituals.

Outside the city, the country was at the mercy of petty bar

ons, where it was not ravaged by the mercenaries of Charles

of Luxemburg or of the Visconti. The people of the capital

had divided it into thirteen wards—rioni,—each under its

own banneret ; but in reality the Romans were the victims

of brute force, now uppermost in the persons of the Colonna,

ami then dominant under the sway of the Orsini. There

was no guarantee for property, no security for life ; iniquity
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sat in the tribunals, immorality was rife in the sanctuary,

and misery weighed down every family (1). Petrarch elo

quently describes the misfortunes entailed upon the queen

iif the world by the unfortunate mistake of Clement V.; and

shows us the Utopian schemes for her restoration which were

cherished by many of his enthusiastic contemporaries, who

hoped to see Rome again the head of universal empire un

der the rule of concordant Pope and emperor. A beautiful

dream indeed, remarks one of the most intelligent of modern

polemics (2) ; but which, if realized, would have reduced the

Popedom to as servile a condition as that of the Constantino-

politan patriarchs of the Lower Empire. One of these

dreamers was Nicholas Gabrini, known to history as Cola

di Renzo, or simply Rienzi (3). His mother was a laundress

and water-carrier ; his father a tavern-keeper, although Cola

himself boasted of being an illegitimate son of the emperor,

Henry VII. Like most young llomans even in our day, Ri

enzi was made familiar with the olden heroes of Rome, but

his enthusiasm was more than ordinary ; and, after a youth

passed in assimilating the aspirations of the classic writers

of his country, his early manhood found him living almost

exclusively among the monuments of an irrevocable past,

murmuring to himself, " Shall lever see such men in Rome?"

All his studies impelled him to an attempt which must ever

be impossible even to the greatest genius (4)—namely, the

withdrawal of a people from its tomb. He possessed quali

ties apt to make him a successful revolutionist. His figure

was beautiful yet majestic; his features were exceedingly

mobile and his smile magical ; his voice sweet but sonorous;

his conversation passionate and entrancing ; his style of

writing highly colored, though elegant. But he was incon

stant, vain, and weak in judgment ; and often his romanticism

(1) Fragm. Hist. Rmn.,lo Muratori's .4ii(U/. Ital., vol. 111., b. fJ, c. 5.—Zefkrino Rk,

Life of Coin di Renzo, Forll, 1(SS. This Life Is bused on the famous one by Kortlflocca,

Bracclano, 162-1.—The chronicle published by Bzovius, in his .4uuii(s, vol. xiv., and entitled

fHarium ex MS. Valicano, is only an abridgment, and an inaccurate one, of the Life by

Kortlflocca.

(2) ChrIStophk, The Papacy in the Fourtcenth Century, Paris, 1S53.

(3) His father's name being Laurence (Lorenzo), be was styled Nicholas, son of Laureuce,

Cr da di Renzo.

(4) " Nihil- actum fore putavi, si ipute legeado di diccram nan aooiederer exercenao."

- RpM.
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prompted him, even at the most serious crises of his enter

prise and of his life, to play the mountebank.

Rienzi made his entrance into public life in 1344, having

been chosen by the Romans to urge again upon Clement VI.

the propriety, nay necessity, of his coming to his See. At

Avignon he made a great impression on Petrarch; and his

friendship with that poet, then at the height of his fame, in

fluenced. the Pontiff to accord him so much favor that a daily

audience was granted him during several weeks. With .the

exception of a short interval of coolness, brought about by

Cardinal John Colonna because of Rienzi's eloquent denun

ciation of the Roman nobility, this favor was continued to

him until his dismissal, when he. was rewarded with the then

lucrative office of notary of the Apostolic Chamber. History

is silent as to the date of his return to Rome, but we find

him in 1347 arisen to such a height in popular estimation

that he dared to publicly upbraid the nobles as "drinkers

of the blood of the people," and to call upon the "good es

tate" to provide for its own safety against the " dogs of the

Capitol." On this occasion a Colonna struck him in the face,

but generally the patricians simply ridiculed his demonstra

tions ; even when, one day, while dining with Gianni Colonna,

he declared that he would yet be emperor, and would send

the barons to the scaffold, the guests were convulsed with

laughter. His exhibition of pictures on the walls of Sant'

Angelo and before the Capitol, showing the woes of Rome

and the imminent justice of God ; his own appearance in St.

John Lateran's, vested as a stage monarch, and weeping be

cause of Rome's having lost "her two eyes: the Pope and

the emperor,"—such, and other demagogic tricks excited

smiles even in many who desired the accomplishment of his

promises. But the multitude was profoundly impressed.

And meanwhile Rienzi added the part of conspirator to

that of demagogue. Among the middle classes he soon

counted a large number who swore to co-operate with him

in raising up the " good estate," and who awaited only his

signal to act. Chance afforded an opportunity on the first

of May,—Stephen, head of the house of Colonna, and most

of the barons, having left the city in quest of grain, there
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being scarcity of food within the walls. Rienzi sent trump

eters to every quarter, proclaiming that at nine on the next

morning, all the citizens, without arms, would meet at the

Capitol to debate on the amelioration of the " good estate."

From midnight until the appointed hour Rienzi prayed in

the church of San Agnoloin Peschiera, where he had caused

thirty Masses to be offered in honor of the Holy Ghost.

As the clocks struck nine, a curious procession left the

temple. First came RieDzi, bareheaded, but otherwise in

full armor, accompanied, strange to say, by the papal vicar,

Raymond, bishop of Orvieto, whose ostensible duty would

have been to repress such demonstrations, but whose weak

nature had yielded to the ascendency of superior genius.

Next marched four standard-bearers,—three displaying the

emblems of liberty, justice, and peace, and the fourth earn

ing the time-worn remnants of the flag of St. George. Then

came a hundred men-at-arms, and nearly all Rome fell into

line as the procession joyfully wended its way to the Capi-

toline. From this historic hill the " liberator " made one

of his fervent addresses, and then deliberately read his new

constitution. The citizens were to be guaranteed from all

oppression by the barons ; a citizen militia was to be en

rolled, and a navy was to protect the coasts ; the nobles

were to keep the roads safe, but no patrician could have a

fortress or stockade within the walls; justice was to be

prompt : no trial was to be prolonged beyond a fortnight ;

the government would establish granaries for the benefit of

the' poor ; widows and orphans, especially, if made such by

war, were to be at the charge of the state ; each commune

was to send two representatives to a general congress in

Rome, and an Italian confederation was to be promoted ;

above all, the Pope-King was to return to his See and capi

tal. The people gladly acclaimed these provisions ; the two

senators, Sciarra Colonna and John Orsini, were chased

from the Capitol ; and Rienzi, joined ostensibly in authority

with the papal vicar, at once assumed a dictatorship.

Quick work was made with the barons. When Stephen

Colonna, then at Corneto, heard of the revolution operated

by a person whom he had regarded as merely a buffoon, he
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rushed back to Rome, only to receive an order to withdraw

at once. He tore the missive to shreds, exclaiming, " If this

fool makes me mad, he shall be pitched from the windows

of the Capitol ! " But Rienzi caused the great bell to be

rung : the people rushed to arms, and Stephen was lucky

in saving his life by a precipitate flight to his fortress of

Palestrina, accompanied by only one retainer. The dictator

immediately ordered all the barons to retire to their castles

in the country,—a command which was gladly obeyed, after

the discomfited nobles had sworn not to disturb the roads,

not to harbor malefactors, and not to do any injury to the

" good estate."

Rienzi at once notified the Pontiff, the emperor,- the king

of France, and the Italian powers, of his accession to the

tribunate. The two rivals, Louis of Bavaria and Charles of

Luxemburg, and Queen Jane of Naples, received his ambas

sadors with honor ; Florence, Siena, and Perugia sent him

troops ; the cities of Umbria sent deputies for his congress ;

Gaeta gave him 10,000 golden florins—a very large sum at that

time—and the sovereignty of the .city ; Venice and Luchino

Visconti declared themselves his allies ; but the Pepoli of

Bologna, the Esti of Modena, the Scala of Verona, the Gon-

zaga of Mantua, the Malatesta of Rimini, and other sovereign

princes, at first regarded him as a lunatic. Philip VI., of

France, wrote to him as if writing to a trader, and sent the

letter by a common soldier. The court of Avignon was

somewhat disturbed when it received the couriers of "Nicho

las the severe and clement, the illustrious liberator of the Holy

Roman Republic, the tribune of liberty, peace and justice,"

swearing fidelity to the Holy See, and begging for pontifical

recognition ; but prudence bade Clement VI. to send letters

to Bishop Raymond and to the Roman people, accepting the

new constitution, although condemning its irregular and rev

olutionary origin, and reserving to himself future liberty of

action.

News came to Avignon of the comparatively contented

state of Rome ; justice reigned, for crime was punished with

out exception of persons. The tribune had created a " cham

ber of justice and peace " for the enforcement of the ancient
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:.:..". :x;w revived law of retaliation—lex talionis,—and its

judges were chosen from among the most irreproachable of

the plebeians. This method of satisfying for injuries was so

enthusiastically accepted by the Romans that, according to

the Life by Fortifiocca, its exercise became a fanaticism (1).

Once more, however, the peasant cultivated his fields in

security ; again the pilgrim made his unmolested journey to

the tomb of the Apostles. The hitherto truculent barons

could rage only in secret. One alone, John de Vico, lord of

Viterbo, dared to resist Rienzi ; but his towns were taken,

his property confiscated ; he was forced to swear, on the Body

of Christ, submission to the Roman people, and only then

was he allowed to resume his lordship under the tribunitial

suzerainty. Facts such as these made a good impression at

Avignon, and Petrarch took up his pen to felicitate Rienzi.

Some critics have denied that the poet had the tribune in

his mind when he wrote that most beautiful of his works,

Spiri/o Gentile ; but, be that as it may—and the affirmative

arguments are by far the stronger,—the letters of Petrarch

to Rienzi show that he regarded the tribune's enterprise as

restorative of that Roman grandeur which was the unique

object of his own aspirations : " Your letters are read by

every prelate of the court ; every one copies them. One

would think that they had come from heaven, or at least from

the antipodes ; for when the courier arrives there is a strug

gle to obtain his missives, and the oracles of Apollo were

never so variously interpreted. Your enterprise is wonder

ful, and you are free from all blame ; for you have shown at

once your own great courage and the majesty of the Roman

people, without any want of respect to the Supreme Pontiff.

It is incumbent on a prudent man like yourself to recon

cile these things, which apparently are contradictory . . . You

have shown no craven fear, still less any mad presumption

(1) When the adversaries were brought to this " chamber of peace," each swore to leave

it reconciled. Then the offended party rendered injury for injury to the offender,—liter-

idly. " an eye for un eye, a tooth for a tooth." An embrace followed, and enmity was at an

end. Once a man, who had just gouged out another's eye. ran to the tribunal voluntari

ly ; und when his victim appeared he fell on his knees, turning up his face for the retaliatory

treatment. The injured man refused the proffered satisfaction ; then ensued a struggle

between " justiie " and charity ; and dually the culprit left with both eyes, a fast friend of

the other.
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.... We know not which to admire the more, your deeds or

your style of speech. Men say that you act like Brutus and

talk like Cicero. . . . Do not abandon your magnanimous under

taking .... You have laid solid foundations—truth, peace,

justice, and liberty. . . . It is well known that I warmly defend

the justice of your tribunate and the sincerity of your in

tentions .... Romulus founded Rome, Brutus gave her liberty,

Camillus raised her from her ruins ; you, illustrious man,

have done more than all this ! Romulus surrounded Ro"me

with weak walls, but you give her inexpugnable ramparfc.

Brutus delivered her from one tyrant ; you have freed her from

innumerable opjjressors. Camillus raised her from smoking

ashes ; you have raised her from ruins under which even hope

had perished. Hail, then, our Romulus, our Brutus, our

Camillus ! Hail, restorer of our freedom, peace, and con

cord!"

Wiser men than Petrarch had observed that Rienzi was

merely a child of capricious fortune and not her master ;

that " his enterprise was fantastic, and could not last (1) " ;

and that his own affectations were fast alienating from him

his only sure trust, the love of the Roman people. This

plebeian, who had discoursed eloquently on the simplicity of

the ancient Quirites, on the sublime devotion of the Con

script Fathers, manifested more selfishness than any baron

of them all, and displayed a luxury more fastidious than

that of any contemporary monarch ; even his wife never

showed herself unattended by ladies of honor, whose chief

duty was to fan the flies from her face. To the title of

" severe and clement tribune " he soon joined, even in his

correspondence with the Pontiff, those of " august," "knight

of the Holy Ghost," and " zelator llaliit (2)." He even

usurped the prerogative of a supreme ruler by coining money

with the stamp of his own effigy. His ambition was over

weening, but his common-sense soon became infinitesimal.

There was no absurdity, perhaps, in his notifying the inde

pendent cities ol Italy that he had conferred Roman citizen-

(1) John Villani, HiaUvry of his Own Times.

(2) Under date of August 5 1347. he signs himself, Candidatwt. Spiriius Sancti ruflo.

Nirnlaus ^everiut el c/emens. liberator Urbin, zrJntor Itfdid. nmahir (trhtH, et triinmvs

augxi*tus, se nd pedum oscuiti bentorui6.
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ship on all their inhabitants, and that on the feast of the

Assumption they would be called on to exercise their right

of suffrage in the election of an emperor. Such a studied

ignoring of the pontifical authority—the only reason for the

existence of the Holy Roman Empire—might not have been,

to some minds, insanely extravagant ; but when he doffed

the mask, and showed that the end of all his patriotism was

the imperial crown for himself, he should have demeaned

himself with becoming dignity.

Tricks of the theatre may not be necessarily displeasing

in a leader of men, but they must not be their own end.

The great Napoleon relied much on this species of adventi

tious impressiveness—witness his smashing the vase at the

feet of the dismayed Austrian agent ; and his exhibition

before Pius VII., moving the gentle Pontiff to comment,

" How well he acts ! " But Napoleon had an ever-present

ulterior object, which his histrionic efforts were calculated

and intended to unfold ; the exhibitions of Rienzi were sim

ply destructive of his most intimate hopes, and in their

manifestations he received the same kind of applause that

cheers the mountebank or the clown. Commodus perform

ing in the ring was no more of an anomaly than Rienzi was

in his reception of knighthood or in his citation of Louis of

Bavaria. On the eve of the former ceremony, celebrated

with unprecedented pomp in the Lateran Basilica, he bathed

in the famous porphyry vase in which Constautine was said

to have bathed after his cure from leprosy by Pope St. Sylves

ter I. Of a piece with this extravagance for its mock

solemnity was his citation of the rivals, Louis of Bavaria

and Charles of Luxemburg. While Mass was being cele

brated in the chapel of Pope Boniface, he advanced toward

the people and cried in a loud voice: " Know ye that we

hereby summon before ourselves Louis of Bavaria and

Charles, king of Bohemia, who style themselves emper

ors ; as well as all the electors of the empire ; in order that

the former may allege the foundations of their claim, and

that the latter may prove that right of nomination to the

empire which has always belonged to the Roman people

alone." A notary immediately drew up the citations in
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form, anil they were sent to the princes concerned. Then

Rienzi ihew his sword, and, striking the air thrice toward

various parts of the earth, exclaimed : " This is mine, this

is mine, this is mine ! " In the MS. I.ife published by Bzovi-

us it is asserted—and most historians repeat the asser

tion—that the tribune summoned also the Pope and the

Sacred College ; but the original act contains no such cita

tion ; and, what is more convincing, among the charges at

the trial of Rienzi such folly is not mentioned. When the

dazed Raymond had recovered his senses, he endeavored to

undo the work of his " colleague " by a notarial protest;

but the infatuated tribune ordered the trumpets to blare,

and soon afterward told the weak prelate that his occupa

tion was gone. It is perhaps needless to state that neither the

imperial rivals nor any of the electors noticed this ebullition.

The tribunitial regime had been in force only a few weeks

when the diminished enthusiasm of the people prompted

Rienzi to inaugurate a reign of terror. Such a course could

be more safely pursued with the barons as victims, and their

wealth was necessary to so luxurious a system as he followed.

Accordingly, on September 14, he invited Stephen Colonna

to dine with him at the Capitol ; and having, on various pre

texts, induced many of the principal nobles to meet the old bar

on, he seized their persons and thrust them into separate dun

geons, charging them with conspiracy against the " good

estate." A friar was sent to each with the intimation that

death would be his portion the next morning , and all pre

pared for the solemn change, excepting old Stephen, who

said that he was not ready to die. But influential persons

represented to Rienzi the foolishness of his conduct, and he

fancied that he might retract and yet profit by the situation.

When, therefore, an immense multitude had assembled to

witness the execution, they were treated instead to another

of the tribune's theatrical pettinesses. He ascended the

red-covered platform, preached a sermon on the text, " for

give us our trespasses," and declared that he not only forgave

the culprits, but intended to bind them by ties of gratitude

to the " good estate," making this one duke of the Campagna,

that one duke of Tuscany, another consul, and so on. The
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proceedings terminated with a splendid banquet. But the

barons were not deceived by this affectation of clemency.

The Colonna hastened to Marino, then a powerful fortress,

and were soon joined by their ancient foes, the Orsini.

Einaldo Orsini took Nepi by assault, and his brother Giorda

no ravaged the Campagna even to the walls of Rome. Rienzi

was no soldier, but the murmurs of the people led him to

make a pretence of taking the field He confined his opera

tions to a parade around the walls of Marino, a devastation

of its outlying territory, and a return to the capital to receive

the honors of a " triumph." On November 20, Stephen Col

onna suffered a defeat at Porta San Lorenzo ; but, instead of

following up his advantage, the tribune took another " tri

umph," exhibiting himself at the Capitol with crown on head

and sceptre in hand ; and having drawn his bloodless sword,

he wiped it on his skirt and exclaimed : " I have cut the ears

from heads which neither Pope nor emperor has dared to

touch ! " And the next morning he visited the scene of the

late engagement, and observing a pool of water yet tinted by

the blood of Stephen Colonna, who had there perished, to

gether with his son Gianni, he beckoned his own son Lorenzo

to his side, and made him the centre of another theatrical

tableau. Telling his officers to strike the young man on

the shoulder with the flats of their swords, he dipped his

own hand in the bloody pool, and, sprinkling Lorenzo,

thus knighted him : " Be thou hereafter the knight of

victory ! " To the credit of the knights in his retinue, be it

remembered that nearly all of them immediately left his

service.

While Rienzi was thus trifling with his fate, the Holy See

had been content with giving him full liberty, subject to the

surveillance of Cardinal Bertrand de Deux, the legate at

Naples. But the good impression he had made on the pon

tifical court was short-lived, despite his reformatory pretences

and his protestations of fealty to the Pope-King. Even

Petrarch, who had so extravagantly deployed his pompous

phrases in eulogizing his protege, was compelled to admit, in

a letter written to his friend Lcelius on November 22 : "I

have read a copy of the tribune's letter, and I am dismayed
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at his conduct (1). Patience having ceased to be a virtue

in the premises, Pope Clement VI. wrote to the legate, in

structing him to order Rienzi to withdraw his absurd citation

of the imperial rivals, to dissolve his league with the king

((f Hungary against Queen Jane of Naples, to cease in his dis

respect to the papal vicar, and to protect the barons as well

as the people in their rights. If he obeyed, he was to con

tinue in the tribunate, but conjointly with the vicar Raymond,

or some other to be chosen according to circumstances ; if he

resisted, he was to be deposed from office and excommuni

cated ; and if the people persisted in his support, the city was

to be interdicted.

Bertrand proceeded to Rome and interviewed Rienzi, but

received only insolent replies ; whereupon he retired to

Montefiascone and launched the decree of excommunication,

publishing at the same time an address from the Pontiff to

the Romans, exhorting them to throw off the yoke of an ex

travagant adventurer and a rebel. Then Rienzi yielded,

abandoning his pretensions concerning the empire, renounc

ing all sovereignty over the Romans, and resigning- all his

grandiloquent titles (2). The legate reinstated Rienzi and

the bishop of Orvieto in the tribunate ; but the enthusiasm

of the people wjis a thing of the past, and the barons had

planned a counter-revolution. On the night of December

16, there resounded throughout the city cries of " Live the

Colonna ! Death to the tribune ! " Rienzi caused the great

bell of the Capitol to be rung ; but, although it rang all

night, the people remained unmoved. A few of his devoted

j-etainers attacked Minorbino, palatine of Altamura in Naples,

who had placed himself at the head of the baronial forces ; but

they were defeated. Then Rienzi lost all heart, save for

impressive appearances—which spirit, indeed, was to actuate

him to his dv'ing hour,—and he went through the farce of

resigning his office. Addressing the few who were with him

as well as his tears would permit, he said : " I have governed

justly, and it is only envy that blames me. Resume the

sovereign power which you gave me seven months ago."

(1) Her. Fam., epist. vII.

• Oil John Villani, h. xil.. r. 10*.—IUynald, OH, nos. 1S, et seqq.—Papkncordt, loc. eft.
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Then be mounted his horse, and, followed by his body-guard,

with flying banners and playing musicians, he rode to Castel

San Angelo. After trying in vain to revive the faith of the

Romans in his destiny (1), he fled to Naples, where his ally,'

the king of Hungary, had just defeated Queen Jane, and who

was the more willing to protect him, since the Pontiff had

honorably welcomed the vanquished princess.

But the plague forced the Hungarian to retreat to his own

country, and the ex-tribune returned to Rome toward the

end of 1348. He was not disturbed; but he soon sought an

asylum among a community of Franciscans " of the striot

observance," at Monte Majella in the Apennines. This com

munity was a remnant of that rebellious portion of the

Franciscan family which had separated from the Order to

follow their whims concerning religious poverty, and which

had been anathematized by Pope John XXII., both for this

reason and for their profession of the errors of Oliva. Here

he was visited by a certain friar Angelo, a personage whom

the " Spirituals " held in great esteem for sanctity, and who,

although Rienzi had communicated his name to none of the

community, at once pronounced it, and told him that God

had resolved to regenerate the world through the work of

the emperor Charles IV. and his own ; that therefore he

should at once consult the emperor. Rienzi resolved, as he

told Charles in a letter written in July, 1350, to obey the

divine commands. But before manifesting this intention,

the ex-tribune tried his independent fortune by two attempts

in Rome during the first part of that year. The immense

multitudes thronging to the Eternal City for the Jubilee (2)

seemed to promise many favorable occasions for a resurrec

tion of the tribunate ; but Rienzi's two coups de main—au

attack on the palace of the legate, Cardinal Ceccano, and

another against that prelate's person—ended only in his re-

excommunication and flight. Then he set out in disguise

(1) He exhibited ou the wall of the Church of the Magdalen a picture representing an an

gel with the arms of Rome, treading on a lion, a dragon, and a basilisk. But the populace

covered it with mud.

(2) Matthew Villani (b. I., c. 50) says that during the Paschal season there were at one time

over 1,200,000 piigrims, and at Pentecost S00,000 ; on uo day during the year were there less

than 200,000 foreigners. These piigrims nearly all camped in the streets, and with perfect

order.
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for Prague, where the emperor Charles was residing. Hav

ing obtained an audience, he unfolded the prophecies of Friar

Angelo, to the effect that a great persecution against the

clergy was imminent; that the next Pope, chosen from

among the poor, would erect at Rome a temple to the Holy

Ghost, more beautiful than that of Solomon ; that after fifteen

years the entire world would profess one faith under one

pastor ; that the Pope, the emperor, and Rienzi formed an

image of the Trinity on earth, and therefore the emperor

should rule in the West and Rienzi in the East. Then Rienzi

offered to return to Rome, to open the way for Charles. The

monarch penetrated his visitor's incognito, and Rienzi, hav

ing admitted his identity, was ordered to reduce his views

to writing. When this was done, the prelates and many

theologians, who exanjined the document, declared that it at

least smacked of heresy, whereupon Charles consigned

Rienzi to the custody of the archbishop of Prague until the

pontifical pleasure should be signified. According to the

will of Clement VI., the ex-tribune was sent to Avignon in

July, 1351. " This once redoubted tribune," writes Petrarch

to the prior of the church of the Holy Apostles in Florence,

" now the most unfortunate of men, has been brought here as a

captive. He who from a distance once caused the wicked

to tremble, who filled the good with hope, has entered the

Roman court humiliated and despised ; he to whom the

greatest lords of Italy paid honor walked between two jailers."

During the consideration of his case, Cola di Rienzi was

confined in a cell in the upper part of the tower of Trouillas.

His food was the same as that of the Pope, and books were fur

nished him in abundance (1). It would appear that Charles

IV. communicated none of Rienzi's plans or fraticelli doc

trines to the Pontiff ; and, says Christophe, "we must not

confound the real errors of these friars (which Rienzi's letter

to Friar Angelo shows him to have certainly embraced) with

the one charged to him toward the end of his tribunate, and

which Clement VI., in his address to the Romans, reduced

to this proposition : ' The city of Rome and the Universal

Church are one and the same thing." But a matter of so

(1) Fragments, b. 1I., c. xIIl.
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little importance would not have been seriously regarded as

a heresy." Petrarch informs us that the judges examined

only two charges— that of having tried to withdraw the Roman

States from the papal domination, and of having sustained

that the Holy Roman Empire, as well as the election thereto

of its emperor and its suzerainty, belonged to the Roman

people. Only the clemency of the Pontiff saved Rienzi from

a traitor's death. Petrarch says that the culprit's escape

was due to the discovery that he was a great poet, and the

judges could not bring themselves to condemn a poet. This

singular discovery might deceive the populace ; but no sen

sible person, not even Petrarch himself, would credit it.

Rienzi never composed a single verse. We can only sup

pose, therefore, that his acquittal was due to the Pope's

kindness. He was restored to freedom, but was forbidden

to leave Avignon.

Meanwhile the Eternal City had again become the scene

of factions. The government instituted by the legate, Ber-

trand de Deux, very soon vanished, and once more brigandage

was the order of the day. On December 26, 1350, the dis

gusted people, guided by a few wise men, assembled in the

basilica of St. Mary Major, and determined to vest authority

in an absolute hand. Having selected one John Cerroni, a

man of integrity, they rushed to the Capitol, expelled the

senator, Luca Savelli, and forced all the nobles to recognize

their choice ; while he, in turn, swore fidelity to the Holy

See before the papal vicar. But Cerroni held office only

twenty months ; he felt his own weakness, he could not bear

the derision of the nobility, and hence resigned. The fac

tions now resumed their sway. On September 14, 1351, the

people again seized the Capitol, and, seducedby the eloquence

of Francis Baroncelli—called lo schiavo, or " the slave," a

senatorial scrivener,—restored the tribunate in the person of

this demagogue. For a time there was order, but the new

master soon played the tyrant ; riots followed, and in one of

them ha perished. But while yet in power, Baroncelli was

the unconscious cause of Rienzi's restoration to the tribunate.

Pope Clement VI. was called to his reward on the 5th of

December, 1352 ; he was succeeded by Stephen Aubert,
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bishop of Ostia and Velletri, and grand penitentiary of the

Roman Church, who took the name of Innocent VI. At

that moment the temporal authority of the pope-kings in

the Roman States had become, thanks to the blunder of

Clement V., almost a thing of the past (1). To remedy this

state of affairs, the new Pontiff dispatched the celebrated

cardinal Albornoz into Italy with extraordinary powers : he

was to repress heresy, restore the honor of the priesthood,

elevate the dignity of worship, banish political and social

disorder, succor the poor, force a restitution of all territory

stolen from the Holy See, and restore its sovereign and

suzerain authority. How well he succeeded, after a strug

gle of fifteen years, is detailed by secular historians ; we

wish only to allude to his connection with Rienzi (2).

While Albornoz was resting at Montefiascone, and super

intending the fortification of that place—which he intended

to make a base of operations for an aggressive campaign

against the usurpers of the Papal States,—a deputation of

Romans waited upon him, begging his immediate aid in

preventing some other Baroncelli from again seizing on the

Capitol. At this juncture the legate was informed that

Rienzi was entering the camp, bearing letters from the Pon

tiff. Having learned of the usurpation of Baroncelli, Inno

cent VI. had resolved to oppose the old tribune to the new

one ; he thought, said he to the vice-legate Harpajon, that

Rienzi, taught by adversity, would abandon the romantic

for the practical, and would sincerely direct his talents for

the good of the Roman Church and the Roman people.

Albornoz had now no need of Rienzi, Baroncelli having fal

len ; and, besides, he had little confidence either in the ex-

tribune's talent or his sincerity. Hence he did not send

him to Rome, but to Perugia ; taking care also, while assign

ing him a comfortable revenue, that it should be one which

would furnish small resources to ambition. However, acci

dent aided Rienzi. For several years one of the most

famous condottieri in Europe, Fra Moreale, a Knight Hos

pitaller of St. John— leading, however, a life in no way

(1) The only cities where it was fully recognlzed-were Monteflaseone. in the Patrimony,

ana Montefaicone, in the Ducby of Spoleto. See Baluze, Vita: Paparum, vol. I., p. -S3.

(2) See Note in our vol. 1., p. 517.
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conforming to his religious profession,—had been amassing

an enormous fortune by pillaging throughout Italy (1). Just

about this time be had deposited his capital in the banks

of Perugia, and his two brothers, Arimbaldo and Brettone,

were engaged in its investment. Rienzi formed their ac

quaintance, and, taking advantage of a romantic disposition

on the part of Arimbaldo, he seduced his imagination with

the prospect of immortal glorv, to be attained by a revival

of the majesty of ancient Rome. Rienzi would at once

make him a Roman citizen, and appoint him grand captain

of the Roman forces. Arimbaldo therefore, loaned the ad

venturer 3,000 florins, and prevailed on Moreale to advance

4,000. Then Rienzi donned au ermine robe, knightly spurs,

etc., and, accompanied by the two brothers, waited on Al-

bornoz again at Montefiascone, and demanded the senator-

ship of Rome. Iu the legate's camp there were a great

many Romans, who now seemed to remember only the

favorable side of Rienzi's former administration ; again, the

cardinal had experienced the inability of Guido d'Isola,

the senator whom he had appointed (2). Rienzi was there

fore made senator; and, followed by about five hundred

soldiers, whom Malatesta of Rimini had just dismissed, be

set out for Rome.

Had Rienzi beeu another Scipio Africanus, he could not

have been received by the Romans with more idolatrous

enthusiasm. Nearly all the inhabitants went out as far as

Monte Mario to meet him. Olive-branches, sign of victory

and peace, were in every hand. The entire route to the

Capitol was decorated with triumphal arches ; and, as time

had not permitted that degree of ornamentation which their

hearts would have furnished, the women covered these

arches with their daintiest robes. The soil trodden by the

procession could not be seen, so thickly was it strewn with

flowers ; and hundreds of choirs sang the glories of the

" liberator." Arrived at the Capitol, Rienzi pronounced one

(1) His first reputation was gained In the service of King Louis of Hungary in Naples.

Forced to surrender Aversa, where he was royal vicar, in 1352, he served a while under the

papal standard against John of Vico, and then became a freebiioter.

i2) F.nistle of Albornoz to Innocent VI., in the arehivesof the Albornoz College at Bologna,

cit.'d by Chrislophe.
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of his grandiloquent harangues, named Arimbaldo and

Brettone leaders and standard-bearers of the Roman armies,

and dispatched news of his accession to all the cities and

feudatories of the papal dominions. Never had ruler a

more promising prospect than that now open before Rienzi ;

but a few days showed that experience had taught him

Dothing: Armed guards constantly accompanied him ; his

profuse expenditures exhausted the treasury, and he levied

new and exorbitant taxes ; he became a glutton and a drunk

ard, and ere long his inflamed visage and ungainly frame

excited disgust. Not only did he neglect to pay Moreale

the money advanced, but he extorted further sums, and

reduced Arimbaldo and Brettone to penury. When More-

ale himself came to Rome to insist on his dues, he was

arrested, tried, and decapitated, under pretext of his many

depredations. The undoubted guilt of the ex-Hospitaller

might have neutralized the indignation felt by the Romans

because of Rienzi's ingratitude ; but while the scaffold yet

reeked with the blood of the brigand, it received another

victim in the person of Pandolfuccio di Guido, a citizen

universally esteemed for probity and wisdom, whose only

crime was his popularity.

The once loved Rienzi now inspired only hate and fear.

But his vanity led him to regard the sombre silence around

him as indicative of unlimited submission, and not as the

token of popular anger. Every day saw some new victim

dragged off to the Capitol there to lose life or fortune ; and

scarcely two months from the day of his restoration, horror

lost its stupefying influence on the people, and they arose

in their might to administer punishment. On the morning

of October 8, 1354, says Matthew Villaui (1), the tribune,

yet in his bed, was washing his face with Greek wine, when

he heard shouts of " Live the people ! " Soon great numbers

of armed men invested the Capitol, and the cry went up,

" Death to the traitor Rienzi ! " At first the tribune scorned

to notice the rioters ; he would not order the great bell to be

rung, to summon such of his partisans as remained faith-

(1) FortWom( ascribes the awakening of the people to even an earlier date—Septem

ber H. —but the best critics follow Vlllanl in this matter.
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ful (1). When he realized his danger, he found that of all

his council and even of- his body servants three alone re

mained with him. It may have been true courage, or his

ever dominant love of the theatrical, or even a mixture of

both, which now inspired Rienzi ; but he put on his armor,

and, taking the standard of the people in his hand, he went

out onto the main balcony of the palace. Raising his hand

to command silence, he once more essayed the magic of his

eloquence ; but a shower of missiles fell around him, his right

arm was wounded, and the redoubled yells of the furious

multitude rendered his voice powerless. Returning to his

room, Rienzi excogitated and abandoned many plans to

retain his position, or at least secure his safety ; and the

palace was already in flames, and the outer doors forceJ,

when he threw off his armor and all the insignia of his dig

nity, cut off his beard, stained his countenance, put on the

dress of a peasant, and, throwing a mattress on his shoulders

as though he were one of the pillagers now at work in the

palace, he mixed in the crowd, and was already out on the

square, when his golden bracelets, forgotten in the excite

ment, attracted attention. Being questioned as to his

identity, he admitted that he was the tribune. Rough hands

dragged him to the Steps of the Linn, where he had pro

nounced so many sentences of death ; but during an entire

hour, while he was exposed to the scoffs of the mob, no vio

lence was offered him. At length one Francis del Vecchio

plunged his sword to the hilt into the abdomen of the un

fortunate man ; a notary named Trejo cut off his head ; the

crowd fell on, cut the body to pieces, and finally cast them

into the flames.

Thus perished Cola di Rienzi,—a warning to all who

would fain resuscitate ideas which are repugnant to those of

their age, or unadapted to the spirit of the society in which

they move. It were unjust to Rienzi to compare him to the

Red Shirt of modern Italian demagogism ; although, like

that filibuster, he could excite a revolution, while unable to

(t) The insurgents were principally from the quarters of rastel Sant' Angelo. Rlpa, and

Colonna. where the Savelll and Colonna families had great influence. In the other

rUmi, Rienzi's friends were more numerous.
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direct it. He was a learned man, but was wanting in policy.

Character he had, and yet he was a braggart. However,

his figure will always be prominent in history; for in his en

terprise there was a grandeur which must ever distinguish it

from the common run of revolutions.

CHAPTER XLI.

WYCLIFFE.

In the year 1365 a priest named John Wycliffe obtained

from Archbishop Islip the wardenship of Canterbury Hall,

lately founded at Oxford by that prelate ; and he excluded

from the establishment the monk Wodehall, who had en

joyed the position since 1363. Islip died a few months

afterward, and the new primate, Simon I.angham, ordered

Wycliffe to make way for Wodehall, contending that the ap

pointment of a secular priest was contrary to the original

charter of the Hall. Wycliffe vainly appealed to Rome ; and

to this defeat his contemporaries attribute his bitterness

toward the Roman court and the monastic Orders. He soon

received the living of Lutterworth, but continued to lecture at

Oxford. His first onslaught on the friarS was to the ef

fect that a mendicant life was contrary to the Gospel ; and

when the religious replied that Christ was supported by

alms, he answered that our Lord received, but did not ask.

Soon he declared that the entire clergy " were clioked with

the tallow of worldly goods, and therefore were hypocrites

and Antichrists " (1). The priests being sinners, it was the

duty of the laity to seize their possessions. To propagate

these and other errors, which we shall soon describe, Wyc

liffe organized a band of fanatics whom he styled " poor

priests," men with bare feet, coarsely clad, whom he sent

over the land as preachers. In 1377 Pope Gregory XI. or

dered Sudbury, archbishop of Canterbury, to summon Wyc

liffe before his tribunal, and when the mandate was issued,

the agitator presented himself, accompanied by the royal

duke of Lancaster, and Percy, the lord-marshal. ThatLan-

(1) HYmkr. vll., 41.
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caster's object was the intimidation of the bishops, was at

once manifested by his ordering them to allow Wycliffe to sit

down (1). Oourtenay, bishop of London, had sufficient spirit

to refuse the demand, and Lancaster became insolent ;

whereupon the spectators rushed to the defence of their pas

tor, and only Courtenay's interposition saved the life of the

duke. But the court evinced very little zeal and courage ;

it simply reprimanded Wycliffe, and ordered iiim to be si

lent thereafter on such matters as had caused trouble.

This impunity encouraged the innovator to broach new

errors. He attacked the ceremonies of worship, the monas

tic vows, the devotion to saints, the free will of man, the au

thority of Councils, etc. Nineteen propositions, taken from

his teachings, having been submitted to the Holy See in

1377, they were condemned. A court met on Dec. 28, under

the presidency of the primate, and Wycliffe read his defence,

first signifying his readiness to submit to the decisions of

the Church. He then took up the propositions condemned at

Bome, explaining and qualifying them with quibbles. Thus,

whereas he had taught that " charters of perpetual inher

itance were impossible ; that even God could not give to

man civil possessions forever," he declared that by "for

ever " he meant " after the day of judgment." Again, hav

ing contended that " if there is a God, temporal lords may

lawfully and meritoriously take the possessions of a sinful

Church," he explained that in such a case the secular lords

would not act of their own authority ; they would act by

command of God (2). The innovator was again dismissed,

with an injunction to abstain from ambiguous language ; aud

quite naturally he regarded this farce as a triumph, and

even presumed to forward the propositions censured by

Gregory XI. to that Pontiff's successor, offering to sustain

their orthodoxy. In the meantime the Great Western

Schism caused the Wycliffe affair to be dropped for some

(1) Lancaster's object in espousing the cause of Wycliffe was to so emharrass the bishops as

ti prevent them from insisting that justice should be done to the bishop of Winchester,

whom Judge Shtpworth. a creature of the duke, had deprived of his temporalities. For

some time, owing to the age of Edward III. and the Illness of the prince of Wa les. Lancaster

had held the reins of power, and had given signs of that policy which. in the following

i' lgn, was to cause the " Wars of the Roses."

CI) Wa1.SINOham. UTi.
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years, and gave the agitator opportunity to increase the

number of his followers. The famous insurrection of the

Commons occurred in 1381, and the " poor priests " of Wyc-

liffe were not backward in fomenting the discontent. The

peasants were naturally pleased with the doctrine that all

right to property is founded in grace alone ; and that no sin

ful man can claim the services of another. In June nearly

all the men of Essex arose in revolt under the leadership of

an itinerant priest who called himself Jack Straw ; the men

of Kent followed, under the command of Wat Tyler and a

preacher named John Ball (1). The insurgents, a hundred

thousand strong, listened eagerly to the instructions of the

Wycliffite chaplain, which were to rid themselves of all

office-holders, from the archbishop and all nobles, down to

the last of the magistrates. Promising to make Ball pri

mate and chancellor of the state, the mob set about their

work of destruction. Every judge, lawyer, etc., whom they

captured was decapitated ; so was Archbishop Sudbury,

and his head fixed on London Bridge. When finally the

insurrection was crushed, men began to realize the neces

sity of repressing the doctrines which had been mainly re

sponsible for its excesses.

One of the the first measures of Courtenay, thenew primate,

was the convocation of a synod to take action in regard to

the new heresy. Twenty-four of the Wycliffite propositions

were condemned, and Wycliffe himself was deprived by the

king of all right to teach. An appeal of the agitator to par

liament only alienated many of his partisans; even Lancaster

urged him to submit to the synodical decision. He yielded

and retired to his rectory of Lutterworth. Here, on Dec.

29, 1384, while assisting at Mass, he was stricken with apo.

plexy, and died two days afterward. Lingard says of the

character and sentiments of Wycliffe : " Exemplary in his

morals, he declaimed against vice with the freedom and

severity of an apostle ; but, whether it were policy or preju

dice, he directed his bitterest invectives almost exclusively

(1) Knyghton styles Ball the precursor of Wyclllle, for he had become an itinerant some

years before the latter began his innovations. He had been excommunicated by archbish

ops Isilp. Langham. and Sudbury, and when Wycliffe started on his heretical career. Ball

adopted most of his Ideas. Wilkins, Counciis, ill., 64. 152. Walsinoium, !fT5.
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against the clergy. His itinerant priests formed, indeed,

an honorable exception ; they were true evangelical preach

ers ; but the rest, the Pope, bishops, dignitaries, and the

whole body of the ' clerks pensioners,' were no better than

liars and fiends, hypocrites and traitors, heretics and Anti

christs. . . . He contended that they were bound to lead a

life of poverty, like their Master (1) .... It will not excite sur

prise if doctrines so prejudicial to their interests, alarmed

and irritated the clergy. They appealed for protection to

the king and the Pontiff; but though their reputations and

fortunes were at stake, they sought not to revenge them

selves on their adversary, but were content with an order

for his removal from the university to reside on his own

living. If the reader allot to him the praise of courage, he

cannot refuse to them the praise of moderation."

The following are the twenty-four Wycliffian propositions

condemned by the synod of London in 1382. The qualifica

tion of heretical was affixed to : I. The substance of the bread

and wine remains after the consecration in the Sacrament of

the Altar. II. After the consecration, in the same Sacrament,

the accidents do not remain without a subject. III. Christ is

not identically, truly, and really present in body in the same

Sacrament. IV. Bishops or priests who are in mortal sin do

not confer Sacraments. V. If a person be properly contrite,

auricular confession is superfluous. VI. There is no Script

ural proof that Christ instituted the Mass. VII. God must

obey thedevil. VIII. If the Pope is a prestidigitator and a bad

man, and hence a limb of Satan, he has no power over the

faithful, unless perchance that given him by Caesar. IX. Af

ter Urban VI. no one is to be recognized as Pope ; like the

Greek schismatics, we are to live under our own laws. X.

Temporal possessions are forbidden to ecclesiastics by Script

ure. The following propositions were censured as errone

ous : I. No prelate should excommunicate a person unless

he knows that God has so done. II. He who does this be

comes a heretic. III. A prelate who excommunicates a cleric

who appeals to the king or the royal council, is, by the very

(1) In bis Trialogue, iv., 15, Wycitffe says that the man who flrst taught it to be lawful

to endow cburchmen was the worst of heretics and Antichrists.
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fact, a traitor to God, the king, and the nation. IV. They

who, because of excommunication by men, cease preaching

or hearing the word of God, are themselves excommunicated.

V. Any priest or deacon may preach without permission of

Pope or bishop. VI. No person is a lord in civil matters, or

a bishop or prelate, while he is in mortal sin. VII. Tempor

al lords may take away, as they will, the goods of delinquent

ecclesiastics; and the people may correct, as they will, their

delinquent superiors. VIII. Tithes are merely alms, and par

ishioners may withhold them from siuful pastors. IX. Speiial

prayers applied by prelates or religious to one person are of

no more avail than genera1 prayers, other things being equal.

X. By the very fact of entering into a religious Order, a

person becomes more incapable of obeying the command

ments of God. XI. Those who founded religious Orders,

whether mendicant or not, committed sin in so doing. XII.

The members of religious Orders do not belong to the

Christian religion. XIII. A friar should obtain his living by

the labor of his hands. XIV. He who gives alms to a friar is

excommunicated, as well as the recipient.

The following errors should also be noted. Every creat

ure is God (1). God can produce nothing besides what He

does produce (2). God cannot amplify or diminish the uni

verse, nor can He create souls beyond a certain number (3^.

God cannot reduce any creature to nothing (4). The term

a quo of creation is not mere nothing, but the most perfect

esse of the thing created, that is, its ideal esse ; for the power

of God does not extend itself to nothing (5).' God gives only

to the just (6). All things happen from absolute necessity,

and God necessitates every creature to its every action (7).

The human nature of Christ, independent of the Word, is to

be adored with lutria : even if the Word were to relinquish

it, it should be so adored (8). Peter and the Roman Pon

tiffs, of whom some were probably the devil, are not at the

head of the Church (9). The election of the Pope by the

(1) Jews, c. 111.—ThOmaS WaI.dkn, T. I., b. I., c. 1. (2) Trialngue. b. 1.. o. il.

(3) Waldkn, c. xiil. (4)JJoVm, c. xvil— Univermis, c. xili.

(5) Trial, c. xi.—Waldes, c. xx. (6) Idem, b. 11., Art. 3, c. lxxxil.

(71 Trial, c. xi11.—Council Const. (S) Walden, v. I., b. I., Art. 3, c. xxxix.

{9) Cone. Const.
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cardinals is an invention of the devil (1). The power ex

ercised by the Pope is derived from Caesar, and has no foun

dation in Scripture (2). An excommunication by the Pope

or any prelate is not to be feared, for it is a censure by

Antichrist (3). The Pope has no right to issue decrees (4).

When human laws are not founded on the Bible, subjects

are not bound to obey (5). The Church is the entirety of

the predestined (6): The Chapter of Antichrist consists of

the Pope, the cardinals, bishops, officials, canons, monks, and

mendicant friars (7). The sacramental " character " is foun;l

neither in Scripture nor in reason (8). Baptism is not

necessary (9). The Holy Ghost is not given in Confirma

tion (10). The Body of Christ in the Eucharist is a thing

inferior to a flea, because it is bread (11). Confession was

invented by Antichrist or his limb, in order to penetrate

into secrets, and laj- hold of the goods of seculars (12). The

sins of the predestined to glory are only venial ; the

sins of others are mortal (13). Extreme Unction is a sacra

ment only when the virtue of the administrator merits that

it shall be such (14). In the matrimonial contract the con

sent of the parties, without any visible sign, is sufficient (15).

The impediments enforced by the Church are to be disre

garded ; there is no reason why we should not follow the

system which obtained in the first days of the human

race (16).

John Luke, an Oxford theologian, collected 266 errors

from the works of Wycliffe ; Thomas Walden 800 ; but the

Council of Constance reduced them to 45 heads. It must

be observed, however, that it is not always easy to discern

Wycliffe's real sentiments. " In common with other relig

ious innovators ", says Lingard, " he claimed the twofold

privilege of changing his opinions at will, and of being in

fallible in every change ; and when he found it expedient to

(I) Truth and Falsehood, c. x. («) Christ and Antichrist, ch. vil.

(3) Cone. Const. (-») KnYghton, b. V.

(5) Walsingham. p. 2S3. (6) Antichrist, ch. 1.—Dowry of the Church, oh. 11.

(7) Members of the Cburch, ch. xvl. (S) Trial. IV., ch. xv.

(9) lbi, ch. xil. (10) lbi, ch. xiv.

(I1) A-postacy, ch. xvill. (18) Trial., IV., ch. xxiv.

(13) Wai.dks. vol. II., ch. civ. (14) Trio;., IV.. ch. xv.

(to) lbi, ch. xxU. (16) lbi, ch. xx.
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dissemble, could so qualify his doctrines with conditions, or

explain them away by distinctions, as to give an appearance

of innocence to tenets of the most mischievous tendency."

It is remarkable that Wycliffe, in spite of his invectives

against the Pope and prelates, affirmed that " prelates and

priests ordeyned of God comen in the stade of apostles and

disciples, and that the Pope is the highest vicar that Crist

has on erth" (1). Another inconsistency of this innovator

was his condemnation of the voluntary poverty of the friars,

in spite of his reduction of even the secular clergy to abso

lute indigence ; for himself, however, he took good care to

retain his living of Lutterworth, and died in its enjoyment.

With regard to his doctrine on the Eucharist, although his

language sometimes sounds orthodox, it is certain that his

teaching was similar to that of impanation, afterward intro

duced by Luther : " It is verray Goddus Body in fourme of

brede It is verray Goddus Body and verray brede " (2).

And he contends that " the right faith of Christen men is this,

that this worshipfulSacrament is brede and Christ's body " (3).

He holds that " the sacrifice of the kirk is maad in two

thingis togidre ; that is, the visible spicis of elements and

invisible flesch and blood of our Lord Jhu Crist, Sacra

ment and thing of the Sacrament .... this thing that is seen

is brede ; but this that the faith askyth to be enformed, the

brede is the Body of Crist " (4). As to matrimony, Wycliffe

held that the usual form, "I take thee to wife ," contains a

falsehood ; the learned Oxford doctor descended to the fol

lowing petty quibble. No woman becomes a wife until her

consent is given ; but in the marriage ceremony the man

says : " I take thee to wife," before the woman gives that

consent ; therefore he says what is false, and hence the mar

riage is void (5). However, he held that interior consent

was sufficient. He also taught that a woman who had passed

the time of child-bearing could not lawfully be married.

Wycliffe believed in purgatory and in the efficacy of the

Mass, although he taught that there is no Scriptural proof

that Christ instituted the latter. He says that " the seying

(1) MS. of PreMes,-in Lewis, p. 129, cited by I.lnirard. (2) KnYghton. 8648.' -

(3) MS. tn Lcwi*, 7S—Trial. IV., 27. (4) Apolouji, P- 49. (5) TriaL IV., at, 22. '
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of Mass with clenness of holy life and brenning devotion

full much, and neethonds, most pleaseth God almighty, and

profiteth to Cristen souls in purgatory " (1). Few of Wyc-

liffe"s outbursts are more eloipient of disgust than his decla

mations against some singing in the churches : " When

there ben forty or fifty in a queer, three or four proud and

lecherous lorels shullen knack the most devout service,

that no man shall hear the sentence, and all other shullen be

dumb, and looken on them as fools. And then strumpets

and thieves praisen sire Jack, or Hobb, and William the

proud clerk, how smallen they knacken their notes, and seyn

that they serven well God and holy Church, when they des-

pisen God in His face, and letten other men of their devotion

and compunction, and stirren them to worldly vanity" (2).

The errors of Wycliffe, in regard to the power of God and

the free will of man, are thus summed up by Bossuet :

" Everything happens through necessity ; all the sins com

mitted in the world are necessary and inevitable. God could

not prevent the sin of the first man, nor could He pardon

him without the satisfaction by Jesus Christ ; God, of course,

could have done so, had He wished, but He could not wish

things otherwise. Nothing is possible to God, save that

which actually occurs ; God can produce nothing, either

within or outside Himself, which He does not produce neces

sarily ; His power is infinite, only because there is no

power greater than His own. Just as He cannot refuse

being to anything that can have it, so He cannot annihilate

anything. But although God acts necessarily. He is always

free. What is called ' liberty of contradiction ' is an inven

tion of the schools, and our idea that we are free is a constant

illusion. God has predetermined everything; hence it. is

that there are predestined and reprobate souls. God neces

sitates those of both classes to all that they do, and He

cannot save others than those who are actually saved."

Basnage, naturally an admirer of Wycliffe, seems to feel

that this doctrine of absolute fatality is destructive of all re-,

ligion, morality, and virtue ; and he avows that the desire to

reconcile the presence and concurrence of God with the lib-

(1) MS. in Lcwus, 131. (2) lbU 131.
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erty of man, greatly embarrassed the English speculator.

But then, says Basnage, many others have been lost in the

depth and obscurity of this question. If he realized its

obscurity, asks Bergier, why did he attempt to decide it by

the absurd supposition that what is done necessarily is done

freely ; that necessity and liberty are the same thing?

It is generally, if not universally, believed that Wycliffe

was the author of the first translation of the Bible into the

English language. Not only Protestant, but Catholic writers

of reputation, are responsible for this opinion; but in our

day the learned Benedictine, F. A. Gasquet, has conclusively

shown that the opinion is without foundation (1). However,

be this as it may, we must remember that before the time

of Wycliffe, and for many years after it, there was no need

of an English version of the Scriptures. Latin and French

were familiar to all Englishmen who could read at all ; the

English language was not that of the court or of the educated

classes. Then the rolls of parliament, and all legal docu

ments which were not written in Latin, were couched in the

French tongue. Even pleadings in the courts were made in

French exclusively until 1362 ; and then, although they

could be made in English, the records of the same pleadings

were preserved in Latin. Not until 1363 was parliament

ever opened with a speech in English. When such was the

condition of linguistic matters, it is evident that an English

version of the Bible was a superfluity (2). Nevertheless,

that such versions existed before the days of Wycliffe, is

admitted by that famous Protestant authority, the " martyr-

ologist " Foxe. Dedicating to Archbishop Parker his edition

of the Saxon Gospels, he writes:

"If histories be well examined, we shall find both before

the Conquest and after, as well before John Wycliffe was

(1) The Pre-Reformatton English Bible ; in the Dublin Review. July, 1S94.

(2) " it has been shown beyond the possibility of doubt that in Germany thereexisted in

the Middie Ages some seventy-two partial versions of the vernacular Scriptures and fifty

complete transiations, all emanating from Catholic sources. The same numerous transia

tions existed aiso in France, with this difference, that, whiist most of the French manuscripts

are livres de liere, in Germany they appear to be small volumes, which point to their use as

aids to personal piety rather than as boots for merellbrary use."—Gasquet ; loc. cU..~Pope

Innocent III. (119S), writing to the bishop of Metz, speaks of many French versions of the

Bible as then current. But the most famous early French version, that of Guyards des

1 foulins, appeared in 1294.
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borne as since, the whole body of the Scriptures was by

sundry men translated into our country tongue." And lis

ten to Craumer, in his prologue to the second edition of the

great Bible :

" If the matter shoulde be tried by custome, wee might

also alledge custome for the reading of the scripture in the

vulgar tongue, and prescribe the more ancient custome. For

it is not much above one hundred yeare ago, since scripture

hath not been accustomed to be read in the vulgar tongue

within this realme, and many hundred yeares before that, it

was translated and read in the Saxon's tongue, whiche at

that tyme was our mother tongue * * and when this language

waxed olde and out of common usage, bycause folke should

not lacke the fruit of reading, it was again translated into

the newer language, whereof yet also many copies remayne

and be dayly founde " (1). Blessed Thomas More says:

" The whole byble was long before his (('. e., Wycliffe's) days

by vertuous and well learned men, translated into the Eng

lish tongue and by good and godly. people with devotion,

and soberness, wel and reverendly red."

We refer the reader to the cited article by Gasquet for

convincing proofs that Wycliffe was not the author of that

famous volume which is perserved in the King's Library at

the British Museum as " The English Bible, Wycliffe's

Translation ; " and that the Sacred Scriptures, commonly

known as Wycliffite, are really Catholic versions by our pre-

Reformation forefathers.

Since Wycliffe is regarded by Protestant writers as one of

the precursors of the Reformation, it may be interesting to

notice how far, and in what important matters, this here-

siarch differed from the Reformers, whether of the Lutheran,

Anglican, or Calvinist schools. All the children of the

Reformation, who admit any Sacraments whatever, regard

only Baptism and the Eucharist as such ; Wycliffe admitted

seven. Commenting on Mark XV., he compares the Sacra

ments to so many fortifications, and having described the

seven, he says that " this entire series of fortifications was

founded by Christ, giving to His vicars power to everywhere

(1) Dialogues, edit. 1530, p. 13S. Strype's Cranmer, App., 242.
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erect them " (1). He also says that our Lord " instituted all

the Sacraments ; some, indeed, which are the more difficult

to believe, and the more necessary for salvation, He himself

promulgated, as Baptism, the Eucharist, Orders, and Pen

ance ; others again through the Apostles, as Confirmation

and Extreme Unction " (2). Protestants reject auricular

confession ; but although, in his fourth Trialogue, Wycliffe

calls the practice an invention of Antichrist, yet when com

menting on James V. he says : " It is necessary to receive

the Sacrament of Penance for the washing away of mortal

sins : confiding them not only to God, but to man. And

since they are specially to be confessed to a vicar of Christ,

who mediates between God and man, the after-comers or

dered auricular confession " (3). The last assertion of Wyc

liffe is false, but the context shows that he admitted the neces

sity of confession. As to his inconsistency, that is a vice of

all innovators. Protestants regard Extreme Unction as a

useless rite, but Wycliffe, commenting on 1 Cor., c. i., says :

" Extreme Unction is a medicine to cure sin, and that it has

a place in the New Law, appears from James V. ; for Extreme

Unction is an efficacious, final, and universal sign of the re

mission of sins." Protestants have no Mass, but Wycliffe

calls it " excellent, and excellently declared," and tells us

that all its ceremonies are praiseworthy, as they " excite a

greater love for Christ'* (4). Nearly all Protestant sects re

ject the rites and fasts of the Church, but Wycliffe writes :

" They say that we do not read that the Apostles shaved

their beards and heads, as we do. Nor did they recite the Of

fice, as we do ; nor did they fast, and use vestments and rites,

while celebrating, as we do. Therefore all these are illicit.

What fool does not see that this does not follow? Tf it

was a principle with Paul that everything should be orderly

done, then these rites, as they were ordered, are taught in

that principle " (5). But they who look up to the pastor of

Lutterworth as their father in the Lord should hearken to

his sentiments on prayer to the Mother of God: " It seems

to me impossible that we can be rewarded without the assist-

(1) Posttlla on the New Testament. (2) lbi. (3) Ibi.

(4) Apostacy, c. 1S. (5) Scholastic Gradations, c. 3.
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ance of Mary. Nevertheless there are degrees in her help ;

some, even of those whom God foresees will be damned, she

helps to avoid sin, and consequently to receive a mitigation of

their eternal punishment; some she helps to the accumula

tion of the goods of fortune, of nature, of grace, and conse

quently to an avoidance of temporal danger or loss ; some she

helps to merit salvation. And so no one is without her super

abundant assistance, whether he serves her much or little;

yea, those who have merited nothing feel her help, since be

cause of her humility and prayers for the human race they

will be more ligbtlypunished. She was, in a manner, the

cause of the Incarnation and Passion of Christ, and hence of

the salvation of the world. We must believe that no one

merits blessedness unless by the grace of God, and by his

consequent finding of God. Mary always interposes before

the merits of our sins, because she obtains for sinners that

they repent. Hence there is no sex, age, state, or condition

in the human race that needs not to implore the aid of

the Virgin " (1).

Mosheim admits that the doctrine of Wycliffe was not

free from error; but he deems the changes advocated by the

innovator wistf, salutary, and useful in many respects (2).

Was it wise and salutary to attempt to despoil the clergy of

their legitimate revenues ? Neither before Mosheim's time

nor since has any state spoliation of the Church benefited

the people one iota. It has been tried in nearly every land,

but the people have not found their taxes any lighter there

for ; nay, as a rule, their burdens have become greater, for

the works of mercy once performed by churchmen have fall

en perforce to the duty of an unwilling and merciless state,

which generally squanders more money than it gives to the

needy. As an illustration of what Mosheim calls useful and

salutary, we need not go out of England, where, before the

state had played the game recommended by Wycliffe, the

work-house was unknown.

Basiiage and other Protestant polemics deplore the severe

punishments inflicted upon the Wycliifites, or Lollards, as

they came to be called, and hold them up to the contempla-

(1I Sernvm nn the Axmmptinn. (2) History, Cent. 14, pt. 2, e. 2, 8 19.
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tion of the credulous as a proof of the savage intolerance of

the Church of Rome. But it is certain that no Wycliffite

was severely punished ; that very few were punished at all be

fore the sanguinary outbreak of Straw, Ball, etc., in 1381.

The history of this insurrection—one of the most repulsive

records of rapine, sacrilege, and murder ever penned—shows

that its instigators deserved death for their crimes. In fact,

they were not punished for heresy, but as subverters of the

state. Ball had preached his inflammatory doctrines through

out England during twenty years, with no other punishment

than a few months' confinement ; and the prime author of all

the trouble—Wycliffe—was allowed to retain his curacy, and

was not deprived of those revenues which he would have

taken from his opponents. Well may Lingard, by no means

an enthusiast, say that the English clergy of that period de

serve the praise of moderation. And in after years, although

the TVycliffites persevered in their incendiary course, the

clergy were content with obtaining from Richard II. their ex

pulsion from the faculty of Oxford. Not until the year 1401,

in the reign of Henry IV., after thirty-six years.of a tolera

tion at which an Elizabeth would have laughed (1), did there

occur a capital execution for heresy, and that was the first

instance in English history (2), though the death penalty had

been, for many centuries, adjudged to persistent heretics by

the common law in every country of Europe. Until the

year 1413., in the reign of Henry V., we meet with no further

persecution of the Lollards ; but then occurred the famous

insurrection of Sir John Oldcastle. This reformer had been

pre-eminent in vice among all the dissolute companions of

Henry's youth ; and out of the ashes of his memory Shak-

speare is said to have formed his character of Falstaff (3).

(1) Sir Edward Coke, the bright particular star of the English har during the reigns of Eliz

abeth. James I., and Charles I., and, for that day, a determined foe of arbitrary power,

taught that heresy should meet with condign punishment, because it was a crime, not

against buman, but against divine Majesty—an infectious leprosy of the soul. Institutes,

III., 5.

(•2) The victim was a priest named William Sawtre, chaplain of St. Osith's in London.

(3! Originally the character was presented by the old dramatists under the name of Old

castle, " the ruffian knight, as all England knows " (Parsons, Thrce Conversions). In the

old play of The Famoui Victories, Oldcastle occurs as a low ruffian. On this matter

Knight remarks: *' Whether or not Shakspeore's Faistaff was originally called Oldcastle,

he wus, »fter the character w■« fairlv established as Faistaff, anxious to vindicate himself
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Under the auspices of this apostle the children of Wycliffe

undertook to " reform the priesthood and the knighthood ; "

and as the Commons stated in their address to Henry, " to

destroy the Christian faith, the king, the spiritual and tem

poral estates, and all manner of policy and law." They de

signed, as Henry afterward stated in his proclamation, and

as is proved by the judicial records and parliamentary docu

ments, "to destroy him, his brothers, and several of the

spiritual and temporal lords ; to confiscate the possessions of

the Church ; to secularize the religious Orders ; to divide

the realm into confederate districts, and to appoint Sir John

Oldcastle president of the commonwealth." On the failure

of the rebellion, Oldcastle escaped, but thirty-five of his fol -

lowers were executed. He was taken four years afterward,

and also put to death.

from the charge that he had attempted to represent Hie Oldcastle of history. In the epilogue

to the Second Part of Henry IV. we llnd this passage: ' For anything I know, FalMaff

sb.dl die of a sweat, unless aiready he be killed with your hard opinions; for Oldcastle died

a martyr, and this is not the man.1 This would show a consciousness of some necessity to

apologize and atone for the past." However we may view the question of the identity of

Oldcastle and FaMnff, the readiness of the playgoers to Identify them shows a populHr

tradition that the Lancashire haronet was not a very apostolic man, whatever Mr. Foxe ma y

say in bis Booh of Martyrs.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Of the Roman Pontiffs, Rulers of Principal Nations, Princi

pal Councils, Ecclesiastical Writers, and Heretics.

Popes. Western Empei-ors.

Date of Election. Date of Death.

Stephen V, S16 Charlemagne, 814

St. Paschal I, S17 Louis the Com

Eugene II, M4 pliant, 84ii

Valentine. H27 Lothaire. 8."ili

Gregory IV, H27 Louis II. >7.'i

Serglus II, S44 Charles the Bald, S77

u. Leo IV, S47 Charles the Fat. s*7

Benedict III, S55 Guido of Spoleto, S94

St Nicholas I, 858 Lambert,
8(lil

Adrian II, SH7 Arnald, SU9

John VIII, 87;!

M;u inns. 882 Kings of France.

Adrian III, Ml
Date of Death.

Stephen VI, KS5

Formosus, S1i1 Charlemagne, 814

Stephen VII, H% Louis the Com

Itotnanus,
8iI7 pliant. H40

Theodore, H1i8 Charles the Bald, S77

John IX, 8U8 Louis the Stutter.

' S79er.

Louis III. 8S2

Carloman, 884

Charles the Fat,

dep. S87

Eudes, 8! i8

NINTH CENTURY.

Date of Death.

Irene. SO2

Nicephorus, S11

Michael Curopala-

tes, S13

Leo the Armenian, S20

Michael the Stut

terer, S80

Theophilu8, S42

Michael III, S07

Basil the Macedon

ian, 886

Eccl Writers.

St. Paullnus,

Aiculn.

Theodulpbus of Or

leans,

S. Theodore Studita,

Agohard,

Jonas of Orleans,

Amalaiius,

Hilduin,

Walafrid Strabo.

Rananus,

Florus of Lyons,

Pasrbasius,

Lupus of Ferrieres,

Uauard,

Theodore of Abucara*

St. Addo of Vienne.

Anastasius the Libra

rian,

Hlncmar,

Photius.

Councils.—About 200 ; Eighth General (4th of Constantinople).

Heretics.—Claude of Turin, Goteschaick. Photius. Scotus Erigena.

TENTH CENTURY.

Popes.

Date of Election.

Western Emperors. Eastern Emperors.

Date of Death. Date of Death,

Benedict IV,

Leo V,

Christopher,

Sergius II1,

AnHStasiusIII,

Landon.

lotin X,

Leo V1.

Stephen V1II,

John XI,

I.eo VII.

8t-phen IX,

M (rinus II,

Agapatus II,

900 Vacancy during 60

903 years : then Pope John

903 XII. transferred the

904 empire from the

911 Franks to the Ger-

913 mans, in theiierson of

914 otho 1. who died in 973

98S Otho II. 9S3

929 Otho III, 1002

931

tI43

946

Leo the Philoso

pher. 911

Constanttne Por-

pbyrogenitus, 659

Romanus, »63

Nicephorus Pho-

cas, 969

John Z1mis"es, 976

Eccl. Writers.

St. Odo of Cluny,

Simeon Mctaphrastes,

Kings of France.

Date of Death,

Charles the Sim

ple. 929

Raoul. 936

Lcnis d'Outre-mer.954

Lothaire. 9H6

Louis V. 9S7

Hugh Capet, 996

Kings of England.

Dale of Death.

Alfred. 901

Edward I, 925

Atheistan, 941

5H3
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rulers (cent, x.)—Continued.

John XII, P.-*)

Benedict V, -XA

John xih.
'„"••„')

Benedict VI, ora
Donas II, 973

Benedict VIII, (IT",

John XIV, 981

John XV, US5

John XVI, USf,

Gregory V. «.m
Sylvester II, 999

Counciis.—More than 120.

Flodoard,

Atto of Vercelli,

Liutprand,

Rathertus of Verona,

Fuiculn,

RUeglno,

Auxillus.

Heretics.

Anthropomorphttes,

Walfred.

ELEVENTH CENTURY.

Edmund. 945

Edred, 935

Edwy. 955

Edgar, 975

Edward the Mar

tyr. 97S

Popes.

Bate of Election.

John XVII.

John XVIII,

Scrgius IV,

Benedict VIII,

John XIX,

Benedict IX,

Gregory VI,

Clement II,

Damasus II,

St. Leo IX,

Victor II.

Stephen X,

Nicholas II,

Alexander II,

St. Gregory VII,

Victor III,

Urhan II,

Paschal II,

100.4

lmti

HiiK(

1i)12

1024

1033

1044

lllHi

low

1ti19

1053

1057

105S

lllfil

1073

10S6

108S

1099

Western Emperors.

Date of Death.

St. Henry II,

Conrad II.

Henry III,

1024

10*)

10.VS

Kings oj France.

Date of Death.

Robert, 1031

Henry I. 1060

Kings of England.

Date of Death.

Etheired, 1016

Edmund II, 1010

Canute, 10:15

Harold I, 1040

Hardecauute. 1042

Edward the Cod;-

lessor. 1065

Harold II, 1066

William the Conl-

queror. 10H7

William II, 1100

Eastern Emperors.

Date of Death.

Basil II. 1025

Constantlne V1II, 102S

Michael the Paph-

lygonlan, 1011

Michael Calaepha-

tus, 1042

Tj.(v. 1012

Constantlne Mon-

omacbus. 1054

Michael Stratloti-

cus, 1057

Isaac Comnenus. 1059

Constantlne Du-

cas. 1067

Michael Para-

plnax, 106S

Constantlne Du

ces. 106S

Romanus Diog

enes, 1071

Michael Ducas, 107S

Nicepnorus Boton-

iates, 1083

Eccl. Writers.

Heriger,

(iuldo ofArezzo.

Burchard of Worms,

Fulbert of Chartres,

Glaber Rudolpbus.

Hcrmannus Contrac

tus.

St. Peter Damian.

Theopbylactus,

St. Anseim of Lucca,

Lanfranc,

Guitmund.

Durand of Troars,

Desiderius,

St. Bruno of Segnl,

Robert of Rheims,

Card. Humbert

Berno,

Domnlzzo,

Lambert of Aschaf-

fenburg.

Councils.—More than 300.

Heretics.—New Manicheans, Berengarlus, Michael Cerularius, Roscelln.

TWELFTH CENTURY.

Popes.

Date of Election.

Western Emperors. Eastern Emperors.

Date of Death. Date of Death.

Eccl Writers.

Gelasius II,

Caitxtus II,

Honorius II,

Innocent II,

Celestlne II,

Lucius II,

Eugenius III.

Anastasius 1V,

Adrian IV,

Alexander III,

Lucius III,

Urhan III.

Gregory VIII,

Clement III,

Celestlne III,

Innocent III,

1106

1125

1137

1152

1190

1197

111S Henry IV,

1119 Henry V,

1124 Lotluiir II.

1130 Conrad III,

1143 Frederick I.

1144 Heory VI,

1145

1153

1154 Kings of France.

}}f, Date of Death,

j,£i Philip I. 110R

Jj£2 Louis VI, 1137

8t. Anselm of Canter

bury,

Sigebert,

Ivo of Cnartres,

Abelard,

Godfrey of Vendome,

Hugh of St. Victor,

Suger.

St. Bernard,

Peter the Venerable,

Otho of Frisingen,

Gratian,

Peter Lomhard,

Richard of St. Victor,

Peter Comestor.

John of Salisbury,

William of Tyre,

Peter the Chanter,

Peter of Blols.

Councils. -More than 300 : 9th, 10th, and 11th General (1st, 2d, and 3d, of the Lateran).

Heretics.—Bogomlles, Peter of Bruts, Tanquelln, Arnald of Brescia, Alblgenses, Wal-

denses.

11R7

1191

119S

Louis VII, 11S0

Alexis Comnen

us, 111S

John Comnenus, 1149

Manuel Comnen

us, 11S0

Alexis Comnen

us II, 11S3

Andronicus Com

nenus. 11S5

Isaac Angel us, 1195

Kings of England.

Date of Death.

Heory I, ' 1135

Stephen, 1154

Henry II, 1189

Ricburd I. 1199
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THIRTEENTH CENTURY.

Popes. Western Emperors. Eastern Emperors. Eecl Writers.

Date of Election. Date of Death. Date of Death.

Honorius III,

Gregory IX,

Celestlne IV,

Innocent IV,

Alexander IV,

Urhan IV,

Clement IV,

Gregory X,

Innocent V,

Adrian V,

John XXI.

Nicholas III,

Martin 1V,

Honorius IV,

Nicholas IV,

St. Celestlne V,

Boniface VIII,

1216 Otho IV, 121H Alexis Angelus,

122T Frederick II, 1250 Baldwin I,

1241 William of Hoi- Heory I.

Cour1243 land. 1256 Peter de

1254 Rudolph of Haps- tenay. 121S

1261 burg, 1291 Robert de Cour-

1265 Adolpbus of Nas- tenay, 122S

1271 sau, dep. in 129S John de Brienne, 1237

1276 Baldwin II, dep.

1276 Kings of France. ln 1261

j|™ Date of Death. MlV|,:"'i ,*al' '

12S1 Philip Augustus, 1223

12K5 Louis VIII, 1226

12SS St. Louis IX, 1270

1294 Philip III, 12S7

1203 St. Anthonv of Padua.

1206 James of Vitry.

1216 Alexander of Hales,

gus.

Kings of England.

Date of Death.

John. 1216

Henry III, 1272

Vincent of Beauvais,

Robert de Sorbonne,

William de Saint-

Amour,

St. Thomas Aquinas,

St. Bonaventura,

St. Raymond of Pen-

nafort,

12S2 Albert the Great, '

John Veccus,

James de Voragine,

Roger Bacon.

Lyon")."'''/"'_AbOUt 300v12tn-13th-"">ij »th General (4th of the Lateran, 1st, and 2d of

Heretics.—Abbot Joachim, Aimaricus, Flagellants, Oliva, Fraticelli.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

Popes.

Date of Election.

Benedict XI, 1803

Clement V, Ml.",

John XXII. 1»16

Benedict X1I, 1334

Clement V1, 1342

innocent VI, 1352

Urhan V, 1362

Gregory XI, 1370

Urhan VI, 137S

Boniface IX, lasii

Western Emperors. Eastern Emperors.

Date of Deu I!, . Date of Death.

Andronicus 1I, 1332

Andronicns 1II, 1341

John Paleruogus, 1391

Kings of England.

Date of Death.

Edward II. 1327

Edward III, 1377

Richard II, 1399

Albert I, 1303

Heory VII, 13t3

Louis of Bavaria ,1347

Charles IV, 137S

Kings of France.

Date of Death.

Philip iv. 1314

Louis X, 1316

John I. 13t6

Philip V, 1322

Charles IV, 132*

Philip VI, 135i1

John II, 1364

Charles V, i:l80

Counciis.—About 200 ; Fifteenth General (of Vienne).

nniV( ';^;T?uicinus'n?,?Pu'.n8, ^W^s, Lollards, Marsilio of

Quletists of Mt. Atnos, Turluplns, Wyckllffe.

Eccl. Writers.

Raymond Lullo,

John Duns Scotus,

Durand de Salnt-

Pourcain.

Augustine Triumpbus

William Ockam,

Egidio Oolonna,

Alvarez Pelayo,

St. Catharine of Si

enna,

Nicholas Emeric,

John of Paris,

Guy of Perpignan,

Ptolemy of Lucca,

Adam Goddam.

Henry Knygton,

Gregory of Rimini,

William of Coventry.

Padua, Palamites or
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